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THE 

WESTMINSTER 
.f.S!> 

FOREIGN QUARTERLY 
REVIE\V. 

JULY, 1886. 

ART. I.-TaE ENDOWMENTS oF THE CauncH OF 

ENGLAND. 

1. Disestablislnnent and Disen<lowrnent: What a1·e tltey? By 
EDWARD A. FREEMAN, D.C.L., LL.D., Regius Professor of 
Modern History in the University of Oxford. Reprinted, 
with additions, from the Pall Jlfall Gazette. Third EJition. 
London : Macmillan & Co. 1885. 

2. Disestablishment ancl Disendowment. By the ,DEAN OF 
WELLS. The Conte1npora1·y Revie11,•, December ~885. 

FROM the ancient cathedral city of Wells two voices have 
recently spoken to us upon the subject of Church Endow

ments-the voice of a Professor, and the voice of a Dean. Both 
speak with the object of guiding us to a right opinion upon ihose 
preliminary matters which we must consider before approaching 
1 he practical details of any scheme of disestablishment. Pro-
1.'ssor Freeman has published in pamphlet form a third edition 
ot his well-known papers upon this burning question. Dean 
Plumptre has written a very temperate and a very excellent 
article in the Conternpomry Review. 

Mr. Freeman's object, as he tells us in his preface, "is simply 
to clear away confusions on both sides, and to enable both sides 
to discuss more easily the really simple ground of controversy 
between them." Captious critics might, perhaps, cavil at the 
idea of discussing a ground, but it is with Mr. Freeman's 
arguments only that we are concerned. Mr. Freeman lays down,; 
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2 The Endowments of the Church of England. 

his pen with the air of a man whose thought may be thus 
imagined : " There, I have cleared away the brambles and nettles 
at the root. The ground is clear. Now decide, upon full view, 
whether the tree shall stand or fall." And yet, with the most 
unfeigned respect • for so high an authority, and with sincere 
appreciation of the spirit in which he deals with his subject, we 
venture to think that some little confusion will still remain upon 
the mind of the reader of this pamphlet, unless he takes the 
trouble to examine the statements and propositions therein con
tained with more than ordinary care. 

Mr. Freeman's purpose is to clear the question from the fal
lacies which beset the arguments of loose thinkers on both 
sides:-

One side [he writes, p. 12] says that the State may meddle with 
Church property, because it is "national property;" the other side 
says that the State may not meddle with Church property, because it 
is something too sacred to be meddled with. Yet it is perfectly certain, 
on the one hand, that Church property is not national property in the 
sense which the disputants mean; and it is equally certain, on the 
other hand, that no power can so tie up or dedicate anything as t.o 
bar the riglit of the supreme power to deal with it. Both these mis
conceptions on opposite sides must be got rid of before the question 
can be fairly argued. 
Mr. Freeman therefore proceeds to lay down a principle, and 
it is this : "The one true principle is, that the State-meaning by 
the State, King, Lords, and Commons-hv.s the same rigid to 
deal with the Church which it has to deal with anything else." 

We have italicized the word 1·igltt in both these quotations. 
It is a word freely used by Mr. Freeman. For example (p. 13) : 

Whenever the State deem11 the rights either of individuals or of 
corporations ought to give way to the general interest of the whole 
commuuity, it has a ,·iglit to del!ree that they shall give way to it. 
Or again (p. 21): 

The supreme power has freely exercised a 1-i,qht which is inherent 
in it as the supreme power, the nght to deal with ecclesiastical pro
perty as it may deal with anything else. 
And (p. 23): 

'fhis rir,ht of disendowment--as of doing anything-is inherent in 
the supreme power. • 
And (p. 46): 

The supreme power, on good cause being shown, may legislate about 
[ the Church establishment] in any way, as it has often legislated already. 
But the supreme power has the ,·ight so to do, not because of any 
particular bargain or agreement or special net of any kind, but simply 
because, being the supreme power, it has, within the limits which we 
spoke of before, the ,·iglit to do anything. 
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The Endowment, of the Church of England. 3 

Now with the exception of the ,vord natu,·e, there is, we 
9uppose, no word which has been such a fertile source of con
fusion and misconception as this word 1·i9ld. Mr. Freeman does 
not define what he means by it, but it is clear tbll.t he has in 
view a legal as distinct from a moral right, for he speaks at the 
outset (p. 10) of 
the simple principle that, in every political community the supreme 
power of the St.'\te, wherever that supreme power may be placed, 
may do whatever it thinks good. We say this [he continues] 
of course, with the necessary limitations, both physical and moral. 
A law may be, as we hold, unjust; this means that, if we were mem
bers of the assembly in which that law was pas~ed, we should vote 
against it. Or, at the outside, it means that we should deem it our 
duty to resist the law in obedience to some supposed higher law ...•• 
Disestablishment and diijendowment are therefore acts which may be 
either just or unjust. If they cannot be shown to be for the common 
good of the nation, they are unjust acts; but they are acts which, if 
<lone by the supreme power, are perfectly lawful. 'fhey are acts 
which it is open to King, Lords, and Commons to do whenever they 
think good. 

Little exception can be taken to this, so far as it goes ; but 
will it do much towards clearing away the cobwebs 1 To say that 
the supreme power ho.s a legal right to disestablish and disendow 
the Church is no more than saying that the legislative body may 
lawfully make laws. When wo say that a man has a legal right 
to do anything, we simply mean that the State, with all the 
powers at its command, will support him in doing the net in 
question, and will secure to him a remedy against anybody who 
interferes with him in so doing; and when we say that the 
supreme power has a right to do whatever it thinks good, we 
mean no more than that the supreme power, being the supreme 
power, is able to mak~ what law11 it pleases, and to enforce them. 
A le~al right is found to rest ultimately upon force. But that is 
not the kind of right which is intended by those who affirm or 
deny that the State has a right to disestablish and disendow the 
Church. It is the mora,l right to which they appeal. If we are 
asked what we mean by a moral right, it is quite sufficient to 
answer that, in our view, the State acts in accordance with moral 
right so long as it acts for the welfare of the commuait.y at large. 
Laws which tend to promote the greatest happiness of the 
greatest number are made in accordance with moral as well as 
with legal right. Mr. Freeman, in reply to the question, "Has 
not the State a right to deal with corporate property which it 
has uot to deal with private property?" (p. 15) answers: 

In strictness there is no difference as to the right it!;C)f, but there is a 
difference of great importance as to the exercise of that right. That 
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4 The Endowments of the Church of England. 

is to say, the cases in which it is just and expedient to meddle with 
corporate property come much oftener than the cases in which it is 
just and expedient to meddle with private property ..... But the 
inlierent 1·iglit is tho same in both cases. 

Now, this last assertion as to the "inherent right" is undoubtedly 
true, if by right we are to understand simply the power of the 
Legislature to do what it pleases, which Mr. Freeman has spoken 
of as "the right of doing anythin~, inherent in the supreme 
power ; '' but so stated, the proposition is a colourless truism 
which it surely was hardly worth while to take such pains to 
demonstrate. If, however, the supposed questioner alludes to 
-moral right, as it is natural to assume that he does, his question, 
though rather loosely expressed (for moral right is always the 
same in kind), may be construed to mean, " Has not the State 
much larger rights with regard to corporate property than it 
has with regard to private property 1 '' And this we should 
undoubtedly answer in the affirmative, becnuse not only, as Mr. 
Freeman points out, do the cases in which it is just and expedient 
(i.e., in which it is for the interest of the community at large) 
to meddle with corporate property come much oftener than the 
cases in which it is just and expedient to meddle with private 
property, but also, as we hold, the State is justified in dealing 
wit.h corporate property in a manner very different from that 
which expediency or the interest of society would sanction with 
regard to private property. In other words, the principles which 
ought to guide the legislator in dealing with corporate property 
are materially different from those which ought to guide him 
when private property is under consideration. 

,ve cannot help thinking that Mr. Freeman bas not altogether 
made clear this distinction between these two different kinds of 
"right"; indeed it seems to us that he l1as somewhat confused 
them, as where he says (p. 59), speaking of an endowment that, 
"however old or however new it is, the supreme power may 
touch it, if tlic1·e be good 1·er.tson for so doing." Why the 
qualification 1 since the State, as he tells us, has a "1·ight" to 
touch it whether there be good reason for so doing or not. The 
presence or absence of the "good reason" does not, according 
to Mr. Freeman's argument, atfect "the inherent right" of the 
supreme power to do what it pleases. Similar remarks apply 
to his proposition, which we have quoted abo\·e, that " the 
supreme power, on gootl cause bein7 shown, may legislate 
about [the Establishment] in any way." In reality the "good 
reason " and "the good cause" puiut to the nwr<tl right; and 
this is, in truth, the only kind of right which the disputants, 
whose eyes Mr. Freeman i$ so anxious to clear from cobwebs, 
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The Endowments of the Church of E11gland. 5 

ba\"e in view when they assert that the State either has or has 
not a 1·igltt to disendow the Church. "The question," say11 Mr. 
Freeman (p. 25), "must not be confused by talk about' national 
property ' on the one hand, or about 'sacrilege ' on the other. 
It is simply a question whtither a great and violent change, but 
a change which the supreme power bas a perfect right to make, 
is or is not called for in the general interest of the country." 
"Pe1fect 1·iyltt " here means nothing more than "1w1·f'ect 
pou,er," and the fact that the State has such a "right" cert~iuly 
does not help us much towards "discussing the simple ground" 
be_tweeu the parties to this controversy. If anything more than 
this is meant, the statement is not true; for if the change is not 
ailed for in the general interest of the country, then we say that 
the Legislature has no 1·i9ht (i.e., no maral 1·iyht) to make it;. 
and vice versa. 

The question then is, has the State a m01·al right to dis
establish and disendow the Church 1 or, in other words, is such a 
change required by the general interest of the community? Is 
it jui.t and expedient 1 .And iu considering this question, why are 
we not to coni1ider the arguments, on the one hand of those who 
say that such a proceeding would be '' sacrilegious," and, on the 
other hand, of those who assert that the property of the Church 
is "national property 1" Surely, if we are brought to believe 
that sacrilege is involved in disendowment it will very materially 
influence our conclusion as to the justice and expediency of tht1 
change; whereas if it can be shown that Church property is in 
any sense national property, we shall be more likely to think that 
the State may deal with it as modern reformers propose, without 
violating any of those principles by which, in the interest of 
society, we think that the Legislature ought to be guided in such 
matters. 

We propose, therefore, to ask (pace Mr. Freeman), Is the pro
perty of the Church in any sense "national property 1" No\V, 
here we are confronted not only by Mr. Freeman, but also by 
the Dean of Wells, who has written on the whole in such a 
temperate manner and in such an admirable spirit upon thi::1 
subject. But what says the Dean of Wells? He speaks more 
strongly upon this point than tiven the Professor himse~f, for, ~e 
writes : "That the endowments of the Church are 'national m 
any other sense than that in which all real property is national, 
cannot, I conceive, be seriously maintained by any one who 
does not look at the question from the standpoint of an invin
cible ignorance." Strong words these; but let us examine a little 
further. 

Who are the owners of Church property? "The Chur~h J:i 
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6 The Endowments of the Church r,f England. 

the owner," will probably be the reply of the orthodox <lispu~ 
taut. Very well, we answer; then, tell us what you mean by 
"the Church." Now, upon carefully considering Mr. Freeman's
pamphlet, it will be found that the distinguished author uses the 
term "the Church" in three distinct senses-viz., (1) a number 
of ecclesiastical corporations, sole and aggregate ; (2) the nation 
ecclesiastically organized; (:3) one religious body among many. 
Thus, to give an example of No. (2) and No. (3), Mr. :Freeman 
writes (p. 39) : 

" The Church, then, was established--or, more truly, the Chw·l'l, 
grew up-because it was tlie nation in one of its a.-pects. The 
ministers of the Church were national officers for one set of purposes, 
enjoying the rights and privileges, and subject to the responsi
bilities, of national officers. The Church wa11 ilfl"ictly the ru:1tion." 

And again (at p. 48): 

By disestablishment must be understood the repeal of all laws 
which, whether for purposes of privilege or for purposes of control, 
make any difference between the J<~stablished Church-that is, the 
religious body which once was co-extensive with the nation-and 
those other religious bodies whose growth has caused it to be no longer 
co-extensive with the nation. The argument in favour of such a course 
would seem to be this :-As long as the Clmi-ch u·as co-e:rtmsfre with the 
nation, it was no more than reasonable that the State should legislate 
about ecclesiastical matters in the eame way that it legislates about any 
othei· 11ational institution. It was not more than reasonable that the 
members and ministers of the Churclt-that is, tlte nation, and ita 
office-bearers in its religious aspect-should enjoy such privileges and 
be subject to such control as the wisdom of the Legislature might irom 
time to time think fit. But now that the Clmi-cl1 is no longer co
extensive with the nation, now that it has ceased to be the nation in 
its religious aiipect, now that it is only one religious body among 111,my, 
there is, it may be argued, no longer any reason why it should enjoy 
any privileges which are not enjoyed by other religious bodies, or why 
it sh'luld be subject to any control to which other religious bodies are 
not subject. 

But it is not in sense (2) or in sense (3) that, as we are told by 
Mr. Freeman and the Dean of Wells, "the ( 'hurch" is the 
owner of the ecclesiastical endowments. These, says Dean 
Plumptre, "were not, with the actual exception of the frac
tional portion that came directly by gift from tlie Crown or by 
grant from l'arliament, and the pos:;ible exception of tithes, 
given in any sense by the nation, or to the nation, or to the 
Church as a society, then conterminous with the nation." And 
after referring Liberationist advocates to Mr. Freeman's pam
phlet, he prnceeds: "In regard tQ all land endowments tho 
facts are so plain that he who runs may read them. They were 
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The Eniwwmenta of the O/mrch of England. 1 

given or bequeathed by the Crown, or individual proprietors, not 
to the Church at large, for the Church at large has never been 
a corporate society capable of holding property, but to abbeys or 
cathedrals, which were corporate bodies with that capacity, or 
to the rectors and vicars of parishes as corporations sole." 

Similarly Mr. Freeman (p. 16): 

. Church property is not "national property," except in the same 
sense in which all property is national property. . . . . People talk as 
if " Church property " was the property of one vast corporation called 
"the Church." In truth, it is simply the property of the several 
loco.I churches, the ecclesiastical corporations, sole and aggregate, 
bishops, chapters, rectors, and vicars, or any other. The Church of 
England, as a single body, has no property; the property belongs to 
the church of Canterbury, the church of Westminster, the church of 
little Peddlington, or any other. . . . . We must fully take in the fact 
that Church property is not the property of one vast body, but of 
various local bodies scattered up and down the country. These local 
bodies, forming corporations sole or aggregate, hold estates which have 
been acquired at sundry times and in divers mo.nners from the first 
preaching of Christianity to the English till now. 

Here, then, is the answer to our question. The ownera of 
Church property are the ecclesiastical corporations, sole and 
aggregate. This is, of course, perfectly accurate 11p to a certain 
point. But let us examine still further. In what sense are these 
corporations ownera, and in what manner and for what purpose 
do they hold eatatea ? 

.. 

Take the case of a corporation sole-the rector of a parish. 
Are the parish church and churchyard, the glebe and the tithes, ~ 
hia property? No doubt the freehold of these things is legally 
in him, but does he oum them in the same sense as John Doe, 
who has recently purchased the freehold of Blackacre, owns hie 
property? Are the parish church and the parish churchyard 
no more" national property" than Blackacre 1 

Let us put another question. Did the " pious founders" of 
these parochial endowments intend them for the benefit of a 
series of parsons ? * As well might it be said that the founder 
of a college at one of the universities intended it for the benefit 
of the Fellows. But let us put aside the "pious founder" (for 
we confess we care but little what were the intentions of the 
TiTpa1raAat mro8rq), and let us look at things as they now 
exist. It is certain that the parochial endowments do not exist 

• We use the term with all due reverence, for " the appellation of pa~on, 
however it may be depreciated by the familiar, clownish, and indiscriminate 
uae, is the most legal, most beneficial, and most honourable title that a parush 
priest can enjoy." (Blackstone's Commentaries.) 
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8 The Endowment, of the Church of England. 

for the personal benefit of the parson. For whose benefit, then, 
do they exist? For the benefit of all persons in the pariah 
who choose to avail themselves of these things, and as anybody 
may come into the parish, it follows that they exist for the 
benefit of the community. In other word1c1, we conceive it to be 
indisputable that all the parochial endowments, and, we may 
add, the P-cclesiastical endowments generally, exist for the benefit 
of the nation. 

Here, then, is the distinction between the ownership of John 
Doe, tenant in fee simple of Blackacre, and the ownership of the 
rector of "Little Peddlington." John Doe holds his estate as 
private property, for his own private useR; whereas, the rector, as 
corporation sole, holds the parochial endowments for public uses. 
Similarly, all Church property is held by corporations for public uses. 
It is held for the benefit of the entire community. It is virtually 
held in trust. The very fact of its being held by corporations 
is £ufficient to show this, for, as it is put in Wharton's " Law 
Lexicon," "the duty of a corporation is to anawer the end of its 
institution; to enforce which it may be visited, if spiritual, 
by the ordinary, if lay, by the founder or his representatives."• 
A rather remarkable instance (we may note in passing) of the 
manner in which the State endeavours to enforce these duties 
in the case of spiritual corporations sole may be seen in the 
recent Pluralities Acts Amendment Act, 1885 (48 & 49 Viet., 
c. 54 ). By this statute, " Ecclesiastical duties" are made to 
include "not only the regular and due performance of divine 
service on Sundays and holidays, but also all such duties as any 
clergyman holding a benefice is bound by law to perform, or the 
performance of which is solemnly promised by every clergyman of 
the Church of England at the time of his ordination, and the per
formance of which shall have been required of him in writing by 
the bishop;" and under this and former Acts a commission may 
be issued by the bishops to inquire into any alleged inadequate 
performance of the ecclei;iastical duties of any benefice. 

Now, the Dean of Wells himself adopts " the trust theory 
of church property," which he says "is obviously the only ten
able one." "All corporations," he writes, '' virtually hold their 
property in trust," and he states his opinion that " the people 
of each parish, and especially its poor, are the cestui que trust 
in the case of every endowment-those whose interests, rather 
than the interests of the trustee, have to be considered." In the 

• We are, of course, aware that in early days it was held that a corporation 
could not be made a trustee for otl1ers, siuce that "which had not a soul" 
could not be capable of confidence; " but this exploded doctrine of law doea 
not, it need hardly be said, affect the proposition that the members of a cor
poration are virtually trustees of the corporation property. 
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.aggregate, therefore, the cestui que t?-mt of all these ecclesias
tical corporations is, according to Dean Plumptre's view, the 
nation ; * and it does seem extraordinary that one holding 
thes~ views should write in the strong terms which we have 
quoted concerning those who express the opinion that the 
endowments of the Church are "national property." The Dean 
of Wells himself admits that the beneficial owner is to be 
considered rather than the trustee. And if the beneficial 
owner is the community at large, then the community -for 
whose benP.fit these corporations exist (and not the corporations 
themselves) is to be considered the owner of the property. Jn 
other words, the property of the" National Church" is" national 
property," which strikes one as being not a very unnatural 
conclusion. 

Professor Freeman, however, is found to be in disagreement 
with the Dean of Wells with regard to the" trust theory,'' which 
he dismisses with the following brief and contemptuous notice: 
"Nor, as we have before now seen it put, is the Church' trustee 
for the nation,' surely the oddest notion of cestiii que trust to be 
found anywhere." It is, we think, to be regretted that the pro
fessor did not condescend to examine the arguments of those 
who differ from him in this matter, or to state his own; for 
assuredly a theory which was adopted and upheld by, amongst 
others, John Stuart Mill, is not to be demolished by the mere 
·ipse dixit of any authority, however eminent. It is not, of 
course, concerning the technical accuracy of the legal terms 
trustee and cestui que trust, as applied to the ecclesiastical 
corporations and the nation, that we are contending. We 
merely assert that the endowments of the Church are national 
endowments; that they exist, under parliamentary sanction and 
parliamentary control, for the benefit of the nation, and not for 
the benefit of the members of certain corporations, sole or aggre
gate, in whom, as corporations, the freehold of all this property 
is vested by law. But, further, it seems to us that this '' notion 
of cestui que trust" is by no means so "odd" as Mr. Freeman 
appears to think. The professor has doubtless heard of the 
division of trusts into public and private. What are public 
trusts ? They are 
such as are constituted for the benefit either of the public at lar_qe or 
of some considerable portion of it, answering a particular description. 

• In the eye of the law it is as true now as it was in the days of Hooker, 
that "there i., not any mau or the Church of England but the same man is 
also a member of the commonwealth, nor any member of the commonwealth 
which is not also of the Church or England; " or, as Lord Eldon put it, 
there is "no difference, as to the persons of whom they are composed, 
between the Church and the State-the Church is the State, and the ::State ia 
the Church." 
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10 The Endowment, of the Church of England. 

To this class belong all trusts for charitable purposes ; nnd indeed 
public trusts and charitable trusts may be considered in general a& 
synonymous expressions. In private trusts, the beneficial interest is 
vested absolutely in one or more individuals, who are, or within a 
certain time may be, definitely ascertained ..... A public or chari
table trust, on the other hand, has for its objects tho members of an 
uncertnin and fluctuating body, and the trust itself is of u permanent 
and indefinite character, nnd is not confined within the limits pre
scribed to a settlement upon a private trust. (Lewin on " Trusts," 
ed. 1885, p. 20.) 

Now, we must remember that the word "charity" is, at law, 
a very comprehensive term, and includes (under 43 Elizabeth, 
c. 4) 

relief of aged, impotent, and poor people; maintenanee of sick and 
maimed soldiers and mariners; schools of learning, free schools, and 
scholars in universities ; repair of bridges, ports, havens, causeways, 
churches, sea-banks, and highways; education and preferment of 
orphans; relief, stock, or maintennnce for houses of correction; 
marriages of poor maids ; supportation, nid, and help of young trndes
men, ltandicraftsmen, and persons decayed ; relief or redemption of 
prisoners or captives; aid or ease of any poor inhabitants concerning 
payment of fifteens, setting out of soldiers, and other taxes. 

Thus, gifts for the advancement of religion or connected with 
religious services or places, as bequests for the good, or repara
tion, or furniture, or ornaments of a parish church; or to a 
minister for preaching ; for a pension for a perpetual curate ; 
bequests to Queen Anne's Bounty; for the advancement of 
Christianity among infidels, &c., have always been held to be 
"charitable": nay, it is said that a gift towards payment of the 
National Debt would be considtred a charitable gift. 

Who, according to Mr. Freeman, are the cestu,is que trust in 
these cases of public trusts 1 Let us take the cai;e of such a 
bequest as the following :-" Residue to the Queen's Chancellor 
of the Exchequer for the time being, and to be by him appropri
ated to the benefit and advantage of my beloved country, Great 
Britain." That has been held to he a good charitable bequest. 
(Nightingale v. Goulboum, 2 Phillips, Uhancery Reps. 594.) 
Now, who is the ce11tui qiw trust here? If that term is to be 
applied at all in such a case, it must surely be applied to the 
nation ; but the fact is, that we confine its use to private trusts, 
and in cases of public trusts we speak of beneficiaries, or classes 
to be benefited, and, in the words of Mr. Lewin, "the public at 
large" may stand in this position. 'fake another example. A 
bequest to trustees " for such charities and other public purposes 
as lawfully might be in the parish of Tadmarton." 'l'his is a 
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The Endowments of the Church of England. 11 

good charitable gift (Dolan v. 'Ma,cderrnot, L.R. 3 Ch. App. 676), 
and the beneficiaries are those of the nation who are or become 
parishioners at Tadmarton, and if such an endowment were 
given to every parish in the kingdom the beneficiaries would in 
the aggregate compose the nation. Such gifts are in fact gifts 
to " the public o.t large" ; they are national endowments; and 
nobody would think of calling the trustees owners of such pro
perty, although they might be a corporate body, and although 
they might be paid for their services.* 

Similarly, it is our contention that the nation is to be considered 
as the " beneficiary " in the case of the endowments of the 
Established Church, and that if the State deems it expedient to 
deal with such endowments it should in so doing he guided by 
those principles and considerations which are applicable in all 
cases of State interference with public trusts. 

The truth of this proposition has already received parlia
mentary sanction, as has been frequently pointed out, by the 
establishmtlnt of the Ecclesiastical Commission. Thereby, 
according to the pathetic lament of Sir John Inglis," for the 
first time in respect to England, by an Act of the Legislature, 
unsanctioned by the Church, it (Parliament) recognized the 
principle that Church property is public property;" and it does 
seem to us absurd to maintain that the property dealt with by 
this State Commission is no more national property than the 
five-and-twenty acres in which Brown has recently invested hie 
savings. Therefore in discussing the question, Is it right-i.e., 
is it expedient-with a view to the welfare of the community, 
that. the Church should be dise:;tablished and disendowed, we 
shall give due weight to the consideration that the property of 
the Church is "national property," in the sense which we hr.ve 
indicated above. At the same time we must remember that to 
describe the parsons M trustees does not, without addition, 
accurately represent their position. They are also stipendiaries. 
As Mill wrote in the Jm·ist, "The same person who is a trustee 
is also a labourer. He is to be paid for his services. What he 
is entitled to is his wage~ while those services are required, and 
such retiring allowance as is stipulated in bis engagement. It is, 
however, the fact that in the majority of cases, aud particularly 
in the case of the Church and the Universities, the incumbents 
hold their emoluments upon an implied contract, which entitles 
them to retain the whole amount during the term of their lives." 
Therefore, as stipendiarieR, they would, of course, have to be 

---------··- -----
• The British Museum is a public trust, and in the e1e of the law a 

"chariLy." Who is the ce1t11i q1w trust, if not "the nation' P 
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12 The Endou:ment, of the Church of England. 

compensated in any scheme of disendowment which should 
deprive them of their life interest, whatever might be the uses 
prescribed by the State for the future regulation of the property 
whereof they are now trustees. 

One word as to tithes. The Dean of Wells refers to Bishop 
Stubbs's assertion that" the famous donation of Ethelwulf bas 
nothing to do with tith~;" but he quotes Stubbs only through 
the medium of Dorington's "Endowments of the Church," and 
does not tell us what the learned Bishop of Chester does say 
upon the subject. We are quite content to abide by this high 
authority, who writes as follows:-

The recognition of the legal obligation of tithe dates from the eighth 
century, both on the Continent and in England. In A.D. 7i9, Charles 
the Great ordained that every one should pay tithe, and that the pro
ceeds should be disposed of by the bishop; and in A.D. 787 it was 
made imperative by the Legatine Councils held in England, which, 
being attended and confirmed by the kings and earldormen, had the 
authority of witenagemots. From that time it was enforced by not 
unfrequent legislation. (" Constitutional History," vol. i. eh. viii. 
p. 228.) 

And again, as to these Legatine Councils, the Bishop writes : 

The Legatine Councils of A.D. 787, which in their very nature were 
entirely ecclesiastical, were attended by kings and carldormen, as well 
as by bishops and abbots, and must therefore be numbered amongst 
true witenagemots. Amongst the ecclesiastical articles which come 
most naturally within the scope of secular confirmation are the enforce
ment of Sunday and festival holidays, the payment of tithe, &c. &c. 
(Ibid. eh. vi. p. 128.) 

As might have been expected, therefore, Bishop Stubbs lends 
no countenance to the theory (surely a most futile and impossible 
one) that tithes must be looked upon as voluntary gifts granted 
by "devout landowners," who charged their estP,tes in perpetuity 
with the payment thereof. No ; these payments, commuted 
into rent-charges by 6 & 7 Will. IV. c. 71, are simply a species 
of tax imposed by the State for the maintenance of the Church 
establishment. We may note, too, that we have Bishop Stubbs's 
authority for the original threefold (if not fourfol<l) division of 
tithes in England, as ou the Continent; since he tells us that in 
early days the tenth part, which was contributed for the use of 
the Church, was usually divided by the bishop " betwt>en the 
Church, the clergy, and the poor." Indeed it is, we believe, 
unquestionable that tithes originally, in this country, represented 
"church rates, poor rates, and parson rates ; " but in course of 
time the ciergy contrived that the third use should, like Aaron's 
rod, swallow up the others. (See, amongst other authorities, 
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Phillimore's "Ecclesiastical Law," vol. i. p. 266; Blackstone's 
"Commentaries," vol. i. book i. eh. ii. § 385.) These matters 
may have, as the Dean of \V ells says, little more than an 
arcbreological interest, but it is well to remember them in days 
when a large number of the clergy have been preaching the 
" pious founder" argument from the pulpit-that coign of 
vantage whence they speak, as a living legal luminary has ex
pressed it, "six feet above the possibility of a reply." As to 
the " pious founder," if his intentions are to be considered 
at all, they will be found, in the case of our ancient parochial 
endowments, to be of no assistance to those who are so fond of 
appealing to them ; for persistent denial cannot alter the 
historical fact, that the Church in England, previously to the 
Reformation, was but a branch of the great Church of Christen
dom, and, 1A.S such, su~ject to the Roman hegemony. Even 
if the Reformation did no more than purge away the errors of a 
pre-existing Church, yet it is pretty certain that the old pious 
donors would not have given endowments for the use of a 
religious organization whose Articles declared that doctrines 
which they had been taught to revere as divine truths were 
no better than "blasphemous fables and dangerous deceits." 
But the truth is much stronger than this. The truth ii>, 
that the Church in EnglaIJd, which the labours of Aidan 
and the victories of Oswald and Oswi seemed to have 
annexed to the Irish Church, was won for the Pope and 
lost to Ireland at the Synod of Whitby in 664, after which 
victorious Rome sent over the monk Theodore of Tarsus, as 
Archbishop of Canterbury, to consolidate her succes.<J by 
organizing the Church which she bad secured to her sway. 
In the picturesque words of Mr. Green, "Strangers who knew 
not Iona and Columba entered into the heritage of Aidan and 
Cuthbert. As the Roman communion folded England again* 
beneath her wing, men forgot that a Church which passed 
utterly away bad battled with Rome for the spiritual headship 
of ,v cstern Christendom." Thenceforward the Church in 
England was, as we have alr~a<ly described it, but a branch 
of the great Church of Rome, which in all spiritual matters 
ma<le laws for Christendom. The clergy recognized the King 
as supreme in matters temporal, but the l'ope as supreme in 
matters spiritual; and the only questions which arose were as 
to the exact limits between the spiritual and the temporal, and 

• But "when Theodore came t.o Ori(anize the Church of Endand, the 
very memory of the older Chri-tian Church which exi~ted in Roman lkitain 
had passed away." (See Gre~u·:s "Short llistory of the English People," 
pp. 28-3!.) 
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as to the precise relations which ought to subsist between 
the Crown and the Papacy.* The Popes, too, through their 
legates, exercised a visitatorial jurisdiction over the Church in 
England, and when the Archbishop of Canterbury secured for 
himself a commission as legate, with authority over the whole 
island of Britain, the kings were unable to dispute the supreme 
jurisdiction of the Pope, vested as it was in one of their own 
counsellors; and even the ordinary metropolitan authority came 
to be regarded as a delegated authority from Rome. At the 
samEl time the country was at intervals visited by special legates 
-legates a latere-who represented the Pope himself, and 
superseded the authority of the resident legates. It was this 
system which was overthrown at the Reformation. 

It was the legislative commission of Wolsey, unexampled in its 
fulness and importance, which under the disingenuous dt-aling of 
Henry VIII., who had applied for the commission and granted licence 
to accept it, was made the pretext of his downfall, and which, after 
involving the whole Church in the penalties ofprremunire, resulted in 
the great act of submission which made the king, " so far as allowed 
by the law of Christ," supreme head of the Church of England. 
The combination of the ordinary metropolitan authority with the 
extraordinary authority having thus for ages answered its purpose of 
giving supreme power to the Pope, and substituting an adventitioul! 
source of strength for the spontaneous action of thE' national Church. 
brought about a crisis which overthrew the papal power in England, 
and altered for all time to come the relations of Church and State. 

From this period must be dated the birth of our Established 
Church as it now exists. t 

We assert, therefore, without pursuing the historical argu
ment further, that if our ancient endowments are to be kept 

• See Stuhbs's "Const.itutional History," vol. iii. rhap. xix. p. 2!H. 
t Stubbs's" C01,stitutional History," vol. iii. p. 301. See also the recent 

Report of the Ro,·al Commission on Ecclesiastical Court.s. h is of 
course true, as Mr. Freeman says, that at the Reformation "there was no 
taking from one religious body and giving to another," simply because the 
Church was the nation. There was, however, an entire and fundamental 
change in the religious government of the nation-i.e., in the constitution of 
the "Church" in sense (2). "The nation eeclesiastically organizrd" no longer 
looked to Rome for spiritual legislation, but was in all things to be subservient 
to Kini? and Parliament. Those who doubt this should cou~ult the statutes of 
Henry VllJ. and Elizabct.11. It is an old saying that a man dors not become 
a different man because he has washed his face. Neither does he become a 
different man because he has dirtied it again. If, therefore, it should µlease our 
sovereign Parliament to enact that from henceforth none but those who will 
subscribe to Popish doctrines shall be ministers of the Church, aud that the 
services shall be conducted according to the Roman Catholic Hitual, &c., the 
Church would still remain the same Church! Those who find comforL ia this 
argument may be made a present thereof. 
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for the uses which the pious founders contemplated, they 
should be handed over to that Church with which the Church 
in England was originally incorporated. But, further, we 
maintain that the intentions of the founder, pious or not, 
have little or nothing to do with the matter. The State 
considers that, in the interest of the community, a man should 
be allowed to give property for public purposes, and to some 
extent to dictate from his tomb the manner in which that 
property shall he administered ; but it seems to us that the 
State has the right-the nwral right, as we have explained it 
above; and not merely the power-to disregard that dictation 
when it deems it expedient to do so. It is on this condition 
only that the State allows the gift to be made. The power to 
make such gifts is a privilege granted to the individual for the 
public advantage, not a natural, inherent right, as some people 
appear to imagine. Nay, so far from thinking that any right 
ought to be recognized for the individual to prescribe uses in 
accordance with which his property is to be administered for all 
time, we hold, on the contrary, that in the case of all such gifts, 
the presumption is, that after the lapse of years-say, of half a 
century from the donor's death-these uses will require very 
considerable modification in order to adapt them to the changed 
circumstances of the times. In other words, the onus, in our 
judgment, lies upon those who wish to adhere to the conditions 
laid down by the dead hand. ThiR of course applies a fortiori 
to gifts made hundreds of years ago. And if the uses are to be 
altered, it is for the community, through its representatives, to 
determine the public purposes to which the property in question 
shall for the future be applied. So much, then, for the "pious 
founder" ; but these observations, of course, affect such only of 
the ancient endowments of the Church as can be said to owe 
their origin to private sources. 

Such seem to us some of the most important principles and 
considerations which ought to be borne in mind by those who 
approach the question, Is it expedient to disestablish nnd 
disendow the Church of England 1 \Ve have endeavoured to 
show that to regard the ecclesiastical endowments as "national 
property" is not by any means such a proof of invincible 
ignorance as Professor Freeman and Dean Plumptre suppose, 
inasmuch as those endowments must he regarded as beiug in 
the nature of public trusts, whereof the beneficiaries are, in the 
aggregate, the people of England and of Wales. As to the 
question of expediency, it must be decided by that people 
upon arguments which it is not within the scope of this article 
to consider. 
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ART. II.-THE GENIUS A:ND CHARACTER OF 
CHARLES LAMB. 

1. Tlte W 01·ks of Oluides Lamb, 1cith a Sketch of ltis Life. By 
Sir THOMAS NooN TALFOURD, D.C.L. London: George 
Bell & Sons. 1876. 

2. Mary Larri». By Mrs. GILCHRIST. W. H. Allen & Co. 
1883. 

3. Charles Lamb. By ALFRED AINGER. Macmillan & Co. 
1882. 

THE opposite extremes of opinion which it is possible to hold
about the author of the "Essays of Elia" may be repre- • 

sented by a short sentence of Carlyle's and a recent utterance 
of Mr. Swinburne's-"There was a most slender fibre of actual 
worth in that poor Charles : " acd " The most belov~d of 
English writers may be Goldsmith or may be Scott ; the best 
beloved will always be Charles Lamb." 

It is interesting to consider which of these opposite opinions 
comes nearer to the truth, that of the poet or the moralist. 
Conduct was Carlyle's great standard of worth, as beauty seems. 
to be that of Mr. Swinburne. The one preached eloquently the 
religion of work, of actual doing, as against mere speech ; while 
the other bas sounded the praise of all things lovely, and 
demanded that they should acknowledge as the only law of their 
life the right to he free. 

Was Charles Lamb, then, a man who atoned by his personal 
charm for a careless and pleasure-seeking life, and thus won the 
love of the poet 1 Was be a man who was lax in his fulfilment 
of duty, and selfish in his dealings with his fellow-men, that he 
should so mi88 the approbation of the sage 1 Let us look in his 
life and works, and see. 

To begin with, we perceive, on turning over the pages of his 
essays or his letters, that he was not a man to invite, by any 
harshness of speech concerning others, severe criticisms on him
self. He did not know how to say a really ill-natured thing. 
He was always laughing at the world-a world which included 
himself-hut it was with a genial, kindly laughter. He abounded 
in sympathy, and the more so because he had a keen conscious
ness of humour. A smile was ever on his lips at the droll 
inconsistencies of human nature, but the smile was often akin to 
the tear of compa~ion, and the ready hand of fellowship was 
never far away. While he laughed he was willing to help; he 
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offered to others the assistance which he never asked for l.im3elf; 
h 3 wa.s ever ruady to lend for the service of others-~l)r the 
fulfilment of their pleasures, or tho solace of their weakuess
from the limited stores which his own strong self-denial and 
privation had secured. 

Charles Lamb had no weapon with which to meet a man who 
struck him severely. He was never angry, never indignant, 
never truly argumentative. HiR harshest sayings were full of a 
friendly mirth, and he never did more than smile at a man who 
was unjust to him. His severest retort was a jest, his most 
vigorous onslaught an outburst of wit that was as stingle~ as 
brilliant. His very breadth of perception and depth of sympathy 
disarmed him, because he always perceived the points in himself 
which must displease an opponent, as clearly as he perceived the 
points in an opponent distasteful to himself. He could not feel 
in<lignantatcriticisms levelled against him, because his instinctive 
perception compelled him to say, " Sir, I clearly see how odious 
1 must appear to you; from your point of view you do well to 
dislike me.'' 

He had the misfortune always to see two sides to a question, 
his adversary's as well as his own; if adversary is not too strong 
A word to use regarding a man who never engaged in any serious 
contest. He was aware of his own limits, and sympathized with 
an opponent's objections to him. He might have had an 
intuitive prescience that the harshest word to be uttered of him 
must come from the mouth of a Scotchml.n, because in an essay 
(which he calls, with the delicious moderation and kindliness 
characteristic of him, " Imperfect Sympathies," when another 
man might have called it "Instinctive Aversions"), he tells us. 
" I have been trying all my life to like Scotchmen, and am 
obliged to desist from the experiment in despair. They cannot 
like me; and, in truth, I never knew one of the nation who 
attempted to do it." 

This is not true to-day. North as well as South Britain 
contains its admirers of the gentle Elia, and acknowledges the 
charm of his style and the vigour of his wit. Why it was slower 
so to do-if, indeed, it was-may be explained by his own 
remarks on the " imperfect sympathy" existing between the 
sturdy, vigorous Northern nature and his own: 

There is an order of imperfect intellects (under which mine must 
be content to rank) which in its constitution is essentially anti-Caledo
nian. The owners of the sort of faculties I allude to have minds 
rather Sllggestive than comprehensive. They have no pretences to 
much clearness or precision in their ideati, or in their manner of 
expressing them. Their intellectual wardrobe, to confess fairly, baa 
few whole pieces in it. They are content with fragments and scattered 

(VoL CXXVI. No. CCLl.]-N.Ew Snas, Vol. LXX. No. I. B 
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pieces of truth. She presents no full front to them-a feature, or side
face at the most. Hinla and glimpses, germs and crurle essays at a 
system, is the utmost they pretend to. They beat up a little game, 
peradventure, and leave it to knottier heads, more robust constitutions, 
to run it down. The light that lights them is not steady and polar, 
but mutable and ahifling; waxing, and again waning. Their conver
sation is accordingly. They will throw out a random word in or out 
of season, and be content to let it pass for what it is worth. They 
cannot sper.k always as if they were upon their oath, but must be 
understood, speaking or writing, with some abatement. They seldom 
wait to mature a proposition, but e'en bring it to market in the· 
green ear. 

This is an admirable description of his own literary character
istics, of the way he went through life, making sketches of odds 
and ends of truth that caught his fancy, leaving others to work 
taem up into finished pictures. lo this manner he provided for 
the more ambitious artists many a scrap of truth which would 
otherwise have escaped observation; he brought to the front 
many an obscure fact which was lying on one side unnoticed. 
And the manner of his sketches was so excellent that they are 
cherished by connoisseurs to-day with a love and admiration 
which few pictures, however carefully wrought, can hope to 
awaken. 

After being severe on himself, he proceeds, in all fairness and 
friendliness of spirit, to be severe on his typical Scotcbman too: 

The brain of a true Caledonian, if I am not mistaken, is constituted 
upon quite a different plan. His Minerva is born in panoply. You 
are never admitted to see his ideas in their growth-if, indeed, they do 
grow, and nre not rathe!" put together upon principles of clockwork. 
You never catch his mind in an undress. He never hints or suggests 
nnything, but unlades his stock of ideas in perfect order and complete• 
ncss. He brings his total wealth into company, and gravely unpacks 
it. His riches are always about him. He never stoops to catch a 
glittering something in your presence, to share it with you, before he 
quite knows whether it be true touch or not. You cannot cry lialves 
to anything that he finds. He does not find, but bring. You never 
witness his first apprehension of a thing. His understanding is always 
at its meridian; you never see the first dawn, the early streaks. He 
l1as no faltering of self-suspicion. Surmises, gues.;es, misgivings, half
intuitions, semi-consciousness, partial illuminations, dim instincts, 
embryo conceptions, have no place in his brain or vocabulary. The 
twilight of dubiety never falls upon him. Is he orthodox-be bas no 
doubts. Is he an infidel-he has none either. Between the affirmative 
and the negative there is no border-land with him. You cannot hover 
with him upon the confines of truth, or wander in the maze of a 
probable argument. He always keeps the path. You cannot make 
excursions with him, for he sets you right. His tnstes never fluctuate. 
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His morality never abates. He cannot compromise or: understand 
middle actions. There c:m be bnt a right and a wrong. His con
versation is as a book. His affirmations have the sanctity of an oath. 
You must speak upon the.squire with him. 

No man of such a temperament could be an appreciative com
panion to Charles Lamb, who did not follow Truth as a scientist, 
but rather loved her as an artist. He never marched straight 
on in his pursuit of her, in order to study her seriously, or to 
make a commonplace photograph of her; he was always stopping, 
like a lover, to look at her in some new or unexpected attitude, 
or running round a corner to make a sketch of a side view. 
While the practical man WM classifying her or relating her 
history, Charles Lamb would burst into the argument with 
apparent flippancy to remark : " Do look at that dimple in her 
chin ! " or, " Have you ever before observed the turn of her 
elbow?" 

It was not only, however, with over-practical and too-literal 
Scotchmen that Lamb cor.fessed "imperfect" sympathies. So 
fine a mind as his must, in spite of liberal kindliness, possess its 
own form of fastidiousness. He liked the Quakers, but not, he 
says, "to live with them." He remarks, with one of those happy 
touches which give life to oltl tradition, and link the lh·ing present 
as by a swift electric current with the dead and half-forgotten 
past, "Some admire the Jewish female physiognomy. I admire 
it; but with trembling. Juel bad those full, dark, inscrutable 
eyes." 

He acknowledges that he would not like to share his meals 
with negroes, for no better reason than that they are black ; yet 
he says : "In the negro countenance you will often meet with 
strong traits of benignity. I have felt yearnings of tenderness 
towards some of these faces-or rather masks-that have looked 
out kindly upon me in casual encounters in the streets and 
highways." 

This is characteristic of the gentle Elia. Other men deny 
their prejudices, or justify them. He does neither. He cannot 
shake himself free of them ; they cling to him like old habits; 
but his sympathies overleap thtm. " My friend," be seems to 
say, "I cannot help disliking you and shrinking from you, but 
when I look over the stupid wall of my instincts, I perceive on 
the other side aU the admirable and lovable qualities which are 
~~ . 

No other man ever had the same sincerity and frankness, the 
eame sympathy and fairness, combined with such a distinct and 
-consciously persistent personality. He was humble, yet not 
unreasonably so; the love of fair play, which compelled him to 
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20 7'he Genius and ChtJracter of Charles Lamb. 

do justice to an opponent's g,JOd qualities, fcrbade 1-tim to deny 
his own. He never put himself forward as a claimant tor your 
regard, being convinced that, if your perception did not discover 
his merits, his assurance would not help you in the matter. 
There was to his delicate and critical mind something droll in 
the pretensions of self-important people; as if they should put 
up glass windows of conceit to keep out the sun of criticism. 

Was he then a mere trifler, a jester? one who helps in the 
laughter of life as he goes through it, and when the smile is 
gone and the noise of mirth passed away, dies from the memory 
of men and is forgotten 1 

If indeed it were so, and only i;o, there would bfl something 
heroic in the gentle laughter which forbade society to be sad
dened by his afflictions; in the genius which turned the wild 
vagl\ries of fancy (trembling in the balance between lunacy and 
wit) into beautiful and genial humour ; in the unpretending 
strtingth and patitmce which transformed his own pain into sym
pathy, and thus made of it an iustrument for the use and glad
ness rather than the hindrance and sorrow of the world. 

But it was not only so. The fool who followed Lear through 
the storm was none the less faithful because he met his master's 
enemies with a laugh rather than a curse ; and virtue-a diffi
cult virtue of self-denial and patience-was the Lear whose 
footsteps Lamb followed through tLe tempests which early 
troubled, and the clouds which ever dl\rkened, his painful life. 
Strength masquerades sometimes before us in strange disguises ; 
and wisdom laughs triumphant in the mouth of a jester, while 
sages and anchorites are afilicting themselves vainly in the search 
for it. 

Charles Lamb never preached, never gave forth doctrines, and 
hardly ever denounced wrong-doing ; but he loved virtue and 
made her lovable; be bad lived with her until she was familiar 
to him ; the words he uttered were her words; and the influence 
he used was her influence. 

Never throughout his writings-in spite of extravagance of 
fnncy, vagaries of the imagination, where he plays at wrong
doing and pretends to take the side of the wicked-do we find 
a sentiment that does not help us to love virtue more and vice 
Jess, that does not make it easier to be good and less tempting 
to do evil. 

His delicate perceptions often enabled him to perceive points 
• of morality as well as of taste on which the public judgment had 

gone astray ; and the agile weapon of his wit sometimes struck 
untruth and prejudice in places difficult to be reached by the 
heavier hand of the moralist. His strokes of criticism often, by 
their very lightness, awake serious thoughts on the tritest cus-
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toms, and give new life to those which have become meaningless 
to us from much familiarity. 

I own [he writt>s] that I am disposed to say grace upon twenty 
other occasions in the course of the day besides my dinner. I want a 
form for setting out upon a pleasant walk, for a moonlight ramble, for 
a friendly meeting, or a solved problem. Why have we none for 
books, those spiritual repasts: a grace before Milton-a grace before 
Shakespeare-a devotional exercise proper to be said before reading 
the " Fairy Queen " ? 

On the treatment of women in society bis opinion was con
siderably before his time. Of " modern gallantry" be says: 

I shall believe it to be something more than a name when a well
dressed gentleman in a well-dressed company can advert to the topic 
of femak old age without exciting, and intending to excite, a sneer; 
when the phrases 'antiquated virginity,' and such a one has 'over
stood her market,' pronounced in good company, shall raise immediate 
offence in man or woman that shall hear them spoken. 

On this subject he says further: "What a woman should 
demand of a man in courtship, or after it, is, first, respect for 
her, as she is a woman ; and next to that, to be respected by him 
above all other women." 

This was no mere theory on paper; it was the rule of his own 
life. He treated the woman who stood nearest to him, his sister 
Mary, with all the delicate consideration which he believed a 
man owed to bis wife, a lover to his mistress, or any man to the 
woman who held the chief place in bis life. He bad little sym
pathy with that prejudice of his day which regarded an unmar
Tied woman as a social failure. Speaking of his sister under the 
disguise of Cousin Bridget, and of the manner of her education, 
he remarks: " Had I twenty girls, they should be brought up 
,exactly in this fashion. I know not whether their chance in wed
lock might not be diminished by it; but I can answer for it, that 
it makes (if the worst come to the worst) most incomparable old 
maids." 

It was part of his self-denial that, with the taint of madness 
-in his brain, he never permitted himself to marry, and was con
tent to be regarded as an odd and eccentric bachelor by prefer
~nce. Yet no one ,vho reads his essay of " Dream Children " can 
doubt that he was capable of love and fatherly affection. In 
this as in other acts of abnegation he abstained from lamenta
tion or self-praise; he was content to be laughed at for the very 
circumstances which other men would have regarded as giving 
them a claim to admiration or pity. 

Although be always kept his temper in argument, and waa 
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never led into the expression of serious anger, yet he was one of 
the few who protested against the popular fallacy, that "of two 
disputants the warmest is generally in the wrong: 

Our experience would lead us to quite an opposite conclusion. 
Temper, indeed, is no test of truth ; but warmth and ea:::nestness are 
a proof at least of a man's own conviction of the rectitude of that. 
which he maintains. Coolness is ns often the result of an unprin
cipled indifference to truth or falsehood, as of a sober confidence in a 
man's own Elide in a dispute. Nothing is more insulting sometimes 
than the appearance of this philosophic temper. 

Another " popular fall~cy ,, to which he objects is the one 
which gives a false motive for rectitude in the belief that 
"ill-gotten gain never prospers.'' 

This species of encouragement to virtue is sure to produce dis
appointment, and to be unsatisfactory in its results. If we are 
to face the troubles of life on the side of righteousness, it is best 
to know exactly what our position is, and what efforts will be 
expected from us. It is poor preparation for a battle, and a poor 
way of putting courage into the hearts of the soldiers, to offer the 
false assurance that the arms of the opponents will be turned 
against themselves. "The weakest part of mankind have this 
saying commonest in their mouth. It is the trite consolation 
administered to the easy dupe, when he has been tricked out of 
his money or estate, that the acquisition of it will do the owner 
no good. But the rogues of this world-the prudenter part of 
them at least-know better.'' 

It is evident that he loves truth for its own sake, and not only 
when it fits in with convenient theories. He takes it wherever 
be finds it, and leaves us to make it tally with our own precon
ceptions if we can-that is not his affair. 

He has little tender touches of feeling and pangs of conscience 
unknown to other men ; as when he repents the ingratitude 
which beguiled him-under the guise of charity-into giving 
away the cake made with love and care, for his own enjoyment, 
by a good old aunt. Abnegation was so much a part of 
his daily life that he had no need to practise it as a separate 
virtue. He even found it advisable to check his instincts 
of self-sacrifice, and came at last to perceive a certain selfish
ness in the refusal of a good thing offered by a friendly 
hand. He was kind and considerate even in his self-denial. It 
was as if he said to himself: " I have twenty opportunities a 
day of denying myself without distressing any one who loves 
me; why, then, should I greedily and ostentatiously seize 
this one?" 

He loved indeP.d to point out small shades of justice or 
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kindness which escaped the-general observation : he often repre
sented things a little crooked, a little awry, a little out of focus, 
as it were, to get the advantage of a new light on them, and to 
trick us into looking at them in a new spirit of observation. But 
his perversity is never misleading; it is indeed the only quality 
in which he was obviously and purposely insince1·e. We do not 
for a moment imagine, when reading his letter to BP-rnar<l 
Barton, that he wants to hang the bankrupts, any more than we 
believe, while studying his essay on the subject, that he thinks 
it nobler to borrow than to lend. His was a nature to which 
forgiveness came as necessarily as the air he breathed; and at 
the same time one which denied itself and exerted itself to the 
utmost rather than add the weight of a grain to the burdens of 
others. 

His literary excellences are so mixed up with the charm of 
his character that it is diffi.cult to separate them. His quaint 
and old-world fancies made him an admirable critic of the older 
poets and of many out-of-the-way subjects au<l things. He is 
often poetical on his own account-even when writing prose
in a tender, fugitive, touch-and-go fashion, as in "The Defeat 
of Time," in which he has offered one of the most charming 
of the many tributes to the genius of Shakespeare. 

'fhe perusal of his works can only make us delight in him 
and all his wayward fancies. We may turn over his pages in 
the hope of finding something at which to scoff or to sneer, and 
either they remain to us an uninteresting and harmless blank, as 
the best writing seems to do to some excellent people, or they 
charm us more and more deeply by the attraction of their style 
and the subtlety of their wisdom. 

If we turn, however, from the author to the man, if we seek 
to find in bis life all the rectitude which we meet so quaintly 
disguised in his writings, all the sympathy so delicately touched 
with humour which there abounds, shall we turn away disap
pointed? compelled to confess that with him, as with so many 
others, to see the truth was not to follow it? to love virtue was 
not to be faithful to her? His sty le might bo exquisite, his 
perceptions might be delicate, and the flavour of his originality 
absolutely unique; yet the man himself might not be what we 
could approve or like: a " very slender fibre of worth" might 
be left to pervade the actions of this " poor Charles.". 

When we look beyond the veil of kindly humour behind which 
he hid the secrets of his life we perceive at the first glance that 
his experiences were not those of a jester, and that his laughter 
concealed sufferings of a tragic intensity. Pitiful indeed he 
would have been if perpetual anxiety, hopeless affiiction, con
tinual need of self-denial, gave him claims upon our compassion 
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only; if the manner in which be bore his trials did not oblige us 
to put aside pity in favour of admiration, and compel compassion 
to give place to reverence. He was known as a jester-a man 
who made puns and loved laughter; but his cheerfulness was the 
supreme courage of one who bore a terrible burden so that the 
world should be no sadder for it. 

His life was one of abnegation; he lived in the shadow of 
perpetual sorrow. Terrible memories haunted him from the 
past; melancholy ever tracked his footsteps in the present; and 
dread shapes of the future sat with him on his hearthstone as 
familiar friends. So tragic was the story of his early days that 
it closed to him the houses of some cheerful people, who 
objected tl, the harbouring of incipient tragedy, and bunted him 
from lodging to lodging at a time when he needed rest and 
quiet. Nevertheless, he never asked for help from outside; he 
bore his own burden and the burden of his family without 
appealing to the world for assistance ; and he did not pose as a 
hero-rather did he, as we know, pRss with the undiscerning for 
little better than a laughter-loving clown. 

One of the darkest of curses rested upon his family, the curse 
of madness-that curse which, while demanding abnegation and 
self-control from those who dwell in its shadow, unfits them, or 
at least weakens them, for the exercise of the very qualities it 
calls for. There is no nobler picture in social history than that 
of Charles end Mary Lamb bravely facing their fate and helping 
each other so to live that their own misfortune should not injure 
their fellow-men. Mary, as the elder, sooner began the bitter 
struggle of existence. 'fhe faculties of the father of the Lambs 
and the health of the mother failed early. The cider brother, 
John, was of a disposition which loved ease, and sought it before 
other things. In his own day of difficulty he remembered family 
ties, and made his claim for help ; at other times he remained 
aloof, and left the weight of the household trouble to rest on 
any one who might be willing to take it. There was also an 
infirm aunt-the one who made the cake-who became a care 
and burden to the family. Poor Mary early ruined her health 
in labour for the general good; she contributed by her needle to 
the scanty funds of the establishment, and had also to nurse her 
mother night and day. 

When Charles Lamb was twenty years old this gloomy 
struggle with poverty was intensified by tragic circumstances. 
His father had already sunk into premature dotage, and his 
mother was a helpless invalid : then the family malady of 
madness seized Charles himself, and he was for six weeks of 
this miserable year in a lunatic asylum. Mary was eleven 
years older than he, and she had been for some time the 
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chief strength and support of the afflicted family. But the 
strain on her strength was too great and lasted too long: later 
on in the same year, when Charles was again at home, an out• 
break of madness seized her also-an outbreak worse than his 
own, sudden and terrible in its actual at.tack, though premoni
tory symptoms bad not been wanting, if they could have been 
attended to; and the devoted daughter, who bad tended her 
parent., so long, stabbed her mother to death. 

The horrors of that terrible time were enough to drive a sane 
man mad. What must they have been, then, to one who had 
recently suffered himself from an attack of insanity, and who 
must have dwelt in the fear of a possible recurrence, who 
must have known that the awful deed just perpetrated by his 
sister's hand might some day be repeated in another form by his 
own? 

The absence of anxiety, the cheerful influence, thE'I tender 
care, all the extraneous circumstances adapted to aid in the 
recovery of mental health were wanting here. The mother of 
~harles Lamb lay dead, murdered by his beloved sister; his 
S1Ster was in a madhouse ; his father, with his forehead 
plastered from a wound given by Mary in her frenzy, sat in the 
unconsciousness of dotage, playing at cards while the inquest was 
being held on his wife's body; bis aged aunt lay insensible, to all 
appearance dying; Charles, the delicate young man of twenty, 
the recent inmate of an asylum, was the only one in the unhappy 
household who remained conscious and responsible; on him 
rested all the care of these helpless invalids and the burden of 
supplying their needs: he was left alone, to control himself, to 
face the world, to guard, to help, to provide for these afflicted ones: 
"I had the whole weight of the family thrown on me; for 
my brother, little disposed (I speak not without tenderness for 
him) at any time to take care of old age and infirmities, had 
now, with his bad leg, an exemption from such duties, and I was 
now left alane." 

His courage and kindness were equal to all the demands 
made upon them. He abandoned, without complaint, and as a 
simple social duty, all thought of love and marriage for himself. 
He prepared to devote himself to his stricken family, and, by 
hard work and personal self-denial, to provide for them every 
necessary care. 

When we think of this son and brother, who had hardly 
reached manhood and was still an "infant" in the eyes of the 
law, whose own recent illness would have excused some weakness 
and &elf-indulgence, so bravely and simply putting aaide his 
eorrows to help those around him, we cannot pity, we must 
reverence-and love. The more we know of Charles Lamb, the 
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more admirable does he appear; the more we compare him with 
others, the brighter do bis virt11es shine. When we read of 
Anthony Trollope-who had seen his mother's bitter struggles.to 
work forthe family support while nursing her husband and son
marvelling that bis friends should have expecte<l him to live on a 
clerk's salary without running into debt; when we remember 
Carlyle's insistence that-at the cost of hie wife's ease and 
although a poor man-he should be protected from the personal 
discomforts of poverty, we perceive in all its fulness the beauty 
of the conduct of Charles Lamb. Hardly, in literary history, do 
we meet with the record of any life in which the sacrifice of self 
was so complete and so protracted as his. Other men were 
generous and other men were frugal; but no one else, so weighted 
in the atruggle, bore himself as uravely from beginning to end, 
asking nothing from the world, acting always with resolute self
denial, and enduring without complaint. 

His self-imppression and self-control had their reward in the 
fact that he himself was never visited by a return of his malady. 
Mary's relapses were frequent-, and a cause of ceaseless trouble and 
anxiety to herself and her brother; but she faced her fate with 
courage worthy of them both, scorning to consider herself in her 
healthy moments a subject for compassion or indulgence. She 
was, when sane, full of strong sense and clear views of life ; and 
her literary talent was of no mean order. There was nothing 
morbid or unhealthy in her way of looking at any su~ject. Her 
advice to her friend Sarah Stoddart, as to the treatment of an 
;nsane person (her friend's mother), is admirable from any point 
of view, and surely unique as spoken from a lunatic's own 
experience : 

Do not, I conjure you, let her unhappy malady afflict you too 
deeply. I speak from uperience and from the opportunity I have had 
of ruuch observation in such casei;, that insane people in the fancies 
they take into their heads do not feel as one in a sane state of mind 
does under the real evil of poverty, the perception of having done 
wrong, or of any such thing that rtms in their heads. 

'l'hink as little as you can, and let your whole care be to be certain 
that she is treated with tenderntsa. I lay a stress upon this because 
it is a thing of which people in her state are uncomruonly susceptible, 
and which hardly any one is at all aware of; a hired nurse never, even 
though in all other respects they are good kind of people. I do not 
think your own presence necessary, unless she takes to you very much, 
except for the purpose of seeing with your own eyes that she is very 
kindly treated. 

Nevertheless, the shadow of these periods of insanity, which 
recurred continually and at lessening intervals, could not fail 
to darken the lives of henelf and her brother. They kept this 
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trouble as much as pos.'lible from the eyes of their friends, but 
little postscripts or brief sentences in the correspondence of 
Charles touch us by their simple significance. When he says, 
" l\f ary sends her love from home," we know to what melancholy 
place she has been away. 

It was inevitable, from the nature of her malAdy, that she 
should become helpleRS and irresponsible at the most trying and 
difficult moments of their lives, and that she should then, after 
a period of ad<led anxiety to them both, be compelled to leave 
him alone. Charles writes to Coleridge in 1800: "Mary, in 
consequence ot fatigue and anxiety, is fallen ill again, and 
I was obliged to remove brr yesterday. I am left alone with 
nothing but Hetty's dead bod_,· to keep me company. To-morrow 
I bury her, and tben I shall Le alone, with nothing but a cat to 
remind me that the house has been full of living beings like 
myself.'' 

This was the sort of experience to which he was especially 
liable, because he was a man to whom it never occurred to get 
rid of servants or companions when they fell into sickness or 
old age. Rather did he cling more closely to them at such a 
time, considering them more certainly part of his family and 
household insomuch as they were no longer of any service there. 

He was more than kind to his afflicted sister; he was devotedly 
food of her. "My poor dear, dearest sister," he wrote of her 
again and again. In a letter to Coleri<lge, written during one of 
her absences, he speaks of the best sort of person for her to live 
with, and refers to himself as "a young man of this description, 
who has suited her these twenty years, and may live to do so 
still, if we are one day restored to each other." 

When he spoke of " quietness and a patient bearing of the 
yoke," he used no empty words; his patient endurance had no 
limit, and lasted as long as his life. 

Besides being a devoted son and brother, he was also a faithful 
friend and a conscientious fulfiller of all social duties. Generous 
to others, he was frugal himself, and careful always, by means of 
personal self-denial, to incur no liabilities which he could not 
meet. He never made ill-health, poverty, and the pressure of 
many burdens upon him, the excuse for running into debt. He 
indulged in no leisure which he could uot 1·ight.ly afford, he per
mitted himself no pleasure which he cuuld not pay for without 
interfering with his self-imposed duties to others. When Mary 
was first taken to an asylum, and there was a question of her 
going to an inferior place, for economical reasons, and at the 
desire of the older brother (who was afraid of being called upon 
for funds), Charles wrote to Coleridge: "If my father, an old 
servant-maid, and I, can't live, and live comf.>rtably, on .£1130 or 
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.£120 a year, we ought to burn by slo,v fires, and I almost would 
that Mary might not go into an hospital." 

Charles had at this time been relieved (by a wealthier relative, 
who was aroused to help by the tragic condition of his family) 
from the care of his infirm aunt; but she was very soon returned 
upon his hands, as too troublesome and unattractive a burdeti 
for any one else to put up with. The old servant was, as he 
himself explains, necessary to look after his doting father in his 
absence, otherwise be might have done without her. But then 
Charles Lamb did not, like some authors of lesser.mental calibre 
and larger self-conceit, see the necessity of living "like a geutle
ruan." His ambitions were nobler than this, arid his fine sim
plicity saved him from that modern vulgarism which contributes 
to so much social dishonesty, and adds an unnecessary burden to 
so many lives. 

For this indifference to appearance as for all his other self -
denials, he took to himself no credit, and be asked for no com
passion. He practised, while others pr£.:ached, the religion of 
silence. He never wailed to the world nor tormented his 
friends with the knowle<lge that he had a grievous burden to 
bear. His mental attitude was that of a man who has put 
his own trouble out of sight, and has room, in his large heart, 
for the trouble of others. 

The silence with which he bore his great and peculiar trials 
may well be permitted to rest on the one weakness of his un
selfish life. It was but a consequence of-and the effort to 
find a remedy for-that constitutional irritation or nerve suffer
ing which was in bis case part of the family curse. ltR indul
gence was never allowed to interfere with any duty to others, or 
followed to the degradation of his own character. Neither the 
righteous Southey nor the austere Wordsworth had ever a word 
of severity to utter on this particular habit. It was only those 
men who knew little of his character and less of his life, who, 
mistaking its origin and ignorant of its limits, could magnify 
this one pardonable weakness into a serious fault. 

Pitiable Charles Lamb might seem to an observer whose truth 
of vision had been marred by his own narrowing sympathies and 
absorbed self-consciousness; to all of us who know and love him 
-and who ever did the first thoroughly without doing the second 
completely ?-he must ever stand as one of the most admirable 
and heroic figures in literary history. 
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ART. 111.-THE COLONIAL AND INDIAN EXHIBITION. 

1. Official, Catalogue. William Clowes & Sons. 1886. 
2. Her Maje,Sty's Colonies. A Series of Original Papers issued 

under the Authority of the Royal Commission. William 
Clowes & Sons. 1886. 

'f HE opening of the Colonial and Indian Exhibition at South 
Kensington by the Queen in person, cannot fail to recall 

to memory that great and never-to-be-forgotten ceremonial in 
1851, when, in the heyday of her popularity, with her husband 
by her sidA, and her young children around her, she inaugurated 
the first Universal Exhibition, conceived and perfected by the 
lamented Prince Consort. 

Thirty-five years have passed since then ; the prime mover and 
originator has long since vanished from the scene of his labours 
and his triumphs, and the great monument erected by the Queen 
and her people, stands to commemorate bis success in calling 
together from the four corners of the world, all that was beautiful 
in art, and of use and value in commerce, to adorn the palace of 
his creation, causing the nations to vie with each other in a 
peaceful rivalry, which it was fondly hoped was to usher in the 
millennium. How far that hope was from being realized is 
testified by the many wars of the past thirty-five years; but the 
series of Exhibitions then inaugurated, have been pregnant of 
great results commercially, and this, the latest of the series, teaches 
a deeper lesson than any of its predecessors, if we can but read it 
aright. 

As we saw the Queen, escorted by her eldest and youngest 
surviving sons, and followed by her daughters and grand
children, passing through the long line of thousands upon 
thousands of her subjects, gathered together from every clime, 
and including natives of every shade of colour, and of every 
grade of civilization, we could not help being struck by the 
titness and significance of the spectacle, and how well it repre
sented the changes of the past thirty-five years. 

Here was the monarch of a vast empire, presiding over the first 
gathering together of her colonial subjects, come, by invitation 
of her son, the heir of that vast empire, to show to each other 
and to those at h<>rM, what they had done, and could do, to add 
to the wealth and power of that Empire to which they all 
owe allegiance. And the colonists thus brought together from 
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the ends of the world, some of them representing communities 
which had no existence when the first Exhibition was opened, 
but which have already attained to the full prime of lusty man
hood; others full of that pride which comes of a civilization 
dating far back in the "night of ages," yet all alike testifying by 
their eagerness to obtain places, and by their patient waiting of 
many hours for a momentary glimpse of their Sovereign, their 
readiness to regard her as the natural symbol of tbat union 
which is strength-the visible head uniting these heterogeneous 
elements into one harmonious whole-testifying, too, their 
willingness to join in the sentiment of " Home, sweet home,'' 
and their determination to uphold the unity of the Empire of 
which they form a part. Cor unwn via una. 

One life, one flag, one fleet, one throne. 

It was a noble sight and full of suggestiveness; we must not, 
however, linger over ceremonial, but hasten to glance through the 
various courts of this grand Imperial dispiay, and point out, as 
far as we may, the abundant signs of life and progress displayed 
by our brethren from over the seas. 

It must be confessed that the Exhibition buildings at South 
Keneington are sadly wanting, both in grandeur and architectural 
beauty; there is none of that fairy-like lightness which distin
guished Paxton's palace of 1851. The buildings are mere sheds, 
put up for convenience only, and separated from each other in 
places by ugly nooks and untidy corners; but all that art can do 
to remedy these rnd?cal defects bas been done, and in most cases 
the effect is pleasing, whilst the wealth and variety of the exhibits 
prevent the eye from examining the surroundings too critically. 

The place of honour is of course given to India; that vast 
conglomeration of States, forming together a priceless possession 
which has accumulated since 1600, the date of the formation of 
the first East India Company-started with 125 shareholders and 
a capital of £70,000, to trade direct with India-the first territory 
acquired, consisting of a strip of land six miles long, and one 
mile inland, on the Madras coast, purchased from one of the 
Rajahs in 1639. Who could then have dared to prophesy the 
outcome of this small acquisition t The story of the growth of 
this, our stupendous Indian Empire, is well and succin~tly told 
in the " Historical Retrospect" of the Official Catalogue, the 
concluding paragraph of which may be quoted, as showing the 
rapidity of that growth. 

In 1786, when Lord Cornwallis landed at Calcutta, as Governor• 
General, the British Empire in India comprist!d only Bengal nnd 
Behar, in Eastern Hindustan, a very little area round Bombay, in the 
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Western Dekkan ; and a somewhat larger area round Madras, in the 
Eastern Peninsula. In 1886 the British power is paramount over an 
area of more than a million and a half of square miles, containing 
upwards of two hundred and fifty millions of inhabitants. 

This enormous population consists of numerous races and tribes, 
including every imaginable shade of colour-from the purest 
white to more than negro blackness-and every type of countenance, 
a fact which is hardly realized by the majority of Englishmen, 
but which is most clearly placed before us in this Exhibition, by 
a series of life-sized models in native costume, commencing with 
the diminutive unclad An<lamanese, negroid in colour, and the 
Nicobarese, taller and lighter, but almost equally savage, and 
passing on through tribes decidedly Mongoloid in type, from the 
North-west Provinces, to the tribes of the Punjab, among whom 
we find a pale yellow type, and also the very tall, dark Sikh, with 
naked legs, and hat adorned with a perfect armoury of weapons 
of all kinds, commencing with those m£-tal rings or quoits which 
Siva. the destroyer is always represented as twirling upon one of his 
fingers. Then there are the N agas from the hills, tattooed, and 
wearing large shell and cornelian bead necklaces of native manu
facture, and other hill tribes. Some of these types we stie again 
in the vestibule, arrayed as solJiers of native regiments; and tine 
fellows they are too, although here also we are struck with the 
great diversity in size and colour, and if we go a few steps farther, 
we find a glass case containing a collection of heads from J eypore, 
seeming to represent every imaginable type; and everywhere we 
are confrflnted by the same· diversity of race, and that which of 
necessity follows, radical differences of character, custom, and 
religion. It is this which makes the government of India a 
herculean task, requiring the greatest firmness aud most consum
mate skill and discretion, lest perpetual strife should reign 
among these jarring elements. With an empire so vast and t!O 

varied in natural productions, as well as iu race and in climate, 
it is easy to imagine that the exhibits would also be rich and 
varied, but we may fairly say that they exceed all our precon
ceived ideas. 

Every one associates with India, rich shawls, jewellery, carpets, 
and carvings in wood and ivory, and these have from time imme
mori~, bean so perfect, that it would be hard to expect prog1·e88 
in these arts, and indeed one great idea of the present Exhibi
tion was, that these wonderful works of native art should become 
better knowq in this country, so as to help to educate our arti
ficers, rather than to receive education from them, hence the 
vestibule has been draped with chintzes from Kashmir, and a 
series of art courts has been formed, each adorned with a carved 
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screen of native work, and containing the different works of an 
of the several provmces. These screens are perfect marvels of 
carving of different kinds, some of which have been manufactured 
on the spot, and erected by Indians sent over for the purpose, a 
special grant having been made by the Commissioners for carry
ing out this design. The entrance gateway to these art courts 
was contributed by the Maharajah of Jeypore, and is a magnifi
cent work of art, surmounted by that which is called a drum
house, in which, in palaces and temples, musicians in India are 
accustomed to play, in honour of the sovereign or the god. On 
this gateway is carved the motto of Jeypore, in Sanscrit, Latin, 
and English, "Yato dharm stato jaya; '' "Ubi virtus ibi victoria." 
"Where virtue is, is victory," and at the back" Ex Oriente lux," 
a motto exemplified by the Shamsa, or picture of the sun, on 
one side, from which the Rajahs of Jeypore trace their descent, 
and on the other side the moon, claimed as an ancestor by others 
of the Rajput race, nod overlooking the court is u. curious object 
difficult to distinguish, but which is the Mahi rnaratib, or golden 
bead of a fish, and two gilt balls, being the symbol of the highest 
nobility given by the Moghal emperors. 

Glancing up and down these art courts, the eye is dazzled and 
bewildered by the variety and beauty of the wares displayed. 
The richest and most delicate jewellery in silver and gold, tea 
and coffee services in the same precious metals elaborately 
chased, pottery painted and gilt, lacquer work, damascened 
arms, enamels, and that curious green glass or enamel inlaid 
with gold so peculiarly Indian, as also that well-known inlaid 
work in ivory and metal, with innumerable other works of art of 
every description, all set off by a background of the richest 
textile fabrics, carpetH, curtains, silks, shawls, muslins, chintzes, 
and cotton goods of all descriptions, in the greatest profusion, the 
gold and silver laces of Lucknow deserving especial notice. 
'fhe variety and beauty of the various screens which serve as a 
framework for the display of the exhibits of the several provinces, 
baffle description, and each province bas its especial art, some 
being in sandal wood, some in red stone, some in marble ; some 
painted and gilt, some of delicate trellis work, and in the centre 
of the south gallery rises a magnificent pigeon-house from 
Baroda, of carved woodwork, far too beautiful for use. The 
Kashmir screen is especially noteworthy, as having been copied 
from the verandah of an old ruined mosque ; it was made in four 
mouths by eight carpenters, working at a wage of 5½d. to Sd. a 
day, their only tools being the small native chisel and a heavy 
adze. In some of these screens Saracenic influence is plainly 
visible, but others are strictly Hindu. The British occupation 
:foes not seem to have seriously affected the art work of the 
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natives, although in two or three manufactures, deterioration due 
to European influence, is noticed; as, for instance, in the carpets, 
which in 11ome cases are more gaudy in c<>lour and less beautiful 
in design than formerly; this is attributed to European designs. 
and aniline dyes haviug been introduced, chiefly through work 
done in the gaols, but Government is now endeavouring to 
restore the native art to its pristine beauty. The celebrated 
Dacca muslins, known as'' woven air," seem also to have suffered ; 
the piece of fifteen yards, which formerly only weighed 900 
grains, now weighing 1600 grains, consequent upon the use of 
English twist, the value heing only £10 as against £40 for the 
older fabric; but, as a rule, the art work of India maintains its 
ancient reputation, and the native artificers, who, in the court of 
the Indian palace, pursue their various callings in native fashion, 
are eagerly watc:hed by crowds daily ; but they can never be 
rivalled by English workers, for their work requires not only 
delicacy of manipulation, but patient labour, only possible in a 
land where workers are numerous and wages extremely low.· 
The Indian palace, constructed opposite the entrance to Old 
London, is remarkahle for the great stone gateway presented to the 
South Kensington Museum by the late Maharaj a Sindhia, which, 
in its rich decoration, contrasts well with the sombre gateway 
opposite ; to this has been added a courtyard such as is common 
in India, with the various workshops of the native artificers. 
The edifice is in the Hindu-Persian style, and consists of a 
vestibule with a fountain in the centre and a mosaic floor, the 
walls draped with a variety of beautiful cotton prints, and from 
this a staircase leads to the Durbar Hall overlooking the court
yard ; this ball is a marvel of wood carving, and was made in the 
Exhibition by two natives of Bhera in the Punjab, brought over 
for the purpose. 

It is, however, to the Imperial or Economic Court that we 
must tum, if we wish to see the progress made in India under 
British rule. Here nre displayed the chief artides of commerce, 
the vast extent of which will certainly surprise those who have 
not heretofore studied the subject, and here we may be allowed 
to quote the official catalogue:-

The magnitude of t.he foreign trade of India enables it to rank as 
the fifth great commercial Power in the world. The total value of the 
external sea-borne trade of India may be said roughly to be 155 
millions of pounds sterling, of which seventy millions represent exports, 
and eighty-five millions imports. Of this, the commerce between India 
and the United Kingdom claims eighty-six millions sterling, of which 
thirty-six millions repre!ent exportB and fifty millions imports. To 
form a complete estimate of the foreign commerce of India, we may 
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add to this the land trade across the frontiers, which amounts to about 
twelve millions sterling. 

These exports consist of various gr:iins, such as rice, wheat,. 
barley, oats, maize, and millet, the produce of 119,400,000 acres 
of cultivated land, of which 60,000,000 are devoted to rice 
and 20,306,464 acres to wheat. • The development of the export 
trade in the latter during the last fifteen years is,1,ays the catalogue, 
"one of the most remarkable facts recorded in the Reports of the 
material progress of India." Sugar, both from the sugar-cane and 
the date-palm, is largely manufactured and exported; vegetables 
also are grown and exported to the amount of £21,fl63, the potato 
and egg-apple having been introduced from America. Of drugs 
and medicines more than a hundred indigenous plants are shown 
as valuable, but the natives place 1300 in their herbals; the best 
known in this country is the cinchona, but this is not an indi
genous plant, although it has become acclimatized, having been 
introduced from Peru in 1860. It is largely cultivated at 
Darjeeling by the Government, and its value as an export 
in 1884-5 was estimated at £100,000. Of vegetable fibres, 
cotton, jute, rhea, coir, and other plants, are represented in a 
great trophy in this court, but they form only a small part 
of the fibre-bearing plants of India, which are reckoned at 
300. The export trade in cotton, raw and manufactured, was 
estimated last year at over £41,000,000 sterling, chiefly from 
the Bombay Presidency; whilst in jute, the trade has risen from 
.£62 in 1828, to £6,241,568 last year, chiefly from Bengal. Rhea 
is looked upon as likely to do great things in the future, but it 
is at present difficult and expensive to prepare. Paper is now 
manufactured in considernble quantities from the bark of t.wo 
sorts of daphne; there are paper mills in Calcutta and 
Lucknow, and it is also made in the gaols. The paper manu
factory of Nepal is, however, considered to have been derived 
from China at a very remote period. Oil seeds and prepared 
oils form a very large item in the Indian exports, linseed yield
ing over £4,000,000; rapeseed, £2,000,000; castor, £2,000,000; 
sesame, £1,928,112; poppy, £409,159; and earth outs, £361,400. 
There are also many dy~s, of which indigo is the principal, a 
very interesting model of an indigo factory ( of which there are 
thousands chiefly under European management) being exhibited; 
and a great number of gums and sap.c;, including camphor, 
catechu, caoutchouc, gutta percha, assafcetida, and, lastly, lac, the 
product of an insect. . 

In narcotics, opium holds the first place, Government deriving 
from it a revenue of £9,000,000; the cultivation and mode of 
preparation of this is well illustrated. Bhang, .or Indian hemp~ 
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is also exhibited ; and tobacco is exported to the value of 
£150,000, but this is exhibited in another court, with that which 
has risen to great importance oflate, and seems destined to become 
one of the chief exports of the empire-namely, tea. The first 
samples of this much-esteemed. product, consisting of twelve 
chests, were shipped from Assam in 1838, and now it is esti
mated that 266,286 acres are under cultivation as tea plantations, 
188,000 in Assam n.nd Cachar, 60,000 in Bengal, 8000 each 
in the North-west Provinces and the Punjab, and 5551 in 
Madras, the yield having risen from 25,500,000 lbs. in 18~6, to 
60,000,000 lbs. in 1884, representing over £4,000,000 sterling. 
Coffee has decreased in value, consequent upon the leaf disease, 
but it still represents £1,250,000; and cocoa has been introduced 
from South America and is thriving; whilst that which seems a 
new industry will be found in the exhibits of beer from Madras 
and the Punjab, and wines and spirits from Kashmir, exhibited 
by the Maharaja, one of which was awarded a gold medal at the 
Calcutta Exhibition. 

The geological survey of India exhibits maps illustrative of 
the mineral wealth of the emplre, and by then1 we are surprised 
to find, in addition to gold, silver, and other metals, very exten
sive coal fields, and we are told that eighty coal mines are worked 
in India, seventy-eight of which are in Bengal, one in Central 
India, and one in Assam, yielding together 1,315,776 tons in 
1883, and employing 2;3,172 labourers. 
. The timbers and woods from the Indian forests form a very 
important branch of commerce, and are represented in the 
Exhibition by a trophy containing 3000 specimens, whilst the 
bamboo trophy illustrates the uses of this most useful grass, of 
which thirty species are represented. 

By this long but far from exhaustive list of the products of 
India, it will be seen that the British Government, whilst foster
ing and encouraging the arts handed down from a remote civili
zation, has not failed to develop the re.sources of the empire in 
accordance with modern soci!il requirements. This is not the 
display of an effete nation sunk in Oriental lethargy, with no 
thought save of luxury and repose, neither is it the tribute of a 
conquered nation laying its best gifts at the feet of the conqueror, 
bot it is the work of a Power acting the part of a regenerator, 
guiding the myriad hands in paths of reproductive industry, 
making the most of natural gifts, and supplementing them 
by all the appliances of modem science, developing the 
resources ungrudgingly yielded by a tropical climate, and 
adding to them, those dependent upon human labour and 
skill ; constructing iron roads and water-ways, ,vhereby 
all these products may be brought together, and finding for 
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them, by means of its many ocean transports, markets in far 
distant landr., for ever unattainable by native effort. These 
are some of the benefits which India has derived from British 
rule; but the Exhibition tells us more than this, it shows that the 
dominant Power is not unmindful of the educational, moral, and 
social needs of its subjects, and we are shO\vn in the Administra
tive Court the governmental machinery, by which the State is 
kept in working order; there are exhibited the coinage and the 
stamps, the railways and irrigation works, the military, naval, 
and police organization, the mode of distributing the 181., 
millions of letters delivered yearly, in a country still insufficientl,r 
traversed by public roads, and teeming with snakes and beasts 
of prey. The educational work of the Empire is illustrated by 
the model of a Bombay school, and by the various means and 
appliances adopted for the education of the 2,790,061 children 
inspected in 1883 in the 111,237 Gl>vernment schools. As we 
study these things, and endeavour to take in the statistics 
brought before us, we see more plainly than ever, not only 
the vast importance of the numerous States and depend
encies which go to make the great Indian Empire, but also the 
enormous responsibility resting upon its rulers. Even the 
seasons must be watched and anticipated, or famine following 
upon drought will claim its million victims, ere the relief 
ungrudgingly sent can be distributed to the sufferers. That our 
rule hitherto, if not faultless, has yet been fairly successful, we 
believe this Exhibition will testify; but there is no room for 
expe1·ime-ntnl government. Tried and approved methods must 
be continued with a firm hand, till the discordant elements are 
fairly amalgamated, and the prejudices of religious differences 
and social ca!lte yield to the enlightenment of education; and 
the length of time requisite for this may be estimated by ,vhat 
-we have pointed out regarding the multitudinous races which go 
to make up this mighty empire. 

The exhibits from that which was formerly British Burmah, 
·but which is now a portion of the Burmese Empire lately added 
to the British possessions in the East, are <lisplayed amongst those 
,of India, and include very elaborate carvings, jewellery, lacquered 
·ware, and cloths of native manufacture ; and doubtless the 
commercial activ:ty of India will soon extend itself over the 
newly acquired territory. 

The great Island of Ceylon, which, with its dependencies, the 
Maldive Islands, form a Crown Colony, exhibits its wares in a 
court divided from India by a porch, or gateway, copied from 
the Buddhist temple of the 8acred Tooth in Kandy, and carved 
in Ceylon by native workmen, and facing this, at the end of the 
court, is a larg~ figure of Buddha, thus demonstrating to all, the 
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religion professed by the Sinhalese. Ceylon has long been noted 
for its pearl fishery, which is still nn important. industry, and 
pearls, with other gems, form a portion of the exhibits, which 
include gold and silver wares, carvings in ebony, satin-wood, and 
other native woods; but agriculture iR the chief industry, and 
Government not only encourages the production of rice nnd 
cocoa-nut, which form the chief food of the natives, but has also 
introduced the cultivation of tea aud coffee, the former of which 
is increasing so rapidly that 100,000 acres are now under culti
vation as tea gardens, and the exports have reached 3,700,000 lbs., 
and are confidently expected to rise to 26,000,000 within six 
years, Coffee has been cultivated for centuries, although not to 
any great extent until 1874-5, when the export reached nearly 
1,000,000 cwt., valued at nearly £.5,000,000; but since that timt3 
disease has so injured the coffee plantations that many of them 
have been turned into tea gardens. Cinnamon and other spice:; 
form also a large portion of the exports of the island ; and 
plumbago is one of the chief mineral products, having been 
exported to the amount of 240,000 cwt. in 1882, 

It is gratifying to find that the great tanks, erected centuries 
before the Christian era, are being repaired and maintained by 
large Government grants annually, for thell8 cannot fail to add 
to the prosperity of this most interesting island, by securing to 
the rural population a constant supply of that prime necessary
water. 

It is impossible here to dwell upon those exhibits which, both 
in the Indian and Ceylon section11, will most interest the general 
public, such as the great Indian jungle, illustrative of the fauna 
and flora of the country, the models of natives in every variety 
of costume, the shops, with their Indian buyers and sellers, the 
photographs of native princes and of the splendid ruins and 
temples of India and Ceylon, the paintings of scenery, and the 
utensil!_;, weapons, ornaments, aud religious emblems of the wild 
tribes in the interior. The complex Hindoo mythology is illus
trated by images of the various gods of the Pantheon, and the 
gods of the ~icobarese, and the masks of the devil dancers of 
Ceylon, form conspicuous objects ; but these do not illustrate 
progress, we therefore leave them to be studied by the anthro
pologist and nrchreologist, and pass on to the great colonies which 
are so well represented, and which, from their comparative youth, 
show more clearly the effects of modern enterprise. 

The Dominion of Canada, stretching right across the American 
continent from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and embro.cing an area 
of 3,500,000 square miles, with a population of about 5,000,000, 
was ceded to Great Britain by the Treaty of .Paris, in 17 63; but 
it was only in 1867 that the several provinces-Ontario, Qnebec, 
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Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick-were united into one 
Dominion. In 1870 Manitoba and the North-west, which had 
until then been held by the Hudson's Bay Company, and in 1871 
British Columbia, were added to the Dominion. This then may 
be looked upon as a new colony, and as such its progress will 
appear marvellons. In 1884 the revenue amounted to upwards 
of £6,000,000, whilst the imports were. valued at £24,000,000, 
and the exports at nearly £19,000,000. These exports consist 
largely of timber, which in 1884 produced nearly £6,000,000; 
of cereals and dairy produce, the latter now well known every
where; and of furs, which were at one time regarded as the 
chief or only product of the North-west ; but the land of that 
wide region is now found to be excellent for agriculture, and 
every year sees the settler pushing his way farther and farther to 
the North-west, opening up fresh tracts, and carrying with him 
the plough and the railway almost simultaneously; for Canada, 
almost more than any of the colonies, has devoted herself to the 
construction of railroads, and the great line recently completed, 
which runs right through the Dominion, uniting the Atlantic and 
Pacific oceans, is not only a magnificent example of colonial 
energy, but is also a work of Imperial importance, since it pro
vides an alternative route to our Eastern Empire, besides opening 
up great tracts of agricultural land still awaiting cultivation, and 
fields of coal, gold, silver, copper, lead, and iron of great 
importance, but hitherto only partially developed. The fisheries 
of Canada are of immense value, but Newfoundland, so long 
famed for its cod fisheries, has not yet joined the Dominion, and 
forms a separate colony. 

The ~how made by Canada, in the present Exhibition, is very 
extensive, but not so varied in character as that of some of the 
other colonies ; it consists chiefly, as may be supposed, of agri
cultural products and machinery, and is too shoppy in appearance 
to be attractive, but as the outcome of nineteen years of 
commercial progress it is magnificent. The agricultural imple
ments strike us as far superior to our own, the cereals appear to 
be of splendid quality, and the vegetables and fruits aro such as 
would certainly take prizes in the old country ; they also 
exhibit honey and fish, dried and tinned, pnrticularly lobsters, 
in profusion. Timber, and furniture manufactured from the 
principal woods, also make a grand show, but these are not 
the only things demanding notice, there are exhibits from 
the various schools, universities and scientific institutes of the 
colony, maps and drawings, displays of minerals, ethnological 
collections ( very meagre}, and a grand trophy of furs and the 
wild animals from which the hunters and trappers of the North
west have so long supplied the European markets, and which 
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·still form the largest item in the exports of the Dominion, 
amountiog to upwards of £5,000,000; the forests ranking next 
at about .£>4,000,000, and agricultural products about .t'3,000,000. 
Full statistics would here be impossible, but sufficient has been 
said to show that the Canadian Dominion is one rapidly increas
ing in prosperity, developing her boundless resources, agricultural 
and mineral, the latter including gold, coal, copper, iron, anti
mony, lead, silver and other minerals of less value ; and with the 
completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway audits extensions, 
it is confidently expected that uew openings for commerce will 
be found, and a traffic commenced with India, China and the 
Pacific coasts of South America. 

The population of Canada has increased rapidly. In 1871 
the total was 3,687,024; in 1881 it had risen to 4,:3:H,,810; of 
these the larger number are of British blood, but there are 
1,298,927 of French origin, many Germans, and about 100,0U0 
Indians, the feeble remnant of the aborigines ; of these the 
portion settled in the older provinces have become civilized and 
contented, and the present :Exhibition contains many specimens 
of their handicraft, but in Manitoba, the North-west, and British 
Columbia, many tribes still remain in a. state of savagery ; they 
are, however, gathered into reserves, and their property is pro
tected by the Government. On the whole, they are loyal and 
contented, but the half-breeds are sometimes turbulent and 
rebellious, as was shown last year in the outbreak under Riel, 
which was so promptly and easily quelled. 

We must here say a few words on Newfoundland, the first of 
our possessions in thi11 part of the world, although long siuce 
outrivalled by newer and more fertile lauds. Newfoundland 
was discovered by Cabot on Midsummer Day, 1497, and it soon 
became known to the world as a great fishing station, ancl .was 
taken formal possession of by Sir Humphrey Gilbert in the name 
of Queen Elizabeth. The cod fishery is still the chief industry, 
but it also exports cod-liver oii, seal skins and oil, and copper ore, 
the whole amounting to nearlv £l?,0U0,U00, but varying accord
ing to the season. Of late years the copper mines have been 
worked very successfully, ancl bid fair to add largely to the 
exports of the colony. The population is estimated at 180,000, 
bot the aborigines, the Beothucs, have <lied out, the last seen 
alive was in 1829. 

The colony of Newfoundland includes Labrador, very valu
able as a fishing staiion for seal, cod and salmon, and the island 
of Anticoste, at the mouth of the river St. Lawrence; this island 
has only a fow inhabitants, but the fisheries in the surrounding 
seas are very extensive. Newfoundland, although not so pro
gressive as Canada, is yet very valuable on account of its 
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command of the fisheries, and it is a pity that it is not represented 
in the present Exhibition. 

Geographically, thouRands of miles separate Canada from the 
great group of colonies in Australasia, but in the Exhibition they 
are near neighbours, and although unlike in natural features, 
there is a strong family likeness, distinguishing all as the 
children of one mother, alike in energy, though differing in age, 
size and 11trength. The Australasian colonies include New South 
Wales, Victoria, South Australia, Queensland, Western Australia, 
Tasmania, New Zealand, to which may be added Fiji and New 
Guinea, a wonderful group occupying the whole of the great 
sub-continent of Australia, with the adjoining islauda of Tasmania 
on the south, Melville and other small islands on the north, New 
Guinea, Fiji and New Zealand in the adjoining seas. Here then 
we possess an empire of no mean size, containing within itself 
all the necessary elements of wealth, power and stability, but 
united to the mother country even more than any of the other 
colonie11 of Great Britain by the ties of blood ; for whereas in 
India the foreign element far outweighs the European, and in 
Canada the French, Germans, and Indians almost balance the 
British in numbers, in the Australasian colonies, except in New 
Guinea and Fiji, the population is almost wholly of British 
descent, and the rapid progress made by these Antipo<lean lands 
speaks volumes in praise of the energetic character of the Anglo
Saxon race, and its power of seizing every coign of vantage, and 
developing it into something great and profitable, spite of 
difficulties and dangers. 

The first of our colonies in these distant southern sea11 was 
New South Wales. To the Dutch or Portuguei,e belongs the 
honour of the discovery of Australia, in the seventeenth century, 
but it was the famous navigator, Captain Cook, who took posses
sion of Botany Bay in 1770, a name which for many years 
became a by-word, owing to the use of that region as a penal 
settlement ; that reproach has, however, been long removed, and 
for the last thirty-five years the progress of the colony has been 
marked, although not unvarying. A constitution was granted 
to New South Wales in lb-!-3, Port Philip was separated from 
it in 1851, and formed into a. distinct colony under the name of 
Victoria, and in 1859 another portion separated itself and is now 
known as Queensland. These secessions, as they may be termed, 
have not, however, weakened the parent colony, but have rather 
added to her power, by enabling her to concentrate her strength 
in developing her own vast resources ; in this she has baen 

• greatly assisted by the foresight of some of her governors, and 
foremost among the benefactors of the colony must be named 
Captain John MacArthur, who introduced the merino sheep and 
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the vine, two of the principal sources of her present wealth ; the 
export of wool in 18):)4 being 319,477 bales, valued at nine and 
a half millions sterling, whilst Australian wine is fast growing io 
public favour, the area of land occupied by vines in 1883 being 
437 4 acres, producing 589,60-t. gallons of wine and 4162 gallons 
of brandy. Sugar is also cuhivated extensively, and fruits are 
grown with great success, many of them, especially apples, pears, 
and grapes, having found their way to South Kensington in 
good condition, and, aa we can testify, of excellent flavour, 
although at present not sufficiently low in price to compete with 
nearer markets. The fauna and flora of the colony are also well 
represented in the Exhibition, the various beautiful native woods 
being exhibited both in the natural and manufactured form, 
whilst the fine arts are represented by splendid photographs, by 
paintings and engravings, some on shell ; by one very fine group 
of statuary in marble-Jephthah and bis daughter-by pottery, 
and by art needlework done by pupils of the several schools. 

But, after all, the mineral wealth of Australia is the main 
source of its prosperity ; this perhaps i'l less apparent in the New 
South Wales court than in that of Victoria, although the yield 
of gold from 1851, the date of its first discovery, to 18>.:!3 is 
estimated at over £35,000,000 ; and there are also large exhibits 
of silver, copper, zinc, and tin, besides a large quantity of coal. 

The pastoral and agricultural products of the colony are 
represented by wool and different kinds of grain, and there are 
also exhibits of preserved fish and oysters. There art' besides 
exhibited in the New South Wales court many curiosities from 
New Guinea, and photographs of the country taken <luring the 
expedition of General Scratchley last year, when a protectorate 
was proclaimed over a large portion of that very interesting, but 
little known, island. 

Perhaps, of all the Australian colonies, Victoria is the one of 
which the remarkable progress is the most distinctly seen in the 
present Exhibition. The growth of this colony since 1851, 
during the thirty-five years of its separate existencet is simply 
marvellous. At one end of the court is displayed a group of 
natives in the condition in which they were when first discovered, 
with their bark buts, or rather shelters, their boomerangs. 
spears and shields, surrounded by the fauna and flora of the 
country, and we are told that this represents the spot, forty years 
ago, upon which Melbourne with its 3.?5,000 inhabitants now 
stands. If we look at the great town as represented on one of 
the panela in the entrance ball, and compare it with this wild 
scene, it seems like the transformation scene in a pantomime 
rather than a fact of the world's history, and if we examint' the 
products of this wonderful colony, we are more and more 
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astonished at the development displayed in every branch of 
industry. This enormous and unprecedented progress is doubt
less due mainly to the extensive gold fields of VictoriL "In 
1850," says the Official Catalogue, "only fifteen years after its 
settlement, Port Philip had a revenue of £230,000, its exportR 
amounted to nearly £1,000,000 sterling, and its population had 
increased by rapid strides to 7 6,000." This was a year before the 
discovery of gold, which "uplifted the colony in a night to the 
position of a nation and a power in t,he world, and advanced her 
destinies hundreds of years at one bound." As may be supposed, 
gold holds a prominent place in the exhibits of the colony. A 
huge gateway of gilded blocks represents the yield cf gold, 
estimated at £216,000,000 sterling, and near to this is exhibited 
models of the most remarkable nuggets discovered ; also maps 
of the gold fields, geological specimens of the various minerals 
found in the colony, and a beautiful moclel of a quartz-crushing 
machine.* The wealth extracted from the soil does not, however, 
end with gold and other minerals ; its forests of timber yield 
abundantly, and its soil produces an unlimited supply of grain ; 
wine also is made of excellent quality, and sheep and cattle 
yield meat (tinned for export), as well as wool and leather. The 
exports are now valued at upwards of £16,000,000, and its imports 
at £20,000,000; exports of pastoral produce yielding £10,000,000, 
those of agriculture £6,U00,000, whilst the yearly value of 
manufactured goods is estimated at £13,500,000. The wealth 
thus accumulated, aided by loans from the mother country, has 
been largely expended in public works, and the country is 
traversed by 1700 miles of railway, whilst schools and univer
sities have been established and subsidized by Government 
Victorians may well be proud of their colony, which is nearly as 
large as Great Britain and Ireland combined, nor do they devote 
all their energies to the useful labour of developing their fields 
of gold and of corn, for in art their progress is as marked as in 
agriculture, and some of the painting11, both landscapes and 
flowers, i~ this court, are extremely beautiful, whilst there is a 
piece of tapestry done by the pupils of a ladies' school, which 
could not he equalled in our modern art needlework exhibits; 
and the pottery is making rapid strides towards our best works. 

South Australia is a much older and more extensive colony 
than Victoria, comprising not only the southern part of the great 
island, but all the central portion, right through to the Indian 
Ocean. It was first observed and partially explored by Captain 
Sturt in 1831, and was formed into a colony by Act of Parlia-

* A full eized machine is at work in the gronnds crushing quartz and pro
ducuig gold from to~ of ore sent for e:iliibi~ion. 
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ment in 1834, the Act providing that no criminals should ever 
be transported to any part of the colony. 

The mineral wealth of South Australia consists rather of 
copper than of gold, although the latter has been found within 
its limits. In the Exhibition a great gateway of copper ingots 
bas been raised, not particularly elegant, but a substantial proof 
of the amount of metal smelteJ by the company which erects 
it; there are also exhibits of gold, silver, copper, and iron ores, 
and in agricultural products, cereals, fruits, jams, pickles, and a 
very large display of wines of different kinds, also vinegar, 
cordials, and aerated waters. There is also a curious exhibit of 
stuffed sheep, to show the breed (which is merino), and a great 
number of fleeces, OM of the exhibitors announcing that he 
sheared last season 75,000, whilst other flocks are noted, consist
ing of 65,000, 31,U00, and other large numbers. Ostriches and 
ostrich feathers are also exhibited, whilst in the fine arts, there 
are paintings, sculptures, photographs, and some beautiful orna
ments of emu eggs mounted in silver. All this is very creditable to 
a colony which, notwithstanding its vast territorial extent, is very 
sparsely populated, the inhabitants at the last census numbering 
only 279,865, exclusive of aborigines, who are estimated at 6346. 
An Australian Gully, illustrating the fauna and flllra, and the 
mode of life of the aborigines, is a very attractive feature in the 
South Australian court. 'l'he exports of South Australia in 
1875 amounted to £-1,805,050, and in 1884 to £6,623,704, and 
the imports at the latter date were £5,749,353, the United 
Kingdom supplying £2,088,296. The wheat crop in 1884 
was upwards of 14,000,000 bushels, the wool ,vas valued 
:lt nearly £3,000,000 sterling, and the wine produced was 
473,535 gallons; there were 1085 miles of railway dpen for 
traffic, 227 public schools, 287 private schools, and 112 country 
institutes with libraries attached. Such is progress in Australia, 
and the same tale is repeated in Queensland, which ha.5 only 
been in existence o.s a colony since 1859. With a tropical 
climate and a population of only 325,00U, she bM yet succeeded 
in distancing some of the older colonies; her wool amounts to 
50,000,000 lbs. annually, her cattle number 4,250,000, and her 
sheep 9,300,000, whilst her imports and exports, which in 1860 
was £1,267,600, in 1884 reached a total of £11,055,84,0. There 
are 1407 miles of railway, and ll,6a6 miles of telegraph wires 
in the colony, and there are 425 State schools. Maize, rice, 
wheat, sugar, arrowroot, tobacco, coffee, cotton, and various 
fruits are among the products, and many of these are exhibited, 
as also a trophy denoting that golc.l, to the amount of £17,623,284, 
has been found; beautiful pearls,including one bluck,and enormous 
i!hella to show the product of mother-of-pearl; there are also some 
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beautiful specimens of opal, splendid cedar woods, marbles, and 
tin; whilst in manufactures, leather, ropes, vegetable oils, chiefly 
prepared from the various eucalypti, dyes, sugar, wine, and a 
great many others are exhibited; but as yet the exports consist 
largely of raw material, and the sugar industry has been checked 
by want of labour, the importation of Polynesians and of Indian 
coolies having been forbidden, whilst European labour is too dear 
and too scarce to be employed with profit ; but immigration is 
encouraged, and in time doubtless this difficulty will be over
come. Western Australia, formerly known as the Swan River 
Settlement, occupies the whole of the west of Australia from 
north to south, an immense territory 1,000,000 square miles in 
extent, but very thinly peopled, the whole white population 
numbering only 32,000. Yet this handful of Europeans has 
contrived to increast1 its revenue from £157,775 in 1875 to 
£291,317 in 1885, its exports having risen during the same period 
from £391,217 to £405,693, the chief items being lea<l ore, pearls, 
and mother-of-pearl, horses, sandal-woo<l, guano, wool, and 
timber; of the latter some magnificent specimens of the Jarrah 
(Eucalyptus marginata) are exhibited, as also of the Karri 
(Eucalyptus diversicolor), almost equally beautiful; there is also 
a display of furniture made from native woods of various kinds, 
the timber of this colony appearing of extraordinary size and value. 
There are exhibit.'l of wool, a great trophy of mother-of-pearl 
shells, aud the very remarkable pearl called the Southern Cross, 
valued at £10,000; cereals (wheat, barley, oats), preserved and 
tinned fish and fish oils, raisins and other dried fruits, preserves, 
wine and beer, and in art-work some very creditable paintings and 
photographs ; there are also some flags made in the colony of 
native silk, and honey from bees which were first imported, but 
have become wild and very abundant. The mineral wealth of the 
colony has not been thoroughly explored, but specimens of gold, 
copper, lead, and iron are sent, and even as we write the rumour 
comes of the discovery of rich gold fields, which, if authenticated, 
will cause this young colony to forge ahead like the other 
Australian colonies, and perhaps even more rapidly, since rail
ways are in course of constmction, which will facilitate migration. 

'fasmania--one of the oldest of the Australian colonies, and 
not a whit les.<1 prosperous than its neighbours, with great 
mineral and agricultural wealth, and a peculiarly favourable 
climate-from some unexplained cause is not represented in the 
present Exhibition. We will therefore pass on to the very im
portant colony of New Zealand. 

New Zealand consists of t\Vo large islands and a smaller one, 
called Ste\lart's Island. It is almost the antipodes of Great 
Britain, which it more nearly resembles in size and in 
climate than any of the other colonies; but it is far more 
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mountainous and picturesque than the mother country, and con
tains within it greater mineral wealth, gold to the extent of 
£1,780,992 having been exported in 1872, and although since 
then the output of the precious metal has decreased, it is 
probable that it will improve when machinery is brought to bear 
upon the gold-bearing quartz; and at all events the export of 
gold since 1857 has &mounted to £41,000,000. It has, besides, 
very extensive coal fields, and also copper, iron, and petroleum; 
but farm products form the chief source of wealth of the colony, 
the export of wool in 1884 having reached £8,267,327 ; the 
frozen meat trade, only recently developed, produced in 1884, 
£345,129; nod Kauri gum, a specialty of New Zealand, is 
quoted at £;H2,151; whilst wheat produced £436,7:.?9; oats, 
£267,286; and timber, £152,932. 

New Zealand has been a British colony since 1840, in which 
year Auckland and Wellington, now large and flourishing towns 
on the North Island, were founded. 'fhe population is esti
mated at 57fl,234 whites, and about 40,000 Maories; there are 
also about 5,000 Chinese. Woollen manufactories have been 
established, as also dairy factories and boot factories; agricultural 
implements, carriages, and machinery of various kinds are made, 
and eighty-three steamers have been built and their machinery 
supplied by New Zealand workmen. Tobacco, beer, paper, and 
a variety of other useful articles, are also made in the colony. 

Specimens of all these things, and many more, appear among 
the exhibits, but that which especially calls for notice is the 
great advance made in art. The pictures exhibited in the Albert
Hall, ana those of Maories in the New Zealand Court, are 
not only delineations of scenery and apparently faithful portraits, 
but they are something more-they are works of art of no mean 
order. The same may be said of the photographs, which in all 
the courts-perhaps because of the warmer and brighter sun
show to great advantage beside those of our own leaden skies. 
The furniture made of the beautiful colonial woods is also taste
ful and apparently durable. 

The comparatively small Crown colony of Fiji is included in 
the Australasian group, but is as yet too young to call for much 
comment, having only come under British rule in 1874; never
theless the trade of the islands has increased considerably since 
that date. Sugar, cocoa-nuts, and copra form the chief exports. 
The population is much mixed, owing to the introduction of 
Polynesian aod coolie labourers. The natives number 114,891, 
and Europeans 8513 ; other races bringing the total up to 
127,444. Fiji has a small space allotted to it in the Exhibition, 
and makes a fair display, chiefly of native curiosities, mats, 
tappa cloth, pottery, kava bowls, &c. &c. ; but there are also 
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various products of cultivation, such as coffee, tea, arrowroot, 
rice, prese"ed fruit, &c. 

Turning to the African colonies, which next present themselves 
to our notice, we find in South Africa a group of States which 
have gradually been formed into two great colonies-the Cape of 
Good Hope and Natal. The former has been under British rule 
since 1806, but has grown gradually by the annexation of native 
States, consequent upon wars, or the necessity of protecting 
the natives from various enemies, until it has come to include 
British Kaffraria, Transkei, Walvisch Bay, Griqualand West, St. 
John's River Territory, Tembuland, Ocalekaland, and other small 
States, most of which were long under British protection before 
it became necessary to incorporate them with the Cape Colony. 
Here, as in India, natives of various races form by far the largest 
portion of the population, and, as in Canada, there are two 
European peoples which have from time to time striven for 
mastery, and are even now in a state of ferment, greatly aggra
vated by Mr. Oladstone'R policy of yielding to armed rebellion. 
The numbers of each at present occupying Cape Colony .are 
given as whites, chiefly British and Dutch, 340,000 ; coloured, 
including Kaffirs, Hottentots, Bushmen, and Ma.lays 900,000. 
It.a revenue for 1883-4 was £2,949,950; its exports in l 884 
amounted to £6,945,674, imports £5,249,000. At the beginning 
of the century the exports only amounted to £15,000, consisting 
chiefly of grain, cattle, and wine, but the imports have doubled, 
and the exports trebled, since 1860, and the latter now include 
wine, brandy, coffee, aloes, argol, bones, buchu leaves, copper ore, 
ostrich feathers, dried fruits, guano, angora hair, hides, horns, 
skins, wool, tobacco, and, last but not least, diamonds. It was the 
discovery of the latter in Griquuland West that gave the great 
impetus to trade which is shown in the large increase of imports 
and exports. Diamond mining was commenced in 1868, and 
the various mines have yielded since then no less than 
£,::H,772,476 declared value, and this immense sum does not 
represent the entire yield, as there is a great deal of illicit diamond 
dealing. From these figures it will be readily understood that 
the diamond industry forms one of the chief features in the 
Cape section of the Exhibition. There is a beautiful model of 
the Bultfontein mine, with all the machinery in working order, 
sections and maps of other mines, a large diamond washing 
machine, in which the real blue ground from various mines is 
.washed and sorted daily, and in which several good sized diamonds 
have already been found, apropos of which, a curious fact may be 
mentioned, which is, that the diamonds are so distributed in the 
matrix aa to average so many carats to the load of blue ground 
with almost mathematical certainty. There is also au enor-
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mous number of diamonds in the rough exhibited, some speci
mens being very curious in shape and colour, two or three some
times appearing as if welded together, and remarkable to 
relate, the two halves of one diamond were found several feet 
apart. The whole process of cutting and polishing the gem is 
also illustrated by Messrs. ford & Wright, who have established 
diamond cutting work& in rivalry of the celebrated Amsterdam 
works. Another new mineral production from the Cape, likely 
to come greatly into fashion for ornamental purposes, is croci
dolite, a form of asbestos somewhat resembling the gem called 
cat's-eye. Another article of luxury forming a great feature in 
the Sooth African exhibits is ostrich feathers. Ostrich farming, 
which a few years ago was the most productive industry in South 
Africa, has fallen very low, owing probably to over-production, 
but it is still profitable, and may reYive when the present depres
sion has passed away, and when luxury may again be indulged ; 
for of all ornamen~ the ostrich feather is the most elegant. 
Cape wines are now beginning to find favour in the English 
market, and, with brandy, are exhibited, the produce of the 
70,000,000 of vines planted in 1!:>75, being 4,500,000 gallons 
of wine, and 1,000,000 gallons of brandy, and among the pro
gressive industries of the Cape may be mentioned gold and 
copper mining, tobacco planting, and the cultivation of maize, 
wheat, and other cereals. Wool and mohair are also increasing 
in export value. It. may fairly be assumed that notwithstanding 
the great wave of depression which is now passing over· the 
whole of South Africa, there are still many signs of progress, 
chief among which may be mentioned the development of the 
railway aod telegraph systems, and the construction of harbours 
and other public works. Of railways there are now 1603 miles 
in the colony, and 4219 miles of telegraph. South Africa is 
at.ill par excellence the hunter's yJ&radise, and there is at the 
Exhibition a trophy of beads and horns quite bewildering in 
number, size, and variety. One portion of the exhibits in the Cape 
section must not be overlooked, which is the various handicrafts 
of the natives educated at the Loveda.le Institute, the object of 
which is to raise and elevate the native by means of industrial 
work. The great success of the plan adopted may be seen in 
the furniture, blacksmith's work, waggon-making, printing, book
binding, and needlework exhibited. Nor must we omit to 
mention the beautiful oil paintings of scenery, photographs 
and drawings of dowers, and a fine collection of paintings by 
the late Thomas Baines, illustrative of historical scenes, native 
habits, &c. &c. 

Natal. became a ijritish colony in 1843, having previously 
undergone many vicissitudes. It. was at first united to Cape 
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Colony, but in 185/j was formed into a separate colony. There 
have been many wars with Zulus and Dutch, but the country 
appears now tolerably settled, although the Zulus in Zululand, 
and the Dutch in the Transvaal, are still unquiet neighbours, 
especially as the population consists of such a large proportion 
of Zulus and other natives, the Europeans numbering only 
35,453, to 361,766 African natives, and 27,276 Hindoo and 
Chinese coolies. The latter are employed in the cultivation of 
tea, sugar, coffee, cotton, and tropical fruits, also maize and 
indigo, all of which form profitable articles of commerce. Sheep 
and ostrich farming are also carried on successfully, as well as the 
breeding of cattle, in which latter occupation the Kaflirs are 
largely interested. The exports in 1881, amounted to £957,918, 
whilst the imports were e~timated at £1,675,850. Among the 
exhibits in the Natal section, the maize (locally mealies), owin(J' 
to its splendid i;ize, is especially striking, whilst the tea, suga;, 
coffee, and tobacco, appear of excellent quality. In minerals, 
coal seems the most prominent, specimens from several mines 
being exhibited ; there are also specimens of gold and copper 
ores, plumbago and asbestos, and the woods, both of Natal and 
the Cape, are very varied and beautiful. We are glad to see 
that Natal has sent to the Exhibition not only jams, dried and 
preserved fruits, chutneys and cayenne pepper, but also fresh 
ripe fruits. As Natal has a fine climate, an abundance of sun, 
and constant steam communication with England, its colonists 
might, we think, do more than they do in supplying English 
markets with the natural produce of the soil, and that an attempt 
might also be made to send over oysters, with which the seas 
abound, and perhaps to supplement the diamond and gold 
industries by a pearl fishery. 

The other group of African colonies is to be found on the 
West Coast, and includes four small colonies, with a stretch of 
country on the Niger recently added to the empire. These 
colonies, named severally the Gold Coast Colony, Lagos, Sierra 
Leone and Gambia, are little known, and as their climate is 
very unhealthy, the inhabitants are almost entirely natives, but 
judging by the exhibits from these countries, they have made a 
considerable advance in civilization under European guidance. 
Native cloths and embroideries in silk and cotton, baskets, mats, 
and pottery, gold, silver, and brass ornaments, coloured and em
broidered leather work-these are the chief manufactures, and 
all of a barbaric type, although the various cloths are very 
beautiful Formerly this portion of the African coast was the 
great mart for slaves from the interior, but now the inland trade 
consists chiefly pf ivory and monkey skins, whilat the products 
of the colonies themselves include gold, palm kernels and oil, 
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eotton, india rubber, bee3wax, and various grains and seeds. 
The gold shown at the Exhibition consists largely of the 
indemnity paid by King Koff.ie aft.er the Ashantee ,var, and is 
extremely interesting, being mostly of ancient manufacture, 
strongly resemblini that in our museums from Ireland and 
ancient Etrui-ia, as also that discovered by Dr. Schliemann in 
Mycenre. The gold ore exhibited is very rich, but the mines have 
to depend upon native labour, and consequently their develop
ment is slow, nevertheless a great deal of gold has found its way 
to Enrope from this coast ever since the fifteenth century, and it 
is eiltimated that altogether as much as forty or fifty millions has 
been thus obtained. But the principal revenue from exports i11 
derived from palm oil and rubber, the latter having increased 
from 6t. c,vt. in 18~2 to 1552 cwt. in 188-1-. Some of the most 
interesting of the exhibits are illustrative of the Fetish worship 
of the natives, consisting of masks and figures of men and 
animals, with charms of various kinds, also t1. great variety of 
uncouth musical in-,truments and implements of agriculture. 
Mahometan influence is plainly seen in many of the ornamental 
designs, but the whole display is that of a savage people 
struggling into civilization. The O.\mbia was taken over by 
Queen Elizabeth, but the advance of the colony has been slow. 
Sierra Leone was ceded by a native chief in 1787, and 1.1erved as 
a depot for freed negroes, and Lagos was al110 ceded by a native 
chief in 1861, whilst the Gold Coast was ceded by the Dutch in 
1871. 

St. Helena, Ascension, and Tristan da Ct1nha may properly 
be included among the African colonies. They are chiefly im
portant as points of call for British vessels, but cau hardly be 
cited as progres3ive colonies, although they each contribute 
something to the Exhibition. Ascension is, however, important 
from it.'l turtles, which supply our aldermanic foasts. 

Once more crossing the Atlantic, we find a group of colonies 
of considerable importauce, consisting of Jamaica, tlJe Baba.mas, 
the Bermudas, the Virgin Island!!, the Leeward and the Wind
ward Islands, Barbados, and Trinidad, with British Guiana on the 
South American continent, and British Honduras in North 
America. Taking these West Indian colonies as cited above, 
we first turn our attention to Jamaica. Discovered by Columbus, 
it was conquered from the Spanish in the time of Cromwell, who 
encouraged emigration to it with success, and it long deserved 
the name of the "brightest gem in the British diadem." But it 
bas fallen upon evil days, the sugar ind11stry ha, declined greatly 
since the manumission of the slaves, and is still further injured 
by the unjust foreign bounty system ; nevertheless, the colony has 
been striving-to regain some of her former prosperity by developing 
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her great natural resources, and the present Exhibition shows 
not only sugar, rum, and coffee, but ah~o woods, spices, cocoa, 
arrowroot, cinchona, oils, and preserved fruits as products of 
Jamaica. The population of the island is estimated at 680,000, 
of which the whites number only 14,432, and the export.'! in 1884 
were valued at £1,614,583. 

The Bahamas consist of twenty-nine small islands in the 
Atlantic, off the coast of Florida, the largest, New Providence, 
being about twenty-one miles long by seven in breadth; the 
population in 1881 was 44,000, of whom 14,000 were whites, 
and the remainder the descendants of emancipated slaves. The 
Bahamas have been nominally under British rule since the days 
of Queen Elizabeth, but have only had a settled government 
since the American War of Independence. The chief exports 
are sponge, i;:hells, pearls, corals, tortoiseshell, ambergris, trepang 
an~ turtle, of which the latter is valued at £600 per annum. 
whilst shells realized £1200 per annum, pearls £3000, and sponge 
in 1885 £58,000. In 18H the value of this export was only 
£16,000, but in 1S83 it rose to £60,000. In the present Exhi
bition the products exhibited, in addition to those named, con
sist of native woods, ropes made of fibres of various plants, turbot 
skins, preserved fruits, perfumery, and some cameos and carved 
ornaments, made at the Nassau Art School. 

The Bermudas were taken posseSl!ion of by Sir George Somers 
in 1609, whence they are sometimes called "Somers' Islands." 
The trade of these islands is chiefly with America, the imports in 
1884 amounting to £284,440, and the exports to £88,622, having 
declined from £109,155 in l S82; whilst the population increased 
from 12,121 in 1871 to 14,SSS in 1884, of whom 8931 are 
coloured. They an, not represented in the Exhibition. 

The Leeward Islands, with which the Virgin Islands may be 
included, form the northern portion of the lesser Antilles. 
The chief of these islands are Antigua, St. Christopher, St. 
KiLts and Nevis, Dominica, and Montserrat. The latter has 
lately become well knO\vn from its various preparations of lime
juice, which form a conspicuous portion of its exhibits. The 
Virgin Islands send corals, minerals and preserves, with some 
interesting native coins. Dominica supplies a large number of 
ancient and modem Carib implements and curiosities, also cocoa, 
coffee, lime-juice, quassia cups, cinnamon and. other spices, and 
cassava meal and cakes, which might, we thiuk, be more exten
sively exported, as also cassareep, which is an excellent sauce, 
and forms the basis of most of those in use; whilst from Antigua 
we find rum, sugar, pickles and prestrves, ginger, arrowroot, 
boney, limes, and a variety of other useful products. 

The Windward Islands include Grenada, St. Lucia, St. 
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Vincent, and Tobago. Grenada, after having been ceded to 
Great Britain by the Treaty of Paris in 1763, was retaken 
by the French in 1779, but again yielded to Great Britain in 
1783, and in 1877, with Barbados, St. Vincent, Tobago, and 
St. Lucia, became a Crown colony. The estimated population 
of Grenada is 46,425; the chief article of produce is cocoa, 
which last year yielded 5,500,000 pounds, and also excellent 
fruits of all kinds. St. Lucia produces sugar, cocoa, and spices; 
St. Vincent is famed for its arrowroot; and the chief exhib\ts 
of all these islands consist of these products, with fruits, cassava 
and sugar, which, notwithstanding the great depression, remains 
the staple manufacture of the West Indies. It is worthy of 
remark that Tobago, which is the least prosperous of these 
islands, is yet the most fully represented in the Exhibition, and 
sends, besides sugar, rum and molasses, a large collection of . 
food products, oils, gums, dyes, medicines, and vegetable fibres, 
and also woods and minerals. Barbados was taken pos,,ession 
of in 1605, and the first Governor was appointed in 1625, since 
which time it has always formed a portion of the British Empire, 
and is therefore one of the oldest of our colonieR. It is very 
thickly populated, the whites numbering 16,000, and the 
coloured 155,806 ; the latter appear more industrious and 
content than elsewhere, and sugar is still the chief product; 
the fo!heries are also a groat source of wealth. Among the 
exhibits may be noticed cocoa, coffee, spices, and tobacco. 

Trinidad was captured from the Spaniards in l 7fl7, and ceded 
to Great Britain by the Treaty of Amiens. Although Trinidad, 
like all the West Indies, has suffered from the abolition of 
slavery, it may be looked upon as a prosperous colony, the 
revenue having risen steadily till last year, and the exports and 
imports having increased also; coolie immigration has been of 
great benefit ; and although sugar continues to be the chief 
product, it is supplemented by many others, especially coffee, 
cocoa, and chocolate, fruits, seeds, oils, and vegetables, which all 
find a place in the Exhibition. 

British Guiana bas belonged to Great Britain since 1803, and 
is almost wholly dependent upon the sugar industry. In 18o5 
the quantity produced WM 106,5;j2 hogsheads; the population 
numbers 264,000, and consists of Europeans, aborigines, West 
Indians, Portuguese, Africans, Chinese, and East Indians, 
reckoned at \12,000 in 1885. Besides sugar, British Guiana 
exhibits various fine woodR, more than one hundred in number; 
also a number of vegetable fibres, gums, oils, and barks, fruits, 
cassava bread, cassareep, and a variety of fruits. 

British Honduras, on the North American continent, although 
settled at least 200 years ago, only became a cobny in 1S62; its 
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chi~f wealth lies in its beautiful mahogany and logwood, but 
fruit is grown for the American markets, and also sugar ; many 
valuable fibre plants are indigenous, as also the cocoa-tree and 
the vanilla bean. The labour question is the chief difficulty 
here as in all the West Indies, but coolie labour bas been intro-
duced, and is found to be satisfactory. . 

Crossing the American Isthmus, and voyaging over the North 
Pacific, we come to a group of Asiatic colonies, and to several 
islands scattered through the Indian Ocean, which must by no 
means be omitted in treating of the British Colonial Empire; 
and first the island of Hong Kong, ceded to Great Britain in 
1841. It is essentially Chineee in the character of its manufac
tures, its inhabitants consisting mainly of natives of the Flowery 
Land. Hong Kong is of great importance as a shipping port, 

. being the fourth largest in the world. 
British North Borneo is also highly important from its 

numerous fine harbours; it has only been a British colony since 
1877, but may be looked upon as prosperous and progressive. 
It exhibits timber, jungle and sea produce, and native manufac
tures, arms, and curios, all highly interesting. 

'l'he Straits SP-ttlemente consist of the islands of Singapore, 
Penang, a strip of territory on the mainland, Malacca, and the 
11ative States of Perak, Selangor, and Sungei Ujong, under 
British protection. The population is mixed, consisting of 
Europeans, Malays, Chinese, and natives of India, numbering 
together 420,384. The chief products are tin, sugar, spices, rice, 
tapioca, sago, bides, horns, gum, coffee and tobacco, and the 
united exports and imports have risen from £14-,821,:300 in 1859 
to £:39,077,809 in 1884, whilst the revenue is £629,921. The 
exhibits are numerous and very interesting, but cannot here be 
enumerated ; amongst them are numerous ethnolo~ical collections. 
'l'he importance of these colonies may be judged from the 
shipping, the number of vessels entering the various ports in 
1S84-, exclusive of native craft, being 5848, with a burthen of 
;3,G:34,174 tons. 

Mauritius, including the Seychelles Islands, and about seventy 
other small islands, scattered over the Indian Ocean, is a Crown 
colony, and produces sugar, rum, vanilla, and aloe fibre. 
1\luuritius was captured from the French by the East India 
Company in 1810, and England was confirmed in its possession 
by the Treaty of Paris, in 1814; it is of great use as a shipping 
port. It sends to the Exhibition a great variety of native woods, 
as also sugar, drugs and medicines, whilst the Seychelles contri
bute woods, tobacco, soaps, arrowroot, vanilla, &c. 

'faking the Red Sea route homewards, we come to Aden, Perim, 
and Socotra, the former on the Arabian coast, the two latter being 
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islands lying at the entrance to the Red Sea, and therefore of 
great importance as safe-guarding the passage of the Straits of 
Babel-Mandeb. Aden is also a coaling station, and expoi-ts 
coffee, dyes, feathers, gums, spices, &c., to the annual value of 
£1,448,890. Entering the Mediterranean by the Suez Canal, 
we come to our last group of colonies-Cyprus, Malta and 
Gibraltar. Cypl'Us, ceded to England in 1877, has risen rapidly 
in prosperity under British rule, as may be seen by the exports 
and imports, which together, in 1878, were valued at £a34,979, 
whilst in 1884-5 they amounted to £591,896. The island sends 
to the present Exhibition a variety of cereals, cotton, wool, silk, 
very fine embroideries, tobacco an<l wine, also minerals and 
woods, implements of agriculture of an Old World type, but • 
extremely interesting, and that which is of the greatest import
ance to the island, the invention for destroying locusts, whereby 
this pest has been almost exterminated in Cyprus. llalta, a. 
small but very important colony, from its use as a military and 
na·.-al station, sends to the Exhibition samples of its well-known 
and very beautiful lace and jewellery, but, in addition, exhibits 
some exquisite lace-like carvings in stone; there are also some 
beautiful musical instruments and models of ships and Loats, as 
well as life-sized models of the old knights of Malta, in their 
antique armour, gold and silk embroideries and tapestry, with 
the method of restoring ancient Gobelin work. In economical 
and agricultural products, we find potatoes, jams and preserves, 
cigars and cigarettes, cotton stuffs, mule cloths and hosiery, 
candles, soaps and leather works; and also baskets, brooms and 
mats made by the prisoners and lunatics. 

In this hasty sketch we have omitted Gibraltar, the key to 
the Mediterranean, the Falkland Islands in the South Atlantic, 
valuable as a coaling and fishery station, and which export 
to England wool, hides, tu&'laC grass, horns, bones and tallow, 
valued at £98,468; Heligoland, in the North Sea, with its 
fisheries of ha~dock and lobsters; and Port Hamilton, occupied 
only since 1884, commanding the entrance between the Yellow 
Sea and Sea of Japan, and which, when the route to India across 
the Pacific is establishe<l, may become extremely valuable. 

We have in the foregoing pages presented a very imperfect 
sketch of the various British colonies with their chief products, their 
progress under British rule, and their nst capabilities as shown 
m this remarkable Exhibition, and have in so doing journeyed 
on paper twice round the world, taking the two principal routes, 
via the Cape and the Suez Canal, to find on each route colouiell 
of vast importance, most of them growing with the force and 
rapidity of youthful giants, bidding fair at no distant <late to be 
ready to go forth "conquering and to conquer," yet all at present 
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willing to yield allegiance to the small, yet vigorous, fatherland, 
which they still fondly regard as lwrne. Varying in size, in 
climate, in natural resourct:s, in mode of government, they all 
have this bond in common, for in each, the dominant class, 
though sometimes small in number as compared with the natives, 
is composed of sons of Britannia, and a. rising against British 
authority in any one of these dependencies, would be of the 
nature of civil war. Tbat our rule has on the whole been bene
ficent, and productive of peace and prosperity, the figures we 
have given sufficiently demonstrate; the exceptions to the rule 
of progress are few and far between, and the varied systems of 
government, from tho strict imperial and military rule of India, 
and the severe type of Crown colony resembling an autocracy, 
to the almost perfect freedom of Canada and the Australias, 
seem fairly suited to the exigencies of the governed; for when
ever a colony has been found ripe for self-government, the boon 
bas been ungrudgingly bestowed, and never again, we may be 
sure, will the faults be repeated, which deprived us of the United 
Sti}.tes, our most vigorous offspring. At the present time, 
politicians of all shades seem desirous of strengthening the 
bonds of amity which exist between the mother country and 
her colonies. Few, if any, would now dare to say, "Perish 
India; " and if any one should still doubt the value and 
importance of our colonial possessions, let him follow us from 
court to court of the Exhibition, and see how in every instance 
trade follows the flag; and, in confirmation of this, let him 
examine the statistics of Captain Colomb, and the very instruc
tive diagrams of Sir Rawson W. Rawson, appended to "Her 
Majesty's Colonies," from which we extract a few of the most 
astounding figures. We find, then, first, that the area of the 
British colonies in 1884 was 7,938,422 square miles, containing 
a population of 213,918,000, whilst the Portuguese colonies, 
next in area, only extend over 705,778 square_ miles, with a 
population of 3,723,967, and the Dutch colonies, which have a 
population of 26,841,597, only extend to 682,792 square miles. 
The general trade of the United Kingdom, including imports 
au<l exports, amounted to .£715,371,000, of which £186,358,000 
was with its colonies. The trade of France at the same period 
was £'125,460,000, and the trade with its colonies was 
£21,056,000. . The value of British and Irish produce exported 
to foreign countries in 1884 was £150,000,000, and to our 
colonies £80,000,000. Of the latter sum India took more than 
£30,000,000, Australia nearly .£20,000,000, Canada £9,000,000, 
and the other colonies £22,500,000. lo the case of India, this 
shows a rise of £6,000,000 since 1874, and nearly the same may 
be said of Australia; but in the other colonies there ie a decrease 
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of from tl,000,000 to £3,000,000. The import.a from India and 
the colonies to Great Britain during the same year (1884) were 
estimated at-India, £34,000,000; Australia, .f.22,000,000 ; 
Canada, .£10,000,000; New Zealand, £6,000,000; Cape of Good 
Hope, £5,000,000; and so on down to Newfoundland and 
Natal, the imports from which were only a litt.le over £500,000 
sterling each. In most cases there was a very considerable rise 
from the year 1874, amounting in Australia to upwards of 
£7,000,000, in India to £4,U00,000, in New Zealand to 
£2,500,000, iD the Straits Settlements and the Cape of Good 
Hope to £2,000,000; but in a few, as in Ceylon and the West 
ln~ies, there was a decline of nearly £2,000,000 in the same 
period. Probahly, the statistics for last year would show a 
c.Jecline almost aU round, but it may be safely prophesied that 
any decline will be only temporary, consequent upon the uni
versal depression, and it is, at all events, abundant-ly evident that 
the Colonies, Iudia, and the United Kingdom are mutually 
dependent upon each other for the larger portion of their com
mercial prosperity, and, it may be added, that there is not an 
article, either of utility or luxury, which cannot be supplied to 
our markets by India or our Colonies, and in almost avery 
instance the supply would or could be increased to meet the 
demand, so that, in any emergency, as in the case of war, we 
might be wholly independent of foreign trade, if only we could 
secure the safe convoy of stores from our colonies; but in order 
to this it is necessary to provide not only a strong convoy, 
but also for the defence of the colonies themselves, which in 
many cases lie open to attack from an enemy. For this and for 
other reasons a federation of the whole Empire has been pro
posed, and is earnestly d~ired by the more thoughtful politicians 
both in the mother country and the colonies, where the idea of 
foreign domination would be regarded with horror and aversion, 
not. only on account of the loss and ruin it would occasion by the 
sudden stoppage of trade, but also because of the severance of 
home ties and a.5sociations it would necessitate. They therefore 
are willing and even anxious for such a bond of union as would 
include mutual aid in time of war, and a sy .. tem of defence for 
their ports ~a.inst the attacks of an enemy's cruisers. 

But the federation and defence of a vast empire, of which the 
.component parts are so widely scattered, and which differ so 
greatly in size and in power, are not easily accomplished ; they 
require statesmanship of no mean order, and unless some sudden 
emergency should arise to dispel the doubts and quicken the 
fears of the waverers, it may not be carried out for generations 
to come. The Royal Colonial Institute, of which the Prince of 
Wales is paesident, bas worked long and earnestly 1n t.his great 
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cause, and has taken advantage of the present Exhibition, in 
which all parts of the empire are represented, to bold freqnen\ 
conferences on this and similar subjects of Imperial importancep 
and especially emigration. At one of these Mr. Labilliere ably 
expounded the principles of a scheme of federation which be 
said "should combine on an equitable basis the resources.of the 
empire for the maintenance of common interests, and adequately 
p1·ovide for an organized defence of common rights." This is the 
language of the Imperial Federation League, formed for the 
express purpose of promoting federal union between Orea~ 
Britain and her colonies, which Mr. Labilliere went on to say 
must include "equitable representation in an efficient Imperial 
Parliament, equitable system of taxation to raise Imperial 
revenue, equitable guarantee of all existing rights of provincial 
self-government, including control of fiscal policies.'' But it is 
just here that difficulties apparently insuperable show themselves, 
and although the speakers who followed Mr. Labilliere were all 
in favour of the principle of Imperial federation, y8t t.hey brought 
out clearly the differences of opinion existing on the subject iu the 
various colonies. Sir Alexander Stuart (si11ce df'ceased), speaking 
for New South Wale!!, a colony naturally proud of having sent a 
contingent to the help of the mother country in the Soudan cam
paign, said," Many of us have an extreme desire that the British 
navy should be strengthened in our respective seas, and some of us 
have offered to pay the additional expense involved in doing l!O. 

We do not wish to see Englaud bear the expense of that which 
is for our good and not theirs specially, and we are, thereforep 
quite prepared to pay the additional expense ; hut we would never 
dream of parting with the right to tax ourselves, in ·order that 
the British Admiralty might strengthen its resources by putting 
its hands into our pockets. We sny we will find the money. 
It is no matter to you bow we find it." 'Ihen other speaker& 
made it plain that some of the coionies, in agreeing to a scheme 
of federation, would expect some sort of protective tariff to 
enable them to compete successfully with foreigners, and this 
would certainly be the case "ith the West Indies, which 
have suffered so severely from the Lounty system; but the 
mojority of Englishmen would nevtr consent to a return to pro• 
tection in any form, and thus it will be seen that the fiscal 
difficulties would be great. As to the Parliamentary Councilp 
there would not seem to be much objection to be urged against 
the representation of the colonies in a separato chamber, but it 
would hardly be possible to incorporate colonial representatives in 
the present House of Commonf:, since it is obvious that they could 
not vote in anything relating to the internal affairs of the, 
United Kingdom. lt is, however, of good augury that there is 
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an almost unanimous desire on the part of the colonies for some 
firmer bond of union with the mother country, and it is well to 
take advantage of the present gathering to foster and encourage 
a desire which is so e,·idently for the good of all parties. That 
it is no longer considered beyond the bounds of possibility may 
be sean, by its having been brought before the House as a 
question; and we give the answer of the Prime Minister, which 
waa to the effect that, " The examination of such a question, 
instituted or promoted by voluntary effort, might probably 
be very useful ; but the same thing promoted by the Govern
ment is a serious affair." Mr. Gladstone then went on to say that, 
"Important propol!als are at present under the consideration of 
the Australian Uolonial Governments, in c1>njunction with the 
admiral of the station, for the establishment of united Imperial 
and Colonial action for defensive purposes. But no general 
11eheme with the object mentioned in tLe question has met with 
the acceptance of the colonies down to the present time." Never
thele!1!1, we cannot fail to see in these negotiations an approach 
to the desired federation in some of the most important of the 
colonies, and once commenced, doubtless the scheme will grow 

• and widen, till it eventually embraces the whole empire. 
The occasion for the question of Mr. H. Vincent in the House 

was the lecture delivered at the Royal United Service Institu
tion on May 31 by Captain Colomb upon" Imperial Federation, 
Naval and Military;" and some of his remarks as well as his 
figures* are so pertinent to our subject that me must quote a few 
words: "What Imperial Federation really means," says Captain 
Colomb," is not' spread-eagleism,' not a declaration of' defiance' 
to the world, but business-like arrangements between the colonies 
and the mother country for the discharge of the responsibilities 
and the duties of ' defence.'" It is, in truth, defence not 
defia/nce that is desired; but to be prepared for defence is, in 
fact, to defy our enemies, and the knowledge of our prnparedness 
for all emergencies would go far to prevent all attacks. If, 
therefore, the preEent Exhibition should be the means of ad
vancing Imperial Federation for defensive purposes, it would go 
far towards bringing about that millennium so fondly hoped for, 
from the first great Exhibition, '.l'hen it was expected that 

• Captain Colomb, who, like ourselves, bas taken 1851 as his starting-point, 
shows &bat the aggregate trade of the Empire exceeds by 100 millions sterling 
that of thirt,1-five years ago; and, to prove the progress of the colonies, he 
2ays that, whilst in 1851 the annual revenue of the United Kingdom was 
nearly double that ol the empire beyond the sea, uow, that of the colonies and 
India exceed• that of the mother country by £22,000,000; and the tonnage of 
ahipping to our ports abroad ia greater by la,000,000 tons than to our hume 
pona. 
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" swords wou]d at once be beaten into ploughshares, and spears 
into pruning-hooks ;" but now it is rather proposed to use the 
sword and the spear to protect the plough, to call forth all the 
arts of war, in order to ensure peace aud security for the 
husbandman, the merchant, and the many myriads who depend 
upon them for all the necAssaries of life. 

It is a significant fact, that in all the magnificent display of 
arts and manufactures from our colonies, engines of war have no 
place, although in the Canadian exhibits there is to be found under 
the bead of firearrns (having a class all to itself) a Kentucky 
'rifle ! The defence of these vast possessions appear to be left 
entirely to the mother country ; their manufactures are not 
those of great guns and weapons of offence, but those of peace 
only. There are plenty of agricultural implements, railway 
plant, quartz-crushing machinery, and other proofs of engineering 
skill; but weapons of war, excepting those of savages, exhibited 
as curiosities, are conspicuous by their absence. 

It is generally supposed that colonial federation must precede 
Imperial federation, and it is indeed to be desired that the 
various groups of colonies should combine not only for defence, 
but also for commercial purposes, and that one set of customs 
dues, &c., should prevail over each group, but hitherto it has not 
been found possible to make the colonist see this. It is well
known that the late Sir Bartle Frere, earnestly desirous as he 
was of promoting federation in South Africa, was unsuccessful in 
that which may be called bis mission, and the cause has been 
still further retarded by the unwise and, as far as British interests 
are concerned, disastrous retrocession of the Transvaal. The 
members of the Australian Heptarchy also remain apart, 
although united hy many ties. Canada alone has joined in a 
close federal union, which has largely increased her prosperity 
and national importance. We do not, however, think that it 
will be found necessary to await the federation of all these 
coterminous States Lefore commencing the greater and far more 
important work of Imperial federation, for delay in that may mean 
peril and disaster, and the greater union may, and probably 
would, precipitate the less, by emphasizing the truth that 
Union is St1-ength. The minds of men are now fixed upon this 
vital question; t.he threatened disruption of the empire has made 
union appear more than ever desirable ; the Colonial and Indian 
Exhibition in showing the extent, the wealth and the abundant 
resources of the Empire, and the desirability of a common bond 
of union for defensive and commercial purposes, has done much 
to knit the colonies more closely to each other and to the 
mother country, as well as to show to Englishmen the use and 
value of the Colonies and India, especially as a field for the 
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employment of our congested population, and the time appears 
favonrable for the growth of that public feeling, which cannot 
fail to result in uniting in an indissoluble bond the greatest 
Empire the world bas ever seen. Victoria, the most prosperous 
and progre~ive of the colonies, the age of which corresponds 
with the age of Exhibitions, as inaugurated in 1851, ha..c; also 
been the first to agitate for federal union, and the words of 
Mr. Thomson, the secretary to the Royal Commission for 
Victoria on this subject, deee"e to be recorded. Athough he 
says-
" they claim Victoria to be the most prosperous, and the most 
energetic of all the Australian colonies, yet Victorians were the first 
to raise their voices for the federation of the colonies, the political 
unity of Australia. Then the peoples of all the provinces, at present 
divided by local prejudices and jealousies, will be joined together; and 
some day in the future, following out the manifest destiny of the 
British race, with the dear old mother-country, and her eldest born, 
the United States of America, will be linked together in a strong 
bond, ruling lands and seas, and giving laws to all the world."* 

It appears to us that the fruit is well-nigh ripe. Where is 
the great statesman who will dare to pluck it ere it fall, and 
present it to the world as the true antidote to that pestilent 
apple of discord, fostered and cultivated by those who would fain 
see Great Britain and her colonies scattered and divided into a 
number of petty States, ready to faJl a prey to the first invader 7 
Surely accursed to all time in the pages of history shall be that 
statesman who, pandering to sedition, shall begin to dismember 
this great Empiro ; for in a far higher sense, and to an extent 
undreamt of by Napoleon, L' Empir1 c' est la Pa ix. 

ART. IV.-ERNEST, KING OF HANOVER. 

Reminiscences of the Court and Tvmea of King Ernest of 
Hanover. Hy the Rev. C. ALLIX WILKINSON, M.A., his 
Majesty's Resident Domestic Chaplain. In two volumes. 
London : Hurst & Blackett. 1886. 

THIS is a book written to whitewash the memory of a man 
who, in his day and generation, was, above all bis fellows, 

odious to the people of this country. It would have been wiser 
if Mr. Wilkinson bad· allowed the memory of Ernest Augustus, 
Duke of Cumberland and King of Hanover, to remain in the 

• ''Ollicial Handbook," pp.177. 
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oblivion into which it had fallen. It was said of an earlier 
Duke of Cumberland, the brother of George III., that be was a 
man "of depraved character, a vicious and ill-conditioned 
prince ; " and bis nephew, Ernest Augustus, not only bore his 
title, but his character also. He himself told Mr. Wilkinson 
that he had been accused of every crime in the Decalogue.* 
The well-known midnight onslaught on him by hie valet, Sallis, 
was always associated by the public with some mystery never 
revealed.t The Duke of Wellington once asked George IV. 
why his brother, the Duke of Cumberland, was so unpopular ; 
and the King said : " Because there never was a father well with 
his son, or husband with his wife, or lover with his mistress, that 
he did not try to make mischief between them." 

George IV. seems to have hated and feared his brother 
Ernest, and yet endeavoured to cajole him. Lord Ellenborough 
records in his " Diary" : "The King, our master, is the weakest 
man in England. He hates the Duke of Cumberland. He 
wishes hie death. He is relieved when he is away; but he is 
afraid of him and crouches to him." i 

When George IV. was dying he absolutely refused to see bis 
brother of Cumberland.§ W)lliam IV. took a milder view of his 
brother: "Ernest is not a bad fellow ; but if any one has a corn 
he is sure to tread on it" II-a truth of which Mr. Wilkinson's 
"Reminiscences" afford copious illustrations. But William IV., 
on his accession to the throne, deprived his brother of the com
mand of the Household Cavalry, which he had held under 
George IV. Lord Ellenborough'e own opinion of the Duke was; 
"He is a Mephistopheles, and sure, wherever he can, to do any 
mischief." In another entry he says: "The suicide of -
on account of his wife's seduction, will drive the Duke of Cum
berland out of the field."~ 

Sir Robert Peel in 1829 wrote to the Duke of Wellington 
this unflattering opinion of the Duke of Cumberland : " He baa 
no sort of influence over public opinion in this country, or over 
any party that is worth consideration. I do not believe that the 
most violent Brunswickere ** have the slightest respect for him or 
slightest confidence in him." The Duke of Cumberland's own 
opinion of Peel was not more flattering. " When," he writes to 

• Vol. i. pp. 6, 8, 9. 
t As to the Sellis case, see "Reminiscences" pp. 8, 9, 10. The whole 

literature about this case forms one of the volumes or the papers of the 
late Francis Place, now in the British M uaeum. 

t " Diary," vol. ii. p. 41. § Ibid. pp. 229, 253. 
II "Reminiscences," vol. i. p. 18. ~I "Diary," vol. i. p. 174. 
•• In reference to the Duke's leading the l.lrunawick Club's opposition to 

'the Roman Catholic Relief Bill. 
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bis friend, Lord Strangford, "you have not been born or bred a 
gentleman, you cannot expect noble ideas or foelings ; and great 
as Peel'e talents are-and no one is readier to admit them than 
myself-you will always see the jenny; the manufacturer's blood 
will show." 

The Duke married a German Princess who bad been divorced 
from a former husband, and Queen Charlotte absolutely refused 
to receive her.* 

The dislike of the country to him was shown in a very marked 
way on the marriage of his three brothers after the death of the 
Princess Charlotte, when allowances were made to them by 
Parliament. It was proposed to increase the Duke of Cumber
land's allowance to £6,000 a year. The House of Commons 
negatived the proposal. Another proof of bis unpopularity is 
shown by the advice given him with cynical if not brutal 
frankness by the Duke of Wellington. When it was clear that 
William IV. was dying, and that the Duke would succeed 
to the Crown of Hanover, the Duke of Cumberland consulted 
the Duke of Wellington as to his setting out at once to Hanover. 
"I told him," said Wellington, " the best thing he could do was 
to go away as fast as he could. 'Go instantly,' I said, ' and 
t,ake care that you don't get pelted.'" t 

He was quite aware of his own unpopularity. Charles Greville 
tells this story of him:-" One day, at Buckingham Palace, he 
proposed to Prince Albert to go ont and walk with him. The 
Prince excused himself, saying he could not walk in the streets, 
as they 11hould be exposed to inconvenience from the crowds of 
people. The King replied : 'Oh, never mind that ; I was still 
more unpopular than you are now, and used to walk about with 
perfect impunity.'"::: 

As a young man, it was said of the Duke of Cumberland that 
his behaviour and conversation " was of a nature &.'I to coarse
ness that would have disgraced one of his own grooms ; " and 
such continued to be bis habit throughout his life.§ When the 
Roman Catholic Emancipation Bill was before the House of 
Lords it was opposed by Archbishop Howley with becoming 
dignity and even eloquence. "The Duke of Cumberland," we 
are told, "was so delighted with the Archbishop's performance 
that, when entertaining a small party at his own table, he 
emphasised his sentences by the interlarding of' such expressions 
as at length to elicit from the Duchess the observation : 'Why, 

• See Fitzgerald's "Royal Dukes and Princesses or the Family of 
George III.," vol. ii. p. 256. 

t Greville's "Journals," f.art ii. vol. i. p. 42. 
+t "Memoirs," part ii. vo . ii. p. 192. 

Fitzgerald'a "Life or George IV." vol. ii. p. 15. 
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my dear, the Archbishop did not swear.' When he replied, 
evidently unwilling to concede hie position : ' Well, if he did 
not say that, be said eomething very much like it.' "• He thus 
described himself to his friend, Lord Strangford : " You know 
me too long and too well not to be fully persuaded that I am 
neither a Methodist, saint, or psalm-singer ; but I trust I have 
a sound foundation of true religion, which my father possessed in 
tha highest degree, and which I inherited from him." t 

The Duke's creed may be thus summed up : A firm belief that 
bishops should be aristocrats, and wear wigs and cocked bats. 
Referring to the appointment of a living member of the Episco
pate, he writes to his confidant, -Lord Strangford : " His father 
was a Taylor (sic), and measured Wilkinson here (the reminis
cent), and made his breeches ; consequently you will agree with 
me he is neither born nor bred a gentleman, and cannot know 
what thereunto belongs. . . . . Westmorland confirms this infor
mation, and also employed him as a breeches-maker! Now, I 
ask you, is that a man fit to sit upon the bench.'' t On another 
occasion he wrote : " I maintain that the first change and shock 
in the ecclesiastical habits was the bishops being allowed to lay 
aside their wigs, their purple coats, short cassocks, and stockings, 
and cocked hats, when appearing in public;" and after telling 
that his father refused to receive a bishop's homage because the 
new prelate came without his wig, "Times are changed," be 
continues. "I have seen a bishop attend the committee-room 
in the House of Lords in a black Wellington coat, with top
boots, and coming in with a hat like a butcher or coa.chmaster. 
Would to God," he piously concludes, "all the old forms had 
been studiously and sacredly kept up.'' § " In church, his 
Majesty," Mr. Williamson tells us, "was most attentive and 
devout, from the beginning of the service to the end, making 
every response in a loud voice, and so by this good example 
carrying the little congregation with him." II This reminds us 
of the " Spectator's" advice to the members of a country con
gregation : " Remember, be who bawls the loudest may be the 
wickedest fellow in the pariah." 

The .Duke regarded with particular aversion the present 
Queen, whom he looked on as an interloper who bad kept him 
from the throne of England-a fact for which the people of 
this country cannot be too thankful. With still greater aversion 
he regarded the late Prince Consort, whom he describes to Lord 

• Lord Teignmouth's "Reminiscences or Many Years," vol. ii. p. 207. 
t Fitzgerald's "Royal Dukes anJ. Princesses," vol. ii. p. 286. 
:t Fitzgerald's "Princesses and Dukes," vol. ii. p. 297. 
§ Ibid. p. 293. II "Reminiscences," vol. i. p. S9. 
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Strangford as "a handsome, comely youth, but from all those 
who know him he is a terrible Liberal, almost a Radical." 
On another occasion he writes of the Prince : "He is represented 
as impertinent, full of pretension, a man totally ignorant of what 
are the common usages of the world.'' Again : " If I am cor
rectly informed, I hear ho (the Prince Consort) is still more 
dangerous than a Roman Catholic, being a sort of freethinker 
and very light in his religious principles. Mind you, I only tell 
what I have heard; but one thing is perfectly certain, that there 
is no decided religion in any of them." * We do not know to 
whom the Duke here refors, but he himself was certainly in the 
same category. 

The late .Baron Bunsen the Duke speaks of as " that great and 
egregious fool." He disliked fully as much as did George IV. 
the late King Leopold of Belgium; while of Baron Stockmar 
he writes to his confidant : 

I will tell you au anecdote of the origin of this worthy. He was 
what is called a company-surgeon in a Russian re>giment, which is 
neither moro nor less than a man employed in shaving the company, 
and preparing plasters and dressings in the regimental hospital; and 
this he was in 1816, when Leopold was sent for to England by the 
late Lord Castlereagh. Leopold had t.he misfortune of having a 
malady, for which Stockmar attended him, and he accompanied his 
patient to London ; and Leopold, having used him to write his letters 
when not employing him as a surgeon, persuaded him to stay, and he 
became his major-domo, and by degrees his privy councillor; and 
being very intriguing, he employed him upon any business, and 
perhaps, na, you know, Leopold was always a great adu1irer of the fair 
sex, he may have employed him in that branch of affairs. t 

The recently published "Memoh-s of Karoline Bauer" prove 
that his Majesty was perfectly right in bis supposition. 

In short, the character of the King of Hanover (as we will 
heuceforth call him) is accurately summed up by Charles 
Greville : "There never was such a man, or behaviour so atro
cious as his-a mixture of narrow-mindedness, selfishness, truck
ling, blustering, and duplicity, with no o~ject but self, bis own 
ease, and the gratification of his own fancies and prejudices, 
without regard to tlie advice and opinion of the wisest and best
informed men, or to the interests and tranquillity of the country.''! 

It is significant of the estimation in which the King of Hanover 
was held by all ranks and classes of his countrymen, that fifty 
years ago, when the University of Oxford was still Protefltant 

• Fitzgerald's "Royal Dukes and Princesses," vol. ii. p. 287. 
t Ibid. pp. 293-7. l Quoted by Fitzgerald, ibid. p. 272, 
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and Tory, notwithstanding the King's staunch Toryism at:!d bis 
impa!1sioned opposition to Catholic Emancipation, the University 
refused to include him in the list of per,mns on whom the 
honorary degree of D.C.L. was conferred on occasion of the 
installation of the Duke of Wellington as Chancellor of the 
University.* 
· Although the King ha.~ been in bis grave for thirty-five years, 
his evil reputation snrvives. Of thiii we have had proof in our 
own experience. Within the last four years the King's grand
daughter, the Princess Frederica of Cumberland, visited West 
Cornwall and spent a few <lays at St. Michael's Mount. Partm
thetically we may remark that her Royal Highness went from 
the Mount to worship in a Cornish village church, being, so far 
as we know and believe, the only member of the House of 
Hnnover who had done so from the accession of George I. until 
the time at which we write. The present writer happened to 
join the train which conveyed the Princess from London, and 
wa.~ surprised to find the talk of the carriage into which he got 
was wholly of the sins and iniquities of her grandfather, especially 
the Sellis mystery; and he experienced the same thing in inns 
and other places of public resort. 

King Ernest succeeded to the throne of Hanover on the death 
of William IV., in 1837. Shortly afterwards an occurrence took 
place which gave him an opportunity of showing his ill-condi
tioned nature and gratifying his antipathy to the Queen. 

The story is thus related by Charles Greville :-

Lord Duncannon showed me the correspondence between him and 
the King of Hanover about the apartments at St. James's. The case 
is this: When the Queen was going to be married the Duchess of Kent 
told Duncannon she must have a house, and that she could not afford 
to pay for one (the greater part of her income being appropriated to 
the payment of her debts). Dun cannon t told her that there were no 
royal apartments unoccupied, except the King of Hanover's at St. 
James's, and it was settled that he should be apprised that the Queen 
had occasion for them, and be requested to give them up. Duncannon 
accordingly wrote a note to Sir F. Watson, who manag-es the King's 
affairs here, and told him that he had snch a communication to make 
to his Majesty, which he was desirous of bringing before him in the 
most respectful manner, and thnt the arrangement should be made in 
whatever way was most com·enient to him. \Vatson informed him 
that he had forwarded his note to the King, and shortly after Dun-

• Lord Teignmouth's "Reminiscences," vol. ii. 
t Lord Duncan non was at this time }'irst Commissioner 0£ Works and the 

arrangements with reference to the royal palaces fell within his department. 
The Duchess, for parliculAr reasons, objected lo going back to Kensington. 
(Editor's notrs in Greville, "Memoi,~," second part, vol. i. p. 2S0.) 
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cannon received an answer from the King himself, which was neither 
more nor less than a flat refusal to give up the apartments. Another 
cvmmunication then took place bet\veen Dune mnon and Watso:i, when 
the latter said that it would be very inconvenient to the King to 
remove his things from the apartments without coming over in person, 
as the library particularly was full of papers of importance. Duncannon 
then proposed that the library and the arljoining room, it which it was 
aid the pspers were deposited, should not be touched, but remain in 
his possession; that they should be walled off and separated from the 
rest of the suite which might be givan up to the Duchess for her occupa• 
tion. Thi.3 proposal was sent to the King, who refused to agree to it, 
or to give up the apartments at all. Accordingly the Queen was 
obliged to hire a house for her mother at a rent of £2,000 a year, I , 
told Duncannon they were all very much to blame for submitting to 
the domineering insolence of the King, and that when they thought it 
right to require the apartments, they ought to have gone through with 
it, and have taken no denial. It was a gross insult to the Queen to 
refuse to givA up to her an apartment in her own palace, which she 
desired to dispose of, and they were very wrong in permitting such an 
affront to be offered to her; so Duncannon himself was of opinion, but 
Melbourne, who is all for quietness, would not allow matters to proceed 
to extremities, and preferred knocking under-a mode of proceeding 
which ie always as contemptible aa it is useless.* 

So the King kept his apartments until the do.y of his death, 
twelve years later; during all which time he, so far forth as we 
remember, never but oncet occupied them, on occasion of a three 
months' visit to England, when he complained bitterly to Lord 
Strangford that he was only once invited to dine at Court and 
to one great ball.t It is significant of the relations between the 
King and Queen Victoria that his name is only once mentioned 
in "The Life of the Prince Consort," and that merely in a foot
note referring to his disagreeable conduct about the Prince 
Consort's precedence.§ 

Such was the man whom the Rev. Mr. Wilkinson, a clergyman, 
delights to honour; but even he admits that "the noted, 
stern, unbending 'l'ory Duke, honoured as such by his political 
party, was the subject simply of execration to all on the oppoRite 
side, and indeed to people in general who did not know him 
personally." II 

• Greville's "Memoirs," 1tbi supra. 
t "London, that a little time ago seemed so dull that the shopkeepers were 

in despair, is suddenly favoured by the most animated season, for which they 
are indebted to the King of Hanover, now the most popular man in town, for 
the first time in bis life." (" Lord Beaconsticld'e Correspondence with bi:J 
Sister," p. Hl8.) 

+ r'itzgerald's "Royal Dukes and Princesses." l "Life or the Priuce Consort," vol. i. p. 62. II Vol. i. p. 6. 
[Vol. CXXVI. No. CCLI.}-NEw Snw, Vol. LXX. No. I. E 
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We deny that the Tory party in general honoured King 
Ernest. His position is accurately stated by Sir Robert Peel 
in the letter from which we have quoted. Mr. Wilkinson 
further admits that when the chaplaincy was offered to him be 
was indeed taken aback. " The stories that were current of 
the King made my hair stand on end. Knowing all this," 
be continues, "could I, dare I, accept the appointment 
of his Majesty's domestic chaplain? " Again: "I knew bis 
Majesty patronized some clergymen for whom the world bad 
little respect, and acquaintances of their own college had no 
rtispect. Indeed it was always supposed that 'bis Majesty's 
intimacy and familiarity with these clergymen were purposely 
shown to lead them to excess, and amuse himself by making fools 
of them."• 

Another anticipated evil was a peculiarity in the royal family, 
inherited from George III., of "even during service giving vent, 
quite loudly, to the thoughts current in bis mind." A friend of 
Mr. Wilkinson had been compelled to give up the curacy of 
Kew on account of the annoyance given him by the inveterate 
addiction to this practice of the old Duke of Cambridge. Mr. 
Wilkinson retells several of the well-known stories of the old 
Duke's eccentricities in church, and tells one we do not remember 
to have heard before: "When the clergyman read in the story 
of Zacchaeus, 'Behold, the half of my goods I give to the poor,' 
the Duke astonished the congregation by saying aloud, 'No, no; 
I can't do that; that's too much for any man-no objection to 
a tenth."t 

However, Mr. Wilkinson decided on taking the appointment, 
and did so at an audience with.the King,at which the following 
conversation took place:-

1 ventured to say there was one point I felt bound to mention, as it 
might alter his Majesty's gracious intention towards me, and that was 
that I might be called back to England any day, and be obliged to give 
up my service at a short notice, as I was to succeed to a living in my 
-0wn county, the incumbent of which was a man advanced in years, 
somewhat above seventy, aud in a bad state of health. "Ach, Gott I" 
said his Majesty, laughing; "is that all? Old parsons are always 
tough : you come with me. God-day-good-day." And his Majesty 
bowed me out. 

I may mention [continues l\Ir. Wilkinson] apropos to this supposed 
old-fowl quality in parsons, his Majesty said to me some time after
wards in Hanover, "Doctor" (his Majesty always called me Doctor, I 
suppose because he was used to it by having Dr. Jelf so long as hia 
domestic chaplain), do you see in the papers that my old friend Dr. 

• Vol. i. pp. 6-10. t Ibid. pp. 10, ll. 
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Blomberg ia dead? I wonder what the deuce he died of." cc Well, 
sir," I aaid, "I think he was ninety-six, and so we may say it was small 
blame to him." '' Oh ye!," said the King ; " but he was as tough as a 
board, and seemed quite well when I saw him in Loudon about a.lort
night ago.• 

A kind of charge was given to the new chaplain by the 
clerical friend who had procured him the appointment. 

"You are going," he said, "to an important post with your eyes 
open. Carry a bold front, be straightforward, and you'll get on .... 
You must speak before kings and not be ashamed or afraid. You have 
beard perhaps that William IV. said, 'Ernest is not a bad fellow, but 
if any one has a corn, he is sure to tread on it.' You must never 
walk as if you had a corn, and you must always remember that those 
who crawl are sure to be kicked. However, I am sure you will never 
crawl, and therefore will not be kicked." t • 

This manly and sensible advice was fully acted on by Mr. 
Wilkinson. "I had," he says, "to speak before kings in the 
church, and not be ashamed. I must have the respect of the 
King everywhere, or my occupation was gone, or indeed was 
nowhere ; " and be very soon communicated bis views on this 
subject to a great favourite of the King who was constantly 
invited to the royal table. This nran having addressed M.r. 
Wilkinson as "Parson," he replied : 

"I think, General, it will be well to tell you at once that I am not 
going to be the butt of any jokes from king or any one else, nor do I 
intend to allow any one to parson me. We all know that if anything 
is to be said in a favour, we are spoken of as clergymen, and that 
when blame is intended, it is the i<lle, the ·rowing, the drinking, or the 
larking parson. I would thank you, then, to grant me the respectful 
title as long as I try to deserve it, and to drop this opprobrious title 
until you find me disgracing my position by my conduct ; and then it 
will be time for me to give up my appointment. I am quite inde
pendent enough to hold my own, and if I do not secure the common 
respect duo to my office, and therefore to myself, I shall immediately 
resign, and take my departure." t 

This manly and outspoken declaration was reported to the 
King, and bad its effect. "His .Majesty never tried to tread on 
any corns that I might have had ; "§ but he admits that " his 
Majesty was, it cannot be denied, a bully, and often amused 
himself rather cruelly, like the cat with the mouse, or, as Wil
liam IV. said, "treading on other people's corns;" II and he else
whert, says that "corns were often trodden upon at the King's 

• Vol. i. p. 16. 
§ lbw/. p. 84. 

t Ibid. pp. 18, 19. 
11 lbid. p. 127. 

t Ibid. p. 83. 
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small dinners, particularly in the case of the timid and bashful."• 
Here are some specimens of the King's "jocular not to say 
bull,ring manner,'' which make one thankful one never had th& 
misfortune to be his guest : • 

I have seen [Mr. Wilkinson relates] good old Sir John Bligh, our 
l\linister at the Court of Hanover, writhing under the King's sharp, 
and sarcastic remarks, particularly about the Whigs and Whigs' doings, 
and what hie Majesty was pleased to call Whig delinquencies, which 
Sir John, however he would have stood up for his party in private, 
could not answer as he wished before company and servants, and 
about which, having been in the vice, and having been screwed up 
again tighter and tighter in agony, he u11ed afterwards to speak in no 
measured terms, and abuse his Majesty for what he called cowardice 
in taking advantage of his own position, and running him into a 
corner openly at the dinner table, where he was obliged to keep his 
mouth shut. t 

Here is another instance which is not only "sharp and 
cruel,'' but has the additional recommen(lation of being filthy : 

I remember a remark made at dinner to an old and very dirty 
nobleman, high in rank and office. His house, by those who had seen 
the inside, was said to be the-ne plus ultra of dust and disorder; his 
face, which was wrinkled like an old walnut, was seen by those who 
looked at him to be grimed in by nothiug less than filth. He and 
all his family had been ill for some time, and when the disease what
ever it was, was said to have passed away, the old Count was 
invited to dinner. The King said, " Glad to see you out again, Count. 
It's something to have got a clean bill of health. Ich hiire Sie haben 
alle die Kriitze gehabt (I hear you've all had the itch.")t 

Soon after :M:r. Wilkinson entered on his duties the King gave 
him several strong hints about the composition, length, and 
solidity of his sermons. His Majesty asked : 

, '' Doctor, have you ever read Ogden's sermons?" "No, Sir, I 
have never seen them." "Oh, I'll lend them to you. They were 
my father's favourite sermons-indeed, we all like them much; 
they are very short-none more than twenty minutes-but Tery 
pithy, without, I believe, a single unnecessary redundant word. 
}rfultum in parvo, we call them, No doubt they were prepared 
with great care ; and indeed I have al ways been of opinion that 
any clergyman who had made a sermon for forty-five minutes 
could always give us the real pith of it in twenty, if he would 
only take the trouble." And his Majesty turned to his secretary, 
and saying, "Desire the librarian to send l\Ir. Wilkinson Ogden's 

• Vol. i. p. 73. t Ibid. p. 127. ! Ibid. p. 128. 
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~rmons," he struck his heels together, according to cavalry custom, 
and bowed us out,* 

It so happened that the first time Mr. Wilkinson preached 
before the King was the 5th of November. At that time the 
" Form of prayer and thanksgiving for the happy deliverance of 
King James I. and the three estates of England from the most 
traitorous and bloody intended massacre by gunpowder," with 
its atrocious libels on Romanists, disgraced the Prayer Book; and 
aome clergymen, of whom Mr. Wilkinson was one, thought 
themselves bound to use it when the 5th of November fell ou a 
Sunday. Indeed, Mr. Wilkinson highly approved of what be 
calls that d~vout and humble service, and regrets that it, is 
expunged from the Prayer Book. He accordingly read every 
syllable of it, and followed it up with a full-bodied, highly 
flavoured no-popery sermon. When the service was over he 
relates: 

The King again waited my time. When my prayer was finished, 
his Majesty ugain motioned me to lead the cort6ge back, and he and 
the Cour& followed to the ante-room, where I made my bow, to allow 
~II to pass; and his Majesty said, "Doctor I am delighted to find that 
your opinions, political anJ divine, coincide exactly with my own. 
Come and dine with me, and we'll talk more about it." I do not know 
that I felt the full compliment, but no doubt I had made a hit-indeed 
I may say a grand coup; and my royal master's favour wns secured 
from that very moment. t 

Here is a specimen of royal criticism on clerical elocution. 
Mr. Wilkinson being ill, a stranger volunteer~d to take his :Sun
day duty for him. The man finding himself for the first time 
in the presence of royalty, quite lost all nerve, and hemrue<l and 
hawed, and stammered and stuttered, and stopped and rushed on 
again, in a way that was lamentable to see and bear. This 
occurrence led to this conversation between the King and his 
chaplain: 

As soon ns I reported myself well, I was honoured by an invita
tion to dinner. " Well, Doctor," said the King, " glad to see you out 
again. You sent me a pretty fellow Inst Sunday. I hear he was no 
clergyman at all." I was quite tuken aback, and answered, "Indeed, 
air, I am very eorry.'' "Oh I dear no. I tind he was a jockey from 
Newmarket; in fact, nobody could have gone the pace he did but a 
jockey." I began to see the twinkle in the old King's eye, and, greatly 
relieved, carried on the joke. ",v ell, sir," I said, "I gave notice, 
and your Majesty did not say 'No.' I was obliged to take his word, 
and time preased. He said he hnd a sermon with him ; I wish it had 

• Vol. i. p. 77. t Ibid. p. 94-. 
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been one of Ogden's." '' Jt:gad," his Majesty added, "you couldn't 
follow him; he distanced Ogden easily. The race was over in a few 
minutes I " I said, " I was sorry I could not move on Saturday, or I 
would have had him out to ' show his paces.' " '' You must look him 
up, Doct.or, and tell me more about him, and see if he has got his 
colours." "Oh, sir," I said, '' I have inquired, but find he bolted off 
the course next morning I " The King was 80 amused that I verily 
believe, had the man been still in the town, his Majesty would have 
asked him to dinner for the fun of the thing, and would.h:ive '' reverend
jockeyed him, and trod on his corns all dinner, in face of the guest.a 
and servants." • 

His Majesty's way of dealing with an Irishman-an army 
surgeon much given to exaggeration-is another specimen of 
royal courtesy and good feeling : 

The fact of the little man's presence in Hanover, and his amusing 
stories about his army career, were reported to the King, who told the 
Hof-marshal that, if the Doctor had a uniform, he was to be invited 
to dine at the palace. He had got his surgeon's cocked hat and feather, 
&c., and 80 he duly appeared. The King was in one of his jocular, 
not to say bullying, moods. '' Well, Dr. Popkins," said the King. 
"I beg your Majesty's pardon-Hopkins," said the little man. "Oh I 
Hopkins," said the King. '' Well, Dr. Hopkins, I hear you l1ave seen 
men with tails, and with heads under their arms." "Not quite that, 
your Majesty; but I have seen what would astonish many people," 
and he went off at a tangent with some extravagant story. '' Stop, 
stop; not so fast, Dr. Popkins." '' I beg your :Majesty's pardon
Hopkins, sire." "Well, Dr. Hopkins-Popkins, or Popkins-Hopkins, 
it's much the same-" "I beg your Majesty's pardon; we are 
the Hopkins of Ballymacrea, closely connected with the O'Brien& 
and the O'--" " Ah ! no doubt," interrupted the King; " and 
the O'Flynns and the O'Flahertys, and all the lot of them," &c. 
And so the banter, not to say baiting, went on. All were in fits of 
laughter, but the little man did not see it was at him. When the 
King had well thrashed out the Hopkinaes and Popkinaes and all 
the pedigree, be cut the matter short by turning to speak to the lady 
at his side, and this of course shut up the little doctor. The King 
had seen and heard enough of him, and never addressed him again, 
and in fact never saw him again, much to the little man's bitter disap-
pointment. • 

Another illustration. In this instance the victim was a would
be young old lady, who appeared at a ball dressed as a girl-all 
in pure bridal white : 

The old king came down the ranks, with his hands in his pocketa
u waa his wont-bending and spying with his one eye, pretending to 

• Vol. i. pp. 120,121,122. 
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be nry blind, but really seeing everything that was wrong, whether 
it was a button on or off an officer's uniform, or an unsuitable dress 
iJa which an old woman was making a fool of herself. His Majesty 
as he went along spoke a few words here and there to some favoured. 
lady, but when he came to this great white figure, drawn up still and 
motionless, he bent his piercing one eye forward, satisfied that it was 
the white porcelain stove, and, veering round, turned towards it that 
part of his body which an Englishman is said never to expose to friend 
or foe, and deliberately pretended to warm himself."• 

It would be impossible to exceed the coarseness and brutality 
of this proceeding. This is the way in which his Majesty dealt 
with his physicians : 

The doctors--or at least one of them-came every morning to feel 
his Majesty's pulse, as was their duty, for which thoy were paid. 
They prescribed if they thought it necessary, but their prescriptions 
were little heeded. The King let them have their own way, and took 
his. "Put it in the cupboard" was the order when any physic came. 
Once his Majesty was ill for several weeks-really ill, seriouely at his 
age. The doctors came, of course, every day, sometimes twice or 
more, and they prescribed as usual. Any one who has been ill for any 
length of time, nnd bas Leen attended in an ordinary way once or twice 
a day by one doctor, well knows what various medicines are prescribed 
and changed again and again under each phase of the disease; and he 
would, I believe, be a.1:1tonished to see all the medicine he had drunk 
during his illness. Any one may then conceive what a quantity was 
likely to be ordered, and what changes were likely to be rung by a 
bevy of doctors, with such a precious personage as a king for a patient. 
Aa any bottle or powder was brought, his Maje11ty said "Put it in the 
cupboard;" and ngain and again it was "Put it in the cupboard." 
Not one drop was touched. Starving and patience were the 
only remedies resorted to. At last his Majesty got his good turn, 
and began to feel he could eat again with a relish, and by degrees 
Nature flung off the disorder, whatever it was, which had run its 
C01lr8e, His Majesty was up and dressed, early at business. " Get 
all t.hose bottles, powders, and pill-boxes out of the cupboards," 
he aaid, "and range them in a row round the room." It was a 
very small room, and they almost made a circle round the walls. 
The doctors came in smirking and smiling, and congratulated the King 
upon being up again, and looking so well. "Yes, doctors," said his 
Majesty, "thank God it is so. But look the~unt it up. Don't 
you think, if I had drunk all that d--d stuff, I should have been 
dead Jong ago ? " t 

One more illustration of kingly blackguardiam will suffice : 

I remember [ writes Mr. Wilkinson] a remark made once openly and 
loudly at dinner, on one of the days when the company was small, 

• Vol. i. pp. 144-5. t Ibid. pp. 148-50. 
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about twelve persons at a round table, and so eTery word spoken was 
plainly heard by guests and servants. The Duke of Altenherg, £other 
of the Crown Princess, sat nearly opposite the King. During a pause 

.his Majesty called across the table: "Joseph, a glass of champagne
you don't get that every day at home." The Duke had been a reigning 
110vereign, but bad abdicated in favour of his nephew, and the King's 
remark was true, but it could not be pleasant. It was a corn that was 
trodden on.* 

Once, indeed, bis Majesty met with his Idatcb from one of 
bis servants. 

I think [ says Mr. Wilkinson J he had been seventeen years with the 
King, when something displeased his Majesty, who seemed that morn
ing to have got out of bed the wrong way. '' What the devil are you 
doing there ? "said the King. " You're a fool, K--, you're a damned 
fool I" "Yes, your Majesty," answered K--sharply; '' I am a fool, 
I know I am a fool, and a d--d fool ; and if I hadn't been a fool, 
and a d--d fool, I never should have been so long with your Majesty." 
They both had their say, and his Majesty was beaten for once. No 
warning was given; the dressing was concluded in silence, and the 
little Bohemian appeared as usual the next morning.'' t 

The chaplain also acted as secretary and reader to the King, 
whose literary tastes appear in the following excerpt: 

When letters were done, I read parts of the debates in the Houses 
of Lords and Commons ; and often and often, in the middle of a 
speech, I aaw his Majesty's eyes close and head nod. I then at first 
used to stop, when it was a case of "the silence awoke the little judge," 
and his Majesty, pretending he was shutting his eyes to listen, use<l to 
say '' Go on " ; so, after one or two instances of this I used to continue 
to read Lord So-and-so's speech, even though my royal master began 
to snore. When I came to an end, and was silent, he always said '' Go 
on"; and if I answered "That's all, sir," he used to say, "Ah, very 
interesting. Now see what's o'clock. I think it must be time for the 
commandant!" If I told him '' No sir, it's only half-past ten, or it 
wants twenty minutes to eleven," his Majesty would say, "·well, 
doctor, now let us have a look ut the police reports; th~re's always 
something striking there-there one sees life and character." And I 
must 1my his Maje~ty was really interested, and, often as I found him 
go to sleep over a debate, I never remember him to have napped over 
a police report. 

But we think our readers have by this time had enough of 
this kingly old Lladguard, his spitefulness and brutality, though 
we have made a vtry small selection out of the mass of like 
stories with wbich these volumes are filled. 

• Vol. i. p. 160. t Ibid. pp. 162-3, 
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There are in these volumes many anecdotes of less distinguished 
persons than those to whom we have referred. Several very 
amusing ones are told of King Ernest's body-coachman, RicharJ, 
commonly called "Lord," Temple, who gave the imperious 
comptroller of the household " more trouble than all the other 
members of the royal service put together." He is verbally 
photographed by Mr. Wilkinson: 

He waa short, round, portly, and dignified ; and when he wns on 
his high box of office, with his gold-striped State livery, his three
cornered cocked hat, his full-bottomed wig, his silk stockings, broad 
plated buckles in bis shoes, and large nosegay on his breast, handling 
the ribbons of the four magnificent English grey horses, still and 
immovable on his hammercloth, absorbed in his duty, and looking 
neither to the right hand nor to the left;, he was pomposity per
sonified.* 

Here is a specimen of the man's consummate coolness, if, 
indeed, impudence be not the better word : 

Temple was summoned to the Hof Marshal's office, and was told, 
as the King went out so seldom, it was quite a farce to suppose they 
should continue to give him so many liveries a year. The State coat 
alone cost £30. He could not possibly wear them. 

" Well, I know that," said Temple, "but I can sell them." 
"Then," said the Hof Marshal," they should reduce his wages." 
'' Contract's a contract," said Temple again. 
" Oh, but we shall now have a new contract." And one was 

produced that had been already drawn up, and signed and scaled 
officially. 

As Temple would not come to terms about his liveries, his salary 
would be reduced a hundred thalers (£15). If he did not agree to 
this, the King now required him ao little, he would be sent back to 
England. 

The paper was handed to him to write the reduced figures, and to 
sign his name. 'l'emple was not a bit abashed or afraid. His 
idea was that, as he had been seven years with the King, and from 
varioua tokens knew he had given his Majesty satisfaction, hie salary 
ought rather to be increased than reduced, and so in the blank space 
in the paper handed to him he inserted fifty dollars more than he had 
before, signed his name, and gave it back. 

He told me [continues Mr. Wilkinson] you should have seen their 
faces: " Sir, they scuttled about from one to another, laid their heads 
together, and bolted out of the room and back again, like rabbits in a 
burrow."t 

The offiC.1ials naturally and properly told Temple his conduct 
was an impertinence, and they threatened him with condign 

• Vol. ii. p. 1118. t Ibid. pp. 203-4. 
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punishment. They brought the matter before the King, who 
aympathized with his English servant, and gave hie Hanoverian 
officials a rap on the knuckles. " They were not,'' he aaid, •• to 
bother him ; they were not to interfere with Temple, but to let 
him have his own way, and be answerable for his own duty." 
"And so," adds Mr. Wilkinson, "he did have his own way, 
and chuckled, as may be supposed, over hie increased salary."* 

On another occasion, Temple, after receiving "an extra
ordinarily valuahle present " from the theo Empresa of Russia, 
whom he had driven during a visit she paid to Hanover, went 
to the Royal Hotel, and ordered the best dinner they could give 
him. Just as he was in the middle of bis third or fourth course 
and his second bottle of champagne, in came his official chief, 
the master of the horse, to have bis dinner, and one may con
ceive his disgust at finding the coachman at the head of the 
table where he was about to dine. "Temple," continue& Mr. 
Wilkinson, " did not budge before the great man of bis depart
ment. He coolly, in dignified silence, ate on and drank on, and 
the great man himself was the one to give way, and walk out in 
disgust to get bis dinner elsewhere." t 

l'erbaps the most amusing of these Temple anecdotes is a 
transaction between him and Mr. Wilkinson, We give the 
story in Mr. Wilkinson's own words : 

Temple lost his wife. Of course, I, as chaplain, had to perform the 
funeral ceremony. A few days afterwards, old Temple, in deep 
mourning, called upon me. He was very much upset, and evidently 
hnd something on his mind which he found a difficulty in expressing, 
for he stood there for a few moments in silence, and then turned his hat 
round and round, and looked mournfully into it, and brushed it with 
his hand, and at last he got out, though stammering-

" I've called, sir-I've called, sir-na I wish to ask-and don't 
like to put it off-;--what I've got to pay you for that 'ere job?" 

"Oh I " I said; " nothing, of course. I have no fees, Temple ; but I 
remember now I am in your debt, and I must ask you what I have 
got to pay for the two pots of ointment you made for my hone's 
crncked feet?" 

"Oh I" aid Temple, "Lord bless you, air, don't mention it. 
Nothing, air, nothing ; 'one good turn dese"es another ' all the world 
over." I am sure [is Mr. Wilkinson's kindly comment) he meant 
nothing disrespectful, for be was doatingly fond of his • old woman ' 
as he called her; but one could not help thinking it was a queer 
/at;on de parler. ':t. 

We have, as is our use and wont, spoken freely of King Ernest ; 
but in justice to his memory we must aay as a ruler he turned 

• Vol. ii. p. 205. t Ibid. pp. 207-208. : lbid. p. US. 
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out better than, from his education, hi11 prejudices, and the first 
acts of bis reign was to be expected. William IV. had granted 
a free constitution to his Hanoverian subjects, and on Ernest's 
succeeding him, his first act was to issue a proclamation throw
ing over the new constitution. He had, however, all along pro
tested against it, and ref used to sign or be a party to it, and 
contended that it was illegal, inasmuch as the States by which 
it bad been enacted were illegally convoked. He also prose
cuted the Liberal professors at the University of Oottingen. 
By these acts he incurred great odium• both in Hanover and in 
this country.* In fact, Mr. \Yilkinson admits that he brought 
the country to the verge of revu1ution. Later on, he voluntarily 
made some great reforms-viz., ho abolished the Baronial Court 
of Justice, at which the people were highly pleased, saying, 
"Now they bad one king; formerly they had twenty." Another 
important reform was universally hailed by the middle class 
with deep thankfulness, though really it was but the concession 
of a right ; that was the opening the office of chief Ministers of 
State to the burgher class.t l>uring the revolutionary year of 
1848 be made some popular concessions, and Mr. Wilkinson 
relates that 
afterwards, when the tide had turned, and the great Powers of Austria 
and Prussia had won their day and re-established the supremacy of 
the law, and had retracted many of the concessions made in the time 
of their terror and weakness; and when they urged upon the King of 
Hanover to do the same, his Majesty answered : " He had pledged 
his royal word, and it was not his idea of justice or equity to retract ; 
that what was done waa done, and his Ministers must act accordingly." t 

A statue to his memory in the Railway Square in Hanover, 
with the following inscription, testifies to the high estimation in 
which he was held by his subjects:-

" Dem Landes Vater 
Sein treues Volk."§ 

• As to these proceedings, vide Greville's "Memoirs" (second part), vol. 
i. 12, 42; and Mr. Wilkinson's "Reminiscences," vol. i. c. iv. paa,i11i. 

t Ibid. p. 60, ! Vol. ii. p. 239. 
§ "To the father of his country, from bis faithful people. 
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ART. V.-A NEW Vrnw OF REGISTRATION OF TITLE 

TO LAND. 

1 and 2. Returns on Registration of Title in the Australasian 
Colonies. House of Commons Blue Books. 1872 and 
1881. 

3. An EBBay on the Transfer of Land by Registration. By 
Sir RoBT. TORRENS, K.C.M.G. Published for the Cobden 
Club by Messrs. Cassell. 

4. Statement on tlte Land Laws. By the Council of the 
Incorporated Law Society of the United Kingdom. 
Spottiswoode & Co. 1886. 

5. Land Tmnsfer. Published by order of the Bar Committee. 
Butterwortbs. 1886. 

6. Etude sur l' Act Torre:ns. By CHARLES OIDE, Professeur 
de la Faculte de Droit. de Montpelier. Paris : Libraire 
Cotillon. 1886. " w HEN I buy a ho~e, or a pictul'E', or a bale of goods, I have 

no trouble, no lawyer, no delay, no expense. Why 
should it be different with land 1" We select this as the first 
and commonest of the ingenious confusions that come to us in 
the garb of simplicity whenever the subject of land transfer is 
discussed. If anybody will take the trouble to consider for a 
moment the most obvious characteristics of land-its im
mobility and immutability, and the most obvious characteristics 
of goods, their mobility and mutability-he will perceive that 
a far greater amount of caution must always be necessary in 
buying land than in buying goods, quite independently of law, 
lawyers, and legal distinctions. Suppose goods are stolen: the 
first process is for the thief to run away with them, or other
wise hide them from the injured owner, and the next process 
usually is so to cut them up, or melt them down, or otherwise 
destroy thefr identity, that the owner would never recognise 
them again, even if be were to see them, and if this cannot be 
done they are at any rate removed to such o. position and 
disposed of in such a roundabout manner that the owner may 
try in vain to find them again as long M he lives. Therefore, 
when we buy goods, we do not as a matter of precaution inquire 
into the history of their previous owners, because u-e know very 
well that even if quei;tionable dealings have occurred in con
nection with them, tbe chanCfs are so small that the rightful 
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owner will bo able to trace his property into our h:i.nd3 (which if 
he could do we should assuredly have to yield them up to him) 
that they may be neglected. Of course, most people do not so 
question the customs they live under as to be able to give this 
account of why they act as they do, but the reason is there 
nevertheless. But how is it with land 1 Suppose land is 
wrongfolly held or wrongfully disposed of by some one, a more 
enlightened civilization than any yet known is required to invent 
the means by which a wrong-doer may so remove or alter an 
ordinary piece of landed property as to interpose difficulty in the 
way of the rightful owner in finding or recognising it. And 
therefore when wo buy land it is a matter of common prudence 
to satisfy ourselves that there have been no questionable dealings 
with it for a considerable time, for if there have, we may be cer
tain that the injured parties will ·find us out with the greatest 
ease, and probably deprive us, sooner or later, of what we hM·a 
bought. Hine iUre lacrynue. The process by which the vendor 
of land satisfies his purchaser that there have been no question
able dealings with it for a considerable time, is called " proof of 
title,'' and amounts to a little history (seldom more than forty 
years old, often not so long) of the changes of ownership that 
have occurred during a given period, evidenced as far as possible 
by the original doeuments. 

"But where would be the difficulty of having a register of land 
like the register of stock 1 When I buy stock, it is all done in 
ten minutes. Why cannot land be treated in the same way 1" 
Put in this form, the question admits of an easy answer, for some 
of the difficulties of adapting to the transfer of land the prin
ciple upon which stock registers are based cannot fail to be 
obvious the moment they are stated ; while others remain not 
so obvious, but still equally cogent. The principle upon which 
the stock register is based is this. The entry of a person's 
name opposite to a given sum of stock confers the absolute 
ownership of that stock upon him. Stock is transferred by 
erasing the name of the former owner and entering the name of 
the new owner. If a mistake occurs, if the bank (which keeps 
the register) is imposed upon, and enters a transfer without the 
authority of the true owner, he nevertheless loses his stock. 
The bank, however, is obliged in such case to repair its mistake 
by buying a like sum in the market, and placing it in the 
injured owner's name. As there is always plenty of stock to be 
bought, and as one £1,000 worth is exact-ly the same as another, 
this mode of compensation answers all the requirements of the 
case. But if the same system is applied to land, it by no means 
answers the requirements of the cn..._e. For in the first place land 
is not al ways to be bought, and in the second place, even if it were, 
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it is not altogether satisfactory for an owner and occupier who has 
been living for years in the" Hill Farm" suddenly to be turned 
out of his home owing to somebody else's mistake, and politely 
requested to accept "compensation'' in the shape of, say," the 
Valley Mills," situated in a neighbouring county. Again: there 
is never any difficulty about the description of the registered 
property in the case of stock. Suppose we have an entry made 
in 18!6 that A is the owner of £1,000 Console. B, wanting to 
buy of A in 1886, sees at a glance that he will get exactly 
what he wants if A's name is scratched out and his own put in 
its place. But now suppose we have an entry made in a land 
Register in 1846 to the effect that A is the owner of the " Hill 
Farm." B, a new neighbour, want.a to buy the "Hill Farm•• 
of A in 1886. It is by no means clear that he will get exactly 
what he wants by having bis name written in the register in 
place of A's; for the existing Hill Farm that B knows may 
be a very different holding indeed from the land to which A's 
registered title applies. Since the reJ?istration took place parts 
of the Hill Farm have been gained by encroachment, other 
parts by informal adjustment of boundaries with neighbours, 
parts hy exchange, parts by the inclusion of bits of A's other 
adjoining estates, parts by inclosure of waste lands ; and so it 
may happen that the special little corner of that farm, the very 
Naboth's vineyard that Bis principally desirous to obtain, is not 
included in A's registered title at all, and that in order to get it 
safe, B must investigate, aod hunt up evidence, and in short 
satisfy himself about it just as he does now. 

The truth of the matter is, that the adaptation of the registry 
principle to the transfer of land is a matter of immense difficulty, 
and if it be true that at last a system has been devised by which 
it can be done, it is only as the resnlt of great labour, great 
ingenuity, and a history of experiments fruitful in disheartening 
failure. Having thus clearl!d the ground of one or two pre
liminary obstructions, we will proceed to recount in order the 
various phases through which the subject bas passed so far as is 
necessary to the right understanding of the substantive scheme 
we have to propound. 

There are two very different aorts of " registration of land " -
namely, "registration of deeds" and " registration of title." In 
the counties of Middlesex and York, in Ireland, in most English 
colonies, in Scotland, in India, in most of the United States, 
in France, Belgium, Italy, and many other parts of the Continent, 
there exist regist1-ies of deeds. The object of a deed registry 
is to prevent fraud. It does nothing of itself to simplify, or 
cheapen, or quicken transfer. Its leading idea is to provide a 
purchaser of land with the means of satief ying himself that no 
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material document in the history of a title is being concealed 
from him by his vendor, and the means usually taken to effect 
this end is to provid-, an office where all deeds may be registered, 
and to enact that registered deeds shall prevail over unregistered 
ones. Therefore if a purchaser finds all the deeds submitted to 
him by his vendor satisfactory, and then consult..q the register, 
and finds they are all registered, and that there are no other 
deeds registered relating to the property, he may be almost cer
tain that the deeds be bas seen are genuine, and that if any 
other deeds exist they will not prevail against him, if he registers 
his own conveyance. Of course a great variety of modifications 
are introduced into the practical working of the system, by which 
various difficulties are obviated with differing degrees of success. 
Also it may be stated that under favourable conditions a deed 
registry may be made the indirect means of considerably simpli
fying and cheapening conveyancing as well as preventing fraud. 
A very conspicuous instance of this is afforded by the Scotch 
registry. But still, when all is said and done, a deed registry 
does not pledge the State to any assertion beyond this, that 
ce1·tain docwrnents have been registe-red : however much it may 
help the inquiry as to their ultimate effect, the need of a lawyer 
is hardly ever obviated, a.CJ the final responsibility of interpreting 
them remains with the party himself, and if he misinterprets 
them the loss is on his own head. 

In England and Ireland (to an almost inappreciable extent, 
however), in the Australasian and in some other colonies, in 
Iowa, U.S.A., in the Hanse Towns, in Prussia, Hesse, and some 
other districts in Europe, and in the French colony in Tunis, 
re9ist111 of title has beeu established. The object of this system 
is to provide both for safety and for ease; the leading principle 
is that of the stock register above described, but with a vast 
amount of exception and reservation owing to the difference in 
the subject matter to which it is to be applied. Some of the 
details will appear later on; but at present it is enough if it is 
seen that under such a system the government commits itself to 
a most distinct statement of fact--namely, that A is the owner 
of the Z estate; it absolves the purchaser from all obligation to 
mn.ke up his own mind about it ; it alfords an escape in a vast 
number of cases from the necessity of engaging prolesfJional help; 
and if a mistake occurs, it is not the purchaser who has to suffer. 

Ber~re proceeding to consider this new system, one very pre
valent misconception as to the effects of the present system must 
be touched upon. 

For it is often supposed that great inse<mrity exists at present. 
That landowner, do not know whether their land is their own ; 
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with the result, one would suppose, that a good deal of loss must 
1~ occasionally incurred by unwary purchasers owing to defective 
title. It may accordingly be somewhat of a surprise to many to 
learn that the following decisive statement has recently been 
made by a very high authority : •-

With regard to the safety of purchasers on absolute sales, the 
existing system of conveyancing, so far as mere safety is concerned, 
approaches as nearly to perfection as nny system which has ever 
existed in any country. The voluminous evidence appended to the 
various P,u-liamentary Reports above referred to ( 185 7, Registration 
Commission; 1870, Land Registration Commission; 1878, 1879, 
Mr. 0. l\forgan's Committee) shows that witnes3es with the widest 
experience of the relevant facts were unable to specify any example 
which had ever occurred to them in business of a purchaser on an 
absolute sale who had been evicted by reason of a concealed flaw io 
his title. 

A few of these witnesses are then quoted. To select two :-Mr. 
Barber, Q.C., says: "In the course of a very large experience, I 
cannot at this moment recall a single instance where on a 
purchase and sale transaction the purchaser has been ousted 
because of a. fraud in the execution of a deed." Mr. E. W. 
Rowcliffe, of the firm of Gregory, Rowcliffe & Rawle, says: 

• I have never known a purchaser lose his property or suffer any loss 
from a concealed incumbrance or liability on account of the shortness 
of the title he had taken. Indeed, I may say that during nearly 
twenty-five years of litigated business arising in all parts of England, 
I have never known a purchaser lose his property from any unknown 
defect of title. I have known cases in which purchasers have been 
~jected, but the defect has been known and guarded against either by 
absolute covenants or deeds of indemnity. 

What these are we need not explain; it suffices that they are 
adequate. 

But when from safety we come to consider speed or cli.eapness, 
the tale is very different. So far as we a.re able to discover. 
there is no civilized country in the world where snles and 
mortgages habitually take so long a time to transact as they do 
here. While in some highly civilized countries-France and 
Prussia, for instance, not to speak of our own Colonies-land 
is habitually sold and mortgaged in a day, or even in an hour, 
including everything, from the commencement of the negotiation 
to the completion of the transaction, in England a month or two 
is a very fair average time for such transactiona to occupy; they 

,. "Land Transfer," pp. 68, 69. 
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have been known to extend over years; in small matters they 
are occasionally pulled through in a week or a fortnight, and 
when this period is shortened to three or four days, the feat 
is pointed at and remarked upon as an instance of marvellous 
expedition. The legal charges too (though much improved by 
the recent introduction of a "scale," which fixes a large proportion 
of them according to the value of the land dealt with) are far 
higher in England than anywhere else in the case of small pro
perties ; though in the case of great e'ltates our charges compare 
favourably with a few (but only a few) of the continental States 
-France and Belgium, for instance. It must be remembered, 
however, in looking at totals taken from continental experience, 
that they include a very high Government duty chargeable on 
sales in most of those countries. In France and Belgium the 
duty alone amountR to seven per cent. on the value of the )and, 
whereas in England only one-half per cent. is thus charged. 
This is not a law expense at all, but a tax, and care should be 
taken that it is deducted when law expenses are being treated of. 
But in Scotland, in our own Australasian Colonies, the United 
States, Prussia, Bavaria, Austria, and other German States, 
Holland and Greece, and probably many other places too, the 
expenses of sales and mortgages of ordinary landed properly are 
utterly insignificant in comparison with our own. The lowest 
legal charge for a deal with land in England is £6, for there 
must be at least two parties concerned, and each of them may be 
charged £3. This is considerably above the nuiximum charge 
in some States. In practice these charges are no doubt lessened 
very much ; solicitors, especially in the country, being willing to 
do work for a guinea or two, or even Jess, to oblige their poorer 
clients,but probably Rimilar allowances are made in other countries 
too, and however this may be, the principal fact remains as stated 
-that the legal charges of land transfer in .England will 11lmost 
invariably be found to be the highest in the world. 

The Council of the Incorporated Law Society• claim that the 
idea of registering title to land originated with solicitors. It was 
certainly suggested by Mr. T. G. Fonnereau, a London solicitor, 
to the Real Property Commissioners of 1828, and was afterwards 
worked out in different ways by Mr. R. Will!on, another London 
solicitor, a member of the Council of the Incorporated Law 
Society, Mr. W. S. Cookson, Mr. E. Field, and Mr. W. Williams, 
who is still a member of the Council. But the barristers were 
not behindhand either: the most distinguished among them were 

• Statement of the Land Laws, p. 8. 
[Vol. CXXVI. No. CCLI.)-N1:w 8En.1r.s, Vol. LXX.No.l. F 
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Mr. Duval in 1829, and later Lord Cairns when Attorney
Oeneral, and Sir Henry Thriog. 

When it is considered that all law reform is expected to come 
from the lawyers; that the only ones that are competent to the 
task are the busiest and most hard-worked in other ways; that 
every bit of the labour such persons bestow upon the herculean 
task is performed gratis; and that the only immediate personal 
result of its successful conclusion is the increase of trouble neces
sarily incident to ali changes, and a prospect of speedy dimi
nution in professional gains, the wonder is, not that we have so 
little law reform, but that we have so much. 

Before proceeding to the Acts themselves, a word or two of 
general explanation will be useful. Under all Acts establishing 
registration of title, two principal classes of operations have to 
be provided for, which may be respectively termed "first regis
trations" and " subsequent dealings." 'fhey may be shortly 
(though rather imperfoctly) described thus:-

First Registratiou.-A person applies to be registered as owner 
of given lands. The registrar inquires as to his claim to such 
lands, and as to the correctness of the description of their 
boundaries furnished by him. When both are satisfactory the 
applicant is registered. 'l'he entry in the register confers an 
absolute title upon him. 

Subsequent Dealings.-The registered owner wishes to sell. 
He sends an order to the registrar (somewhat unhappily termed 
an "instrument of transfer"), requiring him to enter the pur
chaser as registered owner in his place. 'l'he registrar satisfies 
himself that the order is a genuine one, and makes the required 
entry. 'fhis confers an absolute title on the purchaser. 

There is no essential difference between the act or the effect 
of registration in these two cases : in both cases it results in the 
same thing-namely, that the registered owner for the time 
being has the equivalent of a fresh Crown grant made to him
self, annulling all former grants, absolute, unimpeachable. .Hut 
the difference in the preliminary duties of the registrar in the 
two classes of operations justifies their separation for purposes of 
practical discussion. 

Registration of title was first instituted in England by "an 
Act to facilitate the proof of title to and the conveyance of real 
estates" (25 & 26 Vic. cap. 53), carried by Lord Westbury 
in 1862. Under that Act any person owning a fee simple, 
or a leasehold for years of which fifty were unexpired, or a. 
leasehold for livP-s of which two were still subsisting, was at 
liberty to register his title if he could satisfy the registrar that it 
was unimpeachable, or, in technical language, "marketable." 
After first registration of any property, a purchaser's inquiries 
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as to title would be confined to the ascertainment of subsisting 
interests entered on the register, and the procPss of conveyance 
might be the comparatively inexpensive process of a " registered 
transfer." In the year 1863, eight titles were registered; in 1864, 
eight more; in 1865, forty-eight; in 1866, one hundred and five
slow but steady progress ; and it appeared as though the scheme 
would eventually s:.icceed. But after 1866 dissatisfaction began 
to be felt by those who had tried the system; titles were removed 
by their owners from the books, entries foll off ; in 18 7 0 there 
were only twenty-nine titles registered: in 1874 only four. 

A great many suggestions have been made as to the probable 
causes of the failure of Lord W estbury's Act. But life is short, 
and as only two of them are in any way supported by facts, we 
do not propose, to enter into any but these two. The first is, that 
the difficulty of proving an unimpeachable title to the re~istrar, 
and the difficulty of overcoming the objections of neighbouring 
owners to the registration of disputable boundaries, were so great 
that few landowners were in a position to face the combined 
dangers of expense and delay and risk of total or partial 
failure, for the mere possibility of benefit ou future Hales and 
mortgages. A few details will help us to realize what these 
dangers were. 

Mr. Butt (Evidence, Land Transfer Commission, 1S70) told the 
story of the only three registrations he bad himself conducted. 
The first was a title which the Court of Chancery had accepted 
on behalf of suitors. Before the registry could accept it, 
eighteen months were speut in additional inquiries. In tLe next 
case the private negotiations on a purchase, including a delay, 
owing to the purchase money not being forthcoming, ha<l been 
completed in ten months. Registration, commenced immediately 
afterwards, occupied two years and five months in additional 
inquiries. The costs of the purchase, including duty, were £79. 
The registration cost £134. The third title was exactly the 
same as the first, but though the registrar was informed of this, 
the rules obliged him to go through the whole process over again, 
which surely ought to have been unnecessary. Among other 
cases mentioned to the Commissioners were these: A title 
accepted in two months at a cost of £78 on a private purchase 
was taken to the registrar directly afterwards. It was still 
pending at the end of two years and a half, and the costs up to 
date were £90 (Evidence Nos. 627-666). Another title which 
was accepted on a purchase in four months, at a total cost 
(including conveyance and duty) of £56, registered immediately 
afterwards, cost .£124, and one year and eight months delay, 
and was even then compelled to have the following note endorsed 
upon it:-" By the will of A, proved 31 December 1S31, the 
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bereditaments were, with the other real and personal estate of 
the said testator, char~ed with a moiety of a sum of £2,000 for 
the benefit of D, oue of the two only children who attained 
twenty-one; of 0, widow, deceased, the daughter of the testator; 
D died intestate, and was buried 24th April 1847. No adminis
tration has been taken out to D, but the whole of the sum of 
£2,000, together with interest thereon, was on the 20th February 
186:? paid to E, bis only brother and sole next of kin, and sole 
executor of C" (Evidence, Nos. 667-681). We shall not 
attempt the task of translating this ioto the vulgar tongue
suffice it to say that it is a suggestion of a risk of incalculable 
remoteness, to which no lawyer would give a second thought; 
but to a plain man it is certainly unintelligibly ugly.• 

'fhe professional reader will wonder how the time was spent. 
The following example will enlighten him. One of the former 
owners of an estate to be registered was John Harrison, of 
Reigate, farmer, who bought it in 1830,and died in 1850. The 
registrar required proof that a jucigmeot against one John 
Harrison, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, beerseller, and another judg
ment against one George Harrison, of Cockerruoutb, ironmonger, 
did not affect the estate. (Appendix, p. 56.) 

The second failing of Lord W estbury's eystem seems even 
worse than the first. When all the months nnd years bad been 
.,pent, and the title proved and the bill paid, and the time for 
mortgage or sale had arrived, and the reward of ease 11nd expe
dition and cheapness was evidently expected, it nevertheless 
constantly happened that the hope turned out entirely a delusive 
one: more time, more trouble, more money being spent over the 
11implest transactions with registered property than would have 
been incurred in the like operations under the private practice. 
For instance, it appears from the evidence given to Mr. 0. 
Morgan's Committee in 1878 that Mr. Joshua Williams, Q.C., 
bought a registered property, and afterwards mortgaged, and 
then sold it. He experienced "a great deal of delay, and a 
great expense, more I think than would have been incurred if 
the property had not been on the registry" (1878, No. 384). Mr. 
H. W. :Elphinatone purchased registered land, and incurred £11 
extra expenses, and three months' extra delay, owing to its being 
registered, he says: " I had formed a very strong opinion in favour 
of registration of title at first, but now I have had practical ex
perience of it, o.nd my experience has been very painful" (1879, 

• The Registrar furnished details of twenty-five cases of first registration 
11s "a fair illustration." The average time for each was two years and five 
months; one case came within niue days of five years; and only three took 
less than twelve months each. The shortest time on record was four months 
twenty-seven days. (A!)pendix, p. 78.) 
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Nos. 359-367). Other cases were also mentioned. No single 
witness examined by th~ Committee mentions a case of money 
or trouble or time being saved by registration ; anii many more 
instances of well-grounded dissatisfaction can be collected by 
any one who asks questions from thorn who have bad experience. 
It need not be pretended that in no instance has benefit been 
derived from the registry (though it is certainly remarkable that 
no instance was mentioned in evidence); but it is abundantly 
clear that the net result of experience of the office practice was 
this: that solicitors, having to consider whether they should, as a 
rule, advise their clients to register their titles, came to an almost 
unanimous decision that they could not do so. The absolute 
title conferred by registration was practically no advantage at 
all, for, as we have seen, owners and purchasers of land are 
already quite safe enough: the imrnediate expense was 
enormous: the ultimate promi8e of easy transfer 11111.l mortgage 
bad proved a delusion in many cases-the Act had absolutely 
nothing to recommend it, And it so fell into neglect. 

But matters were not allowed to rest here. A Roval 
Commission, consisting of law lords, members of Jlarliament, 
barristers, and 11olicitors, was appointed in 1868 to examine into 
the causes of this failure. 'l'be Report of that Commission 
was most discordant; several of its most influential member.. 
dissenting on many point. Why these Commissioners should 
have been so much more impressed by the first of the above 
mentioned causes of failure than by the second, it is very 
difficult to see, but so it was; and accordingly their suggestions 
for remodelling the registration scheme all proceeded in one 
direction-facilitating the process of first ri:,gistration. 

These suggestions were followed out, more or less faithfully, 
by our second Registration Act, which was carried by Lord 
Cairns in 1875. Lord Cairns's Act facilitates the process of 
first registration in three principal ways. 'fbe registrar is 
gh•en power to acct!pt less than a "marketable'' title wher
ever be may think it safe to do so ; the attempt to guarantee 
boundaries is abandoned (which alone diminishes the expenses 
of first registration by one-thirJ) and a new sort of registra
tion-" possessory registration ''-was offereJ. Possessory regis
tration does not warrant the title of the first registered owner, 
and therefore dispenses with the need of inquiries on first 
registrations. Its operation may be thus summarized :-A 
person applies to be registered as posst!ssory owner of given 
lands ; the registrar makes no inquiry as to his title, but 
registers him on his own and his 11olicitor'R declarations. The 
registration confers no more title upoo him than he possesses 
already. This owner wishes to sell. He sends his order to 
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the registrar, and the registrar sat,isfies himself that the order 
is a genuine one, and enters the purchaser's name. This 
confers on the purchaser an absolute title to whatever the 
first registered owner bas to dispose of. This will be sufficient 
or not for practical purposes according to circumstances. For 
instance, it will probably be insuffioient if the sale takes place 
very soon after the first registration, and proof will then be 
required, in the old way, that the owner's title was a good one at 
the time of the first registration. If, however, a good long time 
-say twenty or thirty years-has elapsed since the first regis
tration, t.he purchaser will probably be quite content ; for by 
this time it will be practically certain that the first registra
tion waB a correct one-that the first registered owner was then 
truly entitled to the estate registered-or that, if he was not, all 
likely claims against him have been barred by lapse of time; 
and thus a practically absolute title is obtained by the cheap 
process of sitting still, without the need of an official examina
tion to begin with. Hardly any possessory titles have been 
registered. The surprise which this announcement will probably 
produce may be diminished by the statement of four bills for 
possessory registrations-the only ones we have been able to 
obtain. They are £18 12s. Gd., £16 ls. 9cl. (for a property 
worth only £105), £15 17s. 2cl., £28 4s. l0d. Rememhering 
that the possible advantages for many years after first registration 
are absolutely nil, these <lisclosurt's alone go some way towards 
accounting for the phenomenon. No serious attempt was 
made to improve the office practice on the registration of 
subsequent dealings, nor do the framers of the Act seem to have 
been at all aware of the necessity for improvement in this 
particular. Notwithstanding the above-mentioned and other 
high bids for popular favour which it contained (some of which 
are open to very serious censure on the ground of laxity), Lord 
Cairns's Act never 1,ucceeded in obtaining the small share of 
public notice that its predecessor did. Only 113 titles have been 
registered under it in ten years. 

The truth is, that the same defects which we observed under 
Lord W cstbury's Act continue to prevail under Lord Cairns's, 
mitigated only t1> a slight degree in respect of first registra
tions. 

'l'o prove a title to the registrar remains a much more 
formidable 1.!Ddertaking than to prove it to a private purchaser, 
and as long as this is the case it is impossible to make any 
progress. "A landowner bas to prove his title to the official
practically in the country we never prove a complete title oli a 
sale-and bis solicitor has to ol>tain a much larger mass of infor
mation than is usually rendered to pur~hasers" (Evidence, 187 8, 
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~ os. 2349, 2350). To register under Lord Caims's Act " would 
cost as much again" as an ordinary purchase by a member of a 
building society {Evidence, 1878, Nos. 295a, 3028). "The public 
officer is beyond all question more particular than an ordinary 
solicitor" (1879, No. 1356). The expenses of the purchase 
of a particular estate were £62; registration under Lord West
bury'& Act cost £131. A careful expert estimated that under 
Lord Cairns's Act it would cost £100, the reduction being due 
to the omission of all guarantee of boundaries-that is. by a 
proportionate diminution in the usefulness of the registered 
title (1879, Noa. :388-394). Passiug, again, from first registra
tions to the after-experiences of those who have used Lord 
Cairns's Act, we find the same complaint a!! we noticed in sales 
under Lord Westbury's. "You not only incur an expense of 
transferring within the office which amounts to a sum exceeding 
what the members of building societies pay, but in order to 
approach the office you have to pay a professional agent his fees 
to get the thing done for you" (1Si8, No. 1782). "The 
delay takes place in every transaction, and that is a very serious 
thing in small transactions; there is no reason why the trans
action should be anything but a simple one, and very uncostly ; 
but practically it is not so" (1878, 3001, 30:34). The minimum 
cost to the owner appears to be somewhere about £8 all told; 
therefore it is clear that in small transactions, such as selling a. 
plot off a large estate, the expense cannot fail to be greater than 
it usually is under the unregistered practice; and as Lord 
Cairns's Act does not allow titles to be removed from the register, 
a. very small property bas no escape from law charges which may 
absorb its entire income for years, howeve1· willing all parties 
may be to act easily and liberally to each other. 

It is strange that, with these later facts before them, the next 
Parliamentary Committee on the subject {M1-. 0. ~!organ's Com
mittee of 1878, 1879) should again have faileJ to perceive the 
damning character of the blot they disclose, and should have 
suffered the Australian experience-which they consulted on a 
variety of less important topics-to escape them as to the one 
point by which a safe and easy remedy for the faults here 
emphasized is disclosed, with which remedy we propose to 
acquaint the reader before long. 

Jfor it must be known that side hy side with this discouraging 
series of failures in England there has been going on a series of 
great and uniform successes in the Australasian colonies ever 
since 1857, when the first Registration Act was introduced into 
South Australia by the late Sir Robert Torrens. With no 
learned Chancellors to frame i-t, as with us-on the contrary, in 
the teeth of so strong a professional opposition that lawyers 
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appear to have been excluded from certain offices under the Actr 
for fear of their ruining it in practice-the framer completely 
succeeded in hitting such an exact middle line between rashness 
and timidity as to enable all the business of the office to be con
ducted with ease and despatch, without incurring any appreciable 
risk from fraud or error. Also, after a year or two, certain most 
important alterations were seen to be necessary in the nature of 
the absolute title granted; alterations which advanced jurists in 
England are at last independently inventing over again, about 
thirty years in arrear. 

As many people in England are quite unaware of the success 
which the An11tralian ''Torrens" system has achieved, a few facts 
from original sources may be usefully submitted here. The mea
sure was introduced into South Australia first in 1857, as already 
stated. In the course of the first eighteen mouths more than 1,000 
applicants to register titles came forward voluntarily out of a 
population of l 00,000. (Looking nt the population of England, 
it would appear that a similar enthusiasm in this country would 
produce 200,000 applicants, or thereabouts, in the same time.) 
'fhe Act was so 1mccessful in South Australia that it wa., copied 
in Queensland in 1861 (where n,:,w over 98 per cent. of the 
whole land of the colony is registered), in Tasmania in 1862, in 
Victoria in the i;ame year, in New South Wales in 1863-in 
spite of some misgivings lest the greater anliquity of that 
colony (founded 1788) might render it less suitable, which mis
givings soon proved groundless. New Zealand and Western 
Australia followed in 1870 aud 1874, thu11 completing the entire 
list of Australasian colonies. As to its results, Sir Arthur Blyth, 
K.C.M.G., Agent-General for South Australia, says: '' Regis
tration of' title is n<>w almost universal-for ooe transaction 
under deed11 now there a thousand under the Act. [To a person 
wanting to borrow money on mortgage] I should say, first, ' Real 
Property Act, I suppoi;e? ' Theu the next thing would be, 
' You <lo not want a lawyer, I suppose f I do not.' He would 
probably say 'No.' I lihould go to the Registry Office, and 
draw out a mortgage upon the counter, Lave it witnessed, a.nd 
hand it to the clerk, and say to him, ' It will be ready to-morrow 
afternoon, I suppose?' Bankers nn<l merchants have a clerk 
who looks after these things and gets mortgages on property 
made. There is no necessity for the intervention of a lawyer ; 
such a thing is never thought of.'' (Evidence, 1879, Noe. 1778, 
1792): Sir Robert Torrens has had people mortgaging their 
land for £7, becau11e a man gets his mortgage for 5s., and in a 
quarter of an hour (1878, No. 8235). In 'l'asmania it is an 
every-day occurrence for parties to come to the office, sign the 
proper forms, filled up by the clerk according to their instruc-
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t.ions, pay over the purchase ruoney, or the amount lent, then and 
there at the counter, and walk off with their business completed. 
(1872 Retarn, p. 137.) From New South Wales we learn "the 
public generally have become so accustomed to our certificates as 
in many instances to decline accepting a property except the 
title ia registered." In New Zealand "a large proportion of land 
transfn business is transacted by unprofessional persons licensed 
as land brokers, and who readily acquire the necessary familiarity 
with the system" (1881 Return, p. 99): their fees are about 58. 
or 68. 8d. "The broker is sometimes a solicitor, sometimes a 
land agent, sometimes a merchant." (1879 Evidence, No. 1947). 
Even where a lawyer is employed the work is so simple that the 
total expense seldom exceeds .£3. (Hoo. R. C. Baker: London, 
CharMJer of Commerce Jowmal, Dec. 1885, p. 298.) 

Business men conversant with the actual process of sale and 
mortgage and lease of land will Le curious to know bow pr<r 
vision is made under the registry system for various matters of 
detail. Space does not permit of our entering into these, but it 
must suffice to assert here thai the Torrens system has been so 
developed as to meet a.11 exigencies of everyday business require
ments, including especially temporary "equitable mortgagee" to 
bankers without publicity, the transaction of business at a distance 
from the registry, the protection of secondary interests, altera
tion of boundaries. 

Besitles the Australasian colonies, the Torrens system has spread 
into British Columbia, Iowa., Fiji, and Tunis. It is about to be 
adopted in Singapore and Malacca, and has lately attracted a 
great deal of notice in France, both in the newspapers and in 
the works of jurists. 

We must now ask the attention of the reader to what we 
consider to be the chief cause of our failura in England to realize 
this eucceee. 

The Torrens ,;ystem makes adequate provision for the 
possible occurrence of a mistake; the English systems are abso
lutely silent on the subject. To appreciate the gravity of this 
omission it ia only necessary to consider for a moment the 
irresistible force of the engine employed wherever registration of 
absoluw title is applied to land. 'l'o take two extreme casea 
that might occur under the English Acts :-Lord F. lets his 
family mansion to Mr. B. for twenty-one years, and goes to live 
on the Continent. M.r. B. after a while registers himself as O\Vner 
in fee simple by means of forged documents of title, and after
wards sells the place by a registered sale to a genuine purchaser. 
Lord F. and hie family have lost their seat, and no provision is 
made for their compensation in any way. Again, suppose Mr . 
.Brown is the registered owner of the " Hill Farm ,, and ia 
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living on it in peace and quiet. Mr. Jones, an adept in per
sonation and forgery, pretends to & stranger, Mr. Robinson, that 
he is Brown, and .purports to mortgage the " Hill Farm " to the 
said Robinson, forging Brown's signature, producing a forged 
copy of Brown's certificate of title, and forging the nece888.ry 
" verification." The mortgage is registered-Jones absconds. 
In this case, unless Brown by hook or by crook can satisfy 
that fraudulent mortgage (of which he now hears for the first 
time), he is entirely at the mercy of Robinson, and liable to be 
sold out by him. In such a case, if his property had not been 
registered, Brown would have been safe, but actually because it 
is registered he is liable to lose it, without a chance of redress, 
although he knew nothing, and could not by any means have 
known anything, of Jones's fraudulent proceedings, which were 
all carried on behind his back. Persons who go and laugh at 
the delicate situation of the too zealous Koko and Pooh Bah in 
"The Mikado" are probably not aware that the Japan of Mr. 
Gilbert is by no means the only place where personation on the 
part of another, coupled with a "stupid Act saying nothing 
about a mistake," may involve innocent persons in very un
pleasant consequences. 

Now although experience is gradually tending to show that 
such occurrences are in the last degree unlikely to happen, yet 
their bare possibility casts a serious impediment in the way of 
progress for any voluntary registration scheme, and that in two 
ways. For one thing, solicitors, who realize these dangers as far 
more serious than any that exist under the present system-for 
they are dangers which no vigilance can provide against, whereas 
all the dangers of the present system can be provided against by 
vigilance--solicitors scruple to advise their clients to put them
selves under a system in which they are possible. While, on the 
other hand, the apprehension of such occurrences introduces such 
a nervous timidity into the framers of the Rules of Procedure in 
the office, that the precautions insisted on to guard every initial 
registration and every subsequent transaction from the least loop
hole of fraud, or possibility of mistake, are such as to impede the 
progress of every-day business to a most inconvenient extent, 
and in fact, as we have seen, to produce the absurd result that in 
England a first registration costs two or three times 88 much 88 

an ordinary sale, and a registered sale will often cost more 
trouble, more money, and-worst of all-more time, to carry 
through than an unregistered dealing of the same character. 

Now let us turn to the Torrens system. In the first case that 
we put, Lord F. would receive the full value of the land he had 
been deprived of out of an "assurance fund " raised for that 
purpose by a percentage charged on all registrations (though in 
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Australia it is likely enough that this arrangement- meets all the 
requirements of the case, probably in England it would be better 
to put it the other way-namely, to make the first registration 
inoperative altogether against Lord F., and to award the com
pensation to the purchaser from Mr. B.). In the second case, 
Brown would be left in peace, and Robinson would be compen
sated for his loss out of the same "assurance fund." 

Passing to the Australian office procedure on first regi!>tration 
and on subsequent dealings, we find that this excellent provision 
for mistake induces a freedom from timidity in accepting fair 
titles, and an absence of official interference on sales and mort
gage8 which those who conduct bu!>iness in our office may well 
euvy, which turns every registered owner of land into a walking 
-and talking-advertisement of the advantages of the system, 
and at the same time is shown, by an experience of nearly thirty 
years, to furnish far more than adequate protection for the 
assurance fund against exceSRive loss. In 1880 (the date of the 
last report) the various assurance funds amounted to over 
£U;o,ooo ; the sum total of all the compensations that had 
been paid was only £2,500; anrl the several funds of 'fasmania, 
New South Wales, and New Zealand (the three oldest colonies, 
containing titles dating back to 1803, 1788, and 1814 respec
tively), and Western Australia, were actually intact. 'l'be per
centage charged is one halfpenny in the pound on the value of 
the land (about one-fifth per cent.), except in Tasmania, where 
it is only one farthing, and it, is paid on first registration and on 
every death of a registered owner. 

As it is often supposed that the great difficulty in England 
must necessarily he first registration, owing to the confused state 
of all titles, it will Le well to observe how, if the peculiarity of 
the Torrens system just pointed out were adopted here, the first 
registration of all titles-old or young, simple or complicated, 
long or short, clear or cloudy-would be equally facilitated. 

For, under the wing of an assurance fund, the Australian 
registrars are in a position totally different from that of our 
registrar. It has been well remarked of our registrars' scrupulosity 
under Lord W estbury's Act, that 

the precautions adopted by the Registration Office were not only 
justifiable, but such as could not have been negle~ted without the 
grossest dereliction of duty. • The fact that some of them nre often 
waived in practice by willing purch11sers affords no reason why a 
dormant claim as to which the purchuser is willing to " take his 
chance" should be arbitrarily abolished by a public official. It 
should be remembered that "waiving a requisition" means only, on 
the part of a purchaser, voluntarily choosing, for the sake of com
pleting a purchase, to incur a given risk; whereas on the part of 
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the registrar it may mean confiscating somebody t-lse's legal rights. 
An application for registration with indefeasible title is not n mere 
application ~ effect a sale, in which the opposite p&.rty has a full 
right to waive any objection. It is an application to decide finally 
upon the possible rights of strangers to the proceedings, who are not 
only unrepresented but probably unaware of what is taking place. 
Nobody can question a purchaser'11 right to accept any title for what 
it ll! worth, relying on the probability that dormant claims will con
tinue to sleep. But it is quite possible to question the propriety of 
permitting a public officer arbitrarily to bar dormant claims merely 
becnuse he thinks it unlikely that they will be effectively prose
cuted, (" Land Transfer," p. 46.) 

Of the increased liberty allowed to the registrar under Lord 
Cairns's Act the same authority remarks : 

The convenience of this enactm1:nt in facilitating the registration of 
titles is obvious; but this convenience is manifestly gained by giving 
power to a public official to confiscate dormant rights without com
pen!ation if he thinks them not likely to be prosecuted with effect. 
It has been already pointed out that in this proceas there is nothing 
analogous to the consent of a willing purchaser to run the risk of a 
remotely possible or dormant claim, The fact that many purchasers 
are willing to incur some slight degree of risk affords no reason why 
dormant rights which may be involved should arbitrarily be confis
cated, especially without compensation (p. 55). 

Practically, however, 
the new registry did nothing at all to remove the main objec
tion which experience had shown to be fatal to the old one-viz., 
that it inevitably saddles a landowner with a very appreciable addi
tional expense, and (if a purchaser) with a still greater disadvantage 
in the lvay of delay in completing his purchase, for the sake of 
obtaining an advantage which, even if of undoubted value in itself, 
offers only a remote and uncertain advantage to the person himself at 
whose coat it is obtained. An Act mny easily introduce into its 
practice n dangerous laxity of procedure, but no degree of laxity 
which could be regarded as tolerable could possibly have effected the 
object aimed at. If such provisions are admini11tered with prudence 
and discretion, they leave the procedure, as far as the present point is 
concerned, practically unaltered. Some reduction may be made in 
the necessary expense, but the practical effect for this purpoae of a 
mere reduction is inconsiderable (p. 61). 

With all this we entirely concur, and we have quoted it at length 
to enable the reader to appreciate the gravity of the point we 
are discussing. 

With the Australians, however-mirabile dictu.-it is the 
avowed practice to accept all titles which appear to be practically 
safe, not only ns freely as, but more freely than, ordinary 
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purchasers. With this we also concur. Why 1 The result is 
arrived at in two steps. That the Australian registrar may act 
as freely as ordinary purchasers results from the consideration 
tltat owners of dormant claims which he may overlook, or elect 
to "take his chance" of, are not irreparably injured by his mis
takes, owing to the power of compensation afforded by the fund ; 
that he can act ,nore f1·eely than ordinary purchasers, results from 
the ordinary consideration underlying all insurance husiness
namely, that larger risks can be prudently incurred where many 
cases are treated together, than where they would have to be 
incurred by different individuals one by one. Nobody would 
insure one ship or one house or one life on terms short of 
exorbitant; when many are taken together, the charge becomes 
reai1onable at once. So with titles. No one would prudently 
accept a title with a grave hiatus in it if he could help it, but 
when they are insured by the hundred the matter is much easier. 
(It must not be supposed that the registrars in Australia, or 
purchasers in England, ever accept a title from A which indicates 
that B is probably the real owner. "Bad title" means for the 
most part "defective title" only-a title in which there is a gap 
-" a pig in a poke," in fact. It should not be called a chain 
with a weak link; it is a chain one of whose links cannot be 
tested except by the fact that the chain bears. Anything worse 
than this is never thought of for an instant.) 

With the recognition of this principle, that the registrar with 
an assurance fund is in an easier position than an ordinary pur
chaser, a corollary of the utmost practical importance immediately 
follows, and that is, that in prospect of a sale or mortgage it is 
invariably cheaper to register the title than to proceed in the 
ordinary way ; or again, that immediately after a substantial 
dealing a title will usually be in sufficiently " apple-pie order'' 
to ensure its registration (if desired) without delay or difficulty, 
and possibly even without expense. 

We have stated these results in the first instance as following 
logically from the premises. If this origin causes them to be 
regarded with any suspicion, the following extract from the 
report of the Registrar of Titles of Victoria in 1880 may be held 
to give them a more 1;ubstantial value. He says: 

Applications to bring land under the Act are generally made when 
the parties are dealing with the land, and the expenses of passing the 
title through the office must vary according to the business to be 
transacted, but it must be much less than u:ould have to be incurrf!d in 
the investigation and making good titles between vendor and purchaser 
under the old B!JBtem, from the fact that requisitions are only made by 
the office upon questions involving some substantial interests, and the 
compliance with them ia not required to be of such a formal charM:ter 
as would be the case under the old iiyetem. (1881 Return, p. 147.) 
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We wonder what an Australian registrar would say to the story of 
the Newcastle beer-seller, or the unadministered D,given at p. s,i.. 

That the titles here referred to were not absolutely baby 
titles appears from the fact that the Victorian Act, having been 
passed in 1862, since which date all fresh Crown grants were put 
on the register by law, all titles coming to the office for first 
registration in 1880 were at least eighteen years old-an age 
which in the colonies would imply on the average six or eight 
dealings to peruse, of a highly informal character occasionally. 
Whatever mean .. be adopted in England for working out the 
details, it is tolerably certain that if we proceed on this principle 
it will yield the eame broad practical result that it bait yielded 
in Australia-that is to say, that the occasion of sale or mortgage 
will offer a favourable opportunity for the registration of titles 
in all cas1::s, and that when this is made clear by a few examples 
the public will not be slow to avail themselves of it. 

First registration is only half the difficulty, however. Unless 
we take efficient means to prevent the suhsequent disappoint
ments which so many have experienced as the result of registra
tion, it will be of no use to open ever so easy a door to applicants 
for first registration. The well-advised fly does not hasten to avail 
himself of the " facilities" for entrance afforded by the breadth of 
the spider's lintel. Now, as to this, whatever opinions may be enter
tained as to the differences between English and Australian 
titles before registration, there can he little doubt that after 
registration the same methods of dealing would be equally appli
cable to both. Our advice, therefore, on this head is exceed
ingly simple, and we have reason to believe it would be eflica
cious. Instead of racking our brains to invent new modes of 
registering dealings, why should we not simply copy th~ Austra
lian methods? They are quite different to ours, and not nearly 
so cumbrous. For instance, in England, before a registered 
estate can be dealt with, before the purchaser can cross tho 
threshold of the office, or the registrar dip his pen in the ink, a 
solicitor must be employed. He must know the parties, must 
see them sign a paper, and mugt make an affidavit : this is 
thought to be an indispensable protection against fraud. If it 
be so it is rather humiliating to our national honesty, for it is 
unnecessary in Australia. (The suggestion has been made, that 
notoriety in a small community enables precautions to be dis
pensed with that are needed in a large one. But does it really 
appear that any appreciable difference can exist in this respect 
between England and Australia, with its 3,000,000 of inhabi
tants scattered over a territory as large as Russia ? ) The success 
or failure of a syRtem of this kind may most easily depend on 
points of detail (witness the different results, well known to 
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lawyers, obtained from the identically constituted Deed Registries 
of Middlesex and Yorkshire), and why in the world we should 
risk a fresh fiasco over official procedure when there is a com
plete body of procedure ready to band, which has stood the test 
of nearly thirty years' experience under very severe pressure of 
multifarious busines.'l, it is difficult to see. 

If the new registrar were sent over to Australia., he would 
learn the business better in a month than in studying the fruits 
of years of labour spent in compiling reports and returns. If 
this he thought expensive, let it be observed that our failures have 
cost the treasury between £:,;0,000 and £90,000 already; that for 
some years back we have been losing over £t.,UU0 a year by them, 
and tba.t until the office rights itself by gaining the confidence 
and patronage of the public, we are pledged to go on in the same 
extravagant fashion. 

'l'he question of finance is an exceedingly important one. The 
Australian registries are all self-supporting, and have long since 
recouped the initial outlay. Their foes are uniform, and rarely 
exceed 30s., including everything ; an ordinary simple mortgage 
usually costs 5& Detailed accounts of receipts and expenditure 
have not come to us, but this much at any rate appears from 
Queensland. In that colony they have over 40,000 titles on the 
register, and the total gross expenses of the maintenance of the 
office are less than £5,000 a year-less, that is, than we have 
been paying in England for an office which bas a bare 3,000 
titles now on the books. If it be fancied that the work per title 
in England is heavier than that performed in the colonies, we 
may mention that, according to returns from Victoria (the Queens
land returns are silent as to this point), property in that colony 
appeara to be dealt with to the extent of its entire value at least 
071.Ce in every two years; and in Queensland mortgages are 
occasionally so compli,~ated as to necessitate 1,500 entries each. 
(This figure is startling, but we take it from the Parliamentary 
Return of 1881, p. 89.) 

It would be a great mistake to fix the fees chargeable in the 
English office as low as the Australian fees at first. They may 
be lowered as time goes on, but it is a matter of great importance 
to obtain a safety surplus as soon as possible. They should be 
based upon the present scale of fees for private conveyancing, 
and, if possible, no " extras " 11hould be allowed of any sort or 
kind-the present l!Chedule of registry office fees is a yeritable 
wasps' nest of unexpected three-and-sixpences. We may state 
it as the result of calculations, of which we shall be happy to 
furnish the details to any one desirous of testing them, that if our 
registration fees are fixed at one-tenth of the minimum total costs 
of conveyancing according to t.he ad valorem acale iaaued under 
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the Solicitors' Remuneration Act of 1881, and the gross office 
expenses per title per annum be reckoned at double those in
curred in Queensland, then, on the modest assumption that on 
the average all registered property will bring in the above fees 
only once in every twenty years-a considerable annual surplus 
will accrue. 

The subscription to the guarantee fund requires consideration, 
both as to its amount and as to the occasion on which it should 
be paid. As to its amount, the statistics of the Australian funds 
already given seem to show that the risk from fraud in registered 
dealings subsequent to first registration is quite inappreciable; 
and, as to first registration, the ordinary experience o,f purchasers 
on sales in England-who are often not only willing and even 
eager, but positively reckless, as to tue titles they will accept
would show that the risk to be incurred from even the most 
liberal acceptance of ordinar_y titles is more nominal than real. 
On the whole, it seems that the Australian charge of one-fifth per 
cent. would be ample in amount. The extreme desirability of 
charging no extra expenses on first registration beyond what are 
barely necessary suggests the expedient of postponing the moment 
of subscription to the fund until the occasion of the first regis
tered dealing f01· rnlue. (A dealing" for value" is a dealing by 
way of sale, mortgage, or lease, or a settlement on marriage; it 
is opposed to a "voluntary" transaction, such as a gift by deed 
or will, a succession on an intestacy, or a settlement not made on 
marriage.) This occasion is more appropriate in reality than that 
of initial registration, because neither under the Torrens system 
nor under any other system that we are aware of, except Lord 
Cairns's Act, does the Government guarantee become absolute 
until that moment. Considering the increased inducement 
offered to fraud· by giving an absol11te guarantee to the first 
reo•istered owner, it seems a most undesirable course to adopt. 
Il' the figures are worked out, it will be found that even when 
the one-fifth per cent. assurance charge is added to the office fee 
above suggested for registering the dealing, the total will not 
nearly approach the present costs of the same transaction. 

With regard to placing estates on the register for the first 
time, it seems that the most easy and economical way to act 
would be to accept any title which a purchaser actually ha.ci 
accepted on a sale, whether under conditions or not, and which 
his solicitor reports to the office as free from substantial risk. 
To discuss this suggestion would be a long matter, but con
sidering that the first registered owner does not get the Govern
ment guarantee, but only power to o.tJer it to a genuine pur
chaser, and that the former of course, as in Australia, can be 
made to remain primarily liable for mistakes to that purchaser, 
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just as he now remains liable according to the existing pr.i.ctice 
of conveyancing, it is difficult to see what combination of 
persons or circumstances could and would involve the fuud in 
liability, from which same combination private purchasers are 
not also equally liable to suffer loss under the present system. 
If this be a just observation, it seems to follow from the f~t 
already noticed that purchasers do not suffer loss now, that the 
fund would not suffer loss then. 

The la-.t point of principle to which we intend to advert is 
this. If we abandon the "absolute indefeasibility '' system, and 
substitute for it an extension of the Australian system sufficient 
to justify the dPscription of the now system as one of "pure 
guarantee," then registrations are divested of their "judicial'' 
character, and may with perfect propriety be conducted 
privately. In systems where the registered title is made absolute 
or indefeasible, if a mistake occurs, some one loses bis land. But 
under the guarantee system no one is hurt; the old owner 
retains his rights, while the fund compensates the deceived 
party. Thus all those advertisements and notices to all sorts of 
persons likely to have claims (which proved so prejudicial to 
progress under the old Acts, and which still entail some expense 
to applicants in Australia) are avoided, and boundaries can he 
guaranteed exactly in the same way as titles, without any pre
judice to adjoining owners. Here again the present experience 
of purchasers on sales will be found, on reflection, to afford a 
perfectly trustworthy guide to the risk of loss incurred by the 
fund if this course be adopted. 

In the preceding pages we have endeavoured to show in outline 
our reasona for believing that all but a very few titles may be 
speedily guaranteed, as under the Torrens system, at no cost to 
the State, and little or no CQSt to the individual ; and also we 
have indicated the particular respect in which such an improve• 
ment of our every-day office procedure on sales and mortgages 
may be made as will speedily induce the great majority of 
vendors and purchasers of land and houses to accept the offer 
thus held out to them. 

It may be interesting to the reader to learn, by way of conclu
~ion, what are the alternative schemes which have been proposed. 
They mostly assume that no voluntary system bas a chance of 
being adopted, and therefore propose compulsion in some form. 
They all omit the one improvement which alone will suffice to 
make compulsion unnecessary, and the omission of which will 
render compulsion intolerable-the reform of the office pro
cedure on registered sales and mortgages in conformity with 
the Australian practice. The alternatives are as follows :-

[Vol. C:XXVL No. CCLI.]-NzwSi::am, Vol. LXX. No. L G 
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1. The compulsory registration or every prima facie title as 
absolute, with indemnity, either by the State alone, or with the 
aid or an insurance fund, to persons injured. Considerable 
expense and an unkno,vn risk would result to the State from 
this, together with considerable hardships to individual owners, 
especially those out of possession, and any whose titles are liable 
to attack, which such a measure would at once precipitate. 

2. The compulsory registration, at the next sale of every pro
perty, of a "possessory title," as under Lord Cairns's Act. That 
is to say, to force every landowner (for his own good merely, and 
apparently at his own expense) to do that which not one land
owner in 20,000 has yet been persuaded to do of his own accord ; 
it would add some expense to every sale-bow much we have 
already seen ; it would cost the State a good deal to iuaugurate, 
and its benefit would not accrue for a long time. 

8. To curtail the present wide power of disposition which 
owners of land possess, so as to bring all titles to any easily 
registrable state. As to this it seems enough to point out that 
no facility of transfer seems worth the sacrifice of liberty of dis
position. 

4. The establishment of a Landed Estates Court. This would 
perhaps be a safe system, but it would probably be very costly 
both to the State and to the suitors, and much more dilatory 
than the present system. 'fhe circumstances which caused it to 
be welcome in Ireland do not exist here. We do not apprehend 
that any 1mch project as this last is being seriously entertained 
by t.he authorities. . 

The two great evils of resorting to compulsion in a matter like 
this are, first, that in case the system should not work well, a 
most awful obstruction will be placed upon the transaction of 
all the business of the countrv till it is abolished-a very serious 
thing to contemplate ; and iecond, that a great press of work 
will commence all at once, thereby largely increasing the expense 
of inauguration and the risk of failure, instead of the business 
being allowed to extend itself by degrees, in which case increas
ing demands can be easily met as they arise. Besides which, 
unless we believe that purchasers, mortgagees, and lessees of 
land or houses Me very feeble or very stupid, it is incredible that 
any system really benefiewl to them will need any such aid as 
compulsion ; the demand fot· which, on the part of legislators, 
sounds to us far more like a confession of weakness than an 
assertion of strength. 

The project we have unfolded is designed to effect the desired 
object with the least possible change of existing law, and only 
the most gradu"l modification of existing practice. It is hoped 
that it may commend itself to the not inconsiderable number of 
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well-informed persons who believe in registration of title in the 
abstract, but, thinking its establishment impossible without 
resort to compulsion in some form, naturally shrink from the aid 
of so treacherous an ally. To escape all censure we cannot 
hope. "The expectation of ignorance," says Dr. Johnson,• "is 
indefinite, and that of knowledge is often tyrannical It is hard 
to satisfy those who know not what to demand, or those who 
demand by design what they think impossible to be done." 

A.RT. VI.-W HAT AND How TO READ. 

1. Pall ];/all Gazette "E.xfra," No. 24. The Best Hundred 
Books. By the Best Judges. London: Pall Mall Gazette 
Office. 1886. • 

2. The Pleasnres, the Dangers, and the Uses of Desvltory 
Reading. By the Right Hon. the EARL OF I.DDESLEIGH, 

·London: Kegan Paul, Trench & Co. 1885. 

3. The Choice of Bool.:s; and other Literary Pieces. By 
FREDERIC HARRISON. London: Macmillan & Co. 1886. 

4. The Pleusn1·es of a Bookworm,. By J. ROGERS REES. 
London: Elliot Stock. 1886. 

"THE choice of books," says Mr. F. Harrison, "is really the 
choice of our education, of a moral and intellectual ideal, 

of the whole duty of man."+ If we 0f the present day go wrong 
in our choice, it is not for want of warning, for we are deluged 
with advice as to what books we should read, and how we 
should read them. This deluge began in November last by Lord 
Iddesleigh's "dest.ltory discourse," as he calls it, delivered, as 
Lord Rector of Edinburgh University, to the students. It is 
published, with a few additions, under the title named at the 
head of this article. Sir John Lubbock in the December 
following made the choice of books the subject of bis address, 
as President of the Working Men's College, to the members of 
the College, and followed it up by publishing in the Con-
temporary Review a list of " The Best Hundred Books," which 
he afterwards revised. Mr. Frederic Harrison also gives us his 
advice on the choice of books, " founded on the basis of Auguste 
Comte'a library; "i a.nd lastly, Mr. J. Rogers Rees in the 

• Preface to Shakespeare. · t " The Choice of Books," p. 20. 
! Ibid., p. 92, not.. 
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course of the spring gave to the world the interesting little 
volume which be calls" The Pleasures of a Bookworm." When 
Sir John Lubbock's list came out, the Editor of t.he Pall Mall 
Gazette gratified his passion for curious investigation, and 
undertook the task of submitting Sir John's list to a variety of 
men eminent in society and literature, and asking for their 
opinions and criticisms, and for a list of what each of them con
sidered the hundred best books. These opinions and criticisms. 
now form the pamphlet entitled "The Best Hundred Books." 
Sir John's list, as finally revised by himself, stands thus:-

1. The Bible. 
2. Marcus Aureliu1, "Meditations." 
3. Epiot.etus. 
4. Confuciu1, "Analecta." 
6. "Le Bouddha et "'Religion" (St. 

Hilaire.) 
6. Ari1totle, " Ethics." 
7. Mahomet, "Koran." 

8. 11 Apoet.olic Fathers," Wake's Col• 
lection. 

• 9. St. Augu1tine, " Confeasiona. •• 
10, Thomas II. Kempie, "Imitat.ion." 
11. Paacal, " Penaeea." 
12. Spinoza, "Tractatue Theologico

politicue." 
13. Comte, "Catechism of Positive 

Philosophy" (Congreve). 
14. Butler, "Analogy." 
15. Jeremy Taylor, "Holy Living 

and Holy Dying." 
16. Bunyan, "Pilgrim'• Progreae.'' 
17, Keble, "Christian Year," 

18. Aristotle, "Politica. '' 
l 9. Plato's Dialogues; at any rate, the 

" Phaedo " and " Repulilie." 
20. Demoethenea, " De Coron&.•• 
21. Luoretiua. 
22. Plutarch. 
23. Horace. 
24. Cicero, "De Offlciis," "DeAmi-

oitii,'' "De Senectute." 

25. Homer, " Iliad" and •• OdyeMy." 
26. Hesiod. 
27. Virgil. 
28. Niehelungenlied. 
29. Malory, "Morte d' Arthur." 

30. "Maha Bhan.ta," " RamayanA.'1 

Epitomized by TRlboya Wheeler 
in the first two vola. ofhi1 "liia• 
tory of India." 

81. Firdusi, "Shahnameh." 
32. "Shekiog" (Chineee Odea). 

33 . .1Eschylu1, "Prometheus," "Houae 
of Atreua," "Trilogy," or 
"Pene." 

34. Sophocles, "<Edipus Trilogy." 
85. Euripides, " ?tledea." 
36. Aristophanes, "The Knight.." 

37. Herodotus. 
38. Xenophon, '' Anabuie." 
39. Thucydidea. 
40. Tacitue, "Gennania.'' 
41. Livy. 
42. Gibbon, "Decline and Fall.'' 
43. Hume, " England." 
44. Grote, "Greece." 
45. Carlyle, " French Revolution." 
46. Green, " Short History of Eng-

land." 
47. Bacon," Novum Organom." 
48. Mill, " Logic." 
49. ,, "Political Economy." 
60. Darwin, " Origin of Speoiea." 
61. Smith, "Wealth of .Nation■" 

(part of.) 
62. Berkeley, " Humau Kuowledge." 
53, l>eacartea, " Dilcoun ■111' la 

Methode." 
54. Locke, "Conduct of the Under-

■tanding." 
66. Lewes, "Hi1tory of Philoeophy." 

56. Cook'• Voy,gca. 
57. Humboldt'• Travela. 
68. l>arwin, "Naturaliat OD the 

Beagk." 

59. ShakeapelU'e. 
60. Milton, "Paradise Loat" &11d the 

shorter poems. 
61. Dante, "Divina Cornmedia.'' 
62. Spenser, "Faerie Queen." 
63. Dryden'• PoemA, 
64. Chaucer: )forri1'1, or (if e:rpUl" 

gated) Clarke',, or Mrs. Baweia' 
edition. 

66. Gray. 
66. Burm. 
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'57. Scott's Poems. 
68. WordaworLh: Mr. Arnold's aelec-

tion. 
~9. Heine. 
70. Pope. 
71. Southey. 

72. Goldsmith, "Vicar of Wakefield.'' 
73. Swift, "Gul11ver'1 Travels." 
74. Defoe, "Robin•on Crusoe.'' 
75. "The Arabian Nights." 
76. Cenanteo, "Don Quixote." 
77. Boswell, "Johnson." 
78 . .Burke, Select Works (Payne). 

E,sa.vists : 
79. Bacon. 
80. Addison. 
81. Hume. 
82. Montaigne. 
83. Macaulay. 
84. Emerson. 

85. ?ifolil>re. 
86. !Sheridan. 
87. Voltaire, "Zadig." 
88. Carlyle. 
89. Goethe, "l!'auet '' and "Wilhehn 

Meister." 
IJO. White, "Natural Hiatory of Scl

borne.'' 
l.ll. Smiles, "Self Help." 

92. Miss A ueten: either " Em:na '' or 
"Pride and Prejudice." 

93. Thackeray, " Vanity !!'air." 
94. , , "Pen<leunis." 
95. Dicl.ens, " Pickwick." 
96. ,, "David Copperfield." 

• 97. George Eliot, "Adam Bede." 
08. King•ley, ",veatward Ho! " 
99. Bulwer Lytton, "Last Day, of 

Pompeii." 
100. Scott's Nove!a.• 

In the outset of our remarks we wish each of our readers to 
ask himself or herself two questions-(!) Have I read, not these 
hundred books, but any hundred books 1 (2) Do I know any 
one who has read a hundred books 1 With regard to Sir John's 
list, it has been mischievously sugcrested, " Why not send a 
confidential interviewer to ask Sir 1ohn Lubbock whether he 
has read all his hundred books; and if not, why not?" t 

Mr. lfrederic Harrison makes some true remarks on the 
readers and reading of the present day : "Even those who are 

• resolved to read the better books are embarra&ed by a field of 
choice practically boundless. . . . . Systematic reading is but 
little in favour even amongst studious men; in a true sense, it 
is hardly possible for women." What follows is, we fear, but too • 
true: 

If any per110n given to reading were honestly to keep a register of 
all the printed stuff that he or she consumes in a year-all the idle tales 
of which the very names and the story are forgotten in a week-the 
bookmaker's prattle at so much a sheet, the fugitive trifling about 
silly things and empty people, the memoirs of the unmemorable, and 
lives of those who never really lived at all-of what a mountain of 
xubbiah would it be a catalogue ? t 

We have not at band Sir John Lubbock's address at the 
Working Men's College, but we presume his list is intended for 
working men, and if so, we agree with Mr. Quaritch the book
seller, of Piccadilly, that "Sir John's workiug man is an ideal 

• "The Best Hundred Books," p. 24. t Ibid. p, 23. 
1 '' '.l"Le CL01cc 1;f Buk~," Jl· 9. 
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creation." "I," he adds, "have known many working men, but 
none of them cculd have digested such a feast as he has prepared 
for them."* This opinion is corroborared by information sup
plied by the librarian of the Free Library of Darlington. His 
list of the books which are the favourites of the members, who 
are mainly of the working class, includes only nine of those 
given by Sir John Lubbock.t 

Of Sir John's list we agree with the DUKE of ARGYLL, who 
writes: "Sir John Lubbock's li11t seems to me very good as far 
as such lists can possibly go." To this opinion the l\lASTER OF 
BALLIOL assents; adding-to which we also assent: "The 
chief fault being that it is too long." Mr. FnoUDE remarks: 
"People must choose their own reading, and Sir John Lub
bock's list will do for a guide as well as others. I, at any rate, 
do not wish to put myself into competition with him." With 
commendable caution, PROFESSOR FRE~"MAN writes : " I feel 
myself quite unable to draw up such a list as you propose, as I 
could not trust my own judgment on any matter not hearing on 
my own special studies, and I should be doubtless tempted to 
give too great prominence to them.::: 

It is with full assent and cons:mt that we subscriLe to the 
remark of Professor J. S. Blackie: 

No man, it appears to me, can tell another what he ought to read. 
A man's reading, to be of any value must depend on his power of 
assimilation, and that again depends on his tendencies, his capacities, 
his surroundings, and his opportunities. 

And again: 
In attempting to frame such a list as that put forth by Sir John 

, Lubbock, it i!! also of the utmost importance to keep in view what sort 
of persons we are favouring with our advice; and here I see two large 
class~s of readers-those who have large leisure, nnd have gone through 
a regular process of severe intellectual discipline; and those who can 
only redeem a few hours daily, if so much, to fill up the gaps left in 
the hasty architecture of their early attempt ut self-culture. 

And again: 
To a political student, on the highest platform of course, Aristotle 

and Thucydides are supreme authorities; but it would be unreasonable 
to expect thnt. the mass of intelligent young men in our great cities, 
untrained in intellectual gymnastics and unlurnished with scholarly 
aids, should set themselves systematically to grapple with severe 
thinkers of this type, or with metaphysics or metaphysical theology.§ 

Mr. Carlyle has somewhere said that" books are, like men's 

• "The Best Hundred Books," p. 20. 
t Ibid. p. 23. 

t Ibid. p. 25. 
§ Ibid. p. 18. 
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souls, divided into sheep and goats;" and probably there is no 
better advice on the choice of books than that which, in his pitlay 
manner, he gave to the students of Edinburgh University: 
"Learn to be good reriders, which is perhaps a more difficult 
thing than you imagine. Learn to be discriminative in your 
reading-to read all kinds of things that you have an interest in, 
and that you find to be really fit for what you are engaged on."* 
Of this opinion was Dr. Johnson-" A man," he says, " ought 
to read just as inclination leads him, for what he reads as a task 
will do him little good." t "You see,'' says Professor l\Iax 
Muller, "the best books are not the best books for everybody."t 

Sir John Lubbock is surprised at the great divergence of 
opinion as to the best books which has been expressed. "Nine 
of your correspondents," he writes to the edit.or of the Pall Mall 
Gcizette, '' have favoured us with lists of some length. These lists 
contain some 300 works not mentioned by me (without, howe•,er, 
any corresponding omissions), and yet there is not one single 
book which occurs in every list, or even in half of them, and 
only about half a dozen which appear in more than one of the 
nine."§ 

vVe will now glance at some of the criticisms of Sir John's" best 
hundred.'' 'l'he PRINCE OF WALES, speaking with diffidence, 
expresses the opinion that the list suggested by Sir John 
Lubbock could hardly be improved upon. His Royal Highness 
would, however, venture to rt!mark that the works of Dryden 
should not be omitted from such an important and comprehen
sive list," II Mr. CHAMBERLAIN does not think he could greatly 
improve Sir John's list, but would inquire "whether it is by 
accident or design that the Bible h88 been omitted'?" It will be 
observed that in Sir John's revised list the Bible stands at the 
head. The political reputation and official position of Mr. 
Bryce, M.P., hiwe made people forget that he first made his 

• reputation by his book on "The Holy Roman Empire," and that 
he is still an Oxford Professor and a l<'ellow of Oriel. 

I give you [he writes to the editor of the Pall .Mall Gazette] some 
additions to and criticisms on Sir John Lubbock's list, which occur 
to me. I have not seen the remarks of your other correspondenta, 
except Mr. Ruskin's. In Greek poetry Pindar ought to be substituted 
for Hesiod. lu Greek philosophy, Aristotle's" Rhetoric'' and" Poetic" 
ought not to be omitted. Of Cicero it would be much better to have 
some Orations than the " Offices" or "Old Age." St. Augustine's 

• Address to the students as Lord Rector, Hotten's ed. p. 167. 
t Boswell's "Life," vol. ii. p. 213 (ed. 1859). 
t "The Best Hundred Books," p. 17. § Ibi<l. p. 23. 
II Ibid. p. 5. ~f ll.,id. p. 5. 
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" De Civit.ate Dei " is indispensable. Perhaps no book ever more 
affected history. The Icelandic Sagas, or some of them, ought to be 
added. Most of the best have been translated, such as "Njals 
Saga," " Grettis Saga," and the "Heimscringla." The poems in the 
"l!:lder Edda" (now admirably translated in Yigfusson and Powell's 
" Corpus Poeticum Boreale ") ought also to find a place. For 
travels, add Marco Polo; for history, Machiavclli's '' Prince." In 
Italian poetry, Ariosto nod Leopardi should come in. The " Lusiad" 
of Camoens is one of the finest examples of a poem in the grand style, 
and not the less interesting because the only work of Portuguese genius 
whose fame has overpaS1;ed the limits of its country. Montesquieu's 
" Bsprit des Lois " is indispensable; so is " Candide." In modern 
fiction "Les Mieerables" and " The Scarlet Letter " may well replace 
Kingsley and Bulwer. The modern poets Keats and Shelley surely 
rank above Southey and Longfellow. Whether you put anything in 
its place or not (for example, Kant's "Kritik der reinen Vernunft" or 
Hegel's " History of Philosophy "), Lewis's " History of Philosophy " 
should he struck out.* 

Lord CoLERIDOB, premising that since be left the university 
his reading has only been desultory and superficial, continues: 

Generally speaking, I think Sir John Lubbock's list a very good 
one, as far as I know the books which compose it. But I know nothing 
of Chinese or Sanecrit, and have no opinion whatever about the Chinese 
and Sanscrit works he refers to. To the classics I should add Catullue, 
Propertius, Ovid (in selei:tions), Pindar, and the pastoral writers 
Theocritus, Bion, and Moschus. 

I should find a place among epic poets for Tasso, Ariosto, and, I should 
suppose, Camoens, though I know him only in translation. With the 
poem of Malory on the "?tforte d'Arthur" I am quite unacquaimed : • 
Malory's prose romance under that title is familiar to many readers 
from Southey's reprint of ( I think) Caxton's edition of it. 

Among the Greek dramatists, I should give more prominent place 
to Euripide~the friend of Socrates, the idol of Menander, the admira
tion of Milton and Charles Fox ; and I should exclude Aristophanes, 
whose splendid genius does not seem to me to atone for the baseness • 
and vulgarity of his mind. In history, I shall exclude Hume, as mere 
waste of time now to read ; and include Tacitus a:id Livy and Lord 
Clarendon and Sismondi. I do not know enough about philosophy to 
offer any opinion. In poetry and general literature, I should certainly 
include Dryden, some plays of Ben Jonson, and Ford and Mas
singer, and Shirley and Webster; Gray, Collins, Coleridge, Charles 
Lamb, De Quincey, Bolingbroke, Sterne; and I should substitute 
Bryant for Longfellow; and most certainly I should add Cowper. 
In fiction I should add Miss Austen, "Clarissa," "Tom Jones," 
"Humphrey Clinker;" and certainly exclude Kingsley.t 

Mr. RUSKIN has "put hie pen lightly through the needless, 
and blotteaquely through the rubbish and poison of Sir John's 

• Ibid. p. G. t "The Best Hundred Books," p. 6. 
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list," with the result of reducing it by fully one-half. He omits 
all the non-Chrietian moralists among the theological books; he 
retains only Jeremy Taylor's "Holy Living and Dying'' and 
" The Pilgrim's Progress." From the historical writers · be ex
cludes Gibbon, Voltaire, Hume, and Grote; he erases John 
Stuart Mill's name altogether, and every writer on philosophy lmt 
Bacon, and of him would read chiefly "The New Atlantis." He 
strikes out Southey and Longfellow from among the poets, and 
Hume, Macaulay, and Emerson from among the essayists; but 
be would read all Plato and every word of ScoU and Carlyle. 

Mr. Ruskin, in a subsequent letter to the editor, says :-"'l'be 
idea that any well-conducted mortal life could find leisure enough 
to read one hundred books would have left me wholly ailent on 
the matter, but that I was fain, when you sent me Sir John's list, 
to strike out, for my own pupils' sake, the books I would forbid 
them to be plagued with." He adds bis reasons for erasing some 
-,f the books. These judgmeots are pre-eminently characteristic 
of the man's dogmatic, self-sufficient, supercilious, and, we must 
add, superficial nature: 

1. Grote'• History of Greece.-Because there is probably no com
mercial establishment between Charing Cross and the Bank whose 
head-clerk could not write a better one, if he had the vanity to waste 
his time for it. 

2. ConftssioM of St. Aug11atine.-Because religious people nearly 
always think too much about themselves,and there are manysaintswhom 
it is much more desirable to know the history of-St. Patrick, to begin 
with, especially in present times. 

3. John Stuart Mill.-Sir John Lubbock ought to have known that 
hia day was over. 

4. Charles Kingsleg.-Because his sentiment is false, and his tragedy 
frightful. People who buy cheap clothes are not punished in real life 
by catching fevers; social inequalities are not to be redressed by tailors 
falling in love with bishops' daughters, or gamekeepers with squires'; 
and the story of" Hypatia" is the most ghastly in Christian tradition, 
and should for ever have been left in silence. 

5. Dartcin.-Because it is every man's duty to know what he is, 
and not to think of the embryo be was, nor the skeleton that he shall be. 
Because also Darwin has a mortal fascination for all vainly curious 
and idly speculative persons, and has collected, in the train of him, 
every impudent imbecility in Europe, like a dim comet wagging its 
useless tail of phosphorescent nothing across the steadfast stars. 

6. Gibbon.-Primarily none but the malignant ai:d the weak study 
the Decline and Fall either of State or organism. Dissolution and 
putrescence are alike common and unclean in all things; any wretch 
or simpleton may observe for himself, and experience himself, the 
processes of ruin; but good men study and wise men describe only 
the growth and standing of things-not their decay. 

For the rest, Gibbon's is the worst English that was el'er written by 
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an educated Englishman. Having no imagination and little logic, he 
is alike incapable either of pic~uresqueness or wit ; his epitheu are 
malicious without point, sonorous without weight, and have no office 
but to make a flat sentence turgid. 

7. Voltait-e.-His work is, in comparison with good literature, what 
nitric acid is to wine, and sulphuretted hydrogen to air. Literary 
chemists cannot but take account of the sting and stench of him ; but 
he has no place in the library of a thoughtful 11rholar. Every man of 
sense knows more of the world than Voltaire can tell him; and what 
he wishes to express of such knowledge he will say without a snarl.• 

Mr. SWINBURNE would add Mill "On Liberty," and Mrs. 
Gaskell's works. 

Mr. WILLIAM MORRIS writes: "I hope I shall escape boy
cotting at the bands of my countrymen for leaving out Milton; 
but the union in his works of cold classicalism with Puritanism 
(the two things which I h11te most in this world) repels me so 
that I cannot read him."t Mr. Morris adds : " I should like to 
say here that I yield to no one, not even Mr. Ruskin, in my love 
and admiration for Scott; also that, to iny mind, of the novelists 
of our generation Dickens is immeasurably ahead." t 

Lady DILKE, after expressing her assent (in which we concur) 
to the criticisms of the Pall J.lfall Gazetw on the wisdom of 
placing before " working men, or any men whatever, such a vast 
and heterogeneous course of study," adds (and we venture to 
express our concurrence in the opinion): "'l'o be in a. position 
to properly understand and appreciate the works on Sir John's 
list, I undertake to say that one must have spent at least thirty 
years in preparatory study, and have had the command of, say, 
something more than a thousand oth.:ir volumes." § 

Mr. WILKIE COLLINS, after recommending Sterne's "Senti
mental Journey" as the best book of travels "that bas ever 
been written," and "Childe Harold" as "the greatest poem 
which the world has seen since '.Paradise Lost,'" continues: 

My own id~ cordially recognize any system of education the 
direct tendency of which is to make us better Christians. Looking 
over Sir John Lubbock's list from this point of view-that is to say, 
assuming that the production of a good citizen represents the most 
valuable result of a liberal education-I submit that the best book 
which your correspondent has recommended is " The Vicar of Wake
field,'' and of the many excellent schoolmasters (judging them by 
their works) in whose capacity for useful teaching he believes, the two 

• "The Best Hundred Books,'' pp. 8, 9. 
t Our readers will remember Dr. Jobnaon's saying: "Why, sir, no one 

ever read ' Paradise Lost ' for pleasure." 
! "The Best Hundred Books," p. 11. § Ibid. p. 1~. 
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in whoni I, for my part, most implicitly trust are Walter Scott and 
Charles Dickens. Holding these extraordinary opinions, if you asked 
me to pick out a biographical work for general reading, I should 
choose (after Boswell's supremely great book, of course) Lockhart's 
" Life of Scott.'' Let the gimeral reader follow my advice, and he will 
find himself not only introduced to the greatest genius that has ever 
written novels, but provided with the example of a man, modest, just, 
generous, resolute, and merciful-a man whose very faults and failings 
have been transformed into virtues through the noble atonement that. 
he offered at the peril and the sacrifice of his life. 

Mr. COLLINS is also of opinion that "the most perfect letters 
in the English language" are r hose of Byron, published in bis 
Life by Moore, and he recommends a book unknown, we venture· 
to affirm, to nine-tenths of even our middle-aged readers. "Read, 
my good public, Mrs. Inchbald's 'Simple Story,' in which you 
will find the character of a young woman who is made interestin~ 
even by her faults-a rare triumph, I can tell you, in our art."* 

At first sight there seems something incongruous in the editor 
of Punch recommending the study of Cardinal Newman's works; 
but Mr. F. C. BURN AND writes: "I should recommend' The Gram
mar of As.,;ent' and all Cardinal Newman's works. His' Lectures 
on Catholicism in England' are masterpieces."t In this recom
mendation we thoroughly agree, especially as to "The Grammar of 
Assent," one of the most wonderful books the present generation 
has seen. The Cardinal was applied.to for his opinion on Sir John 
Lubbock's list, but feeling at his great age unequal to the task, 
was obliged to decline it. It would have been interesting to 
have had the views of such a master of though\ and expression. 
We gain from another source some slight information on the 
subject. Mr. Jennings, describiug the Cardinal's library, says: 

The books with which the walls are lined bear evidence that light 
literature is not disregarded. Miss Austen, Thackeray, Anthony 
Trollope, Sir Walter Scott, Mrs. Gaskell are favourite authors with 
the great theologian. Of modern English poets, Wordsworth, 
Southey, and Crabbe are highly valued by him, and constantly 
read. t 

Mr. HENRY IRVING writes: "Before a hundred books, 
commend me first to the study of two-the Bible and Shake
speare." 

Mrs. LYNN-LINTON would add to the list "Pilgrim's Pro
gress," Green's " History of the English People," Herbert 

• "The ~st Hundred Bpoks," p. 13. t lbid. p. 12. 
: "Cardwal Newman: the Story of his Life," by Henry J. Jennings, 

pp. 134--5. 
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Spencer (every word), Lecky, and all Darwin; Carlyle's full 
works (no selection), and George Eliot; Miss Austen, Bale's and 
Wallace'R and Livingstone's travels, Laing's "Travels in Nor
way," Kinglnke's "Eothen" and "History of the Crimean War;" 
and to French literature, Dumas (the elder), 0. Sand, and 
Balzac, if the reader be a man. 

Archdeacon FARRAR writes : " If all the books of the world 
were in a blaze, the first twelve which I should snatch out of the 
flames would be the Bible, the' Imitatio Christi,' Homer, 1Eschy
lus, Thucydides, 'l'acitus, Virgil, Marcus Aurelius, Dante, Shake
speare, Milton, Wordsworth. Of living writers I would save first 
the works of Tennyson, Browning, and Ruskin."* We are sur
prised not to find the Archdeacon's "Life of Christ" in any of 
the lists. 

The PRESIDENT 01' THE CONGREGATIONAL UNION places in 
bis list some books not to be found in any of the others. 
Amongst these are-Professor Bryce's '' History of the Holy 
Roman Empire," Helps' "Friends in Council," " Companions of 
my Solitude," and " Organization of Common Life," Ilossuet's 
" Funeral Orations," Whately's "Cautions for the Times," 
Newman's "Parochial Sermons," and Wraxall's "Memoirs;" 
and he concludes his letter with this advice : "Add to these an 
occasional course of reading in the Church Times, the Guardian, 
the Record, the Rock, the Watcl,man, the .Nonconforrnist, the 
Inquirer, and the Freethinker, in order to see how diligently 
our contemporaries endeavour not to understand but to mis
represent each other ; and by the aid of the books above 
mentioned I think the unlearned reader will find enough to 
fostruct, amuse, and astoQish him, both in England and else
where. t 

The PRESIDENT OF THE BAPTIST UNION places Dean 
Stanley's "Life of Arnold" on his list, and also Carlyle's "Life 
of Sterling;" and would only select about half a dozen from 
Macaulay's '! Essays." Be states his preference for Miss 
• Austen's "Mansfield Park" over her "Pride and Prejudice;" 
anil considers "Esmond" Tbackeray's masterpiece, in which 
opinion we concur. 

The BE.AD MASTER OF ETON recommends Stanley's" Jewish 
Churcb" and Ewald's "History of Israel." His historical liet 
is as follows :-Hallam's "Middle Ages," "History of Litera
ture," " Constitutional History ; ,, " Green's " History of the 
English People ; " Macaulay'e " History of England ; " Stan
hope'& " Reign of Queen Anne ; " Stanhope's " Life of Pitt;" 
Lecky's "History of England, Eighteenth Century ; " Carlyle's 

• "The Bebt Hundred Books," p. 14. t Ibid. p. 15. 
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"Frederick the Grc1at : " Thiers' "Consnlat et l' Empire ; " 
Na pier's " Peninsular War;" Hooper's " Waterloo."• 

The HEAD MASTER OF HARROW is the only correspondent of 
the Pall Mall Gazette who recommends Locke's " Conduct of 
the Understanding" -a book not now appreciated and studied 
as it should be. 

PROF.l!'.SSOR MAX MitLLER writes : " If I were to tell you 
what I really think of the hundred best books, I am afraid you 
would Cl\11 me the greatest literary heretic, or au utter igno
ramus. I know few books, if any, ,vhich I should call good 
from the beginning to the end. . . . . ' I pray thee have me 
excused.'"* 

The list supplied by PROFESSOR BLA.CKIE contains two name3 
not to be found in any other list-viz., Dr. Martineau and the 
late Sir George Cornewall Lewis; but he does not state which 
work of either author be recommends, or whether he equally 
recommends all their works. 

Mr. R HARRJSON (librarian of the London Library) would 
add O'Connor's '' History of Our Own Time" to the historical 
section. 

Mr. H. M. STANLEY (the African explorer) passes this criticism 
on Sir John's list: 

I obsene that science, astronomy, chemistry, geology, geography, 
natural history, manners and customs of people, are wholly omitted 
by Su· John Lubbock, as well aa arts, manufactures, industries, 
biographies, antiquities, &c. If a man knows nothing of these, he 
had far better throw every book on Sir John's lil!t into the waste
basket, except the Bible. For, supposing that he knows all about 
philoaophy and history and the classics, if he has no ideas beyond 
what he has gathered from·theae, he is only fit to be a soldier or a 
mechanical copyist." t 

There are some omissions from all the li11ts which surprise us. 
The name of Dr. E. A. Freeman appears in none ; neither 
doe11 that of Lord Beaconsfield, and yet his " Coningsby " at 

• least is a standard and a valuable work. Amongst other writers 
of fiction, no place is found for either Miss Edgeworth or MiRB 
Ferrier. But of all the omission11 the one that most surprises 
us is that it is only in Sir John Lubbock's list that we find 
Keble's " Christian Year.'' Has it had its day 1 

After all this discussion about the best books, the case remains 
as it. is sta~ed by Lord Iddesleigh : "So great is the mass of our 
book-heritage that it is absolutely impossible for any one, and 

* "T!ie Best Hundred Books," p. 17, t Iln:l. p. 22. 
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doubly impossible for one who has other engagements in life, to 
make himself acquainted with the hundredth part of it. So 
that our choice lies for the most part between ignorance of 
much that we would greatly like to know and that kind of 
acquaintauce which is to be acquired only by desultory read
ing."• But the Lord Rector gave this warning to the Edin• 
burgh students: "We are not to confound desultory work with 
idleness."t And with the exactness of an Oxford man of the 
old school he proceeds to define the word "desultory" : 

It is useful to look to the origin of words. The word desultory is 
of Latin parent.'lge, and it was applied by the Romans to describe the 
equestrian jumping actively from one steed to another in the circus, 
or even, as was the case with Numidians, from one charger to 
another, in the midst of battle. That certainly was no-idle loitering. 
It was energetic activity, calculated to keep the mind anc.l. the body 
very much alive indeed. That should be the spirit of the desultory 
reader. His must be no mere fingering of books without thought how 
they are to be turned to account. He may be wise in not allowing 
himself to beco:ne a bookworm, but he must take care not to become 
what is much worse--a book-butterfly. Whatever is worth doing is 
worth doing well, and it is possible to so regulate and pursue a seem
ingly desultory course of reading as to render it more truly beneficial 
tban an apparently deeper and severer method of study.::; 

And even in the case of those who give themselves up to 
strictly limited subjects, Lord lddesleigh affirms that the inter
mixture of some general and desultory reading is necessary both 
for the very purposes of their study and in order to relieve the 
strain of the mind and to keep it in a healthy condition, and be 
tells us his own experience: 

I never read so many novels in succession 88 during the months that 
I was working for my degree at the rate of ten Ol' twelve hours a day; 
and in the week when I was actually under examination I read through 
the " Arabian Nights'' in the evenings. I forget who the great judge 
was who, being asked as to his reading, answered that he read nothing 
but law and novels. But there is plenty of literature besides novels 
and besides the '' Arabian Nights" which will be good for the relaxa
tion of the mind after severe study, and I venture to think that the 
more miscellaneous our selection is, the more agreeable as well 88 more 
profitable it will be.§ 

And he refers to the well-known passage in Bacon's essay " Of 
Studies," which should be borne in mind by those, if any such 
there shall ever be, who set about to read Sir John Lubbock's 
"Hundred": " Some books are to be tasted, others to be swal-

• "Desultory Reading," p.17. 
! Ibid. p. 15. 

t Ibid. p. 15. 
§ Ibid. pp. 19, 20. 
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lowed, and some few to be chewed and digested-that is, some 
books are to be read only in parts; others to be read, but not 
curiously; and some few to be read wholly aud with diligence 
and attention.'' Lord Iddesleigh also quot&s with. approval the 
following passage from Dr. Arnold : 

Keep your view of men and things extensive, and depend upon it 
that a mixed knowledge is not a superficial one. As far as it goes, the 
views that it gives are true, but he who has read deeply one class of 
writers alont.>, gets views which are almost sure to be perverted, and 
which are not only narrow but false. Adjust your proposed amount 
of reading to your time and inclination. This is perfectly free to any 
man; but whether the amount be large or small, let it be varied in 
its kind, and widely varied. If I have a confident opinion on any 
one point connected with the improvement of the human mind, it is 
this.* 

The noble lord also gives tb.is salutary, and in these days of 
competitive examination necessary, warning against "cram
ming": 

This I wish to impress upon you, that, regarding the matter from an 
educntional point of view, learning is too sensitive to be successfully 
wooed by so rough and so unskilful a process, and that it is only to. 
those who approach her in a reverent and loving spirit, and by the 
rEgular paths of patient and careful study, that she will open the portals 
of her abode and admit the student to her heart. t 
Equally necessary for the times is this caution : 

If modern literature has any competition to dread, it is not that of 
the old classical writers, but of the daily, weekly, or monthly perio
dicals, which fall as thickly round us as the leaves in Vnllombrosa, and 
go near to suffocate the poor victim who is longing to enjoy his volume 
in peace, whether that volume be of Sophocles or of Shakespeare, or 
of Goethe or of Burns. Or if by chance our would-be student is one 
who for his sins is engaged in political contests himself, he may recall the 
position of Walter Scott's Black Knight at the siege of Front de Bmuf's 
castle when defeated by the din which his own blows made upon the 
gate contributed to raise. How, under such circumstances, he must 
wish that he was like Dicrespolis in the" Acharnians," and could make 
a separate peace for himself I t 

This reference to Sir Walter Scott leads us to say we rejoice 
to read, not only what Lord Iddesleigh, but what Mr. Frederic 
Harrison, says of that great man, and to express our assent and 
consent to their judgment of him: 

We all read Scott's romances, as we have all read Hume's "History 
of England;" but how often do we read them, how zealously, with 

• " Desultory Reading,'' p. 27. t Ibid. p. 33. l: Ibid. pp. 43 44. 
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what ll}'mpathy and understanding! I am told that the last di:icovery 
of modern culture is that Scott's prose is commonplace; that the 
young men at our universities are far too critical to care for his artless 
sentences and flowing descriptions. They prefer Mr. Swinburne, Mr. 
Mallock, and the euphuism of young Oxford, just as some people 
prefer a Dresden shepherdess to the Caryatides of the Erechtheum, 
pronounce Fielding to be low, and Mozart to be passe. As boys love 
lollypops, so these juvenile fops love to roll phrases about under the 
tongue, as if phrases in themselves had a value apart from thoughts, 
feelings, great conceptions, or human sympathy. For Scott is just one 
of the poets (we may call poets all the great creators in prose or in 
verse) of whom one never wearies, just as one can listen to Beethoven, 
or watch the sunrise or the sunset day by day with new delight. I 
think I can read" The Antiquary," or" '.rhe Bride of Lammermoor," 
''Ivanhoe,"" Quentin Durward," and" Old Mortality," at least once a 
year afresh. 

Scott is a perfect library in himself. A constant reader of romances 
would find that it needed months to go throu~h even the best pieces of 
the inexhaustible painter of eight full centuries and every type of man; 
and he might repeat the process of reading him ten times in a lifetime 
without a sense of fatigue or sameness. The poetic beauty of Scott's 
creations is almost the least of his great qualities. It is the univer
sality of his sympathy that is so truly gre11t, the justice of bis estimate11, 
the insight into the spirit of each age, his intense absorption of self in 
the vast epic of human civilization. . . . . And this glorioua and most 
human and most historical of poets, without whom our very conception 
of human development would have ever been imperfect, this manliest 
and truest,and widest of romancers, we neglect for some hothouse hybrid 
of psychological analysis, for the wretched imitations of Balzac, and the 
jackanapes pbrasemongering of some Osric of the day, who assures us 
that Scott is an absolute Philistine,* 

In the same spirit and to the same effect speaks Lord lddea-
leigh: . 

Think what a mine of wealth we possess in the novels of your own 
great master-what depths he sounds, what humours he makes us 
acquainted with I From Jeanie Deans, sacrificing hereelf to her 
sisterly love in all hut her uncompromising devotion to truth, to ihe 
picture of the family affection and overmastering grief in the hut of 
poor Steenie Mucklebackit; or, again, from the fidelity of Meg 
Merrilies to that of Caleb Balderstone ; you have in these and a 
hundred other instances examples of the great power of discerning 
genius to seize upon the secrets of the human heart, and to reveal the 
inner meanings of the events which history records upon its surface, 
but which we do not feel that we really understand till some finer 
mind has clothed the dry bones with ffesh and blood, and presented 
them to us in appropriate raimeni.t 

•"The Choice of Books," pp. 72, 73. 't " Desu'tory Reading," p. 47. 
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We here part company with Lord Iddesleigh, and recar to 
Mr. Harrison. In the outset of his essay we utter-to borrow 
a phrase of David Deans-this " cry of a howl in the desert" : 

How shall we choose our books? Which are the best, the eternal, 
indispen'Jable books? To all to whom reading is something more than 
a refined idl1mess these l[Uestions recur, bringing with them the sense 
of bewilderment; and a !!till, small voi~e within us is for ever crying 
out for som9 guide across the Slough of Despond of an illimitable and 
ever-swelling literature. How many a man stands beside it, as uncer
tain of his pathway as the Pilgrim when he who dreamed the immortal 
dream heard him "break out with a lamentable cry, saying, 'What 
shall I do 7 ' " • 

The following pas.~age is only too accurate a description of 
much of our modern literature : 

Who now reads the ancient writers? Who systematically reads 
the great writers, be they ancient or modern, whom the co11sent of 
ages has marked out as classi~s-typical, immortal, peculiar teachers 
of our race? Alas I the " Paradise Lost" is lost again to us beneath 
an inundation of graceful academic verse, sugary stanza~ of ladylike 
prettiness, and ceaseleM explanations in more or less readable prose of 
what John Milton meant or did not mean, or what he saw or did not 
see, who married his great-aunt, and why Adam or Satan is like that, 
or unlike the other. We read a perfect library about the " Paradise 
Lost," but the " Paradi.ie Lost" itself we do not read. t 

With regard to the nature and extent of our reading Mr. 
Harrison substantially agrees with Lord lddesleigh : 

A wise education and so judicious reading should leave no great 
type of thought, no dominant phase of human nature, wholly a blank. 
Whether our reading be great or small, so far as it goes it should 
be general. If our lives admit of but a short apace for reading, all 
the more reason that, 80 far as may be, it should remind us of the 
vast expanse of human thought, and the wonderful variety of human 
nature. To read, and yet 80 to read that we see nothing but a corner 
of literature, the loose fringe, or flats and wastes of letters, and by 
reading only deepen our natural belief that this island is the hub of the 
universe, and the nineteenth century the only age worth notice-all 
this is really to call in the aid of books to thicken and harden our 
untaught prejudices. Be it imagination, memory, or reflection that 
we addres.,-that is, in poetry, history, science, or philosophy-our first 
duty is to aim nt knowing something at least of the best, at getting 
some definite idea of the mighty realm whose outer rim we are 
permitted to approach.t 

M.r. Harrison is as great an admirer of Homer as was Lord 
Macaulay: 

• "Choice of Books," p. 4. t Ibid. p. H. t Ibid. p. 211. 
(Vol. CXXVI. No. CCLI.]-N£w Saa11s, Vol. LXX. No. I. H 
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One knows [ says Mr. Harrison ]-at least every schoolboy has 
known-that a passage of Home1·, rolling along in the hexameter, or 
trumpeted out by Pope, will give one a hot glow of pleasure and 
raise a finer throb in the pulse ; one knows that Homer i11 the easiest, 
most artless, most diverting of all poet-'!; that the fiftieth reading 
rouses the spirit even more than the first; and yet we find ourselves 
(we are all alike) painfully pshawing over some new and uncut barley
sugar in rhyme, which a man in the street asked us if we had read, or 
it may be some learned lucubration about the site of Troy by some 
one we chanced to meet at dinner. . . . . To ask a man or woman 
who spends half a lifetime in sucking magazines and new poems to 
read a bc,ok of Homer would be like asking a butcher's boy to 
whistle "Adelaida." 'fhe noises and sights and talk, the whirl and 
volatility of life around us, are too strong .for us, A society which 
is for t:'Ver gossiping in a sort of perpetual "drum " loses the very 
faculty of caring for anything but "early copies" and the last tale 
out. Thus, like the tares in the noble parable of the Sower, a 
perpetual chatter about books chokes the seed which is sown in the 
greatest books of the world.• 

Macaulay, in his journal for 1851, notes: 
I walked far, and rend while walking the last five books of the 

"Iliad " with deep interest and many tears. I was afraid to be seen 
crying by the parties of walkers that met me, so I came back crying 
for Achilles cutting off his hair ; crying for Priam rolling on the 
ground in the courtyard of his house-mere imaginary beings, crea
tures of an old ballad-maker who died near three thousand years ago.t 

Lord Macaulay and Mr. Harrison concur in their judgments 
on two other poets. 

I speak [ says Mr. Harrison] of Homer, but fifty other great poets 
and creators of eternal beauty would serve my argument. What 
Homer is to epic, that is JEschylus to the tragic art-the first immortal 
type. In majesty and mass of pathos the "Agamemnon "remains still 
without a rival in tragedy. The universality and inexhaustible ver
satility of our own Shakespeare are unique in all literature. But the 
very richness of his qualities detracts from the eymmetry and directness 
of the dramatic impression. For this reason neither is "Lear," nor 
"Othello," nor "Macbeth," nor "HamlP.t" ( each supreme as an imagi
native creation) so typically perfect a tragedy as the "Agamemnon." 

In each of the four there are slight incidents which we could spare 
without any evident loss. The "Agamemnon" alone of tragedies has 
the absolute perfection of a statue by Pheidias. The intense crescendo 
of the catastrophe, the absolute concentration of interest, the statuesque 
unity of the grouping, the mysterious halo of religion with which 
the ancient legend sanctifies the drama, are qualities denied to any 
modern.:j: 

•" Choice of Books," p. 29. 
296, note. t Trevelyan's "Life of Macaulay," vol. ii. p. 

"Choice of Books," p. 30. 
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The "Agamemnon" [notes Macaulay on his copy of the tragedy J is 
indeed very tine. From the king's entrance into the house to the 
appearance on the stage of Algistheus, it is beyond praise. I shall 
turn it over again next week.* 

Elsewhere he speaks of the "supreme and universal excellence 
of Shakespeare." 

We have left ourselves space for only one other extract from 
Mr. Harrison's ess:i.y. It contains his judgment on modern 
writers of fiction : 

Genius, industry, subtlety, and ingenuity have (it must yet be 
acknowledged) thrown their best into the fiction of to-day, and not A. 
few works of undeniable brilliancy and viguur have been produced. 
Of course everybody reads and everyone enjoys Dickens, Thackeray, 
Bulwer, the Brontes, Trollope, George Eliot. Far be it from any 
man, even the severest student, to eschew them. There are no doubt 
typical works of theirs which will ultimately be recognized as within 
the immortal cycle of English literature, in the nobler sense of this 
term. He would be a bold man who should say that "Pickwick" 
and "Vanity Fair," "The Last Days of Pompeii" and "Jane Eyre," 
"The Last Chronicle of Barset" and" Silas Warner," will never take 
rank in the roll which opens with "Tom Jones" and "Clarissa," 
the "Vicar " and" Tristram Shandy." It may be that the future will 
find in them inEight into nature and beauty of creative form such as 
belongs to the order of all high imaginative art. But as yet we are 
too near and too little dispassionate to decide this matter to-day. 
And in the meantime the indiscriminate zest for these delightful 
writers of our age too often dulls our taste for the undoubted masters 
of the world. Certain it is that much, very much, of these fascinating 
moderns has neither the stamp of abiding beauty nor the saving grace 
of moral truth. Dickens, alas ! soon passed into a mannerism of arti
ficial whimsicalities alternating with shallow melodrama. Thackeray 
wearies his best lovers by a cynical monotony of meanness. By grace 
a very rare genius, the best works of the Brontcs is saved, as by fire, 
out of the repulsive sensationalism they started, destined to perish in 
shilling dreadfuls. Trollope only now and then rises, as by a miracle, 
out of his craft as an industrious recorder of pleasant commonplace. 
And even George Eliot, conscientious artist as she is, too often wrote 
as if she were sinking under the effort to live up to her early reputa
tion, On all of these the special evils of their time weigh more or less. 
They write too often as if it were their publishers, and not their 
genius, which prompted the work; or us if their task were to provide 
a new eet of puzzles in rare psychological problems. 

We regret we cannot transcribe the passage in which Mr. 
Harrison pronounces a just condemnation of modern French 
works of fiction.t 

• "Lire," vol. i. p. 47 4. t " Choice of Books," pp. 67-!l. 
H2 
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"The Pleasures ·of n Bookworm" is an illustration of the 
lines from Sherman which form its motto: 

" ••or him delicious flavours dwell 
lo books, as in old muscatel.'' 

It is the production of a collector and lover of books. 
Book-collecting is held up to scorn and contempt by Mr. 

Harrison, who describes it as "perhaps of all the collecting 
manias the most foolish in our day.• Mr. Rogers Rees, on the 
other hand, maintains that, "carefully and judiciously pursued, 
the collecting of books is not expensive, and is likely ·to ruin no 
one," and he supports his position by this quotation from Mr. 
Ruskin's" St-same and Lilit-s": "If a man spends lavishly on 
his library, you call him mad-a bibliomaniac. But you never 
call one a horse-maniac, though men ruin themselves every day 
by their horses, and you _do not hear of people ruining themselves 
by their books." t 

Mr. Rogers Rees loves books for themselves. We can fancy 
him, as be describes Charles Lamb," greeting his best-loved books 
with a careful kiS!!," or like Southey, who was found by Words
worth "patting with both hands his books affectionately, like a 
child.": 

Mr. Rogers Rees is not a severe student. '' The very sight of 
a Locke or Adam Smith compels one to draw bis hand across 
his head from sheer weariness ; the insinuating grace, however, 
and tenderness and imaginative humour which we know to be 
in our possession when we have our grasp upon a Lamb or an 
honest Isaac Walton serve at once to refrei.h our tired powers."§ 
He bas a great knowledge of writers and of particular editions, 
and even particular copies of books, and his little volume may 
be read with interest and amm,ement. 

We turn from the question, what the people ought to read 1 to 
the question, what the people do read 1 As to thi!!, the Pall 
Moll Gazetu gives some interesting information. In nearly all 
the free public libraries "prose fiction'' is in most demand, 
••religion" in least. We take Manchester as an illustration. 
There Homer's " Iliad " is much read through Pope's and Lord 
Derby's translations, and the " lEneid" of Virgil through that 
ofConington. Gibbon's" Decline and Fall" is read to a greater 
extent than many would think, though most readers seem to 
tire before they have got half-way through. Grote's " Greece " is 

•"Choice of Books," p. 87. 
t "The Pleuurea of a Bookworm,n p. 2 and note. 
l Ibid. p. 3i. § Ibid. p. 48. 
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often begun, but rarely finished. Macaulay's" History" is read 
through more frequently than any other. His Essays also are 
much read; and so are those of Emerson, Montaigne, Lamb, 
and Addison. Green's "History" and his "Short History," 
and the Histories of Froude, Freeman, and Stubbs, are much 
i-tuJied. Kinglake's "Crimean War" and Kaye·s " Sepoy 
War'' are still in great demand. Prescott's "Mexico," 
D'Aubigne's "Reformation," and Ranke's "Popes'' are also 
much read. Ali Smiles's books are in great demand, particularly 
his "Lives of the Engineers'' aud "Self Help.'' Southey's 
"Nelson" and the various Lives of Napoleon and Wellington 
have always numerous readers. All Carlyle'e works are read, 
though not to the extent they were a few years ago. His 
"French Revolution" and " Frederick the Great" are the 
most popular. After them, " Past and Present" and " Sartor 
Resartus.'' Boswell's "Johnson'' is still read a good deal in 
part. Tbe works of Huxley and Tyndall are much read by 
working men, as well as by those more educated. Darwin's 
"Origin of Species'' circulates almost like a popular no\"el. 
Ruskin has a host of readers amougst people of all grades. 
Works of modem travel are always in demand, particularly 
those on the Colonies. The politico-economical works of Fawcett 
and Mill are much read. Smith's "Wealth of Nations" iii 
often referred to, but little read. The philosophical works of 
Mill and Herbert Spencer have many readers. 'l'hc uumber 
of readers of Shakspeare is satisfactory, the volumes containing 
'' Hamlet," "Othello,'' "Merchant of Venice," and "Richard Ill.'' 
being those most asked for. Of other English dramatists, 
Sheridan and Lord Lytton have considerable popularity. The 
poets most read are Tennyson, Longfellow, Burne, Moore, Scott, 
.Byron, Milton, and W or<lsworth. Dante and Goethe's " Faust" 
are much read, through translatious. Hood continues to be a 
great favourite. Books on drawing and painting are increasingly 
consulted, and musical collections are liberally drawn upon. 
But the fact remains, that of all classes of readers that of the 
readers of prose fiction is the most numerous. It is the same. 
at. Birmingham. There, at any rate, Dickens retains hie popu
larity. The twelve works most ofttlD borrowed during last year 
were: 

Pickwick. 
Bleak House 

. David Copperfield 
Hobinson Crusoe 
Oliver Twist 
Martin Chuzzlewit 

389 Mill on the Flosa 
361 'fhe Arabian Nights . 
303 Ivanhoe . 
294 Vanity Fair 
278 East Lynne 
224 Adnw Bede 
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The Ba,ia of Individualism. 

We fear that librarians of all free libraries will agree with 
the remark of the Manchester librarian, who justifies the warning 
of Lord lddesleigh and the statements of Mr. Harrison : "There 
is much eagerness on the part of the readers at all our libraries to 
see the most recently published books, and I fear that the areat 
classics in ancient anrl modern literature are on this a~ount 
largely taken as read."* 

■ ~IIIIIIU ■ 

ART. VII-THE BASIS OF INDIVIDUALISM. 

THE chain of economic reasoning, of which the 'first fow 
links were wrought a hundred years ago by Adam 8rnith, 

leads us irresistibly to two main conclusions from which there 
seems to be no appeal. The first of these is the law of wages, . 
as formulated by Ricardo, and which in the hands of Ferdinand 
Lassalle becomes the " iron law of wages " (a phrase of ominous 
connotation). The second is the doctrine of "laissez-faire," as 
taught by Bastiat and the Manchester School-a doctrine which 
in practice involves the minimization of State interference. 

Between these two issues there is theoretically no antagonism 
whatever; but it is more than difficult to realize the existence 
of a democracy based on the eternal serfdom of the great 
majority of the citizens-the so-called working classes. Hence 
it is necessary to subject both these doctrines to a searching 
re-examination. The immediate object of the pre~ent article 
is to disi;ec:t the argumPots unde1·lyiog tl,e doctrine of absolute 
individualism as set forth by its ablest exponents, and notably 
by Mr. Herbert Spt-ocer, who in his recently published "The 
:Mao v. the State" has gathered into a focus all that is to be 
found scattered throughout his worki; bearing on the subject. 
The principles of personal liberty therein enunciated have been_ 
carried to their extreme expression by certain of Mr. Spencer's 
disciples with a tborougliuei.:s and a temerity equalled only by 
that of the English 1;uccessors of Las8alle and Marx in their 
exposition of the creed of Socialism. If Mr. Auberon Herbert 
is the reductio ad absm·dum of " let-he," surely Mr. Hyndman 
is the 1·eductio ad abwnlU?n of State inte1fere11ce. And it 

*"The Best Huudrcd Books," pp. 24, 25. 
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must be admitted by the friends of both these doughty cham
pions that in the engagement which took place between them 
not so very long ago in the field of the Kewcastle Chronicle 
they fairly emulated the celebrated performance of the Kilkenny 
cats. 

But Mr. Spencer himself does not descend to details, and in 
meeting him it is not sufficient to point to the results of applying 
his principles to the concrete: it is necessury to meet him on 
ground which he has himself chosen, and to test his own conclu
sions by his own methods. 

Mr. Spencer begins with the dogmatic assertion that " the 
great political snperstition of the past was the divine right of 
kings." He continues: "The great political superstition of the 
present is the divine right of Parliaments. The oil of anointing 
seems unawares to have dripped from the heacl of the one on to 
the heads of the many, and given sacredness to them also and 
to their d~crees." Whatever interpretation our fathers may 
have placed on the earlier doctrine, otherwise expressed in the 
maxim, "'l'he king can do no wrong," it. is certain that there 
IB no general acceptance of the later doctrine in the literal 
sense. Indeed Mr. Spencer himself adruits this by re-defin
ing the political superstition in a form less open to miscon
struction, as the belief that Government power is subject to no 
restraint. 

Now, in one sense this is not a superstition, but a soiid 
truLh. That the group-society regarded as an organism-can 
through the effective majority (uot necessarily the greatest 
number) <lo whatever it chooses, so far as the resistance of the 
minority is concerned, is a stubborn fact: whether it attains 
its ends through the medium of a despotism or thrvugh that 
of a representative Parliament elected by universal or any other 
suffrage. In another sense it is not true; but then neither is 
it a superstition, for no one believes it. '!'hat tbe group cannot 
act incompatibly with its own welfare is of course untrue. So 
says Austin ; the writings of Bentham imply it; so do those of 
Hobbes. No one disputes it to-day-not even the most extreme 
Socialist. 

The quest.ion at issue between Mr. Spencer and his oppo
nents is simply this-Have minorities, in the sense of the weaker 
party, any rights which are valid against the community 1 The 
answer depends upon the definition of the term " rights." If 
we accept the practical and intelligible definition of Austin, the 
question stanJs thus-Are there are any claims for the defence 
of which the minority can successfully appeal to the group or 
State against the superior force of the effective majority 1 Con. 
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sidering that the will of the group is known only through the 
act of the effective majority, the question resolve11 into an 
absurdity. And if the "rightH" of the minority means the 
power to appeal successfully to a higher tribunal than the group 
itself, the answer must again be in the negative, for to admit the 
existence of such superior authority is to deny the existence of 
the group itself as an independent State. 

But does Mr. Spencer mean to say that the opinion of the 
larger number should sometimes give way to that of the smaller 
-that even the effective majority should sometimes defer to the 
wii;bes of the weaker party, and that this not only conduces to 
the welfare of the group, but ill constantly done 1 In that case 
no one denies the proposition. Every party-compromise testifies 
to the fact. 'l'o say that there is a moral law or a code of inde
finite mc,ral laws by which groups regulate their conduct, is 
simply to say that the conduct of societies is not arbitrary; which 
is obvious. .But to contend that the State, when it bas once 
made up its min<l rightly or wrongly to act in such or such a. 
way, is subject to restraints, is to say that which has no meaning. 
The group-will, once made up, necessarily manifests itself io 
action, and it is no more subject to restraintR from \\ ithin than 
is the will of a single human being. So that the proposition 
which Mr. Spencer regardll as the great political superstition turns 
out to be a great undeniable truth, or an absurdity believt:d by 
none. In neither case can it be called a superstition. 

What is the element of untruth contained in the theory of a. 
social pact as the foundaticn and justification of government i 
It is not the mere fact that no such gathering aud agrt-emeot 
ever took place, for even Rousseau only regarded it as a tacit 
contract ; and writers of a very different schoc,l have based the
duty of obedience to the law on the ground that all members of 
a community have tacitly and virtually agreed to be bound l,y 
the laws. 'l'bis, then, ill uot the element of error contained in the 
hypotht>sis, or rather formula. It is that the formula does not 
represent the fact. The group-will is not the sum of the wills 
of the individuals composing it ; the two are incommensurable. 
8upposing that we knew the wish of every man living at the 
imaginary date of tbe "contrat social," we should be utterly 
unable to predict the will of the group. It is not even the 
resultant of the wills of the units, Lut the resultant of those and 
many other forces acting in many other directions. It is the 
neglect of this fact, or rather ignorance of it, which vitiates all 
the social philosophy of those who build upon the foundation of 
a real or hypothetical social compact. HoLbt:s, Rousseau, and 
Eentharu, and after them .Mr. Spencer, commit the t-rror of coo-
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founding the group-will with the sum of the wills of the units
an error pardonable enough in the first three. The following 
startling passage furnishes the key to the chain of strange sophistry 
which goes to make up the essay entitled "The great Political 
Superstition," and which is happily so unfamiliar to readers of 
Mr. Spencer's works. After admitting the in<lefensibility of the 
assumption that, in order to escape the evil of chronic conflict, 
the members of a community enter into a pact or covenant by 
"hicb they all bind tbem8elves to surrender their primitive free
dom of action, and subordinate themselves to the will of a ruling 
power agreed upon-after deriding the hypothesis and its authorR 
in language neither generous nor just, Mr. Spencer proceeds to 
present his own alternative hypothesis: 

Further considtlration reveals a solution of the difficulty ; for, if dis
missing all thought of any hypothetical agreement to co-operate, here
tofore made, we ask what would be the agreement into which citizens 
would now enter with practical unanimity, we get a sufficiently clear 
answer ; and with it a sufficiently clear justification for the rule of the 
majority inside a certain sphere, but not outside that sphere, 

So that, after all, the outcome of Mr. Spencer's criticism of 
Hobbes and Austin results in the substitution of a hypothetical 
social compact made to-day for a hypothetical social compact 
made a long time ago. Of the two, that of Hobbe11 is preferable. 
Hi11 supposition is considerably more intelligible than Mr. Spen
cer's solution. 'l'hat at an indefinitely remote period wild people, 
hitherto living in a state of anarchy, came together, hit upon 
the plan of co-operation, and there and then agreed to conform 
to the will of the effective majority, may not be a historical fact; 
but nevertheless it is a fact that somehow men formerly in a 
state of anarchy did come little by littl1:1 to subordinate their 
wills to that of the effective majority, consciously or unconsciously; 
in other words, the supremacy of the State came to be recognized 
as a fact. What men come to do, they may be said in a sense 
to agree to do. And if Hobbes bad expressed his pact in terms 
to the effect that men agreed to abide by the decision of the 
t-ffecti\'e majority-the State-will-he would have been very near 
the mark. The social compact and the divine right of kings or 
of parliaments are after all merely two ways of expressing a. 
stubborn fact-namely the fact that right is t.ra.nsfigured 
might. 

But Mr. Spencer's social compact is a sort of chronic plebisci
tum. The justification for each new Act of Parliament is to be 
found by the process of wondering what would be the result if 
the people were polled. This is of cotm;e the "referendum." 
Carried out in practice instead of imagination, its ~ffect is to 
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make every citizen a legislator in spite of the admitted fact that· 
" there can be no fitness for legislative functions without wide 
knowledge of those legislative experiences which the past has 
bequeathed." 

But perhaps Mr. Spencer would not go the length of taking a 
poll of the people in order to justify each new piece of proposed 
legislation. He would rather work the question out on paper; 
he would ask himself-not the people-whether they would 
"agree to co-operate for the teaching of religion l " and he would 
answer himself with" a very emphatic No." "In like manner, 
if (to take an actual question of the day) people were polled to 
ascertain whether, in respect of the beverages they drank, they 
would accept the decision of the greater number, certainly half, 
and probably more than half, would be unwilling." Now this 
is just what local-optionists deny. It is just what many others 
want to know. Mr. Spencer settles it offhand by intuition. 
But why should the majority be unwilling to abide by the deci
sion of the majority 1 Is it that the majority has no confidence 
in its own juclgment or rectitude ? The self-regard of majorities 
is usually considered unimpeachable. But the strangest feature 
in this intuition is its marvellous precision. "Certainly half," he 
says, "and probably more than half,'' would be unwilling. 
Surely, if we may be certain of fifteen millions out of thirty, we 
might venture to be certain of fitteen millions and one. This 
recalls the scrupulousnei,;!! of the American gentleman who, having 
solemnly sworn to bringing down ninety•nine pigeons at a shot, 
refused to imperil his immortal soul by setting the figure at a 
hundred. 

l\Ianife11tly, then [ says Mr. Spencer], had social co-operati<:>n to 
be commenced by ourselves, 11nd had its purposes to be specified 
before consent to co-operate could be obtained, there would be large 
parts c,f humnn con<luct in respect of which co-operation would be 
declined; :ind in resp<>ct of which, consequently, no authority by the 
majority over the minority could be rightfully exercised. 

This extraordinary pasrnge, and the superstructure built upon it, 
are so unpractical, so unreal, and so visionary, that the conclusion 
can hardly be resisted that the whole essay containing it and 
developing it has heen exhumed from a hall-forgotten heap of 
the author's early writings, and published without re-examination. 
It must be obvious to Mr. Spencer and to everybody else that 
in the main those would agiee to co-operate who believed their 
O\\'n views on the question at issue to be in a majority. Others 

would of course decline. 
Nor does the prospect brighten when we come to the converse 
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qu«:9tion-For what en<ls would men agree to co-operate 1 To 
which the ready answer is, "None will deny that for resisting 
invasion the agreement would be practically unanimous." 
Ind_~ed ! Many will deny it most emphatically. Besides, sup• 
posmg that only one person held aloof, would the rest be justified 
in coercing that one to co-operate? If so, on what principle 1 
:Mr. Spencer himllelf excepts the Quakers, whom, however, he 
dismisses with a compliment and annihilation. '' Exceptiug the 
Quakers only, who having done highly useful work in their time, 
are now dying out, all would unite for defensive war-not how
ever for offensive war.'' This must be another of those intuitions 
which only a poll of the people can verify or disprove. It is at 
least as probable that a majority would vote the other way. 
Much would depend on the defiuition given to "•invasion" and 
"defensive.'' Nearly every civilized nation that has gone to war 
in the present cent.ury has believed itself to be acting on the 
defensive. Onlookers might be able to inform the belligerents 
in the Franco-German war of 187 0 as to which of them was 
waging a defensive war, but both sides distinctly claimed that 
iustification. More recently, M. Ferry justified the operations 
in Ton-king on the ground that the French were acting on the 
defensive ! Again, as to rebellions, were the English on the 
defensive when they ineffectually endeavoured to s~ppress the 
Boer rising? Were they on the defensive a century ago, when they 
successfully suppres~ed the Irish rising 1 Were the Uritish the 
other day defending Egypt against the threatened invasion of the 
Mahdi, or were the Soudanese fighting in defence of hearth and 
home 1 Then,again,a11 to the term" invasion," those modern Eng
lishmen (or rather dwellers in England) who are smitten with the 
insular craze, may define "invasion," so far as they themselves are 
concerned, as the entry of & foreign force vi et m·mis upon the soil 
of England, Scotland and Wales-and perhaps Ireland. Whether 
&German occupation of Heligoland, a Spanish seizure of Gibraltar, 
or an Italian attack on Malta would fall within the definition, only 
the late lamented Anti-Aggression League can say. It would be 
even more interesting to know whether a Russian advance upon 
India would fall within the category of invasions which .Mr. 
Spencer would himself co-operate to repel, and at what point in 
the onward march the invasion might be said to begin. Putting 
aside the question of British frontiers, as exceptionally simple or 
exceptionally complicated according as we take an insular or an 
imperial view of· them, let UR ask whether a French occupation 
of Alsace would be an invasion of Germany in the above sense? 

But why should "invasion" be construed as territorial 
invasion only 1 May not British interests and rights be invaded 
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which are not territorial? Was not the te!lring up of the Treaty 
of Paris by Russia in 1870 an invasion of England in the wider 
sense of the term? England, at great cost of blood and treasure, 
had obtained a certain negative right in the Black Sea-a 
certain safeguard against a definite danger. May not the German 
occupation of Angra Pequeiia similarly be described as an inva
sion of British interests? The district had for many years been 
treated a!i the property of Englishmen, an<l under the protection 
of England ; it is contiguous to regions in which Englishmen 
almost alone are interested ; and the conflict of jurisdiction in 
those regions is calculated to injure trade to the detriment of the 
English people. Is it an invasion t 

Further, we are not told whether there would be any limit to 
the sub.ndination of individuals to the State in-those matters in 
which they," with practical unanimity,"" almost unanimously,'' 
"omitting criminals,'' "excepting Quakers," agree<l to co-operate. 
Take the agreement to co-operate for defensive war, and suppose 
that means something definite. Would the citizens thereb.v bind 
themselves to conform to the will of the majority in respect of mea
sures directed to that end-all measures? Might not a citizen be 
willing to contribute money towards the expenses of the war 
without being willing to submit to conscription? Might he not ac
cept conscription with power of substitution without being willing 
to serve? Or, assuming in the face of a growing party of sincere 
socialists that, "omitting criminals, all must wish to have person 
and property adequately protected," is it equally certain that all 
would be willing to accept the decision of the majority in respect 
of the measures needful for that end ? And what b ''property?" 
Mr. Spencer glides over this as a phantom ship might glide over 
sunken rocks. Surely people will not agree to protect property 
until they know what it is they are pledging themselves to pro
tect. A thief steals a watch, and sells it to a bona-fide purchaser 
for its full value. Whose property is it that the State bas to 
protect ? A journeyman tailor agrees to make a quantity of 
army clothing out of cloth supplied to him by a cloth merchant, 
who before delivery fails for ten times the amount of his &Sl!ets. 
Whose property is the clothing 1 Of course it is not difficult to 
say what would be a fair way of treating the claims of the 
different parties, or what is the existing law here and elsewhere; 
but the question is, Whoso is the property t Whose is the 
property in a row of houses built by a lessee under a ninety-nine 
years' lease 1 Or in the case of empbyteusis under the Roman 
Jaw t Or in a chest of gold coins dug up by a labourer in a 
field occupied by one man, owned by another, mortgaged to a 
third, aud sold to a fourth under the Settled Estates Act-and 
before compll:ltion of conveyance t 
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It is when we come to the land question that we find our
selves involved in the most inextricable mazti. "In oue other 
co-operation all are interested-use of the territory they inhabit." 
What territory does any individual inhabit, or any determinate 
number of individuals 1 Or, if indeterminate, do the English 
people inhabit Ireland or India 1 Do Londoners inhabit York
shire 1 In what sense is it true that one is more interested in 
one's neighbour's field than in his cattle 1 The one supplies corn, 
the other beef. "But," it is urged," we must have some security 
for the food of the people. If landowners conspired to grow no 
corn, the people would starve, and such a state of things cannot h~ 
tolerated even as a bare possibility." Likewise if the owners of 
cattle conspired to destroy them, the people would have no beef. 
If capitalists conspired to smash up all machinery, rails, ships, 
tools, furnaces, and mills in the country, the nation would be 
ruined and the people destroyed. In short, if the race went 
mad, it would possibly commit suicide. Practically landowners, 
like capitalists in gen~ral, having interests coincident with those 
of the whole people, refrain as a class from exercising their rights 
to the detriment of society, and they are never likely to do so. 
" But we must have room to move about; in this respect land is 
8Ui generis ,· man is material, and space is essential to his 
existence, and if all space in sea and earth and air is appropriated 
(cujus est solum, ejus est usque ad ccelwm), those who own no 
space are in danger of being elbowed out of existence." Quite 
so : then would it not be as well to find out what kind of " use " 
it is which the public are vitally interested in, and whether it is 
correctly described as a "use" at all? What kind of power the 
State does as a fact tend to reserve to itself, while recognizing 
the proprietary rights of individuals, is ascertained more readily 
by a reference to the land laws and customs of all countries, 
than by a guess as to what a majority of the people in its 
wisdom would in this or any other country agree to do. In all 
civilized countries we find that as a fact the State dispossesses the 
proprietor whenever such dispossession is expedient in the 
general interest. We have railway concessions, new roads are 
made and new streets cut through congested districts, without 
any more concern for intervening proprietary claims than is 
involved in allowing full compensation-that is, such compensa
tion as satisfies the national conscience. But what is Mr. 
Spencer's practical conclusion from the premises that all are 
interested in the use of the territory they inhabit 1 "The impli
cation is," says be, " that the will of the majority is valid 
respecting the modes in which, and conditions under which, 
parts of the surface or sub-surface may be utilized, involving 
certain agreements made on behalf of the public with private 
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persons and companies." It would take too long in this place to 
analyze in nomological terms this remarkably opaque utterance. 
To some it might seem to have been drafted in order to fit in 
with whatever view of the land question should eventually tum 
out to be correct. Others might be pardoned for regarding it as 
a pillar of cloud created for the purpo8e of veiling the transition 
from the writer's doctrine of land-natiot1alization as set forth in 
"Social Statics" (and since repudiated), to the later doctrine of 
Individualism as advocated in " Political Institutions.'' To us it 
appears as an arrangement of words neither having any particular 
meaning nor intended to have any. 

At this point, in order to disarm criticism apparently, we are 
reminded that "details are not needful here." Why not? In 
other places Mr. Spencer is most painstaking himself, and most 
exacting in his demands upon others, as to attention to details. 
"Nor is it needful," he continues," to discuss that border region 
lyiug between these classes of cases "-that border region which, 
as Mill pointed out, is of all regions the most fruitful in supply
ing crucial tests and essential differences. 

It is sufficient [ we are told] to recognize the undeniable truth that 
there are numerous kinds 0£ actions in respect of which men would 
not, if they were nsked, agree with anything like unanimity to be 
bound by the will of the majority ; while there are some kinds of 
actions in respect of which they would almost unanimously agree to 
be thus bound. Here, then, we find a definitfl warrant for enforcing 
the will of the majority within certain limits, and a definite warrant 
for denying the authority of its will beyond those limits. 

1.'o which the reply is that, if it is 1mfficient for the philosopher 
to recognize the said "undeniable truth," it is certainly not suffi
cient for the statesman, who wants to know not only that there 
are numerous kinds of such actions, but also what those kinds of 
actions are; and he will not (if he be wise) rest content with the 
ipse dixit of any one who evolves the answer out of hie own 
inner consciousness; and furthermore, be mav not feel satisfied 
that the mere process of counting noses, even in imagination, 
will solve the question as to the morality of such actions. 

From the position here taken up by l\fr. Spencer it is but a 
short and easy step to "abstract rights." After a brief and, as 
it will seem to most, in every way unsatisfactory analysis of the 
'·' untenable" opinion of Bentham and his disciples, we are led 
straight back to what moc.lernjurists fondly hoped was the exploded 
doctrine of natural rights; "for sundry groups of social pheno
mena unite to prove that this doctrine is well warranted, and the 
doctrine they set against it unwarranted." We are then told 
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that various savage races are controlled by " long-acknowledged 
customs," by "ancient usages," by "primordial usages or tacit 
conventions," by " universally recognized customs.". " So sacred 
are immemorial customs with the primitive man, that he never 
dreams of questioning their authority, and wheu government 
arises, its power is limited by them." Now, premising that no 
one denies, or ever did deny, that State laws grew out of 
customs (they must havt:i grown out of something), what are we 
to infer from this long string of social phenomena, maoy of which, 
being gleanings from travellers' tales, are open to doubt, whils. 
others are false on the face of them ? Are we seriously asked to 
believe that the quaint and often ludicrous customs of savages 
are themselves the germs of the laws by which natural rights are 
sanctioned 1 Are we to uu<lerstand that when government arises 
its power is limited by them in any othel' sense than that in 
which the will of a man is limited by his own desires and habits? 
If so, howl 

The truth is, Mr. Spencer is confounding three distinct classes 
of so-called right.a: the rights which he himself would sanction 
if he were the arbitrator, the rights which the claimant's fellow
citizens would individually recognize as morally just, and the 
rights which are as a matter of fact actua.lly sanctioned by the 
law of th'3 land. The first may be called "natural rights," or 
rights as they ought to be in the opinion of their advocate; the 
second may be called moral rights, or rights as they would be 
under a code of laws deduced from the morals of the day; and 
the third may be called legal rights, or rights which are as 
a fact rt:icognized by the State, and which are a natural de
velopment. 

It is perfectly true that, as the leaders of the German school of 
jurists assert, the State laws which are actually carried out are 
not in all cases and in all respects identical with the State laws 
as they are expressed, whether embodied in a code or in a 
heterogeneous heap of statutes, or in authorized or received 
commentaries on ,he law. 'l'he invariable sequences which 
actually tend to hold good at any given time in any country, 
may be called the statical laws or internal group-morals of that 
particular State at that stage of its development. The laws as 
expressed are necessarily but imperfect and often distorted 
reflections of these true laws, the distortion bt:iing due not only 
to imperfect expression and inadequacy of language, but more 
especially to the false generalizations of legislators or law
makers of one sort or another. Now, it is approximately the 
former class-the statical laws, which the German school style 
"natur-recht." There is another sense in which the term may 
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be used, and that is, to denote the law as it tends to be but for 
disturbing causes; or, assuming those disturbing causes to be 
more or les!l evanescent, the laws M they t~nd to become. In 
neither of these senses is there any rei1emblance to the natural 
rights championed by Mr. Spencer, who is, of course, aware that 
although "recht" may be translated by "droit '' or "jus,'' it 
cannot be translated into English by the term "right'' or 
" rights,'' or any other single word ; and furthermore, that 
although "recht" and "droit" are fairly synonymous, "natur
recht," on the other hand, cannC1t be rendered into French as 
" droit naturel." Mr. Spencer's "natural rights" are the 
"droit naturel" of Rousseau, the ''jus naturale" of Ulpian, the 
"inalienable right of every man born into the world " of Mr. 
Henry George; but not the "naturrecht" of Savigny. So 
that the appeal to the "root-idea of German jurisprudence" 
(which is, above all, historical in method) to shore up the justly 
discredited card-castle of " natural rights," is, to say the lea!!t of 
it, unfortunate. 

Mr. Spencer does not usually allow himself to he a 11lave to 
words, but his singular criticism of Hobbes' ex.planation of the 
origin of justice seems to show that for once he has fallen into 
this condition. "The definition of injustice," says Hobbes, "is 
none other than the not performing of covenants" (including the 
tacit compact entered into by the members of a society, upon 
,, hich Government, according to him, is based) ; "therefore, before 
the names of just and unjust can have place, there must be some 
coercive power to compel men equally to the performance of their 
covenants." 

Hence it is clear that by "injustice" Hobbes meant to denote 
the breach of legal duties. Ignoring this definition, Mr. 
Spencer substitutes his own, and naively remarks that among 
his own friends he could name half a dozen over whom the 
requirements of justice would be as imperative in the absence of 
n coercive po\Ver as in it!l presence. Possibly! The majority of 
Mr. Spencer's friends will hardly feel flattered by the limitation. 
But the question is : CoulJ. Mr. Spencer find half a dozen 
friends so law-abiding that they would obey the law even against 
their conscience without the terror of some punishment t 

The truth is,· Mr. Spencer is himself under the blinding 
influence of a great superstition-a superstition he has outli,•ed 
in other departments of thought. He still believes in abstract 
justice, as something anterior to society or even to man -some
thing immutable and nbsolute. He still holds, as he held in 
1851, that the elimination of the mentally and morally inferior 
is in accordance with " the decrees of a large far-seeing benevo
lence." He has since emancipated himself from the anthropo-
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morphic belief involved, and declines to l,e held "committed to 
such teleological i111plicatio1u" as the pa,sage citeJ contains; 
but, to use bis own illustration, just as "Carlyle, who, in his 
student days, giving up, as he thought, the creed of his fathers, 
r~jected its shell only, keeping the contents;'' so his own miud is 
still under the sway of the metaphysical abstraction Justice. 
The laws, to have any validity (whatever that means), must con
form to this test. He regards the laws solely as a means to an 
end, rather than as the products of evolution, the resultant of 
diverse forces acting in various directions through countless ages. 
His standpoint in viewing State laws is precisely that of Dr. 
Paley viewing the marvellous adaptations of organic forms to 
their surroundings. A giraffe with a short neck, argued Paley, 
would assuredly perish of starvation; hence his long neck is 
evidence of the far-seeiug benevolence of his Creator. Honesty 
is the best policy, argues Mr. Spencer; the just tend to survive 
and the unjust to perish ; hence the sufficient ea.use of ·good laws 
is Justice. Is it not remarkable that Hobbes, writing more than 
two centuries ago, should have examined nomologica.l phenonuina 
in a more positivist spirit than the great philosopher of the nine
teenth century 1 Hobbes argued, there are certain classes of 
actions which tend to conduce to tho well-being of society. 
Experience has taught us what in the concrete these are ; they 
are detailed in the expressed laws. We find by induction they 
may be classified under certain heads in accordance with certain 
practical middle principles; there is no general principle under 
which they ca.n all bP, subsumed; but their common trait appears 
to be conformity with the group-welfare. Let us denote them 
by the term just. The connotation of the term we cannot tell. 
This is not the language of Hobbes' day, but it describes witli 
fairness the method be adopted. He then inquired what it could 
be which counteracted the antagonistic efforts of individuals 
actuated, not by group-welfare, but by self-welfare; and he saw 
that it was none other than the power of the State. He did not 
attempt to resolve that force into its elements in terms of 
individual force; there it wa<i as a fact. That was sufficieut. 
He might have asked himself how far the State force represented 
the will of the greater number of men, women and children in 
the society ; whether the will of a strong man went for more than 
that of a weak man ; of a rich than of a poor man ; of a clever than 
of a weak-minded man; whether the wills of half a dozen children 
contributed as much to the State will as the will of one man 
or two women. But he was neither curious nor dogmatic on these 
points. The fact was there, and he accepted it as a datum,. 
In his day he found that the channel through which this State 
force operated was that of monarchical government, and he lived 
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to see the so-called republic develop into a monarchy in all 
but the name, and later still to see the old monarchy restored. 
It is absolutely misleading to say that "Hobbes argued in the 
interests of absolute monarchy ; " such an assertion is as unjust 
and as unfounded as would be the more plausible one, that Mr. 
Spencer argues in the interestB of the Libera.I party. Hobbes 
was, and Mr. Spencer is, far above arguing in any interests. 
HobbeB was unquestionably the profoundest thinker of his age
the age of Shakespeal'e and Bacon; and many Englishmen who 
cherish bis reputation will bitterly resent this imputation. We 
have already referred to Mr. Spencer's sneer at Carlyle. Here 
is what he has to say of the founder of the English school of 
jurisprudence, probably the acutest logician of the century: 
"Austin was originally in the army, and it has been truly 
remarked that the permanent traces left, may be seen in his 
' Province of Jurisprudence.' When undeterred by the exasperat
ing pedantries-the endless distinctions and definitions and 
repetitions-which serve but to hide his essential doctrines, we 
ascertain what these are, it becomes manifest that he assimilates 
civil authority to military authority." It is difficult to deal 
pn.tiently with this passage. It is useful as showing up in a 
strong light the fundamental error which underlies and vitiates 
the whole of Mr. 8pencer's political doctrines; an error he 
unconsciously adopted from his precnrsor Comte. That Austin 
was once in the army we know, but beyond this statement of 
fact, this criticism of the great jurist is as untrue as it is ungene
rous. 'l'hose who attended Austin's lectures testify that, so far 
from having anything of the drill-sergeant about him, he was 
exceptionally modest and conversational in his· method of teach
ing; he would listen att,mtively to all doubts, and ask the 
opinions of his hearers on points where he felt himself weak. 
But if we are to look for the traces of his army discipline in his 
conclusions, it is only neces£ary to repeat that it is Mr. Spencer 
himself, who, after Comte, mistakes for a difference in kind what 
Austin clearly saw to be merely a difference in degree; the 
difforence, namely, between the "military and indu-strial 
n'•gimes." As to exasperating pedantries, Austin himself attri
butPs his own peculiarities of diction to a scrupulous anxiety to 
expresR each idea by a suitable word, and to use invariably that 
word to express the idea. His aim wa.<1 to be not an elegant 
but a precise writer. From the exprcs~ion "endless" distinctions, ' 
it may be inferred that the complaiuant bas never got to the end 
of them; those who have, only regret that poor Austin did not 
possess the health and strength to add to them, containing as 
they do some of the finest masterpieces of iogical analysis. The 
cepetitions which are a blemish on the published editions of his 
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works are, as Mr. Spencer might have ascertained, the neceSBary 
result of delivering several lectures on the same subject to 
different audiences in different places ; and the able editors of 
his lectures and posthumous papers have probably acted wisely 
in publishing them as they stand. For it is seldom that science 
can be caught, so to speak, in a state of growth in a great mind, 
as it is presented to us in Austin's wrestling writings. While, as 
for the definitions that glitter like crystals throughout his works, 
and which so vex the soul of his critic, it is enough to say that 
an accurate acquaintance with even one of them (the wonderful 
definition of property) would have saved the author of "The 
Man v. the State" pages of useles~ writing, the whole of the 
fifteenth chapter of" Political !nf<titutions," and hours and days 
of anxious thought. There is uothing in the whole range of 
juristic literature comparable with Austin's final definition of 
property and the chain of masterly analysis which leads up to it. 
:Mr. Spencer write& in complete ig·norance of it. 

Austin and all his works having been thus contemptuously 
thrust aside the search is continued for a justification of the 
supremacy assumed by the sovereign body, or, as it has been 
styled, the effective majol'ity. "The true question is-Whence 
the sovereignty 1 What is the assignable warrant for this un
qualified supremacy assumed by one, or by a small number, or 
by a large number over the rest?" Does any one really believe 
that any community is or ever was subject to the arbitrary caprice 
of one or of anv determinate number of its members 1 Does 
Mr. Spencer beiieve that thi~ co•1ntry is governed in accordance 
with the will of a numerical majority, or that any such govern
ment is even conceivable? ls it not clear that the forms of 
individuai force which go to make up the group force are of very 
various kinds 1 Possibly brute force or muscular force contributes 

' the least to the result. Force in tho form of wealth, intellectual 
force, moral force, and many other and derivative and combined 
forms, pour into the common stream, all operating in countless 
directions, like the sensations and ideas and emotions in the 
mind of a man, and the resultant of these and other forces is the 
group-will. To ask for any higher warrant for the authority of 
the group over its units, is to rake up in a fresh place the thread
bare controversy about free-will. "How comes it," asks the 
befogged controversialist, "that a man often refrains from doing 
what he wills tc, do 1 that something within him at the last 
moment whispers 'Don't <lo it,' with the effect of dissuading 
him 1" Mr. Spencer would answer him, ".My dear sir, go home 
and learn the meaning of the words you use." He certainly 
would not set about to think why the body does not move in the 
direction of least resistance, or why th~ lesser force should over-

I :l 
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come the greater; or if not, by what peculiar virtue, or authority, 
or warrant, or justification. the greater overcomes th~ less. And 
yet when the subject of the inquiry is not the organism a 
human being, but the organism a society, he searches every
where for "an assignable warrant," and bitterly complains that 
Austin, while admitting that a government is actuated by gl'oup 
morality, furnishes none. " What we have to seek is some 
higher warrant for the subordination of the minol'ity to the 
majority than that arisicg from inability fo resist physical 
coercion.'' "We have to find, not a physicaljustification, but a 
moral justification for the supposed absolute power of the 
majority." But what is meant by the majority 1 Does any one 
suppose that the numerical majority, as such, either exercises 
absolute power, or ought to exercise it 1 All that Hobbes and 
Austin contend is that what the group wills it does, and that 
those members of the community who happen to be in line with 
the group-act may be called the effective majority. No one 
pret1=mds that any determinate person, or number of persons, ever 
did have, or could have the making of the group-will. 

If Mr. Spencer will re-cast his question, and a.~k, "What is 
the test of the goodness or badness of group-acts 1 " we can 
cordially join in the quest. B,mtham's answer was simple: "The 
greatest happiness of the greatest number ; " but it was not true, 
and it was not definite. The greatest numbel' of whom 1 Of 
living persons t or of the countless millions to come 1 If of 
the former, it is far from certain that a socialistic redistribution 
of wealth, accompanied by wholesale infanticide, woula not be 
the readiest path. If of the latter (assuming that the two 
interests niay be antugonistic), then we have to ask, " Why 
should the living sacrifice themselves for the sake of the unborn 1 '' 
Sympathy with the unborn 1 A frail motor ! Though Mr. 
Spencer evidently has faith in it. "If," says he, '' we adopt the 
meliorist view" (not the optimist), " that life is on the way to 
become such that it will yield more pleasure than eain, then 
those actions by which life is maintained are justified. Not a\ 
all; no act is morally justified which does not conduce to the 
ultimate welfare of the agent. This is what Mr. Sidgwick would 
call Egoistic Hedonism, but it is also common sense. Evidently 
Bentham's answer is unsatisfactory in theory and utterly un
workable in practice. To expect the legislator to meliSure the 
mi Iii on and one near effect.<i of a. proposed law with bis " hedono
mett-r," to i;ay nothing of the remote effects, is preposterous. 
What., then, is the tt-st of which we are in search 1 To any one 
who has once grasped the conception of the group as an 
organism-as a whole not to be expressed in terms of its 
~omponent parts, any more than a man can be expressed in 
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terms of the cells of which he is composed-the answer is clear 
enough: the welfare of the group. This is the warrant, this the 
justification. 

The group-welfare is not of course the origin of the laws, but 
it is the cause of their survival-of their present exiRtence. The 
strong mun who first deferred to the wish of a weak man was 
not actuated by solicitude for the well-being of his race: but it 
was the compatibility of acts of the kind with the well-being of 
hii; race which enabled tribes practising them to predominate; 
and by elbowing other tribes out of existence, to perpetuate the 
race of men actuated as a rule by like promptings with himi;elf. 
What those feelings were-why one or superior strength should 
form a habit of giving way in certain classes of cases to one 
who could not otherwise prevail against him, is a question the 
answer to which will bring us face to face with the origin of 
justice-justice as it is-justice in the sense of that which is 
common to all actions called just actions; not the justice of 
the transcendental moralist. In searching for the connotation of 
"just," we shall find ourselves compelled to examine the concrete 
relations commonly alleged to embody the principle. Every 
attempt to lay down the principle first and then to tit it on to 
the rights and duties which are 8.l! 11, fact recognized, bas hitherto 
ended in failure. A just action is one which do?als to each bis 
due; but this is merely a trauslation into other words. What 
is any one's due, whether pleasant or painful 1 We must avoid 
the circular fallacy of defining rights and dues in terms of justice. 
We sometimes hear of a right to be banged, but usually the 
term is used in a restricted sense to denote a pleasant relation. 
The word "dues" covers both classes. The first thing that 
strikes the inquirer is that "rights " covers two distinct classes 
of pleasant relations, both of which seem to involve the fore
going of the full fruit!! of superior power by one individual for 
the benefit of another individual, who but for his "rights" would 
be in a position of disadvantage. And the two classes of rights 
are distinguished according to that which intervenes between the 
stronger individual and the fruits of his superior strength. In 
the one class it is the perception of indirect advantage resulting 
from absteution, which operates as a moth·e on the individuail 
himself; in the other class it is the interference of the group as 
a whole in favour of the weaker party. The first class of rights 
may be called moral rights, and the second class legal rights. 
Let us examine them in turn. 

'fhose who have watched the behaviour of dogs will have 
observed that a strong dog will seldom attempt to deprive a 
weak dog of a bone he is carrying. 1'hough 1;tronger, he hesitates 
to attack the dog in possession. A fortiori, a little dog will not 
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dare to attack a big dog in po!lsession, though he will put on all 
his best military airs before yielding up his own bone. Now, in 
this instance there are two minds to dissect. There is the 
mental attitude of the little dog, and there is the mental attitude 
of the big dog. Action is the end of will, or, in other words, the 
resultant of motives. The strongest mot.ive actuating the little 
dog is the idea of enjoying the bone in the very near future ; 
this future is so near, and the associations engendered by the 
smell and feel of the bone so intensify this idea, that it borders 
on realization, and we have what is called an intense expectation. 
Hence, so far as the idea of gnawing a bone is capable of 
stimu!ating to action, we have it in its strongest form. And 
what is the mental attitude of the stronger dog 1 -First, he also 
pictures to himself the pleasure of gnawing the bone which he 
sees before him ; but the idea is far less intense than that of the 
po~sessor: he neither feels nor smells the bone, and the contem
plated time of enjoyment is more remote. Moreover, experience 
has taught him (or instinct, the experience of his forefathers) 
that the little dog will most probably make a fight of it, in which 
case, though victory will be with the strong, it will not be un
alloyed with pain and trouble. In short, his intensity of expec
tation will not he anything like so great and so urgent as that of 
the possessor. It is unnecessary to go further into the psychology 
of the position ; it is enough to show that a custom will tend 
to develop of re!'pect for possession. But it will be based upon 
fear, and among lower animals, inherited habit, rather than upon 
any sense of possessory right. 

Here is no recoguition of the expediency of proportioning 
satisfaction to effort, but a recognition of the inexpediency of 
attaining a cntain good at an expense in pain or risk which 
more than counterbalances the probable gain; the resulting 
habit is called a spirit of compromise. A boy with an apple iu 
his hand has a better chnnce of eating it than a man a hundred 
yards off. The latter must first give chase, he must then struggle 
for the apple, and may, even though successful, get a blow or 
kick ; and moreover, the apple may be eaten or thrown away 
before he can get it. On the whole, the game is not worth the 
candle. 'l'he boy's rigid, his well-justified expectation of enjoy~ 
ment, is recognized without any interference by third parties or 
the State. Again, here is a weary hunter sitting alongside a 
stag he has captured. One who is fresh, and perhaps stronger, 
comes up, impelled by hur:ger. Here arc the elements of a 
fierce conflict. Both expect pleasure, and both expect pain as 
the result of the fight. Now, both parties argue thus: A little 
with peace is better than the chance of much with the certainty 
of brnised limbs; why not share the prize in some proportion 1 
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The question, What proportion 1 is not settled by any reference 
to the efforts of the hunter, but by a rough calculation as to the 
least amount of blackmail which will be sufficient to induce the 
stronger man to keep the peace. Compromise is the germ of 
moral rights. 

And now as to legal rights. Remembering that the source of 
all legal couceptions must be i;ought for in the patriarchal stage 
of social development, we shall fin<l that the conception of legal 
rights has its origin in parental Jove. We need go no deeper. 
Further analysis would take us iuto the region of psychology. 
Parental love is a fact which nomologists must accept ai; a datum. 
A parent, perhaps without being able to assign a better reason 
for it than sympathy, will not permit an elder child always to 
take advant~ge of his 1mperior strength in his dealings with a 
younger. An arbitrary State interfercuce takes place. And here 
is the beginning of the elimination among men of brute-force. 
\\' by it is not just, parents Jo not trouble to inquire, but for some 
reason or other, based on sympathy with weakuess, the pos!;esrnr 
of superior muscular force is arbitrarily debarred from reaping 
the natural advantages of that superiority. Jt would take too 
long in this place to 8l1ow how, one Ly one, other forms of supe
rior force wne eliminated-were barred in the competition. 
Stealth was long tolerated when violence was deprecated. Later 
ou, when stealth ceased to be sanctioned, low cunning was 
admired, just as nowadays sharp practice is winked at by many 
who would recoil from fraud ; while even among those who are 
accounted high-minded among us, it is regarded as a laudable 
exercise of intellectual superiority to buy cheap from one who is 
ignorant of the true value of the article, and to sell dear to 
another who is also ignorant of it. WhP.re the line will even
tually be drawn it is impossible to say. The Romans allowed 
oue who had sold a thing far_ below its true value to come upon 
the purchaser for an account: we do not. Which is right? 

Such, then, is in brief an outline of the history of legal rights; 
,ve find, first, sympathy for the muscularly weaker; then with 
the mentally inferior; then with tho3e whom the event shows to 
have been temporarily overmatched owing to unavoidable igno
rance or unfavourable situation; and lastly, in the case of what 
is called "undue influence," sympathy with those exposed to 
unusual temptations. And concomitantly with the~ we find 
antipathy for those who take unfair (whatever that may mean) 
advantage of their superior strength, cunning, knowledge, or 
situation. -
. Take as an illustration the greatest problem which mo<lern 
civilization presents to us. Two men club their resources together 
.to convert that which is valuable into something more valuable. 
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Let us assume that they contribute equal value. Would it not 
seem right or just that the new increment of value should belong 
to them in equal shares? And yet so unfavourably are the 
manual workers among us situated, that they are not in a posi
tion to make those apparently fair terms; and the consequence 
is that the employer of labour pockets the whole of the incre
ment of value, leaving to the labourers only what they had to 
start with-viz., their own bodies, plus the cost of their mainte
nance during the process, and a small allowance for wear and 
tear. It is as if (the situation of the partners being reversed) 
the workers kept the whole of the profits, and handed over to 
thE" capitalist the engine he had contributed, plus the cost of the 
fuel with which he had supplied it, and a small sum to cover the 
wear and tear, sufficient to form a sinking fund wherewith to 
provide a new engine when the old one was worn out. · Such is 
the modern system of wagedom. The wage-receiver gets just 
enough to keep himself alive for the use of his employers, plus 
that which is barely sufficient to rear np children to take his 
place when he is worn out. 'l'his is the result of free contract. 
'frue, but how are the parties situated ? Is it not the free con
tract of the drowning man who voluntarily agrees to give up all 
his fortune to one who will drag him out on no other terms? 
le it just? 

But to return to the evolution of legal rights. When the 
"gens" takes the place of the family as the political unit (a 
change which effects I\ remarkable complication in judicial pro
cedure) the bead of the house is no longer swayed by quite such 
immediate sympathy with the weaker members. In the mean
time bis decisions have come to be based on principles more or 
less general. Again, as these compound groups are re-com
pounded, and the gens gives place to the tribe, personal sympa
thies are still further weakened, and judicial decisions are based 
on still wider generalizations, all of them, be it remembered, the 
outcome of experience, and not severally deduced from any high 
moral principle of abstract goodness. When at last we reach 
the stage in which we see nations, each containing many sepa
rate tribes all welded together into an organic State, with its 
corpus juris ch.rilis, the ruler can have but little if any personal 
knowledge of the citizens, and he, or those to whom the judicial 
function is delegated, must be guided in bis or their decisions by 
rules of high generality which are popularly beli~ved to be based 
on what is termed justice; though what that is, not even the 
shrewdest of ancient jurists has been able to furnish us with the 
faintest notion. What is connoted we do not know; but we are 
now in a position to define "just " as denoting those group 
interference& between individual citizens which aim at more or 
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Ies.s equalizing the conditions of the competition, in certain un
defined respects, by eliminating the exercise of certain facu !tie~, 
which in a state of anarchy (or nature as some wrongly call it) 
would give a decided advantage to one of the competing parties. 
More than this can hardly be said, nnd even this is saying too 
much ; for the exercise of the said faculties is not altogether 
prohibited, but only in certain classes of actions. For even now 
a strong man is permitted to take advantage of a weak man by 
reason of his superior muscular force-e.g., a porter will snatch a 
situation at a railway station from one of weaker build. So 11, 

powerful navvy at piecework will earn a higher wage than one 
who is weaker, and what is more, will force the weaker man hy 
competition in the labour market to accept a lower wage than he 
could otherwise have commanded. And so with all the other 
kinds of superiority. It is in only certain classes of actions that 
their exercise is prohibited. And he who would precisely define 
those classes must have recourse to induction, or be prepared to 
give up the problem as insoluble. 

It now remains for us to decide whether by the term "rights" 
we mean moral rightR or legal rights. The definition is optioual. 
Usage justifies either. .But having chosen, let us beware of 
employing the word in one sense in the major premis.~, and in 
the other sense in the minor premiss, or the conclusion. Austin 
chose to define rights as legal rights : he was quite justified in 
doing this; and having done it, he never swerved to the right 
hand nor to the left. :Mr. Spencer chooses to put the other inter
pretation on the term ns used by Austin, and thus makes him 
appear to say that which is ridiculous. Austin know perfectly 
well that usage precedes law, but he also knew that rights could 
not precede government in the sense in which he employed the 
terms ; which is obvious. 

It is clear from arguments based on economy of force that the 
State would tend in many classes of ca.<1es to sanction pre-existing 
moral rights ; but the "justification" or "warrant " for this 
course would be not the moral rights themselves, but the gain to 
the group. Hundreds of instances will readily occur to the mind 
wherein the State has, so to speak, ridden roughshod over moral 
rights, and wisely so too. Lazarus at the gate of the rich man 
had a moral right (in the opinion of the narrator's countrymen) 
to some part of the other's wealth; but the State did not 
sanction that claim, and it is currently admitted that it would be 
inexpedient for any State to sanction such a claim. Here we 
have a moral right which does not tend to grow into a legal right. 
It is unnecessary to ascertain the basis of the moral right ; it is 
enough to show that if law is to be Lased, as Mr. Spencer thinks, 
on "natural rights,'' by which he seems to mean some kind of 
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moral rights, then we shall have group morality (law) which 1s 
not based on group-welfare ; which is absurd. 

Let us turn to the evolution of law. What is a law in the 
nomological sense 1 It is the statement of an invariable sequence 
of which the antecedent is the act of an individual citizen or 
individual citizens, and the consequent is the act of the group or 
State. No amount of enacting or legislating makes a law; it is 
the carrying out of the enactment, or an invariable tendency to 
carry it out, in the absence of disturbing causes, such as ignorance, 
false evidence, escape of wrongdoer, &c., which justifies the state
meut and verifies the law. Of course there are many so-called 
State laws (statutes, &c.) which are not as a fact carried out in 
practice. Some are obsolete, others unworkable, and o.thers 
uncongenial to the conscience of the age. All such are but 
distorted reflections or mendacious miiastatements of the true law 
(Naturrecht), which as a fact obtains. Such so-called State laws, 
statuteR, decrees, edicts, &c., must continue to be called laws out 
of deference to popular usage; but the true laws in the scientific 
sense-statical laws-are the statements of invariable sequences, 
by whomsoever promulged. It is the provincti of the legiRlator 
to discover these laws; and more-to divine, by a study of history 
and his own time, the changes which are in course of being 
worked out; to discover by some process not only the law as it 
is, but the law as it tends to become. 'l'he laws of the change 
and development of 6tatical laws may in Comtist phraseology be 
termed dynamical nomological laws. And the first question for the 
nomologist to deci<le is as to the method to be adopted in the 
search. Transcen<lental jurists, it is needless to observe, adopt 
the method which, oddly enough, Mr. Spencer has followed and 
defen<led. The laws as thi,y ought to be, must, they say, be 
deduced, like the propositions of Euclid, from one or a few 
fundamental principles, of which the chief is "tiatjustitia." 

The empirical school of jurists, on the other hand, contend that 
there are no known truths of the highest generality, and that 
each law must be tested on its merits hy its fitness to conduce to 
the well·being of the people-, or some of them. And they proceed 
to find this out in each case by observation, experiment, or cal
culation-an heroic task, which does more credit to their patience 
than to their appreciation of the vastness of the subject. All 
seem alike to overlook the suitability of the method adopted in 
the other inductive sciences-that of making inductions from the 
minor social rules which have stood the test of time ; of casting 
the conclusion into the form of a more general rule; of extracting, 
.when possible, that which is common to this rule, and other 
general rules arrived at by a similar process, and so of arriving 
.at a rule of higher generality. As in other departments of 
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science, the inquirer is then in poSRession of many laws of various 
degrees of generality, which he must verify by applying them to 
new or unconsidered or hypothetical cases. This process of 
exhaustive subsumption will either strengthen the probability of 
his original conclusion, or show up the weak point in it ; in 
which latter case he will be in a position to qualify it in accordance 
with his widened experience. The third part of the process 
which is conveniently carried on concurrently with the others, is 
that of making deductions from the general laws reached by 
induction. As in other branches of inquiry, some of the greatest 
and most valuable truths will be brought to light by this 
process; but it need hardly be ,aid that the value of a deduction 
depends not only on the correctuess of the logic, but on the truth 
of the premiss. Hence it is that mm,t of the deductions hitherto 
contributed to ethics and jurisprudence being deductions not 
from generalizationat based op the actual sequences observed in 
the actions of men and oi groups of men, but on meaningless 
dogmas as to Duty, Justice, Virtue, Right, and the like, have little 
or no value whatsoever. 

The historical source of law has already been indicated; and 
it is evident that State laws are not, and never have been,, 
deductions from the highest moral truths, or supposed truths. 
They took their rise from the geueralizations which were of 
necessity made when questions became too numerous and too 
complicated to be decided, each, from beginning to end, on its 
merits. Precedents were cited; the 1·atio dec·idendi • was 
extracted, correctly or erroneously, and the result was a State 
law. · • 

In making these generalizations, either consciously or uncon
sciously, the law-makers or judges of old naturally made 
imperfect inductions,just as our lawyers do now. They seized 
upon some accidental feature common to a number of cases which 
seemed similar, instead of upon the essential feature. '!'his acci
dental feature they took as the basis of the new generalization or 
State law. To take a modern instance of this fallacy. Of 
thousands of partnership cases tried in this country, community 
of profit and loss seems to be a common feature. Hence lawyers 
of high repute (see Lindley on "Partnership") have seized upon 
this trait as the distinctive mark of partnership; thus confounding 
the accidental with the essential, and entailing great injustice 
and hardship. The essential element in partnership is not 
community of profit and loss, but reciprocal guaranty. It may 
be said that nearly all bad State laws which are not the result 
of erroneous beliefs are due to false generalizations. Nearly all 
the confusions, the complications, and the injustice of the 
Englii,h laws relating to liens, to mortgagei;, to debts of priority, 
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to consideration, to bankruptcy, &c. &c., are_due to blundering 
generalizations. Lien, for example, has never yet been correctly 
defined in any legal authority, simple and beautiful as the 
connotation is. Consequently, many true lif'ds are unrecognize<l 
hy law, whilst others are sanctioned which have no proper 
existence, to the great injury of the actual owner. Like remarks 
apply to such elementary legal conceptions as debt and security. 
In many caseii the false generalization is too wide; it covers 
cases which bear only a superficial resemblance; but in others 
it frequently fails to cover cases to which the correct ratio 
decidendi applies. 

Some State laws are repealed, or cease to be operative; others 
persist through centuries of social development. What is the 
reason for the survival of some laws and the extinction of others 1 
Tribes whose laws conduce to the well-being of the race neces
sarily outlive and thrust out of existence those tribes whose laws, 
however apparently reasonable or just, do not conduce to the 
group-welfare. This becomes more obvious when we reflect that 
in some times and places laws are operative and conducive to 
group-welfare, which iu other countries or in other ages would 
clearly lead to disintegration. No one pretends that monogamy 
for example, would be a desirable institution in a poultry-yard. 
Few would condemn polygamy among uomad tribes in a thinly
populated area. Is there a hint as to its immorality or inexpedi
ency in the Old Testament 1 Again, infanticide was legally 
practised by Greeks and Romans, and to-day it is recognized in 
China. Even stealing is said to havo been lawful in Sparta; and 
duelling is allowed and encouraged in several European countries 
to-day. We have only to refer to Montesquieu for numerous 
instances of laws and customs in vogue among peoples separated 
from us by space and time, which, if introduced into nioeteenth
century England, would probably ruin the country. We shall 
easily satisfy ourselves that the fitness of a law is not to Le 
tested by any reference to a supposed standard of justice or 
virtue, but by its effect on the eventual welfare of the race 
adopting it. If it is not conducive to the group-welfare, one of 
two things will happen : either the law will be dropped, or the 
group will perish. 'fhus the just and the unjust laws (regarded 
from any arbitrary standpoint) will Rurvive together where they 
are conducive to the welfare of the group; they will perish 
together where they are 11ot conducive. And so it befalls that 
many good laws are not just, if judged by the common-sense 
of a so-called just man. (For that justice has a connotation, 
though undiscovered, there can Le little doubt; and that, in the 
absence of a true definition, there is no better clue to the con
notation of the term than the instinctive feeling of the multitude 
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in applying it to the concrete, is also tenable.) Indeed, since 
the widest-ranging laws are but generalizations from laws of less 
generality, and since every step of the process opens the door to 
fallacies which may become ingrained in th~ law, it follows that 
in a highly civilized and complex society hardly any of the laws, 
whether written or unwritten, can be regarded a., just. The 
most that can be shown in their favour is that any alternative 
laws which might be proposed would probably result in even 
greater injustice-in a larger number of cases of hardship than 
the existing laws; which in many cases is not saying much. 
But such is the force of habit that we seem to see justice in a 
law of undoubted expediency in which there is not a tittle, in 
any sense of the term which has ever been suggested. This 
habit blinds us to the immense differentiation which has taken 
place in morals and laws. He who would deduce laws a.~ they 
ought to be (i.e., as they tend to be) from morals, must ba 
capable of calculating the present position of the geological 
strata from a knowledge of the antec'edent physical conditions 
of the globe. . 

From a very early stage we find the moral and the legal rights 
in collision. For instance, how came it that when the Wflaker 
child tried to take possession of a thing which the elder and 
stronger was using, the parent refrained from equalizing the 
conditions 1 Brute force was allowed to predominate. Here 
the sympathy with intensity of expectation-possession over
po,vered the sympathy with physical weakness. And so at the 
present day proprietory right prevails over sympathy with tha 
hardships and disadvantageous position of the poor. It is in 
accordance with the group-welfare. It is only when man enters 
upon the scene that sympathy wit.h intense disappointment after 
intense expectation, and antipathy for the cause of the dis
appointment, are manifested. From the moment when the 
family as a whole, through the patriarch, interferes on behalf of 
the holder or possessor of a thing and against the would-be 
despoiler, from that moment we have the recognition of 
possessory right. 

Let us follow up the development of this recognized right: 
We have seen how it would come about that one who had 
gathered a cocoa-nut would be left in undisputed enjoyment, or 
that otherwise the State would interfere to ensure that result. 
Now suppose he had captured a stag, and could not eat the. 
whole of it at one weal Four courses would lie open to him : 
he could Cl\rry about with him a., much of the carcase as he 
could lift, and relinquish the rest; or he could sit down along
side of it until he was again hungry ; or he might hand over to 
a friend as much as he could not eat; or lastly, he could inform 
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all and sundry that the carcase was his own, that he • claimed it, 
that he could, if he chose, remain with it, and so get his claim 
respected, and that to compel him to do so was a restriction 
on his liberty. Probably this fourth course would be the last to 
be adopted, but it would necessarily come into use, for the 
simple reason that it would be a saving of the common time
an economy of group-force. And not until the recognition of 
this right over a thing not in • actual possession came to be 
assured, could the right of property in its fullest sense be 
said to have reached maturity. From the third course, which 
would be based on the possessory right of intensity of ex
pectation, would of course spring the right of gift, transfer, or 
alienation. 

The right to things within the grip or within the power of 
immediate resumption has widened into a right to things not 
within the grip; this presently and necessarily extends to pre
scriptive ownership. The claim to ownership, once put forward 
without dispute, lasts iridefinitc:ly. Then the rig-ht of gift 
develops irresistibly into a right to transfer, from donor to 
donee, a thing out of reach by word of mouth. And since it 
takes time to obtain possession of a thing at a distance, it clearly 
come!I to pass that a future gift. is regarded as valid. Meanwhile 
mutual gifts or exchanges have become frequent; and gifts in 
exchange for future services have <leveloped into conditional 
future gifts, or rather conditional promises to give. It is clear 
that from this would arise in the most natural manner the 
recognition of gift contingent ou the death of the douor-or, in 
other words, of testamentary bequest; which is the key-stoue of 
the present system of civilization-property in perpetuity. 
Temporary rights over things held by others would tend to come 
into existence without blurring or weakening the proprietory or 
permanent right of tho true owner; and thus the State would 
<:ome to sanction the rights of hirers nn<l lenders. It is quite 
needless in this place to trace the gradual g-rowth from the 
original germ-possessory right-of the innumerable forms of 
rights over things now sanctioned by the modern State. 

Thus from absolute liberty, common to man and the lower 
animals, tempered by sympathies and antipathies in harmony 
with group-welfare, spring first possession by tacit understanding, 
then rigl1t of possession sanctioned by patriarchal power, which 
is the incipient State; this extends to recognized possession of 
things not within the grip or immediate resumption. (No hard
and-fast line can be drawn between these stages of possessory 
right.) Then come prescriptive ownership, together with uses 
to alien property, sub-uses of several degrees; condominium, 
which tends to split up into property in the narrow sense, and 
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lien (not even yet fully differentiated); and finally, property in 
ideas and other more complex proprietory rights. , 

To sum up. If "rights" is a term with two meanings, 
"justice," which is used to connote that unknown principle 
common to all rights, must also have t1Vo. meanings. Justice 
may be that which iB common to all moral rights, or that which 
is common to all legal rightlf; and if it is the one, it cannot be 
the other. It is not a case of the greater including the less ; 
the two principles are disparate. Most moderns employ the 
term in its ethical sense. Hobbes, as we have seen, employed 
the term in its nomological sense, just as Austin employed the 
term rights; and (so far as Mr. Spencer's criticism is concerned) 
with the same result-viz., that of laying himself open to mis
representation by one who doeB not take the trouble to ascertain 
beforehand in what sense the term is used. Common usage 
hardly justifies Hobbes' use of the word, which, at all events 
nowadays, is used to express a moral abstraction ; and it will be 
well to confine it to this purpose. To contend that the true 
Jaws (those actually carried out as no invariable rule) cannot be 
unjust, wou.ld be p1radoxical to modern ears. That they 
cannot be illegal is a safer proposition, and a truism withal. 

We have seen that th~re was a time when justice was non
existtnt; and by what process of evolution it was eventually 
brought about that certain classes of actions came to be regarded 
as just and others as unjust. Nothing no,v remains to be done 
but by a survey of just actions (as generally admitted at any 
time and place) to extract the essential common peculiarity, and 
the result is the connotation of justice. The definition will 
never be reached by laboured arguments on the model of a 
geometrical theorem, as may be seen from an examination of 
)fr. Sidgwick's &.hie analysis of the conception in his " Methods 
of Ethics"-a work of great ueg-ative value, but absolutely 
barren of positive results. With ethics, as a so-called practical 
science-as a science of that which ought to be in contradistinc
tion from that which is-we have nothin,q to do; neither, 
similarly, with jurisprudence as vulgarly defined. It is in nll 
probability the visionary and unpractical conclusions teached by 
jurists which have rendered that branch of inquiry so unpopular 
with lawyers-that is to say, with those who may be supposed 
to be more than other people practicall.f acquainted with the 
problems contemplated. lt is not jurisprudence as hitherto 
treated which is the necessary preliminary to the fruitful study 
of politics, but rather what may be termed nomology, or the 
inductive science of law. Before proceeding farther, it may be 
as well to restate what has so far been stated only by implication 
as to the nature and method of this science. 
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Nomology, then, is the scientific study of certain of the rela
tions subsisting between the organized group and the units or 
individuals of which it is composed; or, in other words, of 
those sequences of which the consequent is a willed act of the 
group following upon an antecedent act or situation of one or 
some of its units. This defiuitioo of the subject is no doubt 
technical, and at first sight not very intelligible; but it is accurate, 
and strictly in harmony with the definitions of other branches ot 
science. For the scientific study of things (which term rightly 
includes relaLioos) means an inquiry into their origin, growth, 
development past and future, and decay; and it is well, before 
making use of colloquial or slipshod language, to be sure that 
it truly represents a clear and precise idea. At the same time, 
a translation of the technical into hom~ly English is also desir
able in order to avoid pedantry of diction throughout, and to 
dispense with circumlocution. Vulgar parlance, in fine, often 
serves as a short formula, and combines brevity with apparent 
simplicity-an appearance due, however, rather to nse tbau to 
logical exactness. lo plain language, then, nomology tr.eats of 
those acts of the State which are voluntary and which are 
caused by the contemplation of situations or doings of individual 
members of it. And indeed we may without much danger cut 
out the term "situations," for by far the greater proportion of 
State acts a.re performed in response to the acts of individuals ; 
while those due to the contemplation of their unchanged situa
tion are at all times few, and in the case of developed societies 
almost entirely absent. Thus in this country at the present 
day the S~ate punishes no man on account of his position-as, 
for instance, because he is deformed, or dark-complexioned, or 
unfit for military service, or even leprous or otherwise loath
some. Nor .does the State reward or compensate men other
wise than for a change in their position, except in case of 
extreme poverty, and even the poor laws may be said to be 
rather a safety-va}ye against rebellion than a tribute to pity. 
He that as it may, it is certain that the enormous majority of 
State acts follow upon a change : that change is brought about 
either by so-called natural causes (accident), or by the act of a 
member or members of the State. Thus, on the one hand, your 
house may be Rtruck by lightning, or you may be kicked by a 
horse ; or, on the other hand, your watch may be taken by a 
thief, or your ribs broken by a garotter. In the first of these 
cases the deplorable change in your situation will not induce the 
active sympathy of the State; but in the latter cases, where the 
change is due to the act of another person, then the State is 
moved to action. So that we may eliminate, as the causes of 
State action, not only unchanging situations, but also changes 
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caused by accident or nature (in which terms are included all 
causes other than the acts of fellow-members of the State). 
Again, those acts of members of a State which are virtuous 
and worthy of approbation do not in a highly developed society 
entail any regular recognition by the State, such as a reward. 
Where rewards for virtue or for public service are made, it is 
not according to law or regular rule, but according to the feeling 
of the moment. So that. we may also eliminate such acts of the 
citizen as do not so arouse the anger or antipathy of the State 
as to entail State action. And tbis leaves us with no cause worth 
much consideration but the hateful acts of members of the com
munity. 

These group-acts being voluntary and following on the con
templation of the acts of members, it is clear that such contem
plation must arouse feelings of pleasure and pain sufficient to 
serve as motives. When produced by regarding the sufferings 
or pleasures of others, these feelings are called sympathy or 
antipathy according &.':I they are like or unlike the feelings 
regarded. Thus we may sympathize with one who is either in 
pain or in pleasure; so similarly we may antipathize (so to 
speak) with one in either situation. It is absolutely essential 
to conceive of the group or State as acting in accordance with 
motives of sympathy and antipathy; snch acts taking the form 
of charity, compensation, or reward, in the one case; and of 
spoliation, compulsory restitution, or punishment, in the other. 
It will be ohjected that this arrangement leave!! no room for the 
whole important class of legal rights. And this is in fact so. 
But it will be remembered that we are at present considering 
the antecedents or causes of State acts, and not the effects of 
such acts (which may of course be regarded as included in such 
acts), and it will become apparent that a legal right, as such, 
cannot rouse the State to action. How should it? A legal 
right has by implication been defined as a liberty or power which 
owes its existence to the recognition and guarauty of the State. 
So long as that right exists, the power is or may be exercise<l ; 
and as soon as that power ceases to be exercised or exercisable 
that right is ipso facto dead. There no longer is any such 
power, whether guaranteed by the State or not. Therefore a 
legal right cannot serve ns a cause of State action. 

But the change in the situation may arouse the sympathy of 
the State; and if that change has been caused by the act of a 
citizen, then such act may arouse the antipathy of the State. Or 
both sentiments may be aroused simultaneously. Thus the 
wrong may be an antecedent of State action; and the change in 
the situation of the injured party may likewise so serve. And, 
as bas already been hiuted, it is only, or almost only, when tbe 
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misfortune is regarded aa connected with the reprehensible coo
~:luct of another, that the State, as a fact, does take action and 
that probably as much for the sake of hurting the wrong-doer 
as of benefiting the sufferer. 

It is impossible in this brief sketch to enter upon the keenly 
debated question of the nature of the difference between crime 
and injury, involving, as it does, the definition of crime. It may 
therefore be pardonable to express dogmatically the view that 
crimes are those acts of individual citizens which arouse the 
antipathy of the State for the wrong-doer, sufficiently to bring 
about a State act of the nature of punishment; while a civil 
injury is an act which, without necessarily arousing any State 
antipathy for the agent, arouses State sympathy with another 
citizen who is hurt by it. The resulting group-act has for its 
end, not the punishment of the doer, but the rehabilitation of 
the sufferer; though for reasons connected with group competi
tion, the restitution or compensation or reparation resulting from 
the State act does, as a rule, also operate as a punishment on 
the doer of the injury. For example, if one who carelessly 
breaks a shop-window is made to pay for a new one, it is not 
because his act is regarded by the State with positive antipathy, 
but because sympathy with the owner of the window is sufficient 
to entail State action on his hehalf. At the same time, it is 
clearly a painful thing (virtually a punishment) for the injurer 
to be compelled to pay. 

A fundamental division in the study of the law is that which 
is based on this difference between crime and injury. And one 
of the first dynamical laws which the study of nomology will 
bring to light, is that which relates to the gradual absorption of 
the law of crimes into the law of civil injuries. 

Seeing that both classes of laws tend to restrain rather than 
to impel, it is clear that the law as a whole may be regarded as 
restraint on liberty. In order to understand liberty, we must 
first understand law. Liberty is the complement of law. . When 
we know the angle, we know its complement. 

And now let us reconsider the whole question from the oppo
i,ite point of view. What is liberty 1 We are told that in a. 
state of nature we are all free; there is too much liberty. Take 
tlie case of the wolf and the lamb. Here we have a "state of 
nature "-a state of absolute liberty. The wolf is at liberty to 
devour the lamb; and similarly, the lamb is at liberty to devour 
the wolf-if it can. The poor Indian, bound to a tree to be shot 
at by bis neighbours, is living in a state ofperf~ct liberty-equal 
liberty; for he was free to tie his neighbours to the tree, and 
take shots at them. A state of full liberty, then, is one in which 
the strong are free to rob the weak, and the weak are free to rob 
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the strong. Clearly this is not an enviable state of things for 
the weak. The strong may call it liberty, but the weak call it 
anarchy. The two are identical. Then why all this outcry for 
liberty, and never a word for anarchy 1 We all know that in 
order to escape from the evils of liberty, men banded themselves 
together in groups, not consciously or suddenly, but by a slow 
process of evolution which can be explained ; and virtually agreed 
to suppress by united action certain forms of force. In short, 
the actions of individuals were brought more or less under the 
control of the group-Society, the State. Once created and 
set in motion, this club or State tended from various causes to 
encroach more and more on the freedom of the individuals com
posing it, until the restraints, the exactions, and the meddlings of 
the governing body at last brought about a reaction in favour of 
a partial return to anarchy-liberty. Certain matters and 
things were removed from the domain of State control ; and 
men were no worse, but all tho better, for the change. The 
State, for various reasons connected with the structure of the 
ruling body, brought itself into disrepute; and each deliverance 
from its arbitrary interference was hailed as a clear gaiu to the 
liberties of the people. In some cases the change was for the 
better. In others it was again found necessary to revert to the 
system of State control 'fhe reason why certain matters can 
safely be left to the free action of individuals, whereas others 
can not, may be shown in detail ; but no general statement has 
yet been framed by which we can see at a glance beforehand 
whether a particular matter should be controlled by the State, 
or may safely be left to the unfettered action of the units. 
Civil liberty, then, may be accurately defined as the greatest 
possible freedom of the individual from State interference, com
patible with the well-being of the social organism. 

But to set up this definition as a practical rule of action is 
vain. It is like telling one who asks for moral guidance to keep 
to the path of virtue. What he wants to know is, which is the 
path of virtue 1 Similarly, the practical statesman wants to 
know which are the matters wherein the State must here and 
now exercise some kind of control, in order to secure the stability 
of society; and which are the matters to be safely left to individual 
caprice. 

Is it not unphilosophical, without the strongest reason, to con
tend that what at one time led to the elevation of mankind
viz., the substitution of 9rganized social control for antagonistic 
and competith·e individual free efforts, at another time le!lds 
to its deterioration ?-that what was once a factor in social 
integration, is now a factor iu social disintegration 1 And yet 
this ia the position taken up by the worshippers of liberty pure 
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and simple, like Mr. Spencer and Mr. Auberon Herbert. 
Government is the cement which bin<ls the units together into 
a complex whole. Moreover, the study of history shows us 
unmistakably that the increasing tendency ha~ been and is in 
the direction of rendering the Government stronger and stronger 
in proportion to the individual forces opposed to it. Crime is 
followed by punishment more speedily and more certainly than 
it was of old. It is not the weakening, hut the strengthening of 
the State to which we must look for the amelioration of society 
-the subordination of the will of each to the welfare of aU. 
And this is cali<:•d Socialism. Yet we do not find that even the 
most pronounced Socialists aim at supplanting freedom ofthoughi 
by the religion of the majority, or of any ruling body ; nor do 
they aim at reviving any of the ancient laws by w hi~h the dress 
and food of the various classes of persons were prescribed by 
government. Just as the extremest individualist would shrink 
frc,m destroying government altogether, and repealing the whole 
of the crilllinal law, so would the extremest socialist 8hrink from 
subordinating the will of the units in all matters to State control. 
Hence we are r.gain driven to.the conclusion that "a line must 
be drawn somewhere." And the question still is, where? Mr. 
Anberon Herbert draws it at the elimination of brute force, or 
what he calls "direct compulsion." But on hill own showing he 
is driven to some strange shifts in order to show how certain 
actions, which he and all men agree should be forbidden and 
punished by the State, are but forms of brute force. If one 
pours noxious vapours into the air, he is "constraining the 
faculties of those who are obliged to breathe the poisoned air 
against their own consent." If one falsely libels his neighbour, 
he bas "taken his own actions from him, and substituted other 
actions for them;" and so on. It is fair to say that Mr. Herbert 
has misgivings as to the soundnt'ss of these explanations. What 
is "direct compulsion" as distinct from indirect 7 'l'wo monkeys 
in an apple-tree are apt to fall out-especially if the apples are 
fow. Two hungry hyrenas in presence of a fat carcase are apt to 
fight. Sheep on a barren hillside, on the other hand, eat away 
as hard as they can, and starve each other to death, indirectly, Dl,l 

it were. 'l'hey do not seem to have arrived at a perception of 
the elementary truth, that the simplest way to get the better of 
a. rival is to "remove" him. Perhaps the Carnivora find them
selves better armed for the fray; and LesideR, if successful, they 
are immediately rewarded with a ready-made repast. Sheep 
do not care for mutton. 13ut there is another reason for their 
peaceful behaviour. If the weaker or more cowardly or more 
peaceable of the two hyrenas, glaring at the dead turkey, could see 
a fow lean birds lying about all around, perhaps he would leave 
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ais bigger rival in undisputed possession of the turkey. But he 
does not, and be i~ very hungry. He must fight, or starve a little 
longer. Now, when a strong sheep finds a weaker one browsing 
luxuriously on a well-covered hillock, he quietly bustles him out 
of the way, and takes his place; while the weaker brother 
retires to some neighbouring spot where the herbage is i;hort 
and brown. Why the stronger do not pommel the weaker out 
of existence once for all, is a question of sheep sociology which is 
not the subject of the present inquiry. 

What should be pointed out is that savage man in the 
hunting stage did rise, and does rise, to the far-seeing stand
point of the tiger, and, consciously or unconsciously, discerns 
the expedience, as an economy of force, of fighting and 
killing his rivals at once, rather than putting himself to the 
trouble of continually outstripping them in the chase day after 
day and year after year. One of these modes is direct, the 
other is indirect. In what way is the one more justifiable than 
the other? At all events, they do fight and eliminate one 
auother to an extent unsurpassed even by the Carnivora; so that, 
as a fact, few if any of them die of starvation after the manner 
of their more peaceable descendants. But presently again, with
out any very clear consciousness of what they are aiming at, 
they begin to discover that although it is in the main a good 
thing to decimate their fellow-men, it is just as well to tolerate 
the competition of a few of them, with a view to co-operation 
against more distant rivals. '!'here can be little doubt that the 
germ of co-operation is to be found in the instincts of gregarious 
animals. Here the instinct of competition comes into conflict 
with the instinct of co-operation, and thus at this early stage a 
line has to be drawn in practice, ii not in theory, between the 
one province and the other. During the course of social develop
ment, when co-operation becomes conscious, organized, and com
pulsory, we have the State, Some classes of actions pass in and 
out of the domain of State control many times in the course of 
history ; and it is only after centuries of expt-riment that the 
consensus of society finally settles down (perhaps for no clearly 
assignable reason) in favour of leaving them permanently in one 
province or the other. Thus, what may be called the group 
opinion in this country seems now to be settliug down in favour 
of allowing the expression of religious and scientific beliefs to be 
left free from State interference. In the matter of the marriage 
relation, the group opinion seems fo1· the present pretty well 
settled in the oppoi;ite way. Now this group opinion is tole
rably clear and steady long before the advent of mnjorities to 
direct control of legislation, and it must therefore have a basis, 

raison d'i/1-e, though uot necessarily a co11scioui;ly recQgnized 
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one. And that basis is surely the well-being of the group as a 
whole. So that, although we may not be able to tell beforehand 
whether any particular class of actions should or should not be 
brought within the domain of State-control at any particular 
stage of social development, we can say that, whatever the group 
will may be on the subject, it is actuated, consciously or uncon
sciously by a striving after the welfare of that particular society 
as a whole. The group may be mistaken, just as an individual 
may err in honestly doing what he believes to be best for himself 
in the long run ; but it is surely better and safer to trust to the 
group instinct, and to have faith in the forward tendency of 
society, though its gait be a little zigzag, than to put it into 
a strait-jacket whenever its action does not seem to fit in with 
some preconceived theory of group morals. 

But though liberty thus turns out to be a word without any 
positive meaning, it is clear that certain forms of liberty are 
good and other forms a.re bnd. And the distinction between 
them at any stage of development is between the individual 
liberty which is compatible with the group welfare, and that 
which is not. Names are of little consequence; but the latter 
may be called licence, and the former civil liberty. It may 
fairly be doubted ·whether there has ever been a restraint put 
upon individuals by even the most despotic of Governments, 
which may not at one time or another have been a necessary and 
beneficent conomitant of social evolution. 1.'he power of life 
and death exercised by the old Roman paterfamilias over bis 
children and slaves was probably at one time an unmixed good. 
And the like power of the King of the Ashantees is or was 
probably conducive to the group welfare. 

Is there, then, no discoverable rule for our prahtical guidance? 
Is there no observable tendency, no law of social development, 
upon which we can build up a. practical working maxim of 
legislation 1 We believe there is; but it is not embodied in the 
formula" No Government." 

The first requisite for social integration was a strong central 
power which should eflectually suppress all forms of individual 
activity r.alculated to injure the group as a whole. Tribes 
which dev~loped this form of organization waxed strong ; while 
tribes which consisted of undisciplined and d·isorderly numbers 
were crushed out in the struggle for existence. 'l'hus the ten• 
dency to centraliz!'l was brought about necessarily, and to a 
certaia extent unconsciously, just as the gregarious habitt1 of 
sheep and deer have been developed without that clear prevision 
for group defence which the habits seem to imply. 

And just as in getting copper out of the earth we get with it 
many other things which are worse thou useless; so in obtnining 
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control of certain of t.he actions of its component members, the 
group got control of many other classes of actions which could 
not at the time be easily distinguished or disentangled. Having 
got our copper-ore and its surrounding rubbish to the surface, 
succeeding operations consist of disengaging the useless from the 
useful. Some of the substances, like sulphur, are very per
sistent, but in time the metal shines forth pure ,and bright. 
80 it is with political institutions. The whole history of civili. 
zation is one long series of operations for the disentangling of 
the metal from the dross. That which is good and necessary in 
the law-State prevention or elimination of certain classes of 
actions, such as murder and assault, stealing and breach of con
tract, nuisance and indecence, &c. &c.-becomes more and more 
marked, stronger and more popular. Good citizens do not chafe 
under it-it even· ceases to be regarded as a restraint upon 
liberty ; while that which is bad and unnecessary is from time 
to time expelled from the body of the law-or, as the saying is, 
the people wrest from their rulers one liberty after. another. To 
take a recent instance: it is only a generation ago that the 
English people wrested from the Government the liberty to buy 
what they wanted in the cheapest markets. To-day they are 
struggling to throw off the last remaining fetters in the matter 
of full religious liberty. 

'!'his, theu, is the observed fact, that as civilization advances, 
the State tends to throw off one claim after another to interfere 
with the free action of its members, while at the same time it 
becomes stronger, more regular, speedier, and more certain in 
performing the functions that remain to it. Where it interfores 
it interferes thoroughly. . 

At the present time the tendency is one of throwing off cer
t&in forms of State coptrol. Therefore when we see an agitation 
got up for the purpose of adding to the duties of the State, we 
may reasonably conclude, prima fctcie, that it is an agitation in 
the wrong direction. 'l'his is one practical rule. And when we 
see the State interfering in mutters having little in common with 
what is becoming more and more clearly marked out as its 
normal province, and much in common with what has long ago 
been relegated to the domain of private enterprise, we are again 
logically justified in presuming that such matters ought to be . 
removed from the domain of State control. Upon those who 
maintain a contrary opinion must rest the on'U8 probandi, the 
burden oi showing why these matters should• be under control, 
while those are left to individual freedom. This then is the 
ground upon which individualists can take their stand. If they 
aim at more they are in Janger of drifting into circular argu
ments about rights and liberty, and the like metaphysical and 
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casuistical shallows, where their aclversaries will have them ,,t 
advantage. 

But if this is the position to be taken up by those individual 
thinkers whose study of sociology has led them to perceive that 
the tendency is in the direction of the widest liberty compatible 
with social stability, while others have reached the opposite con
clusion-namely, that the State jij a great machine for doing 
things better than individual enterprise-what is to be the attitude 
of the bulk of non-thinkers towards these two parties? It is 
hardly to be expected that each labourer, before recording his 
vote for a parliamentary candidate, will make himself acquainted 
with the principles of sociology, nor is it likely that he will arrive 
Ly intuition at a more correct view of political questions than 
those who, even after some study, have embraced the doctrine of 
socialism. Even if he entrm1t his political conscience and his 
vote to a better-educated man than himself, is there aay reason 
to hope that be will choose an individualist as his mentor rather 
than a State socialist? Not the least. What, then, is the form, 
of government which both parties should concur in regarding as 
best calculated to lead in the end to that political system which 
they respectively regard as the best system? Probably every 
one believes in the one-mau form of government, provided he 
himself is the ooe man. If individualists could get hold of the 
tiller, assuming always that they are on the right tack and in 
advance of the age, no douLt they would realize the ideal of 
good govern01ent more quickly than by trusting to tbe resultant 
of conflicting forces in a democratic society. But putting that 
on one side as out of the question, can tbey refuse to lend their 
support to a system of civil equality-a system towards which 
we are gradually approximating? In the conflict of opposing 
efforts, that which is fittest will survi\"e. Tq deny this is to desp&ir 
of the, race. If we have not faith in the ultimate emergence 
of our struggling follow-countrymen from darkneS& into light, 
then we are trying to bring about by artificial means what will 
not come by nature. Those who lack faith ir, the destiny of the 
race, must do what they can to keep afloat, so long as may be, 
by a process of patching and tinkering, and of a judicious draw
ing upon the group capital fo1· the requirements of the present 
gt·neration. But those who have that faith must learn to look 
without dread on the temporary aberrations of the people. They 
must bear jn mind that throughout history it has marched 
steadily forward, not indeed without turnings and backslidings, 
but still, in the long run, forward on the path of civilization. 
Those who cling to this faith may look forward, not with fear and 
doubt, but with confidence, to the indefinite extension of the 
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franchise; for whatever may be the temptations held out by 
place-seekers and dishonest demagogues, there is ingrained in the 
very nature of Englishmen an iuherited love of fairness, and an 
instinctive belief in the wisdom of proportioning satisfaction to 
intelligent effort, which will not easily be eradicated. It is this 
belief which underlies respect for property, and not any subli
mated a prio,·i "warrant" whatsoever. 'l'hus every man who 
has faith in the race must ascertain by observation the tendencies 
in the structural development of the State, and instead of 11trug
gling against those teucltmcies-instead of stemming the advanc
ing tide with his mop-he must welcome such reforms as history 
points to, in the confident expectation that any temporary 
concomitant ills will be more than counterbalanced by future 
gains. If his own ideal conclusions on matters political, scien
tific, or resthetic are correct, they will be realized bv trusting to 
the unimpeded advance of the democracy. If they are wrong, 
he will rejoice to think that his effort.a will be cancelled by 
those of better men. Be he individualist or socialist, he will 
loyally accept the verdict of the people. 

It is for the statt!sman to decide whether any given society ii1 
or is not fit for the ideal condition (as he pictures it), whether 
it is or is not ripe for newer and freer institutions. lf he tries 
to force on an ill}mature society institutions borrowed from one 
in a more advanced stage of development, the result will be, not 
to hasten, but to retard the evolution of that society. Witness 
the disastrous effect of thrusting the English land system upon 
the Irish people at a time when they had not yet emerged from 
the stage of tribal ownership. A like attempt has recently been 
made to introJuce into India free institutions for which her 
people are not ready. The motive was generous, but the effect 
mischievous and cruel. Again, the Bengal settlement of a 
century ago was a premature attempt to supplant cumbrous 
and apparently unprogressive land laws by the advanced English 
system of individual ownership. The result is, that. after a 
hundred years of experiment the grievances of both zemiodars 
and ryots are such as to provoke even honest men to trille with 
England's honour and credit, and to violate the solemn pledges 
of the nation, in the vain hope of alleviating some of the 
attendant ills. No dose of pure theorizing will solve these and 
the like problems. It is for the 11tatesman to say whether it is 
better to revert to the old system, or whether the new has taken 
enough root-bold to render such reversion even more undesirable 
than the continuance of the effort to adapt the people to the 
ayaJtem, instead of adapting the system to the people. It is for 
the surgeon to decide whether it i! better to leave a dislocated 
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joint of some standing in the new socket ,vhich has been formed, 
or to re-set the joint in the old socket. It is a question for a 
surgeon ; and here again theory goes for nothing. Personal 
liberty is the final outcome of social evolution, and not the cause. 
The wider the area, the greater the number and diversity of 
conflicting interests, the nigber will be the advent of individualism. 
As each class and each individual fights for hie own hand, he 
will find that the lowest price at which he can obtain hie own 
greatest freedom is the granting of equal liberty to others, in 

· certain departments of activity which experience, and experience 
alone, can demarcate. 

Whether we regard the question from a positive or a. negative 
point of view-as the science of law or the science of liherty
we shall find that, in order to be of any value, our work mnst 
take the form of an inductive science; and it must deal wiUl 
the facts of social organization, and not with high-sounding 
sentiments, however sublimely conceived-with the Natiwrecht 
of the school of Savigny, not with the droit naturel of the 
school of Rousseau. Until this is conceded, we can have no 
stable foundation on which to base a sound and progressive 
individualism. 

Since liberty is the complement of law, it is impossihle to 
understand liberty without understanding law. If the actions 
of individuals were so controlled and subordinated to the group 
as to leave no liberty whatever, we should have a state of absolute 
socialism. This is actually the case with the individual cells or 
groups of cells which together constitute the human body. The 
cells have, so to speak," lost their identity." The welfare of the 
human being, or other highly-developed animal, is alone the end 
consciously aimed at and unconsciously approached, without 
reference to the separate interests of the cells of which he is 
made up. This is ab11olute socialism, and we must therefore 
beware of reasoning too much concerning social matters by 
analogy. If, on the other hand, the welfare of the group as a 
.whole is absolutely ignored, and there is no combined or 
organized action to interfere with the separate interests of the 
individuals composing it, then we have absolute anarchy. This 
is precisely the case with mllny races of wild animals, especially 
the Carnivora. The welfare of the race as a group or whole is 
ignored, and the units alone a.reconsidered. Thus we may takt, 
a tiger as representing in his person absolute socialism and 
absolute anarchy-socialism in his internal relations, anarchy 
in his external relations. If we take tigerkind as the whole, and 
tigers as the units of which it is made up, we see that there is an 
anarchic relation between the whole and the parts. If we take 
a tiger as the whole and the cells (which in the remote past were 
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individuals having separate feelings and interests) as the units 
of which it is made up, we see that there is a sociali!itic 
relation between the whole and the parts. . 

The whole history of civilization is the history of a struggle 
to establish a relation between society and its units-between 
the whole and its parts-which is neither absolute socialism nor 
absolute anarchy; but a state in which, by action and reaction 
of each upon each, such an adaptation shall take place, that the 
welfare of the whole and that of the units shall eventually be
come coincident and not antagonistic. Such is the problem of 
civiliz!Ltion-of the development of the hyper-organism: inte
gration without impairing tl1tt individuality of the component 
units. The final result to which we shall ever approximate, but 
never attain, will be perfect civil liberty, or the greatest liberty 
which is compatible with the utmost well-being of society as a 
whole; and perfect law, or such subordination of the individual 
will to that of society n.s may be compatible with the utmost 
well-being of the individual. 

The outcome of the88 reflections seems to be, that just as from 
parental sympathy springs State interference, which when 
developed casts off every shred of sympathy and antipathy, even 
to the extent of awarding to Shylock his pound of flesh; so 
from special interferences, through a long process of generaliza.-• 
tion and friction, springi; law, which in its final development is 
as incommensurable iu terms of justice as is an oak tree in terms 
of gravitation and molecular repulsion. Growing out of justice, 
ns the living, thinking animal grows (or grew) out of inorganic 

• matter, it cannot be resolved by man into its component elements. 
And the process is going on around us to-day. 

While then we may say that the law is a fairly coherent body 
of rules prohibiting the exercise of certain kinds of force (superior 
faculties) in certain classes of cases, it is not possible to say off
hand, or to discover on paper, what those kinds of force are, or 
what are the classes of cases in which their exercise is pro
hibited. This can only be done by a careful and exhaustive 
examination of the laws themselves, by subjecting them to a 
searching analysis, by a scientific instead of a popular and 
superficial classification of their matter, and, in short, by a process 
of rigid induc\ion. 

Thus are we brought to a position the very opposite of that 
taken up by those who would test every law by the stanuard of 
justice. We have reached the standpoint of Bentham, who 
cared nothing for vapourings about justice, but who would test 
every law by its effects on the welfare of society. (It is true he 
substituted the welfare of the greatest number for the welfare 
of the group; but this is immaterial here.) \Ve arc in the same 
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boat with those who, rejecting the appeal to abstract virtue as a 
t€st of the goodness or fitness of their actions, substitute the 
ultimate welfare of the individual. A practical test is as far from 
view as when we started. Hence the persistence with which the 
need should be insisted on for the thorough study of law in the 
concrete, and the discove1-y-not the manufacture-of the true 
statical law11 which are actually operative in Eocieties; of their 
tendency, and of the dynamical laws of their change and 
development. It is by the discovery of these laws that we shall 
find ourselves in possession of true and uReful practical guides 
through the labyrinth of legislation and politics. We shall 
arrive at rules which are neither so simple as that enjoining an 
equal deal at cards, nor so vague and inapplicable as that which 
requires us to follow the effects of an action, down through its 
million ramifications, to the utmost ends of time. 

1.'he art of politics is the application of the science of nomology 
to the concrete ; just as engineering is the application to human 
wants of the science of mechanics, and as navigation is one of 
the arts based on the science of astronomy. Until we have 
mastered the science we shall make but little progress with the 
corre~ponding art. Till Adam Smith laid the foundations of 
modern economics the fiscal policy of the Government was a game 
of perpetual seo-saw between rival crotcheteers. All was rule 
of thumb. So is it to-day with the great question of liberty and 
law. Yesterday we were all free traders and advocates of "let 
be"; to-day we are on the high road to socialism; to-morrow the 
Fates only know where we shall be. The only cure for this policy 
of drift is a patient and intelligent study of nomology, whereby 
middle principles of practical application will be brought to 
light, ~nd the absurd fallacies of social doctrinaires put to 
flight for e\'er. 
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ART. Vlll-THE GROWTH OF CoLO:SIAL ENOLA.ND : 

BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA. 

1. Our South African Empire. By WILLIAM GRESWELL, 
M.A., F.R.C.I. In two volumes. London: Chapman and 
Hall, Limited. 1885. 

2. History, Productions, an<l Resouret>-S of the Cape of Good 
Hope. Official Handbook. Edited by JOHN NOBLE, 
Clerk of the House of Assembly, Cape Town. Published 
for the Colonial and Indian Exhibition Committee by 
Saul Solomon & Co., Government Contractors. 1886. 

3. Her ~Majesty's Colonies. A Series of Original Papers issued 
under the authority of the Royal Commission of the 
Colonial and Indian Exhibition. London : William Clowes 
and Sons, Limited, 13 Cbaring Cross. 1886. 

4. The Statesman's Year-Book {01· 1886. Edited by J. ScoIT 
KELTIF.. Twenty-third annual publication. London : 
Macmillan and Co. 1886. 

5. Africa. By the late KEITH JOHNSTON, F.R.G.S. Third 
Edition, revised and corrected by E. G. RAVENSTEIN, 
F.R.O.S.; with Ethnological Appendix, hy A. H. KEANE, 
M.A.!. London: Edward Stanford, 55 Cha.ring Cross, 
S.W. 1881-. 

6. T!te Colonial Office List fo1· 1886. Compiled from Official 
Records, by the permission of the Secretary of State for the 
Colonies, by EDWARD FAIRFIELD, C.M.G., and JOHN 
ANDERSON, of the Colonial Office. London : Harrison and 
Soos, 59 Pall .Mall 1886. 

MR. GRESWELL'S two agreeably written volumes mlly 
fairly claim to hold the field as the best history of" Our 
South African Empire" yet presented to English readers. 

His attempt to give a conspectus of many of the principal events 
in South African history has beeu amply justified by the success 
he has won, alike in showing the depeodC'nce of momentous 
effects upon apparently trifling causes, and in tracing the in
tricate workings of many an involved policy and the doubtful 
driftings of a too often confused line of action. Sound in his 
views, which are comprehensive and exact, he is happy in his 
expression of them, and has achieved a remarkable success in 
keeping himself and his idiosyncrasies (if he has any) completely 
out of sight. While attributing the advent of the British in 
South Africa to their fear lest the French-in the course of the 
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death struggle that was going on in Europe-should seize the 
Cape peninsula, and thereby command the ocean route to India, 
he candidly admits that they brought with them the true 
colonizing instinct, such as they had already displayed in North 
America; and that South Africa, upon their assuming the direc
tion of affairs, began at once to move forward. Some years 
previous to the actual occupation of the Cape by the English 
authorities, Lord North had pointed out its importc.nce as con
stituting "the physical guarantee of our Indian pos.~essions," 
but affairs in other parts of the world binJered bis taking 
steps to secure Great Britain in the possession of so invaluable a 
security. - · , 

Nothing is more noticeable in reading a series of books treat
ing of the same historical subject than the disagreement they 
exhibit in the matter of dates and details. In the present in
stance one would expect to find the date of the arrival in Table 
Bay of Van Riebeck and his comrades-the first formal European 
settlers in South Africa-placed beyond doubt; but in fact it is 
variously given-as April 5 by Mr. Greswell, April 6 by Mr. 
Noble, and April 7 by the late Sir Bartle .Frere! Each of these 
three writers admits, however, that Van Riebeck landed in April 
1G52, and marked out the site of the fort he was instructed to 
build. 

A more difficult instance of reconciling dates is found in the 
~ase of the discovery of Natal by V asco da Gama. Sir Bartle 
Frere states that he" passed tht, Cape in November 1497, and 
subsequently reached India," but does not mention the discovery 
of Natal. Mr. Noble says da Gama" dou,bled the Cape of Good 
Hope on the20th of March 14-97, and, after touching at Natal and 
Mozambique, successfully reached Indin in the following month of 
May." " The Colonial Office List," Silver's" Handbot)k to South 
Africa,'' and Mr. Johnston's ''Africa" all state that da Gama, after 
passing the Cape discovered Natal on Christmas Day 1497. But 
Mr. Noble ought to have an authority equal to that of the three 
compilations named, and it would be interesting to know how he 
justifies his dates. The writer of the paper on Cape Colony in 
" Her Majesty's Colonies" should correct in the later editions 
of that valuable compilation, which are certain to be needed, the 
obvious slip of the pen which makes him say that V asco <la Gama 
touched at the Cape two (instead of ten) years later than Dias. 
But surely Mr. Oreswell might have made himself certain as to 
whether the Albany settlers sent out in 1820 numbered 6000 
(Preface xiv. and page 29) or 4000 (page 73). As a matter of 
fact, we believe the number was.five thousand, the number given 
by Mr. Noble. Leaving all further criticism upon " matters of 
detail;' such as the above, we gladly recognize the accurate and 
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careful manner in which the works heading this paper have 
evidently been prepared; and welcoming especially the eloquent 
preface written by Professor Seeley to "Her Majesty's Colonies," 
we pass on to the subject immediately concerning us-namely, 
the growth of British South Africa. 

The first event connected with temperate South Africa of 
which we have undoubted record is the doubling of the Cape of 
Good Hope in 1486 by Bartholomew Dias, the Portuguese navi
gator. Towards the close of the summer of that year the King 
of Portugal, John II., sent out two ships of fifty tons each, and 
a tendur laden with surplus supplies of food, to proceed along the 
coast of Africa southwards, with the hope of discovering a passage 
to India. According to Portuguese custom, the navigators were 
provided with stone pillars, shaped in the form of a cross, to be 
erected at such capes, bays, and headlands as they discovered ; 
and amongst other points selected for this purpose was the 
southern point of the Orange River mouth (now the north
western boundary of the Cape Colony), which was named Cape 
Voltas, from the many " tacks" ( voltas) needed to be made by 
the vessels on account of the adverse winds they encountered. 

Proceeding seawards, they p:issed beyond the southernmost 
extremity of the continent, and, after directing their course east
wards for some days in the hope of reaching land, they turned 
their vessels' heads northwards, and finally discovered the present 
Flesh Bay, near Oauritz River, which they named" Los Vaquiros," 
or the Bay of Cowherds," on account of the number of cattle 
they saw on lan<l tended by native herdsmen.'' Proceeding 
further along the coa.'!t, they arrived in Algoa Bay, and landed 
on a small island, where one of the stone crosses was set up, and 
the name "Santa Cruce " given to the place. Mr. Noble, clerk 
of the Cape House of Assembly, whose recently published 
"volume on the History, Productions, and Resources of the Cape 
of Good Hope has been undertaken and prepared at the request 
of the Committee appointed by the Government for the repre
sentation of the Colony at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition," 
now being held in London, tells us, in the very interesting chapter 
on the " Discovery and Early History of the Cape," that " there 
were two springs on the island, which lead some to call it 
' Fountain Rock,' and by both names the island is still known. 
The chief interest in the place is that it was the first land 
beyond the Cape which ,vas trodden by European feet." Owing 
to the exhausted condition of his crews, and their unwillingness to 
voyaging eastwards, Dias ,vas unable to proceed more than 
twenty-five leagues further; but be had the satisfaction of dis
C'Overing the estuary now known as the mouth of the Great Fish 
River. 
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We observe that Mr. Noble has adopted the correction offered 
hy Mr. Major,* and accepted by the late Sir Bartle Frere in bis 
paper read before the Royal Historical Society in May 1883, 
that it was on Dias's return voyage that he first sighted the 
mountain range of the Cape Peninsula, and that it was "in re
membrance of the rough seas they had passed through in doubling 
it, that Dias and his companions named the cape " Cabo de los 
Tormentos," or Cape of Storms. 

Returning home, Dias reached Portugal in December 1487, 
having been out sixteen months and seventeen day~,and announced 
his discovery to King John. That monarch, perceiving that the 
long-looked-for passage by sea to India was almost certainly 
promised by the recent voyage, promptly changed the name of 
the cape to that of " Cabo de Boa. Esperans:a '' -THE CAPE OF 
GooD HOPE, • 

Ten years later, Vasco da Gama was sent out from Portugal in 
command of a fleet with the object of reaching India. 'rhis 
object waa nchieve<l, for, after doubling the Cape of Good Hope 
in March 1497, and touching at Natal and Mozambique, India 
was reached in the following month of May. Beyond erecting 
stone crosses on some of the principal promontories, the Portu
guese do not appear to have made any systematic attempt at a 
permanent occupation of the southern continent of which they 
were the undoubted discoverers. English and Dutch navigators, 
however, soon followed their lead; and in 1579 the Rev. Thomas 
Stevens, a Roman Catholic priest, who was wrecked near Cape 
Agulhas, gives the first account in English of the Cape recorded 
by an eye-witness. It is not inviting. To him the country 
appeared in no enticing aspect, being " full of tigers and savages, 
who kill all strangers." 

The first English expedition, despatched to the East Indies 
in 1591, touched at the Cape; Captain James Lancaster, the 
Arctic explorer, being in com!'lan~, owing ~o the loss of Adm~ral 
Haymond, who went down m his flag-ship. 1'he fleet havmg 
sailed from Plymouth on the 10th of April, the crews were very 
sickly when they anchored in Table Bay on the 1st August, and 
the opportunity of obtaining a few cattle from the natives wrui 
little short of the means of saving the expedition from failure. 
Ten years later (in 1601), Lancaster, then in command of the first 
fleet of the English East India Company, comprising five ships, 
again visited the Cape. 

"His crews had so suffered from scurvy that only Lancaster's own 
ship could drop her anchors, and he had to go in his boat to aSl!ist his 

* L~tc Kerper or the Department of Ma11s and Charts in the Britisb 
~luscu111,a11J Vice-Pre~idcnt of the Hoyal Geogrnpl,ical Socict1. 
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consorts in anchoring. Seven weeki a~hore restored the survivors to 
health. Davis, another famous Arctic voyager, who had visited the 
Cape in the Dutch service in 1598, revisited it in 1607." * 

Shortly after ihe establishment of the East India. Company, 
a similar body was constituted by uniting the various trading 
companies recently formed at Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and other 
towns, under the title of the "Netherlands General East India 
Company." This powerful body was incorporated by charter 
from the States General, under the date 20th March 1602. 
There were appointed 11ix chamber11 at the principal towns, to 
whom was entrusted the election of "the seventeen" directors. 
Very considerable privileges were grnnted to the Comp~ny, which 
so prospered that for upwards of a century the dividends 
averaged above twenty per cent. During the sixteenth century 
the Cape wa.'! u'led as a place of cali by the Portuguese, English, 
and Dutch engaged in the trade with the East. It was not, 
however, until the year 1619 that any serious intention of 
occupying the district was declared. In thM year the Chamber 
of Seventeen were in communication with the directors of the 
English East In<lia Company as to the advisability of founding 
a fort at the Cape as a joint establishment. Nothing was decided 
upon; and what at first appeared to be a decisive step was taken 
by the irresponsible action of two English captains, who, on 
June 3, 1620, formally took possession of the Cape and the 
adjoining country in the name of King James I. This bold 
course of Captain Andrew Shillinge and Captain Humphrey 
Fitzherbert-worthy predecessors of the Imperial school of the 

fresent day-was not recognized Ly the King nor by the East 
ndia Company, whose captains apparently preferred the island 

of St. Heleua as their place of call on their voyages to and from 
the East Indies. A generation passed away, during which 
closer attention was given to the claims of the Cape, and po11itive 
and practical evideuce of its value wa~ afforded on the occasion 
of the wreck, in Tabl~ Bay, in 1648, of the Dutch lndiaman, the 
Haarlem. Five months elapsed before the shipwrecked crew 
were taken off by the outward-bound fleet from Holland. In 
that time a quantity of vegetable seeds, which had been saved 
among11t the ship's storeil, had been planted near the site of the 
present Cape 'l'own, and had grown luxuriantly. Moreover, the 
sick men rapidly recovered their health, and abundance of game 
was found in the neighbourhood. lt'inally, the natives were 
friendly, and freely supplied cattle; so that a very favourable 

• "Historical Sketch or South Africa." A Paper read before the Royal 
Historical Society, in May 1SS3, by the lr.te lligbt Hon. Sir Bartle Frere, 
Bart., G.C.8., G.C.S.I. 

l1iol. CXXVI. No. CCLI.]-N1w Ssan:s, Vol. LXX. No. I. L 
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opinion of the capacity of the district wns formed by the crew 
of the Haarlem, and two of them, whose names are deserving 
of record on the ground of their beiug directly instrumental in 
the European occupation of the Cape, Leendert Janssen and 
Nicholas Proot, drew up "a remonstrance," in which they urged 
upon the Netherlands East India Company the immediate 
formation of a garden and the building of a fort at Table Bay. 
In accordance wit.h the dilatory character of the Dutchman, two 
years were passed in discussing the project, which had received 
the approval of a surgeon, Jan Antony van Riebeck, himself a 
great voyager and having a practical knowledge of the Cape. 
And now the actual occupation of the Cape was resolved upon; 
an expedition of three vessels, the Drorne<laris, the Reiger, and 
the Goocle Hoope, being equipped and despatched under the 
command of Van Riebeck. On Sunday, 7th April 1652, after 
a-voyage of 104 days from the Texel, having escaped all dangers 
of the sea, and the more likely chance of being seized by Prince 
Rupert (then cruising between St. Helena and Table Bay on the 
watch for homeward-bound Indinmen), the three i;hips safely 
anchored off Freshwater River, and in the evening Van 
Riebeck landed and selected the site of the fort, and so begau 
the first European set.tlement in South Africa. 

Very considerable hardship and dii:;comfort were at first 
experienced by . the new-comers. They, however, found the 
natives were of a friendly disposition, and willing to batter 
cattle with them. As the object of the settlement was to 
furnish supplies to the outward and homeward bound ships, and 
as the principal supplies in the shape of sheep and cattle were 
only to be obtained from the Hottentot tribt:s, special care was 
observed in treating them well, and any one found abusing 
or ill-treating them was punished by flogging in the presence of 
the natives. 

In reply to a suggestion of Van Riebeck, that the original 
plan of settlement might be extended, and some free men 
allowed to become resident at the Cape as "boer11," or farmers, 
authority was given by the Company in Hi56 to nine soldiers 
and sailors, who then r€ceived their discharge and were granted 
the privileges of free men and burghers, "to enlarge the cultiva
tion of the lands for the promotion of agriculture and the growth 
of all kinds of garden produce." 

Jn addition to the diwliarged soldiers and sailors, some four 
or five families of the Company's servants were allowed to 
cultivate gardens for themselves free of rent for three years, and 
,to sell the produce to ships calling in the hay; at the same time 
the women aud children were removed from the list of those 
·receiving '' free rations," and a money payment was made to 
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the head of each family. On February 21, 1657, the first allot
ments of land were made to the "free burghers " in the locality 
now known as the delightful suburb of Rondehosch. When, 
however, the Kaapman Hottentots returned from their annual 
ex~ursion inland, and found the white men ploughing the 
ground where they were wont to dig out roots for their winter 
food, and where their cattle bad been accustomed to graze from 
time immemorial, they became alarmed, and showed their resent
ment by 1:1weeping off the colonists' cat.tie, and murdering one of 
the Dutchmen acting as herdsmen. Hence arose the first of the 
wars with the natives, which was carried on for some mouths, 
and finally ended in 1560 by the Hottentot& suing fo1· peace. 
The news of the war greatly disconcerted the authorities in 
Holland, whose hopes of a peaceful occupation of the Cape 
were thus rudely dispelled. They suggested that arrangements 
should be made for acquiring lands by purchase, and, according 
to Mr. Noble, 

a purchase was made in 1672 from two of the Hottentot chiefs, who 
claimed to be hereditary sovereigns of all the country from the Cape 
peninsula to Saldanha Bay, "lands, rivers, creeks, forests, and 
pastures inclusive;" but with the condition that where the colonists 
did not occupy the arable lands or pastures, the natives might erect 
their kraals and graze their cattle freely. The purchasa.money of 
this cession wns paid for in brandy, tobacco, beads, and merchandize 
of the value of little more that one hundred florins, or not quite ten 
pounds sterling.• 

While, on the one band, the Company so far treated the 
"free burghers" generously as to supply them well (on credit) 
with cattle, 'implements, and seed, and even imported slaves for 
their domestic use, &R no servants could be hired from the Hot
tentots; on the other band care was taken that the Company 
should be lords and masters of the settlement in every way. 
This object was effected by forbidding the inhabitants buying 
anything except from the Ccmpany's et.ore and at the Company's 
price, and by binding the " free burghers" to deliver all their 
produce to the Company on terms to be fixed at the discretion 
of its officers. All trade with natives and foreigners was 
stringently prohibited, and there were restrictions on the variety 
of crops to be raised, and on the intercourse they carried on with 
the crews of ships visiting the port. 

After nearly eleven years of service, Van Riebeck was able to 
show that the main object of bis appointment had been accom
plished Ly the conversion of the Cape Settlement from o. barren 

. • "Official Handbook," by Mr. John Noble, p. 10. 
L 2 
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waste into a desirable place for the refreshment of the fleets of 
Dutch East lndiamen (there being actually stored in the' 
granaries thirty-two tons of grain, the produce of one harvest, 
aud the Hottentots regularly supplying cattle), and in com
pliance with his earnest prayer he was promoted to the govern
ment of Malacca, afterwards becoming Secretary to the Batavian 
Coundl. His son, born in the first year aftei: the settlement at 
the Cape (1653) rose to the high position of Governor-General 
of the Dutch East Indies. 

In 16~0 the number of colonial burghers had largely increased, 
new men (Germans, Danes, Fleming11, and Dutch) taking their 
discharge year by yelir, and trying their fortune as colonial 
proprietors. Including the Company's servants and the burghers 
and their families, the European population amounted to about 
six hundred souls. Governor Van der Stell, finding from his 
excursions into the neighbouring country that there was 
abundance of excellent land only waiting to be tilled to produce 
most plenteously, wrote to the Council of Seventeen that, "as 
our colonists chiefly consist of strong, gallant, and industrious 
bachelors, who for the solace of their cares and for the managing 
of domestic concerns, would most gladly be married, and as such 
bonds would establish the colony on an immovable b~sis, we 
request that thirty or forty respectable young women be sent 
out, all of whom will be well disposed of in this place." The 
Directors were favourably impressed with the request; and a 
few years later (in 1687) the Chambers of Amsterdam and Delft 
informed Vao der Stell that, in addition to other freemen, some 
French and Piedmontese refugees were willing to emigrate to 
the Cape. 

Among them [ says the despatch J are persont1 who understand the 
culture of the vine, who will in time be able to benefit the Company 
and themselves. We consider that, as these people know how to 
manage with very little, they will without difficulty be able to 
accommodate themselves to their work at the Cape, also especially as 
they feel themselves safe under a mild Government, and freed frnm 
the persecution which they suffered. It will be your duty, as they 
are destitute of everything, on their arrival to furnish them with what 
they may require for their subsistence until they are settled and can 
earn their own frrelihood. 

Upon their arrival at the Cape, these Huguenot refugees, 
numbering about three hundred men, women, and children, were 
mostly located on the lands along the Berg River Valley, where 
they became within a few years a self-supporting community. 
'!'he Government that bad boasted of its mildness, ,vas not 
1mfficiently humane to allow the refugees to preserve their 
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language; and after discouraging, by order of the Company, 
the teaching of the French tongue by the Huguenots to their 
children, the use of French iu addressing the Government upon 
official matters was prohibited in 1709 ; and io 1724 the 
rt:ading of the lessons at the church service in the French 
language took place for the last time. Le Vaillant, the French 
naturalist, who visited the Cape in 1780, states that he found 
only one old man who understood .French. And Mr. Noble 
tells us that before the close of last century the language had 
quite ceased to be spoken. 

'l'he state of the country under the rule of the Dutch Com
pany during the eighteenth century is thus concisely sketched 
by Mr. Noble:-

There was a continuous but vain struggle on the part of the free 
burghers to obtain some relaxation of the capricious and oppressive 
enactments of the Government, which not only excluded them from 
participation in foreign trade, but hampered them in all their transac
tions. In 1719, representations were made to the direct.ors that, unless 
some alteration of the system was conceded, the inhabitants would no 
longer be able to find subsistence, and would be compelled to ask the 
Company to take them back again into their service. The concession 
they prayed for was the liberty of free trade along the coast, and to 
Sofala, Mozambique, and Madagascar. By means of such trade, it 
was urged, the poor inhabitants, who were only versed in agriculture, 
would tind a living in the various occupations connected with naviga
tion; the corn, wine, and other produce raised in the colony might, 
with greater convenience and profit, be sold; and if the coast traffic 
were to succeed, a good lot of merchaudize would be bought from 
the Company to traffic with, so that the latter would also be greatly 
benefited. To gain this object, they added that they would be pre
pared to pay a reasonable import and export duty.* 

Foreign trade, however, in any form except in their own 
hands, was not acceptable to the Company, and the burghers 
met with no favour. They were assured that the Company 
would receive all the produce th1:1y could deliver so long as there 
was sufficient coneumption, and that the surplus of such articles 
as the Company did not need might be sold by the owners to 
foreign ships in Table Bay upon the payment of a small duty 
in the shape of a. fee to the fiscal. This privilege the burghers 
availed themselves of upon the occa11ion of the English and French 
fleets victualling at the Cape; an increased consumption of 
their produce eua.bled the residents in and a.round Cape 'l'own 
to enlarge their houi;es and extend their farming operations ; 
but when, in consequence of European wars, foreign fleets no 
longer touched at Table Bay, the colonists again felt the want 

• "Official Handbook," p. 17. 
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of a market and were reduced to an impoverished state. Hence 
arose a disposition on the part of many of the " free burghers," 
or " hoers'' as those enga~ed in agriculture were called, to 
remove from the neighbourhood of the garrison at Cape Town. 
" Thf!y crossed the mountain ranges and passed into the inland 
plains, where they obtained a subsistence by imitating the native 
mode of life, killing game and depasturing cattle." Thus the 
early Cape "hoers" adopted the nomad habit of "trekking," 
which simply meant enlarging the range of their occupation of 
new land and a further advance into the interior. The advance 
may be traced from the various extensions of the boundary of 
the colony. Thus in 17 45 a magistracy and a church were 
established at Swellendam, the Gamtoos River being then 
declared the farthest limit of the settlement; and forty years 
later, in 1786, a magistracy was established at Graaff Reinet, 
" to prevent hostilities with the natives, and any foreign power 
settling at Algoa Bay;" and the Great Fish River was pro
claimed (exactly 300 years after its discovery by Dias) as the 
boundary of the Company's possessions. 

Ju their advance through the fertile plains of the interior, 
th~ settlers were constantly exposed on the north to the hostility 
of the "bushmen "-who were widely spread over the country 
from the Nieuwveldt and Camdeboo mountains to the Orange 
]{iver-and on the east they came in contact with the more 
warlike and formidahle Kafirs. For the purpose of mutual 
defence the "hoers" of a district assembled in a band called a 
"commando," ·which comprised all the adult males, and was 
placed under the control of a "field commandant" in each 
district, and a "field-cornet" in each subdivision of a district. 
How desperately the "comma.odoes" dealt with the bush
men may be estimated from the statement of Mr. Noble, that 
"the official records of Graaf-Reioet show that between 1786 
and 1794 upwards of two hundred persons were murdered (1) 
by the bushmen, and that the number of the latter killed by 
"commandoes" was not far short of two thousand five hundred I" 

'l'be long-continued prosperity of the Dutch East India Com
pany decline<l with the close of the eighteenth century; there 
were complaints of misgovernment from all its settlements and 
colonies; and in Cupe Colony the long-growing discontent 
developed into "revolution," and on the 6th of February 1795 
the inhabitants of Swellendam and Graaf:-Reioet assembled in 
arms and expelled their magistrates, declaring they would no 
longer obey the Dutch East India Company, but would be 
independent. Alas, for their sighing for independence! A 
power, stronger than the Dutch Company ever had been, was 
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even then -on the point of annexing their possessions: for the 
occupation of Holland by the French revolutionists had driven 
thtJ Prince of Orange as. a refugee to England ; and, with his 
concurrence, an English fleet. with troops, .under Admiral 
Elphinstone and Generals Clarke and Craig, forcibly took 
possession of the. colony. in the name of the King of Great 
.Britain on September .16, 1795. . 

An effort was made in the following year by the Dutch for 
the, recapture of the Cape, but the result raises a smile as we 
read that "the Dutch squadron which was fitted out for the 
purpose, numbering nine vessels of war, wit~ 342 guns and 2000 
troops, under command of Rear-Admiral Lucas, was captured 
by Admiral Elphinstone, witlwut any resistance, in the harbour 
of Saldanha Bay, in August 1796." 

By the peace of A1niens in lti03 the Cape was restored to 
the Dutch ; but on the war being renewed, General Sir David 
Baird, aft.er a hrief but honourable struggle, captured the colony, 
which, in consideration of a payment of two or three millions 
sterling to the King of the .Netherlands, was finally ceded in 
1815 in perpetuity to the British Crown. 

During the temporary occupation of the Cape by the English, 
from 1795 to 1803, great good was done to the colony itself. 
Its importance as a military possession and the "key to the 
East," involved the construction or defonsive works, and the 
maintenance of a considerable armed force at Cape Town. No 
less th9.n a million and a half of English money is estimated to 
have been spent in the colony, whose exports at that time were 
less than £15,000 a year, and whose European population was 
not above 25,000 in numlier .. 
. It was, however, by the wise government of Admiral Elphin

stone and of General Craig tha.t the material welfare of the 
people was most advanced. Every measure was adopted bes, 
calculated to promote the general prosperity. 'l'he monopolies 
and restrictions upon the internal trade of the colony were 
declared at an enJ; and every per~on might sell his produce to 
whom and in what manner he pleased. All inhabitants were at 
liberty to exercise any trade or proft'ssion they chose. The coast 
navigation. was entirely free to all, and there was no longer any 
restraint upon the possession of boats or vessels by which the 
eolonists might convey their produce to a market. 

As was only to b!:l expected, matters in the country districts 
were not immediately settl!:ld. 'fhe transfer of power was not at 
once understood as meaning a rigid obedience to the authorities 
at Cape '!'own, and for some years disturbances prevailed, 
though as a rule there was very little bloodshed. 

Ifrom the date of the surrender, in l 806, to General Sir David 
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Baird, a new era was entere~ upon by the colony. At that time 
the total population was 73,663 souls, of whom 26,720 were of 
European descent. The lands in occupation consisted of 96 places, 
located in the districts of Cape Town, Cape District, Stellen
bosch, Swellendam, Graaff-Reinet, Uitenbage, and Tulbagh. 

'fhe first event of importance after the colony became a 
British possession was the expulsion of certain Kafir tribes from 
the eastern districts, where they had become very troublesome 
neighbours, and their being driven across the Great }'ish River. 
'l'his was accomplished in 1811, but great difficulty was experienced 
in prevt:'nting their return; and in 1817, upon the district being 
visited by Lord Charles Somerset, who bad become governor in 
1~14, he advised the Home Govcrnmeut to send out some 
thousands of Briti,;h settlers to occupy the country, and to form 
an imp~ble barrier to the Kafirs. 

Although Lord Somerset clearly set forth the dangers the new 
settlers would experience from the neighbourhood of the hostile 
Katirs, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, when asking for a vote 
of £50,000 for the encoursgement of emigration to the Cape, 
made no reference to this disadvantage, and the glowing account 
of the country, as being unrivalled in the world for its climate, 
natural beauty, and fertility, so provoked the eagerness of indivi
duals to proceed to South Africa, that no fewer than 90,000 made 
application to be sent over, while only some 6000 could be 
accepted and provided for. The emigrants were required to be 
of good character, and no one was accepted who was not able to 
deposit with the Government at the rate of £10 for every family 
going out under his leadership. 

Free passages were provided by the Government, and a free 
grant of land at the rate of 100 acres for every family or 
adult person taken out was made to the lenders.• The first 
transport abips, the Nautilus, Ocean, and Chapma'TI, arrived in 
Algoa bay in April 1820, and were shortly followed by twenty-

• Extract from an official circular, issued from Downing Street, London, 
] SHI, addressed to "Colonists to the Cape of Good Hope":-" The 
Government have determined to confine the aµplication of the money recentl7 
voted by Address in the House of Commons to those persons who, postiessing 
the me1111s, will engage to carry out, at the least, ten able-bodied individuals. 
above 18 years of age, with or without families .... Every person eng~ing 
to take out the above-meutioued number of persons or families shall deposit at 
the rate of £10 (to be repaid as hereinafter mentioned) for every fami17 • 
eo t&ken out, provided that the famil_y does not consist of more than one 
man, onii womau, and two children under 14 yeara of age. All children above 
the number of two will be required to be paid for, in addition to the deposit. 
above-mentioned, £5 for every two children under 14 .,-ears, and £5 for 
every person behreen 14 and 18 years of •ge."-A1111uaJ Re.gi,ler for 1819, 
p. 3H. 
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three other vessels, bringing out the remainder of the emigrants. 
The. landing-place was then unnamed ; it was "a mere wave
washed beach ;" but the Acting-Governor, Sir Rufane Shaw 
Donkin, anticipating that British enterprise and energy would 
convert it into an important commercial port, named it after hie 
wife, Lady Elizabeth Donkin, and "Port Elizabeth" thus started 
into being, and became famous as tho landing-place of the first 
body of English Eettlers on the shores of South Africa. 

Some few detached parties of the settlers • were distributed 
in the western parts of the colony; the Scotch settlers, under 
the lead of Mr. Pringle, were located in the Somerset district; 
but the main body, numbering nearly 4000 souls, were allotted 
lands between the Fish River and Bushman's River-on tlie 
extreme eastern border of the colony, and in the neighbourhood 
of Graham's Town, then a mere military post on the frontier, 
named after Colonel Graham, who had commanded in the Kafir 
\Tar of 1811, but which soon sprang up into a place of import
ance as the chief town of the new district of Albany. 

Considerable and unlooked-for hardships at first attended the 
young settlement. Wheat was at once and extensively sown in 
all parts of the settlement, and the crops promised well _in their 
early stage. Just as the grain!I formed in the ear, the blight 
known as "rust" attacked thc,m, and the whole crop became 
worthless. The same misfortune happened in the two or three 
succeeding seMOns; but a worse calamity followed in the long
continued and heavy floods which damaged seriously houses,;, 
gardens, and stock. Relief was generously afforded to the 
almost despairing SE':ttlers, both from England and India, and 
the commissariat of the frontier army, by continuing to supply 
rations, kept off absolute want. Still, there were some inquiries 
as to the advisability of leaving the country and emigrating to 
Brazil. Fortunately, however, the innate British pluck prevailed, 
and the settlers bravely faced and overcame each fresh disaster 
with renewed courage and undiminished energy. 

The establishment, in 1821, of a fair at Fort Wilshire, on the 
banks of the Keiskamma river (some thirty miles beyond the 
boundary of the colony), encouraged barter with the native.a 
who brought elephants' tusks, corn, gum, mats, baskets, skins of 
wild animals, &c., and exchanged them for such stock as the 
English traders had, and which mostly consisted of beads, 
buttons, blankets, pots, brass and tinware. Thus commenced a 

• Among the "heads of partiea " were gentlemen c,f high acquirements and 
good family connections, retired military and naval officers, and other persons 
of the greatest reapectability; while the pirties themselves comprised all kinds 
ol handicrartamen and hu.,bandmen."-Official Ha11d6oo!t, p 53. 
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commerce which the settlers rapidly pushed, both with the 
natives and amongst the Dutch colonists; and many large and. 
successful mercantile establishments owe their present prosperity 
to the foundations based upon the trifling transactions which 
took place at the fort. 

The close of 1821 brought back Lord Charles Somerset, who 
showed great dissatisfaction with all that Sir .Rufanti Donkin 
had done in his absence : • 

A settlement, named Fredericksburg, on the river Beka, formed 
of the half-pay officers and discharged soldiers of the African corps, 
was ordered to be abandoned; the fair at Fort Wilshire was abolished, 
and traffic with the natives was forbidden ; n line of posts along the 
Fish River, which had previously effectually protected the settlers, 
was withdruwn ; the seat of magistracy was removed from Bathurst 
to Graham's Town, and the magistrate appointed by Sir Rufane 
Donkin superseded. These acts created a general distrust in the 
stability of the measures of the Government; and a number of the 
principal settlers made arrangements fur holding a meeting at 
Graham's Town to express their opinion, in true British manner, on 
the state of public affairs. Lord oomerset being informed of their 
intention, immediately issued a high-handed proclamation, notifying 
that public meetings for the discussion of public matters and political 
subjects were contrary to the ancient law11 and usages of the colony, 
and any one attempting any assemblage of 11uch nature without hia 
sanction, or that of the local mngistrnte in dh1tnnt districts, was guilty 
of a high misdemeanour, severely punishable.t 

·The settlers, thus bafiled, addressed a memorial to the Secre
tary of State in 1823, and prefaced their complaints by stating 
that they did not complain of the natural disadvantages of the 
country to which they had been sent, and that they had ever 
been actuated by one undivided feeling of respect and gratitude 
for the liberal assistance of the British Government, " a feeling 
which future reverses can never efface.'' Chief among the 
grievances set forth were the insecurity of the border and the 
depredations of the Kafirs, which, they asserted, were in a great 
measure due to the vncillatiug policy of the Colonial Government. 

Within a fow years the Albany settlers experienced the result 
of one of the periodical descents of the tribes of the interior, 
who, from a variety of cau&es, were constantly pouring down 
from central Africa, ar,d driving before them the tribes dwelling 
near the coast. 'fhe frontier Kafirs were thrown into a state 

• It is stated by Mr. Noble (p. 55) that Sir R. Donkin had reprimanded 
Captain Somerset for some infraction of milit11ry discipline, and tliat Lord 
Somnset, siding with his son, refused to meet Sir H.. lJonkin on his arrival 
at Government House. 

t " Ollicial Handbook," pp. 55, 56. 
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of panic by the irruption in their midst of hordes of "Fetcani," 
who proved to be a tribe of Zulus kno1vn as Amang1vane, them
selves flying from the wrath of the renowned Chaka. The 
Kafirs of the border (known as Tembus and Gcalekas) being 
threatened by the new comers, Governor Bourke resolved to 
assist them, and called upon some of the young Albany settlers 
to join the burgher "commando," and aid iu repelling the in
vaders, The marauders were defeated near the river Umtata * 
in 1828, and many of them after their defeat were admitted 
within the borders of the colony to serve as free labourers, 

About this time the Kafir chiefs, Gaika and his uncle 
T'Slambie, died, and the removal of their authority allowed 
younger chiefs to come to the front, with the result that they 
broke the peace by attacking another tribe, driving them within 
the bc,rders of the colony, and there slaying them. For this 
outrage, Macomo, a son of Gaika, and his people were expelled 
from the territory they had been allowed to occupy during good 
behaviour, and as they persisted in returning, the military patrol, 
charged with the duty of removing them, destroyed their kraals 
and seized some of their cattle ; a. skirmish ensued, Llood was 
shed, and the Kafir war of 1834 broke out. On the morning of 
December 23, 1834, ten thousand t Ka.firs crossed the border, 
slew fifty farmers within a week, burned hundreds of homesteads, 
and returned into Kafirland laden with spoil. The fears ex
pressed in the memorial of the Albany settlers in 1823 were 
sadly fulfilled, and the evil result may he laid at the door of 
those whose supineness had left the border without an efficient 
defence. 

Colonel Smith (better known as Sir Harry) mustered all the 
available forces of the colony, himself rode from Cape Town to 
Graham's 'fown, a distance of six hundred miles, and was at the 
frontier within six days of the news reachiug him. Several 
months' fighting followed before the Kafirs were subdued. Sir 
Benjamin Durban, as an indemnity for the past and a security 
for the future, proclaimed the British sovereignty to be extenJed 
over the territory of the tribes as for as the Kei River. The 
natives were to be left on their lands, and between them and the 
Albany district a number of the Fetcani refugees, named 
Fingoes, who had been kept as slaves by the Gcalekas, and had 
taken no part in the war, were placed in the district now known 
as Peddie. Lord Glenelg, probably the most incapable of a 
long line of incompetent colonial secretaries, rtlversed the pro-

• Now forming the boundary between Tembuland anrl Pondoland, 
t The " Colonial Office List,'' says 20,000; .Mr. Grcswell says " no fewer 

thau 30,000 of the Gaika tribe~." 
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clamation of Sir H. Durban, whose expostulations brought about 
the close of his services in the colony. " His retirement from 
office, however, called forth a universal expression of regret, as 
well as substantial tokens of affection and gratit.ude on the part 
of the colonists." • 

By this time a series of causes had so prejudicially affected 
the Dutch colonists of the western district!!, who considered the 
Government had broken their pledge to redeem the colonial 
paper currency, and who were especially aggrieved, first by the 
promulgation of the law, in 1826, for·amt-liorating the condition 
of their slaves, and then by their RCtual emancipation in 1833, 
that they had begun to "trek," or move away into the interior, 
in order to escape from the rule of those whose nationality 
differed from their own, and whose care for their interests and 
safety seemed to them so indifferent. During 1835 and the 
following years the exodus continued, until it was estimated that 
nearly ten thousand men, women, and children had crossed the 
Orange River into the wilderness beyond. Upon the subject of 
the great "trek " Mr. Greswell Tery sensibly remarklJ : 

Upon thia act of voluntary expatriation too much sentiment need 
not be expended, when it is considered that the uprooting of house 
and home doea not mean the same thing to men of a roving spirit, in 
love with a pnstoral life, 118 it does to those who have lived for gene-· 
rations, perhllps centuries, in valleys and among hills endeared by 
countless associations, and sanctified by the records and reminiscences 
of their forefathers. The nldt of South Africa is broad and alluring, 
the air ia free and pleasant, and even in the days of the Dutch East. 
India Company the voertrekkers were always roaming onwards, over
stepping boundRries and expatiating in a peculiar liberty of their own, 
changing their pitsture and their homes every summer and winter.• 

At first the emigrant Boers met with little serious opposition 
from the tribes through whom they passed; but continuing 
along tho uplands of tlie interior eastwards, they reached the 
wooded ridges of the Drakensburg. Here they sighted the 
rolling plains of the country, now the colony of Natal, and they 
hastened onwards to possess themselves of so promising a land. 
Over this district, however, and in fact from the Limpopo River, 
to the borders of Kaffraria, there ruled the fierce Zulu chief 
Dingaan, the brother and succe11BOr of Chaka. With the object 
of persuading this potentate to cede to them the tract of country 
between the 'fugela River on the north and the U mzimvubu 
River on the south, the Boer leader Retief and about seventy 
followers visited Dingaan. This chieftain was more than their 
match in his rude statecraft; they, hoping to possess themselves 

• "Our South African Empire," b1 William Gresv.·ell, rol. i. p 143. 
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of some of his most fertile lands, were deceived by the apparent 
friendliness of his reception of them, and having obtained his 
signature (?) to the treaty they had drawn up, were persuaded 
to attend a national war-dance to be given for their amusement. 
Upon a signal the Zulus rushed upon their unarmed guests, 
and assegaied them to the last man. The Boer " laager '' W&IJ 

surprised ; and the township W eenen stands on the spot where 
the most gross act of treachery ever recorded in Kafir history 
was ruthlessly consummated. 

The advent of a fresh leader in Pretorius, who stimulated bis 
community as Cromwell did his followers, served to encourage 
the Boera to revenge themselves on Dingaan; and in December 
1838, being attacked by the Zulus while they were protectP.d by 
their " laager" of interlocked waggons, they exacted a bloody 
punishment in the slaughter, it is said, of more than three 
thousand Zulus. Dingaan's kraal was captured, and many of 
the skeletons of the mas.-mcred Boers recovered, amongst which 
was that of Retief, with bis hunting bag still strapped to it, and 
in the bag was found the document ceding the country between 
the Tugela and the U mzimvubu. 

Panda, a brother of Dingaan, revolted against him, and accepted 
the alliance offered by the Boers, who crowned him as King of 
the Zulus on February 10, l8;j9, and were confirmed by him in 
their occupation of Natal. 

Upon the news of the Boer settlement in Natal reaching the 
Cape, the Governor, Sir George Napier, deeming it inexpedient 
that a rival colony should be set up on the flank of the Cape, 
declared that the emigrants were regarded as British subjects who 
had left the colony against the wish of the Government, and, 
having set up an independent Volksraad (at Pietermaritzburg) must 
be looked upon as rebels. Being confirmed in their position by the 
promises of tl1e captain and supercargo of a Dutch vessel ( which 
happened to be anchored off Port Durban), who assured them of 
the help and sympathy of the King of the Netherlands, the 
emigrant Boers addressed a memorial to Sir George Napier, 
praying "the honoured Government of her Majesty the Queen 
to recognise this settlement as a free and independent State under 
the name of the Republic of Natal and adjoining countries." 
Being pressed by the merchants interested in Cape Colony, and 
by the representatives of the Aborigines Protection Society, the 
British Government--tbough themselves averse to the extension 
of the Cape territories-ordered the English forces to take pos
session of the coast of Natal. The Boers attacked the English 
troops, and being successful, proclaimed Natalia an independent 
republic under the protection of the Kiog of Holland, who had 
just stated in a despatch, dated 4th November 18•t2, to the Foreign 
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Secretary, "that the disloyal communications of the emigrant 
farmers bad been repelled with indignation, and that the King 
of Holl_and bad taken every possible step to mark his disapproval 
of the uojustifiable use made of bis name." For a short time 
the British commander was hemmed in by the Boers, and reduced 
to great straits. The plucky conduct of a Mr. King, who rode 
many hundred miles through the heart of Kafirland, and 
carried the news to Graham's Town,• resulted in succour being 
speedily sent to the garrison, the consequent dispersal of the 
Boers and hauling down of their flag, and a formal submission 
being tendered by the Volksraad held in July 1842. 

As a result of the above-narrated events, Natal was declared 
(May 12, 1843) to be a British colony," for tbesake of the peace, 
protection, and salutary control of all men settled at or surround
ing this important position of South Africa.'' So little to their 
liking did some of the Boers find this "salutary control" that 
they "trekked "north again, and crossing the V aal River, founded 
a community, under the leadership of a voertrekker named Pot
gieter, in the neighbourhood of the present town of Potchefstroom. 
The British Government hereupon proclaimed that all offences 
committed by British subjects up to 25° south could be punished 
in a court of l~w, and the Boers replied by" trekking" beyond 
the boundary named, to Lydenburg (just beyond the line) and 
Zoutspansburg, still farther north. Here they were for some years 
uuinterfored with by the Government of Great Britain; but in 
1852 all doubt was set at rest by the conclusion of the Sand 
River Convention between the Englii,h and Boer plenipotentiaries, 
by which the Vaal River was fixed as the northern boundary of 
the Cape Colony, and the independence of the Boers dwelling 
north of the Vaal fully recognized. 

But to return to the affairs of the Cape itrself. After the exodu1o 
of the emigrant Boers little happened of interest until 184G, when 
a Kafir, who was being sent to Graham's '!'own on the charge of 
stealing an axe, was rescued by some of bis tribesmen, and a 
fresh Ka.fir war was originated. Again all the available forces 
of the colony were called upon to take the field ; the Ka.firs 
were routed out of their strongholds in the Amotola MountainR; 
and British sovereignty was proclaimed in 1847 by Sir Harry 
Smith to be extended as far as the River Kei. His proclama
tion was respected by the Home Government, who twelve years 
before had reversed that of Sir B. Durban when he annexed 

• Mr. Statham says that '' an English resident of Durban had, when the 
sirg-e began, swam acroso the moutb of the harbour, and, taking horse on the 
sou-1 hern side, ridden alone through hundreds of miles of the wildest country, 
ar,iving at Graham's Town in nine days-a performance still spoken of by 
col6uists as" Dick King's ride."-.Blu/u, JJocr,, and JJritisli, p. 108. _ 
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the very same district. Peace, however, was of very short 
duration, for at the close of 1850 the Ka.firs attacked a military 
forr.e in the Boomah Pass, and on the next day massacred a 
number of military settlers in the Chumie Valley, who were pre
paring to celebrate their Christmas festivities. 

For three years the war dragged on, pt·oving ruinous to all 
clas11es of the inhabitants, and hindering the development of the 
resources of the colony. Sir Harry Smith was recalled, and General 
Sir George Cathcart appointed, and by him, in 1853, hostilities 
were brought to a close. The Fingoes, who had shown them
selves loyal during the war, had a settlement assigned them on 
the lands of the turbulent Gaika tribe, the latter being removed 
to the east of the Thomas River. A new district, called Queen's 
Town, was erected out of the lands of the Ama.-Tembus, and 
wa.'> occupied by an armed burgher population. 

Just previous to the outbreak of the last-mentioned war the 
colonists had been seriously alarmed by the announcement that 
Earl Grey had ordered a batch of three hundred convicts to be 
removed from Bermuda to Cape To,vn. The greatest excitement 
wac, occasioned amongst all classes, an<l it was unanimoU3ly deter
mined to resist the attempt to make the Cape a penal settlement. 
'fhe arrival of the Neptune in Simon's Bay with the convicts on 
board roused the people to fever heat. A solemn league was 
entered into by the community, suspending all business trans
actions with the Government. For six: months the struggle was 
continued ; then the Government gave way; the ship sailed for 
Van Diemen's Land, and an Order in Council was issued in 
}'tbruary 1850, revoking the former one in which the Cape had 
been named as a penal settlement. 

Considerable agitation had for some time been on foot for 
securing representative government to the colonists; and in May 
1850 the Governor and Legislative Council were empowered by 
letters patent to enact ordiuances for the establishment of two 
elective chambers. It was not, however, until after the close of 
the war that the first Parliament was chosen; and on let July 
11:154 representative government came fully into operation by 
the formal opening of Parliament by Lieutenant-Governor 
Darling. 

The arrival of Sir George Grey as Governor gave the colony 
what it had so long and so sorely needed-an able administrator 
and a far-seeing statesman. With the prestige attaching to his 
name a8 the successful Governor of South Australia, and after
wards of New Zealand, Sir George Grey received a more attentive 
hearing from the Home Government than might otherwise have 
been accorded to him. He at once advocated extensive public 
works, the maintenance of educational and benevolent institutions, 
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and the subsidizing of certain native chiefs, whose followers were 
to be largely employed in the construction of roads-thus 
.accustoming the Kafirs to hitherto unknown habits of labour, 
anrl providing the means of better communication between the 
widely scattered settlements throughout the colony. The Imperial 
Parliament voted £40,000 for the furtherance of Sir G. Orey's 
policy, and the Cape Parliament about .£'50,000 for the equipment 
and maintenance of a police force to defenrl the dwellers on the 
frontier. 

In the year 1857 a most remarkable instance of the blind 
faith reposed by the Kafirs in their "sacred prophets" was 
witnessed in the conduct of the Gaika and Gcaleka tribes. A 
Kafir seer, U mhlagaza by name,• professed to have held 
~on verse with the spirits of the dead Kafirs; and be preached 
to thA Kafirs that if they would destroy all their cattle, burn 
all their corn, and refrain from cultivating the ground, they 
ahould be assisted by the departed chiefs and heroes in a great 
war which should sweep from the face of the earth the bated 
white men and the de&pised J<'ingoes. These predictions were 
believed by the Kafirs; and it is computed that nearly a 
quarter of a million cattle were slaughtered, and such vast 
quantities of grain destroyed, that over twenty thousand 
people perished, and ten times that number dispersed them
selves beyond the bounds of Kaffraria in their despairing 
search for food. Large tracts of the country thus depopulated 
were at once occupied by white settlers from the Cape Colony, 
who held their lands on a system of military tenure. The 
Anglo-German Legion, upon being disbanded at the close of 
the Crimean war, were also settled on the vacant lands at the 
expense of the Cape Colony; and the Governor was also 
instrumental iu the bringing out, and settling on the banks 
of the Buffalo River, of a body of agricultural laboureu from 
North Germany, numbering, with their wives and children, 
about 2000 souls. 

'fhe internal resources of the colony were so wisely looked 
after and developed by Sir G. Grey-who ,,btained the sanc
tion of Parlillment to a scheme for the purpose of assisting 
European immigration to the Cape, turned the first sod of the 
Cape Town and Wellington l:ne of railway on the 31st of March 
1859, vigorously pushed the construction of roads and bridges, 
and strenuously urged on the formation of a harbour of refuge 
in Table Bay-that within ten years of his landing at the Cape 
a most gratifying advance was evident in the prosperity of the 

• We are quite at a ioss to know why Mr. Greswell speaks or a "pro
phetess" (vol. i. p. l 32). 
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colony. The exports, valued in 1854 at £764,000, had increased 
in value to £2,594,000. The produce of wool had risen during 
the same period from eight and a half million pounds weight to 
thirty-six and a quarter million pounds. The imports had risen 
in value from £1,508,000 to £2,471,000. 

The limits of the colony continued to be enlarged ; British 
Kaffraria being incorporated in the year 1865, upon the advice 
of Sir P. E. Wodehouse, but against the general wish of the 
colonists both within the settlement and throughout the colony. 
In 1866 the Fingoes and Tembus, who were increasing very 
rapidly on the frontier settlements, were allotted lands in the 
district now known as the Transkei, and formed a living barrier 
between the colonists and the Ocalekas. 

Between the years 1867 and 1869 a marked decline in the 
finances of the colony led the Government to draw up a large 
scheme of taxation, which was reject~d by the House of 
Assemhly in favour of a plan for a considerable retrench
ment in the expenditure. The Parliament was dissolved, 
and upon an appeal to the electorate a new Parliament was 
returned strongly in favour of an amendment in the Constitu
tion which should allow of the administration of the Colony 
being pla0ed in the han<ls of a Cabinet posse~sing th~ confidence 
of t.he Legislature. Sir Henry Barkly was thereupon sent out 
as successor to Sir P. Wodehouse, and in 1872 introduced a 
me!lSure-wbich wa.~ carried in the House of Assembly by ten 
votes, and in the Legislative Council by a hare majority of one 
-which conferred upon the colony "responsible government." 
Coincident with the change in the form of government came the 
in8ux of capital and population, attracted by the successful 
working· of the diamond mines in West Griqualand. Both 
causes combin.:id with favourable seasons, and the consequent 
prosperity of those engaged in agricultural and pastoral pursuits, 
to benefit the colony materially, and for some years there was a 
succession of surpluses of revenue over expenditure. 

A Commission appointed to consider the question of frontier 
Jefence reported in 1876 that "the colony was living upon a. 
mine that might at any moment be sprung beneath its feet." 
The warning came none too soon; for scarcely had additional 
defensive preparations been undertaken than "the accident of a 
fight at a wedding-feast in the Traoskei set the tribes on the 
border in commotion." The Gcalekas swarmed into Fingoland, 
and the customary scenes of savage warfare were enacted. 
U n<ler the direction of Sir Bartle Frere energetic steps were 
taken, with the result of speedily driving the invaders beyond 
the borciers and over the Bashee River-the eastern boundary 
of Gcaleka land. But the Kafirs were not at once beaten, a11d 

(Vol. CXXVI. No. CCLI.)-NEW SEmES, Vol. LXX. No. l. M 
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shortly reappeared, and, croiSing the River Kei, induced Sandilli, 
the chief of the Gaikas, to join them with many of his tribe. 
After & few months' fighting, Sandilli and many of the lesser 
chiefs were killed, and the Kafirs were again dispersed. Kreli 
was outlawtd, and the Gaika country was declared forfeited, 
the Gaikas themselves being moved across the Kei and into the 
land from which the Gcalekas had been driven. 

The Cape Parliament having voted its thanks to all who had 
been engaged in suppressing the outbreak, and having sanctioned 
the increase of Cape Mounted Police, took the further step of 
empowering the Government to proclaim areas within which it 
would not be lawful for any person to carry arms or weapons 
without a licence. U uder the Peace Preservation Act the 
disarmament of the Fingoe11 and Ka.firs on the frontier and in 
the Transkei was effoctec.J, and it was announced that the same 
law would be enforced against the Basutos. This tribe
occupying a territory to the north-east of the Cape Colony, 
with an area of about 10,000 square miles, well-watered, enjoy
ing a delicious climate, and by some reputed to be "the finest 
grain-producing country in South Africa "-had made great 
progress since it had come under the protection of the Crown in 
18@, and in 1871 had been handed over to the care and 
administration of the Cape Government. The attempt at 
enforcing the disarmament in 1880, and the consequent 
resistance on the part of the majority of the tribe, are probably 
too well remembered to need recapitulation. Suffice it to say 
that in 1881, the Cape forces having shown themselves incapable 
so far of carrying the decree into effect, both parties welcomed 
the offer of Sir Hercules B.ol,iuson to arl>itrate. His award was 
that the .Ba.•mtos should surrender their guns and receive them 
back on the payment of a small licence fee; there was further 
to be a complete amnesty, and no confiscation of territory. 
After the lapse of a year, as there was no sign of the award being 
complied with, it was cancelled, as was also the decree for 
disarmament. In the meantime, the feeling was gro,ving very 
strong throughout the colony, that it would be well quit of its 
responsibility in connection with the country; and Mr. Merriman, 
then Commissioner of Crown Lands and Public Works, was 
deputed to visit England, and to lay the whole matter before 
the Imperial Government. The Basutos themselves expressing 
their desire of coming under the direct government of the Queen, 
it was decided to disannex Basutoland from the Cape Colony 
on two conditions-first, that the colony paid towards the cost 
of government the amount received as customs dues on goods 
imported into Basutoland ; and the other, t.hat the Basutos 
should show & loyal adherence to the new administration. Sub-
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-sequently, in 1883, an Act disannexing Ba1mtoland was passed, 
and provision was made for the Cape Government contributing 
a sum not exceeding £20,000 towards making good any deficiency 
arising in the administration of the territory by the Resident 
Commissioner, who is under the direction of her Majesty's High 
Commissioner in South Africa. 

In 1S8.t the first step towards annexation in South Africa on 
the part of the Germans was taken by a German man-of-war 
proclaiming a protectorate over the west coast from the Orange 
River up to 16° S., and shortly afterwards a German gunboat 
formally took possession of the coast (W alwich Bay and certain 
islands about which negotiation'J were proceeding with the Britif'h 
Government beingexcepted),in the name of the German Emperor. 
This proceeding, showing that other Powers were alive to the im
portance of the possession of the coast of South Africa, quickened 
the action of the Cape Government, and Walwich Bay was 
proclaimed British territory, and at the same time the port of 
St. John, at the mouth of the Umzimvubu River, on the east 
coast, was formally annexed. The long-pending incorporation 
of the whole of the Transkei territories was completed (the 
districts of Griqualand East, Idutywa, and Fingoland had been 
annexed in 1S77); and in 1885 the territories of 'l'embuland, 
Emigrant. Tembulaod, Gcalekaland, and Bomvanaland were 
-proclaimed integral portions of the Cape Colony. 'fhns the 
whole of the southern coast of South Africa, from the Orange 
River on the we:st to the Bay of St. Lucia on the east, has 
become "part and parcel" of the British Empire; for Pondo
land is virtually British territory, a British officer being resident 
with its chief, and the sole port of the district, at the mouth of 
the St. John's River, having been purchased and proclaimed. 

1'he boundaries of the Cape Colony, however, comprise inland 
districts of which no mention has as yet been made in this 
paper-namely, Griqualand East, which lies between Pondoland 
on the south-east, Natal on the north-east, Basutoland on the 
west, and Tembuland on the south-we;;t; and Griqualand \Vest, 
separated from Griqualand East by Basutoland, the Orange 
Free State, and a portion of the Cape Colony itself. 

At the time of the "great trek" the Griquas, or Baastards, a 
mixed race sprung from the intercourse of the Boers with their 
Hottentot servants, also migrated from Cape Colony, and formed 
a settlement under the two chiefs, Waterboer and Adam Kok, 
in the country north of the confluence of the Orange and Vaal 
rh•ers, known now as Griqualand West. A later migration of a 
section under Adam Kok, in 1852, to the district then known 
as No Man's Land, between Kaffraria and Natal, led to the 
settlement of East Griqualand. In consequence of the discovery 
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of diamonds in Waterboer's country in 1867, and the rush of 
:Europeans from all parts of the world, the Government annexed 
the region in 1871 to the Cape Colony as Griqualand West, 
a proceeding which almost ied to a war with the Orange Free
State, and which ultimately ended in a sum amounting t<> 
£90,000 being awarded to the Free State as compensation. 

The Orange Free State, which lies almost surrounded by 
British territory, was founded by the emigrant Boers who entered 
the district from Natal when that colony was proclaimed 
British territory. They very soon became embroiled with the
Capti authorities, nnd the usual result followed-that the district 
was declared to be annt>xed to the parent colony. In 18;'51~ 
however, by letters patent it was declared to be o. distinct and 
separate colony. Then came tho Ka.fir war of 1851-.'52, and the 
British resident at Bloemfontein became involved in a di11pute 
with the Basutos. As happened later in 1880, the Basutos 
provt}d too difficult to be dealt with as were the Gaikas and 
Gcalekas; and it was determined by the Home Government 
to "cut the painter" that attached them to the Orange River 
sovereignty. Much dissatisfaction was expressed by those who 
had investt}d capital in the colony, anJ by those who had settled 
therein, on the strength of its being British territory; but the 
end was achieved by the execution of the Orange River Con
vention, dated February 1854, declaring the country a free 
State; and of this dissevered district Sit· George Grey wrote 
to the Secretary of State in 1855: "The territory forms one of 
the finest pastoral countries I have ever seen. 1'here is no dis
trict of Australia which I have visited which throughout so great 
an extent of territory affords so uniformly good a pastoral r.ountry ." 

The statistics of the Cape Colony are not as complete as are 
those of the Canadian Dominion, or those of the Australasian 
Colonies; but in Mr. Noble's "Official Handbook" a computa
tion has been made of the area and population of the colony, 
including Griqualaud West, the Transkeian territories, and 
Griqualand East. The total area is giveu as 213,6:36 square 
miles, and the population as 1,252,000 persons, of whom 340,000 
are European or white, and the remainder coloured or native 
races. Chief and most numerous among the native races are the 
Kafirs, who may be roughly divided into coast Kafi1·s and 
Ku firs of t!te plateau. Among the former are the Ama-Zulus, 
Amatonga, .Matabele, &c., who have gradually advanced from 
the north-east ; among the latter are the more peaceful and 
agricultural Basutos, .Ha-rolongs, Ba-kwana, and other Bechuana 
tribes. 1'hen come the half-breeds (Griquai,); and fiually, the 
dwimlling Bushm1=m nn<l Hottentots. The following table shows 
tba recent growth of the colony :-
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Year. 

)854 
1864 
lllH 
1884 

I I 

Population. 

265,000 
LW,000 
720,000 

1,250,000 
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---

Import,. l Exporta. Revenue. Expenditure. I Public Debt. I 
1,64:000 I £ 

£ I £ 
£ 

764,000 300,000 
2,671,000 , 2,591,000 587,000 633,000 1,000, ()()()4t 

5,558,000 l '·'33,000 1,538,000 11,857,000 2.399,000 
5,260,000 7,031,000 3,318,000t 3,375,ooot 20,804,000 

It is interesting to observe in what manner the public debt 
bas been expended, and from a table published under the 
authority of the Controller and Auditor-General of the colony 
we learn that up to June 30, 1885, the disbursements were as 
follows: - Railways, £13,746,000; East London harbour, 
Buffalo River mouth, £502,000; Kowie harbour, Port Allred, 
£290,000; bridges, 416,000 ; buildings, £213; telegraphs, 
£l(i5,0U0; irrigation works, £33,000; immigration, £85,000; 
native rebellion, £4,794-,0U0; Griqualand West liabilities, 
t.310,0UU; loans for local works and irrigation, £219,000. 

'fhe railways, of which 1,600 miles are opeo, and telegraphs, 
with 8,663 miles of wire, are already reprodnctive works; and 
with the exception of the item for the native war (Basuto 
.rebellion), the whole expenditure may fairly be said to havo 
-been incurred for works that, either directly or indirectly, must 
J>rove of a reproductive or remunerative character. 

The colony itself, having no rh·ers available for internal 
Jla\·igation, absolutely demands a liberal expenditure upon the 
construction and maintenance of roads and bridges ; and it is to 
-be hoped that the Legislature may see its way clear to a con
siderable further outlay in this direction ; it being ft. certainty 
that increased means of communication will most readily develop 
the resources of the country. 

Irrigation especially appears to need an increased expendi
ture. Until 1~71.i no Government irrigation works bad been 
4:onstructed ; in that year a small reservoir was sanctioned at 
Brand VJey, anJ since its completion (at a cost of £8:35) it has 
been the meaus of saving the lives of thousands of animals, 

• (About.) The debt dates from 1859, when it was £101,250, lu 1S69 it 
was .t:l,17S,150, 

t These figures agree with those in the•• Official Handbook" (p. 31S). The 
"Statesman's Year Book." for 1SS6 (in agreement with the•· Statistical Abstract 
for the Colonial aud other Posses~ions of the United Kinitdom," lSS5), gives 
the figures as-Revenue, £7,5a:l,983; expenditure, £a,3i4,9S2; the former 
including loaua, the latter including expenditurt, under Act of .l'arliamtnt. 
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whose value must h:ive many times exceeded the cost of th& 
work. Other irrigation works have been shown to be equally 
beneficial, and heyouJ doubt j•1stify a very considerable ex
tension of the syi;tem. 

Every kind of pastoral and agricultural occupation can be 
followed in the colony. Sheep, goats, cattle, and horses fee<l 
c•ntirely on the natural plants and grasses. Wheat and otbeir 
corn crops yield excellent returns; and most of the products ot 
the temperate and semi-tropical zones may be successfully 
cultivated. 

Although the greater portion of the country is settled, and 
belongs to private individuals, there still remains a considerable 
extent of Crown lands, which are from time to time surveyed 
and offered for sale to the highest bidder at an annual rental. 
Owing to the e:-.cellent character of the land in Kaffraria, where 
small holdings have been so successfully worked by immigrants .. 
allotments are now being made to applicants; and so recently as. 
June 8 last, a body of emigrants, numbering 91 men, women, 
and children, were publicly bidden Godspeed by Princess Louise 
(after whom the district they ar~ to inhabit is to be named). 
Cardinal Manning, Lord Wolseley, and others, in the Conference
Room of the Colonial and Indian Exhibition. 

Wool of excellent quality can be grown, and has been grown,. 
throughout the colony. But in many part.<i injudicious and in
discriminate breeding, and careless fanning of stock, have resulted 
in a deterioration of the staple. In 1830 the Cape exported 
only 33,000 lbs. of wool; in 1850 the amount was nearly six 
million pounds, valued at £285,000; and in 1872 the maximum 
of 48,822,000 lbs., valued at £3,275,000, was exported. Since 
that year the quantity bas fluctuated, amounting last year only 
to 34½ million pounds, valued at £1,426,000. 

Although mohair only began to figure in the exports from the 
Cape in 18H2, it has since steadily advanced in quantity and im
proved in quality, and last year (1885) the export was 5,251,801 
lbs., valued at £20-f.,018. 

Ostrich farming dates from 186;,, when 17,522 lbs. weight of 
feathers, valued at £65,7:rn, was exported. The successful intro
duction of artificial hatching by means of the "Incubator," per
fected by Mr. A. Douglas, of Heatherton, Albany, gave an 
impetus to the industry; and in the following year (1870) the 
export of feathers rose to 28,786 lbs., valued at £91,229. In 
1882 the maximum export was reached, 253,954 lbs. weight being 
exported at a value of £1,093,000. Owing to drought and a 
virulent fever, a decrease has ta.ken place during the last two or 
three years. It is estimated that there are at least 150,000 
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qomesticated ostriches living in the colony, in connection with 
which eight millions of capital is employed.• 

The first vine-sticks were brought into the colony in 1653, 
from the borders of the Rhine. Six years later a vintage is 
recorded; and in 1681 the first brandy was made. For two 
hundred years viticulture has occupied the most prominent 
position amongst the various branches of agriculture at the 
Cape. The last returns of the vineyards of the colony, in 1880, 
showed tLere were about sixty million vines on twenty thousand 
acres of land. The number of vines is now believed to exceed 
seventy millions. Owing to climatic conditions most of the wine 
districts are within the Western Province. 'fhe productive power 
of the vineyards of the Cape greatly exceeds that of any othel· 
" wine-country" in the world. It is also contended that the 
quality of the juice of the Cape grapes is superior to that of the 
l.:urope11.u grapes, but the making of tbe wine is admitted to 
be, on the whole, of a primitive character; to this is Jue the fact 
of its comparatively limited consumption in Europe. Still, the 
wine industry is a source of revenue to a very large part of the 
population of the western district. 

'fhe Diamond Fields are situated in Griqualand West, and are 
said to have surpassed in richness and extent all other diamondi
ferous districts in the world. The first diamond, found by a Mr. 
O'Reilly in the possession of a Bushman boy in Hopetown district, 
was tried at Cape Town in 1867, and valued at £500. Upon 
being approved by Messrs. Hunt & Roskell in London, to 
whom it was sent for inspection, it was purchased by Sir Philip 
Wodehouse, nod by him exhibited in the Paris Exhibition of 
1867. Two years later the famous "Star of South Africa,'' 
weighing 83½ carats in the rough, was purchased from a native 
by a Boer, who gave £400 (or live stock to that value) for the 
gem, and immediatel.v succeeded in selling it at Cape 'l'own for 
£10,000. In June 1870 it was valued in Cape Town at £25,000: 
and "the rush " to the fields soon led to the most extravagant 
expectations being realized. In those days the journey from 
Cape Town took fiix weeks, and cost £50 ; now Kimlierley is the 
inland terminus or the railway system, and can be reached in about 
thirty hours from Cape Town. The total value or diamonds ex
ported from the colony up to 1884 is put at £:W,772,576; the 
exports in 1884 being valued at £2,800,000. 

Among the minor exports from thu Colony are copper ore, of 

• In ISS3 the Cape Parliament, becoming alarmed at several shipments or 
ostriches being made to South Australia, the Argentine Republic, and California, 
imposed an export tu or !100 ou every ostrich, and £5 ou every egg exported. 
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which 20,000 tons, valued at £395,000, were exported in 1885 ; 
and skins and hides, valued at £731,489 in 1884. 

The commercial intercourse of the colony is mainly with 
Great Britain-the imports of British produce comprising mainly 
apparel and haberdashery (£618,786 in· 1884), cotton manu
factures (£378,000), iron, wrougLt and unwrought (£306,000), 
and leather and saddlery (£288,872). 

Period from 1880 to 1885, I United Kingdom. Drltloh Foreign 
Poo.-ion,. Countrie1. 

' 
£ £ £, 

Imports from 34,336,000 6,696,000 3,444,000 
Exports to . . . 43,292,000 821,000 1,,38,000 

Total valae of tn\de 77,628,000 6,617,000 5,182,000 

The whole white population of the colony being no more 
than that of any one of half a dozen of the chief London 
boroughs, it is not surprising to find there are no large cities or 
towns in South Africa. Cape Town, the metropolis of the 
Cape Colony, is by far the most populous; and its position as 
the seat of government and as an important commercial 
entreput has secured for it a comparatively weallhy resident 
community. Its inhabitants number about 60,000, including 
the coloured races. Port Elizabeth, next to Cape Town, iR the 
most important seaport in the colony, but its population only 
numbers about 18,000, of whom, however, the greater portion 
are Europeans. Graham's Town, about 106 miles by rail from 
Port Elizabeth, ranks as the metropolis of the eastern and 
frontier districts, and has a population of 7,000 Europeans 
and 3,000 coloured natives. King William's 'l'own, from its 
position on the highway from East London to the interior, and 
from the eastern districts to the Transkei, is regarded as an 
important commercial centre. Graaf-Reinet, the oldest and 
largest of the towns in the midland districts, has a few thou
sand inhaLitants; but Kimberley, owing to its origin, is the 
one town that has really sprung up with a growth at all 
~pproaching that of Australasian and Canadian towns. In 
Kimberley half the population of 30,000 are white; and many 
substantial buildings have already been erected. The streets 
and roads, which extend over a distance of twenty miles, are 
well laid out aud kept in good order; and the town is lighted 
by thirty-two electric Brush lights of 2,000 candle-power each. 

The Constitution of the Colony vests the executive in the 
Governor (who is appointed by the Crown) and his Cabinet, 
who are chosen by him from among those possessing the con-
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fidence of the majority of the elected representatives. The 
legislative power rests with a Legislative Council of twenty-two 
members elected for seven yeara, and a House of Assembly of 
seventy-four members, elected for five yeal'!I, representing the 
country districts and towns of the colony. By a law passed in 
1882, speeches may be made both in English and in Dutch in 
the Cape Parliament. Both Houses are elected by the same 
voters, who in 1885 were registered to the number of 86,206. 

The defence of the colony is provided for by permanent and 
volunteer forces, consisting of the Cape Mounted Riflemen 
(including the Cape Field Artillery), numbering 70Cl officers 
and men; the Cape Infantry Regiment, numbering 520 ; and 
volunteer corps numbering 3,223. In addition, every able
Lodied man in the colony betw0c!n eighteen and fifty years 
of age is liable to be called upon for active service. 'fhe 
outlay of the Imperial Governmtmt (mainly for military and 
naval purposes) in connection with Cape Colony aud Natal was, 
in 18tS3-4, £30:3,595; and was estimated for 1884-5 at 
£:l93,635 ; the total number of troops comprising the British 
garrisons in 1885-6 is given at 3,387. 

A very brief reference to Natal will complete our sketch of 
the growth of British South Africa. Natal was erected into a 
separate colony in 1856, and since 1882 has been -administered 
by a Governor, aided by an Executive and a Legislative Council. 
'l.'he latter consists of thirty members, seven of whom are 
nominated by the Crown, and the others eiected by the counties 
and boroughs. With an area of 21,150 square miles, about 
three-fourths the size of Scotland, N a.tal has a population of 
about 430,000, of whom under 40,000 are Europeans. Since 
1879, however; the white population bas increased by 50 per 
cent., and the colony presents a very favourable field for the 
efforts of the State-directed Emigration Society. But the words 
of the late Sir Bartle Frere, spoken before the meeting of the 
Royal Colonial Institute on January 24, 18~2, should be 
remembered : 

That in Natal the colonists are, as a rule, men very superior in 
position and education to the average Englishman, for this very 
simple reason: there is hardly any labouring class in Natal of white 
men. Owing to the large numbers of natives and oi Indian coolies, 
almost all manual labour is done by others than European colonists. 
There is no field there for the uneducated Englishman, who has 
nothing but his own hands to trust to; unless he has some quality 
which will enable him to ascend into the position of an employer of 
labour, he had much better go to some other colony. 

The population of Durban is about 20,000 ; that of Pieter
maritzuurg about 15,000. The imports in 1884 amounted to 
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£1,675,000, and the exports to £957,000. About 80 per cent. 
of the imports are from Great Britain, and about 75 per cent. 
of the exports are to Great Britain. European capital and 
intelligence are greatly needed to develop the very extensive 
coal-fields in the northern part of the colony; and, to our mind, 
no greater boon to British South Africa could be conferred than 
a considerable emigration of intelligent and energetic men from 
Great Britain to Natal, who, while complying with the require
ments indicated by the late Sir Bartle Frere, and advancing 
alike the welfare oi the colony and of themselves, would be in 
the best position for furthering the growth of the Engfo,h 
power in South Africa by effectually checking that of the only 
opposing force with which we have to reckon. 

The climate of Natal is unsurpassed by that of any portion of 
British South Africa, and probably no country of its size can 
boast so wide a range of resources. Amongst her exports are 
sugar, coffee, cotton, tobacco and arrowroot, as well as wool, 
barley, oats, beans and pease, butter, bacon, fruit, potatoes, soap, 
tallow, spirits, hides and skins, and ostrich fer.thers and ivory 
from the interior. Until the destruction of the Zulu power, the 
colony was too isolated to attract immigration; now, however, 
it is to be hoped its population will gain considerable accessions 
from the mother country; nnd Rhould that fortunately happen, 
we do not doubt that-taken in conjunction with the growing 
favour with which the Cape Colony is now regarded as a field 
of emigration and as a health resort-the resources of British 
South Africa will speedily be developed, with the result of 
placing her in line with the others of England's mighty colonies 
hitherto denied her. 

'!'here i::i, however, a vast district to the north of, nnd almost 
equalling in size, the Cape Colony, and hither, probably, emi
grants will flock. Bechuanaland, at present administered by 
.Mr. Justice Shippard aided by two Engineer officers, and 
"policed " by Colonel Carrington and his corps of 500 mounted 
men, is as yet best known "at home" in connection with 
the famous expedition of Sir Charles Warren. It extends from 
lat. 2!J north of the Cape Colony to lat. 22, and from long. 20 
east to the border~ of the Transvaal Repuhlic, comprising about 
170,000 square miles, and is all under the protection of her 
Majesty; that portion to the south and east of the River Molopo 
having recently been declared a Crown colony under the name 
of British Bechuanaland. The country is an elevated plateau, 
avemging from 4,000 to 5,000 feet above the level of the sea, 
and though containing a variety of climates, of soils, and of 
inhabitants, there is scarcely any land that is not suitable for 
farming purposes, and everywhere it is well adapted for the 
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habitation of the Anglo-Saxon race. The railway at Kimberley 
reaches to within ninety miles of British Bechuanaland; and we 
have the authority of Mr. Edward Maund (who while serving 
with Sir C. Warren surveyed and sketched the country through 
which the trade route runs to its northern limit at Inyati) for 
stating that there are no physical or engineering difficulties to 
prevent a line being run quickly over the Bechuanaland plaine# 
where there would be only a few culverts to build. 

Objection has been taken to Bechuanaland as being composed 
largely of "a waterless desert." But the vast herds of cattle 
which fatten and do well on the grass prove that water must he 
stored not far beneath the surface. Mr. l\'Iaund speaks of 
innumerable fountains welling up through the ground, and men
tions one "recently <liscovered thirty miles west of Vryburg> 
between Motito and Takoon, wher9 at a depth of twenty feet 
below the surface there is a stream of running water, fifty-seven 
feet deep, which must run away as a subterranean river without 
doing any good to the surface soil, simply because it requires 
man, aided by science, to prevent it thus running to waste.''• 

Sir Charles Warren states that Bcchuanaland is, from a com
mercial point of view, more highly cultivated than many parts 
of Cape Colony, and has supported for years a very large number 
of cattle; whilst the fact that the Boers are so anxious to 
migrate into the coimtry is o. test of its value as a farming dis
trict. l\foreover, Sir Charles actually received, while he was in 
the country, 3,000 applications for farms from English and 
Dutch farn~ers resident in the Cape Colony and Orange Free 
State; and he says: 

The fact is, that certain Cape politic:ans are well aware of the 
great value of the territory, and appear to be endeavouriug to 
depreciate it in order to induce the .British Government to hand it 
over to the Cape Colony. The British Government hns already spent 
million'l on wurs in South Africa, which have only resulted in the 
waste lands being occupied by Boers: why should not the million 
recently expended in the pacification c,f South Africa have as its 
result, the colonization of the territory by English-speaking farmers? 

When we remember that the powt?r of opening up the vast 
interior trade is the vision upon which Great Britaiu bas for the 
past fifty years feasted her eyes when called upon to contribute 
vast sums from her exchequer; and when we also recognize that 
as yet we only occupy posts on the road to the interior; there 
can be no doubt that our hold upon the trade route must be 
maintained at all hazards and at any cost, while it appears 

• Speech made by Mr. Maund at a meeting of the Royal Colonial Insti
tute on l'iovember i!O, 1885. 
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equally imperative to convert Bechuanaland from being British 
in name only into a territory mainly occupied and developed 
by British settlers. 

" Plentv of good land, and liberty to manage their own affairs 
their own· way, seem to be the two great causes of the prosperity 
of all new colonies."• So wrote Adam Smith, and the sound
ness of his conclusion has been amply borne out by the progress 
made during the last generation by the colonists of British 
North America and Australasia. Within the brief space of a 
century an unbroken record of prosperity has advnnced these 
two great central homes of the British race into a position in which 
they equal in population and surpass in weallh the lesser 
countries of Europe. It is natural, therefore, to inquire why 
the British settlers in South Africa should not have made their 
adopted home advance in material prosperity with strides equal 
to those taken by their more prosperous brethren. Many and 
varied reasons are forthcoming to explain this undoubted fact. 
That South African colonists have enjoyed an abundance of 
"good land" is evident from the sparse population which even 
now occupies the territory under the sway of the Queen in that 
quarter of the globe. '!'hat the land is equally good to that 
of the Australasian colonies no one disP,ute~; and "liberty to 
manage their own affairs their own way ' has been enjoyed by 
South Africans at least as long as it has been by Australasians. 
Perhaps the main reason why South Africa bas lagged bd1iod in 
the race i!I to b~ found in the fact that the " plenty of good 
land" has not been enjoyed by those in whose possession it 
would have been best utilized to the general wdfaro of the 
country. Whilst, on the .one hand, Australia. and New 
Zealand have a homogeneous and British population, and 
<iuickly absorb such foreign elements M may come to their 
shores, and Canada has had its original French element more 
than neutralized by the influx of British immigrants; South 
Africa, on the other hand, has received no great stream of 
immigration from Britain, and the soil remains now, as at the 
time when the Cape Colony came under the sovereignty of Great 
Britain, very largely in the occupation of the Dutch and of the 
descendants of those Frenchmen who, upon the revocation of 
the Edict of Nante11 in 1687, left their country, and were granted 
a refuge at the Cape by the Dutch East India Company. Upon 
this subject the Hon. J. X. Merriman says: 

Broadly stated, in South Africa, while all trade, all handicraft, 
and all commercial enterprise of every kind is in the hands of English 

• "An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Natiou,•• 
by Adam Smith, book iv. chap. vii. part ii. 
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or Germans, by far the greatMt portion of the land is in the hands of 
colonists of Dutch extraction, who show no sort of leaning to a town 
life. To this rule there are of course mnny exceptions. You will 
find English farmers and Dutch townsmen ; but from one end of 
South Africa to the other this is the broad dividing line which 
regulates the occupations of the populations, and which has also a 
controlling effect on the political leanings and aspirations. There is 
no record-and for very obvious reasons no official record can be 
taken-of the relative numbers of colonists of Dutch and of those of 
English or any other European descent. Estimates only can be framed. 
and from the best of tho~e with which I am acquainted I am inclined 
to think that for the whole of South Africa, including the independent 
republics, colonists of Dutch descent might be put down at 330,000, 
and those of British or other Europe:in descent at 162,000, or slightly 
more than two to one; while in Cape Colony, including Griqualnnd 
proper, the numbers would be 220,000 Dutch to 120,000 English 
or other Europeans, or in the proportion of rather less than two 
to one.• 

Mr. Merriman's authority is beyond dispute upon a subject 
such as formed the theme of the valuable paper from which we 
have qnoteJ. That paper, together with the discu~ion tha~ 
ensued upon its reading, accurately and adequately sets forth 
the financial development of South Africa of late years ; and 
very sli~ht additional statistics are needed to represent the 
present position of the colony. 

The character of the Cape Dutchman is admirably and tem
perately drawn by Mr. Merriman, and his remarks are deserving 
the careful consideration of all who are anxious to master the 
complex features (in which the race element so largely figures) 
attaching to the question of the future of the colony. He 
says: • 

To their qualities rather than their numhers the Dutch owe their 
political preponder:mce. In the first place, they are the chief land
holders, and I believe that it is an axiom that whoever holds the land 
holds the balance of political power, and they have all the virtue11 as 
well as the defects uf a community of lnuJholding yeomen. They 
recognize no superior, but they are willing to accept every one a, an 
equal, provided he is white. They have a disinclination for sudden 
change, and a tenacity of purpose which give them in any political 
contest a tremendous advantage over British colonists, who, in an 
atmosphere of colonial freedom, are in political matters, something like 
the Athenians of old, always ready to hear and belie,·e some new 
thing. If I might coin a name for our Dutch fellow-colonists, I would 

• •• The Commercial Resources and the Financial Positir,n of South 
Africa."' A P11per read before the Roval Colonial Institute on November 11, 
188 ~. by the Hon. J. X. Merriman. • 
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say they are not "Democratic Tories," of whom I believe there are 
some specimens in this country, but "Conservati\'e Republicans." I 
wish I hnd the ability to make you recognize how very like an old
fashioned English farmer this same much-abused Dutch Boer is, and 
how it is no more right to accept as the type of the race the agitators 
in and about Cape Town, who trade upon the prejudices by abusing 
England, or the marauding ruffians who are giving us so much trouble 
in Bechuanaland, than it would be to take the drunken blackguards 
who are pursuing the same career as fair type11 of English colonists. 
A sober, temperate, God-fearing man, the double isolation arising out 
of the nature of his pursuits and the absence of a common lar.guage 
strengthens the prejudices of the Boer, and makes him suspicious of 
English ideas, which he associates with the smart tricks from which 
he or his friends have on some occasions suffered. But I make bold 
to say that no 1':aglishman has ever si>ttled at the Capo as a farmer
that is, as one exposed to the same vicissitudes and temptations ns his 
Dutch neighbours-who has not imbibed a respect and liking for that 
rugged, obstinate race, even if he does not become, in his way of 
looking at things colonial, more Boer than the Boers themselves. 

Bnt, estimable as men of this sort are, who in Cape Colony 
and the Orange Free State as a rule treat their native depen
dents with kindness and moderation, and differ so widely from 
"those wilder and more turbulent spirits who, located on the 
confines of civilization in the 'l'ransvaal and elsewhere, act as 
men of strong and masterful European nationalities alwayii do 
act under such circumstances," nevertheless, it is not among their 
virtues so to advance with the impetu,ms rush of this nineteenth 
century's closing decades as to keep the land of their birth 
even abreast of other civilized communities. The "apathetic and 
unenterprisin~" character of the Boers remains unaltered, and 
the foltowing incident, recor,led by l\lr. Noble as having befallen 
him on the banks of the Oliphant River, still affords too true an 
illustration of that lack of energy on the part of its landowning 
population which retards the development of the resources of the 
colony:-

Scarcely :my rain had fallen for some time past, and the river had 
not overflowed its banks for more thau a year. The stocks of grain 
and vegetables were getting very low. The farmer was complaining 
much about the long-protracted drought, and when he had finished I 
took the liberty of pointing out how he could, by leading out the 
stream for the purposes of irrigation, or by fixing a pump to be pro
pelled by the wind on the river-bank, secure an abundant supply 
independent of the weather. He seemed to listen with some interest 
to the development of my plans, and I began to hope that he h11d 
decided upon doing something to relie,·e himself of the cliffic,t!ty; but 
eventually, after turning round and scrutinizing the whole horizon in 
the direction of the river's source, as if in search of some fa,·ourable 
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symptom, he yawned heavily, and merely ob:1erved, "Ach wat ! dat 
zal een dag regen" (" Oh I it will rain some day") .... 

:Mr. G. Baden Po1vell, who also speaks from considerable 
personal experience, and uses the term Boer as applicable to all 
those whose families occupied the laud when the English took 
over the country, says: 

The chief fault that I have to find with the Boer is that he does not 
succeed in making himself prosperou,, and is, in addition, a drag on 
the prosperity of his neighbours. He is the firm enemy of all 
co-operation; he has that fantastic religious bias that has led him on 
occasion to declare it impious to make dams where God has seen fit to 
provide but little water; . . .. these peculiarities of character make 
the Boer little able to make the best use for himself of his surround
ings. There nre of course exceptions ; but as a rule the Boer is slow 
to act, averse from change, greedy of land, disdainfully ignorant . 
. . . . Their one ambition is to buy up large areas of soil, but they 
refuse to cultivate except as n last resort. Only the other day a Boer 
farmer in tho west suddeoly gave up a large area of cultivation. Ilis 
neighbours asked him why, and the reply came, '' Because now I have 
paid off all ruy debts." t 

'!'hat South Africa is not making due progress, having regard 
to her physical characteristics, is too commonly knolVn to need 
much demonstration. It is, ho1Vever, noteworthy that the one 
weekly London paper which devotes itself to colonial and Indian 
affairs--namely, The Colonies and India-in its issue dated 
May 28 has two striking paragraphs, the one indicative of the 
prevniliug feeling of those Englishmen who recognize with regret 
the slow progress of the colony, and the other purporting to be 
an "echo" from the newspapers latest to hand from the Cape 
itself, plainly showing at least the spirit of the colonists to which 
retrogression rather than progress is due. 

In the first paragraph referred to it is pointP,d out that the 
a<lvantages of the Cape Colony are certainly not inferior to those 
of the Argentine Republic ; and yet, while South Africa has 
been standing still in the matter of the introduction of immi
grants, the South American State has bePn importing labour to 
the amount of 6000 or 7000 souls a month, and has so impro\'ed 
her wool pro<l•1cls that she is now able to compete with some of 
the best brands from Australia. It is evident that it is not the 
climate of the Cape that is to blame. That is genial enough, 
and a proper husbanding of the rainfall would secure ample 

• ''Africa," by the late Keith Johnston, F.R.G.S., p. 401. London: Edward 
Stanford, 55 Charing Cros~, S. W. 1884,. 

t l'he Cu;ile,11purar.v R1ci•:10, October 1SS5: "English Money in South 
Africa," by G. B11<len Powell, C.M.G. 
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moisture for its agricultural and pastoral holdings. A new 
departure on the part of the Cape colonists is advised in the 
direction of an infusion of new blood, and in the cultivation of 
those large areas which it is a positive reproach to the country 
to allow to lie waste and unproductive. Labour could readily be 
obtained from any of half a dozen congested centres in the 
"old country," and capital is so abundant "at home" that it 
would be advanced (the credit of the colony being so good) with 
the utmost willingness for any enterprise of a reproductive 
character. But in the "echo" we have alluded to we are 
informed that the Cape Oov1::mment intend to abolish their 
hydraulic engineer's department, on the ground that the colony 
is not suited to irrigation works on a large scale ! How is such 
a decision to be reconciled to the experience of India and of 
Egypt 1 It is an old joke, but a true one, that South Africa can 
never be truly blessed until she has been well "damm~d.'' We 
can only hope to learn that the " echo'' has been a false one, and 
that irrigation and immigration are to be tried in the way they 
would be were the wisdom at!d experience of their friends 
"at home' to be adopted. 

But just a.q our great home difficulty has been for many 
generations hO\v best to deal with the masses of the poor in this 
country, so South Africa has found herself for ever face to face 
with lier great" native difficulty." From the north-the great 
negro reservoir in the interior of Africa-vast successive hordes 
of savages have constantly overflowed in the past, and poured 
down, driving out their predecessors from the lands in which 
they bad temporarily settled. The tide has been ceaseless, and 
can be easily traced in the history of the South African tribes sioco 
they have been known to Europeans. At length the advance of 
civilization from the sea-coast-which has only been effected at 
the expense of a succession of costly and bloody wars-has in 
some degree put a check upon the descent from the interior, 
thu,gh it is admitted that the Kafir and the Fingo were never 
more numerous, and are actually driving back and dispossei;sing 
from their conquered lands the Europeans, " who find it more 
profitnble to sublet their land to native tenants than to try and 
farm in black man's country." 

We have Mr. Merriman's authority for this statement, and he 
adds: 

It is a very curious problem whether in Kaffraria a11d in Natal the 
experience~ of Central America may not be repeated, llnd Europeans 
have to give way to the peaceful reconquest of the inferior race. 
However this may be settled, there can be no doubt of the great value 
of the natives as customers and labourers. All they want is the pax 
JJritunnit:a and 4 firm government, and they surprisingly soon learn to 
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wear European clothing, and to buy and pay for European manu
facture!'. The Diamond Fields taught a useful lesson in this respect, 
for the native labourers came hundreds of miles from the interior to 
Jabour in the minel', and returned, or rather used to return (for the 
Transvaal Customs regulations, which seemed to include confiscation 
of native property, has sadly interfered with this trade) loaded ,vith 
European manufactures. There are millions of black men in Africa, 
who, if they cnn be got to wear clothes and buy our goods, are justaa 
valunble customers as any one else ..... One great value of the 
native population in South Africa is that it is the natural door to this 
immensely valuable trade, which lies rE'!ady to our hand, and in the 
development of which we shall find much more profit than in shooting 
down our customers. * 

And Mr. Merriman sufficiently proves his case by quoting the 
instance of Ba.,mtoland. In l8GO, as a result of their war with 
the newly established Orange Free State, the Basutos were 
reduced to the utmost straits, and petitioned Sir P. Wodehouse 
to extend them the protection of the British Government. 

They were th1m [ says l\Ir. Merriman] utterly beggared, homeless, and 
starving. In ten years' time, under the pax Britannica and the wise 
care of the Imperial and Colonial Governments, the trade of Basuto
_land had grown, according to the most competent judges, to the annual 
value of half-a-million sterling, and the Basntos themselves were the 
mogt industrious pPople and the largest producers, whether white or 
black, in South Africa. I saw the tribe in 18G9, when Sir Philip 
Wodehouse proclaimed the sovereignty. They were starving savages, 
and there was not a tra<ler's shop in the territory. In 1879, ten years 
later, the country was filled with traders, several of whom had stocks 
of manufactured goods from £20,000 to £[10,000 in value ; white 
clothes, saddles, ploughs, and other articles of European manufacture 
found ready sale. The Basntos were only 150,000 in number, a mere 
handful compared with the millions in South Africa. t 

And we unreservedly agree with Mr. Merriman, Sir Charles 
Warren, Mr. George Badim Powell, and others who, having a 
practical experience of the indigenous peoples of South Africa, 
justly appreciate the enormous trade value which the native races 
may yet become to the industrial population of the mother 
country ; and we point to the instance of .Ba.sutolanJ as affording 
a lesson which deserves the study of those who yet wonder 
whether any good thing can come out of South Africa. 

* Hou.. J. X. Merriman : " The Commercial Resources and the Financial 
Position of South Afriea." 

t Ibid. 
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INDEPENDENT SECTION. 
[ Under tl~ above title a limited portion 0JT11E ,vEHTmN~n:n Rt:v11,;w iA oe.ca•wnally 

61,t apart.for tlw rere1itio11 of able Articln, wl,icli, tlwur,li l111rmonizi11g 1oith the 
general apirit a11tl aims of tl~ Review, ma!/ C01'tai,, opinions at varimice with 
the particular idecu or measurea it adcocatea. The u&;e,:t of the Edi.ior• i11 
i11trU<luci11{! this department, is to facilitate the e.rpre .. im1 of opinion by me11 

of 1,igli nu•ntal power and culture, 1cl10, 1cl1ile tl,e!/ ar~ u,a/011A frie,ut. of freedom 
11nd prO[lrfRR, ,,et diJj'er ,cidel,11 on R/>e6al rointa of great pra,;tical concern, 
both from the },'ditora and from each otl,.e-r. 

ART, IX.-MR. GLADSTONE'S IRISH POLICY, 

THOSE members of the Liberal party who have taken part in the 
opposition to )fr. Gladstone's l!!.test Irish policy have endured 

many things at the hands of their frienJs. Traitorous, pedantic, 
unpractical, anti-democratic-such are the epithets bestowed on 
us in generous abundance. I do not complain of the treatment 
we have received. It is natural enough that excited partisans 
should have none but hard words for those who do not happen to 
share their belit.f in the leaders and the policy of the moment. We 
must hold on, and hope for better times; and we must lose no 
opportunity of promoting the sober and rational di~cussion of the 
great question now before the country. By the kindness of the 
Editors of the WESTMINSTER REVIKW I am pel'mitted to state some 
of the reasons which govern my own indiviJual judgment in this 
matter. 

If it be treason to doubt the wisdom of our illustrious leader, 
I must avow myself a traitor of some standing. I have followed 
Mr. Gladstone loyally, a.'> a party man is bound to do, but always 
with a considerable mt:asure of mistrust. He is undoubtedlv a 
man of political genius; and he seems to me to be animated.by 
a sincere desire to do what is just and benevolent. But his mind, 
capacious and powerful as it is, seems to retain no consistent holJ 
either on principles or on facts. He has indeed a wonderful 

. command of principles and facts, when be requires them for 
purposes of advocacy; but when they have served bis purpose, 
they seem to pass from his mind altogether, leaving it open to 
receive the new principles and facts which he may require for 
some other occasion. 

I venture to think that this estimate of ~fr. Gladstone's states
manship is strongly confirmed by bis treatment of the Irish land 
question. He set to work in 1~70 with a sincere desire to avoid 
revolutionary methods. He recognized the landlord as the sole 
owner of the soil; he repudiated the tenant's claim to joint 
ownership; hut he introduced certain new terms iuto the contract 
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of tenancy. The contract, thus re-drawn and amended by the 
State, was to be the basis of better relations between the parties, 
and the sources of agrarian strife were to be " sealed and closed 
up for ever." This prediction having been falsified by events, 
Mr. Gladstone came forward in 1881 as a strenuous advocate of 
joint ownership. A substantial right of property in the soil was 
secured to the tenant; the landlord was reduced to the position 
of a rent-charger; and Mr. Glad;;tone succeeded in persuading 
himself and his supporters that the process could be carried out 
without injury to the landlord. Once more he assured us that 
the law which he proposed would put an end to strife and make 
the position of the landowning classes more secure ; and once 
more his predictions were not borne out by the event. Now he 
tells us that the position of the landlord has become untenable; 
that the rent-chargers must be bought out; and that the strife 
between classes in Ireland is so bitter that we cannot permit an 
Irish Legislature to settle the conditions of sale. 

The agrarian revolution thus unintentionally brought about is 
due to two causes. First, Mr. Gladstone bas not been gni<led by 
legal and economic principle in his dealings with Irish land. He 
is neither a State Socialist nor an ortboJox economist; he borrows 
a principle, now from one school, now from the other, and employs 
it with masterly skill in support of some temporary compromise. 
In the second place, Mr. Gladstone has not kept a firm hold on 
the facts of the case. If be bad known the Irish tenant, he never 
could have persuaded himself that the Act of 1870 would be 
accepted nR a final settlement. He would have seen, what some 
of his critics saw plainly enough, that thEI Act would be regarded 
as a partial recognition of the Irish idea-the idea that land 
belongs to the cultivating occupier. I do not wish to lay an un
generous stres.'I on a mistake which was made in good faith; I do 
wish to bring out the fact that a mistake was made. For Mr. 
Gladstone is now proposing to deal with the government of 
Ireland very much as he dealt with the landlords in 1870. He 
is sincerely anxious to avoid revolution; he is faithful to the unity 
of the Empire; he refuses the claim of complete legisiative in
dependence. He proposes merely to re-draft the Act of U oion, 
in the hope that the amended contract may be the basis of better 
relations between the two countries,aaJ that the sources of political 
strife may be " sealed and cloiied up for ever." Is it treason to 
suggest that this Bill, if it should ever pass, will be accepted as a 
partial recognition of the Irish idea--tbe idea that Ireland is a 
country within which the British Crown bas no rights what
ever? 

To the admirers of Mr. Gladstone his changes of opinion are 
so many proofs of his superior wisdom. 'l'hey apply to his 
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utterances tbat tht>ory of development which has done good service 
to a certain school of theology. They labour to persuade us that 
the Irish Government Bill was only a further revelation of troths 
which had long been cherished and expounded by its author. We 
are even asked to believe that the party and the country expressed 
their approval of the general policy of the Bill at the General 
:Election of 1885. Mr. Beesly assures us that when Mr. Gladstone 
became a Home Ruler he "went straight to the people." Lord 
Granville, speaking at Manchester on May 7 last, asked 
triumphantly whether the Bill went an inch beyond the Mid
lothian speeches of last November. Lord Granville must have 
been experimenting on his audience when he asked this absurd 
que~tion ; but as the experiment seems to have been quite suc
cessful, it may be well to set out a brief itinerary of the way 
by which our party has been led. 

Ou September 26, 1871, speaking at Aberdeen, Mr. Glad
stone took note of the formation of a Home Rule party in 
Ireland. He did not exactly know what was meant by Home 
Rule, but he thought the demand for a separate legislatare 
unreasonable, unless it could be shown that Ireland had made 
just demands, which England and Scotland had united to refuse. 
He contended that Ireland liad in fact heen treated with special 
favour by Parliament. ::,cotland and Wales had as good a title 
to sep1.1rate representation; and to break up the United Kingdom 
in this way \\"Ould be "to disintegrate the capital institutions of 
the country, for the purpose of making ourselves ridiculous in the 
sight of all mankind." 

On March 20, 1874, :Mr. Butt moved a Home Rule amend
ment to the address in the House of Commom1. Mr. Gladstone 
once more <leclared that Parliament had done justice to Ireland, 
and he pointed out the extreme difficulty of defining what was 
meant by "exclusively Irish affairs." 

On November 7, l8i7, Mr. Gladstone received the freedom of 
the city of Dublin. In the course of a speech delivered on that. 
occa,-ion, he adverted to the fact, that the Home Rule party had 
recently increased its strength by capturing seven seats from the 
Conservatives, and no less than forty-three seats from the 
Liberal>'. He regretted the formation of an exclusively Irish 
party, and he reminded his hearers that O'Connell had stood 
shoul<ler to shoulder with Eng-lish Liberals in the ~truggle for 
Irish rig-hts. On March :W, Hi80, ~[r. Gladstone reforred to 
this Dublin speech as a conclusi\'e proof that he and his party 
had been faithful to the principle, "One Queen, one Parliament, 
one :Empire." He also taunted the Conservatives with having 
encouraged the Home Huie movement by appointing Mr. King
Harman to the Lord Lieutenancy of county Roscommon. 
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I pass over the speeches made by Mr. Gladstone during the 
period when Mr. Parnell wa..ci actively hostil"' to the British 
Government. It may not be quite fair to found an argument 
on the highly rhetorical phrases in which the objects and methods 
of the Parnellite party were then described. But it is important 
to note the line taken by Mr. Gladstone in the debates on the 
Franchise Act of 1!)64. He 1,couted the notion that the loyal 
minority in Ireland would be exposed to danger by an extension 
of the franchise. " There is," he said, " some security for the 
loyal minority in the composition of this House ; " aud he went 
on to argue that eighty Parnellite members could never obtain 
absolute control of Irish legislation. Is it possiule to suppose 
that when the l'rime Minister used this argument he thought 
that the return of eighty Parnellitti members would render it 
nece!'sary to give Ireland a separate legislature, and that the 
protection of the minority was an "exclusively Irish affair?" 

During thti long electoral campaign of l~~j, Mr. Parnell was 
careful to let us know clearly what be and his fri1:mcls meant to 
demand in the coming Parliament. He cast aside Mr. Butt's 
federal scheme, aud declared for an Irish Parliament as inde
pendent as that of 1782 ; and while he admitted that under the 
.British Constitution he could ask no more, he said he could place 
no barrier to the march of a nation. He <lid not actually 
advocate separation from Great Britain; but he plainly implied 
that it was for Ireland to decide whether separation should take 
place or not. 

Mr. Gladstone made no explicit answer to this demand. He 
asked the country to give him a majority large enough to make 
him independent of the Parnellite vote. And what was the Irish 
policy of the Liberal majority to be? "To maintain the 
supremacy of the Crown, the unity of the Empire, and all the 
authority of Parliament necessary for the conservation of that 
uni~y; and, subject to this governrng principle, to grant to por
t.ions of the country enlarged powers for the management of their 
own affairs." 'l'here is nothing very definite in these phrases ; 
but, even if we suppose that Mr. Glad~tone's mind was already 
tending towards Home Rule, he could not atford to be definite. 
The watchword of his Midlothian campaign was thti unity of 
the Liberal party. If at that time he had said in so many words, 
" I am in favour nf giving Ireland a separate legislature, and of 
removing the Irish members from the House of Commons,'' the 
Liberal party would have been rent in pieces, and no man can 
say what the result of the election would have been. The unity 
of the party was successfully maintained ; and the new House of 
Commons was composed of ;j;j;j Liberals, 2;;1 Conservatives, 
and 86 l'arnellites. Of the 333 Libera.ls not more than twenty 
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had expressed a distinct opinion in favour of Home Rule for 
Ireland. 

Almost a.s soon as the result of the election was known, it 
was announced that Mr. Gladstone had become a convert to the 
principle of Home Rule, and the announcement was met with 
nothing more than the customary official contradiction. It may 
be contended that circumstances justified, or even compelled, 
this change of opinion ; but how shall we account for the sudden 
abandonment of so many pledges, given and repeated with the 
most serious emphasis? Mr. Gladstone had done his best to 
convince us that the Imperial Parliament was in every way 
competent to make good laws for Ireland. He bad protested 
against "condescending to the prejudices of the Home Rulers." 
He had warned the Nationalists that they must themselves pre
sent an intelligible scheme before their claim could be con
sidered ; and if the claim should prove to be unreasonable, he 
held that "there was a high9r law than the law of conciliation." 
Ali the5e opinions have passed out of Mr. Gladstone's mind. 
He appears to be honestly unconscious of having ever held them. 
He now thinks that Parliament cannot make laws which will 
command the obedience of the Irish people. If there he a 
higher law than the law of conciliation, it is not for us to apply 
it. We must give the Nationalists, not exactly what they want, 
but at least what we can regard as a fair answer to tl.ie ~ubstance 
of their demand. We must make this concession in a spirit of 
confidence and hope; and our previous failures need not cause 
us the least misgiving. 

These new views must have been clearly defined in Mr. Glad
stone's mind before Parliament met in January; but they were 
revealed to the public only by slow degrees. First, there was a 
Conservative Government to be turned out of office ; and here 
no difficulty was encountered. Then came the formation of a 
Cabinet of anxious inquirers; and the ingenuous intimation that 
if anybody had anything to say about lreland, his views should 
receive the respectful attention of Her Majesty's advisers. The 
result of this invitation may be seen in the lllue-book, from 
which we learned that the '!'own Councils of Ireland are all in 
favour of Home Rule, and that the Grand Juries are against it, 
together with other facts of equal novelty and importance. While 
this valuable information was being collected, the Liberal party 
wns undergoing a process of education, in the Disraelian sense of 
the word. Ministers were "finding salvation," and passing at 
once from the inquirers' bench to the platform, like so many 
converts at a Salvation Army meeting. Gentlemen on their 
promotion were sliding gently down an inclined plane of phrases, 
until at last tLey went over the edge and discovered that they 
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had always been Home Rulers. As for the lighter heads of the 
party, they were delighted with every detail of Mr. Gladstone's 
plan, and determined to force it on their friends and neighbours, 
long before they knew what the plan was to be. Meantime, the 
Cabinet con1,idereJ, disputed, got rid of two intractable colleagues, 
and swallowed a vast quantity of formulre. Mr. Gladstone's 
original proposals were cut clown to the water's edge, but they 
were floated at 111.st, and the Irish Government Bill was introduced 
in a remarkable speech. 

I need not dwell on the history of the two months which 
elapsed between the oratorical triumph of April 8 and the 
political defeat of June 7. Let one remark suffice. By 
common consent, ~Ir. Gladstone is a master of the arts of party 
government; even his enemies say that if he is no statesman he 
is at least a great tactician. Since December last he hns devoted 
all bis skill and energy to this question, and with what result 7 
The first Household Suffrage Parliament has been dissolved 
before its work was well begun; and it is by no means unlikely 
that a succession of Parliaments will be dissolved in like manner. 
The Liberal party is so seriously divided that we cannot be sure 
thu.t it will ever be restored to its former strength. Wild hopes 
and fears have been excited in Ireland and among the Irish in 
Great Britain. Mr. Gladstone himself has lost his freedom of 
action by committing himself to all the details of a crude and ill
considered scheme. lf this be tactical genius, we have bad enough 
of tactics for some time to come. 

But, it is said, whatever confusion Mr. Gladstone has caused, he 
baa at least done something to advance the great principle of 
Home Rule. His Bill may never be carried, but in the end the 
principle must prevail. But what in the name of common
sense is this principle of Home Rule 1 Reduced to plain 
terms, it amounts to this: That lrdand is to have some kind of 
legislature, exercising some powers, subject to some restrictions, 
raising (or not raising) some revenue, and related in some way to 
the Imperial Parliament. .As soon as we attempt to give pre
cision to any part of this description, sorue good Gladstonian is 
sure to protest agaiust the introduction of what he calls questions 
of detail. There are people who think that the federalization of 
the United Kingdom is a quei;tion of detail, and some of these 
people are members of the House of Commons. That a popularly 
elected legish\ture is a good thing-this is a matter of principle. 
Whether a proposed new legislature is required or not; whether 
it is likely to make good laws or bad laws-these are questions of 
detail. That we must do something to get rid of the Irish 
difficulty-this is a matter of principle. Whether Mr. Gladstone's 
scheme would destroy the roots of the Irish difficulty or leave them 
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in the ground-that is a question of detail. It only remains to 
carry the argument one step farther. That social order should 
be maintained in Ireland-this is a matter of principle. Whether 
it is maintained by concession or coercion-that is a question of 
detail. 1'he distinction may be found useful the next time a 
Liberal Government has to pass a Crimes Act. · 

Hitherto I have been dealing with Mr. Gladston~ 88 the leader' 
of a party. I have tried to show that he carefully taught bis 
party to take a certain view of the question of Home Rule; that 
he changed his own view suddenly, and without assignable reason; 
and that a considerable number of Liberals changed along with· 
him. These facts throw a somewhat unpleasant light on the state 
of political parties. For some time ·past we have been drifting 
towards a state of parties not unlike what we see in the United 
States. We have two great parties, not divided by any clear 
difference of principle,· each of which is only too ready to take up· 
any proposal if it seems likely to become popular. Each pa1-ty is 
provided with a machine; and as soon as some new proposal is 
added to the programme, the machine is set to work in support 
of it, The first few turns of the machine produce a great effect 
on persons of undecided opiuions. We must all remember, about 
the middle of April )a:;t, how many good Liberals there ,vere who 
shook their heads over the Bill, but at the same time thought 
that something of this kind was inevitable; we must, at )e9,5t, be 
ready to take it up, lest perchance the Conservatives should out
run us and get the credit of settling the question. • 

But the weaknesses of party government in general, or of our 
own party in particular, do not affect the merits of Mr. Gladstone's 
Bill. If it had been a good Bill, we should have been bound to 
support it, while reserving our liberty to criticize the manner in 
which and the persons hy whom it was introduced. But· so far 
from thinking it a good Bill, I make bold to say that it was about 
the worst kind of .Bill that could have been presented to Parlia• 
ment under existing circumstances. It was obscure where it 
ought to have Leen clear; it left open and unsettled several 
questions of cardinal importance. These defects might have been 
wholly or partly removed in Committee; but no committee could 
have removed the mdical weakness of the meal!ure. The truth 
is that Mr. Gladstone committed himself to the hopeless policy of 
nttempting to combine two conflicting and contradictory prin• 
ciples-the principle that Ireland ought to be made a self-govern
ing country, and the principle that Ireland ought to be retained 
as an integral part of the United Kingdom. 'l'he same ~mark 
applies to all the schemes of Home Rule which have yet been 
put forward. .Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Chamberlain differ widely 
on points of minor importance, but they nre spending their 
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strength on the same insoluble problem-How to give Ireland a 
separate legislature and a separate Government without repeal
ing the Act of Union. To the demand for national independence 
they both make the same answer : "You wish to have power to 
make your own laws. You shall have that power, on condition 
that you continue to respect the principle of free trade, as we 
understand it; the principle of religious equality, as we under
stand it; the unity of the Empire, as we understand it." To use 
a legal phra.c;e, I would submit that the condition is repugnant to 
the nature of the gift. 
- It is supposed that the defPcts of Mr. Gladstone's Bill may be 

disregarded, because the Iris'- member~ have accepted it, and 
undertaken to work it. On·this point I do not wish to raise any 
merely personal objection. I am disposed to think that Mr. 
Parnell nod his friends do mean to work Mr. Gladstone's scheme 
loyally, if they can. But no eighty-six gentlemen can bind the 
Irish people to persevere in an irksome and thankless under
taking. If the restrictions imposed on a native legislature are 
in ihemselves illogical and irritating, attempts will be made to 
get rid of them. Suppose, for example (not a very extreme 
supposition), that there should be a genuine Irish movement in 
favour of the protection of native industry. Mr. Parnell might 
take the constitutional course of opposing the movement; but if 
the leader of the Opposition in the Irish Parliament were to take
the question up, and confront Mr. Parnell with his Wicklow 
speech, what then 1 A strong Irish party would demand an 
enlargement ot' the powel'!I of the Legislature, and nothing 
would be easier than to force on England the choice between 
conceding'the demand and withdrawing the statutory Constitu
tion. " Well," says the British Home Ruler," then we should 
withdraw the Constitution." I do not believe that we should, 
or that we could. If we set up a Parliament in Dublin new 
parties will come into existence, new.forces will begin to operate; 
Ireland will pass beyond our control for good or for evil. It is 
not likely that the Irish people will desire to put off the character 
of British subjects. They know that we are their best customers; 
and that one fact is worth more than all the rhetoric about 
"inextinguishable hatred." But if we give them a Constitution 
mainly composed of restrictive clauses, it is more than probable 
that our boasted safeguards will go down one by one, until at 
last the British Government will allow itself to be bought out 
at a very moderate valuation; while lreiand will go its way7 

a self-governing and disagreeably independent colony. 
All these suggested safeguards are simply so many proofs that 

our statesmen have not yet realized the true nature of tha issue 
before them. We mo.y permit Ireland to govern herself as a 
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country separate from England, or we may refuse her that per
mission. We must choose between the two principles-Separa
tion and Union-and when we have made our choice we must 
act on it, logically and courageously. At present we are merely 
wasting our time in illogical, unpractical, half-hearted atwmpts 
to combine two utterly inconsistent policies. 

I do not myself hold the principle of separation; but I admit 
that there is much to be said for it. We have never been on 
very good terms with the Irish, and we are separated from them 
by sixty miles of uncomfortable sea. We are slow, unsympa
thetic, and businesslike; they are quick, emotional, and slovenly. 
We like a conventional and expensive kind of Government; 
they like to be led by individuals, and they are too poor to pay 
for what we call efficiency. We do not dislike them, but we 
disappro\"e of their characteristic habits. They do not bate us, 
whatever Mr. Sexton may say in his tragic moods; but they 
resent our intolerable airs o{ superiority. Perhaps we should be 
better friends if we were to part, as Ontario parted from Quebec. 
But if we separate, we must completely disentangle our own 
affairs from tho!-e of Ireland; we must leave ourselves no excuse 
for interfering with their management of their own concerns ; 
we must offer them no more of our well-meant advice; and we 
must expect from them no assistance or contribution what
ever. 

To give the new Irish Government a fair start, Great Britain 
must take over the Army, the Navy, and the National Debt. 
No poor country can be expected to begin life with forty millions 
of debt slung round its neck. Nor can Ireland well afford to let 
any portion of its public revenue pass into t.he British exchequer. 
'fhe sacrifices demanded of us will be considerable ; but, on the 
other hand, we shall make no more advances for Irish purposes, 
and we shall not have to undertake the expense or the risk of 
any scheme of compensation. If Ireland is going to govern her
self, it is quite clear that we are in no way bound to provide for 
the landlords, or the judges, or the civil servants of the Crown. 
We hand the country over a..'I a going concern, and the new 
managers must meet their liabilities as they arise. Why inter
f.ere between a responsible Government and any class of its 
subjects 7 Why should an Irishman be exempted from the 
authority of the Government under which he lives because 
he happens to own land or to draw an official salary 7 If the 
new legislature treats the landlords harshly, we shall be very 
sorry for them ; but. they will have no claim on the British tax
payer. If the judges' pensions are taken away by law, that will 
be a gross breach of the conditions on which they were appointed. 
But we shall not be responsible. If a like injustice were perpe• 
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trated by the Government of Cape Colony, nobody would think 
of advising the victims to appeal to the Imperial Parliament. 
To avoid misconception, let m~ say that I do not believe the 
Irish Parliament would commit the acts which I have described. 
But if it is to be a genuine legislative authority it ought to have 
power to commit them. Either the Irish nation is of age, or 
it is not. If it is, we must learn to show some confidence 
in its discretion, instead of keeping it tied to England's apron
string. 

If we asked Mr. Gladstone to vote for the kind of Home Rule 
I have described, he would reject the proposal with indignation, 
just as he would have rejected the Land Purchase Bill if it had 
been brought forward in 1870. Mr. Gladstone's method is to 
take a ticket for York, by way of proving bis firm determination 
never, never to go to Edinburgh. It is only when his train has 
carried him " inadvertently" as far as Berwick that he begins to 
feel he can no longer fence or skirmish with the question of 
crossiug the border. His followers cultivate the same habit of 
mind. They will give self-government to Ireland, but they will 
not bear of 8eparation. They cling to the Act of Union, and 
many of them wish to keep the Irish members at Westminster. 
In the interest of Ireland I protest against the irrational 
endeavour to grant freedom, and at the same time to retain 
ascendency. No good thing can come out of a party which says 
to the Irish people, "We fully admit your right to make your 
own laws; only you must allow us to appropriate three-fifths 
of your revenue, and to restrain you from meddling with religion, 
customs, excise, currency, and trade." 

If the people of this country decide in favour of Home Rule, 
we must accept their decision loyally and make the best of it. 
But before the irrevocable judgment goes forth, let us anxiously 
consider whether the step which we are invited to take be 
indeed inevitable. Is it not possible to solve the problem of 
Irish government without encountering the risks which must 
attend any fundamental change in the Constitution of the 
United Kingdom 1 I venture to say that it is possible; and 
my judgment is confirmed by all·that I can learn of Irish opinion. 
It is clear that the Irish people have not formed any distinct 
notion of the form of government they desire. They supported 
the federal scheme of Mr. Butt; they supported the separatist 
scheme of Mr. Parnell; they accept the compromise offered by 
Mr. Gladstone. They have never been taught to realize what is 
implied in Home Rule, when the principle is logically carried 
out. The substance of their demand may be reduced to twQ 
simple propositions. First, Ireland is an independent nation, 
and she ought not to be joined in political union with the 
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English and Scottish nations, unless with her own consent. 
Second, Ireland ought to be governed by popular methods. 
The men who make her laws must be men who trust the people 
and are trusted by them. Both these propositions I am pre
pared to subscribe ex animo, without mental reservation. 
But I bold that we may accept and gi\'e effect to botb, within 
the limits of the Union, without adopting any form of Home 
Rule. 

Ireland is a nation, and not a province of England. Being. 
myself a Scotchman, proud of my nationality and desiring to 
preserve it, I sympathize with the national sentiment which 
pervades Irish politics and literature. But if Mr. Chamberlain 
or any other Englishman proposes to 11et up a 8cotch Parliament. 
in Edinburgh, I shall oppose him strenuously, and that for 
several reasons. First, because t1 local Parliament would require 
new and expensive official machinery. Second, because it would. 
be the cause of over-legislation, and of all those evils which 
result from the maintenance of two systems of law within t.h& 
same country. Third, because it would narrow the range of 
Scotch politics and give undue importance to local and sectarian 
differences. Fourth, because it would diminish the iufluence of 
Scotland in the Imperial Parliament, by keeping her political 
leaders at home instead of sending them to Westminster. E\'ery 
one of these 'reasons applies to Ireland as directly and forcibly a.a 
to Scotland. 

Scotch legislation gives Parliament no trouble, because English
men have the sense to see that they do not understand it, and 
to let the Scotch members alone. We must let the Irish 
members alone; we must banish once for all the idea that Irish 
legislation should be used as a means for increasing the popu• 
larity of British statesmen. Downing Street never understood 
and never will understand any Irish question. Of course, if the 
Irish members bring in and discuss their own Hills, they must 
be kept as short of public money as the Scotch members are. 
It may be said that the Irish members will make unjust laws. 
Very likely they will ; but the worst they can do will be -no 
worse than the i~justice we have ourselves committed in- our 
well-meant efforts to legislate for them. Again, it may be said 
that Parliament will not have time to pass all the measures 
which Irishmen desire. There is a curious belief, very prevaleut 
at the present time, that we ought to be always legislating oo a 
large scale and at a great pace. As a Radical of what may now 
be called the Old School-the school of Mill and Fawcett-I hold 
that. this belief is entirely mistaken, Our Parliament turns out, 
in an ordinary session. as many new laws as the th1·ee kingdoms 
can understand and apply to advantage. Changes in legislative 
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forms are required, not to increase the quantity, but to improve 
the quality of our legislation. 

The Home Rule movement is only a phase of that questionable 
latter-day Radicalism-borrowed from theauthoritative democrats 
of continental countries-which assumes that every kind of evil, 
social and political, can be cured by compulsion of law. This 
false belief hM already cost Ireland dear. We have laid the 
land system of the country in ruins; but Parliament has only 
succeeded in proving that the agrarian problem will not be 
solved by any number of Land Acts. We are told now that the 
difficulties attending tLe maintenance of social order may be 
removed by changing the form of the government. I admit 
that the concession of an Irish Legislature would to some extent 
remove the prejudice again11t the law which now exists. But 
the question remains, whether that prejudice may not be removed 
by other means--by means which will produce a. greater ultimate 
benefit to the people. This, of course, is a question which Mr. 
Gladstone and his friends will not allow us to consider. They 
have determined to try Home Rule, and they assume in their 
irrational haste that there is no alternative remedy. 

I bat'e never been able to see that the form of government 
we have provided for Ireland is materially worse than the form 
we have provided for ourselves. 'l'he spirit of centralization 
reigns in Dublin Castlt>, just as it reigns in Whitehall. The 
Grand Jury is not an ideal authority; but neither is Quarter 
Sessions. Even the anomalies of the Irish municipal franchise 
do not place the inhabitants of an Irish town in a worse position 
than th& inhabitants of London. So far as Parliament is con
cerned, Irelaud is fairly and more than fairly represented in the 
} louse of Commons; and we Liberals have insisted on admitting 
Irishmen to an equality with ourselves in the matter of electoral 
rights. But-and here I touch what seems to me the root of the 
Irish difficulty-whiln the form of the government is popular, 
its methods are de~polic; and this is just one of the cases in 
which methods are more important than forms. 

1\lr. Uladstone's method with Ireland has always been more 
or less despotic. Sometimes he has tried force, as when he threw 
Mr. Parndl into Kilmainham. Again, he has tried benevolent 
despotism, as when he tried to solve the land question by means 
of an agrarian poor law. Even at this moment, in the act of 
creating an independent legislature, he must needs dictate 
beforehand what the Legislature ought or ought not to do. It 
has never occurred to him to govern Ireland, as he governs 
England and Scotland, by putting himself in contact with the 
people and making a direct appeal to their political judgment. 
The people of Great Britain are governed partly by law, but 
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chiefly by personal anfl social influence. The people of Ireland 
refuse to he governed because the representatives of law make 
no attempt to acquire personal and social influence among them. 

It is the want of personal contact with their subjects which 
makes our statesmen so hopelessly weak in dealing with Irish 
disaffection. If an agitator makes a foolish speech in England, 
we can usually afford to let him alone, because the representatives 
of authority will be heard in their turn. In Ireland the 
authorities are never heard. If an agitator makes a foolish speech 
he is not answered; he is put into K ilmainham, and he emerges 
from prison after a short term, ten times more powerful and 
more ill-conditioned than he was when lie went in. 

The agitation which has cnlminated in the return of eighty
six Pal'Dellites to Parliament may be said to have begun in 1879. 
'l'he bad harvest of that ye!'r gave Davitt the opportunity to 
raise the land question, and to found the Land League. A 
General Election was approaching, and the anti-English parties 
were preparing to strike a blow at tbe Government. Lord 
Beaconsfield saw the danger, but he gave us the impression that 
be was pointing it out, not for the sake of Ireland, but rather to 
influence the elections in Great Britain. Mr. Gladstone hardly 
seemed to see the danger; he certainly made no attempt to 
meet it directly. He spoke scores of times in England, dozens 
of times in Scotland; he never went to Ireland at all. Can we 
wonder that the Irish people refused to give their confidence to 
a leader who would not even take the trouble to ask for it 1 I 
have been told by British politicians that the Irish would not 
listen to a British statesman, but this, I believe, is a complete 
mistake. When Mr. Gladstone was in Ireland in 1877, the 
Nationalists were annoyed and rather alarmed by bis popularity. 
A friend who lives in Wicklow told me that the people in his 
neighbourhood came out of their hous6s and knelt down at the 
roadside to bless the great Englishman who had stood their 
friend. Surely the warm feeling11 of thoRe people might have 
been turned to political account with advantage to them and to 
us. Mr. Gladstone has made a tremendous biJ for the votes of 
the Irish members. I believe that a smaller bid would have 
sufficed if be had only chosen to bid for the votes of the Irish 
electors. 

I have often endeavoured to discuss, in meetings of British 
Liberais, the arrangementR which would be necessary if we 
desired to gi\'e a substantial measure of Home Rule within 
the limits of the Constitution. The Irish members ought to 
form a Grand Committee on Irish Bills, and we might well 
empower them to hold special sessions in Dublin for the purpose 
of taking evidence and of reporting generally on t~e needs of 
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their country. We ought to abolish the Lord Lieutenancy, and 
place the Executive Government in the hands of a resident 
Chief Secretary, assisted by a Parliamentary Under Secretary. 
Industry should be encouraged and the evil of poverty combated, 
not by grants of money, but by the encouragement of private 
enterprise, and the diffusion of sound information and advice. 
Order should be maintained, not by giving arbitrary powers to 
the Government, but by promoting the steady enforcement of 
the ordinary law. The Iri11h have been taught to look on the 
criminal law as a foreign institution, established for the benefit 
of landlords and unpopular persons generally. We encourage 
this delusion by tampering continually with the administration 
of justice on political grounds. If the Government wishes to 
see the law well administered, its best policy is to interfere as 
little as possible. I should like to see a Chief Secretary brave 
enough to govern Ireland without packed juries and to fight the 
secret societies without the aid of the informer. 

Once on a time, these ideas were held to savour of doctrinaire 
Radicalism. They were received with some favour by advanced 
politicians; they were repudiated by moderate men who adhered 
to Mr. Gladstone and Lord Spencer. But now many of my 
advanced friends are so excited about Mr. Gladstone's new 
policy, that they cannot even listen with decent courtesy to any 
argument against it; while some of my moderate friends are 
drumming and shouting and flourishing subscription cards in the 
front rank of the Political Salvation Army. I have to complain 
of Mr. Gladstone, not only because be has produced an ill
corn!idered echeme for the government oflreland, but also because 
he has made the rational discussion of the subject almost 
impossible. We are told that the issue now before the country 
is clear and simple. We are to choose between Mr. Gladstone 
and Lord Salisbury, between Home Rule and Coercion, between 
a paper Union and a genuine community of sentiment. 'l'he 
hsue is, in point of fact, obscure and complicated; we cannot even 
approach it until we have cleared out of the way the false issues 
which are raised to embarrass our judgment. I take the argu
ments of the Gla<lstooian Home Rulers, addressed to those whom 
they are pleased to describe as the secedillg Libera.ls, and I find 
that they are simply so many attempts to withdraw our attention 
from the facts and principles which ought to influence the minds 
of practical politicians. 

'fbis is not a personal question between Mr. Gladstone on the 
one band, and Lord Salisbury, or Lord Hartington, or Mr. Cham
berlain on the other. There is perhaps none of these distinguished 
individuals who can offer us a complete solution of the Irish 
problem. No one man is to be followed in an emergency like 
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the present ; the first necessity .,f .the case is that competing 
policies should be fairly weighed against one another, nnd that 
all opinions should be heard. At the famous meeting of the 
National Liberal Federation, it wa.s suggested that Mr. Cham
berlain and Mr. Jcs.~e Collings were to be condemned because 
they would not allow Mr. Gladstone to frame a new Irish policy 
without consulting them. I always imagined that if men were 
governed without being consulted, they were properly described 
as slaves. In modern parlance they are robust Liberals, loyal 
Radicals, genuine believers in popular government.. 

The choice before us does not lie between Home Rule and 
Coercion. For my own part I am willing to let the Irish people 
manage their own affairs to an extent not contemplated by Mr. 
Gladstone; and I regard our C,Jf:rcion Acts as so many proofs 
that we have not yet learned how to govern the country. The 
question is whether the necessity for coercion may best be re
removed by altering the method1; of government, or by making 
a fundamental and irrevocable change in its form. Mr. Glad
stone's own arguments on the subject of coercion are to me 
almost unintelligible. First, he points out that the record of 
Irish crime is much less formidable than it used to be. From 
this fact he draws the curious inference that our legislation for 
Ireland is and always must be a total failure. Coercion, it seems, 
cannot be effectively applied uriless by a. national legislature. 
But the question is by whom, over whom, and for wha.t ends the 
coercive autho1ity of an Irish Legislature will be exercised. Mr. 
Glacistone's speech in introducing the Irish Government Bill 
admits of two interpretations. He may mean to assure us, that 
if there is disorder in Ireland, the local Parliament will be able to 
apply measures such ashe himself has often devised an<l supported 
for the repression of crime. If that is so, what will the anti
coercion party gain by tl11J change 1 On the other hand, he 
may mean that when Ireland has a local legislature the necessity 
for exceptional measures will disappear; No solid reason is 
given for this sanguine forecast. We know that the establish- • 
ment of a legiiilature in Dublin will be the signal for an outburst 
of agrarian excitement and religious strife. If ]\fr. l'arnell is to 
be the first responsible head of an Irish executive, his difficulties 
will be numerous and i,rrave. We gain nothing by attempting 
to conceal these difficulties from ourselves or from our Irish 
friends. 

Again, the question ut issue is a question for the present 
generation, and must not he mixed up with the controversies 
and bluuders of the past. Nobody can understand Irish 
politics without n considerable knowledge of history ; but 
history must not be pres,e:d into the service of party. L<:t 
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us confess that England has made many mistakes in dealing 
with Ireland. How does that affe~t the question whether 
Englishmen and Irishmen can or cannot now agree to live 
peaceably within the limits of the Union 1 Let us admit that 
the Union was obtained by force and fraud. How does that 
affect the question whether the Union is or is not on the 
whole the most satisfactory basis for the future political rela
tions of the tw.o countries 1 Let us admit (rather a large 
admission) that Ireland was more prosperous and orderly under 
Grattan's Parliament than she has been under the Union. How 
does that affect the question whether we ought to establish a 
legislature utterly different from Grattan's Parliameut in every 
essential respect 1 

If the arguments drawn from our own histo1·y are apt to be 
misleading, those which are drawn from foreign sources are still 
less useful for the purposes of the present controversy. When 
Holland and Belgium were separated in 1830 they became two 
separate and inuependent States. The case of Austria and 
Hungary is so peculiar, that we cannot make it serve as a con
stitutional precedent. If Mr. Chamberlain will turn over the 
reports of the cases decided under the British North America 
Act l 8G7, I question very much whether he will continue to 
hold up the Canadian Confederation as a model for our imita
tion. The Provinces were separate colonies of equal rank, 
possessing legislative bodies with plenary powec. 'fhey were 
united, at their own request, in one Dominion ; but their legisla
tures still have plenary power, except in matters assigned to the 
Canadian Parliament. No analogy can be estahli~hed between 
the facts of the Canadian question and the facts of the question 
now under discussion. These foreign and colonial parallels are 
interesting in themselves; we shall do well to study them 
quietly as we have opportunity. But when used in debate they 
are often of less than no value. Even Mr. Bryce cannot throw 
much force into the argument, that because various systems of 
dual government have worked fairly well in various parts of the 
world, therefore a wholly untried system of dual government is 
likely to work well in the United Kingdom. 

Again, it must be steadily borne in mind t11at Home Rule, 
as understood in Ireland, has nothing to do with the reform of 
local government, as understood in Great Britain. If a separate 
legislature is conceded, the reform of Irish local government 
will be a matter for that legislature and not for Parliament. 
If a separate legislature is refused, no administrative council, 
parochial, provincial, or national, can he regarded as a substi
tute for it. Mr. Gladstone's Bill has sometimes been described 
as a measure of decentralization ; it is, in fact, a measure for 
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centralizing all power over Irish affairs in a single body. It 
is the creation of a new centre, in the shape of a legislature 
which may or may not favour the policy of decentralization 
recommended by Mr. Gladstone. 

But all the fallacies which the debates on the Iri~h Govern
ment Bill have produced would have little influence on the 
public mind if it were not for the great. master fallac.v, that the 
Bill is an assertion of what are vaguely described as popular rights. 
I absolutely deny that in maintaining the Union we infringe any 
right whatever. The Irish 'people have tbe same political 
franchise as we have. They may fairly claim to be governed by 
popular methods, within the limits of the Act of Uniou, If they 
wish to repeal or alter the Act of Union, they must refer the 
question to the electors of the three kingdoms; and if the 
decision goes against them they are bound in duty to accept it 
loyally. Mr. Gladstone seems to hint that they are justified in 
mutinous resistance to the Act of Union, because it wasootained 
" by force and fraud." If this argument is admitted, the founda
tions of social order are not safe. If Irishmen may repudiate 
the Union, British Radicals may repudiate the National Debt. 
We may plead that the debt was contracted to support a policy 
of force and fraud, at a time when the masses of the people were 
not adequately represcnte,l iu Parliament. These are, in fact, 
the arguments used by the few extreme persons who advocate 
repudiation. 

In support of his theory, that the cause of Home Rule is the 
cause of popular government, Mr. Gladstone puts forward a state
ment which none of his critics would desire to leave unnoticed. 
He asserts that the opposition to his scheme has come chiefly 
from the classes-that is from persons of superior education and 
social rank. I should be sorry to waste a serious answer on this 
preposterous assertion ; but I should like to ask-not the Prime 
Minister, but rather Mr. Herbert Gladstone, who is about mv 
own standing-whether he Las ever heard of the manceuvr·e 
known as carrying the war into the enemy's country? How 
does the British Home Rule party stand in relation to the classes? 
:Mr. G ladi-tone himself was educated at Etou and Christ Church; 
brought into Parliament by ducal influence ; promoted from step 
to step of the official hierarchy, and rewarded with many thousand 
pounds of public money. His trusted lieutenant, Sir W. 
Harcourt, is a person of noble or even royal lineage, once a 
lawyer, and still a sinecure professor. His unofficial confidant, 
Mr. Labouchere, is an ex-diplomatist, a denizen of the London 
clubs, and the editor of a Society paper. His Irii1h allies are 
l\fr. Parnell, a landlord ; Mr. Justin McCarthy, a drawing-room 
historian and novelist; Mr. Healy, a rising barrister, connected 
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by marriage with the Lord Mayor of Dnblio. If I only possessed 
the style of Mr. Joseph Leicester, I would call on the sons of t-0il 
to arise in their might and sweep from power these minions of 
luxury and privilege. 

We "dissi<lent Liberals'' have derived an advantage from tha 
manner in which our Gladstonian friends have presented their 
case. Believing as we do that the U nioo can be and ought 
to be maintained, we should have been in a somewhat perplexing 
position if the deliberate judgmeot of our own party had gone 
against us. We might have been driven to acknowledge that 
Home Rule, though neither necessary nor desiraule, had become 
practically inevitable. As matter.a; uow stand, we are not con
tending against the judgment of our party. Ao attempt has 
been made to deprive us of our judgment, to suppress differences 
of opinion, to decide a great issue under the imperious control of 
a suddenly awakened sentiment. We are absolved from our 
nllegiance to leaders who treat us in this headstron~ fashion. It 
is right that we should defer to the unequalled influence of Mr. 
Gladstone; it is not right that we should give him authority to 
revise the party programme as often as he changes his own prin
ciples of action. 

There is every reason to believe that we have a great <leal of 
trouble before us. This election may settle nothing; parties may 
be balancecl and divided in the next Parliament as they were in 
the last. Even if Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Parnell should command 
a decided majority in the new House of Commons, the obstinacy 
of the House of Lords may cost us another pnnal <lissolution. If 
the country decides against the advoc~tes of Home Rule, ob
!;tructioo will be the resource of the Irish members and their 
English alliel!. The patience of Unionist politicians may give 
way; un<ler the stress of conflicting opinions we may take refuge:> 
in some unsatisfactory compromise. But the ome1!s are not all 
unfa,·ourable. We have defeated a powerful combination; we 
have finally disposed of one dangerous project; we have done 
something to open the mind of the country to the issue which is 
now to be tried. Great Britain and Ireland have to choose be
tween U nioo and Separation. Both principles are worth consiJer
iug; either the one or the other may be made the basis of a. 
settlement. But we shall not be safe until we can find men who 
are prepared to act consistently and courageously on the principle 
which they adopt. 

THOMAS RALEIGH. 
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ART. X.-THE SocuusT MovEllE~T. 

SOME good-hearted people must have felt an uncomfortable
thrill when they heard Professor Huxley declare that he 

would rather have been born a savage in one of the Fiji Islands 
than have been born in a London slum. The advantages of 
civilization, from the slum point of view, must appear somewhat 
doul,tful; and as l\ considerable part of the population of every 
large city live in the slums, the slum view has an importance of 
its own as a factor in the future social evolution. For it must 
be remembered that the slum population is not wholly cqmposed 
of criminals and ne'er-do-weels-the "good-for-nothings" of 
Herbert Spencer. The honest workman and strugglin~ seamstress 
live there cheek by jowl with the thief and the harlot; and 
with the spread of education has arisen an inclination to ques
tion whether, after all, everything has been arranged quite as 
well as it might be in this best of all possible worlds. Tl1e ques
tion," Whether on the whole civilization has been an advantage?" 
has been a theme of acadt>ruical discussion since Rousseau won 
the prize for an essay on " Has the restoration of the Sciences 
contributed to purify or to corrupt Manners 1" and laid down 
the audacious thesis that riches gave birth to luxury and 
idleness, and from luxury sprung the arts, from idleness the 
sciences. But it has now changed its form, and has entered the 
arena of practical life: men are asking now, Is it rational that 
the progress of society should he as lopsided as it is 1 Is it 
necessary that, while civilization brings to some art, beauty, 
refinement-all that makes life fair and gracious-it should 
bring to others drudgery, misery, degradation, such as no un
civilized people know; and these emphasized and rendered the 
bitterer by the contrast of what life is to many, the dream of 
what it might be to all? For Professor Huxley is right. The 
savage has the forest and the open sea, the joy of physical 
strength, food easily won, leisure sweet after the excitement of 
the chase; the civilized toiler has the monotonous drudgery of 
the stuffy workshop, the hell of the gin-palace for his pleasnre
ground, the pandemonium of reeking court and stifling alley 
for his lullaby : civilization has robbed him of all natural beauty 
and phyr,ical joy, and has given him in exchange-the slum. 
Jt is little wonder that, under these circums1ance!!, there are 
many who have but scant respect for our social fabric, and who 
sre apt to think that any change cannot land them in a condi
tion worse tban that in which they already find themselves. 
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The -tendency to think of complete social cbange as a possible 
,occur.rence has come down to the present generation as an 
.inheritance of the past. Old men still ct1Vdl fondly on the 
hopes of the "social missionaries" who were pre'l.ching when 
,the men now of middle-age were born. Some even remember 
the experiments of Robert Owen and of his persor.al disciples, 
the hopes raised by New Lanark and Arbiston, the chill dis
appointment of New Harmony. The dream that glol'ifie<l their 
youth has r1::mained a sacrtd memory, and they hav-, told ho\V 
.all might have been different had society heen prepared in 
Owen's time for the fundamental change. And the great and 
far-reaching co-operative movement, born of Owen's socialism, 
,has kept "his memory green," and has prepared men to think 
-of a po'>sible future in which co-operation should wholly replaco 
-competition, and Owen's dream of universal brotherhood become 
a living reality. Such part of the energy of tlie Owenite 
.Socialists as was not merged in co-operative activity was 
swamped in the sudden rush of prosperity that followed th~ 
.repeal of the Com Laws and the .English triumph of Free 
'l'radti. Now that that rush is long over, and the old misery 
is on the workers once more, their minds turn back to the old 
@chemes, and they listen readily to suggestions of a new social 

·order. 
'fhtl abnormally rapid multiplication characteristic of the 

very poor is at once constantly rendering the problem to be 
solved more difficult and more imperatively pressing. Un
healthy conditions force the young into premature nuhility; 
marriage takes place between mere lads au<l lassea; parenthood 
comes while father and mother are themselves legally infants; 
and the dwarfed, peaky little mortals, with bilby frames and 
wizened faces, that tumble over each other in the gutters of the 
slums, are the unwholesome and unlovely products of the forcing
house of extreme poverty. 

The spread of education and of religious scepticism has added 
the last touch necessary to make the poor ripe for social cha.ngti. 
Ignorance is a necessary condition for prolonged submission to 
remediable misery. The School Boards are teaching the 
children the beauty of order, cleanliness, and decency, and are 
waking up in them desire for knowledge, hopes, and aspirations 
-plants unsuited for cultivation in the slums. They are ,;owiug 
the seeds of a noble discontent with unworthy conditions, while 
at the same time they are developing and training the intelli
gence, and are converting aimless, sullen grumbling into ;~ 
rational determination to understand the Why of the present, 
and to discover the How of change. Lastly, religious scepticism 
has enormously increased the value put upon the life whicn is. 
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So Jong as men belie,•ed that the present life was the· me,e
vestihule of an endl<·H~ future, it was possible to bribe them 
into quiescen<'e in mi~ny by representing poverty as a blessing 
which should hereafter bring in it.A train the "kingdom of 
l:eaven." But now that many look on the idea of a life
Leyond the grave with doubt, and even with disbelief, this · 
life has taken giant proportions in their eyes, and the human 
longing for happiness, which erstwhile fed on hopes of heaven, 
hos fai;tened it~elf with passio11ate intensity on the things of 
earth. 

Such is the soil, ploughed by misery, fertilized by education. 
nnd scepticism, ready to receive and nourish the seed of social 
change. 

Whilfl the soil has lJeen thus preparing, the sowers who are to 
scatter the se1:d have been fashioning. 'l'houghtful persons have 
noted the regular cycle of alternate depression and inflation 
trodden hy industrialism during the last ceIJtury. At one time· 
industry progrei;ses " by leaps and bounds," employment is plenti
ful, wages high (as wages go), prices of coal and iron high, profits. 
increase, anJ fortunes are rapidly built up. This inflation after a 
while passes away, and is succeeded by depression; "short time" 
is worked, wages are reduced, profits diminish, the "market is. 
overstocked." This in its turn passes away, ancl temporary 
prosperity returns, to be after a while succeeded by another de
pression, and that by another inflation. But it is noticeable that 
the depressions become more acute and more prolonged as they 
return time after time, and that there is less elasticity of revival 
after each. The position of England in the world's mark~ts 
becomes yearly one of diminished advantage; other nations 
raise their own coal and their owu iron instead of buying from 
ui;i, and as the competition of nations becomes keener, :English 
trade cnn no longer monopolize the custom of the world. The 
radical weakness of our industrial system is thus becoming 
patent-no longer veiled, as it was during the first half of the 
century, by a monopoly which brought such enormous gains 
that the drain of wealth into a few hands was comparatively 
little felt. Now that there is so much less to divide, the unfair
ness of the method of division is becoming obvious. 

Nor can we overlook, in tracing the fashioning of those who 
are to sow the seeds of change, the effect on English thought of 
tlie greatly increased communication with foreign countries, and 
especially with Germany. English religious thought has been 
largely influenced by the works of Strauss and Feuerbach; 
philosophic though~ by those of Hegel, Kant, and 8chopenhauer ; 
scientific by the speculations of Goethe, the practical labours of 
Vogt, Buchner, and Haeckel. English insularity has been 
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broken down in every domain of theoretical and speculative 
thought ; it was inevitable that it should also he broken down 
in the domain of prnctical sociology, and that German proposals 
for social change should win the attention of English students 
of social problems. The works of Marx, Behel, Liebknecht, ancl 
Engels have not reached any Jarge number of Engli!1h people; 
neither have those of Strauss, Hegel, and Kant. None the less 
in each case have they exercised a profoundly modifying influ
ence on religious, philosophical, and sociological thought respec
tively; for, reaching a i:;mall band only, that band has in its 
turn influenced thought iu the direction taken by iti;elf, and has 
modified the views of very many who are unconscious of the 
change thus wrought in their own attitude towards progress. 
At the same time the German graft has been itself modified by 
the English stock, and English Socialism is beginning to take 
its own distinctive colour; it is influenced by English traditions, 
race, habit, and methods of public procedure. It shows, at its 
best, the influence of the open-air of English political life, the 
tolerance of diversity of thought which is bred of free speech; it 
ia les.q arrogant, less iutolerant, than it is with GermanR, or with 
those English who are most directly under German influence. 
In Germany the intolerance of oppression has caused intolerance 
of revolt; here the very power of the democracy has a tendency 
to sober its speech, anJ to make it take its own way in the quiet 
consciousne~ of its resistless strength. This peculiarity of 
EDglish life must modify Sociali11m, and incline it to resort, if 
such resort be possible, to methods of legislation rather than to 
methods of dynamite. 

Nor has the effect of foreign thought been confined to the 
influence exerted by thinkers over thinkers, through the meJium 
of the press. A potent worker for the internationalization of 
thought has been 1,silently busy for many years past. At first 
insular prejudices were broken down only for the wealthy and 
the nobles, wheu the" grand tour" was a necessary part of the 
education of the fine gentleman. 'l'hen the capit1tlist broke 
down national fences for his own gain, feeling himself nearer in 
blood to his foreign colleagues than to the workers in his own 
land; for, after all, common interests lie at the root of all follow
feeling. And the capitalist abolished nationalism for himself: 
he hired Germans and .Frenchmen for hi11 counting-house work, 
finding them cheapttr and better educated than English clerks ; 
when hie .English wage-workers struck for better wages he 
brought over foreigners to take their place, so that he might live 
on cheap foreign Jabour while he starved the English into sub
mission. 'l'he effect of foreign immigration and of foreign 
importation has not in the long run turned wholly to the 
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advantage of the capitalist; for his foreign clerks and his 
foreign workers have fraternized with the English they ,vere 
brought over to displace. They have taken part in club dis
cussions; they have spread their own views; they have popu
larized in England the idens current among workers on the 
Continent; they have made numbers of Englishmen acquainted 
with the solutions suggested abroad for social problems. Thus, 
the internationalism of the luxuriom1 idle and of the wealthy 
capitalist has paved the· way for the internationalism of the 
future-the interr.ationalism of the proletariat, the interna
tionalism of Socialism. 

From this preliminary sketch of the conditions which make 
for a Sociaiist movement in England at the present time we 
must tum to an examination of the doctrines held and taught 
by the modern school, which claims to teach what is known as 
Scientific Socialism. The allegation, or even the proof, that 
motlern civilization is to a large extent a failure, is obviously not 
sufficient ground for a complete social revolution. Appeals to 
the emotions by means of word-pictures of the sufferings and 
degradation of the industrious poor, may rouse sympathy, may 
even excite to riot, but can never bring about fundamental 
chnng.-s in <;ociety. The intellect must be convinced ere we can 
look for any wise movement in the direction of organic improve
ment; and while the passion of the ignorant has its revolutiona1·y 
value, it is on ·,he wisdom and foresight of' the instructed that 
we must rely fo1· the work of social reconstitution. 

'l'be first thing to realize is that the Socialist movement is an 
economic one. De1>pite all whirling words, and revolution fire, 
and poetic glamour, and passionate appeal, this one dry fact is the 
central one-Socialism rt>jects the present industrial system and 
proposes an exceedingly different one. No mere abuse can shake 
the Socialist; no mere calling of names can move him. He 
holds a delinite economic theory-a theory which should 
neither be rejected without examination nor accepted without 
study. 

Ti1e preliminary stock objection which is often held to be 
suffic:ient to wave Socialism out of court is the st:itement that it 
is "against the laws of political economy." No statement could 
be more erroneous ; though it may be plea<led in extenuation 
that the ahuse levelled by ignorant Socialists at politit'al 
economy has given excuse for supposing that it is in antagonism 
to Socialism. With political economy, as the science which 
deals with the nature, the production, and the distribution of 
wealth, Socialism can have no quarrel. Its quarrel is with the 
present industrial system, not with the science which points out 
the ascertained sequence of events under that system. Suppose 
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a re9t1ne of avowed slavery : political economy, dealing with 
the production of wealth in such a state, would lay down bow 
slaves might be worked to the l,est advantage-how most might 
be got out of them with least expenditure. But it would be 
irrational to attack political economy as brutal under such 
conditions; it would Le the slave system which would be brutal, 
and blame of the science which merely dealt with the existent 
facts would be i<lle. The work of political economy is to 
discern and expound for any type of social system the best 
methods of producing and distributing wealth under t!tat 
sy.~tem ; and it can as easily study and <.levelop those methods 
un<ler a 1·egime of universal co-operation such as • Socialism, as 
under a 1·egim,e of universal competition such as the present. 
Socialism ii1 in antagonism to this competitive system, and seeks 
to overthrow it ; Lut only the ignorant and the thoughtless 
confound in their hatred the system itself, and the scie::ice that 
deals with its phenomena. 

In truth, Socialism founds part of its disapproval of the present 
industrial system on the very facts pointed ont by orthodox 
economists. It accepts Ricardo's '' iron law of wages," and, 
reco~niziug that wages tend to fall to the minimum on which 
the labourer can 1::xist, it declares against the system of the 
hiring of workers for a fixed wage, and the appropriation of 
their produce by the hirer. It accepts Ricardo's theory of rent, 
with such modifications as to the influence of custom, &c., as 
are adopted hy all modern economii1ts. It assents to, and 
indeed insists on, the facts that all wealth is the resuli:. of labour 
applied to natural agents, that capital is the result of labour 
and abstint'uce, that in all 1ave tl1e most primitive forms of 
industry capital and labour-thnt is, the unconsumed result of 
past lal.iour and present labour-are Loth necessary factors in 
the production of wealth. 

Nor does Socialism challenge the accuracy of the deductions 
from •· the laws of politica.l economy" in a competitive system 
drawn by the tradrng community. '!'hat a man who desires 
wealth should buy in the cheapest market and sdl in the 
dearest; t.hat he should drive the hardest possible bargains; 
that in selling he should be guided by the maxim, co,mit 
emplur; that in buying he should take advantage of the 
ignorance or the necessities of the seller ; that the weakest 
should go to the wall; that feeling should not interfere with 
business; that labour should be bought at the lowest possible 
price, and as much got out of it as may be; that trade morality 
diffo,s from the morality of private life ;-all these maxims the 
Socialist regar<ls as the evil fruits of the perpetuation among 
mea of the struggle for existence; a. struggle which, however 
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inevitable among brutes, is from his point of view unworthy of 
human civilization. 

Recognising thus the unsati!,lfactory results which flo,v natur
ally anu inevitably from the present system, Socialism proceeds 
to analyse the way in which wealth is produced and accumulated 
un<ler it, to seek for the causes of the extreme wealth and ex
treme poverty which are its most salient chr.racteristics . 

.Applying ourselves, then, to the study of the production of 
wealth, we find taking part therein three things-natural agents, 
capital, nnd labour. These, under the present system, are 
represented in England by three types-the landlord, thu 
capitRlist, the proletarian. The transitional organisms need 
not detain us : the landlord who tills his laud with his own 
hands, the capitalist who works in his own mill-these are 
exceptions; and we are concerned with the normal types. 
Abroad, the landlord pure and simple is comparatively rare. 
Of these three, the landlord owns the natural agents; no 
wealth can be produced without his consent. John Stuart .Mill 
(" Principles of Political Economy," bk. ii. eh. xvi. sec. 1) 
remarks that "the only person, besi<les the labourer and the 
capitalist, whose consent is necessary to production, and who 
can claim a share of the produce as the price of that con5ent, is 
t?e person who, by the arrangements of society, possesses exclu
sive power over some natural agent." Given a person who, by 
possession of the natural agents from which wealth can be pro• 
duced, can prevent the production of wealth by withholding the 
raw material, and you have a person who can successfully claim 
part of the wealth to be produced as a condition of allowing pro
duction to take place. Ho gilins, hy virtue of his position, 
wealth which one less fortunately placed can only acquire by 
prolonged labour. .Nay, more; since many capitalists will com
pete for the raw material when it is advantageously situated, he 
will be able to obtain an ever higher price from the most eager 
bidder; as towns increase and trade develops, ·competition will 
drive the price up still higher; and this ever-mounting" rent," 
paid to the owner of the natural agents, will enrich the lucky 
possessor, however idle, ignorant, or usele~s he may be. Thus is 
produced a class which has a vested right to tax industry, and 
which taxes it in proportion to its success. Not an improve
ment can be effected, nor a railway constructed, nor a road 
made, without toll being first paid to the owner of the soil. 
The whole nation is at the mercy of a comparatively small class, 
so long a!I it consents to admit t.hat this cb.ss has a right to own 
the ground on which the nation lives. Here is a point at which 
Socialism finds itself in direct antagonism to the present Rystem 
of society. Socialism declares that natural agents ought not to 
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be private property, and that no idle class should be permitted 
to stand between land and labour, and demand payment of n tax 
before it will permit the production of wealth. Socialism holds 
that the soil on which a nation is born and lives ought to 
belong to the nation as a whole, and not to a class within the 
nation ; that the soil should be cultivated by individuals, or by 
co-operative groups, holding directly under the State-the 
"State" here meaning central organizing body ·or district 
organizing body, according as the organization is communal or 
centralized. And here, among different Socialist schools, dif
ference in detail manifests itself. All agree that the soil must 
in some fashion be controlled by the community, and the benefits 
derivable from it spread over the community. But some 
Socialists would have each commune practically independent, 
with the soil on which it liv.es vested in each; the agriculturists 
of the commune would form an organized body for cultivating 
the 11oil, and the agricultural products would be collected in the 
communal store, and thence distributed as each member of the
commune had need of them. • Nothing would here be recognized 
as "rent," sinctJ the total produce would pass under communal 
control. Other Socialists favour a system of more centralized 
management. But all agree that individual property in land 
mu~t disappear, and that in the future land must not be used as 
an investmt•nt which is to briug in a profit in the shape of rent 
to some speculator or idler, but must be used for purposes of 
pro<luction for the general good, yielding food and raw materials. 
for clothing and other necessaries of life, but profit in the shape 
of rent to no individual. 

The extreme Radical school of politicians accepts the Socialist 
theory of land, and denounces private property in the soil as 
vigorously as does the Socialist. In fact, the Radicnl is a half
fledged Socialist-indignant as many would be Rt the description: 
he is in favour of the State being the only landowner, but he 
boggles at the idea of the State being the only capitalist. His 
attitu<le to the land is, however, an important factor in the 
Socialist movement, for it familiarizes the national mind with the 
idea of the State ab~orbing the functions hitherto belonging to a 
class. The establishment of Land Courts, the fixing of judicial 
renti.a, the legal restrictions put on the "rights" of landlords-all 
these make for Socialism. M. Agatbon de Potter, a well-known 
continental writer, rejoice;; over the introduction of Mr. Charles 
Bradlaugh's Bill for expropriating landlords who keep cultivable 
land uncultivated, and for vesting the forfeited lands in the 
State, as a direct step towards Socialism. The shrinking of 
Euglish politicians from the name does not prevent their advance 
towards the thing, and the Liberty and Property Defence League 
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is justified in its view that politics are drifting steadily in a 
Socialist direction. 

Pass we from the landlord who holds the natural agents to the 
eapitalist who holds the means of production. What is capital, 
and how has it come into existence 1 Capital is any wealth 
which is employed for profit. On this there is no dispute. As 
Senior Rays: "Economists are agreed that 1v!w.tcver gives a 
profit is properly called capital." Now, as all wealth is the result 
of labour applied to natural agents, capital, being wealth, must 
hat'e been so produced. But another factor has been at work ; 
.as Marshall say!!, it is "the result of labour and <W,'ltinence." 
Wherever there is capital there has Leen h1bour, and there has 
.also been abstinence from consumption. But in studying the 
-ori~in and the accumulation of capital, this remarkaLle historical 
fact stares us in the face-that capital is not found in the hands 
•Of the laborious and the abstemious, but is obtained by a process 
of 'confiscation of the 1·esults of labour and the imposition· of 
privation on the laborious. On this John Stuart Mill has the 
following pregnant passage: 

Jn a rude nnd violent state of society it continunlly happens that 
the person who has capital is not the very person who has saved it, but 
some one who, being stronger, or bt"longing to a more powerful com
munity, has possessed himself of it by plunder. And even in a state 
of things in which property was protected, the increase of capitnl has 
usually been, for a long time, mainly derived from privations which, 
though essentially the same with saving, arE> not generally called by 
that name, because not voluntary. The actual producers ha,·e been 
slaves, compelled to produce as much as force cou!cl extort from them, 
and to consume as little ns the self-i11terest or the usually very slender 
hum:111ity of their taskmasters would permit. (" Principles of Poli
tical Economy," bk. i. c. v. § 5.) 

Capital always has been, and it always must be, obtained by 
the partial confiscation of the results of labour; that is, it must 
be accumulated by labour which is not paid for, or by labour of 
which the paymeut is deferred. In slave communities the slave
owner Lecornes a great capitalist by appropriating the total 
results of bis slaves' toil, and returning to them only such i;mall 
portion of it as 1mffices to keep the wealth-producers in capable 
working order. That is, the wealth produced rni,rns the amount 
consumed hy the producers, gr,es to the owner, and that part of 
it which he does not consume is laid by to be employed as capital. 
And it is worth noting that no considerable accumulation of 
capital was made, and no rapid progress in civilization was pos
sible, until slavery was introduced. In a low stage of evolution 
men will not deny tbomselves present fo, the sake of future 
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enjoyment, nor incur present toil for the sake of future ease. But 
when, as was neatly said to me, tbe barbarian discovered that he 
could utilize his conquered enemy to much greater advantage by 
making him work than by merely eating him, civilization had a 
chance. Slavery was, in truth, a necessary stage in social evolu
tion; only by forced toil and forced privation was it possible to 
accumulate capital, and without capital no forms of complex 
industry are realizable. At the present time that which was done 
frankly and unblushingly in the slave rlgime is done under a veil 
of fine phrases, among which free contract, free labourer, and the 
like, play a striking part. But in reality the "free labourer" 
only obtains as wage such portion of the results of his labour as 
enables him to exist at the standard of living current for his class 
at the time, and the remainder of his produce goes to his em
ployer. And too often this portion of his is not .sufficient to keep 
him in capable working order, as is shown by the sombre fact 
that the average age of the hand-workers at death is far less 
than that of tlie iJl~rs. For in trur,h the slave of the past had 
the advantage over the wage-worker of the present-that it was 
to his master's interest to keep the slave in high physical con
dition, and to prolong his working life ; whereas it is to the 
modern employer's interest to get as much work out of the" free 
labourer" as is possible in a short time, and then to fling him 
aside as he begins to flag, and. hire in his place a younger and 
more vigorous competitor, to be in his turn wrung dry and thrown 
awav. 

Before considerin!,? what Socialism would do with the capitalist, 
we must turu to the proletarian, his necessary correlative. A 
proletarian is a person who is posse!-sed of labour-force, and of 
nothing elsP.. He is tile incarnation of the "labour" necesmry 
for the production of wealth, the third factor in our trio. Thi3 
t_vpe, in our modern '!ociety, is numerous, and is rapidly increasing. 
He is the very antithesis of the really free labourer, who works 
on his own raw material with his own instrurneuts of production, 
and produces for his owu :subsistence. In the country the proletarian 
is Lorn on snmebody else's land, and as he grows up he fiuds him
self owner of nothing exct>pt his own body. 'l'he raw material 
around him is owned by the landlord; the instruments of pro
duction are owned by the capitalist farmers. As he cannot liv~ 
on his own labour force, which can only become productive in 
conjunction with raw material and means of production (capital), 
he must either sell it or starve. Nominally he may be free; in 
reality he is no more free than is the slave. The slave is free to 
refuse to work, and t0 take in exchange the lash, the prison, the 
grave; and such freedom only has the present proletarian. If 
he refuses to work, ho must take the lash of hunger, the prison of 
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the workhouse, and, on continued refusal, the actual gaol. Nor 
<:an he put his own price on this solitary property of his, his body
he must sell it at the market rate ; aud in some agricultural 
<:0unties of England at the present time the marktit rate is from 
7s. to 9s. a week. It is most liignificant of the bearing of the 
property-less condition of the proletarian that many farmers 
object to the very slight improvement made in the labourer's 
position by his being permitted to rent at a high price a small 
allotment which be cultivates for him,self The grouud of the 
farmer's objection is that even such small portion of freedom 
makes the labourer " too independent,'' and thereby drives up 
wages. To get the full advantage out of him, the proletarian 
must be wholly dependent for subsistence on the wages be earns. 
The town proletarian is in a similar position-neither land nor 
instrument of production is liis; but he also has his labour force, 
:and this he must seU, or he must starve. 

We have arrived at the citadel of the Socialist position. Here 
is this unpropertied class, this naked proletariat, face to face with 
landlord and capitalist, who hold in their grip the mea1is of sub
sistence. It must reach those means of subsistence or starve. 
The terms laid down for its acceptauce are clear aod decisive: 
" We will place within your hauds the means of existeuce if you 
will produce sufficient to support us as well as yourselves, and if 
you will consent that the whole of your produce, over that which 
is sufficient to support you in a hardy, frugal life, shall be the 
property of us and of our children. If you are very thrifty, very 
self-denying, and very lucky, you may be aulc to save enough out 
of your small share of yo11r produce to feed yourself in your old 
age, and so avoid falling hack on us. Your children will tread 
the same mill-round, and we hope you will remain contented 
with the position in which Providence has placed yon, and not 
envy those born to a higher lot." Needless to say, the terms are 
accepted by a proletariat ignorant of its own strength, and the 
way to profit is open to landlord and capitalist. 'l'he landlord, 
as we have seen, obtains his share of the gaius by taxing the 
capitalist through raising his rent. The capitalist finds his profit 
in the difference between the wage he pays and the value of the 
produce of his hired workeril. 'l'he wage is fixed by the compe
tition for employment in the labour market, and limited in its 
downward tendency by the standard of living. The minimum 
wage is that on which the worker can exist, however hardly. For 
Jess than this he will not work. Every shilling above thi11 is 
fought over, aud wage rises and falls by competition. At every 
stage of their relationship there is contest between employer and 
employed. If the wage is paid for a fixed day's work-as in 
nearly every trade-the employer tries to lengthen the day, the 
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employed to shorten it; the longer the day, the greater the pro
duction of "surplus value" -i.e. of the difference between the 
wae1e paid and the value produced. The employer tries to increase 
surplus value by preesing the workers to exertion; they lessen 
exertion in order not to hasten the time of their discharge. 'fhe 
employer tries still to increase surplus value by supplanting male 
labour with female and child labour at lower wages. The men 
resist such introduction, knowing that the ultimate result is to 
increase the amount taken by capital and to lessen that obtained 
by labour. 

Now, the Socialist alleges that these antithetical interests can 
never be reconciled while capital and labour are the possessions 
of two distinct classes. He points to the results brought about 
by the capitalist class while it WM left unshackled by the State. 
The triumph of capitalism, and of laissez-fcdre between em
ployers and employed, was from 17~4 to 18:33. During that 
time not only adults but young cluldren were worked from 
fifteen to sixteen hours a day, nnd the production of surplus 
value was enormous. 'rhe huge fortunes of the Lancashire 
''cotton-princes" were built up by the,;e overtasked, quickly 
worn-out workers. The invention of machinery centnpled man's 
productive power, and its benefits were monopolized by a com
paratively small class; while those who ma<le the wealth festered 
in closely crowded courts, those who appropriated the wealth 
luxuriated in country seats; one side of industrialism is seen in 
the Lancashire mansions, pleasure-grounds, and hothou~es ; the 
other in the reeking slums within the sound of the factory 
bells. Under a saner system of production, the introduction of 
machinery would have lightened toil, shortened the hours of 
neceRsary labour, and spread abundance where there was want. 
Under capitalistic industrialism it has built up huge fortunes for 
a few, and has reduced thousands to conditions of insanitary 
living and dreary degradation, worse than anything the world 
has hitherto known. It bas poisoned our rivers, polluted our 
atmosphere, marred the bt-auty of our country's face, bestialized 
large numLers of our people. Improvements in machinery, 
which should be hailed with joy, nre regarded with dread by 
large classes of workers, because they will throw numbers out of 
work, and reduce men, wh'l were skilled labourers with the old 
machinery, into the ranks of the unskilled. True, the result of 
the introduction of machinery hns been to cheapen-in conse
quence of competition among capitalists-many commodities, 
especially articles of clothing. But this effect is littlu felt among 
the labouring classes. They can buy perhaps three coats where 
they used to buy one, but the e~ily worn-out shoddy, thouaht 
good enough for clothes sold in poor quarters, is but a p~or 
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exchange for the solid Land-made stuffs worn by their 
ancestors. 

What, then, is the remedy proposed by Socialism 1 It is to 
deal with capital as it deals with land ; to abolish the capitalist 
as well as t.he landlord, and to bring the means of production, as 
well as the natural agents on which they are used, under the 
control of the community. 

Capital is, as we have seen, the result of unpaid labour; in a 
complex system like our own it is the result of co-operative-that 
is, of socialized-labour. It has beeu found by experience that 
division of labour increases productive ability, and in all forms 
of industry numbers now co-operate to turn out the finished 
product. In each commodity is embodied the labour of many 
workers, o.nd the socialization of labour has reached a very nd
vanced stage. But while industrialism has been socialized in its 
aspect of labour, it bas remained individualistic in its aspect of 
capital; o.nd the results of the combined efforts of many are nppro
priated to the advantage of one, and when the one has exhausted 
his power of consumption he retains the remaining results, and 
employs them for the further enslavement an<l exploitation of 
labour. Thus labour constantly adds new links to the chain 
which fetters it, and is ever increasing the capital which, let out 
at interest, becomes ever a hP.avier tax upo11 itself. Socialism 
contends that these unconsumed re,mlt.'I of socialized labour 
ought not to pass into the hands of individuals to be used by 
them for their own profit; but should pass either iuto the in
dustrial funds of the several trades that produce them, or into 
a central industrial exchequer. In eitlier case, these funds 
created by past labour would be used for the facilitation of 
present and future labour. They would he available for the 
introduction of improved machinery, for the opening up of new 
industries, for the improvement of means of communication, and 
for similar undertakings. Capital thus employed would bear no 
interest, for no idle class would have a lieu upon it; aud thus, in 
a very real sense, capital W<'uld become only the def~rred pay
ment of labour, and the whole results of toil would be constantly 
flowing back upon the toilers. Under such conditions, fixed 
capital or plant would be owned for purposes of use by the 
workers who used it. Its replacement would be a constant 
charge ou the commodities it b1:lped to produce. A machine 
represents so much human labour; that embo<lied labour takes 
part in producing the finished commodity as much as does the 
palpable labour of the human worker who superiutends the 
machine; that worker does not produce the whole value added 
in the factory to the material brought iuto it, an<l has no claim 
to tht whole value. 1'be wear and tear of the machine is an 
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offset, and must be charged on the products, so that when the 
machine is worn out there may be no difficulty in its replace
ment. Under such conditions also the distinction between 
employers and employed would disappear. All would be mem
bers of industrial communities, and the necessary foremen, 
superintendents, organizers, and officers of every kind, would 
be elected as the officers of trades unions are elected at the 
present time. 

Poverty will never cease so long as any class or any indi
viduals have an interest in the exploitation of others. While 
individuals hold capital, and other individuals cannot exist 
unless that capital is used for their employment, the first class 
will prey upon the second. Tbe capitalists will not employ 
unless they can " make a profit " out of those they hire to work 
for them ; that is, unless they pay them less than the value of 
the work produced. Bot if one mnn is to have value for which 
he has not worked, another must have les.~ than the value of his 
work; and while one class grows wealthy on unpaid labour, 
another must remain poor, giving labour without return. 
Socialism would give to each return for labour done, but it 
recognizes no claim in the idle to grow fat on the produce of the 
ind ost rious. 

Interest on capital has-as is obvious indeed from the fore
going-no place in Socialism. Strongly as Socialism protests 
against the whole system of which landlords and capitalists form 
an integral part, it re.c;erves its uttermost reprobation for the 
theory which justifies a class of the latter in living solely on 
money drawn as interest on investments. If a man pos,esses 
three oi-four thousand pounds be can invest them, and live all 
his life long on the interest without ever doing a stroke of honest 
work, and can then bequeath to some one else the right to live 
in idleness; and so on in perpetuity. Money in the capitalist 
system is like the miraculous oil in the widow'i: cruse-it can 
alwayR be spent and never exhausted. A man in· sixty years 
will have receiv.ed in interest at five per cent. three times his 
original fortune, and although he may have spent the interest, 
and thus have spent every penny of his fortune three times over, 
he will yet possess bis fortune as large as it was when he began. 
He bas consumed in commodities three times the sum originally 
owned, and yet is not one penny the worse. Other peoplt:! have 
laboured for bim, fed him, clothed him, housed him, and he laai. 
done nothing in exchange. The Socialist argument agai11st 
interest lies in a nutshell: a man earns £5; he gives labour for 
which he receives in exchange a power of possession over £.'j 
worth of commodities; be desires only to consume £1 worth 
now, and to defer the consumption of the remaining £4. Hu 
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buys his £1 worth of commodities, and considers himself repaid 
for the fifth portion of his work by possessing and consuming 
these. But he expects to put out his saved £4 at interest, and 
would consider himself hardly used if, fourteen years hence, when 
he desired to exercise his power of consumption, deferred for his 
own convenience, that power had not increased although he had 
done nothing to increase it. Yet it can only be increased by 
other peopl~'s labour being left unpaid for, while he is paid twice 
over for his; and this arrangement the Socialist stamps as unjust. 
So long as capital remains in private hands, interest will be 
demanded for its use, and will be perforce paid; and so long also 
will exist an idle class, which will consume without producing, 
and will reml\in a burden on the industrious, who must labour to 
support these as well as tLemselves, and must produce sufficient 
for all. 

Now, Socialism aims af. rendering impossible the existence of 
an idle class. No healthy adult but will have to work in 
exchange for the things he requires. For the young, freedom 
from labour; they have to prepare for life's work. For the aged, 
freedom from labour : they have worked, and at eventide should 
come rest. For the sick also, freedom from labour; and open 
hospitals for all, without distinction of class, where tendauce and 
all that i,kill can do dhall be at the service of each. But for the 
1-;trong and the mature, no bread of idleness, no sponging upon 
other people. With division of labour will come also division of 
leisure ; the disappearance of the languid lady, full of ennui from 
sheer idleness, will entail the disappearance of the overworked 
slavey, exhausted from unending toil; and there will be two 
healthy women performing necessary work, and enjoying full 
leisure for study, for art, for recreation, where now are the over
lazy and the over-driven. 

In thus condemning the existence of an idle class, Socialism 
does not assail all the individuals who now compose it. These 
are not to blame for the social conditions into which they have 
been born ; and it is one of the most hopeful sigus of the pre.:. 
sent Socialist movement, that many who are working in it belong 
to the very classes which will be abolished by the triumph of 
Socialist principles. The man who has inherited a fortune, and 
has embraced Socialism, would do no good by throwing it away 
and pluoging into the pre~nt competitive struggle ; all he can 
do is to live simply, and to utilize his position oi advantage as 
a pedestal on which to place his advocacy of Socialism, and to 
employ his money in Socialist propaganda. 

It is feared by some that the success of the Socialist move
ment would bring about the crushing of individualism, and an 
undue restriction of liberty. But the Socialist coutends that the 
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present terrible struggle for ex.istence is the worst enemy of 
individualism, and that for the vast majority individuality is a 
mere phrase. Exhausting toil and ever-growing anxiety, these 
crush out individuality, and turn the eager promising lad into 
the harassed drudge of middle age. How many capable brains 
are wasted, how mnny original geniuses lost to the nations they 
might illuminate, by the strife for mere livelihood ? The artist 
fritters away hts genius in " pot-boilers"; the dramatist writes 
down to the piece that will "pay," and harnesses his delicate 
fancy into coarse burlesque full of wretched witticisms; in the 
stress of the struggle to live, patient study and straining after a 
great ideal become impossible. Individualism will only really 
develop fully wheu Socialism has lifted off all shoulders the 
heavy burden of care, and has given to all leisure to think and 
to endeavour. 

Nor is the fear of undue restriction of liberty better founded 
than that of the crushing out of individualism. One kind of 
liberty, indeed, will be restricted-the liberty to oppres.'i and to 
enslave other people. But with this exception liberty will Le 
increased. Only the very wealthy are now free. The great 
majority of people must work, and their choice of work is very 
limited. The poor must take what work they can get, and their 
complaint is not that they are compelled to work, but that thP.y 
often cannot get work to do. In satisfying the complex wants 
of the civilized human being there is room for all the most 
diverse capacities of work ; and if it be said that there are un
pleasant kinds of work that must be done, which none would 
willingly undertake, it may be answered that those kinds of work 
have to be done now, and that the compulsion of the community 
would not be a greater restriction of personal liberty than the 
present compulsion of hunger; and further, that it would be easy 
to make a short period of unpleasant toil balance a long period 
of pleasant ; and that it would be far better to have such tasks 
divided among a number, so that they would press very lightly 
upon each, than have them, as now, pushed on to a comparatively 
few, whose whole lives are brutalized by the pressure. 'l'he very 
strictest organization of labour by the community that can be 
imagined, would be to the great majority far less oppressive than 
the present system, for at the worst, it would but control an 
extremely small portion of each working day, and woulJ leave 
the whole of the rest of the existence free, to be used at the 
pleasure of the individual, untrammelled by anxiety and harass
mg care for the mere necessaries of life. The pride in skill, the 
stimulus of honourable ambition, the pleasure of success, all 
these would be prt1sent, as they are to-day ; but instead of being 
the privilege of the few, they would brighten the life of all. 
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A profound moral impulse really underlies the whole of the 
8ocialist movement. It, is a revolt against the callous in
difference of the majority in the "comfortable classes" to the 
woful condition of large numbers of the workers. It is an out
burst of unselfish brotherhood, which cannot bear to sit at ease 
while others suffer, which claims to share the common human 
lot, and to bear part of the burden now pressing with crushing 
weight on the shoulders of the poor. It detests the theory that 
there must always be hewers of wood and drawers of water for a 
luxurious class, and proclaims that human degradation lies in 
idle living, not in earnest work. It would have all work, that 
all may have leisure, and would so distribute the necessary work 
of the world that none may be crushed by it, but that all may 
be disciplined. And this very outburst of human brother
hood is in itself a proof that society is evolving Socialism-wards, 
and that the evolution of humanity is reaching a stage in which 
sympathy is triumphing over selfishness, aud the desire for 
equality of happinesg is becoming l\ potent factor in human 
conduct. 'fhe ~ocialist ideal is one which could not meet with 
wide acceptance if humanity were not marching towards its 
realization. 

On one matter the Socialist movement, both abroad and at 
home, has set itself in opposition to science and to right reason
e.g., on the law of population. It is easy to see how this 
opposition ha.~ arisen, and it may be hoped that when Socialists 
in general disentangle the scientific statement of facts from 
l\falthus' unwise application,3 of them, Socialism and prudential 
restraint will be seen to h~ indissolubly united. Malthus 
accurately pointed out that population ha-1 a tendency to in
creiise beyond the means of subsi~tence; that as it presses on 
the available means, snfferini;r is caused ; and that it is kept 
within them by what he termed" positive checks "-i.e., a high 
death-rate, e»pecially among the children of the poor, premature 
death from disease, underfeeding, &c. The accuracy of his 
statement has been proved up to the hilt hy Charles Darwin, 
who describes with abundant illustrations the struggle for 
existence-a struggle which is the direct result of the fact stated 
in the law of population, of the tendency of all animated things 
to increase beyond their food supply ; this has led, and still 
leads, to the survival of those who are fittest for the conditions 
of the struggle. Unhappily, Malthus added to his scientific 
exposition some most uufortunate pra~tical advice; he advised 
the poor not to marry until, practically, they had reached middle 
life. The poor felt, with natural indignation, that in addition 
to all their other deprivations they werd summoned by Malthus 
to give U!) the chief of the few pleasures left to them, to surrender 
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marriage, to live in joyless celibacy through the passion-season 
of life, to crush out all the impulses of love until by long re
pression these would be practically destroyed. And when they 
found that the advice came to them from a clergyman, who had 
certainly not practised the repression that he preached--i:ide 
his eleven children-it is little wonder that " :i\falthusianism" 
became a word hated by the poor and denounced by those who 
sympathized with them. It is true that the advice of Malthus 
as to the putting off of marriage half been and is very widely 
followed by the middle classes ; but it is perfectly well known 
that the putting off of marriage does not with them mean the 
observance of celibacy, and the shocking prostitution which is 
the curse of every Christian city is the result of the following 
of the advice of Malthus so far as marriage is concerned. It is 
obvious that Malthus ignored thfl strength of the sexual instinct, 
possibly because he had not himself tried to bridle it, and that 
the only possible result of the wide acceptance of his teaching 
would be the increase ofprostitution,anevil even more terrible than 
that of poverty. But the objection ri~htly raised to th~ practical 
teaching of Malthu~ ought not to take the form of assailing the 
perfectly impregnable law of population, nor is it valid against 
the teachings of Neo-Malthusians, who advise early marriage 
and limitation of the family within the means of existence. 

The acceptance of this doctrine is absolutely essential to the 
success of Socialism. U nde1· a system in which children are 
forced to labour, they may begin to " keep themselves" at a 
very early age; but under a Socialist system, where education 
will occupy childhood aud youth, and where old age is to be 
free from toil, it will soon be found that the adult working 
members will nC1t permit an unlimited increase of the mouths 
which they have to fill. Facilitate production as we may, it 
will always take more hours to produce the necessaries of life 
for families of ten or twelve than for families of three or four. 
The practical enforcement of the questiou will probably come 
from the women ; highly 1-,ducated women, full of iuterest in 
public work and taking their share in public duty, will not 
consent to spend year after year of their prime in nothing but 
expecting babies, bearing babies, and suckling babies. 'J'hey 
will rebel against the constant infliction of physical discomfort 
and pain, and will insist on the limitation of the family as a. 
condition of marriage. The sooner this is recognized by Socialists 
the better, for at present they waste much strength by attacking 
a doctrine which they must sooner or later accept. 

A glance backward over the history of our own country, 
since the Reform Bill of 1832 opened the gate of political 
power to those outside the sacred circle of the aristocracy, will 
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tell how an unconscious movement towards Socialism has been 
steadily growing in strength. Our Factory Acts, onr Mines 
Regulation Acts, our Education Acts, our Employers' Liability 
Acts, our Land Acts-all show the set of the current. The 
idea of the State as an outside power is fading, and the idea of 
the State as an organized community is coming into prominence. 
In the womb of time the new organism is growing: shall the 
new birth come in peace or in revolution, heralded by patient 
endeavour or by roar of cannon 1 'l'his one thing I know, that 
come it will, whether men work for it or hinder; for all the 
mighty, silent forces of evolution make for Socialism, for the
establishment of the Brotherhood of .Man . 

....... 
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CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE, 

THEOLOGY • 

.ALTHOUGH it appears rather late the translator and publisher 
have done well to produce in a popular form the 11econd edition 

of Von Hartmann's " Selbstzersetzung des Christenthums und die 
Religion der Zukunft." 1 

In "The Religion of the Future," the most interesting thinker of 
contemporary Gel'many presents us with a concise statement of his 
religious position. It is slight in form, and with a polemical llavour 
which becomes at times, especially when Liberal Protest:mts or 
Socialists are in question, extremely intolerant. It is therefore 
unlike the author's later and more comprehensive and systematic 
works, "Das religiuse Bewusst..<1ein der Menschheit" and " Die Heligion 
des Geistes," but the earlier work is on this account more Ii vely reading. 
It has been compared in Germany with Strauss·s" New Faith and Old." 
Like Strauss, Von Hartmann realizes that the traditional concrete 
religions can no longer be retained. 'fhe best part of Strauss'e book 
was, however, its etatement of the modern scientific position and its 
relation to Christianity; when at the end he tried to describe what 
he called the "Machine of the Universe" as an object of wor11hip the 
result was almost pathetically ludicrous. Von Hartmann is opposed 
on the one hand to the "Christian or stupid" party, which he 
identifies with Cz.tholic Ultramontanism, and on the other to "the 
shallow irreligious Secularism of pseudo-Christian Liberal Protestant
ism," to which he considers that Strauss belonged fundamentally. 
(Von Hartmann was scarcely just, it may be noted by the way, in 
speakini:t of Strauss's "renunciation of idealism" in latter days. 
Strauss did not consider the monism which he advocated in opposition 
to all dualism, as opposed to idealism.) Concerning the essentially 
irreligious character of Protestantism, with its gospel of comfort 11nd 
its adroitness in making the beet of both worlds, Von Hartmann speaks 
very strongly. In regard to the relation of religion to science he has 
a more just conception than the author of "Natural Religion," whose 
brilliant epigrams do not always reveal a very inteliigent grasp of the 
religious problem; and his discussion of this question is one of 
the most valuable parts of the hook, although at one point he r11ther 
strangely falls into the weakness of Biblical exegetes, and asserts that 
science •• maintains the doctrine of immanence,'' a function by hie own 
showing entirely outside the province of science., The ideas of religion, 

1 "The Religion of the Future."' By EJuard von Hartmann. Tranalated by 
Edward Dare. London: Stewart & Co. 1886. 
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he more truly says, are fragments of science cast among the people 
and receiving a large emotional development. " Science's task is to 
work with zeal and loyalty, in order to offer to the future a store 
of ideas as rich and valuable as possible, from which the eventual new 
religion can one day be formed." This new religion he does not 
venture definitely to forecast-it cannot be made by science-but he 
suggests that it will be a synthesis of the Eastern and \V estern 
religious developments, the Hindoo with the Jewish-Christian, "a 
pessimistic Pantheism which teache3 the immanence of the individual 
soul in the one universal spirit, and the substantial identity of the 
univer.sal essence with its individual manifestation." He advocates 
the virtues of this pantheistic panacea with much enthusiasm. In his 
latest religious work, "Die Religion des Geistes,'' Von Hartmann recog
nizes that. the ideal ofa universai churchless religion will always remain 
an ideal, but an ideal towards which there will always be a gradual 
approximation. The translation is executed in a faithful and intelli
gent manner. "Innovation" seems, however, a scarcely adequate 
rendering of Von Hartmaun's ne11bi!d1111g, and Mr. Dare bus allowed 
the printer to perpetuate constantly a curiously common error in 
regard to "Uenan." A short introduction would have added to the 
interest of the book to English readers. 

Dr. Keningale Cook has written a book,2 whicl1 is fairly interesting 
but scarcely satisfactory. lie hns attempted to show that in the 
history of Jesus we see the crystalliz:ition of an immense mass of 
Oriental tradition, but he has gone so far afield as Osiris and Buddha 
and the pre-Socratic philosophers of Greece, who can in no very 
exact sense be called the Fathers of Jesus. 'l'his undue discursiveness 
extends to the various chapters of the book. Dr. Cook is most at 
home among the parables and wise sayings from various sources with 
which he has plentifully enriched his pages. His general attitude is 
indicated in the Preface; he desires " to refound a truly nationalized 
Church upon the broader aud more lasting basis of the religious 
impulse which is to be found in the heart of all conditions of men." 
At the sanrn time, howtever, as he perceives without any attempt at 
reconciling the two positions, the highest ideal is a wise anarchillm: 
"Perhaps, in tl1e twentieth century, we may be free to begin again at 
the bt·ginning and to copy humbly those rarely conscientious and 
surely excellent folk, every man of whom 'did that which was right 
in his own eyes.'" Dr. Cook is broadly sympathetic rather than 
scientific in his methods. He has not laid any scientific basis for his 
work by a critical examination of the documents with which he deals; 
he appears to regard Moses as the founder of Israel, and speaks with 
considerable confidence concerning Zoroaster; he does not tell us 
what amount of historical value he attaches to The Gospels. He is 
much fascinated by philology, and sometimes revels amid a wealth of 

~ "The Fathers of ,J eaus: A study of the Lineage of the Christian Doctrine 
and Traditions." By Keningale Cook, M.A., LL.D. 2 vole. London: Kegan 
Paul, Trench & Co. 1886. 
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suggestions, which in the end eucceed in bewildering the reader almost 
as much aa they certainly bewilder himself. For instance, he finds 
in the Nile a fertile source of philologicnl speculation. From the 
Egyptian root ur, uri (water), and the Sanscrit vdri, he ,vould derive 
Ur of the Chaldees as an archaic Egyptian colony. and (in opposition 
to Max Muller who prefers var, to cover) the Sanscrit Heaven 
Varuna, as well as the Greek Heaven Ouranos, and the Latin urina 
and ttrna and their derivations. Across the mighty highway of the 
firmament the disembodied spirit was ferried juet as his body was 
borne across the Nile to be buried in the mountains on its sunset side. 
At this point Dr. Cook finds not only a poSl\ible connection with 
baptism, but also a site for the Garden of Eden. " Is it possible that 
the region in which, through the yearly bounty of the Nile, agri
culture was free from the curse which besets it elsewhere, was the lnnd 
that occasioned the· legend of the Garden of Eden? Upon this 
hypothesis, the Adam and Eve who were turned out of Paradise 
represent emigrants from a country too small to maint.ain its over
grown family. The memory of a parndise which they had lost was 
preserved in Aryann like the dream of a golden age-Egyptian exiles 
pining for home, and handing down to the far-off generations of their 
descendants an idenlized reminiscence of their state of life by the 
Nile, where man might ent of the fruit of the ground without toil." 
This speculation is of some interest, as we may connl'ct. it with the 
distinct but harmonizing tendencies among students of language and 
of civilization and of biology to find the origins of man in Africa 
generally, and especially in the Nile valley, with its exceptional 
conditions. The essny on the " School of Pythagoras " is a rather too 
enthusiastic exposition of the legend-tinged education of perlection, 
founded on the cor.ception of a largo and harmonious development of 
the individual attributed to Pythagoras, "the noblest chimera in the 
world." "The Brotherhood of the Essenes" is nlso among the more 
interesting chapters. Dr. Cook is inclined to connect that sect with 
the priests of the Ephesian Artemis of the same name and so back into 
Egypt. He concludes: "There seems nothing to make it improbable 
that Jesus was brought up among Essene priests; there is nothing to 
make it probable that he remained an Essene, or addicted to any sect 
whatever." If some of the essays, having a fair right to the title, were 
published together in a compact and abridged form they would 
probably form an attractive and popular book. In their present 
state these two largo volumes are much too miacellaneous and 
discursive. 

From America comes one of those numerous and wearisome 
attempts to reconcile faith and science.3 Mr. Porter has nothing of 
Professor Drummond's clever audacity; he writes in a laboured and 
enrnest fashion, with little assistance from controversy, quotation, or 
allusion. He recognizes the unity of matter and force, and is enthu-

1 "Mechanics an<l Fruth: A study of the Spiritual Truth in Nature." By 
Cbarlea Talbot Porter. New York&; London : Putnam'•· lb86. 
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siastic concerning the dynamic power of science, especially mechanics, 
to knock over the materialist, on the ground that in this particular 
science (and apparently in no other) "man, in his conscious ignorance, 
and with a sense of entire dependence, makes his appeal immediately 
to the Infinite Source of truth." l\lr. Porter is so familiar with the 
construction of railway bridges and similar structures that the reader 
is tempted to conjecture that he is an engineer with a natural tendency 
to piety. This impression is distinctly atrengthene<l when we find him 
speaking of the power which he recognizes behind the world as the 
"Infinite Engineer." (If this surmise ia correct, l\fr. Porter's con
ception ia an interesting example of the anthropomorphizing tendency.} 
Associated with a profound distrust of the intellect as an organ of 
truth, l\lr. Porter has an extreme faith in science, which he calls a 
physical revelation. "Mechanical science is the angel whose spear 
has vanquished the demon of superstition." It is quite impossible to 
understand the statement, " God so lov1id the world," except in the 
light of mechanics; so only, l\lr. Porter tells us, may we hope to reach 
the ''engine-room" of the world. Force (which he identifies with 
the emotional nature in a fashion slightly similar to Schoperhauer'a 
identification of it with the will) is the first great spiritual reality, and 
constitutes, with truth, beauty, and love, "the quaternion of spiritual 
realities." Mr. Porter has a Wordsworthian feeling for nature, and with 
thoroughgoing American optimism he will have no such " senseless 
raving of morbid poets as, 'Nature, red in tooth and claw.' The 
earth exerts the inconceivable benefit of its uniform attraction, arid 
the blind try to fix our attention on something fatling from a preci
pice." l\lr. Porter does well in trying to overthrow the degraded 
uotions of science which have ao long marked vulgar theology, but he 
is sadly overladen in the attempt to discover Biblical morality in 
nature. The book is ingenious and leaves an impression of the 
writer's honesty and thoughtfulness. 

" Nature and the Bible "' seems at first to offer to the English
speaking Biblical apologist an armoury of weapons. The Professor of 
Catholic Theology at the University of Bonn, turns out, however, to 
be a stupid but honest writer, who bas read a vast number of scientific 
books, the plentiful excerpts from which form by far the most interest
ing part of his work. He seems to censider Cardinal Wiseman an 
" English savant " and treats all miracles, even the sudden stoppage 
of the earth at Joshua's command, au pied de la lettre. It is not, he 
holds, the object of the .Bible to give instruction in natural history, 
but, according to the elastic but safe scholastic formula, " de rebUB fidei 
et nwrum we can only consent to be guided by the ruletJ of 
liermeneutics." Dr. Reusch admite that death existed among the lower 
uuimals before the Fall, man being preserved " by a supernatural act 

' "Nature and the BiLle: Lectures on the Mo11aic Biatory of Creation in ita 
relation to Natcral :Scituce." By Dr. Fr. H. Reusch. 1'ranalated from tho 
fourth edition by Kathleen Lyttleton. Two vols. Edinburgh : J, &: J. Clark. 
1886. 
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of God," and he finds a comfortable mod11,s vivendi with Darwinism 
in the rellection that, after all, we do not know how many species God 
created in the beginning-ten or a hundred-for evolution to work on. 
'l'be book is said to be II revised and corrected by the author." The 
translator appears to have done her work well, but would have been 
better employed on some vrnrk of genuine scholarship. 

Yet another attempt to set forth the controversy between science 
and revealed religion-the chief factors in modern civilization-and to 
suggest their ultimate agreement and common triumph, is described 
as "A Dialogue for the Times.''1 It is a rambling conversation 
between two equally impotent contre>versialists, a thoughtful materi:.list, 
nnd a Christian supernaturalist. (There are said to be four " persons" 
but, strangely enough, only two appear.) It is written in a mediun1 
consisting of long irregular lines (with occasional accented words). 
having a superficial resemblance to "Leaves of Grass" or "Towards 
Democracy," but tamely pedestrian throughout. What it is all about 
is difficult to say; as Physicus at the end very truly observes to 
Psychicus :-

" Our converse now methinks, bas run less on a• glory of the sun,' 
'l'ha.11 halo of the moon, and thou'rt in jeopardy of being lunatic ! " 

Mr. Wicksteed has done well to translate the first part (1111 that has 
yet appeared) of the second and completely rewritten edition of 
Kuenen's "Historisch-Kritisch Onderzoek." • The tl'anslator has per
formed, very carefully and with the author's assistance, his translation 
of this important and elaborate investigation of the composition of the 
first six books of the Bible. It is in no sense n monograph, but the 
first chapter of an introduction to the Old Testament. and it is not so 
well adapted for a popular exposition as W ellhausen's brilliant " Pro
legomena to the History of Israel," with which, however, Kuenen is in 
sub~tantial harmony. The introduction to the volume is an interest
ing feature; it has been compiled with Professor Kuenen's ll8Sistance 
from various articles contributed by him to the " Theologisch Tijds
,·hrift," and is an account of th<> criticism of the Hexateuch during 
the last twenty-five years with special reference to the growth of 
Kuenen's own views. He does ample justice to the work of Colenso 
(especially Part I. of his "Pentateuch," with its "imperturbable sa11g

frnid and relentless thoroughness"), of Graf, of Wellhausen, and 
otheri1 (but he passes by Vatke to whom Wellhau11en attaches so much 
importance) who have contributed to solve the great problem of the 
composition of the Hexateuch on the hypothesis that it consists of 
three great narrntive and legislativo strata, the prophetic or oldest, 
the. Deuteronomic, and the pri<>stly or post-exilian. 11 In setting forth 

1 "Chriatian Theocracy and the Dynamics of Modem GoTemment : A Dialogue 
for the Time,,,•• Edinburgh : Maclachlan & Stewart. 1886. 

• "An Hiatorical-Critical Inquiry into the Origin and CoruPo9ition of the Hex11-
teucb." By A. Kuenen, Professor of Tbt:0logy at Leiden. Translated from the 
Dutch, with the aaaiAtance of the Author, by Philip H. Wickateed, M.A. 
London: Macmillan & Co. 18lSli. 
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in this treatise, for the first time, its complete and systematic critical 
justification, I am no longer advocating a heresy, but am expounding 
the received view of European critical scholarship." 

Professor Wendt modestly hopes that his book' will take a place in 
the development of opinion regarding The Gospels which has been 
growing since the end of the last century. He accepts Mark's 
gospel as the most ancient, and formed from a series of apostolic 
tra<litions arranged, in a more or less successful manner, cbrouo
logically. The second gospel is thus "a secondary source of the first 
rank," which (and not the original tradition on which it was founded) 
served as one of the sources for the first and third gospels. Dr. ,v en<lt 
argut:!s with consi<lerable force against the hypothesis of Weiss, that 
Mark worked on the logia used by the first and third evangelists. An 
interesting portion of the book is an ingenious attempt to reconstruct 
the primitive apostolic logia upon which thtl gospels of Matthew and 
Luke may have bet!n founded. In opposition to the general tendency 
of opinion, Professor "' endt is inclined to find a primitive and genuine 
apostolic document, emanating from John, embeddt!d in the fourth 
gospel corresponding to the logia used by Luke, except that it only 
contained John's special reminiscences of the last days of the activity 
of Jesus. This is the theory of C. H. Weisse and Schenkel, and 
differs from that of Ewald and Hase, who considered that the eYange
list was a disciple of John's who set down his waster's oral traditions. 
lt is strange that this hypothesis has not found more adherents, since 
it reconciles the unquestion:.bly latP. character of the fourth gospd 
as a whole with those elements in it which once caused it to be 
considered an authority of the first rank. Professor Wendt goes 
beyond Weisse and Schenkel in the elaborate manner in which he 
deals with the gospel, and _in the exact nature of his results. He 
insists on the Hebraisma in what he considers the Johannine portions, 
and believes that the fourth evangelist, who is responsible for the 
gospel as it now stands, wa:i probahly an Ephesian disciple of John's. 
Having laid the foundation in this part, Prof. Wendt will, in the 
second part of his work, proceed to give a systematic exposition of 
the teaching of Jesus. 

Archdeacon Farrar has largely outgrown the turgid rhetoric which 
marked so strongly his earlier books, while retaining his strong feel
ing for the common-place picturesque, which, with his moderate 
Liberalism, has created for him so large an audience. His Hampton 
Lectures on the" History of Interpretation"• are among the best and 
most interesting work he has done, largely, perhaps, on account of 
the freshness of the suhject. 'l'he hiRtory of the exegesis of the Bible 
is one of peculiar psychological interest, needing much more attrntion 
than could be bestowed ou it in this volume. Within the eight 

7 "Die Lebre Jesu." Von Dr. H. H. ,vendt, ord. Professor der Tbeolo,:ie in 
Heidelberg. Erst.er Theil. Die Evangelischen Quelleoberichte tiber die Lehre 
Jesu. Gottingen: Van<lenhoeck. 1886. 

8 "History of Interpretation, Bampton Lectures for 188/,." By F. W. 
Farrar, D.D., F.R.S. LouJon: Macmillan & Co. 1886. 
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regulation lectures of the series, after a preliminary lecture on the 
success and failure of exegesis, Archdeacon Farrar divides his 
snbject into Rabbinic Exegesis, Alexnndrinn Exegesis, Patristic 
Exegesis, Scholastic Exegesis, Reformers, Post-Reformation Epoch, 
and Modern Exegesis. Among the most satisfactory sections are 
those dealing with Theodore of Mopsuestia, Chrysostom, Jerome, 
Nicholas of Lyra, and Calvin. A very large, but perhaps not too 
large, amount of space is given to Philo, but other distinguished 
writers-Cornelius it Lapide, for instance, and Calmet-are passed by 
without notice. The account of Scholastic Exegesis is remarkably 
well done. The last lecture on l\Iodern Exegesis is certainly the 
worst-the most unsatisfactory and the most careless. Archdeacon 
Farrar is compelled to look upon the whole movement of Biblical 
criticism since Strauss as a reaction, something analogous to the 
Counter-Reformation; and although there is truth in this view of 
the case, it is a sadly one-sided way of dealing with the great modern 
developments of Biblical criticism, and only culminates in a glorifica
tion of the respectable mediocrities of the English Broad Church 
school. In speaking of Strauss's "Leben Jesu" (which he rather in
consistently calls a" deadly attack upon the centre of Christian faith'"), 
he falls back into the old style of florid declamation: "But one 
more of the many waves which have dashed themselves in vain upon 
the rock, and been scattered into mist upon the wind and scum upon 
the shore;" and he asserts his own view, according to which the 
Bible is not " the sole source of revelation, but rather the record of 
its progressive development." But it is not quite clear what this 
progressive revelation means; it seems clearly allied to that doctrine 
of "accommodation" concerning which, in more than one place, 
Archdeacon Farrar uses very severe language. He has mken as the 
motto of his book a sentence of Jerome's, but the impression left on 
the reader's mind is better summed up in the keen saying of a later 
day:-

Hoe liber est in quo qumrit sun dogmata quisque, 
Invcnit et pariter <logmata quisque sua. 

It is remarkable how deeply Herbert Spencer's philosophy ha.'1 pene
trated recent orthodox theology; perhaps because, as a recent orthodox 
writer has remarked, one who accepts Spencer's "Mysterious Some
thing which lies behind the forces of the universe" might be 
presumed to accept in time the more explicit language of the Bible. 
In any case, the fact is un<1uestionable, and a striking example is fur
nished by Dr. Cunningham, who, in his able Croall Lectures on 
'' The Growth of the Church," ~ boldly claims for the Church a niche 
in the syijtem of evolution, and endeavours to trace the ecclesiasti.::al 
or,:;-anism, as "a microscopic. almost structureless, mass,'' in its pro
gress from the indefinite, the incoherent, aud the homogeneous, to the 

9 "The Growth of the Church in its Organization and Institutions. Croall 
Lectures for 1886." By John Cunningham, D.D. London: .Macmillan k Co. 
1886. 
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definite, the coherent, and the heterogenous, under the influence of its 
environment. He even speaks of " f(l)tal Christian meetings; " and 
reverses old-fashioned Church history, according to which the 
primitive Apostolic Churches were perfect, looking upon them as 
"rudimentary, unorganized, incomplete,'' or, as he says again, "they 
were like the amreba-they bad as much consistency as kept them 
together and considerable power of movement, but they had no 
11pecialization of function or structure-the lowest form of organized 
life." He even founds an argument on evolution: "If bishops be 
the descendants of apostles, the law of evolution does not hold-there 
is deterioration and not development." 'l'he lectures are not so 
fanciful as these fragments of Spencerian philosophy might lead the 
reader to expect. They show considerable power of lucid exposition, 
and the style is always swift, bright, and vivacious, so that even the 
dull controversy concerning the claim of bishops to apostolical suc
cession becomes interesting and even lively. Dr. Cunningham is 
not afraid to pun, even on the ,a,,,,.ucour ta>.µour of the early Chris
tians. "The probability is that many of them were idiotic." He 
has a healthy dislike of what, by a rather abstruse metaphor, he calls 
"smoke-dried dogmatism," and his chief interest in controversies 
" aroEe from their being instances of evolution.'' He traces the 
ecclesiastic organism through its five stages of Iudividualism, 
Ccngregationalism, Presbyterianism, Episcopalianism, and Papalism. 
We thus reach the conclusion-which looks as if it ought to be 
awkward-that Papalism is the most perfect development of the 
Church; but Dr. Cunningham does not shrink from this conclusion, 
although he here seems to supplement his theory of evolution hy a 
theory of dissolution. He is, however, very tolerant; e,·ery Church 
has done, and is doing, good in its own place and time. '' And so 
may God prosper all ! " One of the most interesting lectures is the 
last, on the History of Sunday Observance. Dr. Cunningham does 
not fail to point out that the Jewish Sabbath was for the most part a 
day given up to joyousness, to feasting and dancing, and that in Scot
land itself Sabbatariauism is a fungous growth of yesterday, since 
even after the Reforr.mtion the people ddighted in '' Robin Hood " 
and other plays on Sunday._ 

Dr. Milligan is a Presbyterian of a more orthodox type. 10 The 
Revelation stands far above any other book of the New Testament, 
both as regards its structure and its diction. But it has long been 
felt that "the road to the New Jerusalem lies beside the madh,mse," 
and the beauty and noble eloquence of this book haYe, in most people's 
eyes, been buried beneath a strange mountain of absurd and contra
dictory intrepretation. While, however, it stands so high as a work 
of art, it is deficient in '' spiritual " power, and it has been systemati
cally neglected as well by Chrysostom, with his subtle homiletical 
perceptions, and many of the Fathers, as by Luther, Calvin, and later 

10 •1The Revelation of St. John." By W. Milligan, D. D. London: Macmillan 
& Co. 1886. 
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Protestants. Dr. Milligan abjures the old Protestant superstition 
according to which the Babylonian harlot is the Church of Rome; she 
is merely, he thinks, the degenerate Church in general. He is 
shocked at the notions of previous writers, who have asserted that the 
Apocalypse is concerned with the red stockings of Roman Cardinals, 
the horse-tails worn by Turkish Pashas, and 8ir Robert Peel's motion 
in 180 of want of confidence in the Whig Ministry. He asserts, 
however, that The Revelation deals with the whole history of the 
Christian Church down to that mysterious event, commonly called the 
"Second Coming," but within this period with "great principles and 
not special incidents "-a safe and admirable distinction. Ho entirely 
rejects the Neronian theory, accepts the Apostolic authorship, and 
places the date as late as the close of the reign of Domitian. A.D. 95 
or 96. On all these points he is, as he is aware, at variance with the 
main body of recent scholarship. He writes modestly, and his criti
cism is often acute. 

Mr. Evans bas published a series of Appendices 11 to bis attempted 
demonstration-we beg pardon, "irrefragable scientific proof"-of 
St. Paul's authorship of the Third Gospel of The Acts. This is 
accomplished by bringing together with much labour parallel words 
and phrases, which are thus, he remarks, "(to borrow a quaint ex
pression from the vocabulary of the late gifted, misguided, lamented 
Professor Clitford)-they are thus specimens of 'mind-stuff.'" Inci
dentally, Mr. Evans introduces an analogy between Paul and Ezra, 
founded on twenty-one parallels, such as "Ezra was a devout and 
prayerful Jew; St. Paul was a devout and prayerful Jew. Ezra was 
a unique personage in point of position; St. Paul was a unique 
personage in point of position;" and so on. Mr. Evans's style is of 
that slashing decisive kind, characteristic of ancient controversy, 
which used to be called "trenchant," but which is somewhat mm1ty 
at a time when critics of the Bible, learning that there is development 
in the science of criticism as in other sciences, are also learning 
humility. One gathers that there is not a single fact that makes 
against Mr. Evans's hypothesis; be even founds an argument for 
Paul's autboi-ship on the dissimilarity of the style of The Acts from 
that of the Apostle's recognized writings, because, of course, St. Paul 
would not write history in the same way as he wrote epistles. It is 
true that many very respectablt1 authorities have accounted for the 
unquestionable points of contact by the theory that the writer of 
The Acts was a disciple of St. Paul's, but, as Mr. Evans ener
getically concludes: "So much the worse for those very respectable 
authorities." 

Dean Church's "Advent Sermons"12 are,as we expect from him,sounJ 
in style and refined in sentiment; they are not otherwise noteworthy. 
Dr. Cazenove's four short lectures Is contain a temperate and concise 

11 u St. Paul, the Author of the Acts of the Apo•tles and of the Third Gospel." By 
H. H. Ev&111, B.A. Second Part. London: Wyman & Sons. 1886. 

12 "Advent SermoDI, 1885." By R. W. Church. London : Macmillan. 1886. 
IS" Historic Aapecta of Lhe 4 priori Arguwent, concerning ihe Being and At-
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statement of the old scholastic d priori argument for the existence of a 
God, with its modifications at the hands of De5cartes, Clarke, and 
W. H. Gillespie. He does not seriously face Kaut's treatment of the 
question. From the Cambridge University Press come the DivyAva
diina collection of early Buddhist legends,1' carefully edited, for the 
first time, from the Nepalese Sanskrit MSS., in Cambridge and Paris; 
a prize essay on Prayer 1• according to the New Testament be
longs to the school of Liberal theology. In Dean llowson's papers 
on the diaconate of women 1• (prefaced by a short biography), he 
expresses the opinion th11t he is dealing with the religious side of 
"a kind of revolution "-the woman's quest.ion-which, " on the 
whole, I believe to be a most healthy and most Christian revolution." 
The Unitarian theology of "The Prophet of Nazareth aud His 
Message," 17 is broad, simple, and homely, in genuine accordance with 
its motto-" In things essential, unity; in things non-essential, 
liherty; in nil thing-s, charity." Mr. Rendall's "Theology of the 
Hebrew Christians" 11 is an attempt by an orthodox writer "to realize 
the position and feelings of Hebrew Christians in Apostolic times as 
the natural result of their two-fold religious education." "The Story 
of Jeremiah·• 1t is very tamely written, but it is in genera.I outline fairly 
up to the level of modern scholarship. Mrs. Penny's brief introduc
tion 20 to the "teacher from whom Sir Isaac Newton learned secrets 
of physical nature, and Hegel a whole transformation of German 
philosophy," may be helpful to the novice, though even at the outset 
he must familiarize himself with such conceptions as that of the 
"Corporeity of the Holy Ternary, the delight and playfellow of the 
Most High." In connection with this "Great Mystet'ium Map;num," 
or" Maternal Principle in Deity," it was taught that" the \Vord had 
become man, but that when it made itself woman, then the world 
would be saYed "-a b.:ilief, we learn, '' which some of our contempor
aries warmly advocate at the present time." 

tributes of God, Honyman-Gillespie Lectures for 1884." By J. G. Cazenove, D.D. 
London: Macmillan & Co. 1886. 

1' "The DivyavarlAna." Edited by E. B. Cowell, M.A., and R. A. Neil, M.A., 
Cambridge. 1886. 

13 "Die Lehre vom Ge bet nach dem Neuen Te•tl\ment." Von der H~r Gesell
scbaft zur Vertbeidigung der Chri•tlichen Ueligion Gekronte Preisscbrin. Von 
Paul Christ. Lttideu : Brill. 1886. • 

16 "The Diaconl\te of Women in the Anglican Church." By the Very Re'f'. J. S. 
Howson, D.D. London: Nishet. 1886. 

1i" Tlie l'ropliet of Nazareth and His Message.'' By the Rev. Alfred Hood. 
London: Swj<n Sonnen•chein. 1886. 

18 "Tlieology of the Hebrew Christians." By F. Rendall, A.M. London: Mac
millan. 1886. 

19" The Story of J eremiab and his Times.'' By Harriet M. J ohnaon. London : 
SundRy School Association. 1886. . 

00 "An Introduction to the Study of Boelime's Writing's," By A. J. Penny. 
Reprinted from "Light and Life." Glasgow: Dunn & Wright. 1886. 
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PHILOSOPHY. . 
THE seoond volume of Prof&.1ROr Green's Works1 consist.a of selec

tions from hia unpublished philosophiclil papers. " I~ was hia 
practice," the editor says, " both as college tutor and as professor, to 
write out and keep full notes from most of his lectures. These were 
re-written and amplified from time to time, and in some cases developed 
into tolerably finished compositions. In making selections from them 
it has been thought advisable not to include anything written before 
1874, the date of the 'Introductions to Hume' (see vol. i.). The 
earlier drafts, though by no means clevoid of interest, are for the most 
part superseded by those which are here printed; and where this is 
not the case, the more careflll composition of the latter seems to show 
that they contained the writer's maturest views." With a few unim
portant exceptions, the manuscripts have been printed without change 
of form or expression. In cases where the order or connection of 
passages was not obvious, the editor h:is had to exercise his dis, 
cretion. He is also responsible for the division into sections, the 
table of contents, and the notes and insertions in brackets. 
The contents of the volume are " Lectures on the Philosophy of K1mt " 
(I., The Critique of Pure Reason; II., The Metaphysic of Ethics) ; 
"Lectures on Logic" (I., The Logic of the Formal Logicians; II., The 
Logic of J. S. Mill); "On the Different Senses of Freedom, as applied 
to Will and to the Moral Progress of Man" (pp. 308-333); "Lectures 
on the Principles of Political Obligation" (pp. 335-553). Those who, 
from Green's previously published works, already know something or 
his metaphysics will turn with most curiosity to the latter part of the 
present volume. It will be found that the last series of lectures, 
although unfinished, is an extremely important contribution to political 
philosophy. These "Lectures," like the " Introductions " to Hume, 
are very much more than the titles indicate, having assumed the form 
of an elaborately reuoned treatise rather than of ordinary lectures. 
They begin with a discusaion of " the grounds of political obligation." 
After thia come sections devoted to criticism of Spinoza, Hobbes, 
Locke, and Rouueau. Then the theory of "sovereignty," aud of the 
rights of the State over the individual, and of the individual against 
the Stat.e Rre discussed. Green's general doctrine is "that the claim 
or right of the individual to have certain powers secured to him by 
society, and the counter-claim of society to exercise certain powers 
over the individual, alike rest on the fact that t.hese powers are necea• 
sary to the fulfilment of man's vocation as a moral being, to an effec• 
tual self-devotion to the work of developing the perfect character in 
himself and others." This, as he points out, is more in agreement 

1 "Worlut of Thomu Hill Green," late Fellow of Balliol College, and Whyte'• 
Prof- of Morr.I Pbiloaophy in the Univeraity of Oxford. Edited b7 R. L. 
Neuleebip, ll'ellow of Balliol College, Oxford. VoL II., Philo110pbical Worlu. 
London: Longmam, GrND 4; Co. 1886. 
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with the utilitarian doctrine than with the doctrine of absolute "natural 
rights." The difference ia that in place of the greatest sum of plea
sures of all ind.ividuals as the end is put the moral self-realization of 
the individual in society. Thie does not mean that the State ehould 
directly promote moral self-realization, but only that it should aim at 
making it possible for all. A condition of its possibility is that men 
should be left free voluntarily to seek a. good which they have in com-
01on with all men (that is, to lead the highest kind of moral life) or 
not ; but no one can claim a '' right" except on the ground that the 
concession of this right is necessary in order to enable hin,, if he 
chooses, to fulfil the ethical law of his being. There can be no rights 
'' antecedent to society," but there are rights" antecedent to the State,'' 
which the State has for its first function to maintain. " Private rights'' 
-alone treated in detail in the present series of lectures-are of this 
kind. AftP.rwards the author would have gone on " to examine in 
the !lllme way the rights which arise out of the establishment of a 
State ; the rights connected with the several functions of government ; 
how these functions come to be necessary, and how they may best be 
fulfilled with a view to those moral ends to which the functions of the 
State are ultimately relative." In order to establish such a general 
conception as that which has been described, it was necessary to show 
that rights do not proceed originally from " the sovereign." A dia
tinction is drawn between the sovereign power (whether an individual 
person or a representative assembly or the whole community meeting 
together) and "the general will." The sovereign in its coercive func
tions may be an expression of "the general will" of the society to 
seek a common good, as it is in every orgnnized " State " properly so 
called ; or it may be purely external in its actic,n ou the society, and 
have nothing to do with its c?mmon good, ae, for example, in some 
Eastern empires, where it has been merely a tax-collecting and recruit
raising agency. In this last case the common good, so far as it is 
attained at all, is attained by a system of hereditary customs, and by 
such governmental organization as is present in separate villages. But 
here, as in the former case, the common good can only be att:iined by 
means of some mutual recognition of rights; at least of the "private 
right:ri" that have reference to life and liberty, property, and the family. 
Thus, "will (i.e., the will to attain a common good), not power, is the 
basis of the State." This is not to be taken as implying one theory 
rather than another of the origin of States. What is asserted is the 
philosophical proposition that the State exists for the sake of an ethical 
good, not the historical proposition that the desire for this good has 
been the motive power in the actual formation of States. But it ia 
implied that even the most personal motives of those who have taken 
part in the building up of Statt•s have been conditioned by their mem
bership of eociety, and by their havinp;, as far as they were able to 
produce any permanent effect, to work for the good of society, although 
not necessarily in a perfectly disinterested manner. In what sense the 
ethicul end of which political institutions are the condition is to be 
understood when it is regarded as an object of direct pursuit by the 
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individual, may be learnt from the lectures on ~, The Different Senses of 
Freedom." 

An illustration of the intellectual" aolidarity" of Europe is furniabed 
by the appearance of the first volume of a work on "'Ihe Philosophy 
of Law,"3 by Professor L. Miraglia, of Naples, written from a point of 
view almost identical with thl\t of Professor Green. The scope of the 
volume is the same as that of Green's lectures on Political Philosophy; 
being, first, to establish the idea of" rights" on a philosophical founda
tion, and then to discuss in greater detail "printe rights." The 
foundation selected is, as with Green, the idea of society and of the 
State as conditions of the attainment of an ethical good. This idea is 
held by both writers to be essentially the Greek idea of the State ss it 
was formulnted by Arii,totle and in modern times restored by Hegel. 
Before Hegel it had found expression in the writings of Vico; and to 
Vico, as much as to Hegel, Professor Miraglia attaches the exposition 
of bis own doctrines. In part.icular, he accepts Vico's account of" the 
philosophy of law" as consisting in a certain combination of philosophy 
(that is, scientific or rational principles} with philology (in a general
ized sense, including nil that is now understood by anthropology, aa 
well as history proper, not merely the grnmmntical study of lan
guages). "Morals" and "Law" are to be regarded as parts of one 
genP.ral science of" Ethic~." Of these, law is the realm of "external 
freedom," morals of "internal freedom." Along with exposition 
the book oontains much criticism of writers of widely different 
schools. 

l\fr. W. L. Courtney's book 3 makes us inclined to say to Hegelianism 
that it is beginning to bore m with its Universal Self-consciousness. 
This ia not the fault of Hegelianism, however. l\fr. Courtney seems 
more concerned to be an orthodox Hegelian than to have anything 
original to say; but we are not sure that he hns succeeded in his 
intention to be philosophically orthodox. If he will look up Green on 
the relation of the ideas of obligation and end, he wdl probably find 
that the doctrine expounded in "Constructive Ethics" is not strictly 
Hegelian. The tit{e, "Constructive Ethics,'' it must be remarked, is 
a little misleading. It is explained in the preface, however, to menn 
only that a volume which ill really constructive will follow this, which 
is entirely critical. The moralists criticized are English moralists 
from Hobbes to Mr. Spencer nnd Mr. Leslie Stephen ; Kant, and his 
euccessors (Jacobi, Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel); and the pessimists. 
We find it really impossible to sny what there is distinctive about the 
book. The style is readable enough in a way, but will not bear close 

1 "Filoso6a de! l>iritto." Di Lui);i i\liraglir>, Professore or<linnrio di Diritto 
11ella R. Univereitil. di Napoli. Volume Primo. P.,rte generale- Diritto privato. 
Napoli: Tlpograh e Hterwtipia della Regia Univereita. 1885. 

1 "Constructive Ethics. A Review of .Mo lern i\!ora.1 Philo~nphy in its three 
atagea of Interpretation, Crilici•m, and Hec,,nstruction." By W. L. Courtney, 
M.A., LL.D., Fellow oC New Cullc1,;e, Oxf,ml, Author of "The Metaphysics of 
John Stuart Mill," and "Studiew in Philosophy." London: Ub~pmn,n &. Hall 
1886. 
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analysis. It is ouly fair to quote a passage as a specimen. The author • 
isproving-

Ir proof were needed, that ethics, at all events, will not be ntis6ed with a 
purely critical treatment. For ethics has the power to lead ua out o( the-• 
phenomenal into the real, and its problems end by transportin~ ua straight intc> , 
the arcana of metaphysics. Its problems are essentially problems of conscious
ness, to begin with : they deal with internal, subjective factors like will, 
conscience, motive, and responsibility. Theu come the questions as to the
personality, and its relation to the world at large, the torturing problem of the 
relation of the 6nite to the infinite, or the individual lo the absolute. And' 
finally the di~covery that unless ethics is based on aome form of ontology
whether matter or spirit, absolute self-consciousness or absolute nnoonae1oua
ness, will or idea-the whole of our ethir&I. seil'nce is floating in the air, ._ 
bubble with all the colours of the rainbow but still a bubble, a vast luxuriance. 
of branches and leaves and dowers which have no trunk to support them or 
root to nourish " (p. 13). 

In reviewing Mr. Seth's book on "Scottish Phiiosophy" last 
January, we asked the question why there should not be an English 
Hegelian " Left." The aspiration that was then breathed has not 
been in vain. The eternl\l idea of English Hegelian Left baa. 
descended into the world of appearances under the form of a " Hand
book of the History of Philosophy,"' by Mr. E. Belfort Bux. 1ilr. Bax'a. 
"H11ndbook" is intended to introduce the English student, hitherto 
nourished on EmpiriciPm, to the more speculative German conception 
of Philosophy. l<'or this purpose it seems to be in some respects 
well adapted. The author is interested in philosophy itself, in 
metaphysics, more than in the group of subjects known as "the 
philosophical sciences," which have been more cultivRted in England. 
He bas included the chief names of philosophy from the beginning 
of specultttion to the present time ; and his treatment is pretty impar
tial. In speaking of the state of contemporary English 1,hilo10phy. 
he expresses the opinion that " the Neo-Hegelians, even if they have 
not said the last word on the speculative problem, are by far the moe~ 
important school existing . at present." " There is one point," how
ever, on which he "would like to hear an explanation from one of the 
authoritative leaders of the more pronouncedly Right wing of the 
school-that is, as to the theological terminology affect~d." His own 
opinion about tbeoloizy is clear enough ; and he expresses it quite 
candidly. The following passage explains why we have clasaed him 
as of the Hegelian Left : 

If the Real he aimply I\ system of lottical detorminntions alone, i( ita totality 
is exham,ted in the Logical; if in 1ls leading momenta, the formal is their 
determining side, then the philosophical-theistic and free-will theory of &he 
Hegelians of the Riirht is established: if, on the other band, consciousness is 
not creative; if the Logical necessarily involves an alo~ical element, and it ia 
thil' alogical element which determines which i:s the U,vaµ.,r in the production 
of the experienced world, then we have discovered the root.meaning o( the 

• "A Handbrok of the Hietory of Pbil010phy. For the uae of Student.," B7 
Erneet Belfort Ba:r, Editor of "Kant'a Prolegomena," &o , Author of "Jean 
Paul Marat; a Hiatorioo-biorrapbioal Sketch," &c. London : Geo~ Bell 4: Sou. 
1886. 
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'Protest or the Left wing or the Hegelian school against the theistic and ideal
. tstic guise in which the doctrine was presented by the conservative side .... 
The hypostaais oT the formal moment which bas so long dominated the specula, 
ti,e worlJ then disappears. The ultimate principle or "Theory of K11ow1edge," 
or philosophy, the ecience which alone deals with first principles properly so 
called, ia no lougcr "Consciousness," or thought as such, but the alogical 
11ubject which determines itself aa co1tacio111, which is the 111ateria prima of con, 
acionsneas. A little rP.tlection, we think, will enable the student to see that 
thi. initial change or attitude shifts (so to speak) our point of view throughout 
-e,ery departmeut of thought. The material rather than the formal henceforth 
-becomes the determining moment in the synthesis of all and every reality. 
Thus (the author ail<ls in a note) nature is selr,determiniug and not determined 
olJ eztra by its mere formal moment which constitutes wbat we term " natural 
law " (pp. 350-J ). 

There is one question that we should like to uk in concluding. 
Why does Mr. Bax adopt the pedantic syetem of transliterating Greek 
.namea? Or, if he must be pedantic, why is he not consistently ao? 
Hit ia "Proklos," why should it not be '' Plotinoe? " la it because 
tranaliteration does not aeeru to be genuine unless there is a "k" 
.-omewhere? 

We now pass from the Hegelinns to the Evolutionists. Mr. Lloyd 
Morgan explains the purpo!M! of bis book, "The Springs of Conduct," 1 

..as follows:-

M1 object in writing this volume bas been to provide such or the general 
public as have the appetite and digestion for this kind of mental food,stufl' 
with some account of the teachings or the modern philosophy of evolution in 
the matter of science and conJuct. The book mrakes no pretension Lo be a 
.acienti6c treatise; but at the same time, I would fain hope that it breat bes the 
scientific s~it. It propounds no final system of pbiloeoj>hy, and yet I trust 
that neither philosophy nor system are wholly absent. It lays no claim to 
-0riginality, but still J hope it may show some signs of indi,idual animilation. 
H is throughout tolerably plainspoken, and yet it haa been my sincere desire 
.&o avoid giving offence to any. 

The impreaeion made by the book u a whole is very well described 
by the author's phrase, " mental food-stuff." Some readers may be 
-0isposed to complain that there is BO little sack to that intolerable deal 
-0f bread ; but then it ia not every writer who gives ua bread ; and if 
Mr. Morgan is not often original (as be does not profess to be), he is, 

.at any rate, fully justified in claiming that his book shows " signs of 
indi-ridual assimilation." 

There is no want of stimulating quality in Vernon Lee's " Book 
•Of Dialogues,"• and there is always a solid basis of thought. The 
interest of the dialogues is not BO much in the views inculcated by 
.Baldwin, the chief speaker in all of them (although theae, too, are 
interesting), u in the literary presentation of types of intellectual 

• " The Spriap of Conduct : An E88&y in Evolution." By C. IJoyd Horgan. 
·London : Kegan Paul, Trench & Co. 1885. 

• "Baldwin: being Dialogues on Views and Aspiratioaa." By Vernon LN, 
Author of "Studies of the Kigbteentb Century in baly," "Euphorioo," "Mia 
.Brown," .to. London: T. Fiaber Unwin. 181!6. 
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character, and in the thoughts about ·life that are carried to ibeir 
· logical conclusions by the different characwrs. Here is Baldwin's 
description of himself: "A creature troubled with the desire to create, 
yet able only to criticize; consumed (which is worse) with the desire 
to affirm, yet condemned to deny ; a life spent in being repelled by the 
exaggerations of one's friends, and attracted by the seeming modera
tion of one's enemies, in taking exception in the midst of assent : 
secpticism in a nature that desires to believe and rely, intellectual 
isolation for a man who loves to be home along by the current-n 
unsatisfactory state of affairs, yet to me the only one conceivable." 
Vernon Lee admits that she often sympathizes with her other 
characters more than with Baldwin, and, although agreeing with him, 
sometimes dislikes him. We are nearly of the same mind. We find 
the V oltairean Rheinhardt and the artistic . pessimist Marcel, for ex
ample, more alive and interesting than the didactic Baldwin with bis 
evolutionist ethics. " I can't make out our friend Baldwin," says one 
of the characters in the dialogue " On Novels; " "he is too strangely 
compounded of a acientific thinker, a moralist, and an aesthete; and 
each of the three component parts is always st.nrting up when you 
expect one of the others." Of these component parts it seems to ua 
that the moralist predominates. Baldwin looks at everything from 
the ethical point of view ; and since the non-ethical points of view are 
sometimes alone appropriate, Baldwin is sometimes wrong. The 
other characters of the dialogues are more interesting, because in their 
different ways they represent " the free play of mind," while Baldwin 
always speaks under a sense of moral responeibility. But instead of 
taking the part of devil's advocate againl!t Baldwin (as we should rather 
like) we will quote a passage from the first dialogue: 

"Be that as it may," continued Vere," my meaning is simply this. The 
world which surrounds us is not everythiug; the faculties with which we per
ceive it enter for just as large a shari, into our life; and this action is as much 
a reality a., i11 a atone or a beuch outside us. 1.'he world exists around us iu a 
certain definite way, and with certain definite necessities, which we may find 
out Ly trying, aa we find out that the stick plunged in water is not crooked, as 
it looks to our eye, and that the sun which seems to go round our earth does 
nothing or the sort; in the really existing universe, the objective nniverse, 
there is death and inevitable decay, and there is, as it seems to you and me 
and Rheinhardt, a cruel and conscienceless will, or no will at all, and, aa aa 
end to 1111 our efforts, there is annihilation. But besides the outwardly exist
ing there is the inwardly existing, our faculties, which act in a given way, re
constructing this outward world; and in this universe thus reconstructed by 
our mind and our conscience there is no real death, no evil will or indifferent 
omnipotence ; above all, there is no annihilation. It is false, you will 
,ay ; but is it false if, according to the laws of our sight, the stick plunged 
in the water is crooked P Would it uot rather be false were we, becauae 
experience bas taught us that the stick is straight, to cease to see it as 
crooked P" 

" I see," put in Rheinhardt, who loved metaphysics as be loved a French 
comedy; "and the fact that all have faculties which make us see sticks which 
are straight as crooked when plunged in the water, u an obvious proof I.hat 
somewhere or other there must exist a world in which all atraight sticks reall, 
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do become crooked when held under water. The iheory is not new, but it l1as 
the charm of eternal freshness." 

Dr. Kotgel's small volume (138 pp.) on '' Lotze's ..-Esthetics" 7 is 
chiefly expository ; but the author's work has not been without diffi
culty, ,unce he has had to give systematic form to views that Lotze 
had nowhere completely systematized himself. The significance of 
Lotze seems to the author to be this, that he was the precursor of 
modern psychological msthetics, and yet at the same time gave an 
adumbration of the genuinely philosophical treatment of art for which 
its psychological treatment is only the preparation. 

Mr. Shad worth Hodgson 's latest Address as President of the Aristo
telian Society s is both a clear presentation of the leading principles of 
the author's philosophy iu their relations to science and ordinary 
experience, and full of interest and suggestion in detail. To do more 
than give this general indication would take us too far into the mattera 
discussed. 

The Rev. M. Harvey, while admitting that '' the pessimist can 
readily find a certain justification of his views in the many dark and 
discouraging facts of human existence," still believes "there are ample 
grounds for holding human progress to be a grand reality." To show 
that this is so is the object of these " Lectures,"• the substance of 
which was " originally delivP.red as an Athenmum lecture before a 
popular audience." 1.'here are four Appendices, the titles of which 
are " Opinions of Eminent Theologians who accept :Evolution " ; 
"Progress and Survival of the Fittest••; "Aspects of Pessimism"; 
and "The Poet Laureate's New Poem"(" Vastness"). 

We have received also a book called "Problems in Philosophy,''1° 
which, the author says, " may seem to be constructed on the idea of 
gathering up the fragments that nothing may be lost" ; a reprint from 
the Bihliollw:a Sacra,April, 1885,of an article onProfessor Drummond's 
"Natural Law in the Spiritual World" 11 ; Part III. of Miss Herinell's 
'' Comparaiive Ethics;" 12 a Lecture on '' Energy," by Mr. W. F. 

' "Lotze's ..Eatbetik." Von Fritz Koegel, Dr. Phil. Gottingen: Vandenboeclt 
& Ruprecht. 1886. 

1 "Philosophy and Experience.'' An Address delivered before the Aristotelian 
Societ1, October 26, 1885. [Being the Annual .PreaidentiAI Addre88 for the Seven&.h 
8-ion of the :Society.] By Sha.dworth H. Hodg_ijon, Honorary LL.U. Edin., 
Honorary Fellow of C.C.C. Oxford, President. I.ondon: Williama & Norgate. 
1886. 

• " Whence are we. and Whither Tending?" Three Lectures on the Reality 
and Worth of Human Progree~. By th" Rev. ll. H.rvey, Author of "Newfound
land-the Oldeat British Colony," &c. London: Trtibner .t Co. 1886. 

10 "Problems in Philosophy." By John Baecoru, Author of "Science of 
Mind," "Growth and Grades of Intelligence," &c. New York and London: 
J. P. Putnam'• Sons. 1886. 

11 " Are th" Natural and Spiriiual W orlde one in Law? " By George F. 
~oun, D.D., Iowa College. 

1 "Comparative Ethics, III. Mol'I\I Principle in Regard to Parenthood." 
[Pi:-6:!' Religion, VoL 11~_.) By Sa"' S. Hennell, Author of "Tbougbta in Aid o~ 
Fu&.h, &c.. Loudon : Triiboer .t Co. 1886. 
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Bassett., M.R.C.S Eng. (Bathurst, New South Wales)ia; and a pamphlet 
by Mr. A. P. Sinnett, directed against a Report on Theosophy, by Mr. 
Richard Hodgson, recently published by the Psychical Research 
Society.H 

POLITICS, SOCIOLOGY, VOYAGES, AND TRAVELS . 

.A NEW book by the author of the "Creed of Science" 1 ia sure to 
meet with favourable considtsration-all the more, perhaps, because 

in it Professor Graham attacks directly what he had only, as it were, 
skirmished with in one of the chapters of his former work, naml.'ly, 
the great permanent problem of the age, commonly called the Social 
Problem. This problem, old as Plato and older, ia once more presaing 
for solution. 

The consciousness of the masses is becoming awakened to their 
social condition, and a rooted feeling i11 growing up amongst them 
that wealth, which is mainly the creation of those who toil and spin, 
is unjustly distributed. This social discontent, this newly awakened 
consciousness, ia not due aolely to poverty, which has always been 
with us, nor yet to agitators, who are themaelvea but "the dis
tributors ( often with much adulteration) of the thoughts" of other 
minds. It is due in part to the ditfusion of education, but in the lut 
resort it is the work of the philoeophera and thinkers of all ages, and 
especially of the modern prophets from Rousseau to Carlyle, "whoee 
miB&ion it waa to raise this redoubtable question"; and in the fact that 
the modern school of propheta are leaving metaphysical questions 
,md turning their attention to the condition of man on earth, 
M". Graham finds the beat hope of a true and wiae aolution of the 
problem. 

The social question ahadea into the larger question of the general 
distribution of wealth, atthe root of which liee the question, What ia a 
just wage? Accordingly, after a alight &ketch of the history of the 
problen1 in modern timee, so 118 to ahow how the chief iaaues have 
been raised, Mr. Graham reviews the actual distribution of wealth in 
its economic aspect and discusses in a very lucid manner the influence 
of Trades U niona on the wages of labour. 

In paaeing under review the various aLaren in the annual produce 
of the country, Mr. Graham deals leniently with the fundholder " aa 
a neceaaary and legitimate consequence of private property," and 

ia "Energy; or Tbougbta on !DduotiYe ~ning in ita Bearing on Natural 
Beligioa." Badlam: Glyadwr Whalan. 1886. • 

1' "The Oocuh World Pbellomen■, and ~ Socidy for Peyobical Beeearcb." 
By A. P. Sinnett, Author of "The Occalt World," "Esoteric Buddhilm," &c. 
With a Prote■t by Madame Blantalay. London: George Redway. 1886. 

1 "The Social Probl1:m : in ita Economical, Moral, and Politi..,..! .AapectL" By 
William Graham, M.A. London: Kegasa Paul, Trench & Co. 11186. 
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deprecates the fashion of socialist agitators in '' bracketing together 
landlords and fundholders u alike living on the labour and sweat of 
others." 

We do not understand Mr. Graham 81 deliberately justifying the 
application of this description to either class of property holder, but he 
implies a distinction which in our opinion his arguments do not 
sustain. In fact, Mr. Graham bas in view only those landowners who$e 
ancestors acquired their estates "by force, fraud, or royal gift, &c."; 
but if we are always to inquire how private property was originally 
obtained, the fundholder's capital would not always appear untainted. 
Surely prescription applies in the one case as much as in the other. 

Mr. Graham next descrihea the great industrial revolution of the 
Jut hundred years, the extinction of the small producer, the rise and 
1111premacy of the capitaliat, "when a conquest more important than 
the Norman was completed, a syst.em more universal than the Feudal 
wu introduced"; a revolution at first economical and industrial, but 
in the sequel political and social, which "perhaps for the last time 
baa enabled a few to riee oo the shoulders of the many and reduced 
the mass of mankind to subjection." Next, the origin of the indivi
dualistic instinct and of the institution of private property is treated, 
and finally the remedies, general and special, of the social disease nre 
considered. At tbia point Mr. Graham eloquently enlarges upon the 
terrible antinomy between the fact that Iago's advice, "put money in 
thy puree," is "the lowest and mOBt Tulgarizing life-theory ever put 
before the children of men," and the equally certain fact that extreme 
poverty is a genuine hell. Out of this contradiction there is only one 
way. We sliall have to change our conception of life and concurrently 
therewith the laws of property. We must mak4, a sort of moral 
renluation of the general objects of men's pursuit!, and, with a view 
to the mitig~tion of the present gro~s inequality of wealth, we must 
alter the laws respecting the acquisition and owner11hip of things. The 
principle of private property must be prese"ed, but the rights of the 
poueaor must be curtailed and bis obligatioDB increased. In a word, 
we muat take certain eteps towards Socialism or Communism. We 
must adopt the policy of" ransom," or, to use the fitter word, repara
tion, u against the present representatives of claasea which have 
committed wrong in the past. We must multiply taxes on inherit
ancee, increase the land tax, and 11.ppropriate unearned increments 
of rent. There are only two courses open to society, real reform or 
revolution, for the third course, lai11er faire, baa been found impossible. 
A democratic community no longer movee from atatiu to contract, but 
radier in the reverse direction. Of the more special remedies, those 
favoured by Mr. Graham are: The spread of education, the further
ance of co-operative production by me11.ns of capital lent by the State, 
aa Luaalle propoaed, the extension of profit-sharing aa a etepping
.ione to true co-operation, and the wide diffusion of land by the 
creation (again with State aid) of peaennt proprieton and bolder& of 
allotments. Next, certain laeroic remedies are examined and found 
want.ing. These are the land nat.ionaliaation echemes of Mr. Georgv 
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and Professor Wallace, and the more sweeping collectivism of the 
Social Democratic Federatic,n. This latter could only be brought 
about after a revolution, and even if this were successful, Messrs. 
Hyndman, Morri1r, and Belfort Bax, "the triune deity " of the revolu
tionists, would have a task beyond mortal power in the reorganization 
of the industrial and social order. 1'hey would have to unmake and 
remake human nature. Finally, there is the anarchism of Bakunin, 
with the amorphous commune for ideal. The madness of this scheme 
is not so much in the end in view-" A peaceful idyllic vision seen 
across the stormy sky of destruction "-as in the supposition that th~ 
end could be reached by force. It will thus be seen that l>rofessor 
Graham has no one solution for the social problem, and that he 
condemns as iniquitous or impracticable all the heroic remedies that 
have been proposed. He has perhaps more foith in the efficacy for 
good of State aid than is warranted by past experience; but he is quite 
ready to admit, or rather he most eloquently insists, that the most 
important reform of all has to be wrought in the mind and heart of 
man. Though the grammatical purist may often detect a fault in 
Mr. Graham's literary style, yet it bas a freshness and vigour of its 
own which is in harmony with the strength and originality of the 
thought it clothes. We congratulate Prnfessor Gr-<lham on having 
producl.!d a work which is never dull, and which contains food foi,
deepest reflection. 

Few writers have done more to enlighten English readers as to the 
internal condition of Russia and the hopes and aims of the revolu
tionary party than "Stepniak." In the new volume which he has just 
published under the title of "The Russian Storm Cloud,"' consisting 
mainly of articles that have already appeared in magazines, he deals 
not only with the internal condition of Russia, but also with her rela
tions to Europe. As we might have expected, lie attributes her 
aggres~iveuess to her autocratic form of government. The Russian 
people are naturally-i.e., under normal conditions-an extremely 
peaceful people, averse to ,vaT, gentle and industrial. But " Stepniak," 
somewhat inconsistently, admits that there is another and more potent 
rcallfm-the necessity of obtaining new foreign markets for the growing 
industrial activity of the co11ntry ; and it is not apparent in what way 
autocracy is responsible for this need, or how any other form of 
government could satisfy it by less objectionable methods. It may be 
that, ns "Stepniak" asserts," RU11Sia is a bureaucratic oligarchy, sla
vishly serving a commercial oligarchy," and that the interests of other 
classes of the community aTe sacrificed to the merchant claai. B~t 
this has been, or is, equally true of most other European countries in 
the present century, and the abolition of autocracy is not likely to 
change it. " Stepniak " labours to prove that the revolutioniats are 
much more m•xlerate and reasonable than they are geneTally supposed 
to be. They do not even want to destroy monarchy, provided the 

1 "The Rullllian Stonn Cloud; or, Rullia in her Relation■ to Neighbouring 
Countriea." B7 8tepniak. London: Swan SoDDenacbein & Co. .1886. 
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Tzars consent to accept the position of a constitutional monarch, giving 
the people geDuine representative institution,, with adequate power!!. of 
self-government. The Nihilist terrorism is the outcome of police 
tyranny, and the denial of every legitimate uaeans of ventilating 
grievances. The conditio ,ine qud non of the terrorism is the exiswnce 
of "illegal men" 1111 they are called in Russia-men who are outlawed 
because they have fallen under the BU11picion of the police, perhaps 
for no better reason than that some of their relatives have already 
been suspected. "Stepniak's " account of these "illegal men " and 
the life they lead is extremely interesting, and throws a flood of light 
on the strange phenomenon of Nihilism. 

He has a great deal to say abo,,t, the coming revolution, analyzing 
the revolutionary elements, and the influences it has to contend against. 
It will not be a rising of the peasantry, he thinks, bnt of the towns; 
and the military element must be won over to the cause before it can 
hope to succeed. At present the strength of the revolution lies in 
the landed gentry, who, ruined by the emancipation of the serfs, are 
crowding into literary and professional careers where there is no room 
for them, and forming an intellectual proletariat-the most fertile 
110urce of revolutionary ideas. Imbued with the Western conception 
of liberty, idle because there is no work for them, pinched in conse
quence for means of living, and harassed beyond endurance by police 
interference, it would indeed be strange if they did not brood over 
means of ameliorating their condition, and be willing to risk all for 
the chance of winning the rights of free men for their fellow-subjects. 
But "Stepniak " does not lead us to expect any great success for his 
party in the immediate future. The maSB is not yet leavened. When 
at last the revolution has done its work, the Russian Empire, he thinks, 
will resolve itself into a number of autonomous States. Even Poland 
will not seek more than "Home Rule." These eseays must have a rather 
cooling effect on ardent revolutionists, and may serve also to allay 
many wild apprehensions amongst those who dread di~order. 

Readers of Mr. Henry George's "Progress and Poverty"• are 
aware that the writer is not wanting in self-confidence. His new book 
on "Protection for Free Trade " shows no fal!ing off in this respect. 
He undertakes to "harmonize the truths which free-traders perceive 
.with the facts that to protectioniats make their own theory plausible "; 
and he believes that he has •• opened ground upon which those sepa
rated by seemingly irreconcilable differences of opinion may unite for 
that full application of the free-trade principle which would secure both 
the largest production, and the fairest distribution of wealth." After 
this promising exordium, it is rather disappointing to find that the 
resolution of this discord is the old "simple yet sovereigo remedy" 
of his former work, the confiscation of the whole income arising from 
land by a tax on land values. Though the abolition of protection 
would greatly increase the production of wealth, it would be no per-

• "Pro&ectioa, • or Free Trade." By Hen17 George. London: Kegaa Paul, 
Trench & Co. 1886. 
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manent benefit to the working classes. '' So long," he aaya, "as the 
land on which all must live is made tl>e property of some, increase of 
productive power can only increuse the tribute which those who own 
the land can demand for its use." Until Mr. George establishes the 
justice of his r.eu1edy it ia hardly worth while to consider afresh ita 
alleged efficacy. 

We are not amongst those who think that patriotism ia dead, or con
temporory politics particularly degenerate. "Weak, piping times of 
peace" are not faYourable to the display of heroic patriotism; but we 
eee no reason for supposing that the sentiment is Jess strong and healthy, 
less capable of bearing noble fruit, than it has ever been. The prac
tical working of <.'Ur system of government leaves much to be desired 
when judged by any ideal stanclard of political philoaophy, and much 
at which every practical reformer of c:iraest purp011e must chafe. But 
we take leave to doubt whether, considering the necessary limitations 
imposed by the fundamental conditions of representative government, 
there is any reason to complain of the general result aa we see it in 
English politics of the present day, or any ground for maintaining that 
we are not steadily advancing towards a purer and more intelligent 
administration of national affairs, in spite of frequent blunders, in 
spite of petty rivalries and discreditable jealousies. Mr. Sydney Wil
liama,' we presume, does not agree with us, though we cannot make 
this out very clearly. He is discontented with party government, yet he 
"does not urge its abolition." He ia "concerned only to show that 
ihe institution is very for from perfect, and capable of great improve
ment." But who believes in its perfection, or in the perfection of any 
form of government the world has ever seen or expects to see? Ju 
for cc improving" it, what rational suggestion has Mr. Williama J 
Absolutely none beyond a pious wish " to see a little more courage 
and independence ••-a wish shared by all who desire human beings 
to be nobler and better than they are. There is indeed another sug• 
gestion-namely, that one more par')' should be formed-a neutral 
party, to hold the balance between existing parties. Would this add 
to the stability of government? Would it add to the cc courage and 
fodependence " of the party in power to know that they must shape 
their policy, not according to their own viewa, but to suit the views of 
a minority who hold the scales between themaelvea and their rivala. 
In relation to these complaints and euggestions, the events of the Jut 
few n1onth1 are significant. We admit the justice of many of :Mr. 
Williams's complaints, but thf!y are complaints against the frailties of 
human nature, not against the existing machinery of government. 
For this reason we think there is little practical benefit to be deri~ed 
from the study of "Party and Patriotism," Its political morality is 
:unexceptionable, so far as our hurried peruaal has allowed ua to 
take note of it ; but it carriea ua only a very little way towards a 
-deeper understanding of the problema of political morality. Hia 

• "Party and Patrioti»m ; or, the Deg-,neracy of Politica." Dy Sydney E. WU. 
liama. London : Swan Sonnenachein, Le J.:a1 & Lowrey. 1886. 
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maxima aie obvious and trite. No one is likely to deny them, or to 
see any deeper significance in them by Mr. Williams'a aid. His book,. 
is, in fact, a political sermon filled with platitudes, not unwholesome if 
we regard them as rough approximations, but conveying ·certainly no 
new gospel to weary seekers after truth, or eager watchers for a more 
excellent way of guiding the evolutioIJ of political institutions. It is 
clear that he bas founded a good deal of bis opinions on the writings of 
Carlyle, whom he freely quotes. But even this strong meat fails to 
give ne"e and muscle t.o the feeble, faltering touch of Mr. Sydney 
Williams. We ought to have said that there is no party bias discover
able in the work. So far the author is rigidly consistent. 

"Triumphant Democracy''• is a wholesale and undiscriminating 
glorificati.:>n of the Cnited States of America, and all that therein ia. 
Most people, in England at least, have a very fair idea of the relativ1t 
size, wealth, population, &c., of America as compared with other 
countries, and will learn very little from Mr. Carnegie's superlatives. 
Mr. Carnegie gushes with "love " and "gratitude " towards the 
country of his adoption, which, he says, has removed from him "the 
stigma of inferiority which his native land saw proper to impress upon 
him at birth." Most people will be puzzled to know what " stigma" 
hie native land (some part of the United Kingdom) could have im• 
pressed upon him at birth. Vaccination may occur t.o some. Tha~ 
however, appears not to be the meaning of the mysterious sentence 
we have quoted. We are inclined t.o think that the clue must be sought 
in the Dedication, where he describes himself aa "denied ~quality by 
my native land." This does not, indeed, help ua much; but as we 
read on, he informs us that America has made him "the peer of any 
human being who draws the breath of life, be be pope, kaiser, priest, 
or king;'' from which we conclude that his grievance against his native 
land is that she failed to accomplieb this remarkable feat. The object of 
the book appearst.o be chiefly tu teach the English people how immensely_ 
inferior in every respect England is to America, and t.o impress upon 
them that this inferiority is due t.o their monarchical form of govern
ment. For the accomplishment of the first part of this double task, 
Mr. Carnegie relies on statistics, which apparently he conaiden a suffi
cient teat of national superiority ; for the second he trust.a t.o his own 
rhet.oric. " I have tried," aaya he, " to coat the wholesome medicine 
of facts in the aweeteat and purest sugar of fancy at my command. 
Pray you, open your mouths and swallow it in small doaes, and like the 
sugar even if you detest the pill." We can assure Mr. Carnegie that 
having taken several doses both large and small, we find the '' sugar of 
fancy" quite delicious, and the "pills'' not at all detestable. We say 
without fear of contradiction that no well regulated British household 
ought t.o be without a supply of them. 

We should have thought it impossible to make a book on "Rail.road 

• "Triumphant. D.mocracy ; or Fifty v-• Karch of t.be Republic.'' By Aadn,w 
Ot.rnegie. London : Sampeon Low I; Co. 1880. • , 
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Transportation"• interesting to any but expert.a. Mr. Arthur T. 
Hadley has nevertheless achieved the feat. The eecret of hie 11ucceu 
lies, no doubt, in the fact that hie work bears in every line the impree1 
of a strong, clear-seeing mind, practically acquainted with railway 
management and railway politics in their smallest details as well aa 
their broadest principles, and well read in the history and literature 
of the subject in all parts of the world. We may remark in passing, 
that Germany has a very considerable railway literature, 

Mr. Hadley deals mainly with the United States branch of the 
subject, but incidentally be includes Europe and India. He contrast.a 
European, and more particularly Engliilh, systems with those of his 
own country, bringing out very clearly the difft>rences of circumstance 
and the consequent differences in result in the various countries. His 
chapters on "The English Railroad System," and "English Hailroad 
Legislation" ought to be read by every one who bas anything to do 
with either. The railway legislation of !?'ranee and Germany is al110 
briefly but ably sketched. Strange to say, Italy has had the most 
varied experience of different systems, and has m06t exhaustively 
investigated their merits. Consequently from the political and social 

• point of view, Italian railway policy is the most instructive of all. 
Mr. Hadley discusses with impartiality most, if not all, the questions 
on which the public appear to be unfairly dealt with by the companies. 
He is justly severe on abuses, while showing that many practices, such 
a.s combination and discriminating rates, are not in themselves unjust 
or injurious, though often unjustly and injuriously applied. Nothing 
can be more convincing than his demonstration of the fairntss and 
even economic necessity of such arrangements under certain not 
uncommon circumstances. It is a pleasure to read this book, becausa, 
amongst its other merits, it contains nothing but solid, releva!lt, well
digested knowledge, useful not only to directors aud legislators, but to 
political economists hardly less. 

1.'he Italian translation of Mr. Henry Latchford's '' Wit and Wisdom 
of the English Parliament," ' which we do not remember to have seen 
in the original, is a collection of the most striking scenes that have 
been enacted in the House of Commons, together w:th some of the 
greatest speeches delivered within its walls. But to the English 
reader by far the most valuable part of the book is the preface by the 
translator. In it he gives his ol-'inion of contemporary events, and 
since it is al\Vays well to see oursekes as others see us, the mirror 
Signor Meale holds up may be found instructive. For instance, when 
dealing with "obstruction," lie says, "in any other country a remedy 
for this evil would soon have been found, but England, who does not 
readily accept change~ on account of her respect for tradition, required 

9 "Rnilroad TranPportation : Its History l\nd Laws." By Arthur T. Hadley, 

<.:ommiHsioncr of Lal,our Statistics of the State of Connecticut, Instructor in 
Politil·al Science in Yale Coll~ge. New York and London: G. P. Putnam'a Sona.· 
18~5. 

7 "Senno e Brio de! Pl\rlamento Inglese," By Henry L&tcbford. Traduzioae 
per Gaetano Meale. Milano : Fratelli Damolt.rd. 1885. 
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some time before deciding to modify her ancient rules." The chapter 
devoted to Ireland is good throughout, and might be read with advan
tage by many Englishmen. In it Signor Meale deplores the fact that 
Mr. Parnell should have become the arbitrator of English politics, 
setting up and overthrowing Ministers according to his will and 
pleasure. 

The Bar Committee has at last done a work of some public utility. 
By its orders a sub-committee of eminent conveyancers has recently 
drawn up and published a repor, on the subject of Land Transfer,' 
"in view of the fact that both of the chief political parties have 
announced their intention to promote measures for facilitating the 
transfer of land." 'l'he report consists of three parts. The first gives 
a historical sketch of recent legislative reforms affecting the common 
practice of conveyancing. The committee seem well satisfied with 
the results of these reforms, and suggest that further legislation on the 
same lines may be desirable. The second part is a very thorough 
examination of the systems of registration now existing in Great 
Britain. Every one of these, with perhaps the exception of that at 
York, has, for one reason or another, turned out a complete failure. 
Part Ill. states and examines the principal characteristics of the 
remedial schemes at pre<1ent most in favour, and lays down the condi
tions essential, in its author's opinion, to any beneficial system. The 
report is remarkably fair and unbiasse<l. We do not know any other 
publication that shows so exactly what has been done in recent yeart<, • 
how matters stand at present, a:1d what considerations it is essential to 
keep in view in any attempt to remedy existing defects. 

"The Right of Landed Property in Egypt"' might more correctly 
be entitled "The ObligationsofOwnersand Occupiers of Land." It deals 
chiefly with the different kinds of tenure by which different lands are 
held, and the corresponding taxes to which they are liable. The sub
ject is highly complicated, and not easy to master without considerable 
study; but this little work is a serious attempt to give an intelligible 
account of the land systems of Egypt, concerning which little is known 
and still les~ has bt:!en written. 

We have received the second volume of Mr. l\lacleod's '' Theory 
and Practice of Banking,'' 1° Fourth edition. The work is so well 
known we need hardly do more than chronicle the appearance of the 
new edition. 

Why the author of the "Wealth of Households" 11 should have 
chosen that title for a treatise on the general principles of political 
economy, we cannot tell. We expected to find practical hints for 
housekeepers. Instead of that, we have a treatise which aims at ex• 

1 "Land Transfer." Published by order oC the Bar Committee. London: 
Butterworth. 1886. 

• "The Right of Landed Property in Egypt." By Yacoub Artin Bey. Tr:\na
lated from the French by E. A. Van Dyck. London: Wyman & Sons. 1885. 

10 "The Theory and Practice of Banking." Dy Henry Dunning Macle'ld, M.A. 
4th edition. Vol. II. London: Longmans, Green, Reader & Dyer. 1886. 

11 "1'be Wealth of Household■." .By Dansou. Oxford: Clarendon Pre1111. 1886. 
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p!aining the fundamental ideaa and technical terma of economic science. 
It is extremely loose and inaccurate. At the very outset the writer. 
confuses his readers, who are supposed to be beginners, by making 
••wealth'' synonymous with "well-being ''-a fatal confusion. Again, 
he confounda wages with salary, rent with hire, and gravely enumerates 
·• alms and theft" among "sources of income." As for his explana
tion of " profit," we defy any one to undent.and it; and when we look 
for the formal definition, deliberately 80 labelled in the marginal analy
aie of the chapter, all we find is that risk is the mother of profit, and 
skill in estimating risk is its father I On the whole, the perusal of 
this book is about the readiest way we know of hopelessly confusing a 
pupil's ideas on economic subjects. 

Had Ruskin and Carlyle never thundered against the degeneracy of 
modern times, " Echetlus " 1~-if indeed in such a case it could ever 
have seen the light at all-might perhaps have scandalized a few of those 
good people who hold that all is for the best in the best ohll possible 
worlds, or have given voice to the vague repinings of the few who feel 
that nineteenth-century civilization is not r.ntirely perfect. As it is, 
there is little in " Echetlus" that baa not been better said already by 
Mr. Ruskin and many others. We grant thRt there is much that is 
true, and much that is eloquently e,cpressed in "Echetlus." But there 
is always 80 much contemptuous ignoring of plain fact, and such 
laboured obscurity of style, such straining after unconventionality of 
expression, that the book as a whole we must condemn ns pernicious 
in matter nnd ridiculous in manner. The author, like hie great master, 
rails incessantly againat tht1 whole constitution of society ; against 
machinery, manufactures, life in town (especially in suburbs), against 
most known methods of gaining a living, and most ways of living; 
against our professions, our ecieuce, our art, our literature, our work, 
and our play--everything, in fact, thRt 111Lvours of the simple country 
life of some imaginary period when all men were stalwart, manly, open-
11ir workers, and all women were as simple, beautiful, and modest aa 
the wild rose. Nor baa he attempted to come to particulars. He deals 
only in the vaguest of general abuse. To attempt to grapple with 
bis paradoxea would be an endlea task. 

Mr. Froude's "Oceana "aa may serve as a bridge to lead µs from 
Politics and Sociology to Voyages and Travels. 

The viaion of Sir Jamee Harrington ia, Rfter two centuries and a halt~ 
but half accomplished. That what is renliZRble of the remaining half may 
yet be realized bas been the dream of Mr. Froude. Aa a atudent of 
England's history he imagined to himself the Oceana that might yet be, 
and wisely determined to aee and study for himself the Oceana that now 
is-to visit the colonies, "talk to their leading men, aee their countries 
and what they were doing there, learn their feelinga, and correct hie 

11 " Ecbetlu1 : Con1tderation11 opoo Culture in England." B1 Geo. Wbetaall. 
London: T. Fisher Unwin. 1886. . 

1' " Oceana; or, England and her Coloniee.'' By Jam• Anthony Froude. 
Loo·loo: LongtnAn•, Green .t Co. 1886. 
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impressions of what could or could not be done" for federation. 
Twelve years ago Mr. Froude started on hie tour, but got no further 
than the Cape. Ten years later he successfully carried out his long
eherished intention; and the vCJlume before us ia one result of his 
pilgrimage. Naturally there is little in hie facts that can be new to 
English readers. But he brings to bear upon these facts a mind 
steeped in the philosophy or history, long acc11stomed to watch the 
working or existing political institutions and to study the laws of their 
evolution. His philosophy may be wrong, and his studies may some
times lead him astray. But right or wrong, thty raise " Oceana " to a 
platform high above the ordinary books of travel. Besides these 
rarer aod more ~olid qualities, "Oceana" is a very judicious mixture 
of episode and picturesque description; it has plenty of movement 
aod life; it gives a graphic account of all the author 81lW and heard 
(and of course his reputation secured him unusual opportunities for 
free and equal converMtion with the best men of all classes every
where); and it has all the charms of Mr. Froude's style. It goes 
without aaying, therefore, that "Oceana" is pleasant and instructive. 
But it was not to please that " Oceana" was written. Mr. Froude's 
views on federation are well known, and they are shared by the 
leading colonial statesmen. The colonies are, as he tells us, in no 
mood for a union which would bring them again under the influence 
of Downin3 Street. But " Brit.ish they are, aod British they wish to 
remain; and impossible as it is to weld together two pieces of steel 
while below the welding temperature, let the desire for a union of 
equality rise in England and rise in the colonies to sufficient heat, the 
impossibility will become a possibility, and of political possibilities 
the easiest." 

Like the Marquis of Lorne and all others who understand the 
temper of the colonies, he warns us to let all advances come from 
them, and to avoid pressing upon them anything for which they do 
not heartily wish. For the present there is only one important change 
which they desire. That is, to have a united navy, undu one 
admiralty and one flag, each colony supporting out of its own resources 
the squadron allotted to it and bearing its name. Amongst minor 
changes, requiring no legislation, no formal pact, and yet potent for 
good, we can adopt a more considerate and heartier tone in official 
transactions; we can be more careful to give them the best men we 
have for governors ; we can send them immigrants of the right sort; 
we can give them honours and rewards for public services such u 
our own public men value; we can admit them to the services, to the 
Privy Council, the Bar. For drawing closer the political connec
tion we must wait until the occasion presents itself, and until they 
themselves demand it; above all, we must not let them suppose tbat 
the coldneu of the Colonial Office correctly represents the temper of 
the Engliah people. 

No better moment than the preaent could have been chosen for 
the publication of "Oceana." With such an object-lesson before 
w as the Colonial Exhibition at South Kensington, the dullest 0£ 

[Vol.CXXVI.No. CCLI.]-Nn8&1m:s, Vol. Lll. No. I. R 
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us home-keeping folk CAn hardly fail to comprehend the dazzling 
magnificence of the future already assured to our colonies; and 
we look with ever-growing interest to such ,vcrks as "Oceana" 
for light and leading in the solution of the grand problem
How to keep together in one harmonious family the great brother
hood of English communities. The problem ie one which requires 
instant attention. The opportunity for its solutfon may come sooner 
than we think. The change of front towards Ireland, which 
Mr. Gladstone bas inaugurated, must lead, sooner or later, to far
reaching changes in our representative institutions, the end of which 
we do not pretend to forecast. But it requires little sagacity to see 
that we are travelling with startling rapidity in the direction of 
federal institutions at home ; and, if the present mood prevails, oppor
tunities will present themselves for advancing in the sarne direction 
in our relations to the colonies. 

But it is time to give some indication of the colonies and colonists 
visited by l\fr. l<'roude. After a pleasant passage he lands hia readers 
first at the Cape, where he finds much to lament: woful mistakes, 
and even sins in the past which we have not yet expiated, nor even 
learned to avoid in the future. The Cape problem i!! running the 
Irish problem very close, and bids fair to be soon equally tangled. 

"From the Cape to Australia-from political discord, the conflict of 
races, the glittering uniforms, nod the tramp of battalions-from 
intrigue and faction, and the perpetual interference of the Imperial 
Government, to a country where politics are but differences of opinion, 
where the hand of the Imperial Government is never folt . . . . the 
change is great indeed." l\lr. Froude's admiration for the Australians 
and their magnificent territory is warm and deep. It is all the more 
sincere because it is evidently extorted from him in spite of the deep 
distrust of democracy which he shares with his favourite Aristotle. 
The contemplation of the "greatness" of this wonderful country 
prompts the saddest as well as the most beautiful passage in the whole 
\>ook:-

• Democracies are the blossoming or the aloe, the sudden squandering or the 
vit11l force which has accumulated in the long years when it was conteuted to 
be healthy and did uot aspire after a vain display. The aloe is glorious for a 
single season. It proi::rcsses 11s it never progressed before. It admires its 
own excellence, looks back with pir.y on its earlier and humbler condition, 
which it attriliutes only to the unjust restraints in which it was held. It 
conceives that it has discovered the true serret of being beautiful for e\·er, aud 
in the midst or the discovery it dies. 

The material prosperity of Australia is indee<l marv~llous. But for 
New Zealand-" the future home, as I believe it to be, of the greatest 
nation in the Pucific "-he prophesies still higher things. We wish 
we had space to give in full his general description of that wonderful 
land-its resources, the grandeur and variety of its natural features, 
i~s power of touching the imagination. We must content ourselves 
with his prophecy: " If it lies written in the book of destiny that the 
:English uution has still within it great men who will take a place 
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among the demigods, I can well believe that it will be in the unex
hausted soil and spiritual capabilities of New Zealand that the great 
English poets, artists, philosophers, statesmen, soldiers of the future 
will be born and nurtured." 

Pleasant would it be to linger with Mr. Froudo in the giant Knuri 
forest.a and the fern-clad glades, to sail on the Blue Lake, und bathe 
in the hot lakes, to visit the rude Maori settlements, and the cultured 
home of Sir George Grey in his island solitude. But we haYe spent 
too much time with him already, and must hurry awny elsewhere. 

We cannot give our reader11 a better insight into the merits and sig
nificunce of this unique work-unique whether we consider its real or 
its nominal authorship-than by quoting from the candid preface of 
t.he chief compiler and editor, Mr. Dalton,u the Princes' " Governor." 
" Both Princes kept very regular diaries all the time they were away 
from home; theee, written up every evening before turning in, both 
at sea and ashore ... form naturally the groundwork of the whole. 
. . . I have also drawn largely upon the contents of letters .... 
With the private journals and letters that record the passing sensation 
of t.he day or hour, I have embodied a good deal from cert.iin note
books in which the Princes entered l\t their leisw·e the substance of 
much which they read concerning the countries visited, or learnt in 
conversation. . .. Where such entries refer to figures and statistic~, 
I have endeavoured to correct them up to date .... My own addi
tions are marked off in square brackets." The absence of brackets is, 
however, rather a fallacious te~t of royal authorship, for'the proof
sheets, after being compiled by Mr. Dalton, were read, corrected, and 
supplemented by various gentlemen poss'!ssed of special knowledge of 
the countrit-11 referred to, thus rendering the account trustworthy as to 
facts; but these gentlemen are not responsible for conclusions or 
opinions. The brackets, in fact,, serve only to mark 1hose portions (and 
they are considerable) in which the Princes have not even a nominal 
ahare. The charts, maps, and sketches have been made or corrected 
by experts. It will thus be seen that the young Princes are little 
more than Mr. Dalton's amanuenses-channels through which the 
opinions and knowledge of others are conveyed under Mr. Dalton 's 
supervision into a reservoir where they are carefully filtered by Mr. 
Dalton and a staff of experts before being sent out for public use. 
By this process the work lo11e~, of course, ull individuality, though it 
gains indefinitely in utility. In fact, when we remember the unique 
advantages enjoyed by the Princes and their instructors for sc11ing and 
hearing the best wherever they went, and that they went to the West 
Indies, South America, the Cape, Australia, Japan, China, the Strait'I 
Settlements, Ceylon, Egypt, Palestine, and the Mediterranean, the 
materials at hand must have been of considerable value, 11nd the care 
bestowed on them ought to have resulted io a first-rate handbook for 

1' "The Cruise of Her M•jeety'A Ship &cchante,'' 18i9-J882. Compile,I from 
lbe Private Journal•, Lettere, and Note-books of Prince Albert Victor an,I Pri11ce 

George of Wales, wit.h a•Jdiliona by Jobu ,N. Dalton. 2 vole. Lond'>n • .:\lac111illan 
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globe-trotters. It ought to be, and probably is, the best of all such 
~xisting handbooks. Por people who like to do their globe-trotting 
in an armchair by their own fireside, no guide could be more pleasant, 
trustworthy, and respectable. More thoughtful books, going over a 
good deal of the sa01e ground (e.g., "Oceana "), have been, and we 
hope will be, written again and again. But "The Cruise of the 
Baccbante" will be read by thousands who would never look at any 
such work but for the exalted lltation and interesting youthfulness of 
its authors, and having read it, these good people can hllrdly fail to add 
a little of their meagre knowledge and imperfect understanding of 
lands beyond the seas, e11pecially our own great colonies. That ie 
something gained, and for that we thank the promoters of this work, 
the Prince and Princess of Walt>s. Of course, whatever po~itive 
merit the book bas Mr. Dalton is entitled to the credit of it. Industry, 
accuracy, and good judgment are perhaps the only virtues be would 
claim on the strength of this compilation. As to the manner in which 
the work is turned out, we recognize hardly anything boyish in the 
style, and not much in the matter. Here and there we are gratified 
hy coming on a remark or a description with a little of the boyish tone 
~till left in it-" grinning through,'' as housepainters say of a dark 
paint under a light one. We wish there was a little more of it. On 
the other hand, the book is seldom trivial (ss records of travel too 
often are), and it is brimful of condensed information. Everything, 
of course, was "explained " to the boys, and a good deal of the expla
nations are reproduced in the book. If the boy authors only marked, 
learned, and inwardly digested the contents of their own book, they 
would know a good many things that very few boys of their ages know. 

Mr. Romilly's "Notes" on the Islands and Islanders of the W astern 
Pacific u are so well worth reading, that we regret the.y were not 
given to the public sooner. His visit to New Guinea was made u 
long ago as 1881, since which time much bas occurred there, and his 
information has lost some of its freshness. Still, the book as a whole 
is fresh enough, both in style and in matter, to make it welcome to 
every reader who feels any curiosity to know what manner of men 
inhabit these i:dands, bo,v they live, what their surroundingi, are. 
In the Western Pacific, if anywhere now, the true unsophisticated 
savage is to be found; and we must confess that after giving him 
credit for a11 ,be good qualities llr. Romilly testifies to, he ie as un
lovely an. object as we can. think of. His cannibalism is, from this 
point of view, a trifle, comparatively. It shocks our sentiments in. a 
very peculiar way, no doubt; hut it does not obtrude itself; it is 
generally practised in secret and denied in public. It is in their per
sons and their manners that the unspeakable repulsiveness of the island 
savage displays itselt We need not give instances. Mr. Roruilly ia 

11 "The Western Pacific and New Guinea: Notes 011 the Natine, Cllriman and 
Cannibal, wic.h eome Account of the Old Labour Trade." By Hugh Hutiogs 
Homilly, Deputy Commiaaioner for thtt Western Pacific, and Acting Special Com• 
miesion"r for New Guinea. London: John Murray. 1886. 
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very discreet, but his pages supply instances in plenty ; and readers 
who know something of "native" habits may read between the lines 
much which the author omits. 

l\lr. Romilly had the good fortune (why should we be ashamed to 
call it so in these days of special war correspondents 7) to see from 
beginning to end the invasion of one native tribe by another. The 
alarm, the landing of the invader, the rush to arms of the invaded, the 
eetting in battle array of both, the Homeric bollstinga and challenges 
to single combat, the shock of battle when at last they have worked 
themselves up to the full height of their demoniac war pASsion, the 
short bloody struggle, the rout of the invader, and the cannibal feast 
which closes the incident, are all well and faithfully described, probably 
for th'3 first time by one who witnessed the whole drama. It is an 
impresaive and suggestive narrative, the scene of which is laid in New 
Ireland. A very remarkable institution called the "Duk-Duk " 
flourishes in New Britain, and Mr. Romilly was allowed to witness it 
in operation several times. His account of it is very curious nnd in
teresting. These two islands, now known as Neu Mecklenburg and 
Neu Pomem, are amongst the largest of the recent German acquisi
tions; but if their climate is as bad 118 Mr. Romilly believe11, they can 
be of little value of themselves, and the diflfoulty of dealing with the 
natives is greatly aggravated 1,y the absence of regular chiefs through 
whom the natives could be governed. He mentions, but does not 
attempt to account for, the extraordinary frequency of irregularities 
in the hands and feet of the New Britons. Two thumbs on one bar.id 
are commonly to be seen. •• I noticed sometimes six toes on at foot~ 
and sometimes only four; and the toes are not unfrequeutly joined 
together by a tough membrane." As for moral qualities and fine 
sentiment, something may be gathered from the fact that there is no
word for expressing thanks in any language of New Guinea, nor indeed 
do the natives ever feel the want. 'l'here are native trading fleets it 
aeema in New Guinea, and it usually happens that when the real trading 
business ia finished, the traders make a raid on "the pigs and girls," 
and carry them off if they can. " If the girls are sensible, they run 
into the bush on the eve of the strangers' departure, but there are 
many who like the fun of being fought for, and stay on purpose to Le 
kidnapped. It gives some of the1D immense satisfaction to accept 
their lovers' payment for their marriage, and then to fly with the 
atrangera." 

Mr. Romilly has a good deal to tell about the horrors of the labour 
trade, and the force and fraud that was practised by "recruiters." 
Happily, be also aBSures us, that the worst features of the trade are 
now things of the past. The traders of recent years are a far better 
set of men, and well looked after by the imperial authorities. But 
naturally, the cruelty and deception of which the natives of a former 
generation were the victims hatve left their marks on the preaent gene
ration, and thfl horrible initiation they underwent into the vices of 
civilization baa left marks of degradation which will not be effaced by 
the best etrorte of the missiCtnaries for many a long day. 
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" Warm Corners in Egypt," 11 is one of the best written of the many 
accounts that minor actors in the modern Egyptian drama have given 
of their personal experiencea. The author does not tell us his name, 
or what his business in Egyft waa. We infer that he was, at timeeat 
least, in the s,:rvice of the Khedive, of whom he speaks with the 
highest respect and admiration. He was present, in what capacities 
we know not, at the destruction of Alexandria, and at the massacre of 
Baker's army near 'frinkitat. He was also employed in sanitary work 
on the Nile, and in 11ome of the worst cholera districts, and he made 
an adventurous expedition, with only one companion, into the Fayftmt 
an interesting and ver_v little known district, of which he has written 
a charming account. It will be seen, therefore, that he was in some 
uncommonly hot corner11. He has evidently lived some time in Egypt, 
and knows the language, character, and customs of its people, aa well 
as of its rulers. His sketches· and incidental references to them are, 
therefore, something more valuable than "first impreBBions" of pasaing 
visitors. 

The author has a happy narrative style, a strong sense 0£ 
humour, and a w11rm, manly tone. ,vith these qualifications aa a 
writer, and such uperiences us he had to employ them on, his chap
tera cannot fail to be entertaining. As he rehtes nothing but what 
came under his own direct observation they are instructive also. 

The author of "Life and Society in Eastern Europe" 17 is by pro
fession " a roving linguist,'' or in less ambiguous terma, a teacher o( 
the English language, " traversing a vast empire in aearch of bread in 
return for linguistic instruction," and we regret to say, meeting with 
"little encouragement and much less succeas." But if he failed in 
this, he enjoyed and has made good use of rare opportunities of 
studying the characteristics of the heterogeneous inhabitants of Tran
sylvania. His search for employment brought him into direct contact 
with all ranks and races, and amongst the Magyars at least the native 
hospitality of all classes enabled him to see into their inner life in a 
manner that to us Western pevple may seem incredible. l'iothing, for 
instance, could be more foreign to our English social life than that of 
the Magyar " magnate " under whose patriarchal roof the poor 
" linguist," for all bis threadbare coat and borrowed boots, was wel
comed as if he were a "distinguished traveller," instead of a stranger 
seeking wages. The English, it seems, are as much liked by the 
Magyars as the " Prussians " are bated, and Mr. Tucker reports num
berle~s instances of respect and kindness shown to him on the strength 
solely of his nationality. 'l'he greater part of the book consist.a of 
dialogues between the author and his various interlocutors-priests, 
peasants, tradesmen, servants, profossors, nobles, &c. These are very 
skilfully worked up, always characteristic, and often most humorous, 
aa are the incidents of his adventures. We may safely congratulato 

11 "Warm Corners in Egypt." B7 "One who wu in them.'' Loodoo: 
Remington & Co. 1886. 

17 "Life anJ 8ociety in Eastern Europe." By William Jamee Tucker. Loodoo: 
Sampson Low, MIU'Btoo, Searle, .t RiYingtoo. 1886. 
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Mr. Tucker on having produced a most lively and entertaining book, 
and thank him for bis graphic sketches of some of the most interesting 
and least known of the races of Eastern Europe. 

" Emigrant Lifo in Kans:1s," 19 is nn unpretending record of a boy's 
experiences in the far West. In 1870, the author, then ten years old, 
started from England with his father, (an upholsterer), his brother, 
and three other young men for Junction City, Kansas, to try their luck 
at farming and cattle raising. As only one of the party had the 
smallest acquaintance with country life, it may be imagined that they 
were not very successful, and of course they suffered unexpected 
hardships. Still they managed to get along somehow, and 110 doubt 
the author, being young, would have made his way had he not run 
away from his father and event11ally returned to England. The book 
contains some sensible advice to intending emigrants, and will probably 
serve to correct exaggerated notions as to the facility with which 
success may be achieved by emigrants of the wrong sort. 

Mr. Katscher's " Studies and Pictures from John Bull's Home " 1• 

merit great praise. His wonderfully minute and accurate sketches 
may serve to enlighten not only foreign but also English readers,· 
who need not be ashamed to learn something from these spirited 
and truthful pages. 

We do wrong to call these essays sketches; they are rather finished 
pictures of social life in England. 

Mr. Katscher's earlier books on London show his wonderful pains
taking faculty, and his gift of observation. 

In the work before us we have a most exnct and thorough descrip
tion of the Salvation Army, and the work it is doing. Other portions 
of the book are taken up with the German population in London, 
modern journalism, engineering triumphs of England, and some 
slighter sketches on a great variety of social tt>pics, all alike handled 
with delicacy Knd quickness of touch. The book deserves a wide circu
lation; the author's style is attractive, and the matter interesting. 

Under the title "Cosmopolitan ESSKys," •• Sir Richard Temple has 
collected a number of bis magazine articles, speeches, and pupers read 
before societies. If we are to speak our mind without feKr or favour 
we must say that we have found no sufficient reason in the contents 
of this volume for its high-sounding title, or indeed for its publication 
at all. So Yarious and so unconnected are the subjects touched on that 
we can sympathize with Sir Richard's difficulty in finding any des
criptive name that would comprehend them all ; but we Yenture to 
suggest that a descriptive title is hardly a necessity, and that, at all 

18 "Emigrant Life in Kansas." By Percy G. Ebbutt. London: Swau Son
nenschein & Co. 1886. 

11 "Nebelland and Themsestrnnd. Studien und Bchilderungen au, der Heimat 
John Bull's." Von Leopold Katacher. VeriaBSer von "Bildo,r aua dem engliacben 
Leben,'' "Au, England,'' u.e. w. Stuttgart: G. J. G0&chennhe. London : 
Triibner k Co. 

"° "Coemopolitan Euaya." By Sir Richard Temple. London: Chapman & Hall, 
Limited. 1886. 
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events, it ought to be intelligible. Whatever the author intended && 
imply, there ia not a Bingle e881ly to which the title is applicable, nor 
in the whole of them, considered aa one, is it possible to find any really 
cosmopolitan character. The author does indeed attempt to dit1CO'Hr 
running through theae scattered and independent units " one ne:rua. 
one guiding idea, one moral-namely, that of British duty and res
ponsibility in 1atfuirs which concern almost every part of the world."' 
The ntxus may be there, but it is difficult to perceive with the unaa
aisted eye. Moreover, such a nexus is distinctly Uritish, and quite 
excludes the cosmopolitan idea. Sir Richard Temple baa the reputa
tion of au energetic and showy Indian administrator, but he is not, we 
judge, a man of extensive information, of deep philosophy, prescient. 
statesmanship, or of literary genius. Hia essays are of very mediocre 
merit whatever point we view them from, rarely riiung above the level 
of a _leading article in a London "daily." And this is the more to be 
regretted, because, with his Indian experiences, lSir ltichard ought to. 
be able to give us something that we should really value. 

It haa often been remarked that Anglo-Indians sddom write any
thing we>rth reading about the country and the people among& 
whom their life is spent ; and the explanation usually suggested ia that 
they are too much absorbed in the duily work of actual administration. 
But when a distinguished Anglo-Indian retires in the fulness of his 
vigour, enters Parliament, and takes to scribbling, ia it too much to 
expect of him that he will confine himself to the special subjects on 
which he posse88es special knowledge, and leavit "economic statistics 
of the British empire" and such-like common ,tudi~s to the wrangling 
of real experts and the vapouring of platform speaker, ? 

Mr. ,J. G. Scott, whose "France and Tonkin" we noticed laat year. 
baa lost no tin1e in giving us a general description of the newea 
addition to the British Empire." He is as well qualified to do eo as, 
perhaps, any other man, having both the ready pen and quick obNr
vation of the newspaper correspondent, and the experience of many 
yP.ara of residence and travel in Further lµdia. He gives ua a great 
deal of the kind of information most sought for respecting our acquisi
tion--something ohhe history, customs, character of the people, and 
eomething of the country, its resources, and proapecta. From hia. 
knowledge of these fact.ors he draws the conclusion that Burma is the 
most valuable addition to our empire made these many yean, just u 
British Burma is the richest and most valuable of our lndiau provinces.. 
But at the same time he warns speculative tl'lldera that the increue 
in the market for British wares is not likely to be considerable for 
aome years. Of the Burmese people he speaks highly, notwhhsiand
ing their "inconceivable " laziness and their ridiculous self-conceit. 
They are brave, religious, sober, charitable, genial, humorot11 (the 
Irishmen of the East), considerate of the feelings of othera; their 
women enjoy more perfect equality of rights and practical social-

11 
"Burma: u it w"", aa it i1, and u h will be." B1 J. George Scott. 

(" Sbway Yue''). London: o~orge Redway. 1886. 
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auperiority than in any Western country. But their aversion to work 
leada Mr. Scott to prophesy that they will be driven out of the towns. 
by the Chinese. Buddhism is a living reality with the Burmese, and 
eotera into every detail of every-day life. Well ruled, they may 
become a pillar of aupport to our Indian Empire. 

Signor Pelleschi II is not a literary genius, though he may be all he 
claima to be, "an attentive observer and a faithful narrator" of what. 
he aw, or b«slieved he saw. His book is very dull, and its dulnes.'I is. 
aggraY&ted by maudlin reflections on things in general. , 5kipping. 
these, the reader in search of facts concerning a tl'rritory and a people 
little known will find a fair sprinkling of information, especially about 
the Indiana and their customs. 

We are glad to see a new edition of :Mr. Sala'e bright, sunny 
"Eeaaye written in Hot Countries." 21 His chatty, confidential mauner 
and good-humoured way of looking at things, enable him to use his 
quick obsenation most effectively, and make him deservedly one of 
the most popular of light descriptive writers. 

All information co. -erning our new territory, Burmat is welcome. 
In the intenal between the deposition of King Thebaw and th& 
definitive annexation of his dominions by the Indiun Government, 
while the qu•tion of annexation was still under consideration, Mr. 
Grnttan Geary visited the country for the purpose of " examining 
carefully some of the conditions of the problem, and seeing for hiip
aelf what were the political, social, and military aspects of the question 
awaiting solution." This was indeed the only way that any European 
could at that time form an independent opinion on the question, for 
"no one even pretended to know what were the wishes or capabilities 
of the Burmese of the upper country." Mr. Geary baa now published 
an account of his journey and the results of his examination of the 
Burmese problem, together with a good delll of the information he 
picked up during his stay. His conclusion appears to be that forth& 
.Burmana themselves the change is likely to be highly beneficial, 
but he ia dubiou11 about its advantages for the people of India and 
England. 

The principal effect on the reader of Mr. Koighton's "Struggles for 
Life"• ia ihe impression it leaves that the history of the human race 
is a record of hideous crudty and unspeakable 11uffering, unillumined 
by a aingle ray of anything noble or humane. He ransacks the 
history of the world from the earliest times to the present, and drags. 
into light all the deeds of cruelty and lust, the devastations of war and 

22 "Eight Mootbe oo iht Gran Chaco of I.be Argentine Republic." By Giononi, 
Pelleacbi. London: Sampson Low, Manton, Searle & Rivingtoo. 1886. 

• "Under I.be Sun: EaBAya mainly written in Hoi Countriea." By Georgo 
Augu1iu1 Sala. New edition, with aeveral additional euaya. London: Vizetelly 
• Co. 1886. 

" "Buma after tbe Conqueai: Yiewed io ita Polimal, Social, and Commercial' 
A1peoia, r,,om Mandalay." By Grattan Geary. London: f!ampaoo Low .. 
Ma,.ton, Searle & Rivingtoo. 1886. 

• "Sin1gle1 for Life." By Willi1UD Knighton, LL.D. London : Williama-
• Norp&e. 1886. 
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pestilence, of religion (so-called) and greed, the horrors of slavery and 
of the extermination of races. The recital is sickening. And for 
what ohjl'ct? With what result? Surely Mr. K.nighton deceives 
himself when he anawen: " To learn first the causea of deterioration· 
and de.atruction, that we may obviate or remove them; and to discover 
the remedies, if possible, for imperfection 1md misery." What single 
cause of " deterioration and destruction" has he thrown the faintest 
light on? What single remedy for" imperfection and misery" does he 
point out? There may be some advantage in compelling people to· 
look at the misery that is in their midst, in the hope that means of 
alleviating it may be devised. But is a bird's-eye view of the misery 
that mankind has inflicted and endured throughout all ages and in 
every land likely to quicken effective sympathy with the Iese striking 
forms of existing wretchedness which cry aloud for instant relief? 
Assuredly it can have no such effect. The only effect it can have, iu· 
our opinion, is to deepen the impression that man is altogether vile, 
and life a colossal blunder of Nature. 

We have received the following:-" Yenr-book of Scientific and 
Learned Societies of Great Britain and Ireland; comprising Lists of 
the Papers read during 1885 before Societies engaged in fourteen· 
departments of research, with the names of their Authors. Third 
annual iBBue" (London: Charles Griffin & Co., 1886); "Hazell'• 
Annual Cyclopedia, 1886; containing nearly 2,000 concise and ex-· 
planatory articles on every topic of current Political, Social, and 
General Interest referred to by the press and in daily oonvenation." 
Edited by E. D. Price, F.G.S. (London: Hazell, Watson & Viney, 
1886); "Land." By James Platt, !<'.S.S. (London: Simpkin, Marshall 
& Co., 1886); "Why I would Disestablish: a Representative Book· 
by Nepresentative Men." Edited by Andrew Reid (London: Long
mans, Green & Co., 1886); "French Art and English Morals." By 
John Trevor (London: Swan Sonnenschein, Le Baa & Lowrey); 
" Duty and PrivilPge." By Charles Anthony (London: National Press 
Agency, 1886); "Political Evolution; or, From Poverty to Compe
tence." By C. A. Washburn (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott, 1885); 
"The Church and the 1:<'ranchise." By Andrew Simon Lamb (Lon
don: James Nisbet & Co., 21 Berners ::,treet, 1886); "The Masses: 
How shall we Reach Them? Some Hindrances in the Way set forth 
from the Standpoint of the People." By an old Lay-Helper (London~ 
Charles Griffin & Co., 1886); "Report of the Minist81' of Educ■tion 
(Ontario) for the year 1885, with the Statistics of 188~" (Toronto:· 
Warwick & Sons, 1886); "School Architecture and Hygiene, with 
Plans and Illustrations for the use of School Trustees in Ontario" 
(Toronto: Education Department). • 

We have also to acknowledge the following admirable Italian official 
publications:-" L'Assicurazione degli Operai Nella Scienza e Nella. 
Legislazione Germanica." Ugo Mazzola (Roma: Tipographia Eredi 
Botta, 1886); "Atti della Commissione d'Inchiesta per la Revisione 
della Tariffa Doganalc. I. Parte Agraria. Fascicola I." Fedele Lam
pertico (Roma: Tip. Eredi Botta, 1885); "L'&onoruia dell' Agricol.., 
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tum in Italia, e la IIUa Trasformazione." C. Bertagnolli (Roma: Tip. 
Elzeviriana, 1886); " Riaultati Sommarii dell' Inchiesta lntorno alle 
Condizione Igienico-Saintarie dei Comuni" (Roma : Tip. Elzeviriana, 
1885); •• Atti della Commissione per ii Riordinamento della Statistica 
Giudiziaria Civile e Penale. Serie sa, vol. xv." ( Roma : Tip. Fratelli 
Bencini, 1885 ). Also several statistical reports relating to the indus
trial condition of the provinces of Arezzo and Vicenza, cau~es of death, 
and elementary instruction. 

We regret we have no space to notice the following :-" U eber die 
Romische Gerichtsverfassung." Von Ernst Hartmann. Ergiinzt und 
herausgegeben von August Ubbellohde" (Gottingen : Bandenhoch 
und Ruprichts, 1886); "Skizze dee Englischen Geldmarkte~." Von 
Emil Struck (Leipzig: Duncker and Humblot, 1886). 

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY. 

WE haTe much pleasure in resuming our criticism upon the fifth 
volume of M. Duruy's work,' which brings down the history of the 

Roman State to the close at once of the reign of Marcus Aurelius and 
of the golden era of the great world empire. The chief feature of the· 
first p11rt consists of an account of the life and works of the great 
Emperor Hadrian, whose administration marks the final abandonment 
of the "forward policy" of his predecessors; it is the culminating 
point of the empire, soon to be followed by a decline so gradual ruJ 

hardly to be perceptible at first, but unquestionably a decline. From 
this policy neceMarily resulted a profound peace, only broken by the 
fierce outbreak of the Jews under the leadership of Bar Kokaba. 
Hadrian was content to forego military glory, and to be known as the 
wiee ruler whose energies were unsparingly devoted to the detection 
and repair of the weak points in the admini2tration of the laws 1md 
the civil and military government of the State. To his initiative also 
may be referred mnny of the magnificent specimens of architecture 
and engineering which were, by the ruder successors of the Romans, 
referred to the agency of magic. 'fhe reigns of the two Antonines • 
k>llowed practically the same lines as their immediate predecessor. 
The RoIDAn peace was, however, broken in the reign of Marcus 
Aurelius by the invasion of the Marcomanni, a propoa of which 
M. Duruy indulges himself with an amusing outburst of national 
feeling which we cannot refrain from quoting :-

• This prolific race (the Germans) had increased in time of peace, and their 
greed had augmentea with their atrength. At the sight of the riches which 

1 "Hi1tory or Rome and &he Roman People." By Victor Duruy. Edited by 
'1,e Rev.J. f>. Mahaffy. Vol. V. Parta I. anJ II. London: Kegan Paul 4lf 
Tmic:b. 1886. . · • 
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the productive activity or I.he Romana had amueed on the other side or the 
frontier their hearts were filled with hate and envy. Tb011e charming villa& 
on the Danube and Rhine which they saw from their own wild bank seemed 
an insult to their straw huts. In their national poem, the "Nibelungen," 
the object or their hero's ardent pursuit, the conqueiit for whose sake the 
people are butchered and kings perish, is not the woman .... as in the 
cHse of the Greeks under the walls of Troy, nor a tomb, as in the cue of the 
}'rench before Jerusalem, but treasure! In the midst o( their aterile land& 
and sava~e forest.s that sensual race, greedy and poor, even then breathed the 
verses of Mignon about the lands where the golden apples grew, and wbiob 
dnrin~ eighteen centuries have excited their cupidity. In the time of the 
Cresars they, by their continual attacks, disturbed lhat civilized, rich, and 
peaceable empire, which, under the Autonines, gave humanity a hundred yell$ 
of peace. At the end they succet-ded in throwing down tbe Colossus, and they 
precipitated the world into the sorrows and tears of the Middle Ages. 

The second part of the fifth volume deacrib~s with much minutenee& 
the domestic life of the Romans, pointing out with great clearnea the 
points in which it differs from modern civilization, with especial refer
ence to the great respect for family life evinced by the ancient Italians, 
to the prevalence of the cl.lftom of adopt.ion, and to the institution 
of slavery. Municipal life is also well and minutely brought before 
us ; the large measure of local liberty existing in the municipalitiee 
proving, somewhat perhaps to our surprise, that the Romana bad 
solved ( at least in the age of the Antonines) the problem of harmoniz
ing monarchical government with local liberty. There can be little 
doubt indeed that numerous cities in Italy, South Germany, and 
Fronce derive their local privileges and those of their trade-guild. 
from immunities conferred during the existence of the Homan empire. 
,v e cannot, in conclusion, avoid once more adverting to the excel
lence of the illustrationa and maps which accompany the letterpreaa. 
M. Duruy baa our best wishes for bis success. 

The editor of the Second Punic W nr • having in bis preface rather 
unnecessarily attAcked Mon1msen, we carefully read the present work 
against the corresponding chapters of Mommsen'a •• History of Rome," 
and have somewhat reluctantly arrived at the conclusion that, in spite 
of the eminent authorities quoted by Mr. Arnold, the German historian 
has, in l~ss than half the apace, given us a description of the wonderful 
career of the Barcidm, which, in careful composition, in just and terse 
delineation of character, in detajl abundant yet duly subordinate IO 
the general outline, ia certainly BUperior t.o that of our countrymm 
the very points in which Mr. Arnold claims the superiority. We 
have no wish, however, to detract from the merita of a work which, in 
in the absence of Momrusen, would be of a Yery high order, and are 
content to leave the decision t.o our reaaera, although we doubt very 
much whether Dr. Arnold himself would have approved of the publica
tion of the book in its unfinished state. We notice with approbation 
the notes upon the mining operations of the Phcenicians and Romana 

1 "The Second Punic War." By the la\e Tbomu Aniold, D.D. Edi&ed b,: 
W. T. Arnold, M.A. London: Macmillan & Co. 1880. 
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io the south of Spain ; also the excellence of the maps in illustration 
of the various military operations of the war. 

At first sight Hittite antiquities would not appear to be a popular 
aubject, but for all that in little more than twelve months Dr. Wright's 
book• has reached a second edition. Not the least important portion 
is the chapter contributed by Profe880r Sayce upon the progress 
made in deciphering the Hittite writings with the help of the 
bilingual inscription (in Cypriote and Hittite) of Tarkondemos, 
which holds with respect to these researches the same position aa 
the Rosetta atone formerly did among Egyptologista. The Hittite 
system of writing resembled that of the Egyptians and Assyrians, 
or, in fact, of any people who employed hieroglyphics and wu 
partly ideographic and partly phonetic. The phonetic characters 
represented in turn a monosylluble or a diaayllable and sometimes 
both, while the ideographs were generally attached to the phonetic 
eharacter1, though sometimes standing alone. The writing is always 
boustrophedon, the firet line starting from right to left ; a word does 
not end a line, and lines are read from the direction towards which the 
charactere look. The forms of the characters nry not only in diift-rent 
localities but on monument.a from the same locality and of the same 
age; and in some instances they tend towards hieratic forms. Tenta
tive readings of some of the inscriptions are ginn, which, although at 
present ( owing to the fewneBB and the mutilated condition of the 
monuments) are rather meagre, are yet made upon a sound method, 
and, with the help of fresh material, will probably lead to nry impor
tant results. In conclusion, we have to thank Dr. Wright for the 
admirable workmanship of his book, and Mr. Rylands for his elaborate 
drawings of the inscriptions. 

Some yeRra ago, the late Mr. Coote wrote on the connection between 
Roman Collegia or Guilds and English munici~ institutions, and now 
Mr. Baldwin Brown,' the Art Profeesor at the University of Edin
burgh, tells us that he looks to them a:t the patterns from which 
Christiana evolved their congregations and their churches. These 
collegia met in halls calleci «ho/<1!, which were oblong halls, some fifty 
feet long, with apsidal terminations, and no doubt the " School of 
Tyrannus," which St. Paul used at Ephesus, was of such a character. 
Such balls might also be found in the houses of private persons, to be 
used for meetings or for 10eial gatherings. and we know that the first 
church at Tours was formed by Bishop Litorius out of the hall in a 
senator's house. The Jewish synagogue also ser\"ed as a model for 
Christian places of worship, and theae, as far at least as the ruined 
apecimena in Galilee show, are of a Roman baailican type. There is 
some doubt. howe-,er, bow far theee represent the normal form. The 
builica, as Mr. Brown shows, was not necess:lrily apsidal, but posi;essed 

1 "The Empire or the Biititee." B7 William Wri&ht, D.D. London: J. 
N"11bet & Co. 1886. 

' "From Schola to Cathedral." lly G. Baldwin Brown; M.A. Edinburgh: 
D. Douglu. 1886. 
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the @pecial architectural feature of a division into nave and aisles and 
a clerestory, and almost always had a gallery over the colonnade of the 
nave, where the Christian churches had a plain wall mually 
covered with pictures. The reason of this alteration in design baa not 
been hitherto apparent, and Mr. Brown's solution of it-that the 
Christiana added the basilican colonnade to the plain oblong interior 
of the achola, instead of taking away the gallery from a basilica, ia 
very plausible. His theory therefore, roughly speaking, ia as follows : 
That the Christians first met in private halls and ,cholm, and built such 
edifices for themselves, holding eervic.es also sometimes at the ce'l/a of 
martyrs in the catacombs. That in the end of the third and the 
fourth century, as the Church increased, larger buildings were needed 
and side aisles added ; the apse being a reminiscence or survival of 
the eel/a or e:redr<B of the cemeteries; and from these elements 
resulted the complete church of the fourth c1mtury, its oblong plan 
derived from the schola, its apse from the cella, its colonnade,; and 
system of lighting from the baailica. 

Nothing requires more care than the criticism of minute historical 
points, lest one falls into the pit oneself baa digged. A pamphlet has 
recently appeared written to correct errors into which the late Profes..'IOr 
Brewer, Mr. Gairdner, and Mr. Friedmann have fallen respecting the 
Boleyn family,• and especially to support Mr. Friedmann's view that 
Anne Boleyn was older than her sister Mary, the grandmother of Lord 
Hunsdon. And yet the author writes, concerning Henr,v Vlll.'s liaison 
with both sisters : "And is it not possible that in his selfish greed hf! 
(i.e., Sir Thos. Boleyn) may, when his elder daughter (Anne, accord
ing to him) had lost her attraction for the king, have sought to 
maintain his power by the means of the charms of the other" (i.e., 
Mary.) Does the writer think that Mary Carew waa a rival of Jane 
Seymour's, or what evidence is there of Henry's passion for Anne 
having waned until marriage had produced its usual effect ? 

The English public generally are little aware of the enormous 
literature which has grown up iu France upon the subject of the great 
French Revolution of 1789: and should therefore be greatly indebted 
to Mr. Stephens for his trouble in placing before them the substance 
of the new information which be has gathered, upon what may in truth 
be called the most important period in modern history, unfortunately 
very imperfectly known in this country ; indeed, with the exception of 
Carlyle's poem in prose (which can only by a stretch of courtesy be 
denominated a history), and a few scattered essays upon particular 
events and individuals of the time, there is absolutely no work 
in English upon the subject at present before the world; and ye, 
a narration of the struggles of a great and civilized nation in its 
p:issago through trials so many and so great, ough, to repay exami
nation. It may be impoSBible for a Frenchman, whose immediate 

1 "The Early Life of Anne Boleyn.'' By J. H. Hound, M.A. Elliot Stock. 18B6. 
• "A Hiltory of the French Revolution." J\y H. Mone StephenL London : 

Rivingtone. 1886. 
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,-ncestors witnesaed or took part in the stirring events of the era, 
to enter into a description of the epoch with the necessary impar
tiality; but it may, notwithstanding, be practicable for an Englishman 
to avoid partisan bias and yet preserve the dramatic interest of the 
story of a period abounding with great political lessons; a period 
during which nearly every socialist or democratic theory proposed up 
to the present time for the benefit of the people was succeesively 
put to the practical test of experience; and a period> the discussion 
of which is peculiarly appropriate at a time when democracy is 
developing great influence in English politics. Mt. Stephens' method 
in describing seriatim, with equal care and minute attention to detail, 
every circumstance, great or small, that had its part in producing 
the great modern cataclysm, renders it difficult to pick out any 
special paragraph or chapter for commendation, but the attention 
of the reader may with propriety be called to the description of 
the cumbrous, semi-political law corporations, the Parlemeuts; tho 
irregular assembly of the States of Daupbine under the leadership of 
Mounier, preluding the election of the States General and the prepara
tion of the cahiers, or statement of grievances, &c., by each electoral 
district. The recital of the better known events, such as the fall of the 
Bastille, the various movements in Paris and the provinces, the flight 
to V arennes, are especially noticeable for accuracy in detail and 
moderate tone ; and the numerous short biographies of the prominent 
actors in the great drama, with which the narrative is interspersed, 
show considerable perception of character and skill in seizing salient 
points, aa well as considerable humour. As a sample, we would 
draw attention to that of Lafayette. The style is solid and sensible, 
without. any attempt at fine writing. Altogether the book bids 
fair to be a classic work in the language, and we trust that 
the author's intention of completing the book early ne.'tt year will 
be realized. 

We must protest against the habit, far too common, of digging up the 
twaddle safely buried ten years ago or more in the back numbers of the 
monthly magazines, and of fathering such resurrection upon friend@, 
at whose earnest request, &c. No doubt the articles of which 
llr. Jerningham's book 1 is composed wen, duly appreciated in their 
time; but it is hardly fair towards the present generation to inflict upon 
them the reminiscences of a bore of the first magnitude ; as for 
instance : How he saw Rossini for five minutes ; how he bad the good 
fortune to be present when the great Dickens was beard to say ''No"; 
bow be owned an undoubted autograph of Thackeray; bow (thrice 
happy man I) he was twice bullied by Mr. Gladstone, &c. &c. We 
have waded through all this aa in duty bound, but we strongly advise 
our renders not to follow our example. 

The present volume• completes the series of Rhind Lectures, 

7 "Remioiecence, of an AttacM." By H. E. H. Jerningham. Edinburgh aud 
London: Blackwood & Sona. 1886 . 

. 1 " Scotlauil in PAi&n Times : the Bronze antl Stone Agea." By Joseph Ander• 
10n, LL.D. Edinburgh : David Douglu. 1886. 
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delivered by Dr. Anderson from 1879 to 1882. The first two 
volumes, entitled " Scotland in Early Christian Timet1," are devoted 
to the remains of the early Celtic Church, the Christian Celtic monu
ments, and metal work ; the third to the remains of the Iron Age, 
and the present volume to thf\ Bronze and Stone Ages, the two 

latter comprehending '' Scotland in Pagan Times." With respect 
to the Bronze Age, the writer has selected : first, a series of burials 
determined to· belong to that period by their essential charac
teristics or underground phenomena; aecondly, burials showing 
special developments of non-essential overground circumstances; 
and thirdly, accumulations of objects not associated with burial. 
Jle then proceeds to deal in a similar spirit with the relics of the 
Stone Age, classifying the residue of the Pagan burials, and deter
mining their associated forms of arms, implements, and ornaments. 
We have to present Dr. Anderson with our congratulations, both for 
the accurate method followed by him, and for the curiou11 and 
valuable facts he has collected by way of illustrations. 

In Madame Roland• and in the scenes and circumstimces of her career, 
terminating, as it did, in the cataclysm of the French Revolution, Miss 
)lathilde Blind has been furnished with excellent material for story 
telling, and, using it to good purpo~e, has written an interesting and 
instructive narrative for the "Eminent Women Series," under the 
editorship of Mr. John H. Ingram. In truth, here in the history 
of this child of the "unimaginative class of small shopkeepers," born 
to be daughter of "a gay, vain, quick-witted, and pleasure-loving 
Parisian," who degenerated into a pitiable object, lost to every feel
ing but that of self-gratification, but still able to divest herself of 
the "moral livery" of this unworthy father, and ht'rself disposed to 
studiousnest, seriousn11ss, sincerity, and a sense of life's responsibili
ties ; in after years " sometimes relegated to the se"ants' hall " at the 
same moment that she was " friend and correspondent of men of high 
rank and abilities;" later on performing with devotion the quiet duties 
of wife and mother in the society and aervic11 of a not altogether con• 
genial partner in life ; in the final scenes, when called from this 
monotonous routine by the march of events and involved in the 
"beginning of sorrows," the pangs which accompanied the birth of 
the era of liberty for her country, then an enthusiast in the cau!le 
of liberty, the centre of the loftiest spirits of the time, the men of 
the " Gironde," and in some measure their guide and inspiration, and 
last of all the heroic martyr to the cause she loved so devotedly
here certainly in this womnn's history is a career which is full of the 
most dramatic situations, and a story which cannot fail to be worth 
the telling. And in Mia.1 Blind, Madame Roland baa tound a 
sympathetic biographer who has not neglected, while giving her 
heroine due prominence in the portraiture, to fill in details required 
to illustrate and explain. Nece888rily this has been done in some 

• "Ma.dame Roland." By Mathilde Blind. "Eminent Women Series." London: 
Allen & Co. 18d6, 
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degree in a summary manner, but not altogether so; the detail in a 
email compass is considerable, and at any rate the book will serve as 
a good introduction to the history of the time, while the "list r,f 
authorities" given is an excellent guide to any further study of the 
subject which any reader may wish to make. 

" The Story of Holland," 1• as told by Miss Isabel Don, is one of 
the series of similar histories published by Messrs. Rivington. It 
bears evident signs that it is priu1arily intended for children of the 
age when it is considered necessary to point the moral for them in a 
plain and unmistakable manner; and for whom, when talking of 
foreign scenes, it is considered proper to" make believe" that these 
11Cenes are being visited in a way not common among ordinary 
travellers, in this case on the "broad backs" of the storks which build 
their nests in the old towns in Holland. Whether children of this 
age (though perhaps it would be hard to say what the age is, and, when 
this point is decided, whether such children are troubled much 
with history of any kind)-whether children of this age will be able 
to carry in their minds many of the details of the story is doubtful ; 
it may be questioned whether it is necessary that they should; but at 
any l'ate they may gain from this volume, written for the most part in 
an interesting manner, and with a studious avoidance of long words, 
a general impression of the heroic story of this little water-cursed
no I water-blessed-country which it will be well for them to have. 
And it may be that children of a larger growth, very mi,ny of them, 
might read this summary recital of the Dutchman's national story with 
great profit to themselves, enlargement of their information, and 
increased appreciation of the qualities of a neighbouring and closely 
allied people. No Dutchman need, indeed, be ashamed of the history 
-of his country, and if eve.-y English tourist would condescend to make 
himself acquainted with thecontents ofMissDon'sbook,say, in the course 
of his journey down to the coast, it is possible that his wanderings 
in Holland would gain an interest which, however great the pleasure 
to arise from the present strange and quaint aspect ofthinga in them
selves, they would not otherwise possess. One meets with pleased 
eurprise in this little volume, not only Suinte Aldegondo's wordl', but 
the melody also of their national song, the " Wilhelmuslied," in which 
the Dutch celebrate the praises of William of Orange, " the father of 
their country." 

Mr. Lilly proposes, from the point indicated in his introductory 
dialogue, to <lt-al with the three great movements which, during the 
last two thousand years, have done much to shape the history of 
J<;urope 11-viz., Christianity, the Renaissance, and the French Revolu
tion. He commences by asking," Cao anything ho made of history 7" 
Does wha, we know of man's past career, teach us any moral lesson? 
Premising that evolution is tha real basis of the universal law of his-

It "The Story o( Hnl!And." By laabel Don. London : Rivington,. 1886. 
u "Cbaptera ia t:uropean Hi1tory." By W. S. Lilly. fo tll'o vohamee. 

London: Cliapmao & Hall. 1886. 
[Vol. CXXVI. No. CCLI.]-Nzw S1a11a, VoL LXX. No. L 8 
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torical philosophy, that in spite of immense drawbacks the history of 
mankind is one of progress, l\nd that obedience to law is the condition 
of progress, he then assumes that man is born under a law of virtue 
applicable to nations equally with individuals, and thnt in loyalty, 
truth, and uprightness lies the root of all greatness. To use his. OWJl 

words, the progressive and conservative principle of civilization is 
the idea of God, and of the duties binding upon us because He ia what 
He is. Great men are the fount of great thoughts, and the trial of 
nations lies in the loyalty with which they follow revelations made at 
sundry times and in divers manners by these prophets of the Most 
High. He then states, rather than examines, the contrary doctrine, 
that great men are tenchera so far only as they follow the Divine 
illumination; so far, in fact, as they correspond with truth and no 
farther. He then proceeds to illu11trate his thesis by a chapter upon 
the Pontificate of Pope Gregory VII. (in his opinion), the cardinal 
point of the Middle Ages ; another upon medieval Catholic hymns as 
the natural outcome and expression of the religion of the generation 
in which they were composed; others upon the art of the RenaiBB&Dce, 
with especial reference to tlie career of Michael Angelo; upon the 
eighteenth century and the principlE>s of 1789, concluding with a chapter 

. upon the age of Balzac. Mr. Lilly has written a very interesting and, 
as far as we can judge, a very orthodox book; but in spite of the parade 

. of logic in the introductory dialogue, we think it would have been a 

. better one hod he adopted the test of reason rather than that of faith, 
especially when he invites a comparison with a thinker so acute as Mr. 
Herbert Spencer. 

Mr. W. J. Amherst, of the Society of Jesus, has published a work 12 

which quite exhausts the subject he hns taken on band. The introduc
tion ia taken up with explanations relating to questions at issue between 
Roman Catholics and those of other religious denominations, one of 
which is the sense in which the words " Catholique avant tout" should 
be taken. The author of this work contends that the expresBion was 
uaed by Montalembert "to rouse the spirits of Catholics, who bad just 

. ahaken off the chains of. persecution, and were thinking how they 
co1,1ld, by all legal means, use their liberties as Englishmen in defence 

, of tl-.eir religion as Catholics," and that Mr. Gladstone having adopted 
the suggestio fallli, a suggestion of the falsehood that, in civil matters, 
a Catholic would not give the laws of his country the first place, is 
responsible for it, a'od has never rejected it. Taking an Act passed 
in 1771, entitled " An Act for the Reclaiming of Unprofitable Boga," by 
which Papists were enabled to take fifty acres of unprofitable bog, 
with half an acre of arable land adjoining, for sixty-one yeara, as the 
first relaxation of the tyranny exercised over Catholics, the author 

• gives minute points of detail as to the progress of the various Bills in 
Parliament which brought about the present state of affairs. He 

11 "The History of Cathnlic Emancipation and the Progress of the Catholic 
Cb11rch in the Brit.i•h Isles (chie6y in Engl1tnd) from 1771 to )820." By W. J. 
Ambef!lt, 8.J. In tiwo vol11me1, London: Kegan Paul, Trencb & Co., 1, Pater. 
node&' Sqaare. 1886. 
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charges the Catholics of EnglAnd to work together, and especin.lly to 
join with the Catholics of Ireland in order to obtain those remaining 
concessions which at any rate the former must hope for. What this 
working together means is not very clear, but there is no doubt that 
for Catholics eompl.ite individual independence of action is the safest 
way to success. That the many protests of loyalty to the Crown 
which are made by the author on behalf of the Catholics are sincere, no 
one can doubt. In reading the chapter which bears the ugly heading 
u English and Scotch Bigotry," we must say that we cannot agree with 
it, and the following passage is uncalled for :-" A Catholic priest can
not walk the streets of a town in ·scotland without 11eeing in t.he coun
·tenances, and sometimes bearing from the mouths, of at least one-half 
of the Scotch people whom he may meet, signs and expressions which 
convey the idel\ that they are saying in their hearts what the Pharisees 
of old cried out against our Lord, 'Crucify Him, crucify Him I ' And 
the religion of these people well fits them to hate what is good and 
true." It cannot be said that this work has been written with an 
impartial spirit, nor does it tend to give hope for improvement as 
regards the position of Catholics and Protestants. 

The Bishop of Missouri has presented to the American Historical 
Association a paper on "The Louisiana Purchase in its Influence 
upon the Ameri<'..an System," 11 which is well worth the fifty cents it 
costs and the short time it takes to read forty-two pages of perfect 
print. As the paper is so short the following extract will suffice :
" The acquisition of Louisiana, as contributing to the enormous in
crease of the material wealth derived from the gold and silver products 
of theae W estem States, has had a very wide and decided. influence 
upon the social life of this country ..... The total increase in the 
·wealth of the country in gold and silver from the regions included in 
the W estem acquisitions of the United States amounts to fifteen 
hundred millions of dollars." It appears that the Amf!rican Historical 
Association held its first annual meeting at Saratoga on the 9th of 
September, 1885, and its object is "the promotion of historical studies 
in this country .... which shall foster not merely American history, 
but history in America. . . . . It ,rill open its ranks to historical 
specialists and active workers everywhere, whether in this country or 
in Europe, in State or local historical societies, or in any isolated indi
Tidual field." We feel sure that many such interesting papers will be 
contributed to this most liberal associntion. 

A touching account of the life of a singularly ill-URed woman.1' 

Most of us have read in the newspapers the details of the various legal 
proceedings in which she was engaged, and aome of us have perhaps 

u Papen of the American Historical Aaociation, Vol I. No. 4. "The 
Louiaiana Purchue in its Influence upon the American Sy■tem : •• a Paper pre
Mnted to the American Historical Auociation, Septeo1ber 9, 1885. By the Right 
Rev. C. F. Robertaoo, D.D., Biahop of Miuouri. New York and Loruloo: 
G. P. Putoam'e 8001. 1885. 

H "Autobiographical Sket.chea." By Annie B.ant. Loudon: Freethought 
Publilhiog Co. 1885. 
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been inclined to place too severe a construction upon the purely literarf 
connection that subsisted between her and Mr. Bradlaugh, or to listen 
too readily to the roar of calumny that assailed them, on the publica
tion of the notorious "Fruits of Philosophy." Now, however, that 
the conflict ia over, and it is possible to consider the facts without 
passion or prejudice, it will readily be admitted by any impartial 
person that although the judgment of the Master of the Rolls may 
have been as a dry matter of law technically correct, yet in truth that 
judgment under the forms of justice inflicted a cruel wrong upon a 
tender mother and a spotless wife in depriving her of her children, 
not on account of any moral fault ( for her opponents had sought in 
vain for a speck upon her purity), but wholly and solely in regard to 
her speculati\'e opinions. Let us hope that her sufferings have not 
been in vain, and that she will be the last in our own or any future 
generation to incur such a penalty for a matter of opinion. Her book 
is very pleasantly and moderately written, and we can confidently 
recommend it to our readers. 

It cannot be said that the value of the " Memorials" 11 of the devoted 
young medical missionary, Harold Sc~ofield, lies in any literary merit 
which they possess, but in the fact that, piece of patchwork though the 
book is, it nevertheless succeeds in giving the impression of a remark
able man, conspicuous for his ability, imimated by the loftiest motives, 
and capable of a very high degree of self-sacrifice for a noble cause. 
Undoubtedly the men are very tew who, aft.er an equally distinguished 
student career, would be satisfied to bury themselves in a remote pro
vince in a foreign country where, according to the estimate of the 

. majority of mankind, the honour to be gained was little, and the 
worldly profit less, but such was the more than cheerful, the glad 

-choice which he made when past the first flush of youth, and after 
gaining such distinction during his course of study at the Man-

. cheater, London, and Oxford Universities, as made eminent success at 
home almost a certainty. The following passage from the preface of 

. the book seems characteristic of its subject. Dr. Schofield's brother 
.writes:-

After the book was compiled I came across two papers of interest. The 
one was written for his wife, who had the greatest difficulty to induce him to 
give it to her, and contains a li~t or his scholarships, amounting to nearlv 
£1,500. The other MS. was a small bit or torn note-paper inserled in a port
folio containing over forty certificates of honour from the Victoria University, 
certificates or the London U uiversit,r, showing he was first in the honours list 
in zoology, and third in honours 10 geology, palreontology and classics, and 
also containing all his numerous diplomas. On the paper was written, "God 
resistetb the proud, but giveth grace to the humble." 

This passage is really too modest in its recital of the honours which 
he won. A more complete account of the matter is contained in the 

11 "Memorial, of R. Harold A. Schofield, M.A., M.B. (Oxoll.), late of the 
China Inland Mi1111ion, First Medical Mi88ionary to Shao-Si, China." Chiedy 
eompiled from bi• Letters au:l Diariee b7 his brot.her, A. T. Sohofi.eld, M.D. 
London : Hodder 4' Stou,bton. 1886. 
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obituary notice taken from the Lanctt, and printed on p. 241 of the 
volume. Dr. Schofield wu besides something more than a mere 
student, he found pleasure in the activities of life also ; even his 
holiday excursions were marked by enterprise as well as 11ome degree 
of boldness, and many companion, testify to his bright and happy 
spirit. His life career having been chosen and entered upou with 
such unselfiah motives and with such high hope of accomplishing its 
aim, it is melancholy to reflect that it was prematurely ended three 
abort years Rfterwards, when its useful and beneficent character waa 
becoming daily more apparent. 

The life of a first-rate man who was a conspicuous figure in the 
11tirring timea of Charles I. and Cromwell could hardly fail to be in
teresting, and Mr. Morria Fuller's acholarly work 1• ia worthy of hia 
eminent ancestor. We are glad to see that the book is already in its 
second edition, as it is not only a standard but a popular work ; one 
that appeals to the student of ecclesiastical biography and to the 
general reader, who will be delighted with the character of the genial, 
old preacher and writer and attracted by his quaint wit and wisdom, 
The Church of England has had many men of great humour among 
her clergy, as indeed other Churches ban also bad, and Fuller 
belonged to the class of which Sydney Smith and Archbishop Whately 
are modem instances, rather than to the aarcaatic school of which Swift 
is the most illustrious type. His humour is full of sense and good 
nature, and the tone of his mind was high and reverent.. Charles 
Lamb has said that the writings of Fuller are usually spoken of 
as " quaint" with sufficient reaaon; for, "such was hia natural bias 
to conceits, that I doubt not upon most occasions it would hav11 been 
going out of his way to have expressed himself out of them-above 
all, his way of telling a story, for its eager liveliness, is perhaps un
equalled." Lamb adds that his works are now little read, except by 
antiquaries; and indeed they are not very generally accessible, though 
the author of the Life now before us has edited a volume of his 
"Pulpit Sparks," collected from various old libraries. Mr. Morris 
Fuller, however, gives a very lucid and interesting description of his 
hero's but works in the course of his narrative, along with admirably 
selected extracts, which may well tempt the reader to go to the 
fountain-head. Macaulay has pointed out that the cause of humanity 
gained grtmtly in the times of the Puritans, and that certain cruel 
sports, such as bear-baiting, were put dl•wn ; but he says that the reason 
of this was, not that the sport gave pain to the bear, but that it gave 
pleasure to the beholders, and was therefore sinful. Now Fuller, in 
advance of his age, took a different view. In his "Holy State," he 
says that an animal's "dumbness is oratory to a conscientious man ; 
and be that will not be merciful to his beast is a beast himself," His 
opinions on education were equally enlightened and sound. He pleads 

11 "The Lile, Time•, and Writings of Thomae Fuller, D.D., the Church 
Hittorian." lly the Rev. Morri• Fuller, M.A., Rector or Ryburgh. In two 
volumes. Second F,dition. London: Swan Soooenacbein & C<1. 
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1trongl1 • for• cultured ·peraona ORly Wldertaking the high dutiel 0£ 
ieaching the young: 

There is scar~ !',DY profession in the Commonwealth more necessary which 
is so slightly performed. The reasons whereof I conlltive to be these : flnt, 
young soholara make this calling their refuge; yea,· perchance before the7 
have tAlken any degree in \he Univeraity, oommeace aohoolmaatera in the 
oountry, as if nothing elae were reqwred to aet up thia profeasion hilt only a 
rod and a fer11la. 

One is reminded of Mr. Tulliver'e liberal education, which consisted 
of " the alphabet at one end and the birch at the other." In " The 
General Artist," Foller gives a thoughtful scheme for study, including 
English, Latin, Greek, Hebrew, logic, rhetoric, mathematics, history, 
&c. ; and, after giving his advice on these, he points to their being 
only means to an end. He counsels the student to "keep a place for 
the diamond to be set in : I mean for that predominant profession of 
faw, physic, divinity, or State policy, which he intends for his prin
cipal calling hereafter." The student's reading, be holds, should have 
made his " fancy so nimble that as soon as he heard any subject, be 
was able to speak to it." He commends history, like Carlyle, to all, 
whether schole.rs or general renders, on the ground that the man who 
does not know the past cannot judge the probabilities of the future. 
Such a being, be says, baa " a crick in his neck," and cannot look. 
behind him. "Without history a man's soul is purblind, seeing only 
the things which almost touch his eyes.'' Fuller's greatest work, 
the " Worthies of England," was not published till 1662, a year after 
his death. He thus sets out the design of the work: 

, England may be compared to an house not very great, and the several ahirea 
may properly be resembled to the rooms thereof. Now, as learned Master 
Camden and painful LFuller uses this word for painstaking, or careful] Master 
Speed, with others, have described the rooms themselves, so it is our inten
tion, God willin1r, to describe the furniture of those rooms ; such eminent 
commodities, which every county doth produce, with the persons of qualily 
bred therein1 and some other observables coincident with the same e11bject. 
Know then that I propound five ends to myself in this book. Firat, to gain 
some glory to God. Secondly, to prese"e the memories of the dead. Thirdly, to 
present examples to the living. Fourthly, to entertain the reader with delight 
And lastly (which I am not ashamed publicly to profess) to proclll'e some honest 
profit to myself. 

Of this book we cannot • do better than quote the opinion of 
Professor Rogers, that "perused as an amusement, there are few 
in the English lan~uage which a man, with the slightest tincture 
of love for our early literature, can take up with a keener relish." 
Of the moderate and manly part that• Fuller took in the troubles 
of his times we han not space to sp€nk at present, and must refer 
our readers to Mr. Morris Fuller's admirable work. At first he 
pleased neither Cavaliers nor Puritans; but Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
has paid him this tribute of respect: " Fnller was incomparably 
the most sensible, the least prejudiced, great man of an age 
that boasted a galaxy of great men." Mr. Morris Fullel' baa 
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so thoroughly ent.ered into the spirit of his subject, that his 
political opinions of the leading even ta connected with . his ancea
t.or's life seem tinged with the feelings of the time. Whilst we 
cannot quite agree with all his views, they give a living zest • 
to bis writing, . the style of which is throughout admirable. The. 
book is one of enormous research. Of the hundreds of characters 
placed before the reader in the course of the Life, the author gives 
most interesting notices, and of one (Bishop Davenant) he has pub
lished an admirable life. Indeed, the worst fault we can find is with 
the Indell:, which gives a t.otally inadequate guide to this import.._nt 
work as a book of reference. 

The high reputation of the late Dr. Birch 17 deserves in our opinion 
eomething better at the hands of his son than a few biographical 
notices cut from the leading journals and hurriedly strung together. 
A well-digested detailed history of the life and labours of one of the 
greatest of modern antiquaries would. be a D1ost valuable contribution 
to literature, and we hope to hear that such a work is in course of 
preparation. 

Mr. Ralph Disraeli baa rather disarmed criticism of his eminent 
brother's letters 18 by his short and se11sible preface, in which be admit.a 
that their tone might be thought egotistical, but that they were 
.written without thought of publication, and to a sister who fully 
believed in the writer's powers. Mr. Disraeli has also omitted every
<thing that could give pain to any one, and all purely private matter. 
We do not therefore know what the letters have lost in piquancy ; 
but, as they remain, they are interesting and racy reading, as might 
be expected. They exhibit, moreover, aomo of Lord Beaconsfield'a 
best characteristics--a genuine love for his sister and family, and a 
happy and good-n11tured disposition. They are not " great letters" 
in any sense; nor can they for a moment be compared to the 
charming letters another eminent man of Hebrew stock addressed to a 
mster. There is no such high tone or interest about th~m as attaches 
to l\lendelsaohn's letters to his sister Fanny. The reader will, how
•ever, be at once impressed with the fact that these letters are written 
hy a clever man to one not only held in affection but in reverence. 
And that Snrah Disraeli amply deserved theRe feelings is evident from 
her father's allusions to her, in the prefaces to his "Curiosities," 
"' Amenities," and "Miscellanies of Literature." He says, speaking of 
his threat.ened blindneas : " Amid partial darknesa, I am not left 
without a distant hope nor a present consolation ; and to her who baa 
.so often lent to me the light of her eyes, the intelligence of her voice, 
and the careful work of her head, the author must evor owe the ' debt 
immense' ef paternal gratitude." When one remembers that Lord 
Beaconsoold'a letters were many of them written to brighten and 

17 "Biographical Notices of Dr. Samuel Birch." By W. De G. Birch. Loudon : 
'Truboer. 1886. 

11 "Lord Beacoolfield'1 Correapoodellcewith hie Siner, 1832-1862." London 
.lohn Murray. 
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amuse bis then old parents, and the sister who was doing so much for 
them, they appear in a very plea.~ant light. It need not be said that. 
there is plenty of sarcastic wit. The following will serve as aamplea : 
" Charley Gore said that Lord John often asked how I was getting on 
at Wycombe. He fished as to whether I should suppo1"t thP.m, l 
answered, ' They had one claim upon my supp<>rt; they needed it,' 
and no more." '' Murray says that authors who write for posterity 
must publi11h on their own account." After bis first election: "I begin 
to enjoy my new caret>.r. I find that it makes a sensible difference 
in the opinion of one's friends; I can scarcely keep my countenance." 
"Lord Francis Egerton spoke with all the effect which a man ot 
considerable talent, backed by the highest rank and £60,000 per 
annum would naturally command." '' Pakingtcn was contident, fluent. 
and commonplace and made a good chairman of Quarter Sessiona. 
speech. ' It is the best speech he will ever makP.,' said Sugden, 'and 
he has been practising it before the grand jury for the last twenty 
years.' However, I supported hiin very zealously, and lie went to bed 
thinking he was an orator, and wrote to )Ira. l'akington, I have no 
doubt, to that effect." Here is Lord Bt>aconsfield's first introduction 
to the lady who became his wife: "I was introduced, by particular 
desire, to Mrs. Wyndham Lewi11, a pretty little woman, a flirt and a. 
rattle; indeed gifted with a volubility I should think uutJqualled, and 
of which l can convey no idea. She told me that she liked silent, 
melancholy men. I answered that I had no doubt of it." Mr. 
Disraeli had such evident enjoyment in his entrance to " Society" 
that his reader cannot fail to share it and be amused by his impres
sions. He writes in February 183a : 

I met tLe Norlons and Charles Mathew~, who was very amusing. Ye:iler
day I dined with the Nori ons; it was her eldest brother's birthday, who, she
says, is the only respectable one of the family, and that is because he bas • 
liver complaint. 1'he only lady besides Mr,. Norton was her sister, Mn. 
Blackwood, also very hand~ome and very Sl1eridauic ; she told me she wa& 
nothing. "You see Geor11ic's the beaut.v, and Carry's I.he wit., and I ought to 
be the good one, hut then I'm not." I liked her exceediugly, besides she knows 
all my works by heart. Mrs. Norton sang and acted and did everything tha~ 
was delightful. Old Mrs. Sheridan is my greatest admirer; in fact, the whole 
family have a very proper idea of my merits(!) and I like them all. 

The letter in which Mr. Disraeli describes his celebrated first 
speech in the House of Commons is interesting. HP. had anticipated 
his statement to the House, that a time would come when be would 
be heard, some years before, in a letter dated February 7, 1833, 
where he writes: "Heard Macaulay's best speech, Sheil and Grant. 
Macaulay admirable ; but, between ourselvt>S, I could floor them all. 
This, e11tre MUB. I was never more confident of anything than tba~ 
I could carry everything before me in that House, 'l'he time will come." 
The letters we like least are those about the quarrel with O'Connell. 
On this subject Mr. Disraeli tells his sister: " The general effect ia 
the thing, and that is, that all men agree I have sl1own pluck." When 
he wrote that, Mr. Disraeli was not in poggession of the "giftie ta 
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see ourselves as others see us." It was notorious that O'Connell had 
killed a man n!l.med D'Esterre in a duel, in 1815, and had been ao 
shocked by what had happened, that he had vowed never to fight 
again. Some eevere criticisms appeared in the papers At the time, • 
and Mr. Disraeli melodramatically vowed eternal hatred to O'Connell, 
which, to judge by his after-mention of him in his letters, we are 
J-.appy to believe he did not feel. The letters contain one or two 
pleasant allusions to Mr. Gladstone, especially in an account of a 
Royal Academy dinner, where Mr. Disraeli sat " between Gladstone 
and Sydney Herbert. . . . . It went off very well, Gladstone 
being particularly agreeable." Unfortunately, these interesting 
chatty letters come to an end in 185:l, just when their talented 
writer's career became most notable, bis sist.er, after their father's 
death, having lived in or near London. In spite of their many 
excellences, the correspondence leaves an impression that their· 
writer looked upon politics as a sort of superior game of skill, in 
which he had to pose for certain parts. 

'!'here ia no profession in which success is so much due to en- • 
thusiasm aa medicine, and the biogr11phy of eminent doctors,1' is 
a Aa~,ra3,,<f,opla, in which the sacred torch of the healing science is 
handed on from holder to holder, ever gaining brightness as it changes 
bands, in spite of the breath of obstruction and superstition which 
constantly threnteos it, as when Harvey's profeesional prosperity· 
was seriously injured by the publication of his " Treatise on the 
Heart and Circulation," and Simpson's application of chloroform 
in operations was opposed a, irreligious and '' a decoy of Satan." 
Mr. Bettany's book begins with Linacre and Caius, one the founder 
of the Royal College of Physicians, and the other the introducer of 
the practice of dissection; and it comes down quite to our own 
times, to Erasmus Wilson, Toynbee, and John Simon. In Caius'a 
time the bodies of two criminals a year were sufficient for all the 
dissecting done in London, and when the demand became greater, 
the state of the law, which made it almost impossible to gain 
possession of subjects for dissection legally, had the usual effect 
of prohibitive Jaws which do not rest on the basis of the common 
conscience; that ia, they simply raised the price, and did not stop the 
traffic. Sir Astley Cooper himself said that there was no one whom he 
could not dissect if he wished; and Hunter managed to secure the 
body of O'Brien, the Irish Giant, which is now in the museum in 
Lincoln's Inn, on its way to be sunk in the sea, which the deceased had 
expressly desired in order that his bones might be saved the fate which 
overtook them. The absolute prohibition of nnti-vivisection would only 
produce a similar result. No surgeon could believe that the per
formance of an experiment like that on the antlers of a deer, which 
showed Hunter how to supersede the then generally fatal methods of 
operating in cases of aneurism, was morally wrong; and the desire to_ 

11 "Eminen, Doct.ora: their Liye, and their Work." By G. T. BeUany, M.A.. 
B.Sc. Two volt. Hogg. 
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farther knowledge.and benefit humanity, would OTerCOme th1I d•ty oC 
obeying the law, • no, without ■ome weakening of the moral aenee, · 
which i■ the infallible re■ul& of Oft1'•legislation. Neither Tolume bears 
a dat.e on the title-page, an omiB1ion which we are t10rry to 1188 is-no\ 
infrequent, and often render■ the identification of editions difficult. 

BELLES LETTRES. 

OUT of ■eTeral volumes of verse bearing different titles, which ■be ha■ 
published in America, Mra. Piau hu made a selection, and presents 

them to the English public as "Mrs. Piatt's Poems." 1 They are for 
the most part graceful compositions embodying some tender thought 
or delicate fancy. Their source of inspiration is to be found in the 
earlier poems of Mrs. Barrett Browning, and they recall both Adelaide 
Proctor and Christina Rosetti to our memory. In dealing with her 
subject, Mrs. Piatt lacks clearness and precision, and without sinning 
deeply she does not pay sufficient heed either to the necessities or lo 
the refinements of metre. We should esteem her powen u a writer 
of vene far higher if she were to make a less liberal use of the, 
colloquial parenthesis. Doubtless such expressions aa " I think," 
"I fear," "you know," are convenient for metrical and other 
exigencies, but they are, after all, clumsy expedient& for concealing 
poverty of thought, and want of command of verse. Many of .Mrs. 
Piatt'a vel'lle8 are concerned with the eayings and doings of children.• 
We are of those who hold that both the pathos and the humour of 
the nursery should be reserved for home consumption, but for tho■e 
who think otherwise with regard to the "kingdom of heavenit.es," aa 
Coleridge called babies, we can safely recommend Mra. Piatt. Among 
tJ1e more striking poems in this volume are "A Voyage to the 
Fortunate Isles," "The Longest Death-Watch," and" Twelve Hours 
Apart." We select for quotation a double quatrain, entitled "Broken 
Promise." 

Arter strange stars, inscrutable, on high, 
After atrange seas beneath his floatiug feet, 

After the glare in many a brooding eye, 
I wonder if the cry of "Land'' was sweet P 

Or did the Atlantic gold, the Atlantic palm, 
The Atlantic bird and flower, seem poor, at beat, • 

To the grey Admiral under sun and calm, 
After the passionate doubt and faith of quest P 

Students aud admirers of Walt Whitman will read "Toward■ 

1 "Mn. Piatt'■ Poems." A Voyage to the Fortunate I■lea, and other Poem■. 
By 8arab M. B. Pi,M. London : Kegan Paul, Tn,nob & Co., 1 Patemoeter Square. 
London. 1885. 
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Democracy,", with patience aa well aa amusement, ~ut to those who 
"call the master Beelzebub," we cannot commend the all too faithful 
disciple. The poem, if it be a poem, consista of a aeries of discon
nected rhapaodies, interspersed with ca.talogues • <,{ , places, and 
descriptions of men and women under various social aspects. The 
moral of the piece, if moral there be, is that the world and all" that is 
therein ia God, and the working-man is His prophet. We extract 
what we humbly conceive to be the pith of" Towards Democracy." 

Grue and strong and untamed. 
This is the cle11r-browed, unconstrained tender face, with full lips and 

bearded chin, this is the regardless defiant face I love and tnut. 
Which I came out to see, and having seen do not forget. 

• • • • • • 
There wu a time when the sympathy and the ideals of mell gathered round 

other figures; 
When the crowned kin~, or the priest in procession, or the knight-errant, or 

the man of letters in bis study were the imaginative forms to which men 
clung; 

But now before the easy homely garb and appearance of this man aa he 
swings past in the evening, all these others fade and grow dim. They come 
back aller all and cling to him. 

And this ia one of the slowly ufolded rueanings of democracy. 

In reply to which we would urge the plea that although the cowl 
does not make the monk, neither does the absence of the cowl; and 
Ulat formality and unreality are natural to the offspring of Adam, and 
are not inherent in forms of government. 

Once our author condescends to bre11k into rhyme, and gives us 
aome really charming lines addressed to Squioancy-Wort. 

WHAT IIAVB I DONE? 

Many an age agone, 
Before mau walked on earth, 
I was. In the sun I shone ; 
I shook in the wind with mirth ; 
And danced on the high tops looking out eeaward, 
Where I had birth. 
Thick footed mor1Bten came, 
And into the darknes11 went, 
In ponderoll8 tournament,-

Many an age agone. 
But on the high tops I dwelt ever the 1&111e, 
With sisters many a one, 
guiltless of ain and shame! 

What have I done? 

Wba$ have I done P Ma1t came, 
E,olutiooal upstart one I 

1 "TowMda Democracy." Copyright. 18811. By Edward Carpenter. Hancbeeter: 
John Heywood, Dean,gate and Ridi:efield ; London : 11 Paternoster Buildings. 
1886. 
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With the gift of gii-ing a name, 
To nerytbing under the sun. 
What have I done? Man came 
(fhey say nothing sticlta like dirt), 
Looked at me with eyes of blame, 
And called me sqwnaocy-wort. 
• • • • 
Yet there is hope. I have seen 
Many changes since I began; 
The web-footed beast.a have been 
(Dear beasts!) and gone, being part of some wider plan. 
Perhaps in bis infinite mercy God will remove tbi& Man ! 

"Babylon Bound," 1 a Morality by Stanley Weall, is a most disai 
pointing production. In numerous detached pass11ges Ute author proves 
himself to be possessed of wit and style, and in Ute choruses he 
displays considerable lyrical powers. But wlu,t is the upshot of the
whole ? Dauua sum, non (Edipua. Something is portrayed as in a glass 
darkly, but Ute author affords no interpretation to the bewildered 
spectator. Against such wilful and wenriful obscurity, such elabora
tion of enigmas, we protest in the name of all the Muses. Of the other 
poems, "The Man in the Moon," which describes the gradual 
extinction of life on the earth from Ute absorption of heat, is the 
simplest, the clearest, anti by far the most powerful. Mr. W eall, in 
straining after originality, is throwing away his undoubted powers as 
an able writer of verse. 

Of "Waifs and Strays"' we will say bui little. They are evidently 
the composition of an amiable lady, and they are quite harmless, but 
they do not appear to us to merit publication. 

"Consolation and other Poems,"• by Abraham Perry Miller, are the 
expressions in simple but pleasing verse of those moral and religious 
sentiments which, in their recurrence to gentle and thoughtful minds, 
have all the charm of novelty, and impel them to poetical effort. Mr. 
Miller, if be is something less than a poet, can express himself in 
01etre correctly and harmoniously, and without any sliwiah imitation 
of contemporary models. In bis longest poem, " Consolation," there 
are some fine lines descriptive of a thunderstorm, which, if space 
allowed, would bear quotation. Perhaps the most original of his 
verses are the following lines to a Whistler :-

He never sings, but whieUea as he goes, 
Nor written song nor symphony be knows; 
But in those strains, what music has its birth, 
Into the common air of common earth l 
What heavenly fountains, deep and far away, 
Send up such bubbles to the hght of day. 
• • • • 

1 "Babylon Bound: a Morality, and other Poems." By Stanley Weall, B.A. 
London: Elliot Stock, 62 Patemoster Row, E.C. 1886. 

' "Waila and Stray•, 1md other Laye.'' By Mrs. J. Taylor Cl'Ol8. London: 
Swan Sonnenachein, Le &1 & Lowry, Paternoster Square. 1886. 

• 11 Con■olation, and other Poems." By Abraham Perry Miller. New York : 
Brentano Bro,. 1886. 
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J( the di,ine sweet sounds he makes were caught, 
And into one befitting song were wrought; 
The world would langh and weep as ne'er before, 
And sing the witching song for e,ermore. 

But Mr. Perry, although an American, hi by no means possessed of 
humour, or he would hardly address a young poet as " My Splendid 
Friend " I or describe St. Anthony Falls as the " Grandmother of 
Waters I" or essay the following metaphor-

Our hearts lire eggs, and God must break the shell, 
To get the treasure which He lo,ea ao well. 

Gems like this remind us of Gifted Hopkins, and of our honoured 
guest, The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, who created him a "joy 
for ever." 

"Reynard the Fox,"• by A. D. Ainslie, is a pleasant and readable 
translation into a loose ballad metre of Goethe's well-known version of 
the "Reineke Fuchs," " that universal household possession and 
secular Bible," as Carlyle has named it, of European peoples. In his 
preface, Mr. Ainslie briefly recounts the several versions of the Legend 
from the Twelfth Century Reinardus Vulpes, to the Low Germon 
Version of "Reineke de Foe," published in 1498. We venture 
to predict that the present translation, with its easy tripping style and 
happy presentation in modern guise of old-world humour, will do 
much to make this '' World's Book" better known among English 
speaking people. 

Under the title of" Essays in the Study of Folk-Songs,"' the Countess 
Evelyn Martinengo-Cesaresco haa brought together a number of 
scattered monographs on the primeval unlettered poetry of European 
nations. The Folk-Song, earlier even than the Folk-Tale, has its 
origin deep down in the heart of things. The joy of harvest or the 
vintage, the wonder and delight of the maiden to her lover, the 
inbom mysterious passion for depicting the " gods in the likeness 
of men," taught mankind to "lisp in numbers." It would seem that 
every nation under heaven has expressed the first and simplest thoughts 
of the human heart with a marvellous sameness, and that whatever else 
may come and go, at the peasant's fire!iide, and in the nursery of 
prince and peasant, the old songs, the old prayers, linger and abide. 
"The White Paternoster," the well-known prayer to Matthew, Mark, 
Luke, and John itself, very possibly a Christian adaptation of some 
primeval celebration of the hidden powers of night, survived the Re
formation, survived Methodism, and will survive the penny press and 
the school-board. In a aeries of masterly essays, none the less ably, 
becauae clearly and pleasantly put together, the Countess Martinengo-

• "Reynard the Fo:r," after the German Venion of Goethe. B7 A. Douglu 
Aioalie. London : Macmillan & Co. 1886. 

r "Ean71 in the Study of Folk-Songs." By the Counteu Evelyn Martinengo• 
C- London: George Redwa7, York Stree~ CoHnt Garden. 1880. 
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Cesaresco brings both wide reading and personal knowledge to bear on 
such subjects as Nature in Folk-Songs; Sicilinn Folk-Songs, Greek 
Songs of Calabria, and Folk Lullabies. A book at once so attractive 
and so instructive is a rare treat, and we heartily commend it to 
the notice of our readers. The numerous translations of Folk-Songs 
which are scattered broadcast through this delightful volume, are 
rendered with unusual skill and grace. We give as a specimen 
the following translation of the evensong of Polish children:-

The stars shine forth from the bloe-alty; 
How great and wondrous is God's might; 

Shine, stars, through all eternity, 
His witness in the night. 

0 .Lord. Thy tired children keep; 
Keep us who know and feel Thy might, 

Turn Thine eye on us as we sleep, 
And gi,e us all good night. 

Shine, stara, God's sentinels on high. 
Proclaimers of His power and might ; 

May all things evil from us Jly : 
0 stars, good-night, good-night I 

"In Quest and Vision ••a Mr. W. S. Da1'son discouraes pleaaan tly 
and eensibly, though not without a touch of alfectation, on Words• 
worth, Shelley, George Eliot,· and modern poets generally. On 
the whole, we are at one with Mr. Dawson. We agree with him 
in thinking that Shelley's conduct to Harriet Westbrook wuan offence 
past all forgiveness; that Wordsworth's message wns one of consolation 
and peace; and that George Eliot's intellectual renunciation of 
Christianity was made and sustained by an effort. We hold, too, with 
almost all that he baa to say on the disastrous effect of religious doubt 
and pessimistic views on modern poetry. The questioning, despairing 
attitude ia not favourable for the robuster and saner effort.a of genius. 
Active revolt against all forms of faith, or the hope-illumined struggle 
of faith with doubt, or sunny unquestioning faith, are all favourable 
conditions for the development of poetic genius ; but the spirit 
that doubts past hope, and yet bewails ita discrowned deities, 
will spend its strength in empty and unavailing threnodies, 
On the other hand, we take exception to the charge of " pestilent 
obscenity " being bronght against Sterne in common with Congreve 
and Swit\. Such a union of names argues a want of ethical as well 
as literary discrimination. Again, it is an entire mistake to say of 
Wordsworth, that when he turned his face northward he knew that 
he was going to live aa a peaaant among peasants. Simply and hardly 
no doubt he lived in the little cottage at Townend, but not as a peasant. 
Lastly, we cannot let pass without protest such a phrase as" the light 
tintinnabulation of Mr. Thomas Moore." When modern culture ever 

• "Qotfll ud V-lliOD." B1 W. J. Dawaon. London: Elliot Stock, 62 Pater• 
noeter '.Ro,,. 1880, 
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produces a lyric worthy to be named in the S11me breath as " Oft in the 
Stilly Night," then, and not till then, may culture take up its parable 
against Anacreon Moore. 

In his introduction to "Essays on Poetry and Poets."' Mr. 
Roden Noel discusses the philosophic value of poetic intuition, 
and be maintains that the moods and aspects of external nature 
betoken the presence "of something far more deeply infuaed," which 
it is the privilege of the poet to perceive and know by virtue ot 
bis inspiration. "Poetry," he says, "does not tell pretty lies for 
the eake of amusement, but penetrates to the heart of things." The 
primrose by the river-brim had secrets of her own, communicable 
to Wordsworth and his kind. The " wayward indolence " of the 
"short-lived foam," which Keats was the first to celebrate, is of the 
nature of human caprice, and bears witness to the real, though invisible 
presence of the anima mundi. But surely it is possible to observe and 
apprehend the outside world by the light and in the light of human 
personality, and yet to be conscious all the time that "we receive but 
what we give, and in our lives alone doth nature live. The existence 
of an informing and indwelling world-spirit depends on far deeper 
considerations than the chance resemblances between the motions of 
nature and of men. Of the long and carefully written essays which 
follow, on Byron, Shelley, Wordsworth, we cannot speak at length. 
In spite of some affectation of style, inseparable it would seem from 
literature of this kind, Mr. Noel displays a close knowledge of the 
authors whose writings he diecusses, and a discriminating appreciation. 
He never writes only to depreciate, and he never praises for the 
purpose of detracting from the fame of a rival author. On the whole, 
the essay on Lord Tennyson appeared to us to reach the highest 
etandard of criticism. By way of Jiscovering an error: it was surely 
Wordsworth, in the "Leech Gatherer," who speak.a of Chatterton u 
"the marvellous boy." When Coleridge wrote his monody on the 
death of Chatterton, he was " a marvellous boy " himself, and would 
not so have described a brother bard. 

Translations of the Apostles' Creed, the Lord's Prayer, the Litany,•• 
&c., into ctreekiambics, the Te Deum into hexameters, and ofvariou 
well-known hymns into iambic dimeters, will commend themaelve 

. only to the curious in such matters. Many of these renderings-that of 
the Lord's Prayer, for instance--appears to be simple, idiomatic, and 
exact; but except as a tour de forcf., we fail to see the object of suoh 
composition. Doubtless to Mr. Cbauield the work has been a labour 
of love. 

The Delegates of the Clarendon Pres!I issue an edition of Scott's 
•• Lay of the Last Minstrel," 11 with notes and preface by W, Minto. An 

• • "Essaye on Poetry and Poeta." By the Hon. Roden Noel. London: Kegan 
Paul, Trench & Co., 1 Paternoster Square, London, 

10 "Litany and Hymns in Greek Verse." Tranalated by Allen W. Chatfield, M.A. 
London : Henry Froude, Amen Comer. 

11 "Scott'• Lay of the I.Mt Minstrel." Edited, with Preface &lld Notee, by W. 
Minto, M.A. O:rlord: -" the Clarendon Pr-. 1886. • 
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interesting account is given in the preface of the "inception of the 
poem,'' together with critical remarks on the metre (the suggestion of 
which, as Scott admitted, was due to Coleridge's, then unpublished, 
" Christabel "), the supernatural machinery, and the diction of the poem. 
The notes abound in historical details and graphic descriptions of the 
11eenery of Teviot and of Tweed. A map of the district, which the 
editor calls Scott-land- i.e. the land of the Scott clan-is affixed. 

Messrs. Simpkin and Marshall issue a reprint, with facsimile title
page of" Mr. William Shakespeare's Comedie of the Tempest," 11 from 
the original copy printed by Isaac Jaggard and Ed. Blount, 1623. 

An edition of the first twelve books of the:•• Iliad" of Homer,11 with 
introduction and critical notes by Walter Leaf, will be welcomed by 
scholars. In the introduction, after dealing with the text and the 
echolia, Mr. Leaf goes on to discuss the vexed question of the origin 
of the poem. He maintains that, while the MijJ,cs Ax,AA,..,s, the 
work of " Homer'' himself, is the original poem, yet that certain 
accretions, such as the story of the exploits of Diomede, may be by 
the same band; and be concludes that while the "whole of I.be first 
book, half the second, the greater part of the next five, and the 
eleventh, may be the work of one poet, yet that the eighth and ninth 
books must be assigned to a second author, and the tenth to yet 
another." The notes are in English, and are suitable to advanced 
scholars who are not German students. 

We have also to acknowledge an edition of the "CEdipus Coloneus 
of Sopbocles,"14 with notes, commentary, and translation in English 
prose. In addition to a critical introduction, to which is attached a 
map of Colonus and the neighbourhood, there is an excursus on 
manuscripts and editions, a metrical analysis, an appendix with 
Greek and English indices. The English translation is printed on 
tile opposite page to the Greek text. It would be difficult to say too 
much of the marnllous completeness of this noble edition. 

We can do no more than acknowledge the second volume of 
" Cicero's Letters," 16 with a commentary and introductory essay by 
Robert Yelverton Tyrrell In the preface the editor calls attention 
to the fact that his is the firat edition of the letters of Cicero, or of 
any part of them, which bas .been able to make use of the Codex 
Turonenaia and Codices Harleiani for the recension of the text. 
Affixed to the historic eaSl\ys, which are of the highest interest, there 
is a lengthy excursus on the Harleian Codex No. 2682. 

u "Mr. William Shake11peare's Comedie of the Tempest." Publiahed according 
to the true original copies. London : Simpkin, Marshall & Co. 

11 "The Iliad." Edited, with English Notes and lotroduc,ion, by Walter Leaf, 
M.A. Vol. I. Books 1.-Xll. London: Macmillan & Co. 1886. 

H "Sophocl• : the Playa and Fragment..'' With Critical Notea, Commentary, 
and Tran1lation in Eoglilh Proee by R. C. Jebb. Part II. "The <Edipt18 
•Coloneu"." Cambridge: at the University Pree,. 1885. 

u " The Correapondenoe of M. T11lliu1 Cicero.'' With Commentary and Jntro-
41uctory E.aya by Robert Yelverton Tyrrell VoL II. London: Longman■• 
Green A Co., Paterooater Row. 1886. 
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We have also received a second volume of Professor August Fick's 
redaction of the Iliad of Homer,11 into its original <Eolic form. 

'' II Libro ddl' Amore, 17 by Marco Antonio Cauini, is an anthology 
(of 700 pages) of Italian love poems, together with a vast numoer of 
love poems of all ages and all peoples, which are translated into Italian. 
An art of love, indeed, but de8tined rather for immortal lovers. 

We received too late for notice in the April number of THE 
\VESntlNSTER HEVIEW, a folio copy of "Early Christian Symbolism.18 

This beautiful volume consists of illustrations of the well-known 
designs uffixed to eariy Christian tombs in the Catacombs. The 
drawings, which are engraved on copper, were collected by the late 
W. H. Palmer, and Rre in part a reproduction and rearrangement of 
the plates of Bosio and Arizghi as reprinted by Bottari, and in part 
are original sketches from the walls of the Catacombs. The designs 
are 11rra11ged under headA: as "The Rod," "The Dispensation,"" 'l'he 
"' oman," '' The Eucharist." This work, which was left by the late 
l\Ir. Palmer in a state approaching completeness, fell into the hands of 
Cardinal Newman, who committed the task of editing and arrnngin~ 
to Father Northcote and Canon Brownlow. Their task has been executed 
with care and judgment. We need hardly say that, both as rt•.~ards 
selection of designs and the suµ-gested interpretations, that the editors 
approach the subject from the point of view of Roman Catholic 
divines. 

"The Colloquial Faculty for Languages," 19 by W11lter Hayle 
\Yalshe, M.D., consi!<ti1 of three parts. In the first he contends that, 
contrary to the generally received opinion, the power of learning to 
epeak and write any foreign language fluently and correctly is a 
faculty so rnre as to be exceptional. In the second part he seeks to 
assign to this exceptional faculty a physical cause, and in pursuance 
of his argument gives in outline a history of the varying fortunes of 
the doctrine c,f cerebral localization. The third part is an in,1uiry, 
conductl.!d on the same principles, into "The i'iature of Genius." 
The second and third divisions will afford agreeable and instructive
reading for all who are gifted with "a liberal curiosity "; hut only a 
physiologist can really weigh the arguments put forward, far less 
pronounce upon them. It is, then, to the first section that we shall 
confine our remarks, and without hazarding an opinion on the " local 
habitation " of " The Colloquial Faculty for Languages," we unre-

H "Die Ho111eri•che lliu," nach ibren entstehung betrachtet und in der 
ur•prting,ichen sprachform liederher.!;;estellt vou August 1'0 ick. Gi.ittiugen: Yamlcu• 
Ji.,.,cl,; uud Ru1m·cht'a Verlag. 18811. 

17 "II Lil>ro 1ldl' Amore." Da Marco Antonio Canini. Venezia: J,ibraria 
Colombo Coen e Figlio. 1885. London: Triibner & <.:o. 

' 8 "An Introduction to Early Christian Symboli•m." By the late WilliAm 
Palmer, M.A. Edited, wilh Notes, by the Revs. J. Spencer Northcote, D.D., and 
\V. R. Brownlow, M.A. London: Kegan Paal, Trench & Co., 1 Patcrnoater 
Square. 1885. 

19 "The Colloquial Faculty for Langungea. Cerebral Localization, and the 
~ature of Genius: Tentamen Phy•iologicum." By Walter Hayle Walshe, M. D. 
London: J. & A. Churchill, New Uurlington Street. 

[Vol. CXXVI. No. CCLI.)-NEW SEILIES, Vol. LXX. No. I. T 
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servedly endorse Dr. Walshe's judgment aa to the extreme rarity of 
the faculty itself. He distinguishes three kinds of linguistic faculty: 
the philological, the scholastic, and the colloquial. The possession of 
the firRt hardly, he thinks, "11eems to signify anything specific, or 
strictly differentiated in the nature of its cerebral factors ; ment.al 
aptitudes which will 11uccessfully grapple with intellectual problems as 
a class, will not be baffled utterly by those occurring within the range 
of philology." In the second variety, which we have termed the 
scholastic, he places "analytical grammarians and word-critics," and 
he classes them as belonging "in a humbler fashion to the previous 
group." "Far different," he proceeds to say, " is the case of the 
third variety of linguistic aptitude-that for readily assimilating and 
practically utilizing colloquial languages of the day. Herein lies a 
faculty peculiar, special, differentiated in a very striking degree--one 
which is the occasional, if rare, endowment of the otherwise non• 
intellectual, in some sort well-nigh brainless; one which cannot in ita 
fnlncss be secured by any amount of toil-nay, which seems repelled 
in some varieties of organization by straining efforts to attain it." In 
the next chapter he passes in review the various recorded instances 
of consummate linguistic accompli~hment, from Mithridates, King of 
Pontus--who is reported to have spoken twenty-two different dialects-
down to our own time, when all previous performances "sink into 
insignificance before the culminating wonder of Cardinal Mezzofanti's 
perfect management of forty languages, with their dialects." But 
Dr. ,v alshe misdoubts such phenomenal achievements, and asks, 
"Before what courts of competent native examiners have these 
wonderful linguists appeared, and with how many such courts have 
they passed muster?" He thinks, us we do, that it is a very :rare 
thing for a man to have a thorough practical knowledge of one other 
language besides his own, and if his knowledge approaches perfection 
it is little less than a wonder, only to be accounted for by extraor
dinary gifts developed by exceptional opportunities. This dis
couraging estimate is borne out in the work before us by. a host of 
examples of the ludicrous errors into which some of the greatest 
writers, both French and English, have fallen, in their attempts to 
express themselves in a language not their own, or even to catch its 
true sense when w.ritten. Victor Hugo's complicated and colossal 
blunder is worth quoting. "Au moment," he writes, "ou nous 
ccrivons ces lignes, un coup d'equinoxe vient de demolir, sur la 
frontiere d' Angleterre et d'Ecosse, la falaise Premiere Jes Quatre, 
First <!f tl,e Fow·tli; " which means, bt0 ing interpreted, "The Firth 
of Forth "-though how it came to be on the English border, or to be 
converted into a cliff, and finally to be demolished by an equinoctial 
gale, is more than we can explain. 

In "Ecclesiastical English,"•• which is a sequel to the " Revisers' 
English," by the same author, Mr. Washington Moon makes a damaging 

20 "EcclesiN1tical English.'' By 0. WMbington Moon, Hon. F.R.S.L. 
Hatcbards, 187 Piccadilly. 1886. 
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onslaught on the English of the learned authors of the Revised Version 
of the Old Testament. He undoubtedly proves his case against them, 
though we cannot help thinking some of his objections hypercritical 
As regards the correct use of "naught" and "nought" we cannot 
agree with him. Mr. Moon says we have no such word in English as 
"naught," in the sense of "naughty;" but he surely forgets the words 
of Ophelia (" Hamlet," iii. 2): "You are naught, you are naught!" 
Nought, meaning "nothing," should, we are persuaded, be 11pelled with 
an "o "-not, as he would have it, with an "a.•· That this is in 
accordance with ancient usage is, to our mind, proved by the general 
employment throughout the North of England of the word "nowt" for 
"nothing," as illustrated in the proverb, "Nowt's nivver i' danger." 
To return to Mr. Mo.:m's indictment against the Revisers, we must 
confess that their work has never inspired us with much enthusiasm. 
,v e want no elaborate arguments to convince us that " the old is 
better." 

"The Ntti Literature of Burma," 11 n collection of ancient proverbs 
and maxims from Burmese :-ources, traos:ated into English by Mr. 
James Grey, is to an ordinary reader more curious than interesting. 
'l'he proverbs and maxims are not, for the most part, very striking or 
pithy. To enter into their spirit one must be deeply versed in the 
habits, customs, and tone of thought of the races amongst whom they 
have originated. 

"'rhe Philosophy of Art"" consists of translations from the 
German of Hegel's "Introduction to the Scientific Study of JEsthetics," 
and of Dr. Michelet's "Philosophy of Art and the Science of Msthetics," 
together with a laudatory and hortatory preface by W. Hastie, B.D. 
We are grateful for these translations, which will enable the English 
student to study the science of msthetics at its fountain-head. We 
cannot, however, bring ourselves to believe in the theory set forth by 
Mr. Hasti~ in his preface, tint art il! destined to be the inspiring and 
guiding influence of the future, and that, like theology, its secrets nre 
with the initiated few, to whom the multitude mu~t come for instruc
tion nnd support. 'l'hat art has been and will be the delight, the con
solation, and the enlightener of men we doubt not; but that it ie 
de11tined in some mysterious fashion to embrace and overshadow nil 
human life and effort, we believe to be a dream. 

"The Education of the Artist"•• is a translation (and a very good 
one) by J\liss Clara Bell from the French of .M. Ernest Chesneau. 
l\L Chesneau, like most French writers on art, has this signal supe
riority over German art-teachers, that ut least one can understand 

11 "Ancient Proverbs and M&xims from Burm~se Sources ; or, the Nite Lite
n.ture of llunn&." By J&mes Gray. London: Trtibner & Co., Ludg&te Hill. 
18:l6. 

22 "The Philosophy of Art." By Hegel and C. L. Michelet. Trnslated from 
the German by W. Ha,tie, H.D. Edinburgh: Oliver .k Boyd. London: l:iimpkin, 
.Mareh"ll &. Co. 1886. 

:ti "The Education of the Artist." By Ernest Chesneau. Translated by Clara 
Bell. London, Paris, New York, and i\lell>ourne : Cr.ssell & Co., Limited. 1886. 
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him. His opinions are clearly formulated, so that we can either give 
or withhold our assent en connai8sance de cause; and so long as he 
treats of matters within the rnnge of his real knowledge nnd observa
tion he commands something more than a mere assent to his propo
sitions. \Ve feel that he is speaking words of wisdom, and we listen 
with respect 1tnd admiration. But when he falls back upon what he 
regards as first principles the case is widely different. He babbles of 
•• the soul," its mutability or immutability, its immortality, &c. In 
short, be lays down, as fundamental principle~ of nrt, a series of flimsy 
and unverifiable speculations on subjects of which he, like the rest of 
mankind, is necessarily profoundly ignorant, and which, moreover, 
have really no practical bearing on art. 'fhe important part of 
l\f. Chesneau's teaching is his insistance on originality in art to be 
attained by studying nature at first hand, and by avoiding slavish 
copying of the antique. "re are entirely of one mind with him in 
mourning over the decay of national and local school3 of painting, and 
in deploring the rapid spreaJ of that dreary cosmopolitanism which in 
11rt, ns in many other things, iii passing over Europe like a blight, and 
effacing all variety of local colouring. It is some comfort to an 
Englishman that, according to ~[. Chesneau, our country forms the 
one excl•ption to the universal decadence of art throughout Europe. 
"There is but one uation," he says, "of whom it can be said that i~ 
is improving on its past, and that is nrtistic England." 

No douht "A Bibliography of the Literature relBting to Charles 
Dickens and his Writin10"" is a valuable and all but necessnry imple
ment to bibliophiles, nnd every part of Mr. Kitton's volume will have 
more or less charm for devoted admirers of Dicken8. But for us the 
only 1<ection of Dickensiana which possesses much interest is the 
"Critical." It is undoubtedly amusing, and to some• extent instruc
tive, to look through the contemporary criticisms of the earlier works 
of "Boz," and note how the new departure in liction was received 
before the name of "Boz," an<l a little later of Dickens, became 
consecrated hy snccess. One writer in an American periodical ( The 
Southern Literary J/essenger, )lay 1837) lashes himself into rage over 
the pseudonym of "Boz "-why, it is impossible to surmise or even 
to imagine; but he positivdy foams at the mouth, treating the 
harmless nom de plume as au offence against decency and good manners. 
Then there is a slashing critique from the Satul'(/ay ReL'iew (Dec. 17, 
Hl;,9), containing some grains of justice and good sense floating in a 
sea of gall. But the two really good criticirn1s of Dickens's works 
-at once appreciative and just-are from The National Review 
(Oct. 1858) and from THE WESTMINSTEU Ri,;vI£w (April 1866). The 
former, which is the more laudatory of the two, is from the pen of' 
the late Walter Bugehot. Both are weighty, acute, sympathetic, 
and yet unsparing-just what literary criticism ought to be, but so 
seldom is. 

1k "Dickenail\na.: a Bibliography of the LiteMLture relating to Charlee Dickens 
and hia Writing■." Cumpil~d 1,_v Fred. G. Kitton. London: George Redway. 
York Street, Covent Garden. 1886. 
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"Thoughts on Life,"u by S. S. Copeman, belongs t? a class of books 
which we confess to regarding as an infliction. A p:reat or striking 
or humorous thought on life or on death either, for that matter-in 
short, on any subject-is welcome when it comes incidentally in the 
midst of other matter. But a whole book made up of "thoughts" on 
one subject, by a variety of writers of all degrees of merit and 
demerit, is literary food of a kind which \Ve find unappetizing and 
difficult to assimilate. 

"The Book Lover," 18 by James Baldwin, Ph.D., is a wise and 
pleasant little volume. In it the praises of books are celebrat.ed in 
the words of some of the greatest authors, ancient and modern. It 
contains, too, the best counsel, drawn from the same sources, on the 
choice of books, which we have ever seen brought together; for, in 
place of arbitrarily formulated lists of titles, or schemes of reading 
too vast and ambitious to be practically useful, it offors sound prin
ciples by which each reader may choose for himself. Towards the 
end of the ¥olume liHs are appended of standard works in most 
departments of human knowledge. 

The leading feature of the book market of the present year is the 
enormous increase of translations of the novels of great foreign 
1tuthors. ,v e have taken this fe\'er in England, and "nothing is hid 
from the heat thereof." We have translations of Balzac, Zola, Daudet, 
and all the great realistic writers. No doubt there are translations 
and translations, and some are better than others; but the best are 
but poor substitutes for the originals. At this moment we ha,·e to 
notice English ver~ions of the work of Ary Ecilaw. " Roland, or 
the Expiation of a Siu "-and "The Romance of a German Court,""' 
attributed, with how much of truth we know not, to the ruorganatic 
wife of the Duke of Hesse. In the latter, under the llimsiest \'eil, 
events are narraterl which to an English reader are only a shameful 
scandal. The "Romance," taken only as a story, is intercstini; 
enough, although too profoundly sad for wholesome or pleasant read
ing. "Roland" is inferior in quality, and the translation, though 
conscientious, is too literal. It wants dignity of style, and too often 
sinks into the colloquial and commonplace. 

"In the Light of the Twentieth Century," by "lnnominatus,"al8 is 
something of the same type as " The Diothus," which we noticed 
80me time ago; but it differs from that curious forecast, or jeu <l'e,.prit, 
whichever it may be held to be, in two particulara. The author of 
"The Diothas" was in full accord with modern ideas, and revelled in 

» "Thoughts oo Life, from Modem W ritera." EJi,ed by S. S. Copeman. 
London: Sw"n Sonn•mschcin & Uu., Paternoster Square. 1886. 

""The Book Lover: a Guide to the Beat Readin'{." lly James Baldwin, 
Ph.D. London : G. P. Putmao's Sons, King William Street, Strand; and John 
Stark, Busby Place. 1886. 

: 7 •·Roland; or, the l!:xpiation of a Sin." By Ary Ecilaw. "The Romance of 
a ~nnan Court.'' TmnalateJ from "Le Roi <le Thtl89"lie." Two \·ola. London: 
Remiu~too & Co. 1886. 

211 "lo the Light of the Twentieth Century.'' By "Ionomioatua." London: 
John Hodges, Soho Square. 188ti. 
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his dream of their vast development, which he placed in an all but 
immeasurably distant future. "Innominatus," on the contrary, dis~ 
likes and distrufts a great part of the current thought and sentiment 
of the day, and seeks to discredit them by picturing their outcome at 
a period not more remote than the next century. The metaphysical 
jumble which he presents as the coming religion of the cultivated 
minority rather reminds one of Lord Dunclreary's puzzle about hia 
mother, his" old nurse," and his "Brother Sam," which ends, aa will 
be remembered, by his asking, in hopeless bewilclerment, "Then, who 
the devil am I ? " The little volume contains much clever and acute 
reasoning. One sentence is especially memorable for its truth nod 
for its terse wording. It is: " Obscurity is the atmosphere in which 
false philosophies live." 

"Inquirendo Island,"' 9 by Hudor Genone (evidently a nom de plume), 
is a quaint and clever book. In a short preface, in which occur such 
phrases :is '' the pestilenti:d marshes of superstition,"" the cold glaciers 
of reason," and "the fertile table-land of common sense," the author 
tells us that it is a satire, but will not, he hopes, "be found wanting 
in a spirit of full reverence for the essential truth of God's Universe." 
He is eviclently not without misgivings on this point, and begs bis 
readers not to juclge his work without taking into account what he 
calls his "postface."' This to us explains nothing. That the book is 
a satire is evident enough, and its satire is unmistakably directed 
against all the recognized scl1ools of Christian thought. High Church, 
Low Church, Roman Catholicism, as well as various forms of Protestnnt 
Dissent, are all cleverly ancl cldieatdy caricatured uocler the diverse 
queerly named sects of the Inquirenclo Islanders. \Vhat is the resi
duum which the author exempts from satire is not so clear. The 
preface and "postface," taken in connection with the story itself, seem 
to us little more th:in an attempt at the favourite but impossible feat 
of "haYing yo11r puclJing ancl eating it." BuL from the bdles leUres 
point of view, tliis iii a matter of quite secondary importance. It is 
not as an allegory, nor ns a satire, that we value the book, but as an 
ingenious and interesting story, something in the same genre as 
"Gulliver's Travels" and "Peter Wilkins," but with a dash of 
romance that makes one think of "Young Lochinvar.'' Read in this 
spirit, "Inquirendo Island" must be pronounced a complete success. 

"Dagonet the Jester" 30 is a graceful little work. The scene is laid 
in an Engli~h village, and the story-a very slight one-opens during 
the struggle bt:tweeu Charles I. and his Parliament, and closes soon 
nfter the Restoration. These public events :ire, however, but distantly 
alluded to. All the principal actors are humble villagers, sheltered 
by their obscurity from the storms of civil war, but suffering the 
gloomy and disquieting influence of tl1e new opinions. Dagonet, with 
his whimsical sayings and his light laughter-loving nature, may stand 

19 "lnquirendo Island." By Hudor Gonone. New York and London: G. P. 
Putman's :o;onR. lll86. 

:,o "D~gonet the J~■ter." London: Macmillan & Co. 1886. 
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as the represeritlitive of that frank, harmless gaiety, which Puritanism 
so sternly repressed that it has ceased to be a national characteristic. 
The uncongenial gloom is fatal to the poor jester. The Mtory of bis 
luckless lifo and pitiful death is touchingly told. The style and 
language of the narrative are vaguely archaic-not modern English, 
certainly, but not by any means the exact language of the period. 
This is the great tlaw in an otherwise delicately executed work. 

"Notes from another \\·orld,"a 1 by Lord Granville Gordon, is a 
volume of stories of considerable merit. 'l'he writer is supposed 
during his lifetime to have entered into an engagement with a friend 
-a young lady-that whichever of them died first should send to the 
survivor news from the land of shades. Accordingly, he collects and 
transmits to his earthly correspondent the life history of such of the 
spirits around him as seem to him to have a story wortll'telling. The 
plan of the work is at once fantastic and lngubrious; hut the tales are 
clever, spirited, and infinitely varied. 

"Indian Summer," 32 is one of Mr. Howells' charming and subtle 
analytical studies. It is a story, but, like all his stories, its interest 
depends far more on the causation of incident by the mingling and 
clashing of various skilfully portrayed types of human character, 
than on anything striking or dramatic in the incidents themselves. 
In "Indian Summer" the analysis of character is almost entirely 
effected by means of conversations-of all methorls the most difficult 
and the most artistic. By dint of hearing them talk, the whole group 
of persons represented becomes thoroughly known to us; and we 
think of them, not as characters in a book, but as real, living men and 
women, on whose qualities, peculiarities, and inconsistencies we 
speculate as though they were our intimate acquaintances. The scene 
of this unsensational yet most interesting and even poignant drama is 
laid in Florence, which, whether as regards its winter climate or its 
eociety, Mr. Howells does not paint in very glowing coll•UTll; but the 
dramatis personre are one and all Americans. 

We have received with great plensure a new novel in three 
volumes by Mrs. Oliphant, whose name is a household word among 
us, and whose perennial spring is inexhamtible. "A Country 
Gentleman and his Family " " has all her old unmistakable character
istics. As usual, her thread is spun to the finest goss11mer, and after 
reading through the three Jong volumes we wonder what spell has held 
us. The book is not one of her best, but that perhaps is due to her 
choice of untoward and unattractive characters; for we see no diminu• 
tion of power, no loss of accuracy, in her delicate depicting of scenes 
and people. 

11 "Notes from l\nother World." By Lord Granville Gordon. London : 
Remington & Co., Henriettl\ Street, Covent Gl\rden. 1886. 

12 "Jndian Summer. A Novel." By William D. Howella. One vol. Edinburgh: 
David Doui:laa. 1886. 
. a3 "A Country Gentleman and his Family." By Mrs. Oliphant. 3 vole. 
Londun : M11cmiilan & Co. 1886. 
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The unonymous author of " Mrs. Peter Howard "" has judiciously 
named his book, for the whole interest of the story centres in this 
most charming and delicately drawn character. "Mated with a 
clown," and forced to lead a life repugnant to her, llillicent Howard 
dreams on as she has always dreamed-a pure aud spotle,;s creature, 
hent upon doing her duty, and scarcely complaining even to herself of 
her distasteful surroundings, till at length she meets her fute, and then 
her soul is stirred to its depths. But before all things she is lumnele 
femme, and bravely battles with the temptation. Fiually, however, 
goaded beyond endurance by the brutality of her husband, she is on 
the point of flying from her home when her husband is crippled for 
life by a carriage accident, and by his bedside she takes a last farewell 
of the man she lovP-s. The subordinate characters are effectively and 
humorously drawn ; and in closing this eminently readable boQk we 
gladly seize on the idea that the future yet holds possibilities of 
happiness for Milliceut. 

•• Demos" .. is an unusually good novel: a great variety of characters, 
of all classes and of both sexes, are admirably delineated. Richard 
Mutimer, the representative of socialistic democracy, is a careful and 
finished study. Each successive development of his disposition nnd 
te:idencies, brought out by unexpected changes of fortune, is clearly 
the logical outcome of given circumstances on a given idiosyncracy. 
Several others among the persons represented are no less skilfully and 
successfully portrayed. In female character the author of " Demos" 
is singularly succes.~ful : of this, the wife, the mother, and the sister of 
Mutimer-women of types utterly diverse from each other-afford a 
striking proof. The plot, too, is good, the incidents naturally pro
duced, the dt!11011e111e1,t likely, and at the same time powerful and 
dramatic. What the nuthor's opinion may be on the "social 
question " is not perhaps of great i~portance from the purely literary 
point of view from which we regard works of fiction ; but he is 
certainly not a sociali~t, nor even an nrdent democrat. 

l\lr. Marion Crawford's '' Tale of a Lonely Parish" 11 seems to 
promise through its title the sort of thing it really is-a very tame 
not to say dull story, in which the very small circle of individuals 
of whom the "Lonely Parish" consis~, live and move exactly in the 
same grouve day after day and year after year-,aying and doing 
the same things evermore. Their little eccentl'icities of person and 
manner are incessantly relerred to-so that one only thinks of them as 
the man with the "smooth hair," or the lady with the violet eyes, 
&c.; aud so the rea<ler yawns on through the two volumes. Yet 
there is matter towards the end of the book which is more than 
sufficiently sai.~is8ant, \Ve suppose Mr. Crawford wishes to prove 

" "Mrs. Peter Boward." Two vols. London : Smith, Ehler & Co. 1886. 
33 "Demos : a Story of English Socialism," Three vols. London: :Smith, 

ElJer & Co. 1886. 
"' "A Tale of a Lonely Pari~b. ·• By F. Mariou Cra"·ford. 2 vole, London: 

Macmill4n & Co. 1880. 
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that eYen II lonely parish may be the arena of the most stortlin3 
events. Why not? 

Mr. Christie Murray's '' Aunt Rachel," 21 though by no means a 
thrilling romance like " Rainbow Gold," is yet a most charming 
idyllic picture, in which the figures are all more or lcs3 sympathetic. 
It is a curious fact that whenever the violin is a prominent foaturc in 
a story, it at once refines und elevates both players and listeners, and 
their whole lives are modified by its mystic influence. Such is tl,e 
case in the present work, where the Staffordshire villagers who form 
the string-band at Barfield meet and practise in their garden on 
rummer evenings, making melody of no slight merit and wanting no 
other enjoyment. Christie ~lurray has the power of drawin3 hi.i 
readers along 'IVith him, and his inimitable rendering of the local 
dialect giYes a comic cast to his writing which is irresistible. 

Another musical novel-hut this time in a minor key-'' A Left• 
handed Marriage,"•• by Mrs. Oscar Beringer, is a dimstrtlus story from 
beginning to end. Its purpose is, we conclude, to show what fatal 
consequences may arise from morganatic marriages, nn<I what serious 
complications arc likely to accrue to the unacknowledged issue. In 
the present inst~mce the son falls in love with bis own father's 
morganatic wifo I The book is dedicated to the Abbe Liszt, who is a 
sort of hors d'auvre amidst the unpalatable food which Mrs. Oscar 
Beringer has set before ns. 

"Fortune's Wheel," 1• now published in three volume!!, originally 
appeared in Bl.arl·wood'tt Magazine as a 11erial, which may be held to 
be a warrant that it does not fall before a certain standard. In effect, 
it deserves very favourable mention. Without being gre!lt, it is an 
eminently pleasant book. 'fhe style is above mediocrity; there is a 
never-failing supply of lively and amusing incidents, and nearly all the 
characters are genial and 11ympathetic-some extremely well-drawn 
and lifelike. Mr. Innes Shand has perhaps a weakness for airing his 
knowledge of French-sometimes in literal translations of French 
idioms, as when he talks of a general "save who c3n," or of o:ie of his 
personages launching himself "in full Bohemia ; " but oftener in 
quotations of well-known, not to say hackneyed French phrases. Ilut 
after all, this is n venial fault, so long as the 1''rench quotations are 
correct. Let us hope that "Tu la voulu" and "ll n',1/ a 'Jue 16 p,·emie,. 
pas 'que' coute" and "Les chronicles du jour" are printer's errors. 

The hope that we expressed in our notice of Mr. Fargus's 
posthumous work, "A Cardinal Sin,'' that the supply might be 
perennial, seems in a fair way of being fulfilled. Eviciently Hugh 
Conway's magic desk is inexhaustible. It has now given us "Living 

37 "Aunt Raebel: " Rustic Sentim.,ntal Comedy." By D. Christie Murray. 
Two vola. London: MACmillan & Co. 1886. 

• "A Left.banded Marriage: a Story of Musical Life." By Mn. Oscar 
Beringer. Two vols. Loudon: Remington & Co., Henrietta Street, Covent Garden. 
1886. 

39 "Fortune', Wheel: a Novel." Three volR, By Alex Innes Shand. Etliaburi.h 
and London : William Blackwood & Sona. 1886. 
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or Dead," to a tbree-volumo novel, which, though not equal to " A 
Cardinal Sin," is both interesting and entertaining, and bears all Mr. 
Fargus's marques de Jabn·que, even to bis little verbal solecisms, such as 
the use of "like" for "1111," &c. 

Coming after such books as "Unknown to History" and " The 
Armourer's Apprentices, "Chantry House " 41 falls flat. Enchanting 
as are Miss Yonge's medueval romances, it must be confessed that her 
tales of modern every-dal life are apt to be twaddling. 

"Buried Diamonds,"• though not remarkable for literary skill, is 
nevertheless an unusually well-planned story, of unflagging interest 
throughout, and here and thtre manifesting considerable dramatic 
power. There are two heroines, both of whom are learned and both 
equally well drawn. Indeed, every character in the book is a well
sustained individuality; their peculiarities arc not arbitrary, but 
typical, and have therefore the effect of making them so real and 
natural that they seem to be personal friends of the reader, and it is 
with a friendly solicitude that he follows them to the end of their 
troublous career. 

" The Curate's Wife" -1:1 is an unimportant and inferior novel. It is 
not well written nor interesting, and it wants refinement. For our 
own taste, we would rather have an over-romantic, or even a sensa
tional novel, than an utterly dull ten·e a ter,·e story like "The Curate's 
Wife." 

" Crime and Punishment "'4 is the English name of a so-called 
"Russian realistic novel," produced in English by Messrs. Vizetelly. 
The first title is accurately descriptive, but we do not see how it can 
be called "realistic." To us it seems rather to be phantasmagoric, 
Hardly one of the characters acts or speaks like a sane person. If it 
is a realistic presentation of Russian life and character, human nature 
in Russia must be strangely unlike human nature everywhere else. 
Not but what there are many natural touches scattered here and there 
throughout the story; but there is a general want of intelligible rela
tion between action and motive, and an imperfect adaptation of means 
to ends, noticeable in a greater or less degree in every personage put 
on the scene; and this gives to the whole book a strange air of un
reality, even to the verge of incoherency. It is not like real lifo 
either in Russia or anywhere else; it is like a wild, feverish dream. 
Nevertheless it is powerful, and not without a certain weird 
fascination. 

to "Living or Dead: a Novel." By Hugh Conway. Three vola. London : 
Macmillan & Co. 1886. 

&1" Chantry House." .By Charlotte M. Yonge. Two vols. London: Macmillan 
& Co. 1886. 
~ "Buried Diamonds." By Sarah Tytler. Three vola. Chatto & Windus, 

Piccadilly. 1885. 
43 "Tbo Curate's Wife : A Story of Country Life." By J. E. Panton. Two 
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In " Court Royal"" we have whnt i11 a rarity in contemporary 
English fiction-a novel really admirable from nearly every point 
of view. It contains deep thought, vivid and powerful characteriza
tion, cleverly conducted plot, and besides all this, is permeated and 
embellished by that indescribable chnrm and fascination which not 
only rivet the attention of the reader, but secure his goodwill, and 
thus blunt the edge of criticism. The genesis of the book is thus 
summed up by the author in his preface : 

Two types, in two groups, are opposed to each other; each group represents 
a set of ideas, social nnd moral ; the one comiug on, couqueriug, overwhelming; 
the other disappearing, and likely soon to he looked back upon as having 
become extinct in the moral worl", like asceticism and mysticism. Tuere are 
two heroines, each the focussing of 1 ••e good quulitie~ of the two groups; aud 
two heroes, each the concentration ot 1he infirmities of the same. 

Without entering into detailed criticism of the work, which would 
involve telling the story (an easy plan of reviewing a book, but unfair, 
in our opinion, both to author and reader), we will confine our 
comments to the "argument," as it used to be called, which we have 
given in Mr. Baring-Gould's own words. To begin with, we doubt 
the approaching extinction of "asceticism and mysticism.'' Both are, 
we think, inherent principles of human nature. .Men, no doubt, love 
pleaaure; but, strange to eay, they also love torture, if self-inllicted 
and needless. While as to mysticism, we see no sign of its abatement 
-merely of its transformation. How can it die while the limits of 
human knowledge are so circumscribed and the realms of the unknown 
so infinitely vast? So, too, we are by no means sure that the old 
ideas which l\lr, Gould has labelled "feudal Christian morality" are 
so near dying out as he supposes. Ideas and schemes of life die hard, 
even when they are false; but when thi,y have more value than those 
which seek to supplant them, we may be pretty sure that there will 
be transformation or blending rather than destmction. The new 
conquering idea i~, acc<irding to Mr. Gould, unchecked individualism. 
But is it not rather late in the day to treat "individualism" as the 
dominant current in the modern stream of thought? Is not indivi
dualism itself seriously threatened by socialism under one form or 
another? Moro than once in the course of the story we find the 
author complaining that "the time is out of joint." It is a singular 
characteristic of the present time that some, nay most, of the greatest 
thinkers in England and America, as well as on the continent of 
Europe, distrust and disapprove the drift and tendency of popular 
opinion. One word in conclusion as to l\Ir. Baring-Gould's characters. 
We have already commended them en blue, but we cannot close without 
a separate tribute of admiration to "The Lady Grace" ( who "focusses 
the good qualities" of the expiring group). She is to our mind one 
of the sweetest and truest personations of female character to be found 

45 " Court Royal : A Story of Crosa Currents." By the Author of" Mehalah," 
"Joho Herring," kc. Three vol~. London: Smith, Killer & Co., Waterloo .Place, 
1886. 
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in modern fiction : ideal, but yet natnral. All the ducal family are 
wonderfully well rendered. 'fhe opposing heroine is interesting, hut 
much less natural. Several of the lees important personages are too 
~lever to be quite in keeping; but this, though a fault, is a good 
fa11lt. At any rate, it is as unavoidable by some writers as is its direct 
opposite by the vast majority . 

. We can give no higher praise to Mr. Har<ly's new book," The 
Mayor of Ca~terbridge,"" than to say it is a worthy succeRSOr of" Far 
from the Madding Crowd." There is the same consummate art in 
describing persons and places; the i<ame aptness and picturesqueness 
of expression, the same under-current of sly humour, which have gone 
far towards forming Mr. Hardy's charming ncrent pe,·sonnel. The 
character of Henchard is a grand study, which has not, so far as we 
recollect, its prototype in fiction. Whether it is an imaginary creation 
or a real personality, it is drawn with infinite skill. 

"The Bliss of Revenge,"'' by T. Evan Jacob, is a work of some 
power and merit, but it is coarse in texture. The good people are 
too good; the bad, unmitigated fiends. The author is evidently an 
agnostic, though he does not proclaim himself such; but his hero and 
heroine are ngnostics, and advanced radicals of the modern school to 
hoot. The villain of th~ story ill a clergyman, and the author takes 
occasion to inveigh against bishops, to sneer at kings and nobles, to 
claim land as national property; in short, he flaunts the revolutionary 
programme that usually nowadays accompanies and disfigures religious 
unbelief. It is a pity we have not more unbelievers of the school of 
Strauss-rational in their attitude towards the known and the 
unknown. But these are matters of opinion, and do not militate 
against the excellence of the book as a work of art. Prom that point 
of view its defects are, as we said before, a certain coarseness of 
execution, and besides, a general ntmosphere of unreality-what is 
called in French un air emprunte. 

"My Destiny.'' 411 by L. A. S. Carew, is a story of an incredibly 
weak, silly girl, supposed to be told by herself-a supposition which 
is not contradicted by anything in the style or manner of its telling. 

l\liss Rowsell's old-world.romance, "The Silver Dial,"•• is a sombre 
affair. It tells of the time when the curious clock at Strasbourg was 
m:ide, and the story is interwoven with the fabrication of the clock; 
but, through an entire lack of local colouring, it fails to interest the 
readP.r. The three volumes follow a sort of crescendo movement as 
to their bulk. The first is barely of the ordinary size, the secoud is 

" "The Mayor of Cru,terbridge: the Life and Death of a Man of Character." 
By Thomas Hardy. Three vols. London : Smith, Elder & Co., Waterloo Place. 
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stouter, and the third positively obese. This peculiarity has an odd 
effect; it seems as though the book had gradually grown fat and 
middle-aged before its birth. 

"The Right Honourable," ' 0 the joint production of Mr. Justin 
McCarthy and Mrs. Campbell Praed, is an extraordinary jumble of 
society, politics, and cosmopolitan conspiracy. The two gifted col
laborateurs seem to possess between them an entire acquaintance with 
all human affairs. They are equally at home in the council chamberat 
of Ministers of State and in the most secret meeting~ of Nihilists. In 
drawing-rooms and in ''slums" they are equally in their element, and 
always with a mysterious air of being behind the scenes and knowing 
more than the profunum vulgus ; yet, strange to say, all their descrip
tions-of society especially-bear the stamp of being written by 
"outsidus." 'l'hen, too, they mix up reality with unreality; thrust 
the shadows of their own crPation iuto juxtapcsition with the best 
known names in contemporary politics. Yet in spite of these very real 
and obvious flaws, "The Right Honourable" is very readable, and the 
story is interesting. 

Another work of Mr. Justin McCarthy's which has reached us is 
a new edition of "Camiola." ' 1 We sincerely regret that our space
already overcrowded-precludes our entering into any discussion of 
the merits of the story. However, a new edition neeJ not be intro
duced to the public aa a new work. 

l\Ir. McCarthy's little shilling volume, "Doom,"'~ contains a clever 
short story; painful and not very new in its machinery, but well 
treated. It relates the tragic fate of a young Englishman who i11 
m1:rdered {perhaps Mr. McCarthy would call it" executed") on board 
a Cunard steamer, by a Nihilist agent, as a Jiau .Ji·i:re. :\Iuch of the 
background is pleasant, and "Jack Harris," who '' had taken the 
eighteenth century under his special protection, seeming to regard it 
ns one unchanging period," is an nmusing portrait (for it can har<lly 
he called a caricature) of a well-known personality. "Captain Judge," 
too, the philosophic commander of the Cunarder, is a humorous 
sketch. He had not much time for rending, and having l<'ng ago 
made up his mind that Shakspeare was the hest reading possible, ho 
reads nothing else, and talks to himself in quotations. But all these 
pleasant touches are darkened by the hideous nightmare of Nihilism, 
which sprawls all over the picture and overshadows everything. 

Evidently the author of "Link by Link""' considers her subject 
too solemn and too dramatic for or!linary treatment. It begins with a 

IO "The Right Honourable: a Rom:mce of Society and Politics." By Justin 
McCl\rthy, M.P., and Mrs. Campbell Praed. Three vola. London: Cha.tto & 
Windu•, Piccruiilly. 1886. 
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62 "Doom I An Atlantic Ei,iao<le." By Justin Buntly McCarthy, M.P. 
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prologue, and the story is carried on in acenes instead of chapters. 
The prologue opens with a fearful murder and burglary, the perpetra
tors of which are not discovered for ten years after. A case of 
mistaken identity then occurs-too improbable to be excusable even 
on the plea of the exigencies of the story. The plot is clumsily 
wrought., and the "links" by no means well-forged. 

"The Wayfarers," u by W. Ashworth Taylor, is what French 
writers term une itude d'analyse. It turns entirely on dissection of 
motives and the mutual action and reaction of varying types of per
sonality. It is a thoughtful book, but its thought is that of the 
moralist, and still more moral vivisector, rather than that of the 
social reformer or of the politician. As may be guessed, its tone is 
not gay; indeed, there is not a bright or exhilarating chapter through
out the two volumes. But it contains a choice collection of careful 
studies of diverse types of humanity, few of them very salient, and 
none wildly eccentric, but each showing that individuality which 
eomes only of being drawn from the life. The style in which it is 
written is far above the average. Altogether, it is a work which 
eomman<ls no small meed of admiration, but it is not very pleasant 
reading. 

"The Fall of Asgard,"I» by Mr. Julian Corbett, is a romance 
founded on ancient Norwegian history. As is shadowed forth by the 
title, it turns upon the fall of the old heathen gods by the forcible 
introduction of Christianity-a work commenced by Olaf Trygvas.qon, 
nnd completed by his godson, Olaf Haroldson, surnamed "The Thick." 
Many of the characters are historic-e.g., the two evangeli7.ing kingd, 
Grimkel the bishop, Sigvat and Bersi, the scalds or bards, 1<;ar1 Swend 
and his sister, and Einer Thambarskelmir, who may br:, said to 
figure as the villain of the piece. But Gudrun, and Thorkel her 
son, who are the principal persona!!es in Mr. Corbett's romance, are 
his own creations, and very admirable creations they are -in strict 
keeping with the times in which they are placed, and with the real 
eharact.ers among whom they move, yet informed with a breath of 
modern romanticism which ~ives them interest for readers of our own 
day. Gu<lrun may be said to typify that conservative in~tinct of woman
hood which is especially manifested in nil that pertains to religion. 
Thorkel is hard to move to any great or abiding zeal eithn for the 
old gods or the new; but he worships his mother, and sacrifices 
himself first to protect and afterwards to avenge her. We know 
not whether it will suit the taste of the general public, but to us 
"The Fall of As;;ard" is not only a finely executed piece of work
which is, we think, beyond <lispute-but delightful reading. 

Miss Laura E. Richards fully redeems the promise of her title, 

U "The Wayfarers." By W. Ashworth Taylor. Two vols. Edinburgh and 
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"The Joyous Story of Toto," ae It is "joyouit," and the illustrations 
by E. H. Garrett are so frolicsome and rollicking that they heighten 
the effect of the joyeusetis of the letterpress. 

"Humour in Animals," n by W. H. Beard, is a handsome volume, 
profusely illustrated. We like the spirit in which it is conceived; 
but we cannot help thinking the author puts too much distinctly 
human thought into the minds of his beasts. They think, no doubt, 
but "how" must ever remain a mystery. 

"Dame Britannia and her Troublesome Family" 18 belongs to a 
class of literature to which we are not warmly attached-the political 
pamphlet in the form of a familiar story. Events, too, have gone so 
fast as to leave the author of " Dame Britannia" in the rear. 
Nevertheless, the little brochure is worth reading, for it contains 
some home-truths of which it is wholesome and profitable to be 
reminded. 

"Hamlet's Note-book," 51 by William D. O'Connor, is another of 
many wearisome and futile attempt11 to prove that Shakspeare's works 
were written, not by him, but hy Bacon. Even if we had ample 
space at command, we should decline to occupy it with a discussion so 
"weary, stale, flat, and unprnfitable." 

~lr. Fleay's "Life and Work of Shakspeare " 911 is Shakesperian 
literature of a very different order. It is too important a work to be 
hurriedly reviewed at the tail-end of our section ; so we reserve it for 
leisurely perusal, and careful notice in our next issue. 

The Society papers holrlly attribute the authorship of '' Le Roi de 
Thessalie " 11 to the so-called morganatic wife of the Duke of Hesse; 
but without pinning our faith to the assertion, we will examine what 
internal evidence in its favour is to be found in the work itself. 
To begin with : " Le Roi de 'rhessalie '' is evidently not written by 
a Frenchman. There is a certain unfamiliar ring in its turns of 
phrasing which~ for the most part, helps to craate that freshness and 
uncOJrnmtionality which are marked characteristics of its style; but 
here and there we come upon clumsiness of com,truction amounting 
sometimes to obscurity, such as would assuredly be avoided by any 
Frenchman who possessed auch literary ability as is displayed in the 
work under consideration. Next we may notice thll intense sympathy 
and admiration which the author invariably manifests for his heroine. 
Now, a cynical Burm(:se proverb tells us that there is "no love like 
---· - -------------------------
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self-love;" and readers of 1\1. Zola's "Nana" will remember that, 
among all her passionate and devoted adminrs, none was so ndoring 
as Xana herself-a touch which always seemed to us to reveal l\L 
Zula's profound knowledge of the type he there portrays. Again, 
Ary Ecilaw undoubtedly desires to paint his heroine, Nadjeska 
Irnnowna, es an ideal woman, :md if he fails it is because his ideal 
is hopelessly false. ,v e must imagine Nadjeska as beautiful and 
fascinating as her author chooses to represent her. He says so, and 
we must take his word for it. But when it come!I to a question of 
moral perfection, we can compare her recorded acts with the array of 
lovely qualities that she is credited with. And whnt do we find? 
At the outset of her l'areer, when first introduced into the world, she 
secretly engages herself to a young man who is her frequent partner at 
balls, knowing all the while that a fau,ily arrangement has been all 
but concluded by which she was destined to be the wife of the Prince 
de ~Iineleko. Then, when her father ruins himself nt the gnming
table, she saves him from well-deserved dishonour by throwing over 
her lover, and bestowing her hand on Prince Mineleko, and she 
commits this breach of faith with a variety of aggravating circum
stances. She never, either personally or by letter, explains to her 
sacrificed lover the supposed necessity of the sacrifice-never even 
announces to him her change of plans. And when De l\Iineleko 
loyally informs her of the natural jealousy of his disposition, and 
charges her, if she has ever loved another man, not to accept liix 
ojfe1·, she marries him under false pretences, assuring him, by what 
the author calls "un mensonge pieux," that she had no previous 
attachment. A year later, when she ngain meets ,valdcmar de 
Heiligenthal, her former lover, she cares neither for him nor her hus
band ; for, dazzled by the admiration of the Roi de Thessalie-a 
widower of forty-five, while Nadjeska is twenty-sb.e has once more 
transferred her focile love. ,v e will not follow her story to its sad 
d~·,wuement. Touching and poignant that d/nouement surely is, but, 
alter all, just nnd well-desen·ed-the legitimate, almost necessary, 
outcome of all that led up to it. We will remark, in conclusion, that 
" morganatic marriage" is a farce, a contradiction in terms; for the 
essence of mari-iage is that it cannot be dissolved at the caprice of one 
of the contracting parties, nor even of both. 'What is the worth of 
a marriage which can be broken by the intervention of a former 
mother-in-law, however exalted her rauk? Of the indecency of 
dragging into pnblicity the private affairs of royal personages Wt! 

have spoken elsewhere (in noticing the English tr.1mdation of "Le 
Rui de Thes~alie "), and we only allude to it here as affording one 
more argument for the suggestion, that the book was written by the 
aggrieved Nadjeska herself. 
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THE approaching American Exhibition, to be opened io 
London in May, 1887, by the President of the United 

States, by telegram and cable from the White House, is likely to 
mark a new era in the commercial and industrial relations of the 
two greatest nations of the Anglo-Saxon race. Hitherto, the 
manufacturers of the U nitcd States have not come very prominently 
to the front in any Exhibition held on European soil. They 
have, until lateiy, had their hands sufficiently full in meeting the 
constantly increll.sing requirements of their own country. 'fhey 
have also, in a large majority of cases, deemed it to be a hope
less tusk to endeavour to compete with the cheap labour of 
Europe, especially in the production of commodities the cost of 
which is largely, if not almost entirely, made up of that element. 
Hitherto, accordingly, they have only been very mildly aggressive. 
'l'hey have been, for the most part, content to enjoy a practical 
monopoly of their own protected markets. Those markets have, 
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indeed, expanded with such amazing rapidity that it has in many 
cases taxed the uttermost resources of American industrials to 
fulfil their requirements. But latterly, a high protectionist tariff 
and dear labour notwithstanding, American commodities have 
become more largely adopted and more highly appreciated in 
the world's markets generally. The efforts of Americans are not 
now limited, as they once were, to their own vast territories. 
Their aspirations and their endeavours have taken a wider range, 
and their horizon is bounded only by the wiJest and grandest 
possibilities. Their avowed ambition and their most serious aims 
are alike directed to active competition with the mother country. 
To this rivalry they are impelled by many powerful considera
tions. It fs not a mere question of the possible margin of profit 
to be got on transactions effected in European markets. Tlwt, 
no doubt, is a main factor of which the shrewd American is not 
likely to lose eight. But the United States, like other protected 
countries, are not necessarily compelled to export at a profit. 
Protected from foreign competition in their own markets, the 
Americans can afford to dispose of their surplus produce at a 
relatively very low price-perhaps at a price that is generally 
under the cost of production ; and it is with competition so 
organized and regulated that European manufacturers are likely 
o have to deal in the future. There is, besides, a quP,stion of 

\ rnour propre exercising a powerful influence on the American 
~ 1ind. The most consuming passion of Y ankeedom, from time 

• mmemorial, has been to " lick all creation.'' If this feat cannot 
e accomplished on the merits of tho transaction, it must 

anyhow be achieved, if only in order to show the unbelieving 
economists of the parent land that successful rivalry iu neutral 
markets is not necessarily incompatible with the maintenance of 
a tariff that avowedly protects special industries at the expense 
of the general body of consumers. 

Probably very few European manufacturers are aware of the 
extent to which they are already affected by American competi-

( tion in the markets of the world. The prevailing notion appears 
to be that the United States are n raw-material producing 

) country only, and that their " manifest destiny " is to supply 
Europe with the food requirements that we cannot provide at 

' home. 'fhere could hardly be a greater mistak~. American 
manufactures have been exported more largely year by year, until 
they now represent more than 16 per cent. of the whole exports 
of the country. Between 1860 and 1870, the exports of American 
manufactures were almost stationary-that is to say, they only rose 
from ·1•5 to 47 millions of dollars; but between 1870 and 1880 they 
increased from 47 to 79 millions of dollars; and in the course of 
the next five years they amounted to over 117. millions of dollars. 
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Of agricultural products exported, the value rose from 256 
millions of dollars in 1860 to 361 millions in 1870, and to 685 
millions in 1S80; while in 1885 there was a fall to 530 millions 
of dollars. In other words, agricultural produce fell from 79·3 
per cent. of the total value of American exports in 1870 to 
72·9 per cent. in 1885, while manufactured commodities increased 
within the same period from 10·5 per cent. to 16· l per cent. of 
the whole exports of the c:>Untry. It should l.,e borne in mind 
that this increa,;e of value is not synonymous with increase of 
volume. Iu the later period there was a much lower range of 
prices, so that, if increase of volume were alone to be considered, 
it would be much more remarkable. 

The question will naturally be suggested, In what particular 
branches of industry is American competition most severe and 
effective r Here is a list of some of them, selected at random, 
for the years 1870 and l 885 : * 

Statement sl101ci11g Value of 1~·.rpm·ts nf American Jfa1111Jucturesfu1· 
18,0 and 18,':iiJ. 

Agricultural implecoeuts 
Chemicals, drugs, and dyes 
Clocks and watches . . . 
Copper and brass and manufoc- } 

tures thereof. . . 

1870. 
l = 1,000 dols. 

l,0G8 
3,118 

589 

G74 

1885. 
l = 1,000 dols. 

2,5Gl 
4,806 
1,345 

5,D85 

Cotton manufactures . . 3,i87 11,836 
Flax, hemp, and jute ditto . 53G 1,3 L4 
Machinery . 1,!l 13 3,i!l-i 
Saws and tools. :310 1,108 
Sewing machines 2,233 2,8D8 
Locomotive ,mgines 3-H 72::3 
Leather . 111 8,539 

,, manufactures 5G2 1,153 
l\Iusical instrumenti:I 2G7 !l41 
Household furniture l,2-i5 2,128 
l\Ianufactures in wood J,3G7 2,G51 

,, of iron and steel . I:J,483 12,5D2 

These figures indicate, in a geueral way, the particular branches 
of industry in which the United States have made the greatest 
progress. They are, however, very far from exhausting the list. 
'l'he fact is, that the inventory is practically inexhaustible, sinca 
there is scarcely a manufactured artide that can Le named of 
which an export record is not found in the "strai1ge eventful 
history" that tells the tale of America's commerce with the rest 
of mankind. 

But there is still another aspect of the problem that remains 
• "Report on the F1mign Commerce of the Uuilcd States for 18S5," p. 3.1,. 

u 2 
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to be considered. It may be supposed that this large exportation 
of manufactured goods took place fol' the most part to region& 
that were more acc£-ssible to United States' industrials than to 
those of their European rivals-perhaps to countries that specially 
favoured American manufacturers, or to States that were of sucb 
insignificant importance as not to be worthy the consideration 
of that grand seigneur the European iro'.lmaster or cotton
spinner. Nothing of the sort. Tbe countri~s tlrat lie most 
closely adjacent to the factories and workshops of the United 
States are those of South America and Canada ; but the former 
only received 16·9 per cent. and the latter 8·4 per cent. of the 
total exports of American manufactures in 1835. 1'he Central 
American States, again, together with Mexico and British Hon
<lural'I, whose geographical position would seem to render them 
an easy prey to the astute Yankee, only took l ·6 per cent. of his 
manufactures. What, then, has become of the remainder 'l' 
"Tell it not in Gath!" It has been received by the very 
countries thot most affect to depr~cate American competition, 
and whose cheap labour and ancient industrial prestige have been 
regarded as a shield and defence from any possible encroachments 
on the part of a country which is not only over three thou&Uld 
miles distant, but which is said to artificially raise the cost of all 
manufactured commodities to her own people by an average tariff 
duty of over 45 per cent. on all that she imports. Great Britain 
and Ireland have taken 27·2 per cent. of all the exports of manu
factured goods from the United States in lS!H, and 56·8 per 
cent. of the total exports of crude or partially manufactured 
commodities. Germany, another industrial rival, took 7·8 per 
cent. of the total American exports of manufactures, and 8·3 per 
cent. of the exports of crude or partially manufactured articles. 
To the English industrial this, no douht, is a hard soying. He 
finds himself confronted, "brow to brow," on his own soil by a 
nation that utterly rejects his economic eystem, and will scarcely 
give him a chance in return. He sees his own exports to 
America <l windle and attenuate from year to year, while American 
exports are obtaining a firmer footing in spite of his own struggle 
fvr supremacy in home markets. f In the history of nations, there is no record of such a rem1.rk-

• • ahle industrial development as that w_hich has been witnessed 
within the last fifty years in the United States of America. 
That de,·elopment applies equally to population, to agriculture, 
to manufactures, to wealth, to facilities for transportation, to 
mineral resources, and to every other material adjunct of power 
and greatness, save and except only the control of, or prominent 
participation in, the ~eneral carrying tra,Je of the world. It is 
the product of a single generation, in oil its most important and 
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essential features. It has been worked out coincidently with, 
rather than because of, an economic system that has tended to 
the general disadvantage of the community, wbiie building up 
and consoliJating inJividual industries and greatly enriching 
individual manufacturers. It bas revolutionized all the chief 
<:baracleristics of agricultural and industrial life in Europe, and 
ha.c; become the dominating factor in the commercial interests 
and prospects of the parent nation. There is every reason why 
we should seek to understand and trace both the causes and the 
effects of this singular movement. With the aid of certain well
known and reliable statistical and historical records, we may 
perchance succeed i.n throwing some light upon the complicated 
arnl mysterious phenomena that have secured for the United 
State!> the controlling place in the economics of both the OlJ 
Wot!J anti the New. 

In the United States it is not unusual to 6nd the phenomena 
to which we have just called attention attributed to two pre
eminently powerful influences-the first, that of the undoubtedly 
uni,1ue natur1tl resources of the country; the second, that of the 
operation of a protectionist tariff. With reference to the latter 
we may have something to say by-and-by. 'fhe agricultural and 
mineral resources of the United States have never, however, been 
called in quei:tion, and with this less vexed and debateable 
problem we shall proceed to deal. 

Manifestly, the first characteristic of the material resources of 
the United ~tates that claims the attention of the economist or 
the historian is the enormous wealth of virgin soil. The national 
e'!tate consists of over three millions of square miles, or twenty
five times the size of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
IrelanJ. Over this immense territory every description of 
product, and every variety of mineral, are found. The climate 
is generally good, and the soil is generally fertile. There are, 
indeed, as great extremes of heat and cold as are tu 
be found in any country, or in any empire, either ancient or 
modern, the climo.tic conditions at command ranging from tlit, 
ice-bound shores of Alaska to the tropical groves of .Florida. 
'l'he o.verage range of temperature, however, admits of the growth 
of all the cereals that are in considerable request in Europe, and 
the vast grazing plains of Texas, California, and Nevada, furnish 
the inhabitants of Europe with a great part of their meat supplies, 
and appear to be destined to fulfil this economic mission to u. 
still more considerable extent in the time to come. 

One important influence in the development of the agriculture 
of the United Stall's has undoubtedly been the adoption of 
labour-saving appliances on a large scale. Another and perhaps 
a not less pott'nt factor has been the reduction of the cost of 
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transportation. The conjoint effect of thew two influences has 
been that the United States have been steadily reducing the cost 
of producing, as well as the export prices of, the commodities 
that they have been supplying to Europe, and Europe has 
reciprocated this advantage by taking American produce in con
stantly increasing quantities. The movement has been a curious 
and an interesting one. The value of the wheat-growing land 
in the United States has been ·s.teadily rising over a number of 
years. This is especially true of land that is situated within 
reasonable distance of the ports of New York, New Orleans, and 
San Francisco. The price of wheat Las therefore been falling 
coincidently with a steady rise in the most essential of the condi
tions of production. The course of labour has followed largely the 
course of land values. The general range of lahour cost is much 
higher to-day than it was a few years ago. This disadvantage 
has been met, and successfully combated, by getting more pro
duct out of a given amount of labour. American agricultural 
machinery owes its superiority nnd its effectiveness to American 
economic requirements. The inventivene:;s of the Yankee has 
been stimulated and perfected by the necessity imposed upon 
him to meet the cheap labour of Europe in neutral markets, and 
beat it. There is consequently no country in the world where 
labour-saving machinery is employed to the same extent as in 
the United States. Steam ploughs, which will do the work of 
ten men and twenty horses, are quite in general use. Double
furrow ploughs, which allow of a saving of 100 per cent. in manual 
labour and 25 per cent. in horse-power, are also common. The 
influence of the American reaping-machine has been equally 
marked in the same direction. 'l'he fact is, that in the United 
Stktes no agriculturist who wishes to get on can afford to dis
pense with the aid of machinery, whereas in many parts of 
Europe, and even of Great Britain, mechanical aids to husbandry 
are still conspicuous by their absence. 

It has been Jue to the economies thus practised that, in spite 
of the growing scarcity and dearness of good wheat lands, their 
constantly increasing distance from the great centres of distribu
tion and consumption, the imposition of much heavier local and 
imperial burdens, and, finally, the greater cost of labour, the 
American farmers have been able to produce their principal crops 
at less cost to-day than they have ever <lone before on the same 
scale of magnitude. Mr. Edward Atkinson, in his able brochure 
on "The Railroad and the Farmer," shows the effect of this 
movement, and especially of the reductions effected in the rates 
of transportation, in the following graphic form, as it affects the 
period 1869-84. It will be observed that in the last-named year 
the average cost of the commodities specified was less than in 
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any years in the series except 1878-79, which were years of 
intense depression:-
Cost of 20 bai-rels of flour, 10 beef, 10 pork, 100 bushels wheat, 100 

corn, 100 oats, 100 pounds buUer, 100 lard, and 100 fleece wool, 
in New York City, at the ai·erage of eacl, year, compiled by mont!UJ, 
in gold, compared graphically with the decrease in the chai·ge per 
ton per mile on the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad 
du,-ing the same pen'od. 

Year. 
1869 
1870 
1871 
1872 
lf.73 
1874 
1875 
1876 
1877 
18i8 
1879 
1880 
1881 
1882 
1883 
1884 

In Gold. 
$632.68 

776.02 
735.33 
675.92 
662.50 
748.5-! 
696.40 
651.74 
751.95 
569.81 
568.34 
631.32 
703.10 
776.13 
662.11 
621.75 

Dec,-ease in the Chargepe1· 1'on per Nile, N.Y.C. g ll.R.R.H. 
Year. Jn Gold. 
1869 l ·78 cts. 
1870 1·64 ,, 
1871 l ·40 ,, 
1872 1·41 JI 

1873 } •38 II · 

1874 l ·31 ,, 
1875 l ·11 ,, 
1876 ·94 ,, 
1877 ·97 JI 

1878 ·92 ,, 
1879 ·79 ,, 
1880 ·88 ,, 
1881 ·78 ,, 
1882 •73 II 

1883 ·91 
" Freight d1arge in year 1855, in 

gold, 3·27 cts. 

Statistics furnished by Mr. Dodge, the statistician to the United 
States Department of Agriculture, enable an answer to be given 
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to the oft-repeated question, At what price is it possil,le to grow 
wheat at a fair rate of profit in the Unite<l States 1 He shows 
that, over a period of twenty-three years, in the State of Illinois 
(the largest wheat-growing State in America) the cost of pro
dnction has averaged S3 cents per bushel, and the average 
realized value has been 1.06 dol.* This means that the wheat 
which has Leen produced in that State has cost the producer 
about 268. 7d. per quarter at the place of production over an 
average sufficiently comprehensive to afford reliable dat.'\, But 
in 18'.,5 the average price of wheat per bushel at New York was 
within 3 cents of the cost of its production in Illinois.t Where 
is the margin for profit in these figures 1 The average Gazette 
price of British wheat during the year 1885 was only 328. 10d. per 
imperial quarter. 'l'his price is within 68. Id. of the average export 
price of American w beat a~ New York in the same year, and, as 
this figure is not much more than the average cost of 'fransat
Jantic freight for the same year, the profit remaining to exporters, 
after commissions, &c., have been paid, must have been very small 
indeed. It is true that in States west of the Mississippi the 
cost of raising wheat is not so large as in Illinois. Mr. Dodge 
puts the average at 50 to 67 cents per bushel. At the former 
figure the wheat would, of course, l,e grown at 16s. per imperial 
quarter, or just about one-half the average price of wheat in 
England in 1885. But, although this is much under the average 
returned for Illinois, it must not be forgotten that the difference 
is lnrgely absorbed by the gre&ter cost of transport to the 
markets of Europe. It is clear, indeed, that the business of 
wheat growing cannot be uniformly successful, since Mr. Dodge ex
prtissly states that, for seven of the twenty-three years to which 
his calculations apply, there was an absolute loss incurred, 
although over the whole period the net profits realized have 
averaged 22 per cent. 

There is not much prospect of wheat continuing to be grown 
in and exported from the United States at the rates that have 
prevailed over the Jast two years. The farmers of that country 
have only been able to realize an average profit of 22 per cent. 
over a period during which their exported surplus sold aL 
358. to 45s. per imperial quarter, as against only about 278. in 
1885 at New York.t Between 1871 and 1883 the average 
annual price of wheaL in Great Britain ranged from a maximum 
of 58s. 8cl. to a minimum of 41s. 7d. 'l'he average over the 

•"Report on the Internal Commerce of the United States for 1882," p. 309. 
t "]foreign Commerce, Immigration, and Tonnage or the United States for 

1885," P· Xl, 
:t Tb1g statement is made on the authority of the Stnfat:cian to the United 

States Department of Agriculture. 
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whole period was clo•e on 508. Nothing has happened to justify 
the remarkable drop from 418. 7d. in 11:183 to 328. 10d. in 1S85. 
Land and labour are just as dear now ns they were in 1883. 
Railway charges have not been greatly reduced in this short 
interval, and the effects of reductions in ocean freights must have 
Leen very trifling indeed on a quarter of grain or flour. 1'he 
cost of production in the largest wheat-growing State is likely to 
be the ultimate controlling factor in the determination of price, 
and, if we are correctly informed that that cost is within about 
68, per quarter of the price quoted in England, we may depend 
upon it that the cultivation of wheat on so low a margin of 
profit-or possibly no profit at all-will not be persevered in by 
a people who are nothing if they are not commercially shrewd 
and cnpable. Should these rates continue, a large extent of 
wheat-growing land is likely to be thrown out of cultivation in 
America. 1'he effect of thiR step would most probably be an 
immediate rise in prices. But, in any case, both England and 
h11r colonies cannot too sedulously cultivate the methods of 
l'.usbandry and those labour-saving appliances that have given 
1,he United States their pre-eminent position in supplying the 
food requirements of European nations. 

But the industrial and manufacturing resources of the United 
States are scarcely less wonderful than their immense agricul
tural development and possibilities. It is this feature of the 
country's growth that Europe will require to watch and anticipate 
in the future. It is in this direction that the people of the 
United States appear to be hastening on, to quote the words of 
Sydney Smith, "with rapid and irresistible pace, to the highest 
eminences of human grandeur.'' 

The idea of rendering the United States a great industrial 
nation, and enabling them, as far as possible, to produce within 
their own borders all the t"arious industrial products that they 
require, is not by any means a new one. It was an integral and 
important part of the programme formulated by Alexander 
Hamilton in the first American Congress. The development of 
home manufactures was, indeed, the watchword of the majority 
of those who were elected to sit in that Assembly ; and, even at 
that early date, every city of any siz~ had its society for the 
encouragement of home manufactures and the discouragement 
of imported commodities. When John Adams was on his way 
to become Vice-President of the Uni~ed States, the town of 
Hartford presented him with a roll of cloth from its own looms ; 
and it was regarded as a matter of just pride and good omen that 
when he took the oath of office he was clad from head to foot 
with garments of American manufacture. 

From that day to the present hour there hns always been 
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a powerful party in the States pledged to the development of 
home industry. That party has generally been strong enough 
to secure the maintenance of a high tariff on imports. Up to 
1835 the tariff averaged 40 per cent. and upwards on all 
dutiable imports. In 1834 the relaxation of the tariff was 
commenced, and for the next ten years the average ad val. rate 
of duty imposed on all imports into the United States was not 
one-~alf of what it had been during the previous decennium. 
This relaxation notwithstanding, the imports did not materially 
increase. Their net value wa.'i returned at 83¼ millions of 
dollars in 1833 and at 88 millions in 1842. The ten years 
ending 1850 witnessed a higher average tariff in operation, but 
the imports had in the meantime more than doubled, and 
between 1850 and 1860 their value rose from 164 to 3136 
millions of dollars. The greatest importations since that time 
took place in 1882, when goods of the value of 716 millions 
of dollars were rec~ived into the country, of which 505 millions 
were dutiable and 211 millions were free. The average rate 
of tariff duties over the whole was 30 per cent. acl val.; on 
dutiable commodities only, the average tariff imposed was 
42·7 per cent. ad val. Imports, therefore, have increased in 
spite of the imposition of a high range of tariff duties, and, 
what is not a little puzzling, they have often increased the most· 
when the tariff has l>cen the highest. 

There is, as we have seen, nothing more remarkable in the 
commercial annals of the United States than the growth of 
their export and import trade with different nations. The 
course of both imports and exports has been very fluctuating, 
o.nd in those fluctuations those who can read between the lines 
may trace the salient facts in the industrial and commercial 
history of the country. So far back as 1835, the United States 
were exporting 115¼ millions of dollars' worth of commodities, 
while their imports amounted t.o a total value of 136¾ millions 
of dollars. In 1838, for the first time, the exports exceeded the 
imports, and the race between imports and exports was kept up 
with constantly varying fortunes until 187 6, when the exports rose 
at a jump from being 19½ millions behind the imports to being 
79j millions in front of them. Since then the exports have 
exceeded the imports regularly, and in one memorable year 
(1879) by as much as 264! millions of dollars. Three years 
later the excess of exports had fallen to only 26 millions of 
dollars, and in the latest year for which we have official returns 
(the year ending June 30, 1885) the exports amounted to 
7 45 ¼ millions and the imports to 57 7 ½ millions of dollars, giving 
an exce8s of exports of 164½ millions, or nearly 30 per cent. 
The difference between the two items is, however, much more 
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than it seems on the face of it. It must not be forgotten that 
the imports are taken at the ports of import, and therefore with 
the ocean freight added, while the exports al'e returned plus 
railway transport from the place of production to the port of 
shipment, but minus T1·ansatlantic freights. The latter item 
should be deducted from the imports in order to give the two 
items strict relevancy and parallelism, and, this done, it is 
probable that the exports would rise to an excess of nearer 60 
than 30 per cent. over the imports. 

The progress of imports was most marked between 1865 and 
1872, when they rose from 238¾ to 642½ millions of dollars. 
That of exports was most remarkable between 1872 nnd 1882, 
when the annual value·rose from 4H to 902¼ millions of dollars. 
The last-named figure was, indeed, the greatest that has been 
reached in the e:,:port trade of the United States; but it does 
not necessarily rt·present the greatest volume of business, since 
prices were much higher in 1881 than in 1885, when the value 
of the exports had fallen to 7 42 ¼ millions of dollars, or a decrease 
of 17 per cent. on the value of 1881. The fall of values in the 
same period is shown by the following selections of average 
export prices of articles of domestic produce as officially returned 
by the Secretary of the Treasury • :-

Indian corn, per bushel . 
Wheat, per bushel . . 
Wheat flour, per barrel . 

Average Prices in 
1881. 1885. 
Doi,. Dole. 

. 0.55·2 0.54 

. 1.11 0.86 
. 5.66 4.89 

Cents. Cente. 
Cotton, per pound . . 11 ·2 10·6 
Leather ,, . . 22·6 19·8 
Mineral oil, per gnllon . 10·3 8·7 
Bacon, per pound . . 9·3 7·9 
Beef, :mlted, per pound . 19·8 16·8 
Chee~e, per pound . . 11 • 1 9·3 

The facts just stated afford some clue to the development of 
the industries of the United States. But much remains behind. 

There can be no question that, whether it is mainly owing to 
the operation of the protectionist tariff on which they set so 
much store, or whether it is owing to their unique natural re
sources, or whether it is mainly due to their own energy and enter
prise, the manufacturing industry which the Americans have 
built up within the last thirty years is in every way a note
worthy achievement. Within that period the gross value of the 
product of American manufacturing industry has increased by 

• "Report on the Foreign Commerce of the United Statea for 1885," p. :u, 
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426 per cent., or, in other wor<ls, it has advanced from 1,019 to 
5,369~ millions of dollars. Within the same period, the capital 
invested in American industries has increased by 423 per cent., 
the actual figures being 533¼ millions of dollars in 1850 and 
2,790¼ millions of dollars in 1880. Jn the several industries 
followed in the United Stntes as n whole, the total amount paid 
as the wages of labour rose from 236¼ millions of dollars in 1850 
to 948 millions of dollars in 1880-au increase of 300 per cent.; 
and the number of hands employed in the same industries 
increased, within the same interval, from 958,000 to 2,732,000-
an increase of 18,j per cent. 

'fhe number of establishments engaged in manufacturing indus
try is by no means a true criterion of the extent of the business 
transacted, since one large establishment may turn out as much as 
a hundred small ones. But the tendency in the United States, 
as in other countries, has been to increase the size of all factorie11, 
works, and mines, and, bearing this in mind, the following state
ment of the increase of factories as between 1850 and 1880 is 
instructive :-

Number o( Estal,lisbments in 
State of 1850. 18S0. 

Maine. • 3,9i4 4,481 
Ma.ssnchusetts 8,852 14,352 
Rhode Island 8G4 2,205 
New York . 23,553 42,739 
New Jersey . 4,207 7,128 
Pennsylvania 21,G05 31,232 

Industrial development has chiefly occurred in the North 
Atlantic group of States; but in the Northern Central group the 
advance has been almost equally remarkable. Ohio, for example, 
has ad\'anced from 10,622 to 20,699; Indiana, from 4,392 to 
11,108; and Illinoi,i, from 3,102 to 14,54-9. In the Western 
group, California has made the greatest strides, with an increase 
from 1,003 to 5,885 establishments. 

'l'he growth that the United States as a whole have exhibited 
as a manufacturing nation, during the thirty years ending with 
18b0, is set forth in the following statement, compiled from the 
Census records :-

1850. 1880. 
Number of works 122,589 251,104 
Capital in,·ested . $532,131,000 $2,7i5,41~,000 
H:mds employed. 955,377 2,718,805 
Wages paid . . $235,971,000 $941,325,000 
Value of raw materials $553,320,000 $3,381,701,000 
Value of product . $1,015,879,000 $5,341 1838,000 

In regarding these figures, it will be noted that the annual value 
of the finished product per employe comes out as 1,064 dols. for 
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1850 and as nearly 2,000 dols. for 18SO. In the interval there 
was a very great reduction in the realized selling price of almost 
all manufactured commodities; and, if this reduction coulJ bJ 
correctly assessed, it is probable that the annual product 7Je1• 
capita in 1880 would, at the same range of prices, be nearer 
3,000 than 2,000 dols., which means that, in the interval of thirty 
years, the mechanical aids to labour in the United States have 
been so greatly perfected and improved that one man was able 
to produce in 1880 about three times as much as he could in 
1850, and that, too, with shorter hours of labour and a larger 
proportion of juvenile workers. It is manifestly a difficult 
matter to fix the detnils of this industrial revolution. There 
is not a single industry into which labour-saving contrivances 
have not been introduced, and are not being still further imported 
from year to year. "Economy of labour" is the great ,vatch
word with American industrials. By-and-by, Europe is likely 
to be called upon to take up the same parable. If the range 
of wages keeps as relatively high in Europe as o.t present, it is 
possible that the United State11 will find a foobng in many 
quarters ,vhere that has hitherto been denied to them. Dear 
labour is, of course, only a relative term. If a man who is paid 
60s. per week is enabled by the aid of mechanical appliances to 
perform the labour of three or four men at 30s. per week each, his 
labour is manifestly the cheaper of the two. It is time that 
Europe had taken this fact more closely to heart. 

In attempting to compute the character and extent of the 
manufacturing resources of the United States, we are necessarily 
compelled to resort to statistics that are now a little out of date, 
although they are the only returns of the kind that are avail
able. We refer to the data collected for the tenth Census of the 
United States, and applying to the year 1880. Since that 
time there has undoubtedly been a very great development of 
all important industries. With regard to some we are able to 
measure the progress attained in the interval. We know, from 
official sources, that the production of coal has increased from 
70 millions of tons in 1880 to over 100 millions in 1885; 
that the production of pig-iron bas advanced from 4¼ to 
over 5 millions of tons; thnt the production of Bessemer steel 
has grown from 1 million to more than I½ million of tons ; 
that the value of the silver produced has grown from 
39 to 49 millions of dollars ; and so with other measurable 
commodities. These items of increase may be consi<lerell 
as fairly typical of the progress that has taken place with 
regard to the industries dealt with in the following tabular 
statement (which applies to the year 1880) since they were 
enumerated:-
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Statement 8ho1cing tM Statistical Position of the Principal lnduatriu of 
the United States in 1880. 

Number Number Value ot Valoe of 

INDUSTRY. ot or Material&. Products. 
E1tablllh· Uaud1 - -menta. Employed. Dollan. Dollan. 
---

.Agricultural lmplemeutl . 1,943 89,680 31,$31,170 68,640,486 
Blacbmlthlug . . . . 28,101 8(,626 H,672,363 48,77',ll71 
Boots and shoes, loolodlog coatom _work 

and repairing 17,872 138,818 114,966,676 196,820,481 
Bread and other bakery pr0<l11ct1 8,886 U,488 42,612,0ll7 6$,8H.8:>6 
Brick and tile . 6,881 66,366 9,774,834 82,888,598 
Carpentering .. 8,184 64,188 61,621,120 94,162,139 
Carriages an,! waggoot 3.841 46,3»4 30,697,066 64,961,617 
Clothing, men·• G,166 160,818 131,863,281 209,H8,460 

Do. womon9a 662 26,192 19,669,227 32,004,794 
Cooperage 3,898 26,973 18,HJ,064 83,714,770 
Cotton goodff 1,006 186,'72 113,766,687 210,9.'10,383 
Drnga and chemical• 6112 8,646 U,380,666 38,173,668 
Dyeing and finishing textiles 191 18.698 13,664,296 32.297,00 
Flouring and b'Tlat-mlll prooucts 24,338 68,407 U l,64b,ll26 606,186.71% 
Foundry and machlue-ahop products f,U8 H6.3Sl 103,346,083 214,378,468 
Furoltore 6,227 69,304 36,860,206 77,846,726 
Irou and steel • 1,006 U0,978 191,271,160 '98,667,686 
Leather, curried 2,819 11,063 69,306,609 71,361,297 

Do. tanned 3,106 23,812 86,949,207 113,348,336 
Liquors, distilled 844 6,602 27,744,246 '1,063,663 

Do. malt 2,191 '8,220 66,886,600 101,048,384 
Lumber, planed 1,203 16,289 24,477,643 38,808,366 

Do. eaw~~,. 26,708 147,966 146,IU,386 '38,268,729 
Marble and stone work . 2,846 tl,471 12,743,846 81,416,160 
HIIed textiles • . 470 43,873 37.227,741 66,221,703 
Paper 692 24,422 88.11~1,297 66,109,1114 
Printing and publlahlng 8.467 68,478 82.460,39$ 90.789,341 
Saddlory aud bamCSII 7,999 21,446 19,968,716 88,081,643 
Suh, doore, aud blinds 1,288 21,RDS 20,790,919 86,Gt0,326 
Sblpbulldlng 2,188 21,346 19,736,368 36,800,327 
Silk and silk goods 882 81,337 22,467,701 41,033,04$ 
Slaughtering ao<I meat-packing, not In-

eluding retail butch~rlog establlahmeote 872 27,297 '67,788,90! 801,66t,413 
Sugar and moluses, relined . . . 49 6,867 lU,698,489 136,484,81$ 
Tio ware, copper ware, and ebcct-lron ware 7,69$ 26,248 2$,232,281 48,096,038 
Tobacco: chewing, amok.log. and eooff 477 82,766 84,897,072 U,793,066 

Do. cigara and cigarettes . 7,146 63.297 29,677,833 63,979,676 
Woolleu mauufacturca, all classca 2,689 IGl,6H 164,371,661 267,26',918 

--- -- ---
Totale • . 194,639 2,006,647 2,664,702,809 4,101,889,676 

It is a matter for regret that there is no similar statement 
a\°ailable for the United Kingdom with which these figures can 
be compared, nor, indeed, for any other country. The United 
States stand alone in their comprehensive and valuable system 
of collecting industrial statistics, and they enjoy, in consequence, 
the manifest advantage of a more complete knowledge of their 
industrial circumstances and relations tlian any other nation in 
the world. But it is still likely to be some time before the 
manufacturing industry of the United States ifi equal in variety 
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and importance to that of the United Kingdom, which had an 
enormous start in the race. So far as the distance between the 
two countries can be expressed in numbers, it may be referred to 
the standard of the comparative proportions of the whole popu
lation of each that are engaged in manufacturing pursuits. In 
the United Kiogdom, thti industrial class was returned in 1881 
at 7,999,529, or 23 per cent. of the whole population; while in 
the United States tbe corresponding figures (but applying 
to the year 1880) were 3,837,112, or 7·6 per cent. of the whole 
population. Agriculture, on the other hand, absorbed only 
2,650,677, or 7·5 per cent. of the population of the United 
Kingdom, as compared with 7,670,493, or 15·3 per cent. of the 
population of the United States. 

As regards mineral resources, it appears that in respect alike 
of gold and of silver the United States now take the lead of all 
the producing countries in the world. Dealing with the year 
188~, as the latest for which we have authentic returns, we find 
that the United States produced gold of the value of 30 millions 
of dollars, as against 26½ millions of dollars produced by Austra
lia and 23¾ millions of dollars produced by Russia. No other 
country in the world produces 4 million dollars' worth of gold 
per annum. In regard to silver, the transcendent richness of 
American mines is still more remarkable, the value of the product 
of 1883 having been 46¼ millions of dollars, as compared with 
29½ million dollars' worth produced by Mexico and 16 million 
dollars' worth produced by Bolivia-these being the only other 
large silver-producing countries. Of the total gold product of 
the world, amounting to about 20 millions sterling per annum, 
the United States contribute about 32 per cent. 'l'owards the 
total silver product, amounting to 114:l millions of dollars, or 
about 23 millions sterling, the United States contribute, as 
already stated, 46¼ millions of dollars, or about 40 per cent. 

It is computed that since 1845 the total quantity of gold and 
silver produced in the United States has not been less tban 
2,298½ million11 of dollars, or about £.162,000,000. Of this large 
quantity, not less than 3;H millions sterling were represented by 
gold. Within recent years, however, the production of gold 
has been decreasing, while that of silver has been on tho increase. 
The maximum production of gold was attained in 1852-:3-4, 
when tlie average annual product was over 60 millions of dollana. 
The average annual pro:.luct for the last three years bas not been 
over one half of this quantity. Tbe product, however, varies 
greatly from year to year, having been as much as 51 millions 
of doll!m in 1871', and not more than 39 millions in the following 
year. Of silver, the quantity produced has steadily increased. 
Up to 1867 it had not exceeded in any one year a value of 13 
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millions. Ten years later it had increased to over 45 millions, 
and in 18S-!-it was about 49 millions of dollars. These figures 
represent a more than corresponding increase in quantity, since the 
price of silver fell, between 1872 and 18S4, from 60r5~. to 50icl, 
per ounce, or, put in another way, the ratio of gold to silver rose 
from 1 to 15·6:3 in 1872 to 1 to 18·57 in 1884. 

The position of the U uited Stale!! with regard to its currency 
is not less desirable than it appears io some of the other aspects of 
material progress to which we have reft-rred. Between 1873 and 
1S85 the coin in circulation outside of the Treasury rose from 75 
millious to 481 millions of dollars, being an advance per capita 
from l ·80 to 8·33 dols. Within the same interval, the paper 
currency in circulatiou rose from 712¾ to 83i ¼ millions of dollars, 
being a decrease from 17·10 to 14· 15 dols. per capita. The gold 
coinage in circulatiou in the United StatcH uow amounts to 61 0½ 
millions of dollar!', being 23 million dollars more than the gold 
coinage of the United Kingdom. The specie circulation in the 
United States amounts to an average of 19·39 dols. per capita, 
or practically the same as that of the United Kingdom; but the 
paper curreucy is, of course, very much greater, being in the 
United States 17·41 dols. per head, as against only 5·61 dols. 
in Great Britain.• 

It scarcely ueeds that we should speak of the great amount 
of conjecture that must necessarily enter into any calculations 
concerning the absolute wealth of a nation. This observation 
is peculiarly applicable to a country like the United States, which 
has no general system of assessment of incomes, as we have in 
this country, for income-tax purposes. Nor is it easy even in 
England, where capital is so largely subject to taxation, to arrive 
at an exact estimate of the property or capital at any given date, 
there being so very many different descriptions of capital, and 
such a multiplicity of investment.'!. In 1878 Mr. Giffen t cal
culated the total capital of the country in the fiscal year lSH-5 
at 8,548 millions sterling, of which 6,643 millions were 
assessed to income-tax, leaving 1,905 millions for property not 
so assessed. Tbe greater part of the assessed property was, of 
course, in the form of houses and land, the capitalized value of 
the former, according to Mr. Giffen's allowance of fifteen years' 
purchase, being 1,419 millions, while that of the latter, allowing 
thirty years' purchase, was 2,007 millions, making together 
3,426 millions out of a total estimated assessable capital of 6,613 
millions. 

• Burchard on" The Production of Gold and Silver in the United States" 
(lSS-l). 

t Rrccnt Aceum11latious of Capital in 1he United Kingdom: Journal 
of Stetliatical Society for 18i8, p. 5. 
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These figures, as we have stated, apply to 1874-5, since which 
time considemble changes have taken place in almost every 
direction. The nominal value of land in the intervening eleven 
years has r,onsiclerahly diminished, while that of house property 
has largely increased. What the actual <lecrement has been in 
land values it is impossible to say. The latest income-tax returns 
available-those for 188-1-5-make it appear that the reduction 
of land income has only been ahout a million and a half, which, 
calculated at thirty )earl purchase, would give a capital decre
ment of about 44, millions i;terling. In considering these 
figures, however, two obvious reflectio11s occur-the first, that the 
as.c;essments, being based on three-yearly periodi;, do not fairly 
reflect the actual condition of things in 188:1-5, when the incomo 
from land is generally bel:eved by experts to have been much 
under that given by the Income Tax Commissioners;* the 
second, that, as it has been the almost unvarying tendency of land 
to increase in value, and especially so in countries wh1>re there 
is so dense a population and so limited an area as in Great 
Britain, the decrement of value, whatever it may have been a.ci 

between the two periods referred to, is not likely to be otherwise 
than temporary. 

But if, as is only too evident, there has been a serious tem
porary fall in the value of land, and the annual income therefrom, 
the decline has been much more than compensated by the 
enhanced value of house property, from which, between 1874-5 
and 188:3-4, the increased income hns been about 33 millions, 
being equal to an addition of about 495 millions to our national 
wealth, if capitalized at the low figure of fifteen years' purchase. 
So far, therefore, as the income-tax: returns go, they show an 
increase of wealth, in houses and land alone, of not less than 
four huncfred and fifty millions during the last ten years. 

When we come, however, to compare the two periods in respect 
of the income from other sources, there is less reason for satis
faction. In 1873-4 the national as~essable income from mines 
was returned at £ 14,10S,000, which, at only four years' purchase, 
represented a capital sum of ,€56,432,00ll. In 1883-4 the 
assessed income from this source had dwindled to a fraction 
over 7 millions sterling, which, at the same rate of purchase, 
represented a cnpital sum of only 28 millions, so that, or, 
this showing, the national income of Great Britain from her 
greatest and most stable industry has diminished by exactly oue-

• Ir we only consider that the average price of wheat durin~ the three ye1rs 
1881-3 was 44s. per q~arter, while that tor )883 was only 41s. 7d. and that 
for 1884, 35a. Sd., the decrement of income will be manifest. 

LVol. CXXVI. No. CCLIJ.]-!\Ew Si:nn:s, Vol. LXX. No. H. X 
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half. It would, of course, be absurd to suppose that the capital 
embarked in our mining industry has been depreciated or entirely 
lost to this extent. On the contrary, the greatly increased out
put of coal, iron ore, anJ other minerals in the interval could 
only have been secured by a considerable increase in the 
aggregate capital embarked in mines. The difference between 
the two periods has prohaLly a. twofold origin-both profits 
and capital were unduly inflated in 1874-5 as the result of the 
"boom" that immediately preceded that period, while in 
1883-4 they have been unduly depressed in consequenr.e of a 
temporary very low range of prices and absence of profits. 

It is important to compare the statistics of the accumulated 
wealth of the United Kingdom with those that apply to the 
United States. In the latter country, the Census authorities 
have endeavoured to estimate the increase of wealth as between 
one period and another since 1840. For this purpose, they have 
taken an inventory of all the land, houses, factories, stocks, and 
other properties, real or personal, throughout the country. '!'here 
are obvious difficulties, and great liability to error, in any calcu. 
la\ion of this kind. Too much reliance must not, therefore, be 
placed on the figures. But, for whatever they may be worth, 
thP-y are here presented for decennial periods since 1840, as 
compiled for Census purposes, and published in Census reports:-

lVealth of the United States, A bsoluttlg and Relativtlg to 

Years. 

1840 
1850 
1860 
1870 
1880 

Population, 1840-80. 
Population. Total Average Property 

Wealth. to each Person. 
17,069,000 $3,764,000,000 ... $220 
23,191,000 7,136,000,000 307 
31,500,000 16,159,000,000 510 
38,558,000 30,069,000,000 776 
50,155,000 43,642,000,000 870 

It would, of course, have been more satisfactory had it been 
possible to compare exactly parallel periods; although, even so, 
it is doubtful whether the general result brought out would have 
been much different. As it is, the figures show, for whatever 
they may be worth, that the population of Great Britain, during 
ten of the most prosperous and eventful years that the world has 
known, has enjoyed as large a share of that prosperity as their 
"kin across sea," in spite of the economic system that tends 
artificially to increase both the cost of living and, as an inevitable 
consequence, the general rate of wages. 

In calculating the material resources of the United States, we 
must not lose sight of the fact that the huge debt which was 
accumulated during, and in consequence of, the war is in process 
of being rapidly extinguished. That debt, at one time, amounted 
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to as much as 2,773½ millions of dollars. Since 188G, the country 
has paid off 1,384 millions of this amount, or about 20 millions 
of dollars a year, in addition to meeting the interest on the 
debt and the current expenses of the Government. The annual 
revenue of the country bas risen from about 4 millions of 
dollars in the time of Alexander Hamilton to about 320 millions 
of dollars at the present time. Within a few years, at the present 
rate of progress, the United States should have paid off practi
cally the whole of their debt, and then their resources will be in• 
creased by the difference between their entire absence from im
perial indebtedness and the 7 50 millions sterling of debt that still 
hangs like a millstone round the neck of the parent country. 

In addition to the National Debt of the United States, there 
are three other classes of obligations, distinguished as State, 
county, and municipal debts. These unitedly amounted in 1~70 
to 868 millions of dollars, and in 1880 to 1,048 million@ of dollars. 
At the latter elate the total indebtedness of the United States, 
both local and imperial, was 3,168 millions of dollars, being 
equal to about £13 per head of the whole population. 

We have scarcely left ourselves space to speak, as we should 
like to havo done, of the possible effect on the future of American 
industcy of the magnificent coal resources, navigable highways, 
and unique railway facilities that the country can boast. The 
coal resources of the United States are calculated to b~ many 
times greater than that of any European country except Russia. 
The internal wa'terways of America provide a cheap and con
venient means of transport that no other country can rival; and 
railway enterprise has been carried to such a point of develop
ment that scarcely any district is without its railways, while the 
rates and fares are lower than those of any other country of 
industrial importance. 

There is, however, another side to the picture, which it would 
be idle and impolitic to ignore. The Americans have failed to 
retain their place on the ocean 8.8 they have maintained it on 
land. They possessed not so niany years ago one of the finest 
merchant navies in the world. Baltimore clippers were, indeed, 
distinguished everywhere as the first of their kind. American 
shipbuilders not only had a large, but they actually possessed 
the largest, share of the world's shipbuilding trade up till about 
the time of the American War. From that date, the place 
occupied by the United States among the shipbuilding aud ship
owning nations of the world has been relatively decreasing in 
importance. 

As a fact of this sort can never be so well brought home as by 
the aicl of actual figures, we shall proceed to quote a few of the 
more prominent statistics of the shipbuilding and shipowning 
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interests of the United States from the most authentic official 
publication of that country.* 

In the year 1861, according to Mr. David Wells, the shipping 
tonnage of the world was divided as follows :-

The United States 5,539,000 tons 
Great Britain and her Colonies 5,895,000 ,, 
All other nations . 5,800,000 ,, 

With the exception, therefore, of Great Britain and her depen
dencies, the United States had at that time a maritime power 
equal to that of all the rest of the world, including the nations 
of Continental Europe. Since then, however, the relative posi
tion of the United States and the United Kingdom has been 
very much changed, and only one-sixth of the whole American 
trade abroad is now carried in American bottoms. 

The place then held by the United States as a shipbuilding 
nation was equally marked. In 1860, 214,797 tons of shipping 
were produced in America, which was a tonnage in advance 
of that produced in any other country in the same year. Four 
years later, the tonnage of new shipping produced in the United 
States had increased to 415,740 tons, which was an increase 
of nearly 100 per cent. With the exception of the year 1873, 
when, under the stimulus of high prices in Europe, American 
shipbuilders were able temporarily to obtain a large influx of 
orders, this was the greatest tonnage launched in the United 
States in any one year. In l8S0, when normal prices and 
relations had been restored, the tonnage launched on American 
waters did not exceed 157,000 tons, while that launched in 
Great Britain had risen to over 1,200,000 tons. 

In the meantime, the United States have yielded up their 
pride of place absolutely to the United Kingdom. The 
American shipbuilding trade is now limited almost exclusively 
to the production of wooden vessels for their own requirements. 
Of iron vessels they have never, in any one year, produced more 
than 4:f.,000 tons, as compared with an annual average production 
over the last ten years of nearly three-quarters of a million tons 
in the United Kingdom. 

It is to thr substitution of iron and steel for timber vessels, 
and the high cost of producing these metals in the United States, 
that the decay of the American shipbuilding and shipowning 
trade has been attributed. If this is not the sole, it is at any 
rate a leading, factor in the case. The United States can rival 
any nation in the world as regards cheap timber, which, being a 
natural product, does not represent, pe,· se, a high amount of 

• "S alistical Abstract of the United States" for 1SS5. 
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labour; but it is quite otherwise with iron and steel, in the cost 
of which labour is by far the most important element. 

There i3 now a revival of interest in the question of re-estab
lishing, or endeavouring to re-establish, the shipbuilding industry 
of the United States. Mr. Abram S. Hewitt, one of the most 
prominent of American free-traders, has prepared a Bill which is 
directed to this end. The shipbuilders of America have naturally 
interested themselves gr~atly in the subject, and from a com
munication which Mr. N. M•Kay, one of the leading shipbuilders 
of New York State, has addressed to Mr. Hewitt, it would 
seem that there must be very radical changes indeed before 
there is the least chance of English shipbuilders being affected 
by the competition of America. Mr. M•Kay h"5 several definite 
proposals with a view to the restoration of prosperity in the 
shipbuilding industry of the United States. One of these is 
a free register; another, that all the materials that enter into 
the construction of steamships should be admitted into the 
United States free of duty; and another, that shipbuilders 
should be paid a bounty by tha United States Government, to 
be regulated by the difference between the cost of labour in 
that country and in Europe. The extent to which America is 
now handicapped in regard to the shipbuilding industry is shown 
in the following figures, supplied by Mr. M'Kay :-

Statement 1lwwi11g tlu Coat of J-lattrial and Labour in the Shipbuilding 
lnduatry in England and in the United State,, reapectively, with 
difference in favour of England. 

Coe$ or MaterW Coat or :Malerlal J DUfereoce ID Col$ 
per 100,and per too, and or MaterltJ per 

Labour per day, Labour per day, I too, and Labour 
lo the perda ,lnfnoor lo t:Oglaod. United Statee. or lnglaod. 

ll ,. "· ll ,. "· I, ,. tl. 
Steel r,late1 • 6 12 0 14 11 4 7 19 4 
Iron pates . 5 0 10 10 1 3 5 0 5 
Steel beam1 • • 7 13 8 Ill 8 4 5 14 8 
Steel angles . 5 14 6 11 5 3 5 14 8 
Iron beame • 6 12 0 1a 8 10 6 16 10 
Iron angle■ . 4 13 8 10 1 3 5 7 7 
'Pig iron . 2 1 10 3 16 0 1 14 2 
Prope ller,ahaft.s 13 8 10 26 17 8 13 8 10 
Iron rivets . 6 9 8 12 6 6 5 16 10 
Sleet rivet.I . . . . 7 13 8 16 16 0 9 2 4 
Macbinista' wages, tat cl1111 • 0 6 5 0 11 5 0 5 0 

" 
., 2ndclaas • 0 5 5 0 9 4 0 311 

Rivetters' 
" 

0 5 9 0 9 ' 0 3 7 
Boilermakers' ., 0 6 4 0 9 4 0 3 0 
Labourers' 

" 
0 5 0 0 7 8 0 2 3 

Holder-on 
" 

0 4 1 0 8 4 0 4 3 
Flangers' 

" 
0 7 0 0 13 6 0 6 6 

-
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These differences are, on the face of them, quite sufficient to 
explain the disabilities under which American shipbuilders at 
present labour. Whether, and to what extent, they will ever be 
got rid of, remains to be seen. But there can be no questiou 
about this, that if, by a change in their economic system, by the 
closer adoption of British methods and ideas, or by any other 
process, the American people can once more recover their lost 
supremacy as shipbuilders, they will have overcome almost the 
only obstacle that lies in the way of their ultimately taking up 
the proud place of the greatest industrial nation in the world. 

We have already indicated that the American Exhibition to 
be held in London next year is likely to exercise an important 
influence in assigning to the United States their just place in the 
economy of industrial nations. It is possible that that influence 
may be very much more considerable than any one now antici
pates. The great consuming nations of Europe have scarcely 
as yet been brought face to face with the possibilities of American 
industry. They have scarcely even had an opportunity of becoming 
aware that the United States ure an industrial nation at all. It 
is true that the Centennial Exhibition, which was held in Phila
delphia in 1876, afforded, to thoEe who were so minded, the 
chance of ascertaining the capabilities of the country, and of 
applying the infinitely varied forms of American ingenuity then 
placed on view. But that Exhibition, after a.II, was visited by 
only a fraction of the teeming multitudes of Europe. In 1876, 
a journey to the United States was deemed to be a much more 
serious and important undertaking than it has since become. 
Not only so, but the industries of America had not then been 
developed to anything like the same extent as they now are. 
The last ten years have witnessed a greater transformation and 
a more remarkable development in all the essential features of 
American manufactures than any previous period. The condi
tions of transportation have been enormoqsly facilitated and 
cheapened, labour has been rendered more productive, mineral 
resources not then knowu of have been successfully and 
largely utilized, and many other economic circumstances have 
been radically altered. The Centennial Exhibition must 
not, therefore, be accepted as an epitome or criterion of the 
manufacturing capabilities of the United States at the present 
time. 

The forthcoming American Exhibition in London will be likely 
to achieve two notable results. It will intensify the rivalry and 
competition of the two gn·atest of Anglo-Saxon communities in 
all industrial pursuits, and wi!l prove to the world, in possibly 
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a higher degree than even International Exhibitions have done, 
that 

" Peace bath her victories 
Not less renowned than War," 

But it will do much more than this in bringing the two peoples 
into more intimate contact than hitherto, and thus inspiring 
that mutual regard and esteem which the evidence of great 
achievements in the art.8 that tend to the general well-being and 
amelioration of the human race nev€r fails to inspire. Americans 
know a. very great deal more about Englishmen than the people 
of this country do about the United States. This is perhaps 
nothing more than natural. The traditions, ancestry, and, to a 
large extent, the history of the United Kingdom are the common 
property of the United States up to a certain point. Where 
the two nations cease to have these in common, they continue to 
retain that admiration for each other's attainments and capabili
ties that the people of Anglo-Saxon stock have ever accorded to 
those who merit such recognition, however keen the rivalry in 
business, howe\"er conflicting the individual interests, however 
different their views and practice in regard to fiscal affairs, how
ever opposecl in the popular sentimeuts as regards imperial 
politics. It is this feeling of admiration and esteem that has 
led the English people to form a. council of welcome in order 
that they might enable their American cousins to have what 
they themselves are accustomed to describe a.ci "a good time." 
That council embraces hundreds of the best names in the country. 
It is composed of archbishops, dukes, earls, baronets, members 
of the House of Commons, presidents of the Chambers of Com
merce, the mayors of all the chief tl)wns, the most distinguished 
savants, and, indeed, n galaxy of the most notable names in every 
department of literature, politics, science, art, and industry. 
Probably a more magnificent council of welcome ha.i never been 
formed in Great Biitain for any purpose wha.tsoever, and there is 
a cert:lin heroic fitness in such an organization having been got 
toget.her with the singleness of purpose tba.t manifestly belongs to 
so all-embracing and heterogeneous a. body. It matters not that, 
the United States are our rivals and competitors in many hard
fought industrial battles. It is even forgotten, or at any rate 
o,·erlooked, that for many years America. has endeavoured to 
limit her imports of llritish produce by a. tariff that has been 
specially contrived, in many cases, to press harshly on certain of 
-0ur chiC>f manufactures. Our equivocal relations with the Pilgrim 
Fathers of the United States a CC>ntury ago have also been con~ 
sign€d to oblivion. AU that we care to remember is that we are, 
in the glowing words of Canning, "united by a. commc,n Ian-
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guage, a common spirit of commercial enterprise, and a commoo 
regard for well-regulated liberty;" and this bond of union has 
hitherto served, and will continue to serve, to cement the friend
ship of the two countries, in spite of minor differences as to 
economic laws, or that commercial rivalry which, whatever its 
effects on the fortunes of individuals or of nations, can only be 
attended with advantage to the world at large. 

"re have dwelt so fully on the more general subject of the 
resources of the United States that we have left ourselves very 
little space to speak of the second part of our subject-the 
influence of the forthcoming Exhibition in reference thereto. 
'fhat influence will necessarily be more or less according as the 
Americnn people enter into the matter with heartiness and a 
determination to put their "best foot foremost'' or the reverse. 
That they are not likely to feel a languid interest, or act & 

lukewarm part, m:i.y be regarded a.'i sufficiently proved by the co
operation that has alrea,Jy been orgauized. The President of 
the United States is the honorary president; Mr. Washburne, 
formerly American Minister at Paris, is the acting president ; 
and the board of management includes such well-known names 
as Pullman, of palace-car celebrity; Mackay, the "Silver King;'' 
and Goshorn, who bad the general organization of the " Cen
tennial." There are many other leading American names OD 

the li'>t of the directing council, every one of them being a. 
guarantee of thoroughness in his own depnrtment of work and 
influence. 

As to the general character and scope of the ensuing American 
Exhibition, we are told by its organizers:-

It is pr<'posed to arrange the Entrance Hall so that the European 
visitor shall take leave of his native soil, and shall temporarily be in, 
and commence his visit to North America from, the harbour of New 
York, with the Bartholdi Statue of Liberty, and the striking features 
of the eastern entry to the United States, around him. 

On leaving "New York Harbour," the visitor's first excursion will 
be through the various State1:1 across the continent to San Franciaco
from the Atlantic to the Pacific seaboards. He will have the oppor
tunity of inspecting collections illustrating the wealth and civilization. 
of the entire country from east to west, from north to south. 

The railway routes and the pictureequely diversified scenery of the. 
agricultural, pastoral, forest, and mining States will be illustrated by 
paintings, plans, and products. 'Ihe mati,riul rescurces and charac
teristic social conditions of the various purts of the vast territory 
extending from Ocean to Ocean and frcm the Lakes to the Gulf of 
Mexico will thus be expoEcd to view, an<l offer exceptional facilities 
for comparison. 

'l'he condition of tbe rc~pcrtive 11gricultural, grllzing, mineral, and 
nwnufacturing lcc:ilitics will be purticularly ehown, and in a mauner 
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which will be intelligible and interesting to all, whilst the state of 
development and the undeveloped resources of the various sections 
will be brought under the visitor's notice in such a form as will ennble 
him to establish a truatworthy basis for judgment as to their respective 
advantages. 

It is intended that this shall be one of the most valuable, instruc
tive, and entertaining features of the Exhibition. 

This comprehensive method of diffusing a knowledge of the vast 
resources of large portions of the North American continent will most 
assuredly exert a marked effect upon its future relations with other 
countries, the future investments of European capital, and the trade 
and commerce of the United States with the Old World and with the 
British and other colonies. 

If anything further were required to prove that the American 
Exhibitic,n in London will be a practical and well-managed 
undertaking, we may find it in the statement that 

The l\Ianufacturing Department or the Exhibition will comprise 
the development in every branch of that inventive geuius which, in 
the United States, has reached so high a point, and, so far as possible, 
it is proposed to present the various processes in working order, by the 
aid of electricity, steam, gas, or hydraulic power. 

A separate hall will be devoted to the handicrafts pursued by 
white, Chinese, Indian, and negro men and girls. The labour-saving 
machinery, by which manual toil is reduced to a minimum, will be 
plentifully exhibited. The systems of working the great railways and 
canals, the oil wells, and the coal and silver mines will be shown, 
together with the JDAChinery and organization by which American 
manufactures are produced. Not only sightseers, but manufacturers, 
landowners, commercial men, farmers, all who are interested in stock
raising, and all who think of emigration, will find much to study in 
the :Kxhibition. Some of its results will, therefore, certainly be to 
increase the investments of capital in American enterprises, to attract 
a higher class of settlers to the United States, and to augment the 
export trade of America, while affording to :Kuropeans and visitors 
from the colonies a unique opportunity of obtaining much valWible 
information of a most varied and UStful character. 

Awards will be made on the recommendation of juries composed of 
eminent Englishmen in each profession, trade, and branch of industry 
represented. 

A number of the best known American artists in Europe and 
America have undertaken to furnish the Fine Art Galleries, and 
amongst many other works will be portraits of the most prominent 
personagea--eoldiere, preachers, politicians, lawyers, bankers, inventors, 
merchants, writers, and actors--of the United States. 

An admirably situated strip of land, exceeding an acre in area, and 
separated from the rest of the Exhibition buildings, baa been reserved 
for the Art Department, and it is very gratifying to have the 1\!18Urance 
of the National Academy of Design, which holds in the United State& 
the high position enjoyed in the United Kingdom by the Royal 
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Academy, that its officers will use their best endeavoun to make the 
Art Department as complete and comprehensive as possible. 

"America in Miniature" would not be complete without an effort 
to combine recreation with instruction. It is best in these matters to 
have as little hypocrisy as possible. Where one person cares for the 
exhibits, probably half a dozen prefer thfl agreeable accompaniments; 
nor can they be blamed for a taste so natural. The council have, 
therefore, from the inception of their work, while bestowing every 
attention upon the technical and educational purposes of the Exhibi
tion, been mindful of the necessity of providing such forms of 
legitimate recreation as shall conduce to render a visit to the 
American Exhibition entertaining as well as instructive; and these 
will include not only excellent music and cheerful surroundings, but 
many novelties not hitherto enjoyed by Europeans. The site selected 
will furnish ten or twelve acres of gtounds for these purposes, and 
afford ample space, also, for the display, in climatic sequence, of ex
clusively American conifers, and other plants, shrubs, and flowers, 
including an avenue commencing with those found in the Northern 
and Eastern States, and ending with those of the Southern and 
Western States. 

The Exhibition will include a Californian wine-shop; Florida fruit 
stores; an Indian village ; Indian canoe-makers and mat-weavers; 
ice-drink pavilions and bars; restaurants, with the products of the 
Eastern and Pacific coasts, of the Northern and the Southern States, 
characteristically prepared and served by white and coloured male 
and female cooks and waiters, will help to mark the peculiarities and 
variety of American social development. 

To this we may add that, through the medium of the American 
Exhibition "Buffalo Bill," and his remarkable show of the " Far 
West" will be introduced for the first time to a British public. 

There are two aspects that are likely to specially commend 
the forthcoming Exhibition to the consideration and approval of 
American'3. The one is that of arnour propre; the other, that 
of self-interest. Possibly, indeed, these two actuating principles 
may not be stated in the order of their relative importance ; but, 

. however that may be, both points of view are sufficiently mani
fest. America has done great things in the way of developing 
her resources, and improving her position in the race for indus
trial preferment, since the 01<1 World has had an opportunity 
of estimating her progress by outward aud visible signs. She 
has largely revolutionized the industries as well as the agricul
ture of Europe within the last ten or twelve years. It is natural 
that her people should be proud of what they have achieved, and 
should desire to make their works manifest to the eyes of Europe, 
even although they had no prospect of gain whatsoever. But they 
have such a prospect, and it is a powerful stimulus to their endea
vours that they should already have attained that high measure 
of success in the world's economy to which we ha,·e referr('d. 
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ART. II.-N APOLEON 1-8 EARLY MANHOOD. 

I. Oorresponclance de NapoUon l"'· Paris. 1858, et seq. 
2. Letfres de NapoU01i a Josephine. Paris. 1833. 
3. A Selecti<Yn from the Letters and Despatclies of the First 

Napole<Yn. By the Hoo. D. BINGHAM. London. 1881,. 
4. Tour in the Nethel'laruls, ~c. By C. TENNANT. London. 

1824. 
5. Intinlrafre de Napoleon Bonaparte depuis son depart de 

Corse jusqu' a son arrit-le a L<Yn9iuoocl. Par C. DOLLY. 
Paris. 1842. 

6. Bonapa1·te et son temps. Par le Colonel Ta. JUNG. Paris. 
1880. 

7. Memofres du l,fadchal de Ma1·1nont. Paris. 1859. 
8. Dictionnciire .Napoleon. Par M. DAMAS HINARD. Paris. 

1854. 
9. A Slwrt History of Napoleon I. By J. R. SEELEY, Regius 

Professor of Modern Hi!>tory iu the U uiversity of Cambridge. 
London. 1886. 

OF the writing of books about Napoleon there is, and will be, 
no end. The visitor of that lordly pleasure-house of the 

mind, which lies beneath the great dome of Bloomsbury, finds 
two enormous volumes• filled with the mere titles of books 
about him which are there stored. And that store, which is still 
none too complete, is being constantly increased. We may, 
indeed be sure that there will be no break in the Napoleon 
literature. Not only did the Emperor achieve more than any 
other mortal man ; not only was he a prolific and able writer; 
not only did he utter "good things" that in their number and 
their pregnancy surpass those of any wit; io addition to these 
claims on the attention of posterity, there ia that in Lis career, 
and in his personality, which endows him for ever with fascinat
ing interest. Every day brings to light some new incident of 
that all-pervading activity. :Every day modifies our views of the 

• Even in his ashes live their wonted fires. Tlic mane, or the great 
Emperor still war upon us unhappy English. The Napoleon section of the 
British M uscum Catalogue is in a terribly confused stale, and forms the single 
blemish which we have noticed in the almost perfect administration of that 
aplendid library. 
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influences of that activity on after times. The Europe of to-day 
still bears the impress of the mould that Napoleon made for her. 
Himself inexhaustible as a subject., he furnishes besides illimitable 
matter for thought and discuBBion. His history is the history of the 
world, not only during his own life, but for generations to follow. 
At the present time, especially in the country that he ruled, it 
is the fashion to see nothing but bis crimes. Of these, in truth, 
there were more than enough. No apologia can ever make 
Napoleon I. a man of principle, or other than perfectly selfish. 
But a man may be a great ruler and a great doer without pos· 
sessing a tender conscience, even without having any preposses
sion in favour of truthfulness. There are, indeed, those who 
think tenderness of conscience a defect in a ruler in the present. 
state of the worlJ. It is certain that under no other conditions 
could the wholesome results of the revolution have been so 
successful andso rapidly diffused as they were by Napoleon, by 
his very policy of insolence and outrage. 

It has been too much the custom among commentators on 
Napoleon to depict him under some abstract personification. 
One tells that Napoleon was the Revolution ; another declares 
that be was a system ; and the many-with not more vagueness, 
perhaps-discover that Napoleon was this, that Napoleon was 
that, that Napoleon was the other. We have long considered 
that Napoleon was very e&11entially the man Napoleon. All his 
achievements are marked strongly with bis individuality, with 
his personal opinions, wishes, and interests. His qualities, good 
and bad, are all emphatically human, though they generally show 
themselves in more than human force. It may be said without 
injustice that he was of the earth earthy. For these reasons, in 
the brief notes which we now lay before our readers, we shall 
endeavour to show Napoleon the man in his period of develop
ment. 

The books named at the head of this paper form but an 
infinitesimal portion of those which be who would study 
Napoleon with some thoroughness must read. Countless facts 
more or less accurately reported, countless sketches drawn with 
more or less resemblance, countless judgments of more or less 
jU.&tice, are stored in the myriad histories and memoirs which 
have appeared in the present century. We have named only a 
few books which appear to us of special utility or value, either 
from intrinsic trustwortbineBS or from the position or character 
of the writer. Most important of all is the vast collection of 
"Correspondance" publiRhed under the auspices of Napo
leon III. Here the great Emperor 11peaks for himself; we see 
him in the actual transaction of business, and learn how he 
controlled allies, enemies, brothers, se"ants. He could acarcely 
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have anticipated that documents of such infinite detail would 
ever see tha light; we are therefore able to read the great mass 
of these papers in a spirit very different to that in which we 
approach his public State-papers or the dictations of St. Helena. 
Unfortunately this monumental work has the defects as well as 
the advantages of its high origin. Only the head of a great 
State could have gathered together and brought out such a col
lection ; but the head of a State is tempted to consider other 
interests besides those of historic truth ; and a very slight 
examination of the " Correspondance" shows that it omits many 
valuable papers which might have seemed discreditable to Bona
partism. Moreover, it professedly excludes all documents of a 
purely personal or domestic nature; and, as we have said, Napo
leon the prince cannot be properly separated from Napoleon the 
man. The volume of "Leltres a. Josephine," though published 
anonymously, may be accepted as authentic, because the 
Imperial CommiFsion for the "Correspondance," who must be 
taken as knowing its original source, received it as such, and 
printed from it all letters having any bearing on public matters. 
It is, indeed, an open secret that it was published by Josephine's 
daughter, Queen Hortense. Captain Bingham's "Selections 
from the Lettfll'f! of Napoleon" is a very useful book, as is also 
the same author's " Marriages of the Bonapartes," a work which, 
though treated somewhat disparagingly in the WESTMINSTER 
REVIEW a few yeal'l! ago, has proved a mine of gossipy informa
tion to more recent writers. Captain Bingham's choice of letters 
is very good, and his connecting commentary is also excellent; 
and, if he will accept a hint, and will in his next edition append 
to each document the source from which he has taken it 
(after the manner of the "Correspondance "), he will add 
enormously to the value of his labours. Tennant's "Tour," an 
ordinary Look in other respects, contains eight letters addressed 
to Josephine in 1796, of which the author became possessed by 
purchase. Scott quotes from them in his" Life of Napoleon," 
but they appear to have been overlooked by later writers, with 
the exception of Captain Bingham. Aubenas, indeed, in his 
"Histoire de l'Imperatrice Josephine," quotes one of them from 
Scott, and three others from another source. These three letters, 
be says: 

nous ont ete communiquees par le Baron Feuillet de Conches dont 
on connait la science et l'autorite en matiere d'aut.ographes ..... 
le Baron F. de C. a execute de sa main, aur les originaux, la 
copiP, &c. 

Now, we have no doubt that the originals "en Angleterre," 
from which the baron made his copy, are tha printed pages of 
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• Mr. Tennant. And our suspicion is confirmed by the fact that 
the baron-whose authority was so well known-published 
shortly before his death, in 1873, a mass of correspondence 
between Louis XVI., Marie Antoinette, and Madame Elisabeth, 
the chief part of which Von Sybel has conclusively proved to be 
forged. The baron's authority, however, is perhaps stronger 
when_ he copies a printed book without acknowledgment than 
when he deals with autographs in his own possession ; and there 
can be no doubt that Tennant's letters are genuine. He prints 
them in facsimile, and they are obviously the work of him who 
possessed the strongest will and the worst handwriting of men 
since Cadmus. Mr. Tennant's attempt to decipher the letters, 
a task which must have been difficult even for Napoleon's 
correspondents, is far from successful. A hasty examination, 
however, of these facsimiles is sufficient to prove that Napoleon, 
if not already supm gramrnaticam at that early period of his 
career, was at least too hurried in the intervals of subduing 
Lombardy and preparing for Wurmser to fulfil the minut~r 
requirements of French orthography, or even of French grammar. 
Occasionally Tennant is obliged to leave an absolute lacuna 
owing to the writer's illegibility; and we are bound to own that 
we have in no case been able to fill up such gaps from the fac
simile. Dolly's " Itineraire" is an invaluable little book of a 
score or two of pages, which purport to give the place at which 
Napoleon spent every day from his boyhood. Considerable use 
of thi11 work has enabled us to decide one or two doubtful dates 
(the day, for instance, on which the boy Heine saw Napoleon, and 
drank in the inspiration for the wondrous portrait in the " Buch 
Legrand"), and has revealed to us only one error, which is 
evidently merely clerical. Of Colonel Jung's book it is not 
pleasant to speak. He will not admit that Napoleon could 
be certified as having been born on a certain day without 
suggesting fraud and wide-spread conspiracy; and this sugges
tion seems to have procured for his book a sale that it would 
hardly have won on its own merits. Colonel Jung has dis
covered that the certificates of the births and baptisms 
of Napoleon and his brothers and sisters, or rather the 
existing copies of them, are inaccurate or incon11istent. Such 
copies as there are purport to be copies of certificates by ecclesi
astics ; and those who have ever had occasion to study an 
English parish-register know how carelessly such registers were 
kept. What then shall we say of a man who charges a whole 
family, and many other persons, with fraudulent conspiracy, 
merely because he cannot now find good registers in a wild and dis
tant island like Corsica, of a period (one hundred and twenty-five 
years ago) when that island was, and had long been, in a state of 
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civil war? The crime which Colonel Jung alleges against the 
Bonaparte family is this: that, whereas, according to him, 
Napoleon was born at Corte in January 1768, and Joseph at 
Ajaccio in 1769, the family fraudulently interchanged these dates 
in order to represent Napoleon ns under ten when admitted to the 
Ecole Jfilitaire at Brienne in 1779, and so created the en·oneous 
impression, which has hitherto prevailed. But why should Charles 
Buonaparte have lied about tbe age of his sons 1 He had doubt
less a nomination that was available only for a boy under ten; 
why then did he not send him who was really born in 1769, 
Joseph, according to Colonel Jung 1 Even a Buonaparte of the 
Jung pattern would have inclined in favour of truth when other 
things were equal. To talk of the " vocation " of boys of that 
age is ludicrous; Joseph was certainly vigorous enough to attain 
his seventy-sixth year ; why then should he not have been sent 
to Brienne? And what are the documents on which such a 
charge is mado ? The baptismal certificate which was deposited 
with the young Napoleon at Brienne in 1779 still exist~. It was 
certified by the Superior Court of Corsica in 177G, and records 
the baptism in July 21, 1771 of "Napolione, nato Ii quindici 
Agosto del mille sette cento sessanta nove" (August 15, 1769). 
This document, which was actually in the hands of the French 
Government (where it still is) before any of the other documents 
quoted by Colonel Jung even purport to have been written, he 
pronounces to be a forgery. And why 1 Because at Paris there 
is a certificate dated 178:l, in which a priest certifies that, at 
Corle on January 8, one thousand and eixty-eiyht (the seven 
hundred ia obviously omitted in error), he baptized a child born 
on the previous day, to whom was given the name of N abulione, 
and because another copy of the same certificate names the child 
Joseph Nabulion, and gives the date of the eighth of January, 
seventeen hundred and sixty-eight. Now these three documents 
are the only ones which purport to be in any respect contem
porary documents, or copies of such. The oldest records Napoleon 
as born in August 1769. It was deposited at a public institution, 
where it would in all probability be closely examined. There is not 
a shadow of improbability in its statement. The two other docu
ments purport to be of much later date, to have been written indeed 
after the forgery of the older document, but before the death of 
Charles Buona.parte, who would doubtless have taken all possible 
steps to destroy the evidence of his crime; further they are in
consistent with one another on the all-important detail of the 
name. The impeachment then of the Brienne document is only 
a ridiculous exhibition of blind malice. Colonel Jung, it is true, 
finds inconsistencies in the ages given by Napoleon and Joseph 
at their respective marriages. Joseph asserted on that occasion 
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that he was m·iginafre d' Ajaccio, but he produced no evidence, 
.as Corsica was then in the hands of the enemy (the English). 
Napoleon's marriage certificate (March 9, 1796) bears the words: 
"Aprcs avoir fait lecture de l'acte de naissance de Napolione 
Bnonapa.rte, qui constate qu'il est ne le 5 fevrier 1768." Now 
the same certificate understates J osephine's age by four years, 
obviously for a reason which would also account for the exaggera• 
tiPn of the bridegroom's age ; it moreover ignores the fact 
of her being a widow. If, as is certain, a child was horn to 
Charles and Letitia Buonaparte, ou January 7, 1768, they clearly 
bad no child born on February 5 in that year. We have no doubt 
that, in the haste of bis marriage and the preparations for bis 
Italian command, Napoleon, unable to procure his birth-certifi
-0ate, either gave a false one, or perhaps (in spite of the words of 
the marriage certificate), none at all. We may be i;ure that so 
soon after the convulsions of 1792-4, and in the height of a war 
against nearly all Europe, the French authorities could not have 
been very difficult as to certificates from wild and distant parts 
of the territory of the Republic. To sum up then: of the five 
documents which Colonel Jung quotes, that which is the oldest 
and universally received, and which records the birth of 
N apol~on in August, 17 69, is contradicted by only one other, 
the obviously incorrect marriage-certificate; and the whole 
of the other four are hopelessly inconsistent with one 
another. We do not think that the certificates of 17 82 are 
necessarily fraudulent. It seems to us perfectly natural that an 
elderly clergyman who certifies in 17 82 as to what he did in 
1768 should make mistakes: the more so as we find that Colonel 
Jung himself, in a book written expressly to settle the birth
dates of the Buonaparte children, actually blunders so far as to 
assign to Charles and Letitia Buonaparte three separate children, 
born in 1767, 1769, 1771 respectively, who are all named Marie 
Anne ; a fact which we are sure he will regret in his less anti
Bonapartist moments. Let us turn to a more agreeable work, a 
work that is fair and kindly in tone though written by a man who, 
above all others, would have been justified in speaking harshly 
of Napoleon. For Napoleon did his best to brand this writer 
to all time as a. traitor. Marshal Marmont, however, wa.s one 
of those soldiers who could not, even in the time of enmity, turn 
upon the chief who had helped him to all his fame. He knew 
Napoleon at his best and at his worat. He writes of him with 
dignity and justice. He did not allO\v his book to appear during 
his lifetime. It is therefore more free from personal bias, and 
more useful, than the memoirs of any other of those who were 
about Napoleon. M. Damas Hinard's" Dictionnaire Napoleon" 
is a very interesting compilation of the Emperor's utterances on 
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all sorts of subjects, alphabetically arranged. It appeared before 
the" Correspondauce" was published. If it were continued to 
the present date, it would be a book of considerable utility; and 
it would be still more valuable if the utterances of St. Helena, 
which, when they are authentic, are rarely the real expression of 
Napoleon's mind, were either banished entirely or relegated to 
a separate part of the book. It remains only to mention 
Profes,or Seeley's book, which is an amplification of his sketch 
of Napoleon in the new edition of the " Encyclopredia Britan• 
nica." It is very short, a merit which those who have read his 
"Life of Stein," would hardly expect in a work by Profe~sor 
Seeley. It is a criticism rather than a biography, and is 
a criticism of considerable justice. The author has, however, 
given himself over to several theories which are hardly 
borne out. Had he contented himself with saying that the 
basis .of Napoleon's character changed little before the period 
of the second marriage, we should have agreed with him; but to 
maintain that Napoleon was one and the same man from the 
beginning to the en<l of bis career is a hopeless task. Equally 
wrong appear to us Professor Seeley's theories, that the Na.po• 
leonic system of politics was merely a continuation of the paltry 

. personal intrigues which form the history of Europe in the 
eighteenth century, and that Napole,m subdued Europe, not iu 
order to gnin universal dominion, but only in order to annoy 
England. 

No one will attt-mpt to study Napoleon without reading the 
histories of Thiers and Lanfrey, works which require no cotn• 
ment at the present day. Both were, no doubt, written with a 
tendency; and both, no doubt, show r.igns of tl1is fact. But the 
industry of Thiers, his admirable opportunities, and above all his 
clearness both of thought and expression, an element in which 
he resembled the great man of whom he wrote, l~nd to his book 
a permanent value. And so it is with Laofrey in the opposite 
camp: prejudiced he, as well aa Tbiers, undoubtedly is, but his 
great quality as a critic preserves his work from absolute 
injustice. 

As we have already said, Marmo11t appears to us to be the 
most just of all the writers on Napoleon who knew him closely. 
The man who writes about another man with whom he has been 
in close relations is generally the least trustworthy of authorities, 
with the exception of the man who writes about himself. :Mar
mont, however, was influenced neither by foar nor favour, and a 
passage from his " Memoirs " affords an excellent text for a dis. 
course on the Emperor. There were in Napoleon, he tells us, 
two men: 
the first, thin, sober, of prodigious activity, insensible to privations . 
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kind, just, susceptible, of affection true. The second, fat, and heavy, 
sensual, and occupied with his own ease to the point of making a most 
important matter of it .... cnreless and afraid of fatigue, blasi on 
everything, indifferent to everything, believing the trnth only when it 
suited his own passions, interests, or caprices; of a satanic pride and 
deep contempt for men, relying on his fortune, on what he called his 
star. . . . His mind was still the same, the vastest, the broadest, the 
deepest, the most productive that ever existed : but there was no longer 
any will, no longer any resolution, but a changeableness which 
resembled weakness. 

It is only by such a theory that we can bring into anything like 
harmony the beginning and end of this extraordinary man, and 

• reconcile the coarse11ess of his later despotism with the affection 
which during his whole life he was able to compel from those 
about bim. We would, inde~d, go further, and declare that 
Napoleon's life should be contemplated in three distinct epochs: 
his youth down to his attainment of supreme power; the period 
of his sovereignty; and lastly, the melancholy years at St. 
Helena, which will, we fear, prove only more and more ignoble 
when officialism allows its records to see the light. We shall 
here speak of Napoleon's nature in the first of these periods. 

In spite of Colonel Jung, we shall hold that Napoleon was 
born at Ajaccio, on the 15th of August, 1769, in the same year 
with Wellington, teu years after Pitt and Nelson, the second of 
the eight children of Charles and Letitia Buonaparte who grew up. 
For many years before his birth Corsica had been warring for 
her independence against the Oenoese republic. In 1768, France 
purchased of the republic its rights over the island, and speedily 
Ruppressed the resistance headed by Paoli. Charles Buonaparte 
had been a patriot as long as the struggle could be maintained. 
He then thr~w in bis lot with the French, and received his 
reward in 1771. In that year Louis XV. commanded the selec
tion of 400 of the chief families of the island to be admitted as 
of French noblesse, and that of Buonnparte was among the 
favoured few. It was owing to this fact that t.he young Napoleon 
was in 1779 admitted to the military school at Brienne, in which 
nobles only were received. Among his brother cadets he appears 
to have been of a moody dit'position. He seems to have had 
serious views from an early age, and the contrast of his own 
poverty with the circumstances of his richer comrades so affected 

• him at times that he implored his father to remove him. Many 
of those comrades must have shuddered in after-life at the reflec
tion that they had given the future Emperor the absurd nickname 
of Paille-au-Nez, which they vainly imagined to be a play upon 
the name Napoleon. In 1785, Napoleou quitted Brienne for the 
Ecole .Jlilitcdre at Paris, and at the end of the year received his 
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commission iu the a.rtillery regiment of La. Fere. The next four 
years he spends in various garrisons, twice receiving leave of 
absence for several months,in which he visits Corsica. During this 
period he prints one or two small works, a "Dialogue on Love," and 
"Letters on the History of Corsica," written in the tawdry and 
hollow sty le of an imitator of Rousseau. His native island was still 
the home of his thoughts and of his hopes. A chief place in it 
would apparently have then satisfied bis ambition. His idol 
Rousseau had been deeply a.ffected by the long struggle of the 
Corsican patriots; and he somewhere bas words, which are per
tinently quoted by Professor Seeley, to the effect that he thought 
it likely that this little island would one day astoni11h Europe. 
This prophecy may have encouragC\d the youthful Napoleon to 
seek fortune in the troubles of his island home, even if he already 
had forebodings of the wider stage on which he was to net. How
ever that may be, Napoleon contrived to spend the time between 
SeptembP.r 1789 and February 1791 in Corsica, and to return 
there in September of the latter year. The patriot Paoli was 
still alive, and had hoped in 1789 to procure from the National 
Assembly the independence of the island. In this en<leavour he 
had Napoleon's warm sympathy. The desired boon was, how
ever, refused ; and Corsica became a French department, with 
Paoli for its head. Napoleon now devoted his energies to ob
taining the command of the National Guard in Corsica. He 
allied himself with Paoli, and published a very bitter letter to 
Buttafuoco, who had been instrumental in transferring the i,,Jand 
to the French king in 17 68, and had, a score of years later, 
represented the nobility of the island in the States Genna.I. At 
last, after actually seizing the person of the French Commissioner 
for organizing the National Guard in Corsica, Napoleon obtained 
the desired command. As a result he disobeyed orders to 
return to Paris in January l 79l, and was cashiere<l. The island 
soon became too hot to hold him, and in May he found it 
advisable to repair to Paris, and endeavour to explain his con
duct. In the dearth of trained officers caused by the emigration, 
he was restored to the army with the rank of captain. He spee<lily 
returned to Corsir.a. Paoli was again endeavouring to break off 
the connexion with Franr,e, and Napoleon now became his oppo
nent.,and the supporter of the Convention. In the summerof 171!3, 
Paoli received a summons to appear at Paris before the bar of 
the Convention, and called in tbe aid of the English. As a 
supporter of the French Government, Napoleon fle<l, and 
established his mother, brothers, and sisters at Marseilles. He 
now wrote the" Souper de Beaucaire," an imaginary conversation 
between a soldier and three citizens of Southern France. 'fhe 
ultra-Republican tone of the pamphlet recommended its author 

12 
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to the younger Robespierre, then repre-senting the Convention in 
the South. In the latter part of l 79J Napoleon took n leading 
part in the expulsion of the En~li;h from Toulon. In the 
following summer, he was sent by Robespierre on a diplomatic 
mission to Genoa. Immediately afterwards the two Robes
pierres were executed, and, as their adherent, Napoleon was for 
the second time suspended, and was even imprisoned for a few 
days. Fortunately his papers afforded no grounds for severe 
measures, and he was released. After some brief service on the 
Italian frontier, and in an unsuccessful attempt to wre11t Corsica 
from the English, he was ordered to join the army of the west. 
This change by no means pleased him. Accompanied by his 
aides-de-camp, .Marmont. and J unot, be repaired to Paris, and 
found one pretext after another for delaying obedience. He 
laid before the government a proposal to send a mission to 
Turkey, in order to reform the military system of this natural 
ally of France. He was presently employed at the War Office, 
where he drew up a plan of a campaign for Kellermann, then 
commanding in the North of Italy. On September 25, 
1795, he was, for the third time, struck off the list of the army. 
Ten days later, on the 13th Vendemiaire, or 5th October, his 
fortunes were founded. The sections of Paris having threatened 
to rise against certain provisions of the Constitution of the year 
III. (17\15) which established the Directory, the Convention 
resolved to quell the revolt by force. General Menou, having 
failed in the task, was replaced by Barras, a politician but no 
soldier. Barras appointed Napoleon bis second in command. 
The latter provided himself with cannon, and by a sparing but 
resolute us~ of them, succeeded in suppressing the revolt. He 
thus saved the Convention; and, in return, be was made 
Commander of the Army of the Interior. Barras, whom be had 
laid uuder a deep obligation by his success, became in a few 
weeks a member of the first Directory. 

We have run rapidly through this earlier part of Napoleon's 
career without comment, because it is for thtl most part obscure 
and doubtful. The first years are naturally almost unrecorded ; 
nnd injudicious writers of memoirs have increased the obscurity 
by mi~statements. Napoleon bimsdf at St. Helena was often 
deliberately misleading in bis references to his youth. We have 
now, however, reached a point at which we begin to receive 
abundance of historical light. Up to this poiC&t there had been 
no certainty as to Napoleon's nationality, his politics, or even 
his profession. As late as 1793, he was still more Corsican than 
French. When he definitely adopted the J.4'rench side, he threw 
himFelf into the ultra-Jacobin party, although he had been 
e<luc:ite<i a$ a noble at the expense of the French king. An 
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officer who had been dismissed from the army three times within 
ten years from the date of his first commission, be could hardly 
feel very ..:onfident of bis career as a soldier. Now, however, all 
is changed. We find him at the age of twenty-six holding high 
office under the most moderate and stable government that 
}'ranee had seen since the beginning of the revolution; and his 
office is in the profession of arms, in which he has already made 
a decided mark. From this time his career was one of unbroken 
prosperity until he attained his apogee. Had the young 
general yet shown any sign of the moral qualities ~ bich marked 
his manhood 1 Yes. In weighing the alternatives of action 
on the 13th Vendemi11ire he already showed that resolution and 
belief in himself which was subsequently, perhaps, his strongest 
characteristic. As he himself said in later years "how could he 
devote himself to be the scapegoat of so many crimes to which he 
was a stranger 1 .... The defeat of the Convention would be 
the triumph of the foreigner ; it would seal the shame and 
slavery of the country. 'fhis sentiment, his twenty-five years, 
his confidence in his powers, and his destiny decided him.'' The 
early writings which we have mentioned are crude enough, but 
they prove the literary feeling (or shall we say, the literary 
ambition 1) which he always cherished; and they show many 
signs of his strong ideality. Lastly, Napoleon had already given 
evidence of that kindlier side of his nature which all his 
insolence, his eelfishness, his triumphs, his unmatched sorrows, 
could never quite obs:::ure, and which earned for him to the last 
love and devotion that are difficult for us comprehend. During 
the early yt-arR of poverty and danger he had shown himselt' 
a most affectionate son aud brother. His father having died in 
1785, he became in boyhood the mainstay of his family. He 
helped them, not only from 11is scanty purse, but also with his 
brain, devoting much time to the education of his brother Louis. 
With Joseph, who remained to the end his favourite brother, 
he maintained an ample and most affectionate correspondence, 
which harmonizes perfectly with a remarkable exchange of 
feeling between the brothers long after in lSOG, when Joseph 
wrote: 

The glorious Emperor will never make up to me for the Napoleon 
whom I so loved, and whom I hope to meet again in Elysium, as 
I knew him twenty years ago. 

And Napoleon answered: 

I regret that you hope to meet your brother only in Elysium. 
It is clear that at forty he has Mt the E11me feeling for you as 
at twelve; but he ha~ a more rl!al, n strnngl!r foelin3 for you. 
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And let it be remembered that his first thought in his first 
elevation was to send large sums of mont1y to his family, and to 
provide posts for his brothers. It was only when degraded by 
the gross egotism of his later life that he could 11ay, "I love no 
one, except Joseph a little, and him only because he is my elder 
brother." 

Napoleon now began to enjoy some of the pleasures which 
attend power and wealth. All that was loveliest and live
liest in Paris thronged around Barras; and in his house the 
young general made liis first acquaintance with the Creole widow, 
Josephine Bt>anharnais. She was not bE>autiful; her reputation 
was not quite unspotted; she was six years older than Napoleon. 
NeverthE>less, she inspired him with a passion which appears 
almost comic in its ardour, and which opens up to us that part 
of his disposition which was least selfish. They were married 
in March 1796, Napoleon having received the chief command 
of the army of Italy a fortnight bP.fore, and leaving his bride for 
the seat of war two days afterwards. It has often be~n said 
thn.t this wa.c; a 1nariage de convenance, that Barras gave Napo
leon the command as a price of ridding him of Madame Beau
barnais. Even Marmont says that Napoleon thought that he 
was making "by this marriage a greater step in the social order 
than when, sixteen years later, he shared his bed with the 
daughter of the Coosars." Barras did undoubtedly use his intlu
ence, both in furthering the marriage, and in procuring the com
mand. It is, however, easy to prove that the marriage was one 
of passionate love on Napoleon's side. Josephine, with her Creole 
laziness, was calmer, was even a little timid. Shortly before 
the marriage she had written to a friend : 

I admire the courage of the general, the extent of his knowledge of 
all sorts of things, &c. But I am frightened, I admit, at the empire 
which he ·seems to wish to exercise over all around him .•... Barras· 
says that, if I marry the geueral, he will procure him the command 
of the army of Italy. Yesterday Bonaparte, speaking to me of this 
favour, which, though not yet granted, already excites the envy of his 
hrethren in arms, said, " What need have I c,f protection ? They 
will all be too happy one day if I will grant them mine. My sword 
is 00 my side and with it I shall go far." 

Was this boast a mere piece of ordinary self-assertion, or was 
it a prophetic self-confidence 1 In his later years the Emperor 
stated that it was only after Lodi that he felt that he might be. 
come a leading actor on the political stage. It may Le remem
bered that to Josephine, too, it had Leen prophesied in childhood 
that slie should wear a crown and end unhappily. This fact is 
beyond doubt. Ali~ou distinctly afserts tl1at he heard it m 
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1801, three years before the coronation. And Lewis Goldsmith 
published it in 1810 when it had been fulfilled only in part. 

Here, hy way of cuntrast to Joaephine's calmness, is a letter 
to her from Napoleon. It is undated, but as it is addressed to 
.Madame Beauharnais, it must have been written shortly before 
their marriage. The spelling is odd ; so is the confusion of tu, 
and i·ous :• 

I awake full of thee. Thy portrait and the memory of the intoxi
cating evening of yesterday ha,·e left no rest to my senses. Sweet and 
incomparable Josephine, what a wondrous effect (quell effet biz:m·e) 
you work on my heart! .... Thou wilt start at noon and I shall 
see thee in 3 hours. Meanwhile, mio dolce nmor, receive a thousand 
kisses, but give me none, for it burns my blood. 

This is certainly the letter of a lover, not that of a man con
templating a marriage of interest. After marriage, his letters 
from Italy are even more ardent. Three weeks after he left her 
he writes:-

1 put my hand on my heart, your portrait is there. I look at it and 
for me love is absolute happiness, and everything smiles except the 
time that I see myself absent from my love ..... By what art have 
you been able to captivate my faculties to concentrate my moral exist
~nce in yourself. It is a charm, my sweet love, which will end only 
with my life. To live ior Josephine, that is the history of my lifo . 

. . . To Barras, Sussi, l\fadame Tallien kind regards; to .Madame 
Chateaurenard ,he ordinary civilities; to Eugene and Hortense real 
love. 

Adieu. I devote my sleep to you. Sleep consoles me. It places 
you at my side. I lock you in my arms. But on waking, alas! I 
am 300 leagues away from you. Kind regards to Baras (sic), to 
'!'alien (sic), and his wife. • 

I am not satisfied. Your last letter is cold aa friendship. I do not 
find in it that fire which illumines your look. But how absurd of 
me; I found that your earlier letter oppressed (opresait) my soul too 
much. . • • . I wished for colder letters, but they give rue the iciness 
of death, the fear of not being loved by Josephine. The idea of find
ing her inconstant ..... But I am making troubles for myself. I 
have so many real ones that I need not create more ..... You do 
not speak of your wretched stomach; I hate it. Adieu. 

In April and Moy, while subduing the Sardinian king and 
fighting at Lodi, he presses her to j1,in him for a short time. She 
is in bad health; and as she lH'sitates, fearing the long jot1mey 

~ In subsequent letters he invariably usrs ftt. We have med the ordi
nary English form in our trauslatious. 
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and, perhaps, the clash of arms, he yields to the jealousy which 
besets him so often, and he writes to Carnot : 

I am in despair. My wife does not come. She has some lover who 
detains her at Paris. I curse all women. 

In June he wrote again to Josephine, and mentioned a hope 
the realization of which would have altered the destinies of the 
world: • 

:\Iy life is a perpetual nightmare (cochemar). You are ill! You 
are enceinte, nnd I cannot see you I This idea confounds me. I 
im!lgine that you have sent for (/ait appeller) Hortense. I love this 
amiable child a thousand times more since I think she can console you 
a little. As for me there is no consolat-ion ..... Your portrait and 
your letters are incessantly before my eyes. All my thoughts are 
concentrated in your alcove, in your bed, on your heart. Your india
position occupies me night and day. 

On the 20th of June (Josephine, as it happened, bad started 
from Paris on the day before) he writes: 

Some day perhaps when I see you-for I do not doubt you are still 
at Paris-I will show you my pockets full of letters which I have not 
sent you because they were too stupid. . . . . You were to start on 
the 24th of May. Simpleton that I was, I named the 13th, as if a 
pretty woman could abandon her habits, her friends, and Madame 
Tallien, and a dinner at Baras' (sic), and a new piece at the theatre. 
and Fortune (a pet dog b,·longi11g to Josepl,ine), yes, Fortune, you 
love him much more than your husband: for the latter you have only 
a little esteem. . . . . But laugh at me, remain at Paris, have love~ 
let everybody know it,, never write-well I will love you ten times 
more. This is not madness. But do not tell me that you are ill
and then your illness ? and then the little one who stirred llO much as 
to cause you pain 7 But you have passed Lyons! You will be at 
Turin on the 28th I 

In reading these letters we recognize the influence of Rousseau, 
and also of Werthers Leiden, which Napoleon had studied 
through and through, as he himself told Goethe. But while he 
was inditing these tender epistles, General Bonaparte wrote 
other papers of a very different natui-e. On taking up the 
command in March, he issued his famous appeal to the ambition 
and greed of his troops, which gives a foretaste of the reckless 
want of principle which in later yeal's he evinced when he dis
posed of lands and peoples : 

Soldiers, you are ill-fed and almost naked. The Government owes 
you much : it can do nothing for you. Your patience, your courage 
do you honour, but they bring you neither gain nor glory. I am 
going to lead you into the most fertile plains of the world; you will find 
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there large towns and rich plains, you will find there honour, glory, 
and wealth. 

We may condemn this proclamation as grossly immoral; we 
may Fay that it was an absurd one to address troops who were 
engaged in carrying out the principles of the Edict of Fraternity; 
but, as an excitement to the soldiers to n·gard their General as 
their Providence, it was irresistible. Napoleon held out the same 
bait of profit from the war to the Directory, which he knew to 
be in constant need of money. By this means he secured the 
retention of his command, and that un<ler conditions of inde
pen<lence which no other general of the Republic enjoyed, He 
tells them that he should want some millions from the Duke of 
Parma: 

He will make you proposals of peace. Do not come to conclusions 
at once, so that I may have time to make him pay for the campaign. 

The Directory eagerly entered into the spirit of these pro
posals. Works of art were almost as welcome as money. One 
of their despatches to the General suggests that: 

If Rome makes advanccF, the first thing to require is that the Pope 
orders at once public prayers for the prosperity of the French army. 
Some of his fine monuments, his statues, his picturee, his medals, his 
libraries, his silver rnadonnas, and even his bells, will compensate us 
for the expense which your visit to him will have cost us. 

Being too sensible and too economical to waste the cost of 
freight on worthless goods, the General writes on the 6th of 
May:-

It -would be useful if you sent me three or four known artists to 
select what it is advisable to take aud send to Paris. 

But the General will tolerate plunder and violence only on 
behalf of the State. He "sees with horror the frightful pillage 
to which perverse men abandon themselves." It makes him 
" blush to be a man." He orders the generals to shoot officers 
or men who gave a bad example; and, as this is not done with 
sufficient severity, he, in an order of the day, points out the 
danger of pillage, and bribes the soldiers Ly a promise to levy 
contributions on the countries which would enable him to issu& 
half their pay in silver. 

Early in May the Directory announced to the General its 
intention of dividing his army. One half was to remain in the 
North under Kellermann, while Bonaparte, with the other half,. 
marched on Rome and Southern Italy. This despatch reached 
him just as he was gaining the battle of Lodi. That victory, he 
said in after years, caused in him the first thought of high 
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ambition ; this pasaion manifested itself at once in a disposition 
to resist the proposals of the Directors, both as to the division of 
his command and as to the expedition to the South ; and at the 
same time to put up no longer with the Commissaires du 
Gouvernernent, who were such a thorn in the side to other 
generals of the Republic. Four days after Lodi, he writes to the 
Director Carnot :-

If. you impose on me hindrances of all kinds, if I have to refer all 
my measures to the Commissioners of the Governmfnt . . . do not 
expect any more good . . . It is indispensable that you have a general 
who has your confidence entirely. If this be not I, I will not com
plain ; I will double my zeal in order to earn your esteem in whatever 
post you may entrust to me. Each has his own way of waging war. 
General Kellermann has more experience and will wage it better than 
I. But both together we should wage it very badly. 

This letter was long discussed by the Directors. They saw 
that the triumphant general y;as becoming a power, and feared 
for their own authority in the prestige of so many victories. As 
Bonaparte continued to send home reports of further successes, 
and further remittances of money and other treasure, they were 
forced to yield. On May 28, they accept the general's proposals 
and leave him the greatest latitude. He gives no more hints of 
resigning until I\ year and a half later; on the other hand, we 
find him very soon (July, 1796) writing to a Commissaire du 
Gouvernement as follows :-

The demand which you have made, Citizen Commissioner, on 
General V :m is contrary to the instructions which the Government 
has given me. I beg you to keep henceforward within the limits of 
the functions which arc assigned to you by the Government of the 
Executive Directory ; otherwise I Fhould be obliged to forbid obedi
ence to your demands by an army order . . . I know well that you 
will repeat the remark that I am going to act like Dumouriez. It is 
clear that a general who has the presumption to command the army 
which the Government has entrusted to him, and to give orders with
out permission from the Commissioners, cannot be anything but a 
conspirator. BoNArARTE. 

Here we see plainly enough the spirit of the Firat Consul, who so 
completely overshadowed his two colleagues, and of the sovereign 
who could brook no equal. But tha letter not only shows the 
strong will and self-confidence of the man; it proves a wondrous 
courage, if we take into consideration the relations between the 
generals and Commissaires du Gouvernernent at times shortly 
anterior to its date. 

In July he l'eceived the longed for visit of his wife, who 
remained with him for about a week. It was theu, apparently, 
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that J osephine's indifference to her husband ceased, and that the 
fire of his love, and the glory of his achievements forced from 
her that affection which never ended, and which never allowed 
Napoleon's affection for her to end, until her death. Fortunate 
is the man who possesses the love of a woman who has a good 
heart and a good head; and such Josephine undoubtedly ha<l. 
If not beautiful, she was graceful and attractive; if not talented, 
she wns full of tact and good sense. It may be that we have to 
overlook errors in the earlier part of her career; but it should be 
remembered that that portion of her life was passed in a period 
when neither religion nor any other standard of conduct was 
recognised. Josephine was never belo\v the average of those 
about her; we have indeed many reasons for placing her above 
them; and more than this we have IJO right to demand from any 
human being. With her kindliness and grace, then, and with 
her good sense, she gained and held Napoleon's love to the end. 
Though he wns a man of many amours, there is no evidence that 
he ever really loved any other woman, and it would seem that, 
with perhaps one exception, of which we shall speak later, no 
other woman ever really loved him. At St. Helena Napoleon 
praised her as the best friend man ever had ; she regarded sub
mission, devotion, and obligingness; he said, as the best policy 
of a wife. He constantly i:poke slightingly of women : 

If one did not get old, I would never wish for a wife. 
The first womnn in the world is the one who hns borne most children. 
Love is the occupation of the idle man, the distrnction of the soldier, 

the shipwreck of the sovereign. 

But we may be sure that he was thinking of the dead Josephine 
when in his solitude at St. Helena, deserted by his wife, bereft 
of his child, he said : 

In a great crisis it is the lot of woman to soften our reverses.~ 

Josephine was the only woman whom he ever allowed to in• 
fluence him ; and it would have been better for him had he done 
so even more often. There is a pretty sketch in "Bourrienne's 
.Memoirs," which shows us Joi;ephine sitting on the knees of her 
husband, the First Consul, and saying: " I beg you, Bonaparte, 
not to be made king. It is that horrid Lucien who urges you 
to it." The same book tells us also how she implored her 
husband to spare d'Enghieu, and received the furious answer, 
"Meildle with what concerns you! These are not women's 
matters!" Nor was it a woman's matter, perhaps, years later, 
that Napoleon was a deserted exile in Elba, while victorious 
monarchs gathered respectfully around the chamber in which 
Josephine was dying. 

The union of the spouses in July, I 796, was only of short 
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duration. The movements of the Austrians brought it to an 
end. As they parted, the General said to her, " W urmser shall 
plly dearly the tears which he causes you." Josephine reLired 
to Lucca, whero she was received with the greatest honours. 
The separation causes a renewal of the ardent letters. Imme
diately afterwards Napoleon writes that he has been sad ever 
since he left her : 

I recall incessantly to my mind your kisses, your tears, your amiable 
jealousy; and the charms of the incomparable Josephine kindle always 
a live and burning flame in my soul and in my senses. Ever since I 
have known you I have adored you more and more every day. That 
proves how false is the saying that love comes all at once. 

On the same day (13th of November) on which he writes to 
the Directory a despairing despatch, after the unsuccessful 
combat of Caldiero, he playfully tells his wife that he no longer 
loves her: 

On the contrary, I detest you. You never write to me. I hope 
that soon I shall lock you in my arms, and cover you with a million 
of kisses b~ing as under the equator. 

Six days later he is in better spirits: 
I revive. The enemy is beaten at Areola. Mantua will be ours in a 

week ; and I soon shall be able in your urms to give you a thousand 
proofs of the ardent love of your husband. 

At the end of the year the Directory contemplated peace with 
Austria. Bonaparte wa.<i opposed to any sudden stoppage of his 
career of victory. He had acquired by his successes a position 
in which he felt that he was a match for the Directory, and was 
resolved to decide alone all questions of peace M well as of 
war. 'fhe time for an open breach was, however, not yet come; 
as he himself said, "the pear was not yet ripe." Accordingly he 
writes to Paris: 

Send me a reinforcement of 30,000 men, and I carry war into the 
Emperor's State~, insurrection into Hungary, and I go to Vienna. 
Then, citizen Directors, you will have the right to expect some 
millions, some successes, and a good peace. 

After driving the Austrians out of Italy, Napoleon gave his 
attention to the affairs of the Pope. The Directory wished for 
peace, but could no longer control the General. The Roman 
religion, they said, would always be "the irreconcileable foe of 
the Republic," and they would be glad to see him "destroy the 
ceutre of Roman unity." 

. This is not an order that the executive Directory gives you; it is a 
w1El1 that it forms. . . . . It relies in this matter on the zeal and 
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the prudence which have constantly guided yoa in your glorious 
career. 

This is dated the 3rd of February, 1796, less than nine months 
after the proposal to divide the General's command. Within 
three weeks the Pope had, by the treaty of Tolentino, ceded to 
France Avignon, and the northern portions of hiA Italian territory, 
as well as 15,000,000 francs. On the day of signing, Napoleon 
wrote to the Pope that the French Republic would be 

one of the truest, friends of Rome. . . •. I send my aide-de-camp 
to express to your Holiness the esteem and perfect veneration which I 
have for your perBOn. 

On the same day he writes to the Directory : 
I think that Rome, onco deprived of Bologna, Ferrara, the 

Romagna, and the thirty millions which we are taking from her, 
can no longer exist; this old machine will get out of order of 
itself. 

There is clearly no tenderness of conscience here. Of the reli
gious phase of the question it would be absurd to speak. Napoleon 
perhaps best expounded bis religious views when he said that he 
was a born Catholic just as be was a born Frenchman, and that 
he could no more think of changing his religion than of adopting 
n new nationality. His will speaks almost fervently of the 
Roman Catholic faith in which be died; but ce sont desplirases. 
As head of the State, he restored and supported the Church as 
a weapon on the side of order; but common sense and force 
were the bases of his conduct towards Church, Pope, or Faith, 
a.<1 towards other powers. He had the supreme merit of tolerance ; 
nnd he knew how to fight all foes with their own weapons. 
Here is a letter of the First Consul to the Minister of Justice 
(Oct. 16, 1803), a letter which might be perused with advantage 
by the Booth family of" _Salvation " notoriety : 

I send you, citizen minister, a letter which gives information 
agreeing with other information which I have received about Lyons, 
where it seems that there is a large number of madmen still holding to 
the sect of Con\'Ulsionists nnd Flngellants. I desire you to order the 
commissioner of police to act with the commandant of the gendarmen·e 
to have these priests and sectaries arrested some day when they 
nre nssemblcd, and to subject them to an interrogatory, separately, 
in order to discover and root out this rascality.-BoNAPARTE. 

This reminds us of another letter of the Emperor in 1S07, 
which is full of tolerance and sense. Sunday labour, he !'aid, 
was forbidden by the Fathers of the Church only to the rich ; 
nml all men were free to work on the Sabbath : 

Since you invoke authority on this matter, I am the authority, and 
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I give to all my peoples permission to continue their work without 
interruption. 

Napoleon now turned against the Austrians in the Tyrol, and 
advanced to Leoben, where, in April, alone he negotiated the 
preliminaries of peace against four representatives of the Holy 
Roman Empire. He has plainly told us what he thought of this 
august boJy iu a letter to the Directory of May 1797 : 

'l'o overthrow the Germnnic body is to lose the ndvantage of the 
Rhine; for it is to put ten or twelve niillions of inhabit.ants into 
the hands of two powers for which we now care equally little. If 
the Germanic body did not exist, it would be necessary to create it for 
our own convenience. 

Here is plain good sense with a vengeance ; and it is 
happy for Europe that the Germans have seE:n the wisdom 
of being taught even by their enemy. By the preliminaries 
of Leoben, the Austrian Netherlands (Belgium) and the 
Ionian Islands were to he ceded to France ; the Emperor 
recognized the French view of the limiti; of France, and also 
the constituting of Northern Italy into the Cis-Alpine Republic 
under French protection, and was, in return, to receive 
compensation in the trans-Adriatic provinces of the neutral 
Republic of Venice I The Emperor also bound himself by a 
secret article to provide in Germany for the German princes 
who were dispossessed on the Rhine. This was, indeed, 
illdependent action, independent not only of the Directory, but, 
of the rights of nations, of all ordinary morality. Bonaparte had 
by this time come to appreciate bis real position. In May be 
said, "Do you think that it is for the aggrandisement of the 
lawyers of the Directory, the Carnots, the Barras, that I triumph 
in Italy-that I want to found a republic 1 • A republic of thirty 
millions with our morals and vices ! 'fhe nation wants a chief 
covered with glory, not theories of government, and phrases." 
In a similar spirit, and at about the same time, he discussed 
constitutional government with M. Collot, who survived to write 
a dreary poem on Napoleon's fall half-a-century later. " What," 
he said, "is a strong government 1 It is that which has a well
defined useful aim, the will to await that aim, the strength to 
make that will triumph, and lastly the intelligence necessary for 
directing that force." We see here that Napoleon could speak 
the plain truth very clearly when he thought fit to do so; and 
in these two speeches he evidently expressed bis real thoughts. 
1'he speeches mean this: at Paris there is a feeble divided Lody 
of men ,vho are all either pettifogging rascals or dreamers. 
There ought to be a government that knows what it wants, that 
has the will and power to attain what it wants, and the wisdom 
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to guiJe that power. And we may be sure that in giving this 
description of a desirable government, he was quite aware that 
it applied with remarkable accuracy to General Bonaparte. In 
the demand for the Ionian Isles, which appears so surprising at 
first sight, wo perceive the first expression of that dream of 
Eastern conquest, which to the la11t exercised such fascination 
over Napoleon's mind. Of Constantinople he once said: 

Russia wants Con,;tantinople. It is too precious a key. It alone 
is worth an Empire. He ,vho possesses it can govern the world. 

As we have seen, he bad proposed a mission to Turkey before 
the expedition of Egypt was broached ; and, at St. Helena, he 
still grieved over his failure against Acre. 

The summer was spent by Bonaparte with Josephine at Mom
bello, near Milan, where they, held a court of considerable 
brilliancy. From this place he wrote in August 1707 to Canova, 
a man to whom the great Napoleonic legend owes not a little : 

I learn, sir, that you are deprived of the pension which you enjoyed 
at Venice. The French Uepublic makes a special case of great talents. 
. . . As a celebrated artist, you have a right to the protection of the 
army of Italy. I have just ordered that your pension be paid. 

The whole Bonaparte family became great patrons of Canova 
in after years. On one occasion we hear the Emperor say to the 
sculptor, "What ! sit again ! How wearisome ! " And this 
rewinds us of Haydon's story of the Duke of Wellington, who, 
when Bailey, the sculptor, came lnte to a sitting, "lifted both 
hands above his white head, and cursed all sculptors and painters, 
declaring that he had sat four hundred thousand times to 
artists." 

The negociations with Austria continued. The General had 
found a pretext for occupying Venice" until tlrn Venetian Govern
ment should declare that it no longer needed foreign aid." He 
impresses on the Directory that : 
The islands of Corfu, Zante, and Cephalonia nre more interesting to 
us than all Italy .... The time is not distant when we shall perceive 
that in order really to destroy England we must take possession of 
Egypt. 

Here wo have a very decided exhibition of the Anglomania which 
became so ungovernable an impulse in his subsequeut life, and 
which i$ so difficult to understand in a man of so much common 
sense. No colllmentator has explained it. Some have attributed 
it to anger on account of his failure in Egypt; but here we see 
that it existed long before the Egyptian expedition, which indeed 
Napoleon fostered in consequence of bis hatred of England. 
Professor Seeley regards it as simply the passion of his life, 
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without attempting to account for it; but this is hardly reason
able. To us it seems more probable that the English occupation 
of Corsica, and the English welcome of hie quondam friend, 
Paoli (who lies in Westminster Abbey), made him hate us so 
wildly. But, whatever may have been its cause, it is certain that 
Napoleon's detestation of Englund arose early in his life, and that 
it grew with hie life. It was almost as keen in 1797 as in 1805, 
when he wrote that "he needed only to be master of the sea for 
six hours for England to cease to exist ; " or, later in the same 
year, when he said to a medallist who submitted to him a design 
in which the French eagle was annihilating the English leopard: 
" How can you say this? I cannot put a fishing-boat to sea but 
the English seize it. Melt that medal ! " 

Meanwhile, troubles were gatheriug in Paris. In June the 
representative Dumolard had in the Council of Five Hundred 
condemned Bonaparte's proceedings in Venice. The General 
loi1t patience. "He could not have expected," he writes: 

thnt the manifesto, inspired by an emigre, and paid for by England, 
should gain more credit in the Council than the testimony of 80,000 
men and his own. 

He complains, alluding to a Paris club, that bis life is threatened 
by the "daggers of Clichy;" but: 
I warn you, 1md I speak in the name of 80,000 soldiers, the time when 
cowardly lawyers and wretched chatterers had soldiers guillotined is 
past; and if you force them to it, the soldiers of Italy will come to 
the barrier of Clichy with their general; but woe to you I 

After this, it is not surprising to find Bonaparte's follower 
Augereau purging the Directory by force of arms on the 4th of 
September (18 Fructidor). On the 13th of the same month he 
writes to the Foreign Minister at Paris a very bold and charac
teristic despatch : 

Why should we not take possession of Malta? With the island 
of St. Pierre ( ceded to us by Sardinia), Malta and Corfu, we should be 
masters of the whole Mediterranean. If it happened that in our peace 
with England we had to cecle the Cape, we should then have to take 
possession of Egypt .... With armies like ours, in which all creeds 
are equal, Mahomctan, Coptic, Arab, &c., all is indifferent to us. We 
shall respect one as much as the other. 

Bonaparte is thus already a Government-maker; he already has 
sketched several of his future achievements. The newly con
stituted Directory having shown signs of interfering with his policy 
in Italy, he writes (22nd September) to offer his resignation; his 
health is bad ; and the country being now tranquil "he could 
without disadvantag.:J leave the post in which be bad been placed." 
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The feint was successful. The Directory humbly implored him to 
retain his post, and caused a letter to be sent to him which 
is perhaps the strangest of all State-papers : 

Citizen-General, you are mistaken about the Directory. Perhaps 
the Government commits many faults, perhaps it does not always see 
as clearly into matters as you do; but with what Republican docilil!I 
it has received your observations I 

In September the general moved from l\fombello to Passeriano, 
a small town half-way between Vienna and Trieste, where the 
negotiations with Austria went on slowly. The Directory on 
the 8th of September laid down as the terms of peace that France 
should have the Rhine, that Mantua should belong to the Cis
Alpine Republic, an<l that Venice should not fall to Austria. 
Bonaparte had, howevtir, determined on con:litions more favour
able to France and to Austria, by which the latter Power should 
have Venice and tlie line of the Adige, France that of the Rhine 
to Mainz, with Belgium an<l the Ionian IslanJs, while the Cis
Alpine Republic received Mantua only. 'fhe Directory on the 
29th of September again sent orders that were more gentrou~ to 
Italy. Bonaparte was obstinately bent on his own plan1;; but 
the season was advancing. On the 13th of October the hills were 
covered with snow. He said to his secretary, Bourrienne : "It 
is finished. I shall make peace. Venice will pay for th,, 
cost of the war and the Rhine frontier. The Directory and 
the lawyers may say what they like." He at once sought to 
force Cobtintzl, the Austrian negotiator. Troops were moved 
here and there as if for an advance. On the 16th, in an inter
view with Cobentzl, he seized a porcelain vase, dash~d it on the 
ground, with the word11, "Thus I will break up your monarchy 
within a month," and abruptly quitted the room. This act of 
intimidation succeeded ; the treaty was signed on the next 
day. In the course of the following month Napoleon quitted 
Italy for Paris. He passed by way of Rastatt, where a congress 
was assembled for the carrying out of the treaty. Here he met 
the Swede Ferseo, whose name ia so romantically attached to 
that of Marie Antoinette and the flight to Varennes: 

The Baron de Fersen came to see me, surrounded by :ill the absur
dities of a courtier of the iliil-de-btnif. I said to him: "Xo, sir; the 
French Republic will not permit men who are too well known for 
their connection with the old Court of France, to come and defy the 
:Ministers of the first people of the world.'' 

At Paris, where he arrived on the 5th, he was received with 
the greatest enthusiasm. He was elected of the Institut, an 
hononr of which he was always proud, and to which Napoleon 
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III. aspired in vain. The public joy over his treaty 11ilenced the 
discontent of the Directory, and he was at once nominated to 
the command of the army of England. The appointment np
pears to have caused little excitement in this country. The 
archbishops and bishops indeed resolved that the clergy should 
not accept commissions or be enrolled in any military corps, a 
prohibition which Dr. Warre of Eton seems to have overlooked. 
A hasty inspection of the northern ports in February 1798 leads 
Bonaparte to the conclusion that France is not sufficiently strong 
at sea for an invasion. The long nights of winter would be 
necessary. Now it would b9 better to attack England in Ger
many or the Levant. It would be better still if peace could be 
made with her during the Congress of Rastatt, so that better 
terms could be exacted from Germany. In April he urges that 
by September they could have 400 gunboats at Boulogne and 
35 ships of war at Breste. With the Dutch ships and those 
from the Mediterranean, they could have 50 ships at Breste by 
November, and could then land an army anywhere in England: 

'Ihe invasion of England executed in this way in November or 
December would be almost sure of success ..... The expedition to 
the East will force England to send some ships to the l\Ie<literrancan 
or India. 

1'r e have already seen how constantly his mind turned towards 
the East. It must have been difficult to persuade the Directory 
to undertake so distant an expedition. They were, however, 
probably anxious to be rid of so formidable a rival as the youn~ 
general, and the dazzling nature of the French successes in Italy 
made everythin~ seem possible and easy. For his part the 
General saw in this expedition the means to his own end. As he 
said at St. Helena: 

In order that he might b1:coma master of France, it was necessary 
that the Dirt>ctory should suffer reverses in his absence, and that his 
return should bring victory back to our flags. 

This prophecy was certainly made after the event; but it may 
be taken as representing his mind in 1798. After the orders 
for the expedition were given, new difficulties with Austria arose, 
and Napoleon began to hesitate; and it bas been affirmed that 
be then contemplated the overthrow of the Directory. How
ever that may be, the Directors summoned the General and 
onlered him to set out at once. Napoleon once more spoke of 
his resignation; but on the Director Rewbell offering him a pen, 
with the words," Write it, General; the Republic has other chil
dren who will not desert it," he changed his tone. The expedi
tion, which had orders to take possession of "Malta and Egypt, 
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to Jrive the English from all their Eastern possessions, and to 
cut the Isthmus of Suez," sailed from Toulon on the 19th of May 
1703. From that day until his fall in 1814, Napoleon may be 
said to have brooked no earthly superior. 

After seizing l\lalta, the French forces proceeded to Alex
andria. The General at once issued to his troops one of those 
declamatory addresses with which he knew so well how to stir 
their imaginations. Hints as to conduct, promises of reward, 
historical allusions: all were well chosen. 

The peoples among whom we are about to enter treat their women 
otherwise than as we do. But in all countries he who uses violence 
is a monster. Pillage enriches only a small number: it dishonours us . 
. . . 'l'heir first town was built by Alexander. We shall find memories 
worthy to stir the rivalry of Frenchmen. 

To the Egyptians he promises more than toleration of their re
ligion, and he incites them agaiust the foreign military caste 
of the Mamelnkes: 

Is there a beautiful woman ? 8he belongs to Mamelukes .... Did 
we not destroy the Pope? Did we not destroy those foolish Knights 
of Malta, because they thought God wished war against Mussulmans? 
'l'hrice happy those who are on our side; they will prosper in fortune 
and rank .... But thrice woe tu those who arm for the Mamelukes 
and fight against us. There will be no hope for them; they will 
perish!•• 

Three weeks after lauding, he aJdressed to his brother Joseph 
the following letter, the most extraordinary of all his writings 
which have come down to U!I. \Ve copy it as exactly us 
Napoleon's handwriting allows:* 

"Le Caire le 7 Thermidor (2:ith July, li98). 
Tu vairas dans Jes papiers publics la relation des b:itailles et de la 

conqucte de l'Egypte qui 1\ ete assc dispute poar ajouter une feui!le a 
la gloire militaire de cette armce. L-:?gyptJ est le p:iys le plus riche 
en hie, ris, legumes, viande, qui existe sur la terre la barbaric est a 
son comble. II n'y a point dargcnt pas meme pour solder les troupes. 
Je pense etre en france <lans 2 mois. Je te recommande mes interet:1 
-j'ai beaucoup, beaucoup de chagrin domcstique car le voile est 
entieremen levce, toi seul me reste sur la tcrrc ton nmitie mest bien 
chcre. il ne me reste plus pour devenir misantrope qu It la perdre et 

• Napoleon, like the late Lord Brougham, wrote so b~dly. and contracted 
his worJs 110 boldly, that it is generally impossible to tell ex.aclly how hi, 

spelt, especially in the fiual syllables. We have, therefore, inserted in this 
copy only such peculiarities of spclli?1g, accentuation, and punctuation as 
are pcrfeclly unmistakeable iu the original, uow preserved in the British 
Museum. 
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te voir me thrair-cest une triste position que d'avoir alafois tous le3 
sentiments pour une mcme personne dans eon creur. tu mentend I fa.is 
en sorte quej'uye une campagne a mon arrivee s)it pres de Paris ou en 
bourgogne je compte y pa.~ser l'hiver et m'y enterer je suis annuie de 
la nature humaine ! j'ai besoin de solitude et disolem~nt la grandeur 
rn'anuie, le sentimen est desseche, la gloire est fade, a 2~ nns j' ai tout 
epuise. ii ne me reste plus qu'a devenir bien vraiment 1'~go1ste. Je 
cornpte garder m:i maison jamais je ne la donnerai a qni que ce eoit. 
Je n'ai plus que de quoi vivre? Adieu mon unique ami je n'ai jamais 
cte inju11te envers toi ! tu me dois cette justice malgre le desir de 
rnon cceur de Ietre tu mentend ! " 

The letter ends thus at present; bnt in a copy of it published 
by Lewis Goldsmith, in 1810, is added a PS.: "ambrasse ta 
fomme pour moi ; •• and there are i;igns of the bottom of the 
Rheet on which the original is written having heen cut off. It 
has Napoleon's official seal, a figure of the Republic with the 
legend " Bonaparte General en Chef,'' and it is addressed:-

Au citoyen Joseph Bonaparte, 
Depute au conseil des 500, 

Paris. 
The ship which bore it, with other despatche!!, was captured 

Ly the English fleet. This particular letter was not placed with 
the ordinary correspondence ; and it still bears an endorsement 
by Nelson, in the excellent upright writing which he adopted 
after the loss of his arm, " Found on the person of the courier.'' 
The Tory Government of the day, in publishing the Intercepted 
Letters, was generous to omit the personal portion of this 
document. 

Before such a letter the mind is almost staggered. It is clear 
that it was written after the arrival of rumours of light conduct 
on Josepliine's part. Bou1Tienne asserts that it was read to him 
before it was despatched ; he also names J unot as the candid 
friend who made the revelations. We cannot, however, place 
much reliance on his evi<lence, as he describes the fatal conver
sation as taking place at El Arysh, a place which Napoleon never 
saw until February 1799. Napoleon, he says, came to him 
after the conversation, with the words" Jene sais pas ce que je ne 
<lonnerais pas pourque ce que Junot m'a dit ne fut pas vrai, tant 
j'aime cette femme." He talked of divorce, aud finally said," J e 
vais ecrire a Joseph." Bourrienne says that he adviseJ patience, 
and suggested that letters to France might be intercepted. Now 
it appears a little too improbable that Napoleon should threaten 
to write to Joseph six mouths after he had actually taken that 
step in precisely similar circumstances. 

With regard to the contents of the letter, the question of 
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Josephine's character appears of infinitesimal importanc~ in 
comparison with the gigantic possibilities shadowed forth by 
Napoleon's suggested retirement at the age of twenty-nine. We 
know that the .Emperor once said that Josephine had no right 
on hn part to be severe on bis infidelities. ·whether she was 
innocent, or whether her husband pardoned injuries, is of little 
importance' ; it is certain that he loved and honoured her during 
his whole subsequent life. But wheu we try to conceive what 
the fate of the world might hava Leen had Napoleon perma
nently withdrawn to a little house "in Burgundy" in 1 793, we 
shrink appalled from the vast t-ffort. That visionary little house 
may be added to Cleopatra's nose and Cromwell's grain of sand 
among the trifle~ on which the destinies of the world have huug. 
Lt>t us, however, rather return to the realities. 

In August, Ly a quaint whim, Bonaparte founded the Institiit 
d' J!-'gypte, becoming himself a member of the mathematical 
section. It should be remembered that he h11d taken a body 
of distiuguished antiquarians with him, and that the Description 
9e11e1·ale de l' Egypte is not the least of the glories of the 
Empire. 'fhe easy occupation of Lower Egypt was followed 
by the march into Syria. In this advance occurred the mas
sacre of 2000 Turkish prisoners at Jaffa., at which place also 
Napoleon on his retreat poisoned some fifty or sixty of his own 
men who were stricken with plague! At Elba, Napoleon 
asserted that the 'l'urkish prisonerR had broken their parole ; 
but there is no evidence for this statement, and he him5elf 
added: 

I could not tuke them with me, for I was short of food, and they 
were too dangerous to let loose. 

l\larmont approved of hoth these acts ! 
Of his failure hefore St. Jean d'Acre, little need be said. 

Napoleon, in after-life, constantly referr~d to it with bitterness. 
If he had captured that place, he said, adopting Pascal's famous 
words, the face of the world would have been changed : he 
would have become emperor of the whole East : a grain of sand 
had ruined all his plans. Shortly after his forced return to 
Egypt, he received letters from his brother Joseph, by the hands 
of a Greek who bore the subsequently famous name of Bourbaki. 
These letters informed him of the disasters which France had 
sustained in his absence. He returned home with all pos5ible 
speed. He landed in France on the 9th October, and reached 
l'aris on the 16th. 'l'he failure of the Egyptian campaigns was 
not known in France; on the other hand there had Leen endless 
reverses nearer home. All hopes were raised by the arri\'nl of 
the young hero. Napoleon saw that the hour that he l1ad 1:1u 
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longed for haJ arrived, and he gathereJ round him all those who 
were discontented with the Directorv. He showed himself to 
the crowd as little as possible, and generally wore civil costume. 
0,1 the 9th and 10th of November (18 and 19 Brumaire), being 
a little over thirty years old, with the support of a military 
conspiracy, he overthrew the discredited Government, aud seized 
the power which he hel<l unquestioned for nearly fifteen years 
to come. 

The narration of the gigantic incidents which followed is 
beyond the province of this paper. In our endeavour to place 
before our readers Napoleon's way of regarding his own circum
stances, thus far, we have made only the most scanty selection 
from the enormous mass of material at command. We have 
been compelled by the limits of our space almost to ignore his 
relations with his own family, which are of a most interesting, 
and often touching, nature. We hope to have au opportunity 
at a later time of returning to this subject. We shall be more 
than satisfied if these pages have induced some of our readers to 
interest themselves in Napoleon's personal character. The clear
sightednees, the strong self-will, and the autocratic mind of the 
man are as clearly marked at the beginning of his career a.-:; they 
were when he dominated Europe. The boyish effort to be first 
in Corsica, at the risk of his commission, is of the same gambling 
spirit which prompted the Russian war of 1812. His very hatred 
of England, though probably embittered by his failure iu :Egypt. 
dates from his early youth. ,v e were the first enemies, as we 
were the last, whom he met. From the beginning to the 
end we may recognize the same fierce determination to carry 
out his will at whatever cost. We may, perhaps, fittingly 
add here a note on his extraordinary passion for detail. Even 
when at the height of power, he could apply bis authority 
to the most curiously minute matters. An actor of the Theatre 
Fran<;ais, who was in debt, applied for leave to accept an engage
ment in London during the peace of Amiens, by which he would 
earn 1300 guineas in six months. The matter was brought before 
the First Consul, who refused permission. "When Vestris can no 
onger per form he shall have a pension. Report to me on 
Vestris and his debts." A still more quaint piece of interference 
occurs in the following letter to the wife of his stepson, Eugene, 
(::ilst of August, 180Ci): 

1\Jy daughter, I have read with pleasure your letter of the 10th of 
July. Take grent care of yoursdf in your present condition, and try 
not to give us a <laughter. I will give you tl1e recipe for that, but you 
will not believe in it: it is to drink enry day a little pure wine. 

Did any otlier conquering emperor ever gh·e r,uch advice 1 
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Another curious result of Napoleon's restless activity has been 
developed in the habit of foreign travel now so prevalent among 
Sovereigns. Before his time it was a most rare thing for a 
monarch to cross his own frontier. From the perioJ. of the 
Crusades to that of the Revolution, no French Sovereign had 
ever quitted France except in war. George III. never left 
Eng laud; and probably none of the first three Hanoverian kings 
was ever fifty miles north of London. When the allied Sove
reigns came to England in 1814, the most recent visits of great 
monarchs to our shores had been those of Charles V., Philip II., 
and Peter the Great. (We, of course, omit the ca<;e of the 
exiled Comte de Provence, the de jure Louis XVIII.) Even to
day, with the single exception of the Prince of Wales, no occupant 
or heir of a great throne bas visited America. The exaniple of 
travel has, however, been well set, and has been widely followed; 
and the credit for this improvement in the education of princes 
is mainly due to Napoleon, who was the first ruler who visited 
almost every European capital, and "interviewed" almost every 
European Sover1::ign. 

Some of our readers will have been s 1rprised by the extreme 
warmth of his correspondence with Josephine; and we propose 
before ending our paper to continue our examination of that 
correspondence, with a note on his relations with two other 
famous women, the heroic queen Louise and his second wife. 

With the Consulate new troubles began for Josephine. Her 
husband's brothers began to urge him to divorce her as soon as his 
power was established. And though he opposed their arguments, 
the idea became sufficiently familiar to him to cause his wile 
unutterable anguish. She barl, it is true, become the head of a 
court; and she was of a nature to take pleasure in the elegancies 
and splendours of lifo. Dress was a passion with her, and she 
was incessantly troubled with Jebt in consequence. But the 
dreaded idea of a separation was never absent from her mind ; 
and Napoleon tortured her by frequent infidelities. The child
less wife was a little cheered, perhaps, by his declaution io 1802, 
when he wai. made Consul for lite, that •• heredity was absurd 
and irreconcilable with the sovereignty of the people, and im
possible in France." The restoration of religion gave her new 
grounds for alarm from the fact that l1er marriage had not 
received the sanction of the Church. From this she was probably 
relieved on the eve of the coronation in 1801-, when there is 
much reason to believe that Napoleon married her ecclesiastically 
in a private ceremony. Her lif~ as Empress must have been 
strange. Amid all the theatrical splendour that he loved, Napo
leon affected a military brusqueness that must have been trying 
to her. In additiou to the ever-present personal fears, ahe could 
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not but feel alarm for the future. Still she had the consolation of 
knowing that she retained Napoleon's friendship, and at least 
something of his wandering love. For several years after hi:1 
return from Egypt they were uot plrted for any length of time. 
The Marengo campaign kept Napoleon away from Paris less than 
two m011t!is; and the next separaLion was caused by the campaign 
of Ulm and Austerlitz. His letters then again become frequent, 
though they are shorter and less passionate. Almost as soon as 
he has left St. Cloud for the seat of war, in the midst of great 
operations, he still finds time for love: 

Imperial Quarters, Ettlingen. I 0 Vend. XIV. (2nd of October, 1805) 
I nm still in good health. The great movements are beginning. I am 
well, and I love you. 

From January to September of 1806, Napoleon was again with 
Josephine. In the following month he overwhelmed Prussia, and 
ptrfectly gratuitously, as it seems to us, stained his name by his 
brutality towards the mother of the present German Emperor. 
Queen Louise was then in her thirty-first year, a devoted mother, 
and a woman of the highest principle and noblest character. 
There was no reason for connecting her specially with the policy 
of war. 'l'he first bulletin (8th of October, 1806) has this 
passage: 

The Q11een of Prussia is with the army, wearing the uniform of her 
regiment of dragoom•, writing twenty letters a day to stir up the flames 
on all sides. It is like Armida in her madness setting fire to her own 
palace. 

In the eighth bulletin (two days 11.fter Jena) he writes: 

The Emperor is lodged in the palace at Weimar, where the Queen 
of Prussia kdgcd a few days ago. It seems that what they said of her 
is true. She is a woman with a pretty face, but little intellect, 
incapable of foreseeing the Cl>neequences of what she did. 

The seventeenth lmlletin is still more offensive: 

The Emperor arrived at Potsdam on the very d.iy (and almost at 
the very hour) on which the Emperor of Russia arrived at the time of 
the journey which this prince made last year, and which has been so 
fatal to PruEsin. It was from that moment that the queen abandoned 
the care of her domestic affairs, and the grave occupations of the 
toilette in order to meddle with State affairs .... An engraving is found 
in all the ehops, which excites the laughter of the peasants. One sees 
the handsome Emperor of Russia, nt-ar him the queen, and on the 
other side the king lifting ll}' his hand. The queen herst-lf, draped in a 
shawl after the style of the London prints of Lady Hamilton, lays her 
hancl upon her heart, and seems to look at the Emperor of Russia. 
One can hardly conceive how the Berlin rolice could allow so pitiable 
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a 11atire to be published. The shade of the great Frederic could not 
but be shocked by this scandalous scene. 

In case this disgraceful insinuation should not be clear enough, 
on the 27th of October the nineteenth bulletin states that:-

Everybody admits that the queen is the author of the misfortunes 
which the Prussian nation is now suffering. Everywhere they say 
"she was so kind, so gentle a year ago; but since that fatal interTiew 
with the Emperor of Russia, how she is changed! " 

We cannot but think it a disgrace to Alexander, and still 
more to her husband, King Friedrick Wilhelm III. that a few 
months after these loathsome insult!', the queen was forced to 
meet Napoleon at Tilsit, and even to sue to him for milder 
conditions. Napoleon treated her politely, but, as he said in 
a letter which it could not have been pleasant for Josephine 
to read, the queen's entreaties " ran off him as water runs off 
oiled cloth." Queen Louise died of a broken heart three years 
later. Her son, the still living Emperor, then thirteen years 
of age, was taken to her death-bed, and saw her die. He was 
of an age fully to appreciate her sufferings; and we must read 
this painful story in order duly to recognize his greatness and 
moderation in his hour of victory sixty years afterwards. 

Between Jena and 'l'ilsit an influence of great importance 
in Napoleon's life had grown up. After the collapse of Prussia 
the Emperor seriously meditated a restoration of Polish inde
pendence with a view to the approaching campaign against 
Russia. He accordingly i;pent the months of December, 1806, 
and January, 1807, at Posen and Warsaw, As bis absence 
from Paris was to be long, it had been agreed that the Empress 
should join him, and she remained at Mainz for several weeks 
in this hope. She was, however, doomed to disappointment. 
Indeed, she was never allowed to share any of her husband's 
foreign triumphs, not even that of Erfurt, though Marie Louise 
enjoyed a hollow splendour at Dresden at the commencement 
of the Russian campaign. Napoleon writes from Posen on the 
15th of December: 

I am starting for Warsaw. I shall be back in a fortnight. I 
hope that I shall then be able to call you here. All my affairs go 
on well. 

From Warsaw a letter, dated 20th December, bas this: 

"Adieu, my dear, I should much like to see you. But I hope to 
be able to sumruon you in five or six days. 

Before the date of the next letter, which we quote, Napoleon 
bad become enamoured of a beautiful Puli~h lady of rank, who 
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seems to have been the only woman, ncept Josephine, who ever 
really loved him. Let her name remain buried in se~mly 
oblivion; to her much may bo forgiven for i;he loved much. 
Napoleon appeared to her in all the brilliancy of the god of war 
when he made her his victim. She followed her conqueror, and 
gave him, in 1810, a son who lived to become Ambassador of 
France in this country during the Crimean war. And be it 
remembered that she was faithful to her bosom's lord in 
adversity, and visited him at Elba. Josephine could not have 
heard of this amour when she wrote the letter to which our 
next quotation is a reply; but her instinct of jealousy was 
already alive : 

Pultusk, December 81, 1806 ..•. You form for yourself an idea 
of the Polish beauties which they do not deser\'e. I had for two 
or three days the pleasure of hearing Pacr, and two women who gave 
really good music .... I despise ingratitude as the vilest defect of the 
heart. I know that these people are giving you pain instead of 
consoling you. 

Warsaw, January 2, 1807 .... Your grief touches me, but you 
must submit to event,. It is too far from Mainz to Warsaw. I 
cannot then write for you to come until events enable me to return 
to Berlin. Send away these ladies to mind their own business. You 
will gain by being rid of people who must have worried you. I love 
you from my heart. 

January 7 .... I cannot conseni to expose you to so much fatigue 
and danger. Ueturn to Paris for the winter. Go to the Tuileries, 
receive, and lead the same life which you are accustomed k> lead when 
I am there. This is my wish. Perhaps I shall soon rejoin you there. 

January 16 .... Why tears, why grief? Have you then no longer 
any courage ? I am humiliated to think that my wife can distrust 
my destiny. 

Jan. 23 .... Return to Paris, be gay and satisfied. Perhaps, I too, 
shall be there soon. I laugh at your saying that you took a husband 
in order to be with him. I thought in my ignorance that the wife 
was made for the husband, the husband for the country, the family, 
and glory. Forgive my ignorance. One always learns with our fair 
dames. Adieu, my dear. Believe that it is a sacrifice for me not 
to let you come. It is a proof how precious you are to me. 

He continues to write in the same strain. A little later he 
affects to have heard something unpleasant; for in two letters 
he impresses on JoEephine not to go to the small theatres, and 
ne\'er in any but her state-box. :From Tilsit he writes (25th of 
June) of him whom he afterwards described as a "Greek of the 
Lower Empire" : 

I have just seen the Emperor Alexander. I was much pleued 
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with him. He is a very handsome and good young Emperor. He 
has more brains than people generally think. 

Napoleon passed the greater part of the two years after the 
meeting at Tilsit with Josephine. He did not allow her to share 
the glories of Erfurt, though he took bis theatre with him. The 
Queen of Westphalia, the uew wife of his brother Jerome, did, 
and received the honours of that brilliant meE:ting. '!'his lady, 
a Princess of Wirtemberg, the motht:r of the present Prince 
Napoleon, afterwards distinguished herself Ly her brave devo
tion to her husband when the Bonapartes were in adversity. 
A brief and characteristic passage occurs in a letter written by 
Napoleon to Josephine from Erfurt (9th of October, 1808): 

I was present at the Weimar ball. The Emperor Alexander danced, 
but I did not. Forty years are forty years. 

As Napoleon was then only in bis fortieth year, according to 
the received date of his birth, we wonder that Colonel Jung 
has not made a point of this letter in support of his having been 
born in 1708. It appears from the Court chronicles of this 
famous ball, that while people "admired the gracefulness of the 
august monarch or Russia, the Emperor Napoleon deigned to 
talk with several of those present. 'fhe great poets Goethe 
and Wieland also enjoyed the honour." . From other sources we 
learn something of his remarks on this occasion. 'l'o a. Frau 
von der Reck he said that he did not expect to find such beauty 
in Weimar. The lady replied that she was a Prussian in heart 
and soul. "Good," replied the Emperor; "one must stick to 
one's fatherland." To Goethe he observed, probably a p1·opos 
of a performance of Voltaire's "Mort de Cesar " a day or two 
before, that "Cresar was the greatest man in history, but for his 
unpardonable blunder in not getting rid of the men whom he 
knew to be trying to get rid of him." 

We now come to the tragedy of the divorce, and the marriage 
with the <laughter of the Crusars. Wheu Napoleon returned 
from the Wn.gram campaign he felt himself so securely est11h
lished in the height of power that he could say to his Senate : 

I was marching on Cadiz and Lisbon when I had to retrace my 
steps, and plant my eagles on the ramparts of Vienna. Three months 
have seen the rise and the termination of the fourth Punic War .... 
I must acknowledge the proofs of affection which my soldiers from 
Germany have given me. . . . . The lllyrian provinces stretch my 
vast Empire to the Save. . . . . To show my esteem for the Swiss, 
I add to my titles that of their Mediator ..... When I show myself 
beyond the Pyrenees, the frightened leopard will fly to the ocean to 
avoid shame, defeat, and death. The triumph of my arms will be the 
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triumph of the genius of good over that of evil, of moderation, order, 
and morality over civil war, anarchy, and evil passiona. 

A few days before this be had communicated to his wife the 
long-dreaded resolution of Jivorce. He of course a3Signed 
political reasons, and he made every effort to spare her feelings. 
"You know," he said," if I have loved you." On the 1/'.itb of 
December the separation was made in the presence of his family 
and the great officers of State. In that sad scene we may Le 
sure that everything was carefully prepared, save, perhaps, the 
tears of Josephine. Napoleon a<ldressed those present to the 
effect thnt political necessity and the wishes of his people 
required an heir. 

For many years I have lost hope of having children by my belc,ved 
wife, the Empress Josephine ..... Arrived at the age of forty years, 
I may indulge a reasonable hope of living long enough to rear in the 
spirit of my own thoughts the children with whom Providence may 
bless me. God knows what such a determination may cost my heart! 
But there is no sacrifice which is beyond my courage if it is for the 
good of France ..... I have notliing but praise for the attachment 
and tendernedS of my beloved wife. She has embellished fifteen yeara 
of my lite: the memory of them i~ graven for ever on my heart. She 
was crowned by my hand; she will always retain the title of EmpreBB. 
Let her never donht my feelings, or look 011 me as other than her best 
and deaHst friend. 

The unhappy Josephine was made to express her consent 
through her tt-ars. She would give France--

the happiness of being one day governed by the descendants of t!iat 
great man raised up by Providenco to efface the evils ot ""-.terrible 
revolution ..... I know what this act, commanded by i-.siicy and 
l-01iy interests, has cost his heart. . . . . I feel elevau·J by giving the 
greatest proof of attachment and devotion that e,·er was given on 
earth. 

Her son Eugene then said: 

The tears which this resolution has cost the Emperor suffice for my 
mother's glory ..... She will witness with a satisfaction mingled 
with pride the felicity that the sacrifice purchases for her country. 

In less than four months Napoleon had married the Austrian 
Archduchess l\Iarie Louise, a woman who ha<l, perhaps, the brains, 
but CE:rtaioly less than tlte heart, of a cabbage. With her he 
spent four years of the ordinary married life of sovereigns. '!'here 
is absolutely nothing to be said of her. Napoleon always spoke 
well of her, even when abandoned by her in exile, and even in 
Lis will; but diplomatic motives may have chained his to11gue. 
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It is more than probable that he knew before his death that she 
hnd forgotten him. It is certain that he must have contra.'-tecl 
her cowardly abandonment of him with the heroism with which 
the Queen of Westphalia adhered to her husband in spite of 
her father's strong pressure. He continued during his second 
marriage to visit and correspond with Josephine. On one occa
sion he agrees with a suggestion of hers on the impropriety of 
their staying under the same roof " in the first year." Two 
days after the birth of the King of Rome, he writes : 

Paris, March 22, 1811. My friend,-! have received your letter. 
I thank you. .My son is big and healthy. I hope that he will get on 
well. He has my chest, my mouth, and my eyes. I hope that he will 
fulfil his destiny. I am still very satisfied with Eugene. He has 
never given me any trouble.-N." 

In another letter he expresses delight at hearing that she is 
getting as stout M a good Norman peasant woman, and urges 
her not to make debts. 

When the crash came in 1814, Napoleon experienced the 
bitterness of solitude, which be had inflicted on Josephine. Just 
before the fall of Paris, he wrote to his brother Joseph:-

Do not leave my son, and remember that I would rather see him in 
the tieine than in the hands of the enemies of France. The story of 
Astyanax captive in the hands of the Greeks has alwaya seemed to 
mP the most unhappy fate in all history. 

His son's fate was indeed not less sad than that of the ill
fated Astyanax. Unhappy name that many a father in the first 
joy of paternity bas applied to his son, forgetful of the omens 
that so often come true ! On the eve of his departure from 
Fontainebleau for Elba, Napoleon wrote bis last (published) letter 
to Marie Louise : 

Adieu, my good Louise. You can always count on the courage, 
the cnlmness, and the friendship of your husband, N. 

A kiss to the little king. 

He never saw either again. Josephine died shortly after his 
departure. At Elba, his Polish love came to him ; but she was 
received coldly and sent away, for fear of rumours reaching the 
ears of Marie Louise. The latter made very little effort to be 
nllowed to join her husband. Oo his return to Paris in the 
Hundred Days, Napoleon hoped she would return to him. He 
i;ent his secretary, Meueval, to Vienna, and wrote (May 1, 1815) 
to Caula.incourt the following characteristic letter:-

1\leneval should send a report, dated the day after his arrival. He 
will trace the conduct of Austria, and the other powers, with regard 
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to the Empress. He will cmph:tsize the indignation of her grand
mother the Queen of Sicily on the matter. He should dwell particu
larly on the separation of the Prince Imperial from his mother. He 
will speak of the grief which the Empress felt when they bore her 
from the Emperor. She was thirty days without sleep at the time of 
the embarkation d his Majesty. He will point out that the J<;mpress 
is really a prisoner, because they have not allowed her to write to the 
Emperor. 

But all WI\S ,·ain ; Marie Louise showed no sign. While 
Napoleon was at St. Helena, she became enamoured of her 
chamberlain Neipperg, to whom, in August, 1821, three months 
only after the death of the husband whom she never saw after 
1814, she bore a son, who is still living in high place in Austria. 
She is said to have married Neipperg morganatically after the 
Emperor's death ; and later still, to have adopted even a third 
husband on the same <lubious condition. 

Around Napoleon in his lonely exile the usual petty mean
nesses and intrigues of a Court still prevailed. The reports of 
Sir Hudson Lowe will probably see the light ere long, and they 
are likely to contain much extraordinary information. The 
"Memorial de Stt>. Helene" an<l other kindred works have already 
received a death-blow in tlie publication of the Reports• of Baron 
von Sturmer, the Austrian Commissioner with the captive 
Emperor, from which we learn that among the devoted men 
who followed their chief to that lonely island, and who, with the 
view of covering his name with a halo, wrote so much to make 
it ridiculous, there were to he found men and women who 
intrigued like the <Eil-de-bceuj: not only women like Dubnrry, 
but men like Pandarus and Conyngham. -Sad close of a stupen-
dous story! Awful, awful working of Nemesis! . 

We leave the wonderful story with reluctance. A thousand 
pages more would give a thousand more interesting details of 
this extraordinary personality, and we believe that all would 
confirm the general view of his qualities, good and bad, which 
we have endeavoured to give here; of his selfishness, his arro
gance, his contelllpt for truth ; of his firm and practical govern
ment of his empire, of his dauntless ambition, of his wise and 
correct views; and also of his affection towards his family and all 
that was his. They would also show how, when he had attained 
the height, he cast away the love of brothers and friends; holV his 
clearsightedness grew dim, his ambitious courage degenerated 
into the mere recklessness of the gambler; and how the use of 
power, the habit of succes~, and above all the flattery which 
incessa11tly greeted him from all sides, degraded his strong in• 

• Reriewed in the SI. Jf1me,'a Gazette of March 2, 18S6. 
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telligence and his strong self-will into a mere v/3p1t, a mania of 
selfishness that could brook no other opinion and consider no 
othor interest than his own. 'l'he results of excessive love of 
one's own way and of excessive flattery teach the same lesson, 
as in King Belshazzar of old, so in the ministers and men of our 
own day. No one is too small to be exempt from the penalty 
of absolute disregard of his fellow-men. We all have something 
to lose that is as dear to us as were all his thrones to Napoleon, 
be it only love. And let no man complain when he fiuds that, 
if he lives for self alone, he may have to live by self alone. For 
every man there is a possibility of loneliness and abandonment 
as bitter as was his. ''l'is but the vastness of his surroundings 
that causes Napoleon's fate to strike so violently into our im:i.gi
nations the lesson : 

. . . . TO -,ap Vrriyyvov 
a,,c~ ,ca, 8rniuw oi ,v,.rriTJm, 0Xi8p1011 /CO/COIi, 

, ... , ... 

ART. III.-PROFESSOR FREEMAN OX THE METHODS OF 
HISTORICAL STUDY. 

The Metlwds of Historical Study. Eight Lectures read in the 
University of Oxford in Michaelmas Term, 188-t, with the 
Inaugural Lecture on the Office of the Historical Professor. 
Hy EDWARD A. F1tE1':ll.\N1 M.A., Hon. D.C.L. and LL.D., 
Regius Professor of Modern History, 1''ellow of Oriel College, 
Honorary Fellow of Trinity College. London: Macmillan 
& Co. 1886. 

WHEN Lord Macaulay was pressed by the Prince Consort to 
accept the Regius Professorship of Modern History at 

Cambridge, he noted in his Diary, "In truth my temper is that 
of the Wolf in the Fable. I cannot bear the collar, and I have 
got rid of much finer and richer collars than this." • What 
Lord Macaulay anticipated, Dr. Freeman realizes. "An Oxford 
Professor in these days," he says, "must work in fetters, but he 
may still work. And a professor of what is called 'Modern 
History,' may feel himself bound by fetters which seem to be 

• "Life," vol. ii. p. 261. 
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more firmly riveted than those of any of his brethren."* And 
again: "To me the very title of a Professor of 'Modern' History 
is in itself a fetter," t and it is so because I acknowledge no such 
distiuction as that which is implied in the words "ancient" and 
"modern" history. 

I have never (he says] been able to find out by my own wit when 
" ancient" history ends and " modern " history begins ; and when I 
have a11ked others, when I have searched into the writings of others. 
I have found so little agreement on the point that I have been myself 
none the wiser. A living friend once told me th11t modern history 
begins with the l<,rench Revolution, and I fancy that a good many 
people, at least in France, would gladly agree with his doctrine. On 
the other hand, Baron Bunsen held that modern history beg,m with 
the call of Abraham. These, I think, are the two extremes; but I 
have heard a good many intermediate points suggested. Even the 
last set of Oxford CommissionP.rs, who are so minute as to rule 
that the professor ii' to give exactly forty-two Lectures in a year 
in some part of "Modern History," do not tell him ,vhat "Modem 
History" is. It is therefore surely open to him to accept either of the 
definitions I have quoted. I should, I conceive, be strictly keeping 
within the four corners of the ordinance if I were to begin with the 
battle of four kings against five, or, again, if I were to decline to touch 
any matter older than A.D. 178!) (p. 21 ). 

The central idea of these lectures is the " Unity of History," 
as taught more than forty years ago from the chair now occupied 
by Dr. Freeman, by one whom he calls "that great teacher of 
historic truth, that greater teacher of moral right, 'fbomas 
Arnold." Dr. Freeman's testimony to his distinguished pre
decessor is interesting. 

If I am sent hither for any special object, it is, I hold, to proclaim 
the truth of the Unity of History; but to proclaim it not as my own 
thought, but as the thought of my great master. It is a responsibility 
indeed to be the successor, even after so many years, of one who 
united so many gifts. New light has been thrown on many things 
since his day; but it surely ill becomes any man of our time who, by 
climbing on Arnold's shoulders, has learned to see further th11n 
Arnold himself could sec, to throw the slightest shade of scorn upon 
Ev venerable a name. Surely never did any man put furth truths so 
high and deep in words so artles'.lly and yet so happily chosen. 
If he were nothing more than a teller of a tale in the English tongue, 
he would take his place as one who has told a stirring tale as few 
could tell it. It was something to make us quiver at the awful vision 
of Hannibal, and to show us l\Iar=ellus lying dead on the nameless 
hill. It was a higher calling to show, as no other has shown, that 

• " Lectures," p. 20. t Ibid. p. 27. 
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history is a moral lesson. In every page of his story Arnold stand, 
forth as the righteous judge, who, untaught by the more scientifiG , 
historical philosophy of later days, still looked on crime as no less 
black because it was successful, and who could acknowledge the rights 
even of the weak against the strong. But more than all for my 
immediate purpose, Arnold was the man who taught that the political 
history of the world should be rend as a single whole; who taught 
that the true life of the tale, the true profit of the teaching, should 
not be made void and of none effect by meaningless and unnatural 
divisions. It was he who taught us that what, in his own words, is 
"falsely called Ancient History" is in truth the most truly modern, 
the most truly living, the most rich in practical lessons for every 
succeeding age. From him I learned that teaching; it will be my 
highest aim, in the place in which I am now set, to band that teaching 
on to others (pp. 6, 7.) 

Equally interesting is Dr. Freeman's tribute to Professor 
Goldwin Smith: 

After a season this chair passed to a memorable man. It passed to 
one who had .indeed drunk in the spirit of Arnold, to one who knew as 
few have known, to grasp the truth that history is but past politics, 
und that politics are but present history. It passed to a scholar, a 
thinker, a master of the English tongue, to one too who is something 
nobler still, to one whom we may truly call a prophet of righteousness. 
The name of Gold win Smith is honoured in two hemispheres, honoured 
as his name should be who never feared the face of man, wherever 
thr.re was truth to be asserted or wrong to be denounced. He went 
forth from u:t of his own will, but it was but to carry his light to 
another branch of our own folk, and it may be more graceful in us, if 
we do not so much regret our own loss as congratulate the kindred 
lands to which he is gone. And in absence he yet teaches us; some 
truths have perhaps become clearer to him on the other side of Ocean 
than they could ever have been in our elder world. Not the least 
among his many services to truth, and to right reason, has been done 
within thi11 very year. He baa taught us, in one of those flitting 
papers which, when they come from him speak volumes, where to look 
for the true expansion of England. His keen eye has seen it, not in 
the spread of" Empire," but in the spread of that which is the opposite 
to empire-not in the mere widening of dominion-an Eastern despot 
could do that, but in that higher calling which free England in the 
later world has shared with free Hellas in the elder. He has taught 
us to see, if not a " Greater Britain," yet a newer England in the 
growth of new lands of E:iglishmen, new homes of the tongue and law 
of Eugli.nd, lands which have become more truly colonies of the 
English folk because they have ceased to be provinces of the British 
Crown (pp. 8, !l). 

Dr. Freeman's estimate of bis immediate predecessor-the 
Fresent Bishop of Chester-is equally high ; he claims to be the
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first to grasp more fully than others all that was in the Bishop, 
and to foresee that his first class, and his fellowship were not 
the ending but the beginning of his career. He continues : 

In a long and careful study of the Bishop of Chester's writings, I 
will not: say that I have always agreed with every inference that he bas 
drawn from his evidence; but I can say that I have never found a 
fta.w in the statement of his evidence. If I have now and then lighted 
on something that looked like oversight, I have always found in the 
end that the oversight was mine and not his. After five and thirty 
years knowledge of him and his works, I can say without fear that he 
is the one man among living scholars to whom one may most freely 
go as to an oracle, that we may feel more sure with him than with any 
other that in his answer we carry away words of truth, which he must 
be rash indeed who calls in question (pp. l O, 11 ). 

Like Lord Bolingbroke, Dr. Freeman considers History to be 
studied to advantage must be studied philosophically, that its 
utility lies not in the investigation of details and particulars, hut 
in the lessons which it gives. Its true end is to mould and 
temper the character and the intellect.* He holds that the 
great central truth of all European History is the abiding life of 
Rome and her empire. 

The Teuton [he says] rent away the provinces of the empire; but 
in rending them away, he accepted the faith, the tongue, and to a 
great extent the law oi the empire. This was of a truth the greatest 
conquest that Rome had ever made if Greece had once led captive her 
Roman conqueror, far more thoroughly <lid Rome lead captive her 
Teutonic conqueror. Her tongue became for ages the tongue uf 
governm~nt, of learning, and of religion in all the Western lands. t 
.And this is his explanation, of how this state of things arose-

To crown our study of the world's history, go to the arx ofTusculum; 
from that primreval height look down on the younger city that 

.supplanted the ancient head of Latium. There indeed we grasp the 
truth that the whole fate of the world of which we are a part was 
ruled by the physical fact that cE:rtain of the hills of Latium were 
nearer together, lower in height, and nearer to tha river's brink, 
than their fellows. Tusculum on her lofty hill could never becomt• 
the head of the world; Uome on her eeven lowly hills could and 
did. The men on the height of Tusculum might have confederates; 
they might have enemies; they had not neighbours with whom tho 
only choice was union closer than confederation or warfare more 
deadly and more unceasing than ordinary enmity. The Latin of tl10 
Palatine, the Sabine of the Capitol, learned to change the meeting 

• Conf. "Lectures,'' Jl. 357, with Mr. Churst.on Collins's "Rolingbrol.e: a 
Histori::al Study," p. HIS. t "Lectures," pp. 19a-4. 
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place of fight into the meeting place of council ; they became one 
city, one power; the work of union went on; hill after hill, land 
after land, was called into equal fellowship; Latium, Italy, .tho 
whole Mediterranean world, were merged in one State, we might 
say, in one city, a city whose walls sprung lightly over mountains 
and seas, and kept one bastion at Nisibis and another at Lugubalium. 
What Tusculum could not be, what Athens could not be, Rome was ; 
it was so because thP. very shape of the earth's surface ruled that so it 
should be (pp. 321-2). 

In reading Dr. Freeman's counsels to students of history, wo 
are reminded of Mr. Frederic Harrison's remark-

In twelve moderate octavos, through all which not a sentence could 
belong to any other book, Gibbon has compressed the history of the 
world during more than a thousand years. Is there in all prose 
literature so perfect a book as this? In these days we write Histories 
on far profounder methods, but for the s~ory of ten ordinary years 
Mr. Freeman aod Mr. l<,roude will require a thousand pages.• 

We are desirous of summarising Dr. Freeman's theory of his
torical study; and we cannot do it better than in the following 
extract, which chance threw in our way :-

If we wish to understand the character and conduct of men 
separated from us either by the lapse of time or by distance of place 
or dissimilarity of circumstance, it is absolutely essential that we 
should approach the study in a spirit of sympathy and not of hostile 
criticism or cynical superiority. Human ::iature, which is the matter 
and maker of all history is one. History is one, 110,v and in the past, in 
England and in Italy. One, but continually modified by the influence 
of all its own past and all the immediate present conditions in 
which it is placed. We are the men of the twelfth century, living 
in the nineteenth. We are our fierce English ancestors now settled 
on the soil and civilized 1md educated for forty generations. We 
are our Aryan forefathers wandered from the far-off Asian home, 
a yet undivided race keeping carefully aloof from the savage tribes 
which girded them round ; only now divided and established. If we 
had been in the days of our forefathers, we should have been like 
them in their ignorance and superstition, in their noble straining 
towards a mistaken ideal and their too often ignominious failure, their 
vices would be onrs, their virtues ours too. Till we realize this, 
we can know nothing of history, however familiar we may be with 
the annals of kingdoms and the succession of kings, the issues of 
battles, and the terms of treaties ; these are a mere anatomy, 
which it is fraud or a delusion to pass off for a representation of 
the past. t 

• "The Choice c-f Books and other Literary Pieces," p. 372. 
t "'l'he Htory of Fo•rntains Abbey," a Lecture dP.livered before the Leeds 

Litcr11ry and Philosophieal Socie!y by the Rev. C. llargrove, published iu 
the Chrutia,s RPformer for August, lSSO. 
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Many of Dr. Freeman's practical remarks are moat valuable 
and interesting: from them we select three :-

We cannot affirm the cause of a past political event with the same 
certainty with which a natural philosopher can affirm the cause of a 
past event in his department. We cannot foretell a coming political 
event with the same certainty with which the astronomer can foretell 
a coming eclipse. Sometimes, indeed, we cao come very near to such 
certainty. There is ooe rule to which, in my own experience, I have 
never known an exception ; but I am far from asserting even that rule 
so positively as to deny that there may be either past or future excep
tions. When statesmen who pride themselves chiefly on common sense, 
when newspapers which pride themselves on a certain air of dignified 
infallibility, make light of a question or a movement, when they scorn 
it, when they snub it, when they call it sentimental, when they rule 
it to be " beyond the range of practical politics," we know, almost as 
certainly as we know the next eclipse of the moon, that the question 
will be the most practical of all questions before long.• 

Again: 
If history, past or present, is to be understood, nothing must be more 
carefully studied than Historical Geography. Now we might almost 
define Historical Geography to be the knowledge of the names which 
different parts of the earth's surface bore at different times. If under 
knowledge of the names we may reckon knowledge of the ways in 
which the names came to be borne, the definition will do thoroughly 
well. Than the neglect of Historical Geography, than the lax and 
inaccurate use of the names of countries nod nations, there has been 
no Il.lore fertile source of historical error. Nor is this all ; the lsx and 
careless use of names constantly leads to the most Illll!Chievou~ 
misunderstandings of the most important questions of the present~ 
the misuse of a name has even helped to prolong the bondage of 
nations. No one can doubt that the use, careless or designed, of the 
word Turkey to express the lands under bondage to the Turk has done 
much to blind men's eyes aod to deaden their natural feelings in the 
great strife for the deliverance of South Eastern Europe from its 
oppressors. As long as that name is used, so long will men uncon
sciously think that the Turke are to Turkey as the English are to Eng
land or the French to France. Learn to speak aa history and fact. 
require us to speak, not of a Turkey which has no being, but of en
slaved Greece, enslaved Bulgaria, enslaved Servia, and we ho.ve take1L 
one step by no means to be scorned, towards the reunion of thl! enslaved 
lands to free Greece, free Bulgaria, free Servia. Thoi.e who are more 
nearly concerned know the force of a name. On Greek lips Epeiros and 
the other enslaved Greek lands are never called Tovp,r.la ; they are 
.j aoJ">..'1 'EA>.ar (p. 301). 

Admirable is this warning against " The fashionable idolatry 

• " Lectures," p. 121. 
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of the last German book." As in the case of Lord Macaulay, 
this setting up an "intellectual despotism" '' moves Dr. Freeman 
to mutiny." "One bas heard sometimes of the question, 'Have 
you read the last German book 1 ' being put under circumstances 
which might suggest as a reply the more searching question, 
' Have you rrad the first English book 1' Now it is a fact 
that we may perhaps set down 'among things not generally 
known,' but still a fact, that the last German book is sometimes 
not equal to the German book that went before it, sometimes 
-may I dare to say it-not equal to some English book that 
v.-ent l>efore either" (pp. 2S8-IJ). 

The most generally interesting portion of this volume is its 
learned author's judgment on other liistorians, aud especially bis 
contemporaries, and to these we shnll devote our remaining space. 
Here is his criticism on Gibbon, Arnold, and Macaulay. 

We beg our readerR to compare Dr. 1''reeman'R criticism on 
Gibbon with that of Mr. Huskin, which we quoted in our last 
number.• 

English historical literature can boast of at least three great writers, 
each of whom knew how to tell his tulc, though they told it in three 
ways as unlike one another ns if the later in each case ha<l striven to 
avoid the manner of the earlier. The mighty work of Gibbon, 11lone 
among the works of his nge, still keeps its place. Now and then, 
mainly by help of lights that he had not, we can give a truer picture 
than lie gave of this or that part of his story ; after a hundred years 
we can put some things in proportions and relations different from 
those in which he put them; but none of us cun dream of displacing 
that vast and wonderful and unrivalled whole. And nil this is 
largely by dint of a style which our reason often condemns, but which 
we udmire in spite of our reason, a style which sometimes misleads 
by its gorgeousness, but which none the less tells its talc in such a 
way that we do not blindly admire but understand and remember. 
Whatever else we read, we must rend Gibbon too. I leap to times 
within the memory of some of us, to the lord and predecessor as 
whose mnn I um proud to bear myself. No style can be more unlike 
the artistic pomp of Gibbon than the native, unstudied dictiun of 
Arnold, rising and fulling with every turn of bis subject, simple even 
in its highest fli~hts of eloquence, but akin to Gibbon in the main 
point, that of telling bis tale so that we can understand and remem
ber. At my third name I am prepured for an outcry ; I know that 
to run down Lord Mncaulay is the fashion of the day. I have heard 
some Ppeak against him who have a right to speak; I have heard 
many more who have none. I, nt least, feel that I have none; I do 
oot see ho,v any man can have the right who has not gone through the 
1111me work through which .Macaulay went, or at least through some 

• In the article entitled " What and How to Read." 
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no less thorough work of a kindred sort. I can see Macaulay's great 
and obvious faults as well as any man ; I know as well as any man 
the cautions with which his brilliant pictures must be studied; but 
I cannot feel that I have any right to speak lightly of one to whom 
I owe so much in the matter of actual knowledge, and to whom I owe 
more than to any man as the master of historical nanative. Rend 
a page of Macaulay ; scan well his minute accurncy in every name and 
phrase and title; contrast his English undefiled with the slipshod 
jargon which from our newspapers has run over into our books; 
dwell on the style which finds a fitting phr.ise in our own tongue to 
set forth every tl1ought, the style which never uses a single word out 
of its true and honest meaning ; turn the pages of the book in which 
no man ever read a sentence a second time because he failed to catch 
its meaning the first time, but in which all of us must have read many 
sentences a second or a twentieth time for the sheer pleasure of dwell
ing on the clearness, the combined fulness and terseness, on the just 
relation of every word to every other, on the happily chosen epithet, 
or the sharply pointed sarcal!lD. These are indeed books which it 
is dangerous to take down to look at for any single fact or picture. 
Begin at any random page, and it is hard to put the volume again in its 
place till the rest of its pages have been read for the hundredth time.* 

We commend this fair and dispassionate judgment of Lord 
Macaulay to the attention of all clever young men who are fond 
of having a peck at him. To those who censure Macaulay for 
inaccuracy, we commend this much-needed advice of Dr. Free
man's. " Please to remember that the accurate writer is not be 
who makes no mistakes, for there is none such ; it is hew ho finds 
out his own mistakes for himself on his own manuscript, and does 
not leave them for other people to find out in print" (p. 285). 

The following passage appears to refer to Carlyle:-
If a writer be a master of a style which pleases some tastes, the 

tastes which delight in sneers and metaphors, in scraps of strange 
tongues and in the newest improvements that the newspapers have 
given to the language-above all, if he uses his gifts such as they are> 
to set forth paradoxes at which common sense and morality revolt-
then he shall be hailed as a master of history, volume aft.er volume 
ahall be received with the applause of raptured admirerii, and even 
honest searchers after truth, if they have no means at their disposal 
shall be led away-and small blume to them-into the evil fortune of 
mistaking falsehood for truth (p. 101). • 

This certainly agrees with Mr. Frederic Harrison s description 
of Carlyle and his style :-

Neither he nor bis biographer cnn get any further in any definite 
proposition, than that this earth was Tophet, and Thomas Carlyle the 

• "Lectures," p. 104-, 5-6. 
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only wise ~an in it. There is not in these volumes one philosophic, 
religious, or t10cial doctrine, nothing constructive, directing, or fruitful. 
There is railing, mockery, and imprecation of a truly Gargantuan 
kind; but what of rt-al, humane, positive, or systematic? Words
words, pictures, tropes, sublimities enough to make the major and the 
minor prophets; but nothing to hold by, to work with, or to teach.* 

In this passage Dr. Freeman seems to point at Carlyle's 
biographer, Mr. J. A. Froude. 

The most winning style, the choicest metaphors, the neatest phrases 
from foreign tongues, would all be thrown away if they were devoted 
to proving that any two sides of a triangle are not always greater than 
the third side. When they are de,·ott-d to prove that a man cut off 
his wife's head one day and married her maid the next morning, out 
of 11heer love for his country, they win believers for the paradox 
(p. 106). 

Our read~rs will remember the severe censure passed by Lord 
Macaul"y on a book now little read, Mitford's "History of 
Greece." t Dr. Freeman in the main agrees with .Macaulay, 
but he candidly admits that: 

Mitford with all his blunders, all hie unfairness, all hie advocacy of 
the worst cause against the better, had the great merit of being the 
first to ser, that the old Greeks were not mere names in a book or 
statues in a gallery, not beings of some other nature, above us or 
below us or in some way apart from us, but real men like ourselves, 
capable of calling forth the same feeling a.ci the men of our own day. 
If a man could not bring himself to love Demosthenes, it was a great 
thing to be able to hate him. Hume, to be sure, could slander 
Dunstan yet more foully than Mitford slandered Demosthenes; but 
that was not because he had any such living conception-living, how
ever mistaken-as Mitford certainly had of D&mostheo&s; Hume 
slandered Dunstan out of simple blind hatred of a system which, in 
his ignorance he fancied that Dunstan represented. I should not 
recommend anybody to go to Mitford for the facts of Greek history; 
but in the more curious 11tudy of opinion about the facts of Greek 
history, Mitford holds a marked place, and one not altogether 
discreditable (pp. 269, 70). 

Dr. Freeman warns his hearers against settiog up any writers 
as oracles or idols-and in reference to a great writer now no 
more says: 

I am sure that my dear friend John Richard Green never wished 
hie admirers in the newspapers to say that he was the first man who did 

• " Choice of Books," &c. p. 197. 
t ride Macaulafa "M.iacellaneous Writings and Speeches," p. 87, edition 

1871. 
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anything for early English history, at any rate that. he was the first 
man who threw aoy life into e.'\rly English history, its events or its 
characters ; before him, we were told, all was " fossil." I felt some
what humbled, as believing that I had myself thrown some little life 
into some of the characters and events of early English history; and 
I felt somewhat amazed as being yet more certain that Sir Francis 
Palgrave had done a good deal in that way before me. I could only 
guess that the smart writers had never read a W('lrd of Sir Francia 
Palgrave; I think they would have found him anything but "fossil" 
if they had tried him (p. 2i7). 

In another passage Dr. Freeman expresses himself more fully 
on the subject of Sir Francis Palgrave :-

Palgrave, though I think he sometimes gives the reins too freely to 
bis imagination, though he does not always distinguish the different 
value of different authorities, though be sometimes makes his authori
ties prove too much, still, at least in his mature writings, never 
blunders like Thierry. We may accept his conclusions or not; we 
have seldom anything to say against his statement. Kemble has no 
narrative work to compare with that of Palgrave; but ••The Saxons in 
England" may fairly be compared with "The History of the Com
monwealth." They are two great works, works of two great scholars, 
who assuredly are not yet superseded. They will give you two aides 
of the same general story. Read them, weigh them; most likely you 
will come to think with me that the union of the views which they 
severally maintain comes nearer to the truth than either view by itself. 
But Kemble is, if not purely English, at least purely Teutonic; Pal
grave is recumenical. It is from him, directly or indirectly, that all 
we who have learned it at all, hnve learned the great central truth of 
history. He knew, as all do not know yet, how it is to Home that all 
paths lead, how it is from Rome that nll paths start again.• Do not, I 
would pray you, believe that Sir Francis Palgrave is as yet sup
planted or superseded. Pro rer:e,-entia impen·;, he is still the father 
and teacher of us all (pp. 280, 1 ). 

Of another great historian, Dr. Freeman i;ays :-

Hallam was not strong on the side of imagination, and imagin11tion, if 
kept under proper restraint by more sober companions, is one of the most 
essential elements of historical research. He never thoroughly took in 
either the imperial or the ecclesiastical element in history; if I say that 
he did not thoroughly take in the Teutonic element either, it might seem 
that I leave him no standing ground at all. And whither shall he seem 
to vanish, if I add that he never shows that same kind of thorough know
ledge of original authorities, that m~tery of them, that delight in 
them, which stands out in every line of Kemble and Palgrave? 
Hallam had nothing of the spirit of the antiquary ; he had not, I 
should say, very much of the spirit of the historian proper. Yet 

• On this subject conf. Renan'a "Hibbe,t Lectures," paui•. 
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Hallnm was a memorable writer, whose name ought to be deeply 
honoured, and a large part of whose writings are as valuable now as 
when they were first written. I distinguished in an earlier lecture two 
classes of lawyers, one class who are amongst the worst foes of his
torical learning, and another class who are among its best friends. We 
may safely put Hallam as the patriarch of the second class. He did 
not attain to the world-wide grasp of some of our modern masters of 
the study of institutions; but he showed, perhaps first after Selden, 
what an Engli~h lawyer, a lawyer who did not take away the key of 
knowledge, might do for English history. Bringing to his work all 
the advantage of the lawyer's profeseional training nnd professional 
knowledge, without any trace of the lawyer's professional narrowness 
and prejudice, bringing too a judgmcnt, not of so wide a range as that 
of some others, hut admirably clear, sound, and impartial, within its 
range, Hallam did indeed a great work. In that part of :English his
tory in which such qu11lities as these are pre-eminently needed, say 
from the reign of :Edward the First onwards, I know no writer who so 
fully discharges a certain very valuable function. If I wish, at a 
pinch, to find a clear and trustworthy nccount of a matter, I can com
monly find what I want in Hnllam. And I know no one who more 
commonly utters some sentence of quiet wisdom, which we carry off 
and dwell upon (pp. 282, 3). 

Just and <liscrimioatiog is this criticism on the late Dean 
Milmnn:-

1 know few books more delightful and more instructive to read than 
Milman's History of Latin Christinnity. And none better discharges the 
work of a. guide, both to the original authorities, and, what we cannot 
neglect, to modem German writers. Milman is emphatically a strong 
writer, a. writer with a wide grasp of many subjects, many lands, 
mnny ages. The strange thing is that among those subjects, lands and 
ages, we cannot place uny age of English history. It is strange ho,v 
his mind seems wholly to dwell on the continent, bow his str,mgth fails 
him whenever he touches his own !sland. In England he seems never 
either to grasp the genf!ral position of a time or to master its details. 
But in mere detail Milman is nowhere strong. His matter and his 
style are singularly alike. Few compositions are more effective as 
few are ruore vigorous than the mnssive nod emphatic sentences in 
which he brings before us the great features of some character or some 
event. Dissect those sentences uccording to the rules of grammar, 
and in a great number of caFes they cannot be parsed. So, irrespec
tive of mere style, Milmnn's way of putting the general aspect of 
anything is invariably vigorous, thoughtful, instructive. Yet every 
p~e is crowded ·with mistakes in detail, petty errors as to names, 
titles, dates, family relations, small points of every kind. They are 
mere errors on the surfnce, errors which a moment's thought would 
have set right, errors which one might go through the book with a pen 
and correct. They are quite unlike some other kinda of errors, which 
go through the whole work from top to bottom, where no amount of 
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correction in detail could turn a record of falsehood into a record of 
truth. Yet it is strange indeed that such errors should be found in 
such a book. It is hardly possible that the book went forth to the 
world without the writer ever reading over what he had written, 
either in print or in manuscript. It hardly can be so, yet Milman's 
mistakes are just of the kind which might be found in the first 
rough draft of the most accurate writer-only such a writer would 
commonly set them right before they met any eye but his own 
(pp. 283-5). 

Dr. Freeman gives a much needed warning against setting up 
an intellectual despotism of German writers: 

We must read the German books. I only demand the right to keep 
our independence, and to believe that on many matters of hietoricnl 
learning-an Englishman on either side of the ocean-is better fitted 
to judge than a German. A Swiss or Norwegian may judge of the 
workings of free constitutions in old Greece, in Italy, in any other 
land, because he like the Englishman has daily experience of their 
working in his own land, but those things are mysteries to Germlln 
professors, because they are mysteries to German statesmen also. 
The German scholar simply reads in a book of things which we 
are always looking at and acting in. He therefore utterly fails to 
understand many things at Rome or anywhere else which come to us 
like our A B C ..... As Ranke can make so little of English 
institutions when he directly grapples with them, so Curtius, and I\ 

crowd of other German scholars show in every page the lack of that 
practical understanding of free institutions which can be gained only 
by living amongst them (pp. 280-00). 

Dr. Freeman pays "becoming homage" to Mommsen whom 
he describes as " the greatest scholar of our times, well nigh the 
greatest Echolar of all times," but he is not blind to Mommsen's 
defects. 

In all learning that comes under the bead of Scholarship in the 
widest sense, we may surely all be glad to sit at his feet. Surely 
no man of our times has ever taken in so wide a range of subjects, 
all brought with the happiest effect to bear upon and to support one 
another. Language, law, mythology, customs, antiquities, coins, 
inscriptions, every source of knowledge of every kind-he is master 
of them all. Nor does he shut up his researches within any narrow 
bounds ; he is as much at home with Cassiodorus and J ordanis as he 
is with a lapygian inscription, or with the fragments of Appius the 
Blind. And to all this he adds some of the highest qualities of the 
historian proper. Few can surpass him in wide and sure grasp of 
historical sequence; and, when he chooses, he can put forth deep and 
far-reaching thoughts with the full power of the noble tongue of his 
birth. I know no piece of historical painting that outdoes the won
derful passage near the beginning of the second volume of the Roman 
History, which seta forth how, through the weakening of the Macedonian 
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kingdoms, the bubarian powers of the East again came to the front; 
how "the world had again two lords," when Rome had to gird 
herself for the strife with Parthia. What is lacking in one endowed 
with such mighty gifts, and who for many purposes makes such a 
splendid use of them ? What is lacking is political and moral insight, 
the moral insight which is born with a man, the political insight which 
is gained only by living in communities of freemen. One mourns to 
see in such a scholar's historic judgments only the morals of Macau
lay'R A vaux, one mourns to see in him the politics of an <ecumenical 
Jingo, falling down and worshipping brute force wherever he can find 
it. The chosen object of Mommsen's scorn is the honest man, the 
patriot of a small state, who finding his native land plotted against by 
a foe whose irresistible power does not make him ashamed of the 
lowest tricks and falsehoods, strives, even against hope, to preserve 
the freedom and the dignity of his people, to hinder their fall if he 
can, nt any rate to delay it or to make it less bitter. That the 
weak can have any rights against the strong never enters the mind 
of one who has had in his own person some experience of the rule 
of blood and iron. The wrath of .Mommsen against a righteous man 
of old is equalled only Ly his wrath against any man of our own 
times, who ventures to admire those who refuse<! to bow to the B11al 
or Moloch of brute force (p. 290-12). 

The reference to "the Moral11 of Macaulay's Avaux," induces 
us to extract. tho following passage from Macaulay's character 
of him: 

It is not too much to say that of the difference between right and 
wrong A vaux had no moro notion than a brute. One sentiment was to 
him in the place of religion and morality, a superstitious and intolerant 
devotion to the Crown which he served. This sentimen\ pervades all 
his despatches, and gives a colour to all his thoughts and words, 
nothing that tended to promote the interest of the French monarchy 
seemed to him a crime.* 

Of another distinguished German of an earlier period-Niebuhr 
-Dr. Freeman says : 

I do not ask any one to accept all his divinations ; but I do ask all 
to remember what they owe to an illustrioua scholar who knew all the 
learning of his generation, and who added to his learning a good share 
of that real political insight in which his illuatrious successor is so 
grievously lacking. Niebuhr had not lived in a free country ; but he 
had seen many men and many lands; he lived in a stirring time, and 
if not exactly an actor in its events, he was able to see them nearer 
than most men. 

It is interesting to compare this estimate of Niebuhr with 

• " History or England," vol. ii. p. 322, Edition 1883. 
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that of Lord Macaulay. After frankly admitting that Niebuhr 
had much more learning than himself, he continues: 

Niebuhr was a man of immense learning and of greit ingenuity. 
But his mind was utterly wanting in the faculty by which a demon
strated truth is distinguished from a plausible supposition. Hii is not 
content with suggesting that an event may have happened. He is 
certain that it happened, and calla on the rt!ader to be certain too 
(though not a trace of it exists in any record whatever) because 
it would solve the phenomena ao neatly .... When you ask for 
a reason he tells you plainly that such a thing cannot be established, 
that he ia sure of it, and that you must take his word. . . . Aa to the 
general capacity of Niebuhr for polii.ical speculation let him be judged 
by the preface to the second volume. He theu says, referring to the 
French Revolution of July, 1830, "that unless God sends ua som11 
miraculous help, we have to look forward to a period of destruction 
similar to that which the Roman world experienced about the middle 
of the third century." Now when I aee a man scribble such abject 
nonsense about events which are passing under our eyes, what con
fidence can I put in his j11dgment as to the connection of causes and 
effects in times very impcrfoctly known to us.• 

Dr. Freeman revives a passage from an early essay of the late 
Mark Pattison, which is noteworthy:-

Contemporary history never dies; Thucydides and Clarendon nre 
immortal ; but, ou the other hand, no reputation is so fleeting aa that 
of the " standard " historian of his day. A revi6w of the historical 
liter.iture of any nation will discover an endless series of decay and 
reproduction. The fate of the historian is like those of the dynasties 
he writes of; they spring up and flourish and bear rule and seem 
established for ever; but time goes on, their strength passes away, 
and at last some young and vigorous usurper cornea and pushes them 
from their throne. It is not becau!le new facts are continually accumu
lating, because criticism is growing more rigid, or even because style 
varies; but been use ideas change, the whole mode and manner of 
looking at things alters with every age ; and so every generation 
requires facts to be recast in its own mould, demands that the history 
of its forefathers be re-written from its own point of view. When 
Hume superseded Echard, his admiring contempornriea little thought 
that Hume himself wouid so rapidly become obsolete. Hooke was 
considered to have exhausted the history of the Roman Republic, and 
hia Roman History to be the final hook on the subject; but great 118 is 
the distance between him and Arnold, it is inevitable, in the course of 
things, that the next century will have to compose its own "History 
of Rome." 

On this passage Dr. Freeman makes this comment," Mr. Pattison 

• Macaulay'a "Life," vol. ii. pp. 437-S. 
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has here pronounced the doom of many. It may even be that. 
among them he has pronounced the doom of those who write 
about Isaac C~ubon as well as the doom of' those who ,vrite 
about William Rufus."• 

We see that Dr. Freeman expresses a douLt '' whether any
body in Oxford reads Hume now" (p. 269). W a are sorry to 
think that there is room for any doubt on the subject-though 
Hume is what Lord Macaulay describes him "an accomplished 
advocate" rather than an historian, still he should be read for 
the sake of what Lord Brougham calls "the careless inimitable 
beauties of his style." The same authority says who that has 
ever read it can forget Hume's description of the reception at tha 
English Court of the French Ambassador, after the news had 
arrived of the massacre of St. Bartholom(•w.t The fanatical 
devotees of-to use a phrase of Dr. Freeman'il-the last German 
book would do well not to neglect Hume. 

We must here part company with Dr. Freeman. ,ve feel we 
have not done justice to his valuabla work, which we heartily 
commend to all those who value exact thought and its clear 
expression. 

.. .... 

AnT. IV.-ENGLAND's SUPREMACY. 

En9lanas Suprernacy: its Sources, Economies, an<l Dangers~ 
&c. By J. S. JEANS, author of" Steel: its History, Manu
factures and Uses." Loudon: Longmans, Green & Co. 
18S5. 

EVERY reader is only too familiar with the sinister name 
which has been attached to Political Economy. There 

are certain masters of words who stick indelible badges upon 
things and systems, and these are, by the force of one man's 
genius, known by a nickname for ever. Thus, the science of 
Political Economy has been dubbed "the dismal t:cience,'' but, 
to judge from the way in which it is cultivated at the preseut 
time, we 11hould imagine that it deserved a very different ap
pellation. There is no subject which in our day seems s<> 
inviting to the pens of scribblers. There arc no problems which 
seem so attractive to the moths of thought which flutter roun<l 

• "Lectures," p.266. The allusion is to Mr. Pattison's work on "Casaubon,. 
t Jn Lord Brougham's "Men of Letters of the Reign of Geo. Ill.," our 

quotation ia from memory, but though not verball.1, ia 1ubslantiall1 correct. 
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all sources of illumination as those which are connected with 
the so-called " dismal science." Many books which do not; 
profess to treat of the Cimmerian matters which are dealt with 
in the pages of Smith, Malthus, Ricardo, Mill, and Fawcett, are 
still a sort of auxiliaries to these the regular forces, and the work 
of Mr. Jeans-although he expressly tells us it is not; a politico
economical treatise- must be regarded as a work upon certain 
practical problems which belong to the lugubrious science. 
We mean no disparagement when \Ve thus describe bis treatise, 
and we may say at once that the book is a useful magazine 
of important facts, and bas been most carefully elaborated and 
compiled. But even now we f~el that we have done inadequate 
justice to Mr. Jean's c,neful pages, although we think that the 
principal value of the work is in conferring " get-at-ability'' (to 
use one of his own words) upon a great number of instructive 
statistics which are usually only to Le found in the fastnesses of 
Blue-books, which are rarely explored by arithmetical industr_,·, 
and making these down into clear aud perspicuous prose to suit 
the comprehension of minds which turn giddy over columns 
of repellant figures. Still, we should be doing au injustice to the 
author if we led to the belief that that was all the merit; that was 
to be found in the work. Mr. Jeans is not merely a statistician, 
or a translator of statistics into words. He has a capacity for 
drawing sound inferences from the so-called facts of figures. He 
is by no means a rash man. It is so easy, when one finds that 
figures count, to make these suit one's preconceived theories, 
and then one has only to marshal them to make good the pro
position which was arrived at without them. But we confess at 
once that we have found far less of this "hireling chivalry•• 
method of dealing with figures in this book than in most works 
of a similar scope. Mr. Jeans is, iu most instances, a careful and 
<:apable guide to sound conclusions. 

We regret one thing, and that is that our author should have 
chosen a catching, but a somewhat inaccurate title. We fully 
admit the importance of an inquiry into the absolute and relative 
position of this country, in connection with its agriculture, its 
<:ommerce, and its industries. It is not only a matter of interest, 
it is a matter of paramount importance, to those who would 
wisdy conduct the struggle of commerce, which is to result in the 
survival of the fittest., and who would so conduct the course of 
legislation as not to interfere with national advance, and on the 
other hand further that advance, if such a feat is within the 
bounds of wise legislative interference. There ran, we should 
say, be no doubt of the vital importance of this literary endeavour. 
But tl\nt it should have been called by a name which rather 
reminds one of the sensational title of a shilling thrill, seems to 
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us a matter to be regretted. When Dr. Hutcheson Stirling 
named his learned and difficult exposition of Hegel's " Notion" 
"The Secret of Hegel," Punch not improperly a.~ked if it was a 
circulating library work. And we confess that the title of this 
painstaking examination of the statistics of commerce and agri
culture in this and other countries has a disappointingly seductive 
title. There are a great many persons who would fain be per
suaded of England's supremacy, and who would avoid pages which 
indicated that England's supremacy was a thing of the past. 
Now we suspect that the title chosen was addressed to prejudices 
of that class. However glad we should be to be convinced of 
the supremacy of this country, we confess that what we are 
anxious for in a treatise such as this is not a specious argument 
for any particular view, but a clear statement of the facts, upon 
which opinions may be firmly established. U n<ler these circum
stances, we regret that a title which gives a colour to the whole 
of the speculations in the book should have been chosen for the 
figure-head of pages which seem to us so thoroughly conscientious. 
Besides, after a careful perusal of the book, we have reluctantly, 
upon Mr. Jeans' own showing, come to the conclusion that Eng
land is no longer supreme. We think that any reader, after a 
careful study of these pages, which bristle with figures, will be 
convinced that :England does not occupy the position which the 
title-pa~e of the book would have us believe. 

Mr. Jeans manfully R1,icks to his last, and by most careful 
analysii; and intelligeut comparison tries to make out that Eng
land does far more than bold her own against her rivals. But, 
although he does his very best for his thesis, our impression is 
that he fails to make out the point. He reminds us of a certain 
prophet, who was called upon to curse certain enemies of Moab, 
but who blessed them altogether. He tries hard to resist the 
conclusion that we arc outrun by the United States-the cou
clusion which was embodied as to a particular aspect of the case 
in some words of Mr. Gladstone, that" ~bile we have been advan
cing with this portentous rapidity, America is passing by as if 
in a canter." But that conclusion forces itself, if not upon onr 
author, upon his readers. This fact, while its shows, us we think, 
that the title is not a well-chosen one, is at the same time an 
indication of the absolute honesty with which the statistical 
work of this elaborate comparison has been done. But it is not 
<J.Uite a fair thing to make such an allegation against an author 
without offering some proof of the statement, and we propose to 
prove this matter out of Mr. Jeans' own mouth. 

He is right when he points out that the comparative supe
riority of one nation to another is not to be judged. of by one or 
two circumstances in which the one may be luckier than the 
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other, but must be determined in the light of a careful com
parison of many facts in the agricultural, the industrial, and the 
commercial life of the two communities. It is this comparison 
which is made in the volume before us, and we will quote a few 
passages taken from pages at various parts of the work which 
will show that the question of England's supremacy is not very 
easily answered in the affirmative. 

One circumstance which must militate against a country in 
the struggle for pre-eminence is the comparative number of 
persons who are withdrawn from productive occupations to serve 
in the army and navy. Every man who does not work for him
self ha.~ to be worked for by other.!. And the extent of the tax 
upon production is to be measured by the cost of the military and 
naval establishment of a country. Now it cannot be considered 
a matter for congratulation that " Great Britain appears to have 
the largest expenditure for military and naval purposes of all 
European nations excepting only France and Russia, although 
the strength at her command is less than half that of either of 
these two countries."* But that is a comparatively small matter 
to be placed on the cfebtor side of England's account. When 
we come to examine the question of England's agricultural status 
( chap. 3), we find that "It has been the same with other new coun
tries as with the United States. Canada, the Au11tralian continent, 
Rus.,ia and Hungary, the Danubian Principalities, and last, but 
not least, British India, have gone so largely and so succel!Bfully 
into cereal growing as almost to force the British farmer from the 
field of operations" (p. 29). This, we should have said, was not a 
matter for congratulation, but Mr. Jeans does not take the same 
peS3imistic view of this perilous matter, although he seems to 
admit that the British farmer,in respect of two matters, the smaller 
use oflabour-saving machines and the smaller scale of production 
upon which agricultural undertakings are conducted, is at a 
serious disadvantage as compared with his American competitor. 
But even he seems to think that there is reason for taking a 
depressed view of our ngriculture, for be writes: "Is there then 
no hope for the future 1 Must England's agriculturists resigu 
themselves to the supremacy of these distant lands as to an in
evitable doom? This, happily, is not the verdict pronounced by 
those best qualified to gauge the current of events " (p. 49). And 
again, "The cloud that has so long bung over English agriculture 
is not therefore without its silver lining." We do not say that i~ 
is, but this consolatory consideration, and the fact which Mr. 
Jeans repeats more than once,t that "England has the most 
prolific wheat-growing soil in the world," is not pitched in exactly 

• "England's Supremacy," p. 23. t See pp. 41, 43 and 67. 
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the same jubilant key as the title of the volume in which these 
plaintive strains are to be found. But the vistas which are 
opened up by his various chapters are not mnch brighter than 
that down which we have just glanced. In his chapter upon 
England's food supplies we find that "the increased growth of 
cereals is proceeding at such a rapid pace in the newer countries 
of the world, and especially in our own Colonies and the 
United States, as to sug-gest for serious consideration the question 
whether in course of time we shall not have bread-stuff.➔ supplied 
at a price that will practically exclude home-grown wheat from 
English market.a" (p. 75) ,which is in the main a re-statement of the 
proposition we have already quoted. But to pass from the 
question of agriculture to that of commerce, are the facts in that 
regard of a more reassuring nature? Remember,we are only taking 
Mr.Jeans' own evidence: we are not setting up anycase of our own. 
He rightly dwells upon the increase of our trade with our own 
Colonies, which, no doubt, is one very satisfactory feature of our 
recent commercial history, but he admits that" It is not pretended 
for a moment that the figures which illustrate the recent growth 
of our colonial trade are equally applicable to our commerce with 
other countries. In some cases, indeed, we have in this latter 
respect lost ground both absolutely and relatively" (p. 108). 
And again, on another page, he says : "It is a prevalent but 
pernicious error to suppose that England's trade with all foreign 
countries is larger in volume and value than that of any other 
single competing uation. This is very far from being the case. 
'l'he truth is that Germany does a larger export trade than 
England with must European countries-with Russia, Nor
way, Sweden, Denmark, Hollau<l, and Belgium. France carries 
on a greater export trade than we do with Belgium, Italy, and 
Spain, an<l a very notable feature of the case is that while these 
countries have been ma.king headway we have been relatively 
losinggrouIJd" (p. llO). Andfurther: "ltbehovestheBritish 
manufacturer and merchant seriously to conside1· how, and by 
what means, other nations have so far succeeded as against 
English products. What, for example, do the United States 
receive from France and Germany that England cannot supply, 
and, above nil, what do they receive from those countries in in
creasing quantities 1 If we look into the import roturns of the 
United States we shall receive a complete answer to those ques
tions. Those returns show that of the total American imports 
of merchandise of all kinds, amounting in round figures to a 
value of 66H million dollars (in 1884-), about 244! millions 
worth was received from Great Britain and her dependencies, 
against 74-½ millions worth from France and French possessions, 
and 65 millions worth from Germany; while it appearij, as we 
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have already pointed out, that both France and Gtirmany have 
been increasing their relative proportions of the whole. But 
if we further analyse the individual items, we find that France 
and Germany are not so much competing with England in our 
staple manufactures as in commodities which England either 
cannot, or has not yet taken steps to produce" (pp. 111, 112). 
And once more he sums up the matter thus: " 'fhe foregoing 
facts require to be set off against the enormous growth of our 
colonial trade to which allusion has already been directed, and 
prove incontestably that England has no monopoly, not even a 
necessary supremacy, in neutral markets" (p. 114). 

In a chapter in which he examines the effect of the use of 
mechanical nppliances and processes upon national prosperity, he 
snys, with truth, that "apart from minor exceptions," some of 
which he mentions, "which it would be both impolitic and un
candid to ignore, there is ample reason to believe that England's 
supremacy in regard to thtt extent and efficiency of her mechani
cal aids to production is still unapproacbed, but it is not 
therefore unapproachable" (p. 129) ; but he adds some 
careful words of warning upon a later page (see p. 136). 
Again, in his chapter upon the remuneration of labour, we 
cannot regard these as hopeful words: "Nay, more, America 
hM been able to sell in Canada in competition with English 
manufacturers commodities that are excluded from he1· own 
shores by the prohibitory tariff already referred to. It is in 
this regard that the warnings of Cassandra are likely to be most 
necessary and effectual. If the nations that we have been the 
means very largely of educating up to their present proficiency 
in manufactures oncti pre-eminently our own succeed in beating 
us in neutral markets, our position will be indeed beset with 
great peril " (p. 160). And in the next page, " 'The race is to 
the swift '-to those who have the energy and the capacity to 
cultivate the markets of the world, to adopt the best and most 
modern improvements, and to exercise the utmost economy of 
management. In these requisites we believe England to remain 
M hitherto facile princeps. But in none of them is she neces
~'l.rily invulnerable; there is no royal road to commercial supre
macy, and the position that England has so nobly won will every 
year be harder and more difficult to maintain" (p. 161). We 
may be wrong, but we think that Mr. Jeans himself bas such 
an honest and candid mind, and is so wisely at the mercy of 
facts and carefully regarded figures, that he bas had many 
"qualms of conscience" in writing this book as to whether 
England was as suprt:me as he would have us believe. Facts 
like those mentioned on page 178, that the "range of wages in 
Germany is much under that of England," or on page 182, that 
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"in every European country without exception the hours of 
Jabour are longer than in our own," a remark which he repeats 
in another place (see p. 249), must be very significaut to such 
an accte mind as his. He feels the seriousness of that matter 
when he is speaking of the present and future position of the 
United States. In that connection he remarks: "It may not 
be that England is in danger of the loss of supremacy from the 
relatively higher wages which are paid to our artisans, but it will 
be found, as we proceed, that other countries do not fail to attach 
much importance to the possession of this cheaper labour and 
longer hours of work, and that the more costly labour of A merie& 
is only too vividly reflected in the commercial circumstances of 
that country" (p.187), and he adds: "If, as many people seem to 
suppose, the range of wages pa.id in the United States should fall 
without any corresponding movement of wages in England, then 
it is more than probable that we shall have to accommodate our
selves to a very much keener rivalry in neutral markets on the 
part of our American competitors. And this is an outlook that 
has many strong arguments to support it" (p. 187). But it is 
an outlook that cannot be contemplated without serious appre
hensions. America is even at the present time, with the disadvan
tages of the higher range of wages and her protective tariffs, only 
too formidable an antagonist for this country. She not only 
threatens our supremacy, but she holds the industrial sceptre 
which was once in our hands. We cannot look with complacency 
on the departure of that sceptre. But it is well worth while to 
turn from these miscellaneous considerations to look at the facts 
with regard to one or two of our staple trades as stated by Mr. 
Jeans. He naturally begins his examination of our various 
industries with an interesting chapter upon cotton. It is a. 
somewhat curious circumstance that an industry which depends 
for its raw material upon an article which is not grown or pro
duced in the country should have flourished here. There are, no 
doubt, other instances of the same thing, but u,,n~ in which a. 
trade of the magnitude and importance of our Lancashire cotton 
trade has been so " acclimatized," if we may use such an 
expression. That it has flourished is beyond doubt, and the 
causes of the success with which the cotton industry has been 
prosecuted are a matter of considerable interest in connection 
with a history of our commercial progress and position. But 
the question we n.re here considering· is whether in a depart
ment in which this country was Jong supreme she still retains 
her supremacy, upon Mr. Jeans' own showing. .All that he 
can say in this connection is that " .England has hitherto 
been able to hold her own in the markets of the world " (p. 190), 
but at the same time he baa to admit '' that while the cotton 
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trade of Great Britain baa made but little progree& during recent 
years, that of the United States and Cflntinent.al Europe " (and 
he might, we think, have added Bombay) "bas made enormous 
strides. In the deliveries of raw cotton for consnmption between 
1873 and 1883 there was an increase of only 1·58 per cent. in 
Great Britain as against 41·73 in continental Europe, while in 
the United StateM the consumption of raw cotton within the 
same interval has increased by 61·2 per cent." (p. 192). It. may 
be, as he says, that England is still holding her own in the 
world's markets, but a supremacy held under the circumstances 
indicated by these statistics is not in a state of very stable equili
brium. Bnt the result of an investigation as to our superiority 
in the woollen trade is not much more satisfactorv. This is what 
the optimistic author of the title-page "England's Supremacy" 
himself says-

·we are now brought face to face with the question of Great 
Britain's relative progress in the manufacture of woollen goods. 
Many cases might be cited in which England has diminished her 
indigenous supplies of raw materials concurrently with a large 
increase in the production of the manufactured articles in which these 
raw materials were employed. That England has largely developed 
her woollen industry within the last quarter of a century bas already 
been shown by the enormous incrense of imported raw wool, and of 
the exports of manufactured goods produced therefrom. But if we 
find t~t other countries have been making evl'n greater progress than 
our own, thi» increase of imports and exports will not be altogether ac, 

reassuring as we could desire it to be" (pp. 212, 213). 

In this case it is not merely a neck-and-neck race between 
England and the United States, other nations are more than 
"in the running." Thus we hear that " French woollen operatives 
are superior to those of England and the United States" ( p. 2:l 1). 
That " it will probably strike some as rather a new revelation 
that inferiority should be attributed to Engli~h as against 
Belgian goods; but there appears to be little doubt that on 
some points continental manufacturers have made more head
way than their English rivals ; and it is at least worth the 
while of the latter to consider how it happens that fully 65 per 
cent. of all the yarns spun in Verviers from imported wool is 
sent to Great Britain " (p. 223). As to the manufacture of siik 
which once flourished in thiB country, there is no attempt to dis
semble the fact that the trade has passed and is passing into 
other hands. The size of our silk factories is greatly diminished 
(p. 229), and that while the "silk manufacture in England has 
been dwindling and unprosperous, that of the United States ha.ci 
been 'advancing by leaps and bonnds,'" (p. 2;,i0). For once he 
loses hope and courage in contemplating this decadence, and says: 
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" It is by no means cheering to consider the remarkable progress 
of the United States in the light of our own unquestionable loss 
of ground." While he finds ground for encouragement in the 
rapid growth and comparative prosperity of the jute trade, which 
in comparison we think be exaggerates, be admits, with reference 
to the linen trade, that "the decadence of the growth and manu
facture of flax" is discouraging (p. 234). 

Naturally in a work of this kind we should expect to find a 
comparison of the profits which are earned in agriculture and in 
trade in this and in other countries. But take, for instance, the 
statement that" the average net result accruing to the American 
farmer would appear to be much hetter than that earned by his 
British compeer, which it is only reasonable to suppose" (p. 239), 
and it is a little difficult to suck comfort out of it. Our author is 
pleased to note that :English industry is able to command capital 
at lower rates of interest than have as yt'!t. been accepted in any 
other country, but he adds a significant phrase, "with the 
exception of Holland" (p. 330). And again, when dealing 
with national wealth, he remarks thnt " there is ample reason 
to conclude that England's manufacturing interests have 
grown in a measure that have far outstripped the growth of any 
other modern country ; " but then again comes the troublesome 
exception, "excepting only, as before stated, the American 
nation" (p. 340). This ma.v, we do not deny, in both 
these instances, be a matter for some satisfaction. It may 
show that the plight of this country is not ~o bad as some 
pessimistic writers have supposed, but we are inquiring upon 
what ground the claim to England's " supremacy " is based ; 
and, a.~ we said before, we think that in a great number of 
instances Mr. Jeans makes out that the supremacy is "quite 
elsewhere." In connection with the question of the employment 
of women, he rightly points out that there is a strong feeling 
with many to see women removed from all occupations which 
have a "tendency, if not to unsex them, at Any rate to diminish 
their womanly instincts and attributes;" and we agree with him 
in thinking that the ad,·ance in civilization of a nation may very 
well be determined in relation to the status and employment of 
women. But how do we, the "supreme" nation, stand as to this 
matter? Not well, ,ve gather from the statistics here collected for 
us. And all that Mr. Jeans has to say is that, '' if we have any 
consolation in this mattP.r at all, it is that, while we are still much 
worse than the U nitcd States, we are better than some other 
European nations" (p. 349). 

In a very well-linlanced chapter on our coal supplies, in which 
he does not exaggerate the dangers which menace the future of 
industrial England, after a careful summary of the figures, he says: 
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"If we adopt the first of these three rates (rates of consumption) 
as that which will probably represent the condition of things in 
the future, it would lead to numbers, not perhaps so startling as 
those which some former writers on this subject have adopted, 
but none the less sufficiently remarkable to give us pause in our 
optimistic view of the future" (p. 362). And, while he inerycare
ful to point out that the coal-bearing area of Great Britain is calcu
lated to be 11,900 square miles while compared with the much 
smaller areas which are at the mining disposal of France, 
Germany, Belgium, and Austria, he had to point out that Russia. 
possesses not less than 30,000 square miles of carboniferous land 
(p. 373), and in another place that the" coal fields of the United 
States have been calculated to cover an area of 196,000 square 
miles'' (p. 408). Not much supremacy in this matter, we should say. 
"The average production of the English coal miner is above tltat 
of any otlter in the world, excepting only those of America" 
(p. 381). In this statement the italics are his, but we confess that 
for our purpose the last five words might more appropriately have 
been italicized. However, even such consolation as that con
sideration can give him is not to be a permanent one, for further 
on be says:-

Whatever may have been the precise amount and value of the 
superior efficiency of English labour in the past, there is no doubt that 
it has been largely due (I) to the superior character and variety of our 
mechanical appliances; (2) to the superior training or knowledge of 
mechanical processes which our artisans were thereby enabled to ao
quire. These, however, are advantages which may not remain with us. 
On the contrary, there are continually recurring evidences that our 
supremacy in this respect is being closely studied and emulated by our 
rivals abroad (pp. 381, 382). 

But this matter gets tedious, and we will only point to one or 
two other instances, out of his own pages, which seem to show 
that he has taken too sanguine a view when he named his 
volume. Thus, he tells us, "that the technical education of foreign 
artisans is generally superior to that of our own is undeniable" 
(p. 383). "That such part of our pre-eminence as has been 
due to the better command of labour-saving methods and 
appliances, to a long course of iudustrial training, and to a special 
knowledge of manufacturing processes, is slowly but surely being 
shared by rival nations, and must ultimately be lost to us" 
(p. 391). And again he says that "England has not· within 
recent years excelled, if she has fully kept pace with, the other 
industrial nations of the world, in reference to such elements of 
advantage as accrue from production on a large scale" (p. 398); 
and in comparing the wealth of the two great Anglo-Saxon 
countries, he shows that in 1880 the " U oited States practically 
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reached the same level of accumulated wealth as the mother 
country." He adds, however:-

Relatively to population, the United Kingdom ,vould still appear to 
remain the richest country, but how much longer, if any, can that be 
so ? America has increased her wealth fully tenfold within the forty 
years under review. England has little more than doubled her wealth 
in the same interval. Basing our expectations for the future on the 
nnalogy of the past, it is evident that as regards wealth England will 
some day cease to be in the running with her precocious offspring 
(p. 418). 

We have not dealt at any length with the dangers which menace 
England, and to which in one place Mr. Jeans alludes (p. 273), 
or, as yet, to the concluding chapter, which he calls" the Achilles' 
heel of England," which he finds in Ireland, whose "influence in 
her past has been decidedly sinister and malevolent"; but we have, 
we think, been aLle to show other vulnerable spots upon the 
large bare body of industrial and commercial England ; and in 
doing so we have, we think, put in an important caveat against 
the appropriation by Great Britain of the description with which 
Mr. Jeans has <lubLed her, and at the same time, which has been 
tbtl main object of this our examination, we have shown what 
is the scope and purport of this very useful book. It is only fair 
to add that there is something to be said on the other side of this 
balance-sheet of the nations. It is seldom that another side is 
so bad that nothing can be said for it ; but in this case we have 
no wish to throw stones at our mother, or to disparage her 
eminence in one jot or tittle, and therefore it is fair to point 
out what Mr. Jeans makes clear, and that is, that no other 
country in the world has a right to be described as the "world's 
shi!)builder (p. 290), and that in the ocean-carrying trade, both 
sail and steam, England is unquestionably supreme. It is briefly 
stated as follows in the work before us: "'l'hat, while the total 
earnings of the shipping trade of the world has been calculated at 
13!3 millions sterling, 110 less than 73 millions, or 5,5·2 per cent., 
of this amount has been credited to the United Kingdom, 
against only 19·6 falling to the United States, 5·4 to France 
and about 5·5 to Germany" (p. 292). This is, to our mind, a 
good illustration of what we should mean by" supremacy." It is 
right, too, to say that, at the present time, England has a greater 
chemical and metallurgical trade than any other country in the 
world, and that in the matter of our great Colonial Empire this 
country is unique. It is true that the colonies, while they afford 
what is of paramount importance to producing countries, markets 
(p. 107), are, as has been pointed out by Sir John Lubbock, occa
sions of expense (p. 312). They are, too, sources of risk and 
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responsibility, and they, the children of a free-trading mother, hav& 
abjure<l the economical creed of this country, and have adopted 
tariffs in many ways hostile to the trade of England. But, with 
all t.hese disadvantages, in this one matter of colonies England 
is still supreme, and we cannot but think that when England is 
separated from these great English-speaking peoples the day of 
Eugland's supremacy will have long passed away, and her place 
among the nations of the world will be only c. little one. 

We have thus far endeavoured to make our author tell his 
own tale, a tale full of statistic3 aud signifying a great deal to 
this country, for "rightly to be great," we have Shakespeare':; 
authority for saying, "is not to stir without great argument,'' 
and it is such patient and careful argument a'! is set forth 
in these pages which ought to go bt:fore legislative action. 
'fhere is very little about politics in the book, and, considering 
its length, there are very few controversial matters raised in it. 
Upon the question of Free Trade, of course, Mr. Jenns is ortho
dox, and that is not an unimportant matter in these days, when 
all sorts of winds of doctrine are blowing about the polling 
booths, and when a good many electoral issues turn upon such 
catching sophisms as lie under the expression Fair 'l'rade and 
the like. He adds nothing, however, to the argument in favour 
of Free Trade, although he states the case with clearness and 
comprehension. Upon the question of peasant proprietors, we 
should like to question him a little more closely. At the pre
sent timo there is a good deal of loose opinion in favour of a 
system which wonld have the effect of stopping the depopula
tion· of the country districts, and turn the tide of immigration 
back from the towns into rural places. There is a good deal of 
atavism in our opinions, and we find professed Socialists looking 
back to a golden age before iudustrialism was with a longing 
desire to reinstate men in the position they were in under the 
feudal system. But eveu those who stop short of condemnation 
of the industrial dispensation, and who are not prepared to con
demn labour-saving machines as an injury to the working classes 
of this and other countries, seem to regret the passin~ away of th& 
days when the country was more attractive to lal,ourei'S than 
the town!!; they deplore the tendency which is only too eYident 
in our shifting populations to pass out of the agricultural and 
into the arti~an classes of the community, an<l they find ~ 
remedy for those evils in the in:.;titutiun of a system of peasant 
proprietary. 'fheir views have the sanction of very great names. 
M 'Culloch and Sismondi have expressed opinions which run 
parallel with Arthur Young's well-known and often quoted 
axiom, "Give a man secure possession of a blcnk rock, and be 
will turn it into a garden; give him a nine years' lease of agar-
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den, and he will convert it into a desert.'' Mill, in his "Political 
Economy,'' conceives it to be established that there is "no neces
sary connection between peasant properties and an imperfect state 
of the arts of production;" tl1at they are "favourable in quite as 
many respects as they are unfavourable to the most effective nse 
of the rowers of the toil ; that no other existing state of agri
cultura economy has so beneficial an effect on the industry, the 
intelligence, the frugality, and prudence of the population, nor 
tends on the whole so much to discourage an improvident 
increase in their numbers, and that no existing state is there
fore on the whole so favourable, both to their moral and their 
physical welfare." Professor Fawcett was more guarded in his 
admiration of the system, but he thought that whatever advan
tages can be attributed to it are "almost entirely due to the fact 
that the cultivator owns the soil which he tilhi," that "great 
social advantages are derived from peasant proprietorship,'' but 
that the economical advantages are by no means so obvious, even 
though "authorities seem unanimously to agree upon the gl'eat 
industry evinced by this class, who differ herein essentially from 
tenant farmers." Seeing that the;ie views are somewhat wildly 
diffused throughout politicians, it is not to be wondered at that 
the application of this principle to landholding has been preached 
as a panacea, not only for the ills of this country, but for the 
chronic discontent of Ireland. In 1885, a Bill, entitled '' The 
Yeoman and Small Holdings Act," was introduced into Parlia
ment, wit.h the object of facilitating the acquisition of land by 
occupiers in England and Wales. And only the other day Mr. 
Chamberlain, in his speech on the Address on the 26th of August, 
said: 

I will say this, that in public, as well 11s in private, I have always 
been in favour of a large scheme of land purchase. Why did I object 
to the principle of the Lacd Purcliase Bill of the late Prime MinistP.r? 
I have always felt that at the bottom of this Irish question is 
the land agitation, and that yo11 must settle the agrarian question 
first, and that dual ownership would have to be abolished, and 
that a peasant proprietary should he established in Ireland in the 
same way that it has been done in Germany, Hussia, and Bavaria, and 
in other countries. 'l'his can be done either by a vust confiscation of 
property, which is not advocated by a single member, or under a great 
system of State-aided purchase. I have ne,·er denied that I have 
always been in favour of it, but I thought that the scheme of the late 
Prime 'Minister involved a risk so tremendous that there would be a 
loss tu the taxp11yers. 

Under these circumsumces we must regard Mr. Jeans' careful 
inquiry into tl1is matter as opportune. '!'here are a good many 
axioms like that of Arthur Young, or opinions like those oi 
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M'Culloch and Mill, especially when reiterated by living and 
active politicians, which go about the world of men's minds, 
deceiving people, and it is well when one of these impostors 
is brought to book and carefully tried in the light of fuller 
experience. The views which were expressed in favour of 
peasant proprietorship by the writers mentioned were founded 
mainly on theoretical considerations. However wise a man is 
he is a fool in comparison with the results of practical experi
ment, and Mr. Jeans has very carefully inquired into this matter 
in its various aspects as presented in Germany, India, Burmah, 
China, Japan, and Italy, and has come to the conclusion that 
England would be benefited by a continuance of her present 
system of land distribution, and would not be benefited by a 
general system of peasant proprietary (p. 07). He says: "Other 
countries may afford to disregard small economies, and may 
tolerate a system which requires that three men shall only 
furnish the labour of one. :England cannot do this. Economy 
of Jabour is the very breath of her nostrils, such ecorunny is 
inccnnpat-ible with a lm·ge system of peltsant proprietary; 
therefore, it is fair to conclude that peasant proprietorships are 
not suited to England." We do not wish to d-t-cide this weighty 
matter between such advocates. But we must say that much 
that Mr. Jeans writes upon this subject is exceedingly cogent, 
and ought to make rash advocates of the system pause before 
they fill the sails of change with any more of the wind of their 
arguments. W c suspect this gardening legislation, which is to 
cultivate men into prudent and wise and useful citizens, and we 
have every reason to place confidence in the system which has 
allowed men to develop in their own way under the free play 
of untampered-with economical laws. Our leaning then, not
withstanding the authorities against it, is with Mr. Jeans and 
his careful facts, and we can recommend this chapter to the 
painstaking reading of politicians. 

'l'here are other matters that we should have expected to meet 
with in this examination of England's position amongst the 
nations. .Mr. Jeans has a chapter upon the taxation of this and 
other countries, and points out truly enough that, while the 
United States has shaken off most of its enormous war debt, in 
the way that a duck disposes of rain-drops, England is getting 
rid of her debt at a rate which, if continued, would dispose of 
the whole great burden in 500 years. 

We may add, too, that we half expected to see the question 
of national debts treated at greater length. It is not only 
unsatisfactory that we are so slowly diminishing our own, but 
it is, we think, a matter for some regret that our great 
colonies are so rapidly increasing their& Wo do not say, as 
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llr. FrouJe in "Oceaua '' hints, at any rate in the case of 
one colony, that they are taking upon themselves burdens 
greater than they can bear, but they are, we imagine, taking 
upon themselves burdens which will handicap them in the 
great race of the nations. We notice that in many cases the 
money borrowed by the colonies has been admirably spent in 
developing railways and other works, which have tended and will 
tend to increase the wealth of the colonies. But there is a limit 
to the successful speculations of even a giant colony, and it is 
very hard for the people of a country to find out exactly when 
that limit has been reached. We confess that the ease with 
which our colonies borrow money, and the readiness with which 
they have been taking advantage of these financial opportunities 
is a matter which we cannot regard with unmixed satisfaction. 
The same thing may be said of the way in which our owu muui
cipal corporations have been borrowing in recent times. There 
again the excuse is that the money has been well spent, first in 
providing the communities with water, and then with gas, and 
tramways, and so on. It has too often been said that these 
speculations of various corporations have been paying ones. 
Many corporations, like Manchest.er and Birmingham, have been 
making large profits out of the sale of gas, and these profits, 
having been carried to the credit of their borough funds, have 
gone to the relief of the ratepayers. But that state of things, 
which may have been satisfactory to the ratepayers, caunot have 
been altogether agreeable to the consumer of gas who diJ not 
contribute to the rates of the town, and that happy condition of 
things, if not qnite over, is certainly threatened. This year the 
town of Oldham, which had been making £10,000 a year net 
profit out of its gas, and much of its gas was sold to persons 
residing outside the municipal limits, came to Parliament for an 
Act to enable it to purchase certain land and to raise certain 
additional capital. The Bill was contested by the outside districts, 
and in the results the profits of the Corporation of Oldham were 
cut down to a minimum. But the discussion of this very im
portant matter is outside our present purpose, and it is not dealt 
with in Mr. Jeans' book. 

No doubt the question or the comparative taxation of the 
people of various nations is a most important one to consider in 
relation to the prosperity of those nations; but there are other 
matters connected with legislation, besides taxes and tariffs, which 
may affect the prosperity and position of a country. The future 
of a country can be foretold only in relation to political tenden
cies which may and do materially affect agricultural, commercial, 
and industrial conditions, and we question whether this aspect of 
the question bas been sufficiently present to the author's mind 
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during the compilation of hill work. His book, as will be 
gathered from what has been said of it, is in the main etatistical, 
and in that connection, as placing within the reach of all, nu
merical statements which it would take much time and trouble 
to extract from the original documents, the work will be of signal 
service. But there are other larger issues which we expected 
to see touched upon. What influence has the spread ot' demo
cracy upon the commercial prosperity of a country 1 Are the 
hostile tariffs of the United States and our Australian Colonies 
due to the popular governments which they have enjoyed 1 Is 
State interference with the various industries of a country 
beneficial or disadvantageous to the country in its competition 
with its neighbours 1 What can a willing Government like the 
present oue do to develop the resources and improve the com
mercial and industrial condition of a poverty-stricken and dis
contented country like Ireland 1 Within what limits may a 
Parliament interfere with the liberty of the subject by Factory 
Acts, Eight Hours Acts, Employers' Liability Acts, and the like, 
without impairing the prosperity of the country 1 Should the 
means of transportation be transferred from private hand'! to the 
ban<ls of the State 1 And a great many other questions of ll like 
nature we might have expected to see dealt with in such a book 
as this. No doubt these matters would have introduced a 
speculative element which is absent from its pages-which stand 
comparatively firm on well-authenticated statistics. And we 
have, perhaps, no right to complain of an author not having done 
what he never proposed to attempt. There are, however, a few 
matters in which a little more care might have been given to 
details. Thus, we find a good deal of unnecessary repetition, 
which may to some extent be due to the plan of the book, but 
which might, we think, have been avoided. To illustrate what 
we mean, we may mention that the interesting fact that the 
average" indivi<lual wealth of the people of our Australian Colo
nies is greater than that of any other people on the face of the 
eartb,'' is mentioned on page 3, and is repeated on page 837. 
'fhe fact that the soil of England is the most prolific wheat
growing soil in the world appears as a statement ou page 41, on 
page 43, and again, in a slightly modified form, on page 67. 
Certain words from Quesnay are quoted on page 25, and again oo 
page 394. In speaking of Italy, in connection with peasant pro
prietary, he quotes the following: "They,'' the labourers, "will 
walk forty or fifty miles with a view to engage in the lowest and 
foulest work, such as rice cleaning, in order to gain thirty francs 
by forty days' labour, in the heat of summer, provided only with 
the bread which they can carry or procure in the neighbourhood'' 
(see page 65), and the same statement, word for word, appears 
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again in another place (p. 93). The warnings of Cassandra nre 
spoken of, we suspect without an accurate memory of the mytho
logical story, on page 160, and again on page 290. There are other 
repetitions, which it is not worth while mentioning, on page 408, 
of a statement made for the first time on page 873, on page 405 
of a statement on page 403, on page 417 of a statement made 
on page 411, and on page 385 of a statement made on page 187, 
Theo, while we are fault-finding, may we not point to a table on 
page 16, where the figure11 which are under the heading" Agri
culture" ought to be under the heading "Manufactures, &c.,'' 
and vice ve1·sd. Again, in the table printed on page 42, 
surely the words "surplus'' and " deficiency" are put at the 
heads of the inappropriate columns. If not, then the statement 
with regard to Germany on page 5S, and the statement as to the 
quantity of corn grown in the United Kingdom on page 75, must 
be erroneous. There are, too, some minor errors. "New York " 
seems to be printed by mistake for "Liverpool" on page 80; "ex
ports" for" imports,'' and" imports" for" exports," on page 101, 
as is shown by page 102. The words "per week" on the table 
on page 152 must, we think, be an error. The phrase, "the 
improvements in the locomotive engine have induced tlte com
mand," &c., is scarcely happy. "Great" is printed for" greater" 
on page 297. And the statement made on page 303, that "If 
the whole of the British Empire were popuiated as thickly a1:1 

:England and Wales, the total number owing allegiance to the 
British Crown would be not 300 millions, as at present, but 3,563 
millions, or more than thirty-five times as many," does not seem 
to be arithmetically accurate. Then again, there is incompati
bility between the statements as i.o the total property and profits 
as.c;essed under the Income Tax Schedules on pages 318 and 321. 
But we have picked holes enough, and it is only fair to say that, 
on the whole, the work is carefully and well executed. 

No book dealing with the important economic problems of 
our t.ime could disregard the relations between this country and 
Ireland. As we have already 11aiJ, Mr. Jeans has a chapter 
entitled "Tl,e Achilles' Heel of England'' in his book, in which 
he says, "there is no more vulnerable part of the British Empire 
than Ireland,'' and in which he alludes to the influence which that 
sister country has exerted upon the British Empire as "deci
<ledly sinister and malevolent" (p. 420). It is undoubtedly true 
that Ireland has all along bec,n a source of trouble and anxiety 
to this cout1try. When England was "at bay" against all the 
nations of Europe, in thA end of the la.r;t century, Ireland carried 
on regular communications with the French Directorv. Tbeu 
and now Ireland has regarded England's peril as her opportunity ; 
and even in times of peace Ireland is a thorn in the side of tho 
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United Kingdom. Her history is not a pleasant one to read. 
From the earliest time her people have had a contempt of order 
and authority, and a strange clinging to the uncivilized course 
of rapine and murder. Here is an old but significant fact; of the 
one hundred ancl seventy-eight monarchs of the Milesian colony 
who successively ruled the country until the arrival of the English 
A.D. 1170 : " Sixty were treacherously murdered, and succeeded 
by their assassins, while seventy-one more were slain in battle, so 
that only twenty died natural deaths" (p. 420). " During this 
period no man could enjoy hie life, wife, lands, or goods in safety, 
if a mightier man than himself had an appetite for them, and the 
weak had no remedy against the strong."• H has been a 
nation of "stirt and strife," to use the old Scotch phrase. 
Prosperity has avoided her shores, as she generally does those 
that are stained with much blood. Industry has made but two 
small settlements within her borders, and those are significantly 
in Ulster. She has walked for years along the brink of starva
tion, and has aggravated her position by disaffection, by violence, 
by crime, and by revolution. It is all very well to talk of the 
misgovernment of the past. During this century the govern
ment of Ireland has been on the whole wise and temperate. 
'fhe list of measures which have been passed for the benefit of 
Ireland is a long and almost a complete one (see p. 425). But 
what is the result of all this legislative attention? Has Ireland 
become tractable 7 Now that justice has been done her, is she 
contented ? The history of the last five years, of to-day, is a 
ghastly negative. Now, however, it is said that the cure for all 
these evils, the means of pacifying our "incompatible " com
panion, the method of securing peace and prosperity for that 
distracted country, is the conferring upon her the right to make 
her own laws. The history of the years when Ireland had a Parlia
ment are instructive reading in connection with the legislative 
proposals which have been before this country during the year 
1886. But it is not with these that we have to do in this place at 
the present time. We would rather endeavour to see if anything 
is to be hoped for from the inquiries which are to be instituted 
by the Government. Can anything be done to develop tht: 
resources of Ireland ? One or two words are worth saying on 
what has been ea.lied the causes of the incurable poverty and 
consequent discontent of Ireland. First, it has been said that 
the population is too dense for the cultivable area. Well, how
ever true that may have been, the matter now wears a different 
complexion. Ireland is, as Mrs. Beecher Stowe said of New 

• Martin'•" Ireland Before and After the Union." 
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Eogland, "an excellent country to emigrate from," and the 
population of the Emerald Isle has been greatly diminished, and 
is still diminishing. Between 1800 and 1841, the population ot 
Ireland doubled. In 1841 the population was in the ratio of 
251 to the square mile of area; but at the present time there is 
only an average of 160 inhabitants to the same area. It is cal
culated that between 1845 and 1881, as many as two and three
quarter millions of the inhabitants of Ireland emigrated. 

Then it is said that the soil of Ireland is poor, and that only 
two•thirds of it are arable. Well, what is arable is very good 
land. From official returns we are able to say that on the 
average of the ten years ending 1883 the mean yield of the 
principal crops per acre was considerably higher than those of 
other countries in Europe, England and Wales excepted. It is 
true that Ireland has more than its share of bog lands. In 1809 
it was calculated that the area of the principal bog land was 
nearly three million acres. But then, against that damaging fact, 
it is to be remembered that the elevation of these lands is such 
that they could be easily drained ioto contiguous lakes or rivers, 
and so into the sea. But it is not so much physical disadvantages 
that Ireland suffers from. It has been long recognised that there 
is in the people an absence of habits of industry and a disincli
nation to the cootinued exertion of regular employment. It ha.c; 
indeed been calculated that the average Irishman does not work 
more than two hundred days in the year. 'l'hey are, too, dis
inclined to adopt improvements, which places them at a serious 
disadvantage in the "struggle for exi!'tence,'' and they impru
dently marry early. To crown all, they are so uosettled and 
demoralized by political a~itatol'l!, by social wars, by land leagues, 
and the like, that even if other things were in favour of tho 
race, it would have a difficulty in wooing that fickle god<less
prosperity. 

Now, what is to be done under this state of circumstances? 
If only Ireland had rest it might survive as a nation, might even 
prosper. But you might as well advise a fever patient to bo 
quiet and have calm blood. If only capital was encouraged to 
go into the country, these bog;i might be drained, the mineral 
resources of the country might I.Je developed; railways and 
canals, which have not been developed to anything like the same 
extent in Ireland, relatively either to area or population, that they 
have been in this country, might be constructed. Industries 
might take root in the country, which is at present far too ex
clusively dependent on agriculture, and that, too, the production 
of one particular tuber. All this might easily happen, and with 
tlie prosperity we hav~ been forecasting would come contentment 
which has been so long a stranger to the island-if only capital 
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was encouraged to go there ! But will it ? You might as well 
invite the lamb to lie down with the lion in thia ante-millennial 
time, as to ask capital to go to Ireland. It is possible that the 
Government may find a means oi forcing some English capital 
into the country, but there is a very strong feeling amongst a 
certain class of politicians against taxing the British taxpayer for 
the benefit either of Irish landlords or of Irish tenants. Still, it 
is possible thut the country might sanction the guaranteeing of a 
loan with a view to the development of Irish resources, if there 
was a fair prospect that the money lent would have the effect of 
producing prosperity and peace to our unhappy neighbour. But 
would that have the desired effect? W t:1 must say that we think 
capital does the· most good where it goes the most readily. 
When capital has to be forced into a certain channel, we doubt 
whether it is likely to be so beneficial as when it makes a channel 
for itself; still the experiment is worth trying, although we must 
not forget that it has been tried before, and that of itself tends 
to make us less sanguine of the result. Mr. Jeans, in his 
chapter on Ireland, bas not prophesied, but has contented him
self with pointing out some of the facts of the situation, and 
does not prescribe a remedy. Perhaps, after all, that is the 
1,afer course. 'l'be look into the future of Ireland is black 
enough, and he who looks into it can only see an inverted image 
of the haggard past. 

With reference to Mr. Jeans' book we have, we think, done 
enough to show that it will well repay a careful perusal, and 
even a lengthened study. 

.., .... ,_.,,,,_,,__ 

ART. V.-ADAM MICKIEWICZ. 

] . . Master Thaddeus; 01·, the Last Foray in Lithuania. 
By ADAJ\I MICKIEWICZ. 'l'ranslated from the Original by 
MAUDE ASHURST BIGGS. Two vols. London. 1885. 

2. /{onmd Wallem·ocl: an Hii!torical Poem. By ADAH 
MICKIEWICZ. 'franslnted from the Polish into English 
Verse by MAUDE ASHURST BIOGS. London. 1881. 

THE reputation of the Polish poet, Mickiewicz, for a long time 
almost entirely confined to his own country and his own 

compatriots, has latterly been considerably extended by the 
pious offices of translators. He has been dead upwards of thirty 
years, but his name is hardly known among us, The ,t.•,.11,w,,, 
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who show wider sympathies than ourselves in these matters, 
have loog been familiar with hiR works, and now an English 
lady has introduced him to the notice of her countrymen by the 
translation of two of his best productions.* 

As Mickiewicz is but little known in our country, we think 
our readers may not be displeased to have a brief account of the 
ehief events of his strange and chequered career. He is in every 
respect the type of bis nation-religious, mystical, enthusiastic 
and suffering. By his marvellous power of identifying himself with 
the struggles of Poland, her political aspirations, and the agonies 
of her degradation, he bas become as much her representative 
poet as Burns of Scotland or Shakspere of England. It is not 
often given to an author to individualize his country so com
pletely in himself. Moreover, be received the full shock of the 
influence of the Romantic school. During the centuries in which 
the Poles had been imbued with false classicism or aped French 
manners, nq attention bad been paid to their wealth of tradi
tions and the weird legends and beliefs that bad been handed 
down in the rude villages of the country. These were all ready 
to be r.ollected, and only awaited the poet who would gather 
them into a sheaf. Here an<l there a faint glimpse had been 
given, as in some of the idyls (Sielanl.:e) of Szymonowicz, but 
the ground was almost entirely unoccupied. These nation~l 
characteristics were given by Mickiewir.z in his ballads ; in them 
we see a faithful mirror of Poland, warlike and semi-barbarous, 
now pathetic and long-sufforing, the Niobe of nations, with far 
more truth in the application of the classical parallel than when 
Byron applied it to Italy. 

Adam Bernard t Mickiewicz was born in the village of Zaoswa, 
near Nowogro<lek, in the present Russian government of Minsk, 
but, according to the distribution of the country in the old days 
of Polish independence, the principality of Lithuania, in the year 
1798. Lithuania. had been united to Poland in the fourteenth 
century, and a closer bond had been effected in the sixteenth at 
the diet of Lublin. The peasants have retained to the present 
~ay their strange language, which has such charms for the 
philologist, but with them, strictly speaking, Mickiewicz had 
nothing to do. He was descended from the Polish settlers who 
had established themselves in Lithuania, and was a Lithuanian 

• In 1841 appeared in London "Konrad Wallenrod: an Historical Tale. 
From the Polish of Adam .Mickiewicz, by H. Cattley." The version, as far as 
we have examined it, seems to have been well executed, but has been suffered 
to fall out of notice. 

t He was so baptized, but be seems to have allow-ed the second ·name to 
fall out or use. Adam was a favourite name among the Lithuauians. 

lYol. CXXVJ. No. CCLII.]-Ntw SEnn:s, Vol. LXX. No. II. CC 
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if we use the term in itll strictest sense, pretty much in the 
same way as we may style Mr. Parnell an Irishman. His attach
ment to bis native country was unbounded, and in many of his 
poems he has expre6Sed with great pathos the longings of the 
exile, just as the Jacobite who-

Pined by Arno for his lovelier Tees. 

As examples of this feeling might be mentioned the touching 
sonnet to the river Niemen, and the opening lines of "Pan 
Tadeusz " :-

Litva, my country, like art thou to health; 
For how to prize thee he alone can tell 
Who has lost thee. I behold thy beauty now 
In full adornment, and I sing of it 
Because I long for thee.« 

He is thus everywhere not merely a Pole but a Lithuanian Pole. 
He nd<ls another to the list of distinguished citizens which this 
province furnished to the Polish nationality-Kosciuszko, Nie
miewicz, and Ldewel, being also among the number. His 
father belonged to the Polish nobility, but the family were in 
reduced circumstances, and the elder Mickiewicz practised as a 
lawyer. Adam wa'! the second of five sons, and was born with 
a sickly constitution. One of his brothers, Alexander, was after
wards Professor of Civil Law in the University of Kbarkov; 
another brother became an nrmy surgeon and was killed in the 
Rus:;ian campaign against the 'l'urks in the year 1829. In his 
tenth year the boy was sent hy his parents to be educated by 
the Dominican Fathers in the neighbouring town of N owogrodek; 
four years afterwards he witnessed the advance of the army of 
Napoleon in liis expedition against Russia, on which the Poles 
had built such futile hopes. It can readily be imagined that 
this portentous event would produce a great effect upon the 
enthusiastic and dreamy boy, and indt:>ed it made him a Napo
leonist for the rest of his life. When at Rome in 1829, he pro
phesied the restoration of the dynasty, and his last production 
was a Latin ode in honour of Napoleon III. on the taking of 
Bomar;;und. We shall afterwards see how this cultus of the 
Imperial family, blending itself with the strangest mysticism and 
religious delusiou, caused the poet to Jose his office of Slavonic 
Professor at Paris during the reign of Louis-Philippe. His 
recollections of the Napoleonic campaign are reproduced by 
Mickiewicz in " Pan Tadeusz." When the French were in 
Lithuania, the house of the poet's father was occupied as the 

• Miss Biggs' Translation. 
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head-quarters of Jerome the King of Westphalia. He has not 
forgotten the glories of this period when he sings-• 

Thou year I who in our country thee beheld, 
The year of beauty calls thee even now, 
But year of war the soldier ; even yet 
Our elders love to tell of thee, even now 
Song dreameth of thee. Long wert thou proclaimed 
By heavenly miracle, and thee forestalled 
Dumb rumours 'mid the people; all the hearts 
Of the Litvini with the sun of spring 
,v ere girdled by some strange presentiment, 
As though, before the ending of the world, 
Some expectation full of joy and fear.* 

History, however, has told us how cruelly the hopes which the 
Poles had placed in Napoleon were destined to be disappointed. 
As Herzen truly observes, although he did not love Poland, he 
was quite willing that the Poles should shed their Llood for him, 
as they did on many a well-fought field ; witness thP. celebrated 
cavalry attack of Somo Sierra. It was but a sorry task, however, 
for men who were themselves suffering from a foreign rule, to 
assist in forcing a despot upon people who had done them no 
conceivable injury. Such, however, is the inconsisten,:,y of human 
nature. Napoleon sent his Polish soldiers to perish in the fever 
swamps of St. Domingo wliile assisting to destroy the liberties 
of the negroes who had emancipated themselves. He said to 
Narbonne in 1812 : "I want a camp in Poland and not a forum. 
I do not wish to open a club for demagogues either at ,v arsaw 
or l\Ioscow." One of the strangest stories is that which tells us 
of two Polish officers who clung to him to the last, :md entreated 
to be permitted to accompany him to St. Helena, if it were only 
in a menial capacity, but their request was refused. 

In due time Mickiewicz was sent to the Univer&ity of Wilno, 
wbich at that time boasted of some eminent professors. He 
occupied himself there more with poetry than with the regular 
studies of the place. At this time, the quarrel between the 
Classicists and Romanticists was raging, and Mickiewicz threw 
himself with alacrity into the contest. His sympathies were 
entirely with the latter; he bad made some acquamtance with 
German literature, and his enthusiasm had been kindled by read
ing the poetry of Zhukovski, who was at that time convert
ing the Russians to the new doctrines. Our author's first efforts 
appear to have been poor, and, strange to say, of a dirlactic kind. 
His first volume came out at Wilno in 1822 ; it at once attracted 

* Miea Bigga' TrllDl!lation, ii. 179. 
C C 2 
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attentior,. The Poles bad for some timP-been deluged with the 
lucubrations of French poetasters. They were t.ired of the fluent 
Trembecki and his school, with his dull descriptions and fulsome 
adulations. The volume of the new poet was fresh, daring, and 
unconventional. It was followed by a second collection of poems 
in the succeeding year, full of graceful and spirited ballads, of 
which we shall speak further when we nttempt an analysis of the 
writings which Mickiewicz bas left. But now political troubles 
were to come upon the young student. The University of Wilno 
was honeycombed with secret societies, in which, under the 
appearance of literary associations, grave political questions were 
discussed. The secrets of some of thcs~ unions were unravelled. 
The Governor of Wilno at that time was Novosiltzov, a worthy 
co-operator with Arakcheyev, and a complete reactionary. After 
an investigation, the University was closed and the students 
dispersed. Some of them were severely punished; Mickie
wicz met with gentler treatment. He and a few of his friends 
were removed to Russia., so as to be more completely under the 
supervision of the Government. On his arrival at St. Petersburg 
the poet was anxious to get some employment, and was sent to 
the newly founded Richelieu Lyceum at Odessa, then a city 
l"ising in importance. Thither he went in February, 1825, but 
he only remained ten months. However, he took advantage 0£ 
his stay to visit the Crimea; and it is to this excursion that we 
owe the charming sonnets in which he has described that 
picturesque country with its strangely mixed population
Russians, Tartars, Karaite Jews, Greeks and the descendants 
of the Goths; every type can be seen if we only take a stroll 
through one of the streets of its semi-Oriental towns. The 
sonnet had already been naturalized among the Poles in the 
sixteenth century by Szarzynski. It seems to have been more 
successful with them than with the Russians, or, indeed, with any 
other Slavonic people. We must confess ourselves no great ad
mirers of the volume of sonnets by Kollar, called " Slavy Dcera." 
The form becomes rather tedious in a long poem. In our own 

. :i.nd some other countries this style of verse is now employed too 
much. We are deluged with sonnets by every poetaster. 

Mickiewicz, on quitting Odessa, where he did not like his 
work, went to St. Petersburg, and it was here tLat, in 1829, he 
produced his celebrated poem, " Konrad Wallenrod." In the 
E;tory we are told how the Teutonic knights elected for their 
Grand Master one Konrad Wallenrod, reputed to be a famous 
warrior. However, the new Master spends his time indolently, 
and is unsuccessful in the expeditions which he undertakes. He 
brings nothing but disasters to the Order. When he has nearly 
ruined the cnuse of the Knights, and suspicious of his treason 
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are aroused, he acknowledges that he is a Lithuanian in dis
guise, who has sought these means of avenging his injureJ 
country. In the following lines he avows his origin, and th~ 
causes of his disguise :-

Trnitor, thy head must fall beneath the sword ; 
Repent thee of thy sins, prepare for death. 
Behol<l this old man, chaplain of the Order, 
Cleanse thou thy soul, and make a fitting end I 
Alf* stood with drawn sword ready for their coming. 
But paler, aye, he grew; he bowed and tottered, 
Leaned on the sill; casting a hau~hty glance, 
His mantle tore off, flung the Master's badge 
On earth, and trampled scornful under foot. 
" Behold the sins committed in my lifo; 
Ready am I to die; what will ye more? 
The annals of my ruling will ye hear ? 
Look on these many thousands hurled to death, 
On towns in ruins and domains in flames. 
Hear ye the storm-winds? clouds of snow drive on; 
Thither your army's remnants freeze in ice. 
Hear ye? The hungry packs of dogs do howl; 
They tear each other for the banquet's remnant. 
I caused all this, and I am great and proud; 
So many hydra's heads one blow has felled, 
As 8amson, by once shaking of the column 
To o'erthrow the temple, dying in its ruin." 
He spoke, looked on the window, and he fell. 
But ere he foll, he cast the lamp to eurth; 
It three times glimmered with a circling blaze, 
That rested latterly on Konrad's brow; 
And in its scattered flow the fire'11 rust gleamed, 
But ever deeper into darkness sank! 
At length, as though it gave the sign of death, 
One last great ring of light shot forth its blaze, 
And in this blaze were seen the eyes of Alf, 
All white in death, and now the light was dark.t 

The thin disguise under which Mickiewicz figured the strugglet 
which had gone on between the Poles an<l Russians was not 
penetrated by the censors, who a.ccordiugly permitted the work 
to appear. The meaning of it, howP.ver, was pretty clearly 
expresse<l even in the motto-" Dovete adunque sapere come 
sono due generazioni <la comba.ttere .... bisogna essere volpe 
e leone "-taken from the " Prince of Machiavelli," " Konrad 
Wallenrod" may justly claim to be a very spirited narrative 

• Tlui real name or Konrad. t Miss Bin;>' Translaliou, p. 91. 
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poem, and the subject must render it a favourite with all 
patriotic Poles. Western readers, unacquainted with the 
history of the country, and unable to feel any stimulus of the 
imagination in matters so remote from their sympathies, will, in 
too many cases, probably feel but a languid curiosity. Still, in 
the present day, when so many of the themes for poetry are worn 
out, it may he recommended on the score of novelty. We have 
had plenty of classical subjects, of moss-troopers and medireval 
barons, of ruffianly corsairs and solitary caloyers ; and to con
clude, falsely resthetic pictures of an imaginary Arthur, however 
splendid the mise-en-scene may have been. If we tum our 

· attention to the East of Europe, we shall find much that is fresh 
and invigorating among the Slavonic peoples. On these border 
lands the East and the West shake hands. There is something 
supremely captivating in the semi-Orientalism of these litera
tures. We have to do with a people who have the freshness 
of the English in Elizabeth's time, which made our glorious 
drama of three hundred years ago possible. Here are races 
who still have their popular ballads, and are still composing 
rude and fragmentary epics-not the pseudo-epic elaborated by 
the poet, factus ad unguem, for the drawing-room. Let us 
contemplate them a little while, amid the picturesque Serbian 
villages and the Bulgarian mountains, or in the steppes of the 
Ukraine, before they are civilized into the lyrics of the cafe 
chantant and the airs of the last new oz)(fm bm1.ff'e. 

Great, however, as are the merits of "Walle.nrod," it must be 
confessed that it is not without serious drawbacks. The tone is too 
bitter; the revenge too elaborated and ferocious, reminding one of 
the" Epic of Hate," as it has been called, the "Death of Chengich
Aga" (Smrt Chengich-.Aga), by Mazuranic the Croat. Moreover, 
the sentimental passion betwern Alf and Aldona is a little bit 
forced for such mature personages. In real life we do not see 
this scintillation of the dilapscc in cineres facis. And now a 
few words anent Miss Biggs' translation. She has rendered the 
poem with scrupulous fidelity, and shows herself an excellent 
Polish scholar. How courageous of a lady to spend so many 
hours over the stiff Polish vocablts ! Perhaps we must a little 
regret that she has abandoned the rhymes of the original for 
blank verse ; for something characteristic of the poet bas gone. 
There seems to us to be a fatal facility about this metre. It 
looks so easy, but is in reality so difficult. To make it agree
able, the pauses must be varied with consummate artifice. If 
this is not done, it is sure to become monotonous. It is hardly 
to be hoped that in our own times we may see a revival of the 
Miltonic verse ; but Tennyson has shown us how admirable a 
rhythm may l-e made in unrhymed lines. The graceful little 
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song of the Wajdelote on the Wilia is translated very elegantly 
by Miss Biggs, and the same may be said of the fine ballad 
which tells how the Moor from Granada succeeded in carrying 
the pestilence into the Spanish camp. It comes among the 
Polish snows like a fierce sirocco blast. 

On the 29th of May, 1829, soon after the publication of this 
poem, Mickiewicz lefL St. Petersburg. He had found its most 
intellectual salons open to him, and l.n.d become the intimate 
friend of the leading Russian authors. He could not make the 
acquaintance of Poushkin at Odessa, because the poet had left 
that city the year before the young Pole arrived. He was, 
however, introduced to him at St. Petersburg, and they became 
great friends, although this intimacy was interrupted by the. 
departure of Mickiewicz from Russia, and entirely broken by the 
line of antagonism to the Muscovites which the poet afterwards 
took up. Among the poems of Pousbkin will be found some verses 
on the anti-Russian outbreaks of Mickiewicz. When Poushkin 
perished in a duel in 1837, his Polish friend contrihuted to 
one of the French papers an account of the poet and his works. 
Mickiewicz seems also to have been acquainted with the unfortu
nate Riliev, who perished among the Dekabrists on the public 
scaffold. Among houses which the poet had frequented at 
St. Petersburg was that of Madame Szymanowska. For Selina, 
one of the daughters of this lady, the poet conceived an attach
ment, which was reciprocated, and she seems to have exhibited 
much emotion at his quitting the capital. Five years later she 
came to Paris and was married to him. After visiting Berlin, 
Dresden, Prague, and Karlsbad, lie travelled from the latter 
place with his friend O<lyniec (himself a poet of Rome repute, who 
died about a year arro) to Weimar, so as to be present at the 
celebration of Goeth:'s birthday. 'fhe aged poet received the 
friends with geniality, and praised some of the poems of 
Mickiewicz, which he had caused to be translated. He expresaed 
Lis regret that he was not himself acquainted with any Slavonic 
1aaguage. We believe it was on this visit that, when Mickiewicz 
and bis friend were entertained at a public dinner, the ortho
graphy of their names seemed so embarrassing that their places 
at the table were marked Pole No. 1, Pole No. 2. From 
Weimar the travellers set out for Fmnkfort and the neighbour
hood of the Rhine, and then betook themselves to Italy, by way 
of Switzerland. In Rome, Mickiewicz became acquainted with 
many celebrated Russians and Poles. He then went to Geneva, 
where ho was introduced to Sigismund Krasinski, the author of 
the " U ndivine Comedy," known as the "nameless poet," a 
strange mystic who carried the fantastic tendencies of his mind 
even further than Mickiewicz himself. In the year 1i:;;;1 he 
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visited Posen, with a view of proceeding thence to the head
quarters of the Polish insurrection at Warsaw. He wa.s, however, 
unable to reach the country, owing to the cordon of Prussian 
troops which surrounded it and barred all access. lu February, 
153:t, the baffled poet returned to Dresden. Perhaps it was no 
loss to the revolutionary party that be was unaule to share in 
thP-ir struggles. Mickiewicz, like Lelewel, was a dreamer, and 
hardly likely to be CJf any service in the camp, any more than 
Victor Hugo was found to be during the siege of Paris. After 
having i;tayed a few months at Dresden, the poet proceeded to 
Paris, which henceforth was to be almost uninterruptedly his 
home. It was iu 1834, at Paris, that appeared the poem "Pan 
Tadeusz," considered by most critics as his masterpiece, which 
we now propose to introduce more minutely to our readers. 

In this production we have a picture of Polish life at the time 
of the expedition of Napoleon, which, as we have previously said, 
produced so great an effect upon the youthful Mickiewicz. 
Together with a slender love-story, which is necessary to all 
tales, Mickiewicz has given us a picture of the homes of tho 
Polish magnates in their barbaric splendour. The constant. 
family feuds-the luxury alternating with rudeness of manners 
-the Jews and peasant'!, are all brought before us. The poem 
winds up with the union of Thaddeus and Sophia, and now the 
grande arrnee is nt their very doors. It is difficult for 
the English reader to enter into all the beauties of this piece, 
from causes to which we have previously alluded. Remote Poland 
is such a ter1·a incognita, so little understood and appreciated. 
It has been so almost from the days of the gay lfrenchman, 
Desportes, who accompanied his master, Henry III., thither, and 
has left us his quaint lamentations :-

Adieu Poloigne, adieu plaines desertes, 
Tousiours de neige ou de glace couvertes, 
Adieu pays d'un eternel adieu: 
Ton air, tee rueura m'ont ei fort s~eu desplaire, 
Qu'il faudra bien que tout. me soit contraire, 
Si jamais plus je retourne en ce lieu. 

If, however, we cannot appreciate the strange manners repre
sented to us, the exquisite descriptious of scenery with which 
the poem abounds will show that Mickiewicz had the true 
feeling11 of a poet. Let us take the fine passage in book iii. ~ 

So they began to talk of those blue heavens, 
:Murmurs of seas, and sweet winds, rocky heights, 
Commingling here and there, as travellers wont, 
Laughter and railing at their native land. 
Yet round them the Litvanian forests stretched, 
Ho full of beauty and of dignity. 
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The cherry-tree with garland of wild hops 
,voven ar->und it, and the service-tree 
Fresh-flushing like a shepherdess: the hazel 
Like mccnad, with green thyrsus, decked about 
As by a garland, with its pearly nuts. 
And lower grew the forest children: bhcktborn 
In the embraces of the briony; 
Aspen, whose black leaves pressed the raspberries. 
The trees and bushes joined their leaves like hands, 
Like youths and maidens standing for the dance, 
In circle of the married pairs. There stands 
One couple, raised o'er all the forest crowd 
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By slenderness of shape, and charm of colour: 
The white birch, bride-like, with her spouse the hornbeam. 
And further, like old peoplt! looking on 
Their children and grandchildren, silent sitting. 
Here reverend beech-trees; there the matron poplars; 
And oak with moss~s bearded, with the \\·eight 
Of five long ages on his humpy back, 
Leaning, as though on columns of a grave, 
On fossil trunks of oaks, his forefathers.* 

Nothing so fine as this has been written by any other poet upon 
trees, if we except the wonderful lines of Cowper on " Yardley 
Oak," and the verses of Wordsworth in which he describes bis 
adventures while nutting; or, perhaps, Emerson telling us of the 
fall of the pine and the close of its green century. Even finer, 
however, 18 the description of Lithuanian trees, which we get at 
the beginning of the fourth book. In that country in pagan 
times they were held sacred, and in many other lands, we must 
remember; our own among the number.t 

Our monuments, how many 
The Russian's or the merchant's axe each year 
Devours ! nor IeaYes unto the woodland singen 
A refuge, nor unto the bards, to whom 
Your shade was dear as 'twas unto the birds. 
Witness that linden tree in Czarnolas, 
Responsive to thEl voice of John, that formed 
The inspiration of so many rhymes. 
Witness that oak that sings so many wonders 
Unto the Cossack bard.! 

• Translation, i. 145. 
t The "'l'raosactions" o( the Caucasian division of the Imperial Russian Geo

graphical Society contain an intereslin~,: article on the Secred Groves and Trees 
among the people of the Caucasus.-vol. v. Tillis. 1877. 

! Th11 allusions are to Jan Kochanowski, the Polish poet of the sixteenth 
ceutury, who composed much of his verse under a farnurite linden-tree at his 
scat at Czarnolas; and to Stephen Goszczynsld, the author of "The Tower o( 
Kauiov." 
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0 native trees, 
How much I owe to you ! Indifferent sportsman, 
Escaping from my comro.de's mockery 
For missing game, I in your silence chased 
Imaginings; forgettir.g all the hunt, 
I eat within your close. The grey beard moss 
Spread silvery round me, mingled with deep blue 
And black of rotten berries ; and with red 
The heathery hills were glowing, decked with berries, 
As though with beads of coral. All around, 
Was darkness; overhead the branches hung 
Like green thick-gathering, low-lying clouds. 
The storm somewhere above their moveless arch 
,vas raging, with a groaning, murmuring, 
Howling and rattling loud, and thunder peal, 
A woudrous deafening roar. To me it seemed 
A hanging sea was raging overhead. 
Below, like ruined cities, here stood up 
The o'erthrow of an oak from out the ground, 
In likeness of a mighty hulk; thereon 
Leaning like fragments of old walls and columns 
There, branchy trunks and there half-rotten boughs 
lnclosed by pale of grasses. In the midst 
Of this intrenchment, fearful 'tis to look, 
For there the ruler.s of the forest sit-
Boars, bears and wolves; and at its entrance lie 
The bones halt:gnawn of som~ imprudent guests. 
At times upspirt, through verdure of the grass, 
As 'twere two waterspouts, two horns of stag, 
And flits between thn trees some animal 
With yellow girdle like a sunbeam, that 
On entering is lost among the wood. 
And once more all is t1ilent down below ; 
The woodpecker taps lightly on the pine, 
And flies off further; he is gone, is hidden, 
But still his beak goes tapping ceaselessly, 
As children hiding to each other call 
To se,•k them out. More near a squirrel Eits, 
Holding between her paws a nut, and gnaws, 
Hanging her bushy tail above her eyes, 
As falls a helmet-plume upon a cuirass, 
.Although thus veiled, she gazes heedful round. 
A guesL is seen-the woodland dancer springs 
From tree to tree, like lightning flitting by, 
At last she enters an invisible 
Opening within a tree-trunk, like a Dryad 
Returning to her native tree. Again 
'Tis silent. 

P!·esently, a branch disturbed 
Is quivering among the sundered crowd 
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Of srn·ice-trers; and rosier than their berries 
Are shining cheeks; it is a gntherer 
Of nuts or berries-'tis a maiden. She 
In ba;k<:t of rough bark doth proffer berries 
Fre~h gathered, fresh M her own rosy lips. 
Besi<le her is n jouth ; he bendeth down 
The hazel branchrs, and the damsel catches 
The nuts that twinkling fly. 

Then, hear they sound 
Of horns and dogs loud baying, and they guess 
The hunt is coming near to them; and fearing, 
'!'hey rnnish from the eye, like forest gods.• 
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But not only is Mickiewicz fine in his descriptions of trees, his 
cloud pictures are no less wonde:fol. Let us take the following 
as an instance-

" And he was right!" cried Thaddeus with warmth, 
"For that Italian sky of yours, so far 
As I have heard of it, so pure, so blue, 
Must be like standing water. Ate not wind 
And storm a hundred times more beautiful? 
,vith us it is enough to raise one's head. 
How many sights, how many scenes and pictures, 
Even in the very changing of the clouds. 
For every cloud is different. For instance, 
The autumn cloud crawls like a lazy tortoise, 
Heavy with rain, and from the sky to earth 
Lets down long streamers like dishevelled hair. 
They are floods of rain. A hail-cloud with the wind, 
Flies swift like a balloon, round, darkly blue, 
Midmost it shineth yellow ; a great murmur 
Is heard around. But even every day, 
Look ye, these small white clouds, how changeable I 
First like a flock of wild geese, or of swans ; 
And from behind the wind like falcon drives them 
Together in a flock ; they closer press, 
They thicken, they grow larger-newer wonders; 
They have arched necks, their manes fly loose, they put 
Forth rows of legs, and o'er the arch of heaven 
Fly like a troop of wild steeds o'er the steppes, 
All white as silver; they have ruingled, now 
Mast.~ spring up from their necks, and from their manes 
Broad sails. The troop is changed into a ship 
That proudly sails on, silently and slow, 
Across the plain of heaven's blue expanse." i 

This splendid picture cnn only be compared with the scene 

• Translation, i. 163. t Translation, i. 149. 
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between Anthony and Eros in Sbakspere, or some of the exquisite 
lines in the "Castle of Indolence." It is indeed a vision of the 
'' gold clouds metropolitnn" of Keate. 

Concerning thei;e lines on trees and clou<ls an amusing 
story is told by N. Berg in the preface to his Russian translation 
of" Pan Tadeusz." His words are as follows:-

1 used to ahow all my poetical labours at that time to C. P. Shevirev, 
the Professor of Russian Literature at the University of Moscow, to 
whom I was much indebted for my literary progress. I took him my 
translations from Thaddeus. He was pleased with them, and offered 
to print the two first extracts, "The Forest" and "The Clouds," in the 
1'/0$l,:vitanin, having, as it appears, concealed the source from which 
they were taken.* Thus the Lithuanian became the Ukraine forest!!, 
and the " Clouds of Lithuania" were metamorphosed into "Our Native 
Skies." At that time the public knew so little about Thaddeus, that if 
I had translated the whole of it, and published it as my own produc
tion, very few people would have discovered the fraud. The censors 
were in complete ignorance of it. When "The Forests of the Ukraine" 
and "Our Native Skies" appeared in print, only some Polish students 
gave me certain winks and rubbed their hands. A certain Malo
Russian lady wrote to one of my friends in Moscow : "Thank Berg 
for his pretty poem about our forests; the only misfortune is that; 
we haren't got any." 

The remarks which we have been compelled to make on the 
blank verse of Miss Biggs' translation of" Konrad W allenrod,'' 
unfortunately apply with equal, if not greater, force in this case. 
We must deplore the use of weak monosyllables at the end of the 
lines such as "and,'' &c. &c. We could justify our remarks by 
extracts, but they would only encumber the article, and \Ve do not 
wish to leave a bad impression upon our readers. 1'he fidelity 
of I he version and the sympathetic spirit with which it bas been 
executed are worthy of all respect. It is a. most careful and 
honetit piece of work. We must also take objection to the title 
"Master Thaddeus.'' Pan is, no doubt, an awkward word to 
translate; but why not say Sir Thaddeus? The word " Master" 
convP_vR no meaning; or, why not, as Ostrowski has done in his 
French version, call it " Tbad<leus Soplitza 1" And thus far with 
regard to this strange and original poem, which has quite modern 
scenes mixed up with old-fashioned idyllic pictures, and some
thing of the style of Goethe's "Hermann und Dorothea" in it, 
which is said in a way to have inspired Mickiewicz. 

In 1834 Selina Szymanowska came to Paris and was married 

* The name of Mickiewicz was Dot allowed at th::t time to be brought before 
the i,;.:1,lic, but waa passed over in silence as that of a rebel. 
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to Mickiewicz. She proved an affectionate and loyal-hearted 
wife, and was always anxious to gratify the least wish of her 
husband. But, strange to say, after his marriage his muse was 
silent. It had perhaps been quenched hy the hard duties of 
everyday life. In 1839 :Mickiewicz received a call to Lausanne 
a.~ Professor of CliL'-Sical Literature in the university there; the 
enthusiastic Catholic was to lecture in one of the head-quarters 
of Calvinism. Perhaps be would have found incongruities, as, in 
the opposite way, the Protestant Schleicher was not a pe1·so1w. 
grata in ultra-Catholic Prague. But before he had been a year 
in his new calling, Le was brought back to Paris by the offer of a 
Slavonic professorship in the College de France, which had been 
recently founded. Since the death of Poushkin he was the 
undoubted head of Slavonic literature, aud, therefore, the posi
tion seemed peculiarly appropriate. He delivered hie lectures 
at first to a large and appreciative audience, and they were 
printed in Polish at Paris, and in a German translation at 
Leipzig in the yeflrs 18-1-3-4. Bnt they cannot be said to 
have added to the reputation of Mickiewicz. In the first place 
he was but imperfectly acquainted with Slavonic literature out
side of Polish ; of the other Slavonic languages he knew but 
little, besides Russian, and of Russian literature, nothing since 
the death of Poushkin. The lectures are also disfigured by 
many fantastic derivations of words, which prove but too clearly 
how little scientific method was to be found in the poet's philo
logical studies. These were truly the days of wild theorie11, of 
the whimsical nonsense of Kollar and Wolanski; but some sound 
criticism was to be heard-Dobrowsky and Kopitar had written. 
Nor is our poet's ethnology much better. He sees Slavs every
where; Lydian is the Slavonic lioudi-people, &c. &c.• and 
this, too, when Schafarik had already published some of his 
learned works. Still Mickiewicz had a name which worked like 
a spell on his countrymen, and he might have continued with 
much popularity in his office to give his audience magnificent 
resthetic critiques and improvisations, such as those in which he 
~xcelled, had he not fallen a prey to the visiona17 ideas of a 
certain fanatic named Towianski. Owing to the mfluence of 
this man, Le became a religious mystic, and one part of his 
creed was to believe that the Napoleonic family was destined to 
furnish the )lessiah of the Polish nation, who would deliver 
them from the house of bondage. As his lectures were filled 
with these speculations, he became obnoxious to the Government, 

• Manv oflhese absurdities are ruthlessly satirized in a little brochure which 
.appeared at Paris in 1845, in Polish, but with a French title: "Mickiewicz de la 
Littcralure Slave." 
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and was removed from his office. This was a great blow to him, 
as although he was a man of simple habits, he had a wife and 
six children to maintain, and his condition became a very pre
carious one. Nor were the pleasures of a happy household con
ceded to him; his wife was in continuous ill-health, and between 
the year 1839 and her death in 1855, went three times out of 
her mind. We now have a glimpse of the poet, wasted and 
stricken, but still retaining something of his old fire. He was 
invited to undertake the editorship of a French newspaper, La, 
Tribune des Peuples, which was established in the earlier days 
of the Republic, but was not destined to last long. In his 
interesting memoirs published in the Polar Stm·•, the Russian 
Socialist, Herzen, has described the dinner which was given at 
Paris to celebrate the foundation of this journal, on which 
occasion he first met the poet. The account is so interesting 
in its details, and brings Mickiewicz so vividly before us, that 
our readers will probably be glad to have a translatior. of a 
portion of it :-

" When I arrived," says Herzen, "l found already a good number 
of guests assembled,amongwhom there was hardly a single French
man ; but, on the other hand, various nations, from Sicilians to 
Croats, were well represented. One person especially interested 
me, Adam Mickiewicz. I had never seen him before. He stood 
by the fireplace leaning with his elbow on the mantelpiece. . ... 
Much care and suffering were expressed in his face, which was 
Lithuanian rather than Polish. The general impression pro
duced by his appearance, especially by his head with abundant 
grey hair and weary look, was experience of unhappiness, 
familiarity with mental distress, trouble amounting almost to 
madness-the very embodiment of the fate of Poland. Some
thing seemed to restrain, to pre-occupy, to distract Mickiewicz. 
This was his extraordinary mysticism, in which he was now 
further and further advancing. I went to him, and he began to 
interrogate me about Russia. His intercourse with the country 
had been interrupted. He knew but little of the literary move
ment since the time of Poushkin; he had stopped at the year 
when he left Russia. In spite of his fundamental idea of the 
fraternal union of all the Slavonic peoples-an idea which he 
was one of the first to develop-there remained in him some• 
thing of a feeling unfriendly to Russia. And how could it well 
be otherwise after all the cruelties inflicted by the Czar and 
his satraps 1 Besides, we were talking at the time when the 
terrorism of Nicholas was at its height. Ch.t told me that at 

• Poliarnaui Zvic:da (in Russian), p. 77. London. 1859. 
t Sic in original : the name of a friend which Herzen does not give at full 

length. 
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the dinner he would propose a toast to the memory of the 24th 
of February, 1848, and that Mickiewicz would give a reply, in 
which he would enunciate the programme of the future journal. 
He wished me, as a Russian, to answer Mickiewicz. Not being 
in the habit of speaking publicly, and especially since I had 
made no preparation, I declined his request, but promised to pro
pose a toast to the health of Mickiewicz, and to add a few words 
to it, stating the circumstances under which I had first drunk. it. 
At Moscow, at a public dinner given to Granovski* in 1843, one 
of the guests raised his glas~ with the words: 'To the health 
of the great Slavonic poet who is now absent.' There was no need 
of mentioning the name, which not a per.,on dared to pronounce. 
All rose, raised their glasses, and standing drank in silence to the 
health of the exile.. Ch. was satisfied. Having arranged our 
extempore speeches in such a manner, we sat down to dinner. 
At the close Ch. proposed his toast; Mickiewicz thereupon rose 
and began to speak. His discourse was elaborate, clever, and 
extremely adroit-e.g., Ba.rues and Louis Napoleon might openly 
applaud it. I began to feel disgusted at it. 'l'he more he 
developed his ideas the more I felt something oppressive, and 
waited just for one word, one name, so that there might be no 
doubt. It was not slow in making its appearance. 

"Mickiewicz at length proceeded to say that <lemocracy is now 
taking a new position, at the head of which is France, that she 
will again rouse herself to the rescue of all oppressed peoples 
under those eagles and those flags, at the i;ight of which all 
Emperors and Governments had trembled, and that they will be 
again led forward by one of the members of that <lynasty crowned 
by the people, which has been appointed as it were, by Provi
dence itself, to carry on the revolution in the re~ular path of 
authority and victory. When he had finished, with the excep
tion of slight applause from his adherents, there was a general 
silence. Ch. perfectly remarked the mistake of Mickiewicz, 
and, wishing to remove the effects of the speech as soon ns pos
sible, came up with a bottle and, pouring out a glass, whispered 
to me, ' What are you going to do?' 'I will not say a word 
after that speech.' 'I entreat you to say something.' 'Not on 
any consideration.' The pause continued: some fixed their 
eyes on their plates, others continually looked at their glasses, 
and others maintained private conversations with their neigh
bours. Mickiewicz changed countenance and wished to say 
something, but a loud 'Je dema,n{le lei parole' was heard, and 
put an end to the disagreeable state of affairs. All turned to 
the man who rose. A little old man of seventy years of age, 

• A celebrated Professor or History at the University, now dead. 
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entirely g1·ey, with a strikingly energetic e~pression, stood with a 
glass in his trembling hand; in his large black eyes and troubled 
countenance, anger and displeasure were visible. It was Ramon 
de la Sagra. ' To the twenty-fourth of 1''ebruary,' he said;' that 
was the toast which our host proposed. Yes, to the twenty
fourth of February, and to the destruction of every kind of 
despotism, whether it be called regal or imperial, Bourbon or 
Bonaparte. I do not share the opinions of our friend Mickiewicz. 
He looks upon things as a poet, and may be right from his own 
point of view; but I cannot allow his words to pass without a 
protest in such a meeting as this.' And he continued in the 
same strain with all the passion of a Spaniard, and the authority 
of his seventy years. 

"Wl1en he had finished, twenty hands, my own among the 
number, were stretched out to him with their glasses. Mickie
wicz wished to justify himself, and said some words by way of 
explanation, but they were not successful. De la Sagra would 
not give in. Finally all rose from the table, and Mickiewicz 
went out." 

It was not till I S4S that Mickiewicz entirely freed himself 
from Towianski. He remained in poverty and neglect till 1852, 
when he had the modest post of Librarian at the Arsenal 
assigned to him. His Slavonic professorship was afterwards 
filled by Alexander Chodzko, a veteran, still living, his friend of 
old days, who has done some good work for Slavonic literature, 
by his translation into French of the songs of the Ukraine. More
over, his "Grammar of Palreoslavonic" is not without its merits. 
He is also a considerable Oriental scholar. Since his retirement 
the post has been admirably filled by M. Louis Leger, 1v1 

indefatigable Slavist, to whom we are indebted for some valuaule 
works, among others a French translation of the '' Chronicle of 
Nestor." It is difficult to repress a smile when one sees the title 
of the last production of the great Polish poet. Following the 
traditions of his countrymen, Kochanowski, Sarbiewski, and 
others, in using Latin, he addressed an ode in that language to 
Napoleon III. on the taking of Bomarsund. In 1855 Mickiewicz 
was sent by the French Government to Constantinople, with a 
view to raise a Polish legion in the pay of Turkey, to serve 
against the Russians. Among the interesting documents pub
lished in the literary supplement to the journal Kraj, to com
memorate the thirtieth anniversary of his death, is the last letter 
sent by the poet from Constantinople, addressed to bis daughter. 
He was soon afterwards attacked by cholera, probably caused by 
the neglect of all sanitary arrangements prevalent among the 
Turks, and died on the 26th of November. Hi~ remains, accord
ing to his last wishes, were brought back to PariR! and laid 
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in the Cemetery of Montmorency beside bis wife. Such was 
the end of the greatest Polish poet, and we may add the greatest 
poet of the Slavonic race, with the exception of Poushkin. He 
was not destined to revisit his beloved Lithuania, nor to see the 
places of which he had written with such tender regret. 

We now propose to pass in review some other remarkable works 
of Mickiewicz, having already spoken of his two most celebrated 
pieces, which form the chief subjects of our article. If we take 
the " Romancero," as he styled his collection of ballads and mis
cellaneous songs, borrowing a convenient term from Spanish 
literature, which was afterwards employed by Heine, we shall 
find some exquisite lyrics. In his sweet lines on the Prim
rose (Pierwiosnek) he alludes pathetically to his first love, 
Marylka. Marylka was a certain Mary Wereszczaka, a beau
tiful coquette, with whom the poet fell in love in early youth, 
but who did not reciprocate bis passion. He appears to have 
suffered great heart agonies from this aff.iir, and could not 
hea1· her name mentioned at any time afterwards without 
emotion. Two ballads are devoted to the lake Switez, near 
Nowogrodek, and the fairy of the lake, Switezianka, who is a 
kind of Undine, like the Rm1sian Rousalka. A charming little 
lyric is the" Nobleman and Young Girl" (Panicz i Dzicwczyna),. 
of which the first· part was written by his friend Odyniec. It 
has been translated rather paraphm$tically into French by an 
unknown author, perhaps Ostrowski himself, and will be found 
among the notes appended to bis French translation.• 

Quoi, ei tard dans les bois 
Bel ange I 

Entends-tu le hautbois 
Etrange1 

Vois-tu le chnsseur noir 
Qui chasse? 

C'est le sieur du mnnoir 
Fais place! 

"The Ambush" (Czaty) is a strange story of the Ukraine, 
in which we read bow a nobleman, owing to a domestic plot, is 
1,lain by his own servant. We can see here the influence of the 
old English and Scottish songs which had been spread over the 
continent by Burger and others. The ancient ballads of the 
Poles have been lost; bnt we can tell from their old writers that 
such existed, and many legends are imbedded in the chronicles 
of Gallus, Kadlubek, and Dlugosz, as can be easily gathered 

* "<Euvres Poctiques Completes de A.dam Mickiewicz." Deuiieme edi
tion. Paris. 1845. Vol. ii. p. 409. 
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from the poetical colouring of some of their pages, like the old 
northern Sagas in Paul the Deacon. Much of· the romantic 
poetry of the Poles has been drawn from the Ukraine. It has 
given inspiration t-0 the Marya of Malczewski and the '' Tower 
of Kanio\V " by Goszczynsk.i. Some of the best lyrics of the 
Cossack Shevchenko were also inspired by this part of Russia 
and Poland, of which he was a native. '' The Flight" (Uciecd,:a) 
is a striking ballad composed upon the same legend as furnished 
the subject of Burger's "Lenore," but, in our opinion, far surpass
ing it. It is based upon a story current among many Indo-Euro
pean peoples. The "Three Sons of Boudris" tells the story of 
three young Lithuanian soldiers, who go out on warlike expedi
tions, nod each returns with a Polish wife. The father tells them in 
going that of the captives throughout the whole world none are 
so charming as the Polish women, merry as kittens, with faces 
whiter than milk, black eyebrows, and eyes shining like two 
staria. " Fifty years ago,'' he adds, "when I was a young man, 
I brought a wife from Poland." Altogether, these ballads of 
Mickiewicz contain some of the choicest flowers of his poetry. 
lo the song of the W ajdelot, or Lithuanian bard, introduced in 
'' Konrad Wallenro<l," he thus epeaks of the popular lay. "Oh 
song of the people, thou art the ark of alliance between ancient 
and modern times. To thee the people entrusts the armour of 
its chief, the web of its thought, the flower of its feelings. 
Sacred ark, never broken by violence if thine own people does 
not profane thee, thou dost guard the national shrine of 
memories, and, together with th~ wings and voice of the arch
angel, sometimes thou dost also wield the sword of the arch• 
angel." 

Of the odes of Mickiewicz the two most beautiful are that 
addressed to Youth and the singular poem entitled "Faris," 
written on the enthusiast Wenceslaus Rzewuski, who passed his 
time among the Arabs in the desert and obtained the name of 
the Emir 'fadj oul Fekher, or the Emir of the Laurel of Glory. 
What was the fate of this eccentric man is not known; he 
figured in the revolutionary war of 1830, when he fitted out a 
squauron of cavalry at his own expense, but disappeared after
wards. According to some he was found slain after the battle 
of Daszow ; another and a pleasing trauition is that he escaped 
to the desert, where he spent the remainder of his days. The 
following extract may give some idea of this poem.• The gale 
of the desert is supposed to address the bold and reckless rider. 

~ It is taken from a collection of essays entitled "The Polish Exile," 
printed at Edinburgh in 1833. 'fhe name of the translator is not given. 
With a few corrections, it would be an excellcut version. 
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Where goest thou, madman ? Where the heat 
Shall parch thy breast, and parch thy tongue ? 

No kindly drop thy lip to greet, 
No stream to glad thee with its song; 

No evening dew shall fall to thee 
The hot wind drinks it too greedily. 
Vain was the voice of the pale cloud sighing, 

Still on o'er the desert plain: 
The cloud stood still on a bold peak lying, 

And never rose again. 
l!'or when I thither turn'd my head, 
It lingered in the horizon's shade, 
And I traced in its colours the thoughts of the cloud, 

As it redden'd with rage and grew yellow with hate, 
Till it vividly sank like a corpse in a shroud, 

Where the dark frowning rocks on its obsequies wait. 
Dash on, my white-footed horse 
Clouds, vulture!!, give way to my course! 
I look'd around me, like the sun, 
And saw that I was all alon~. 
Here Nature never yet awoke, 
No mortal step her sl11111ber broke. 
The elements are sleeping here, 

As beasts upun some desert isle 
Have never learnt to llee in foar 

From man's unknown alluring guile 
Great Allah! I am not alone! 
I'm not the first, the only one : 
I see a troop before me stanJ
Is it some merchant's caravan? 
Or is it the Bedouin's robber band 
That lurks in the traveller's vnn? 

The horsemen are pallid, and terribly wl1ite 
Are the coursers which stand all arrayed for the fight. 

I approach, but they wake not 
I speak, but they speak not. 

Just God I they are corses all 
And the wind-lifted sand was their pall. 
On the skeleton steed sits the skeleton man, 
Through their P-ye-balls and jaws as the idle sand ran, 
It told the sad fate of the last caravan. 
And still it whisper'd in mine ear 
Stay, whither goest thou? Madman, where? 
Lo where the sultry storms prepare ! 

Still on-still on-I come-I come
Corpses and storms, make room.• 

419 

• We have occasionally allowed ourselves a trilling change to improve the 
rhythm. 
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Our readers will, no doubt, agree with us that this is a romantic
poem, full of fiery energy. It rushes on like a hurricane. 
Nor, while speaking of the odes, must we forget the deeply 
pathetic lines addressed to a Polish mother. 

The sonnets of the poet are all beautiful, but we must give 
the palm to the one written on the Niemen, his native ri\·er. 
He sends back a grreting with all the longings of an exile and 
the agony of despair. We have already alluded to t.he sonnets 
written in the Crimea. Those entitled "The Storm" and "The 
Grave of Mary Potocka" must be especially p?inted out. It. 
will perhaps be remembered that the same sultiect has formed 
the groundwork of one of the sweetest of Pouslakin's poems. 
Indeed Bakbchisarai, with its mosques and gardens, and the 
beautiful surrounding scenery, might well evoke the enthusiasm 
of the poet. 

Of the remaining works of Mickiewicz two are nspecially worthy 
of notice. The first is "The Ancestors" (Dziady) called by 
Mickiewicz a mystery. In this poem the custom is described of 
~elebrating the deceased ancestors of the family on a certain day 
of the year, a practice once common to many Slavonic countries 
and still kept up among the Montenegrins. It is a Etrange weird 
poem, like so much that Mickiewicz has produced. Three lines 
m the latter part of this work must find their way to every 
Slavonic heart-

Ah I how I grieve for thee, poor Slav I 
Unhappy people, I grieve over thy fate; 
Thou knowest only one heroism-slavery ! • 

The other poem is the beautiful tale of Grazyna. This describes 
an episode of the wars between thti Teutonic knights and their 
adversaries. Throughout his writings Mickiewicz, as was natural, 
enters the ranks of his countrymen against their 1'eutonic oppres
sors. To do this he is obliged to evoke a somewhat shadowy 
past. Lithuanian history is at best but scanty, and its civiliza
tion has always been exotic. There are no historical documents 
whatsoever in the Lit.huanian language; in the old days of the 
principality the laws were in White Russian, and the influence of 
the Polish aristocracy, who bad perhaps never made any deep 
impression on the Lithuanian nationality, has betln much weak
ened by Russian immigrants. 

In the story of" Grazyna," the heroine, a Lithuanian princess 
goes into battle disguised in armour without the knowledge of 

* Ach ! zal mi ciebie biedny slawianinie 
Biedny narodzie ! zal mi twojej doli ; 
Jeden znasz tylko beroizm-niewoli ! 
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ber husband. When he is on the point of being slain by one of 
the German knights, she rescues him. She herself is, howevt-r, 
brought back to the castle mortally wounded. Preparations are 
made for burning the remains, and at the same time the captive 
Grand Master is brought in on horseback to be consumed to ashes 
while yet alive, together with the body. He is accordingly 
bound with three cords to a tree. Such was the terrible custom 
-0f the Lithuanians, and Mickiewicz, in his notes, quotes a pas
sage from the chronicler, Stryikowski, who died towards the 
-close of the sixteenth century, to tell how Gerard Rudda, the 
etarosta of Sam land, was burnt alive on horseback, clad in armour 
in 1315. The custom of burning the dead prevailed among the 
Lithuanians till the introduction of Christianity. That it was a 
usage among the ancient Slavs we know from lbn Fozlan, the 
Arabian traveller. 

'fo return, however, to" Grazyna." Wheu Litawor, her husband, 
discovers that the mysterious stranger is his own wife, Le is 
unable to survive her, and leaps into the flames. " Grazyna " 
was an early work of the poet ; it is said to have inspired the 
brave Emilia Plater, who was the heroine of the Revolution of 
1830, and after having fought in the ranks of the insurgeut11, 
found a grave in the forests of Lithuania. She was only twenty-
1;ix years of age. To her memory Mickiewicz has consecrated a 
pathetic poem, entitled "The Death of the Colonel." Alas! it 
is not every Joan of Arc who has the noble task of freeing her 
country, even if it be followed by imprisonment and death. 
Sed magna voluisse magnum. 

Two more poems of Mickiewicz remain to be mentioned. 
These nre " The Book of the Polish Nation," and "The Book of 
the Polish Pilgrims;" but they are hardly likely to interest the 
foreign reader so much as the pieces to which we draw attention. 
They are strange, wild productions, written in a kind of Biblical 
phraseology, and are said to Lave given a hint to the "Paroles 
d'un Croyant" by Lamennais. 

We hope to have given sufficient specimens of Mickiewicz to 
draw the attention of English readers, even if they cannot 
share in the enthusiasm felt for him by his own countrymen. 
This is no doubt partly due to a thouEaod charms of asso
c:iation, which cannot be conjured up by the casual reader, 
just 11s some song will have a weird and fanciful power from 
connections of time, place, and person. We are all, as the 
poet told us, bound by an electric chain. Miss Biggs ba.s per
formed a real service in bringing btfore the English reader two of 
the most striking pieces Ly Mickiewicz. He has hardly met with 
any previous translators among us. Last year, in a sketch con-
11 ibuted to the Polish Kraj, we wue at some pains to track tLoso 
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who had published versions of the poet, and they were indeed 
but scanty. Dr. Bowring, afterwards Sir John, in his" Specimens 
of the Polish Poets" (1827), has fortunately given no extracts 
from our author, although on page 4-3 he speaks of a volume of 
popular ballads by Mickiewicz having recently been published. 
Wo use the expression jortiowtdy, because nothing can 
be conceived more tame and spiritless than his versions. No 
poet, with him, has any peculiar and individual colour. The 
treatment is uniform, and one is always suspecting Bow
ring of translating through a German medium. There are 
some ludicrous examples of this in his "Cheskian Anthology," 
which we have noticed elsewhere, and he has been shown to have 
used German versions for his Serbian and Hungarian translations. 
We have already alluded to Cattley's neglected vereion, decidedly 
not without merit, and the translation of" Fa1 is.'' In a previous 
number of the WESTMINSTE.R R1-. VIEW we gave a translation of the 
beautiful lyric on the Wilia in" Konrad Wallenrod." In the "Poets 
and Poetry of Poland," published at. Chicago in 1881, are to be 
found a few translations from Mickiewicz by a countryman, Paul 
Sobolewski, the most important being the "Primrose,'' "'l'he 
Ode to Youth,'' "The Father's Return," and some ex.tracts 
from " l<'aris." 

Perhaps here and there an English reader, sated with the 
wealth furnished by the noble and far-spread English language, 
may feel a curiosity to turn asi<le and study the writings of a 
man of genius of a neglected and long-suffering country. He 
will assuredly find much to rewnrd him. 'l'he prospect of the 
Poles does not seem to improve. One of the last events we have 
heard is their expulsion from Easttrn Prussia by one of the 
most despotic acts in the history of any country. It seems hardly 
possible to believe, as we read it, that we are in the nineteenth 
century. But we live in times of coarse cynicism, such as have 
been aptly described by Emerson : 

'Tis tho day of the chattel, 
Web to weave and corn to grind; 
Things are in the saddle, 
And ride mankind I 

Some of these later misdeeds have provoked a just indiguation, 
well expressed in the poem of l\[. Buszrzynski, which has appeared 
this year, entitled "Duch Swiatla" ('' The Spirit of Light"), and 
contains mauy striking wrsls. ·we therefore welcome in the 
heartiest man,1er all publications that can nwakeu sympathy for 
the Poles, and among the number a high place will assuredly be 
awarded to the labours of Mi~s Biggs. Good will be done if atten-
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tion be called but for a moment again to that sad figure in the 
midst of the materialistic orgies of Europe. 

Ripe the fruit of many a tear, 
And the goal of woes is near; 
The amazed foe hears thy sighs, 
As thou sittcst in the gloom; 
But God calls thee from the tomb, 

Lazarus, arise ! * 

• Dojrzcwa owoc Jez, 
Juz bliski bolow kres, 
Jekow i lkan 
Zdziwiony slncha wrog, 
Z nad grobu wola Ilog. 
Lazarzu wstan ! 

"Poezje Teofila Lenartowicza." Posen. 1863. Vol. i. p. 18. 
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INDEPENDENT SECTION. 
( Under tM abo,,e title a limited portion ofT11E \VEATMINHt:R REVIE'I\" M occ<Uionallg 

1e.t apart for tM reception of able Articles, whicl,, though l,armoni::ing ,cith the 
general •pirit and ainM of the Revie10, may contain opinioM at varia,iu ,ritla 
t/,e particular ide11, or 111ea•11re, it a,fr~ate,. Tl,e objectl tlll' Editor, ira 
introduci119 thi, departme11I, i, to facilitate the e:rpre;J81on o opinion by mer& 
of high menial power and c11lt11re, u:l,o, 11'"ile the!f are zealo,u iend, of freedom 
aad proyre,s, yet dijj'er widely 011 ,pecial roint, of great practical ro11cer11, 
both from the J,,'ditors a11d from each other. 

1.-TBE FuNcTIONs OF Mo:sEY-BIMETALLISM. 

THERE are many apparent indications that the "Battle of 
the Standards" is about to be renewed. Indeed, the 

conflict has already begun ; and it is obvious that much confusion 
surrounds the questions involved in what is known as Bimetallism. 

All this haziness of view, and the want of definite conclu
sions upon which there is any agreement, appears to me to arise 
in large measure, if not altogether, from a prevalent fallacy, the 
product of metaphorical expressions about money, such as" tool 
of exchange," " medium of exchange," "oil of the commercial 
machinery," and other phrases of like chnracter. From these 
has grown the totally erroneous belief that money is only some 
sort of artiticial apparatus invented for the purpose of conducting 
business; and, by a strange kind of metonymy, the money of 
account-the terms in which accounts of value measured by a 
certain standard are kept-has become confused with and sub
stituted for the articles of merchandise, only quantities of which 
the terms state. 

Writers on political economy, from Mill down, constantly 
msist that gold and silver are commodities like any other articles 
of exchange, and that honest money must be made of gold or 
silver; that we must have a metallic currency of full value 
undebased. They then proceed to treat money as not property 
at all, only machinery for exchanging other things, the interven
tion of which obscures the understanding of economical problems; 
which therefore must be worked out" without the intervention 
of money." It is as though we were asked to accept a syst~m of 
astronomy, part of which requires us to believe that the earth 
moves round the sun, and part that the sun moves round the 
earth, and that the great attraction exercised by the sun may be 
dismissed from our calculations. 

For, as matter of fact, gold and silver are only money because 
they are first commodities, and the attraction exercised by money 
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is enormous, because it is the commodity in which profits have 
eventually to be collected before they are again distributed in 
further exchanges. 

A writer of distinction affords an illustration of what I mean 
in a recent work. 

In a note to the fourth chapter of his " Principles of Political 
Economy," wherein he treats of the definition of money, 
Professor Sidgwick refers to the four functions assigned to 
money by the late Mr. Jevons, as (I) a medium of exchange, 
(2) a measure of value, (3) a standard of value, and (4) a store 
of value ; and, after concedmg that the second and third functions 
naturally follow from the first, be proceeds to decline to attribute , 
to money the fourth function, that of a store of value. 

For years of my life it has heen matter t>f surprise to me that 
the truth ha.~ not been recognized that it is only because of the 
possession by mouey of the fourth character (that of a store of 
value) that it can successfully exercise the functions of medium of 
exchange, measure of value, or standard of value. It is money 
because, by survival of the fittest for t,his purpose, it is the article 
of exchange in which can most easily be stored the profits on 
exchanges of merchandiRe for merchandise, of labour for goods, 
or of goods for labour. It is this fact, and this fact alone, which 
furnishes any satisfactory solution of the innumerable questions 
touching the currency, bimetallism, "fiat-money," and cognate 
perplexities ari11ing out of the delusion that money is merely 
artificial machinery for exchange and distribution, and as such 
can be made out of paper. 

So extraordinary has- it appeared to me that the simple truth 
should have escaoed the observation of men like Mill, Fawcett, 
Bouamy Price, ·and many other writer11, both EngliRh and 
American, for whom I have the highest respect, that I have 
at times, in good faith, been disposed t,o think that the view 
which impressed itself so clearly upon my mind's eye must be 
erroneous for some reason which I did not discern. But I have 
enjoyed advantages for which I deserve no personal credit for 
studying financial and monetary questions in the administration 
of colonial governments, where acquaintance with financial 
arrangements formed part of my official duty. It has fallen to 
my lot to reside in more than one gold-mining country, whero 
the speedy transformation of the metal from the mine into legal 
money at the neighbouring mint, by division into ascertained 
portions and the impression of a stamp, was a matter of common 
occurrence. In places such as these the operation of causes and 
the relations of economical phenomena are more plainly visible 
than they can he expected to be in larger communities with 
more complex: social organization and elaborate machinery for 
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effectiug exchanges and distribution. In a mo<lel, one more 
readily set's and understands the relations of parts to each other. 
In a steam-engine, for instance, of crude and simple form, it is 
more easy than in a more complicated machine to comprehend 
the action of the original motive power which drives all the 
subordinate and auxiliary cranks and wheels which have been 
added by successive developments, aud of which the action might. 
well, by the uninstructed, be supposed to be due to independent 
causes. 

The result of all my <loubt, consideration, observation, and 
investigation has been to confirm me in the conviction that in 
omitting to recognize the fact that nothing has the character of 
true money which does not possess that of a store of value, and 
that the precious metals are money by survival of the fittest for 
this purpose, economists have neglected and even wilfully dis
regarded the key to many, if not most, of the vexed questions in 
economics. 

A curious instance seems to me to be thus afforded of the 
confusion ·of thought which arises from the use of language, and 
sometimes even of mere words, of which the signification has, in 
some strange way, Leen changed by metonymy. If the mental 
process were conductt:d in ideas or symbols representing the 
things thought about, instead of in words representing abstrac
tions, much error, I believe, might have Leen avoided. If, for 
instance, instead of saying I gave so many pounds sterling for 
this or that thing, the language habitually used had been, I gave 
so many ounces of gold (which was the fact), an accurate and not 
a misleading account of what took place would have been given; 
and Sir Robert Peel's celebrated question, What is a pound 1 
would not have been propounded to the perplexity of so many 
respectable persons. 

Much as I sympnthize with Professor Max Muller's unwilling
ness to admit that there is not an essential difference in kind 
between the reason of man and the intelligence of the language
less brute, it has long appeared to me that this subject affords 
illustration which tells dead against the Professor in his conten
tion with the Darwinians that language is necessary to rational 
thought. It is, in fact, the use of language which has led to the 
misconceptions of which I complain. Any intelligent dog ex
changing a bit of gold for a bit of ment would have had a 
perfectly clear conception of the nature of the transaction, and 
not Lave confused himself by the misapplication or metonymical 
use of abstract economical terms. 

Indeed, in the simpler forms of human society the confusion 
has been for a long time avoided. In the Spanish-American 
countries of Peru and CLili the coin known to Englishmen as 
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"doubloons" were there termed simply "ouza.s,'' being in fact 
· merely ounces of a certain or perhaps uncertain fineness, but 
certified by the official stamp to be gold and of a certain weight. 
There has been much discussion as to the possibility of 
establishing an international coinage which should circulate 
freely in all countries. Nothing would seem simpler if we only 
revert to the praclice of the Spanish gold colonies, and if 
countries entering into agreements for the purpose should coiu 
gold pieces of the same fineness and the same weight, which 
would then pass in any country for their ascertained value in the 
money of account of that country. The same piece would be 
known to be worth so many pounds and pence in England, and 
so many francs and centimes in France, so many dollars and 
cents in America. 

I mention this proposal because I believe that if it were put 
into practice ev lence would thus speedily be afforded of the 
truth of my contention. It is very imperfectly comprehended 
by most people that there is no such thing as a pound sterling, 
any more than there is such a thing as a pound avoirdupois. An 
article may be worth a pound as it may weigh a pound ; pounds 
and shillings and pence a1·e really mere names for account-
keeping. With very little adaptation of circumRtances to the 
change, it would be just as easy to keep general accounts of money 
in ounces, drams, and pennyweights, as it was in places I have 
known to keep accounts in pounds, shillings and pence, repre
senting values quite different from those of the same names in 
sterling money and not haviug any coin corresponding with the 
names. The gold in the so-called sovereign, and not the coin as 
a sovereign, is what is worth the pound ; it is the gold which is 
the article of exchange, and it is the being an article of exchange 
which will keep well as a store of value, which makes it useful as 
money-as a medium of exchange, as a measure of value. 

I wish to say it without disrespect, but I say it with sorrow, on ac
count of the additional obi;curity with which the subject is thus 
surrounded, that the whole of Professor Sidgwick's chapter on the 
definition of money only augments the" serious and widespread in• 
accuracy of thought and language" of which he complains in 
respect of Mill and almost all other writers. But when the facts are 
thoroughly examined and analysed, separated from previous pre
judice and misconception, it will he found that the inalienable 
character of a store of value is what musL distinguish any article 
of exchange naturally selected for use as true money, and that 
the whole of the subsequent superstructure of bank.notes, bills 
of exchange, promissory notes, bank-cheques, transfer of credit, 
clearing-house sets-off of claims against payments, and all the 
other labyrinthine branches of the great edifice of credit, all 
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l'est, and can only securely rest, upon the fact that the money 
with which all pecuniary traneactions finally deal is a substan
tive article of exchange and a store of value. 

In the note to which I have referred, where Professor Sidgwick 
states bis objections to Jevons's attribution to money of the 
functions of a store of value, there is afforded a curious example 
<>f how completely the true poiot in a question may be mi!,sed 
e\'eu while it is being examined. Mr. Sidgwick admits "that in 
a certain sense of course any medium of exchange must be aiso 
a store of value; that is, each man must keep somewhere so as 
to be obtainable without material delay a sufficient quantity of 
it for his ordinary purchases." I suppose, in fact, that he would 
not dispute that a man with twenty pieces of gold in his pocke\ 
called 1mvereigns or napoleons is in possession of a store of value 
with which he can procure anything he wants within the limits 
of twenty pounds or four hundred francs of money of account, 
as the case may be. If this be so with twenty pieces of gold, 
why not with twenty thousand or two hundred and twenty 
thousand 1 An,l as a matter of fact it is so. Yet in objection 
to Jevons's suggestion, that money serves the purpose of embody
ing value in a convenient furm for conveyance to distant places, 
Mr. Sidgwick said that "so long as the journey or transmission 
is within the range of moriern societies what I\ mau carries is 
commonly some document transferring to a foreign banker a 
portion of his home bankt-r's obligation to pay him money on 
demand, the for<'ign banker being ultimately repaid by having 
transferred to him some foreign merchant's debt that was pur
chased by the home banker. 'fhe whole transaction is obviously 
one of iuternational exchange." Precisely so; and one which 
rests entirely upon credit; which credit, it is omitted to notice, 
r€sts entirely upon gold, the store of value, as a foundation. 
E,·ery one of these transactions is based upon the assumption 
that the holder of the "document," if he chooses to claim it, 
shall Le paid the value of the draft in gold or what he may be 
willing to take as an equivalent. This in no sense militates 
against the fact that gold is a store of value. International 
exchanges by menns of bills of exchange arose from the value of 
gold as an article of excl1ange, especially useful because wi~h that 
everything else could be bought, but peculiarly exposed to risk 
of loss and theft. The exchanges -.vere, and are now, of prt:cious 
metal in ooe place for a like quantity in another, subject to certain 
eharges. One man with twenty thousand gold pieces in Constan
tinople (we will say) desired to transr:ort the money to London, 
Lut feared to do so on account of the risk and cost of transport. 
Fortunately for him he finds another man who has twenty 
thousand gold pieces in London which he is willing lo trausfer 
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to the first in exchange for the twenty thousand in Constanti
nople, after deducting a percentage for the accommodation thus 
afforded in removing risk of loss, and avoiding cost of transport. 
Bankers are now the go-betweens for such transactions, and they 
are covered by effiorescences growing out of the complications of 
modern life; but this is the doctrine of international exchanges 
reduced to its simplest form, and they are all based upon the 
fact of money being a store of value, and upon its transfer ai 
such from place to place. 

There has been a recent occurrence of much significance. Not 
long ago I saw it stated in English newspapers that immediately 
after the failure of the Munster Baok there was such fear of a 
run upon the Bank of Ireland that half a million of sovereigns, 
in round numbers about five tons' weight of gold, wer13 sent from 
London to Ireland. Now, why were thoue five tons of the 
precious metal thus moved if they were not a store of value and 
the ultimate money of commerce always called for when credit 
is shaken or no longer exists 1 If the gold had not this character, 
or if credit were not at times liable to crumble away to the 
foundation upon which it is built, the documentary transfers of 
Professor Sidgwick would answer all the purpose in view, and 
claimants at the counter of the bank might have been fur
nished with papers giving them the right to put in their claims 
somewhere else, and at each bank the proc~ss might be repeated 
a<l infinitum. 

It is curious that it should be supposed that, if I have a 
thousand pieces of gold and do not hoard them, they, therefore, 
are not l:\ store of value. They may cea.cie to be a store of value 
to me personally if I spend them in riotous living; or I may 
part with them in exchange for bank shares or colonial deben
tures which I hope and believe will give me 5 per cent. interest; 
but wherever those pieces of gold go, into whosesoever hands 
they fall, they continue to be a store of value worth £3 1 7 s. 1 Old, 
per ounce. And from the peculiar and comparatively indestruc
tible character of this commodity in constant circulation, and 
which possesses this value in exchange, some remarkable conse
quences flow which will be noticed further on. 

But before I proceed to touch upon effects which are produced 
in many branches of economical inquiry, it is right that I should 
notice the fact that, as is indeed pointed out by Professor Sidg
wick, many forms of what have been loosely termed " money" do 
perform the same functions as those of true money ; and if one of 
these be that of a store of value, then those spurious forms of 
money-as, for instance, the so-called'' fiat-money"-also be
come. for as much as they are worth, stores of value in propor
tion to the probability of the promises which they represen~ 
being kept. 
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It is important to remember thi~, because in point of fact and 
in practice the whole mer~hantable e;changeable property of 
any community is the sum of all commodities of whatever kind 
other than money, plus the marketable value of all money and 
promises doing duty for money. An<l iu proportion to the 
abundance of mouey, and the promises doing duty for money, will 
prices of all other commodities be raised. 

It bas always appeared to me that the advocates of "fiat
money" were logically following the principles inculcated by the 
school of .Mill nn<l his disciple~, and that there is no sort of 
excuse for the contention that money should be composed of a 
precious metal or other article of inherent value, if it is not a 
store of value, and is only machinery for effecting exchanges, the 
intervention and the positive value of which may be disregarded 
in the consiJeration of economical problems. 

The delusion which und,fflies disregard or dispute of the ac
curacy of this contention must he seductive, for Mr. Sidgwick 
flirts with it now. He says (p. 2+5) that" there is no reason why 
we should not have an international circulation of bank-notes 
and the progress of science and industry might so enlarge the 
supply of gold as to make it po!,8ible for a wise and stable 
Government to de\'ise a pap.,r currency of more durable value 
than gold coin would then Le if still issued as at present." 

It might be very possible to have an international circulation 
of bank-notes. '!'his would only be an extension of the operation 
of credit based on national good faith-in fact, would not be 
much more than an expansion of the idea of international post• 
office money-orders. 

But what can be meant by supposing that any progress of 
science or inJustry, by nny enlargement of the supply of gold, 
could make it possible lo devise "a paper currency of more 
durable value than gold won)J then be if i;tili i<Jsued as at 
present 1" There seems to be an imagination underlying this 
that money is somehow issued by the Government. '!'here 
cannot be a greater misconception than to suppose so. No 
Government could issue any true money without buying it. first, 
and every attempt to issue paper has only rer.ulted in the circula
tion of national I O U's, which ha·>'e fluctuated in value according 
to the prevalent degree of belief that they will some day be 
redeemed. It is true that Bauk of England notes are regarded 
with almost as much confidence as if they really were composed 
of some precious substance in itself worth its nominal value; but 
this is only due to the exceptionally excellent character of the 
credit they enjoy. As long ago pointed out by Mr. Huskisson 
in his pamphlet on tht: well-known report of the Bullion Com
mittee, "paper currency has obviously no intrinsic value." On 
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the other h:ind, any private person can have leg<1.l tender money 
made for him to is~ue, if only he take:1 the gold to the Mint to 
be coined, thus ohtaining the certificate of the Government that 
the pieces of the precions metal which he proposes to iMue are 
of an aacertained fin~nes1 and wei.~ht. There is nothing more 
than this in what i-1 done. In practice the operation of procuring 
the coinage of bullion when thought to be necessary ha, fallen 
exclusively into the control of the Bank of England. But there 
is no necessity that this should be so. As remarked by Mr. 
Jevons," It is the theory of the English monetary law that every 
individual is entitled to take gold to the Mint and have it coined 
gratuitously." 

Apart from this, what possible effect could under any circum
stances be produced by any enlargement of the supply of gold 
that would render it feasihle to establish a paper currencv of 
more durable value than gold 7 Is it supposed that un<ler ·any 
circumstances, or in the presence of any quantity, an ounce of 
gold of 18 carats fioe will be worth more or less than another 
ounce of gold of exactly the same quality 7 If the quantity of 
gold should be quadrupled all over the world in the next few 
years the value of gold compared to itself cannot vary, and in 
fact the only possible effect, subject to local and temporary 
variations from local and temporary causes, would be that other 
commodities would be worth in exchange four times as much 
gold as they now are-in other words, that prices would be 
quadrupled. This, no doubt, would be called by some the 
depreciation of gold, bnt it never would be possible to show that 
gold bad become worth less than £3 17s. lO½d. per ounce. 
Gold as the standard as well as the store of value would remain 
just where it has always been, but the values of everything else, 
subject to the variations I have mentioned, would be raised or 
"appreciated" relatively to gold. 

Serious inaccuracy of thought and language is indeed wide
spread when it leads to such singular misconception of the state 
and meaning of facts as is shown in the chapter on the definition 
of money in Professor Sidgwick's work, to which I am referring. 
After conceding that coin and bank-notes form a specially im
portant part of money-market money, he proceeds to say that 
"the greater part of such money must consist of what has been 
called 'money of account;' that is, bankers' liabilities or obliga
tions to pay coin on <lemanJ, not embodied or represented 
otherwise than by rows of tigures in their boob." 

Now, to begin with, the original and true mE>aning of the term 
"money of account," is not that of accounts of money, as appa
rently un<lel"l!tood Ly Mr. Sidgwick, but the terms or names in 
which the accounts are kept. The accounts may be kept in 
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dollars aod cents, or francs and centimes, or pounds and shillings, 
nn<l the coins in circulation may be of quite different denomina-
1 ions, as I have known to be actu&Uy the case in several colonies. 
A person would owe an account of so many dollars and cents 
and pay it iu so many sovereigns and shillings. The money of 
account was dollars and cents, the terms in which the account 
was kept: the coin in circulation was British money. 

But leaving this point and allowing bankers' liabilities or 
debts to their depositors to be called by any name agreed upon, 
what can be meant by saying that ol,ligations to pay coin on 
demand are not embodied otherwise than by rows of figures in 
hooks-ink-marks on paper? It seems to be totally forgotten 
that the whole theory and practice of banking depends upon the 
belief that the coin which was deposited or which might have 
been claimed by the bank by virtue of the cheques or notes de
posited will be repaid on demand, and that the rows of figures 
are only records of these trans&etions with a material substance. 
It is only the modern incrustation of credit upon money that 
enables the banks to use and lend those deposits of real money, 
in the faith that they will never all be asked for at one time or 
in quantity more than is sufficient to be met by the hard coin or 
Bank of England notes kept ready for the purpose . 

.Mr. Sidgwick takes objection to some views of Mr. Bagehot's, 
which he quotes, and of which he speaks as showing that 
"Bagehot clearly regards those bankers' deposits as immediately 
disposable and ready cash;" and be proceeds, as he thinks, to 
dispose of the error. But, as a matter of fact, unless, and except 
in so far as, our Fystem of banking is fraudulent or unsound, Mr. 
Bagehot is perfectly right; and subject to any reductions by 
counter-claim11 or sets-off, the owners of those deposits, on giving 
due notice to the bank of their desire to be paid, should be able 
to collect in gold, or orders entitling them to gold, the sums of 
money which are stated by Mr. Bagehot to appear in the bank 
accounts as deposits available for loan funds. 

There would seem to be a strange fascination pertaining to 
the fallacy that money can be constituted of something not 
merchandise, and the glamour surrounding this hallucination 
induces the impression that money is only a "medium,'' 
"machinery," a "tool," or something else of that sort, instead of 
its being, as it is in fact, the variety of commodities which will 
keep best, and best admits of the saving or storage of value. 
Scarcely any writer is able to free himself from the spell, and it 
has carried one, at least, so far as the belief that "credit "-that 
is, promises to be fulfilled in the future-is the only storage that 
we have of any capital worth speaking of. 

It is necessary firmly to apprehend the relation of credit to 
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true money. Let us suppose tht3 case of a manager of a gold
mine who wishes to transport £100,000 from Australia to 
England. He could do it in gold, which is a product of the 
country and of his business, and which could be coined for him 
in Sydney or Melbourne, but the process would be troublesome 
and expensive, besides being otherwise not so convenient a mode 
of doing what he desires to accomplish. Instead, he gets bills 
of exchange from some bank, drawn upon London, for£ 100,000; 
transferring to the bank his money in Australia. Here comes 
in the first operation of credit. He has paid the bank in gold, 
and trusts to the promise of the bank that he will be paid a like 
amount of gold in London. But it is of the essence of the 
transaction that he should be able to claim about a ton of gold if 
he should choose to demand its delivery from the bank upon 
which the bills are drawn. The ton of gold is in the bank vaults 
or in the vaults of the Bank of England; but he has the right 
to it. Having this right, and this being acknowledged, he does 
not cara to ask for the gold, but leaves it where it is, and opens 
an account with the bank, £100,000 being lodged to his credit. 
Now come in endles.~ credits and transfers of the right to claim 
that gold or some portion of it; but if at any time it should be 
<loubteu that the gold was really there to meet the claims which 
were thus interchanged and countL>rchanged, the credit would 
collapse and cease to exist. Credit, as of course the origin of 
the word shows, implies faith or belief; and the whole of the 
innumerable transactions which might take place with tha~ 
.£100,000, or fractions of it, would be founded on belief in th!!' 
fact that the ton of gold originally procured by exchange for the 
.ton of gold in Australia would eventually be forthcoming to 
'R:l.tisfy the rightful owners of the claim to it. That ton of gold 
was the true money which was being dealt with all the time. 
The right to some of it may have bceu again exchanged for a 
right to some in America. Transfers of claims may have been 
made backwards and forwards Ly bills of exchange between half 
the cities of Europe; but tl1at ton of gold as a store of value has 
been the basis cf all the transactions, and without its existence 
they could have had no honest foundation. All the elaborate 
and complicated operations of credit which I have imagined are 
nothing but a superstructure upon that ton of gold as exchange
able merchandise, worth £3 17s. l0~rl. per ounce, and a store of 
value accordingly. 

I am not uumindful of the fact that pract,ically innumerable 
exchanges take place of good~ against good~, or merchandise 
against services, without the intervention of money at all. But 
these processes are in effect merely barter facilitated by the 
modern machinery of commerce for setting off one liability 
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against another, which is accomplished by the use of money of 
account as a measure of value having gold or silver a.~ its 
standard. But any balance or difference on two accounts is 
legally payable iu the commodity selected for use as money in 
the country, and cannot otherwise honestly be paid. 

Take as illustration the case of some country village where the 
country doctor and the village blacksmith who shoes the doctor's 
horses have accounts against each other for services rendered. 
The blacksmith owes the doctor .£20 for professional services. 
The doctor is indebted to the blacksmith for work charged iu 
his books, at certain rates, and amounting in the whole to £21. 
The liabilities are set one against the other, and only £1 in 
money remains to be paid to the blacksmith. This does not do 
away with the fact that if the doctor had had no account against 
him the blacksmith would have been entitled to receive £zl in 
gold, and that the £1 which he does receive is the store of the 
value which he has saved in the dealings between the doctor and 
himself. 

But we can carry this imaginary transaction a step further. 
The doctor has an account at the village bank, and instead of 
giving t,he blacksmith a sovereign (or pound's worth of gold) he 
gives him a cheque, which: entitl~s him to ask for one at the 
bank. But the blacksmith has also an account at the bank. 
which unluckily for him happens to be a little overdrawn, and 
instead of asking for the sovereign he pays the cheque, which i~ 
an order for it, in to the credit of his account in diminution of 
his indebtedness, and the pound's worth of gold which he would 
otherwise have received remains in the banker's till as a store of 
value to meet other calls. 

All mercantile transactions and operations of credit, so far as 
they are honest, are only varieties of those which I have roughly 
given. But if they are analysed it will be seen that _they are all 
based upon the existence of gol<l as an article of exchange. If 
twenty-one sovereigns had been drawn from the bank by the 
doctor and paid to the blacksmith, who should then have paid 
back twenty to the bank to the doctor's account and one to his 
own, the ultimate result of the transactions would have been 
exactly the same as they were without the moving of one coin. 

It is, however, the extent to which processes s11ch as these are 
used which disguises the truth that it is in gold as money 
that the residuum of value in all these ephemeral exchanges 
and services must be looked for, and will be found stored if 
anywhere. 

It is out of failure to perceive this, and out of hankering after •· 
the notion that money itself as well as credit is somehow artificial 
machinery which can be made out of paper, like cheques, that all 
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the confusion has arisen which surrounds "the b:1ttle of the 
standarJs" and the curious efforts of the bimetallist~ to set up 
both gold and silver in the same place as money, and, conse
quently, as measures of value. 

As stores of value, both certainly may be used with a certain 
amount of inconvenience, just as a man may exchange his 
property in money for property in copper or in wine for a time 
with the expectation of shortly again exchanging for money at a. 
profit. But the function of a standard of value cannot be dis
charged at the same time by two different articl~s of value 
varying from time to time in value relatively to each other. 
The true doctrine has long been recognized in England, where 
we know that silver is only used as token money for limited 
amounts in coin. 

But some years ago there was great discussion in the news
papers caused by the depreciation of silver relatively to gold, 
after the great discoveries in Nevada, and bewilderment seemed 
to be produced by the consequent effect upon the exchanges 
between India and England. Many seemed to find it impossible 
to comprehend why a silver rupee which had been worth as 
nearly as possible a silver florin should have fallen to the value 
of one shilling and eightpence or one shilling and sevenpence. 
They did not remember or apprehend that the florin is only the 
token or representative of the tenth part of a gol(l pound in a 
country where gold is money, it never having been, nor intended 
to be, worth in itself so much; and that the silver rupee, on the 
other hand, is the silver unit and measure of value in a country 
where silver is money; where, in other word:,, silver has been 
selected for use as the stan<lard of exchange, tlie store of value, 
and consequently the metlium of exchange. So long as the 
relative value of silver and gold remaiued at about one to 
fifteen no inconvenience was experienced in the exchanges-I 
mean in the drafts and remittances-between England and 
India. And even when silver became depreciated, no results 
from the recent immense discoveries of silver could he produced 
in countries where silver is money, except those which had been 
observed in countries where gold is money to have been produced 
by the gold discoveries or the previous fivl?-and-twenty years
namely, a general rise of prices or comparative values in every
thing but money. A rupee will always be worth a rupee. No 
matkr what quantity of silver there may be in the world or in 
the market, an ounce of pure silver must always be worth an 
ounce of pure silver. But the rupee was no longer worth two 
shillings, because, as I have said, the shilliug is only a token 
coin, in fact representing one-twentieth part of a gold unit, and 
the quantity of silver in ten rupees is no lo11ger equal in value 
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to 1'/, 1°!J of an ounce of standard gold, which is the pound. 
Bankers in Calcutta, therefore, would not undertake to pay 100 
gold pounds in England for the same number of silver rupees 
received in India as would have sufficed a short time before. 

It seems to me that the mattclr is readily comprehensible when 
we recognize the difference between money of account and 
money of commerce, which latter is alwa_ys an article of mer• 
chandise and store of value. The ditficulty in the case under 
notice arose from the fact that it is not the same article of 
merchandise in England as it is in India, and that bank 
exchanges become a matter of barter of silver in one place for 
gold in another place, instead of merely an undertaking to pay 
gold in one place for so much more or less gold in another place, 
as in dealings between countries with the gold standard. And 
there is a point in respect of "bimetallism" which should be 
noted, though it is commonly o\'erlooked. The arguments in 
favour of the use of silver in addition to gold at a certain ratio 
to be fixed arbitrarily by law, are all based upon the assumption 
that more money is needed as a "circulating medium" or "oil 
for commercial machinery." But this view is not in accordance 
with physical facts. The difficulties which have been experienced 
touching bank exchanges between England and India and other 
silver-using countries, have not in the least been caused by 
insufficiency of money either in England or in India. Prices 
generally in India maintain their former ratio as between silver 
and the necessaries of life; and in Great Britain there probably 
has heen no time when money has been more abundant, when 
.accumulations have been larger, and loans more easily obtained 
.by foreign and colonial governments. 

Moreover, the wonderfnl extension of our banking system has 
had the effect of very largely substituting barter for cash pay
ments, and thus diminishing the use of the store of value as a 
medium of exchange. At tbe clearing-house claims for the 
value of goods are set off against counter-claims for the value of 

. other goo<ls, measured by a gold standard, in a manner which in 
principle and effect is not distinguishable from barter; only 
balances having t.o be paid in the legal tender commodity. And 
11Vhat is true in the transactions of members of the same com
munity, is found also to exist in the dealings between communi
-ties using the same commodity as money. Difficulty only arises 
-in the dealings between' those which do not use the same 
.commodity. 

Further, if the amount of gold or silver were really reduced to 
,half the present amounts in Great Britain and in India, the 
.effect could only be to reduce prices of other articles by one-half 
,;o soon as commercial relations and the natural laws governing 
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them should have time to come into free play. But no lack of 
"oil to the machfoery" of exchanges could really he caused. 
Persons with fixed iocomet!, and salaried officials whose ounces 
of gold or silver were not reduced in number, would get twice as 
much of everythin~ tlse for t:1eir money as they got before; but 
the price of labour and tl1e value of commodities would rapidly 
adjust themsel\'es to the new ratio, and soon there would be no 
more friction anywhere than there is now. In such a case the 
persons with fixed incomes would benefit just for the same reason 
that undoubtedly they suffered when prices rose at first after 
the great gold discoverie5, and before increased production of 
consumable goods and increased population had somewhat 
restored the old levels. 

All the apparent confusion on these points is caused by the 
erroneous inference from misleading metaphorical language that 
money is only some sort of machinery or" tool'' which has been 
invented for the conduct of mercantile business, and as it were 
lies outside of the whole mass of merchandise exchanged in the 
world's transactions; whereas it is always part of the mass, and 
has been chosen from it for use by natural selection. The efforts 
of mankind have been ceaseless to devise some such machinery 
and to pince it outside of the body of exchangeable commodities, 
apparently in the hope that they may thus increase the amount 
of their wealth. The struggle is as old as the leathern money of 
the Carthaginians. It may he seen in Law's attempt to coin 
land into money. Adam Smith's theories are by no means free 
from it. Aud we barn had a recent example in the legal tender 
paper currency of the United States; the "fiat-money" party 
there -even yet clinging to the fond delusion. But all these 
endeavours have been as futile as any would be to place the 
centre of gravity outside of a mass of matter. No inge11uity can 
convert credit into capital, or trnnsmule trust that you will be 
paid into the payment itself. Capital and credit may be com
pared to a horse and a velocipede. .Both of tli~se are means of 
locomotion; but the horse carries the man-it is the motive 
power of the man which drives the bicycle. So gold as capital 
carries on commerce, but it is commerce which keeps credit 
moving; and if commerce is arrested, credit. falls. 

When once, however, the mind grasps the idea that money is 
a substantive exchangeable article of commerce into which, us 
the most durable, savi11gs upon other exchanges nuturally fall for 
preservation, and when we remember that gold and promi~es to 
pay gold, so far as they are trustworthy, are practically i;:de
structible, it will be seen thnt money, however i~ may pas:1 from 
hand to hand anJ i,erve a purpose to eac:, individual in passing, 
will yet, so far as the united C•)mmuuity are concerned, remain a. 
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potential energy unconsumed; an<l wLP.n the matter·is further 
anuly~el! important consequences are perceived to follow. 

As an illustration of my meaning, let us take the case of a 
passenger to England from Australia who carries in his pocket 
twenty sovereigns of Victorian gold coined in Melbourne, which 
circulate freely in- England at the value of a pound. Now, 
surely it is indisputable that he thus possesses a store of value 
in excl.mngeable merchandise worth twenty pounds. On landing 
in England he pays these twenty sovereigns for his hotel bill; 
the hotel-keeper pays them tq the baker for bread for tl,e hotel; 
the baker paJ s them to his tailor for clothes for his family; the 
tailor with them satisfies his butcher's bill; the butcher in turn 
is_eualiled to buy more sheep to turn into mutton; the farmer 
with them purchases artificial manures; and so on through an 
endless variety of exchanges la~ting for an indefinite number of 
years, during which the several and successive articles for which 
the gold has been exchancred have truly been consumed and 
becon,e non-existent; but ~t every stage of the proceediugs the 
gold still remains in the hands of its pos.sessor, a store of value 
again exchangeable, a potential energy in '' catallactics,'' un
consumed. '!'here can be no pretence at any stage of these 
trausactionij that the exchauge was not complete and fiual. 
There was no undertaking, express or implied, that tlle gold 
should be exchanged for anything ebe in the future. It was 
accepted always for its iuherent value as a store that will not 
waste or decay. l t seems to me that it is wholly impossible to 
arrive at any true understanding of what happen,;, in trade or 
mercantile dealings-in other words, in exchanges, or what 
·whateley called "catallactics "-if we deliberately leave un
noticed this fact of the durability of money as comparad with 
other articles of exchange. 

Now, let us apply recognition of this fact in examining the 
effects of taxation. 'l'axat10n is nothing more than subscription 
for common or general public purposes, for which no one can 
reasonably deny that ail should contribute more or less. But 
the usual idea and the common doctrine is that., at best, taxation 
is au evil, necessary and inevitable if you like, but still an evil, 
aud causing the consumption of a large portion of the national 
wealth. As a matter of fact taxation does not cause and cannot 
cause the waste or undue consumption of a particle of food, 
of clothing, or of property of :111y kind, while according to 
th~ application of the mouey raised by taxation, many forms 
of mdustry mny have been stimulated, and employment pro
ductivt: of maintenance may have been atforde<l to many who 
othennse would not have obtained it at all, or liave enJoytd it, 
advantages only in less ckgrrn. 'faxa tion is gatli1:1·t:d iu money 
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the indestructible property of the nation, and by its redistribution 
in the public expenditure the po1Ver of purchase is redistributed. 
The equity of the incidence of the contribution of the power of 
purchase for the time is the point of most importance in con
nection with taxation ; hut the sole effect of taxation is redis
tribution; the most onerous taxes cannot destroy an ounce of 
foo<l, or a shred of clothing, or a stick of shelter, nor do they 
lessen the amount of exchangeable value in money belonging to 
the community; nor can they, unless under very exceptional 
circumstances, have any effect in diminishing production, and 
probably in no case can they diminish production as a whole, 
Although the intention of the two processes is very different, as 
well as their moral character, the effects of gambling for money 
and of the operation of taxation are not unlike. Imagine a 
hundred men sitting down to play roulette with ten pounds 
apiece, or £1,000 in all. At the end of the game the amount 
will l,e distributed in very unequal proportions, but it is still all 
there between the hundred men, and has lost none of its pur
chasing power. In the game it has been redistributed by chance : 
hy taxation, or by the application of taxation, it may be diverted 
to useful and in some cases even to additionally productive 
purposes. 

And, although it does not materially affect the point of my 
argument, it may be noticed that taxation a.<1 now adjusted in 
Great Britain, while it causes no diminution of the wealth of the 
uation as a. whole, even as an affair of redistribution bears little 
or not at all upon the less wealthy classes of the people. I 
speak now of the revenue raised for national, not for municipal, 
purposes. The income-tax does not touch any one with an income 
below a certain amount, and the few customs duties which 
l'emain upon articles such as tea, toLacco, coffee, wines, and 
spirits, auJ the excise duty upon spirits, are taxes whi.;h are 
ouly voluntarily assumed by the persons who choose to use these 
articles, not one of which is really a necessary of life, and the 
consumption of all of which is studiously avoided on dietetic 
grounds by yearly increasing numbers of persons. By far the 
greater portiou of the national revenue is rai!!ed from .income
tax and customs duties and excise, and the great mass of the 
nation are practically exempt from any taxation compulsorily 
levied. 'fhe redistribution of what is collected, however, enures 
chiefly to the benefit of the numerous members of the various 
working classes who,e labour is required in the execution of 
public works and services and the maintenance of the army 
and navy. 

'l'he view which I am bold enough to submit of the character 
and effect of taxation will, I have no doubt, seem startliug to 
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those who have been trained to regard money as if it were nn 
intangible medium like luminiferous ether, through which ex
chauges are merely transmitted ; and, if the schoolmen conde
scend to notice it at all, it will be regarded and treated a.'i a 
resurrection of that awful mercantile system, dug up again by one 
of those objectionable "practical men who swarm with theories," 
according to Mr. Bonamy Price, and are foolish enough to think 
they may, perchance, know something or facts, even though 
these belong to a science of which they are not professors. But, 
notwithstanding this, I pluck up courage to say that my view 
appears to me to be the only one which will account for the 
state of things which we find existent in some new and growing 
communities. 

I believe that very few people have given more than cursory 
attentic,n to the financial phenomena exhibited in the Australasian 
group of colonies. It is known that taxation is exceedingly large in 
amount per head, compared to what it is in other countries, and 
that the extent of indebtedness for loans borrowed is very great 
-almost enormous. But people only shake their heads in a 
general way over the recklessness of these young communities, 
and believe that. after all, somehow or other, the great natural 
wealth of Australia justifies these proceedings, even if they do 
appear a little risky . 

.But, as a matter of physical fact, except in the possession of a 
very great extent of rather poor land well adapted for grazing 
sheep, the land of the gol<len fleece-Australia-is not naturally 
a rich country. The results of agriculture per acre, on an average, 
ara nothing like what are obtained in other places. Manufactures 
of any degree of importance she cannot be said to have ; and 
those that exist depend mainly for their life upon the protection 
which they enjoy in their home markets. The profits on mining 
industries are uncertain, precarious, and in some cases altogdhor 
questionable. Even as regards gold-mining it may be doubte<l 
whether each ounce of gold, though that is added to the total 
possessions of the community as a whole, has not often cost the 
shareholders of the mine more than .£>3 l 7s. 1oid. 

When the very heavy nominal amount of taxation, especially 
in some colonies, is considered, it iippears inconceiyable, almost 
" unthinkable," that it can represent exchangeable property or 
merchandise really destroyed a.'! bread is eaten, or wine is drunk, 
or a cigar is burnt, or as clothes are worn out. No community. 
not the naturally richest, could stand such an &nnual holocaust 
of property ; and, as a matter of fact, none has taken place. 
The whole affair has only been one of the redistribution of pur
chasing power, accompanied in some cases by inconvenience, no 
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doulit, but in the end, nnd upon the whole, only quickening the 
circulation of money among the working classes, and in some 
respects adding \'igour to the life of the body poliLic. I am not 
without support for the explanation which I present in the 
admissions made by Mr. Mill as regar<ls the financial phenomena 
which were observed after the last grea.t Continental war to 
follow upon what WM regarded as wasteful and unproductive ex
penditure. An illustration of the sams kind has been since 
afforded by the great American Civil War, a➔ well as the Franco• 
German war of Hl70. 

And so with respect to the enormous lo:ins which have been 
borrowed and are still being obtaine1l by the Anstrali:m group-. 
It is an absolute delusion to suppose, accor<ling to Mill, that 
"the whole amount borrowed by the Government, is de,troyed." 
Nothing is destroyed but what is bought with the money for 
<lestruction. The money remains and changes bands. Part. 
is exchanged in England for railway plant and material, and 
other material for other public works, or is expended in 
England for services connected with immigration or other 
purposes; but the greater part of that money is expended iu 
the colonies f,Jr labour; the labourers in their turn exchange 
the money with the tradesmen for food, drink, clothes, and 
shelter, and the tradesmen into whose hanJ,; it falls pass it on 
likewise to others in the innumerable ramifications and endless 
chain of human transactions; but the bulk of the money still 
exists within the borders of the community as small fragments 
of an exchangeable quantity, continuing to possess-notwith
standing the first exchanges taking place for the original purpose 
of the loan-all the beneficial qualities acknowledged to appertain 
to the potential energy which we call capital. It is the possession 
c,f this capital-burdened, of course, with the necessity to pay 
annual interest for the use of it, which augments taxatiou; and 
subject, of course, to the liability of the community to repay it 
-which has rendered such important services to these young 
communities in fostering industry nu<l stimulating production, 
over and above the first great assistance ren<lere<l, for instance, 
in establishing railways, and thus, by facilitating communication 
an<l transport, giving value to products which are valueless 
unless they can be taken to a market. Suhject to the burden 
and liability which I have mentioned, theee loans have produced 
the same effect that would have been produced if these addi
tional millions bad really been gold, produced, coined, and put 
into circulation in the colonies. They have, indeed, heeu a 
mine of wealth to thousands, and have not perished in the 
using. Some have gone bock to England, some have been 
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transmitted, in the operations of commerce, to other countries; 
Lut the major part remains in Australia, and all the vast 
amount still exists somewhere as money, as a store of value 
again exchangeable. 

Some years ago I endeavoured, in an article published in the 
Contempu;-o;·y Review (January, 1S77), to draw attention to 
the effect whi.::h is produced in the operation of free-trade by 
the circumstance that money is an article of exchange, and 
from its peculiar character, the article in which all profits in 
exchanges or trade are finally embodied. I bad reason to think 
that that article was regarded as only another heretical attack, 
by " one of the practical men swarming with theories," on the 
sacred principles of free-trade. It was not so. I would as 
soon speak disrespectfully of tbe law of gravitation ns of the 
principle3 upon which free-trade is based. I believe free
trade to Le grounded upon laws from the action of which 
certain cau:--es will produce certain consequences; only it does 
not appear to me that these consequences must necessarily 
always be beneficial any more than are those of the action of the 
law of gravitation ; and I see no scientific justification for the 
fetish worship of the idea of free-trade which is set up by the 
Cobden Club and other bodies aud economists. We do not 
always find it expedient to allow great laws to have their effect 
without let or hindrance. Take the law of gravitation to which 
I have just refcrrn<l. It keeps the hodies of the solar system in 
their orbits; it enables me to walk upon the surface of the 
earth; it retains my coffee-cup in its place when I put it on the 
table. But, nevertheless, our lives are full of acts of resistance 
to its operation. If there was no centrifugal force the solar 
system wonl<l fall into the sun. I <lo not jump out of the 
window as the readiest mode of finding my way to the ground; 
I put my coffee-cup quietly down instead of dropping it for the 
law of gravitation to act upon; and I do not let my carriage go 
downhill without applying the brake. In like manner, the 
great law of perfectly free and untrammelled trade will certainly 
produce ascertained effects, but it may be permitted to doubt 
whether it is always wi:;e or beneficial to allow these to occur 
without counteraction-whether sometimes it may not be expe• 
dient to apply the brake. 

David Hume, who was not supposed to be a man without 
mental power, long ago in his "Essay on Money," pointed atten
tion to one great efft!ct which might Le expected as the result of 
the national policy which has Leen pursued for the last half
century. We have developed our manufactures and our foreign 
trade, to a certain extent at the expense of our agricultural 
industries, until the nation now largely depends upon foreign 
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supplies for food, and the value for the use (or rent) of land is 
greatly <liminished; and not only so, but until the check to the 
growth of trnde and riches, of which Hume spoke, may be seen 
m operation. I do not know that all will regard it with him as 
"n happy concurrence of causes in human atfairs" to which he 
refers when he says that 

where cne nation bas got the start of another in trade it is very 
<lillicult for the latter to regain the ground it has lost; because of the 
!!llperior skill and industry of the former and the greater stocks of 
which its merchants are possessed, and which enable them to trade on 
su much smaller profits. But these advantngee are compensated in 
!;Orne measure by the lo,v price of labour in every nation which has 
not an extensive commerce and does not abound in gold and silver. 
}Innufactures, therefore, gradually shift their places, leaving those 
countries which they have already enriched, and flying to others 
wliither t-hey are allured by the cheapness of provieions and labour 
till they have enriched these also and are again banished by the same 
causes. 

It certainly appears that our commerce is now experiencing 
s(,me of these etfects. There can he no doubt that we are now 
meeting severe competition in all our principal productive 
industries, and in many it is as much as we can do to hold our 
owu. Free<lom of trade and the wealth we have gained from it 
does not seem to have given us greater command of any markets, 
not even of our own. 

And it is noteworthy that the depression of trade-of which 
there bas been so much complaint that a Royal Commission has 
been appointed to inquire into the causes-exists simultaneously 
with such abundance of money, or capital, that it is seeking in
,·estment everywhere. Never was there a time when money could 
be obtained in larger sums or at lower rates of interest by colo
nial governments or other borrowers of loans. The explanation, 
I believe, is to be found in the fact that all the national profits 
on the successful trade of the last forty years are embodied in 
money as the store of value, into which they have to be ex
changed to permit of their being retained. In the flux and re
flux of commerce Great Britain has become rich in money; anti 
the abundance of this article of exchange has tended to raise the 
prices of all other articles of which the production has not been 
proportionately co-extensive with the iucrC'ase in quantity of 
money. 

The price of labour and the cost of material has risen, and 
some production, at least, does not take place under such favour
able circumstances for the manufacturers as had formerly existed. 
Depression of trade is the result. 

lt may appear to be a paradox, and it is of course incomistent 
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with the injunctions of the orthodox school of economists, to say 
that excessive saving may be at times a cause of commercial dis
tress, but it is the case nevertheless. The profane vulgar have 
a sort of impression that expenditure is good for trade, and the 
notion receives support from the common sense (in the logical 
signification of the common agreement from experience) of man
kind. Money put into circulation stimulates exchanges and 
directly encourages production. But production has no object 
besides that of providing for consumption. If consumption is 
restricted or ceases, the same effect must, after a short time, be 
produced upon production. Systematic and widely extended 
economy in expenditure, and consequently of consumption, must, 
as a physical result, produce accumulations of large sums of 
money waiting for investment, and corresponding depression and 
inactivity in manufacturing industry. Where there is arrested 
development or diminished vitality in production, or where there 
has been temporary over-'):>roduction, remunerative investment 
in manufactures for capital lying idle is not 80 easily found ; and 
we find the state of things with which all nations are from time 
to time familiar, ,vhere money is abundant and men want em
ployment. For this no intelligible explanation will be found 
until money id recognized as a store of value, and the prevalent 
fantastic imaginations on the subject of capital are seen for 
what they are worth. I do not know any well-meant doctrin11 
of excellent moral character that has been productive of more 
error in scientific investigation than the teaching of the school 
of Mill and Fawcett that the consumption of luxuries diminishes· 
the production of wealth. 1'hat the abstinence from luxuries on 
the part of the individual is morally praiseworthy, and will un
doubtedly tend to the accumulation of wealth in the shape of 
money in his own pocket, is perfectly true; but when we look 
a little further and inquire what will be the effect if every one 
does the same thing, it will be seen that then there ,vill be a 
great accumulation of the store of value, very little wealth to 
purchase with it, and great lack of employment for the workman 
who had been before engaged in production. 

My contention for the function of money as a store of value is 
not without its bearing aleo upon the great land question ; 
though the conMction here may not be at th~ first glance 80 

obvious. If the land were made ever so "fre~" from the law 
and custom which have grown up in respect of it as a matter of 
evolution, the case would be this, that " free land simply means 
free play for capitalism in regard to land, and certainly cannot 
benefit the mass of people in town or country who have neither 
the money to buy land when it is 'free,' nor to stock it and 
woik it even if the prelimin~ry difficulty of purchase were got. 
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over;'' as has been so well pointed out by Mr. Hyndman in a re
cent article in the Nineteenth Centt1,r,11 Review (November, l ':l85). 
The fact that capital, the store of value, consists of the article oi 
exchange fixed upon by natural selection as that which is most 
durable, most portable, and most greedily sought after for these 
reasons, will always make the capitalist, ihe man who has the 
money, the master of the situation. Land is not movable, 
mornove1·, aud money is. Men will not part with their ex
changeable property in money either to buy land or to work it 
unle~s their tenure is certain and indefoasible. To part with 
money which may be taken to another country, and there ex
changed for the right to use land under more favourable circum
tilances, or for public stock, or for rail way shares, giving a far 
larger rate of interest, would be the height, of folly. Why should 
a man with £100,000 in Californian or Australian gold give it 
now for the right lo use land in Ireland, or, indeed, in Enghnd 
for that matter? He can get very mu.eh better and far safer 
investments for the value of his property elsewhere. Men 
like a fee-simple, l,ecnuse upon the whole it g-ives the greatest 
security of possession to him who cultivates the land, and any 
chang-e of tenure which has a tendency to diminish al,solute 
security for the future will discourage improvement and lessen 
the probability of the land being most profitably used, thereby 
inflicting loss upon the commuttity as a whole. But it is 
es5ential to bear in mind that, except from this point of view, 
as regards the community as a whole the tenure of land is 
quite a secondary matter. Whatever the tenure of individual:! 
may be, the public-that is, the commonwealth-always pos
sesses the land. It cannot be moved: England will always belong 
to the English. But land is valueless to any one unless good 
use is made of it; and individuals will not exchange their 
portable property for the ri;;ht to do so, unless their tenure is made 
secure. 

A society is a very complex organization, and for the good of 
society the land must be worked to the best advantage by some 
port:on of the Lody politic ; but it matters comparatively little to 
the body what portion derives the immediat~ benefit-all will 
eventually share the advantage of cultivation. The produce of 
the land can only be cliff11sed for consumption ; none of it is 
itself physically capable <,f being S'.l.Ved or preserved as capital. 
'l'he profits on cultivation, or for rent of land, cau ouly be 
eventually saved by being exchanged into gold, or some form of 
money which represents gold. 'l'hese are not consumed, but put 
into circulation as capital-that stream of power which drives 
the wheel of circulation, but is not the wheel itself. 

We knowns a fact that the wealthiest and mostluxuriousclasses, 
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even in England, an<l certainly in America anll France, are not 
]and holders. It may be seen even in new countries that ]and is oft~n 
only an encumbrance to its possessor, itself encumbered by debt in
curred on working it.. It seems to me quite a de]usion t.o sup
pose that the question of the immediate future is a ]and question 
The real crux is the unequal distribution of any property. But 
so long as there is any such thing as private property there cau 
be no philosophical objection to a personal possession of the right 
to use a particular portion of ]and without molestation from 
others, and the derivative right to hire that right to others on 
terms settled by private contract. This right is what constitutes 
the possession, and ifit is purchased by giving to the State, or to 
the individual, as the case may be, a certain amount of exchange
able property of imperishable character in the shape of gold, I 
do not think that the commonwealth has anything to complain 
of, i;eeing that in their corporate capacity the community retaiu 
both the land and the capital. The fact that money is an article 
of exchange which does not perish and is not lost to the com
munity-unless it goes out of it in exchange for something it 
wants more than money, and which cannot otherwise be paid 
for-although SJstematically disregarded, leaves scarcely a oues-
tion in political or social economy unaffected by it. • 

I probably have said enough for my purpose, which is only to 
ask that some examination may be given by those better qualified 
for the task than myself, to the remark of the ]ate Mr. Jevons, 
that '' it is worthy of inquiry whether money does not also serve a 
fourth distinct purpose "-that of a store of value. No one 
would regard him as a thoughtless man, or one who spoke with
out consideration. In a paper read before the Manchester Statis
tical Society on the 11th of November, 1874, he observed that 

in our subject of political economy it has been much too commonly 
assumed that Adam Smith founded the science, that Hi~rdo system
atized, and that Mill finally expounded it in a nearly perfect form. 
An orthodox economical creed has thus been established, and all who 
call its truth in question are too likely to be treated ss noxious 
heretics, or at the best as harmless crotcheteers. But in spite of all 
danger of being thus regarded, I maintain that it is only by going back 
and reconsidering the primary notions of the science that we can arrive 
at a true theory of economy, and be enabled to distinguish between 
the true and the false in current docrines. 

With these observations I entirely coincide. I am not suffi
ciently important to be a noxious heretic; I probably shall be 
treated as a harmless crotcheteer; but, nevertheless, I contend 
that it is not only illogical but absolutely irrational, while 
resolutely insisting upon a basis of gold as a store of value for 
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small exchanges, to treat all larger pecuniary trans:ictiO!l3 M if they 
were positively baseless. I believe that I have made no state
ments which cannot be shown to be true. Let othera examine 
whether my inferences are justified. 

A. l\IuSGBAVE. 

•attlNtn ■ 

II.-CHRISTIAN THOUGHT TE-,TED BV 
MODERN IDEAS. 

l. Die Sclln~tzersetzun,1 des Chl'istentlmnis m1A <lie Religion, 
der Z1,1!•}j1},,~· By EDUARD VON HARTMAXN. Zweite 
Auflag&.~eitu: Carl Duncker. 1874. 

2. Die Krisis de.s Clwistenthum,s in der 1lfodernP1· Tlwologie. 
By E. VON HARTMANN. Berlin: Carl Duncker. 18~0. 

'f HE titles of the treatises on Christianity by Eduard von 
Hartmann will, in our country, excite first surprise and then 

probably indignation in the minds of :mme, nnd lead many 
to throw them aside without serious examination. \Ye do not, of 
course, speak of those who are more or less acquainted with the 
philosophical system of the author, his methods, and the position 
from which he views metaphysical and religious questions. The 
former class of readers may, however, be induced to consider the 
outlines of an essay on the crises of Christianity, or even of one 
on its natural dissolution, when they learn that the author of 
these treatises is not speaking about what will take place in the 
present year, or even the present century, but in two or three 
centuries hence. 

In throwing the period of change into a foture so distant, the 
distinguished author gains for himself, and mfl.y presume to win 
from his hearers, a spirit and temper, not of indifference, hut of 
intellectual, historical, and philosophical calm. 'l'his is un
questionably his intention. No writer has handled controversial 
subjects more fairly than von Hartmann. He has, in a manner, 
made this a point of personal honour and self-consistency. In 
bis recently collected miscellaneous essays, he has stated the 
principles on which polemics and literary criticism should be 
conducted, and in his writings one has the sense that he carries 
on his warfare under the consciousness of the lawA which hEI has 
himself laid down, and with a: Ecrupulous desire to be faithful to 
them. He is, indeed, a mau of war; but his honour in war is 
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qnite as conspicuous M his ability to fight. After his first great 
work," The Philosophy of the Unconscious," and his more recent 
contributions to the history and philo:,ophy of religion, "The 
Religious Consciousness," and "The Religion of the Spirit," his 
fruitful literary activity may be described as polemical, but 
polemical in a sense that we are far too little accustomed to. 
Without entering on these numerous contributions to his main 
the;;is to show what we mean, it will be sufficient to say that 
although they nre polemical in character, they bear, quite rus 
much as his larger and positive works, the marks of what he 
would not probably object to hear designated as synthetic 
criticism. 

So much seems necessary, by way of introduction, to a writer 
who is known to many among us only by name, and chiefly, 
perhaps, as the leading representative of a school of G_ermau 
pessimism. We cannot stay to repel every damaging association 
connected with his name, but, were this the place, von Hart
mann's philosophic pessimism could easily and truthfully be 

( 
stripped of those features which have been vulgarly and ignor
antly associated with this phase of his opinions. It may be, 
however, not altogether uninteresting to the general reader to 
see an extract from a communication of his own, on the more 
personal side of his life, and given by him as an indirect reply 
to the objections raised against the principles of philosophic 
pessimism, which he has endeavoured to establish, both from 
experience and from a metaphysical view of the world. It con• 
sists of a slight picture of his home in Berlin. 

The clear spouse, intelligent companion of my ideal aspirations, rules 
in my modest but friendly home-a dwelling which stands in pleasant 
surroundings, over :igainst the botanie11) gardens of Berlin, uniting in 
itself the pleasures of a winter lllld summer house. At our feet plays, 
with the faithful four-footed companion, a beautiful blooming child, 
who just now experiments with the union of nouns and verbs, and 
ha~ advance<l to the Fichtean principle of Ich, but unites it as Fichte • 
was in the habit of doing with the third person of the verb. My 
parents and those of my wife, as well as a select circle of friends, 
provide for spiritual converse and emotional delight, and a philoso
phical friend said lately, "If one wishes to see cheerful and peaceful 
faces, one must go to the pessimists." 

\Ve mention these facts not because we are anxious to defend or 
recommend bis chief position in philosophy, or in the history of 
religion. This is not to be done, nor is the contrary to be done, 
by way of parenthesis. Nor do we mention them to ensure 
acceptance of his opinions in the essays under review, but 
merely to gain a fair and respectful hearing for these opinions. 
\,Ye do not, in fact, propose for the present to take up a position 
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either of defence or attack in regard to von Hartmann's criticisms 
of Christianity, but rather to bring under the notice of all who 
may be interested, the opinions of one of the ablest modern 
writers, and one of the finest spirits on the great matter of the 
Christian religion. There are indications in our country that we 
do not anticipate the advance of religious thought too much in 
bringing the special topics treated of by von Hartmann before 
thoughtful religious men. There is, however, a "parochial" 
character about mol$t of the discussions on religion among our
selves which may he entertaining, but cannot be called either 
historical or philosophical. Sooner or later we must come within 
the lines of an historical and philosophical treatment, and it is 
not amiss to be made aware of what has been going on else
where within these lines. It will then become matter for those 
who are competent to deal with these questions in the right 
method. The danger in England hitherto has been that we 
have been thrown into the very centre of a new movement iu 
religion, without knowing its exact nature, and with but a poor 
equipment for action.• 

Von Hartmanu's earlier treatise," Die Selbstzersetzung des 
Christenthums und die religion der Zukunft," was written in 
February, 1874, and by careless and cursory readers, who will not 
take the trouble to distinguish an author's position and aim, 
it might be set down as a sequel to Strauss' last work. No 
greater literary injustice could be done. Von Hartmann, in the 
preface to his" Philosophie des Unbewusst-en," says expressly, 
whab is everywhere apparent in this smaller treatise, that "It is 
fitted to set in the light the author's opposition to the shallow 
negation of a _Strauss, and to show that when he combats 
Christianity, he does this, not in order to combat religion, hut to 
serve religion, and to bring again to order and render possible 
that which has become impossible through its representatives." 
And this may be no unnecessary work, as the historian of 
religion knows. Whatever Christians may think of von Hart
mann's method and of its results, his intention cannot be made 
matter of dispute. He is a zealous reformer in religion. From 
his historical position, indeed, he cannot as a critic be, what 
Strauss and earlier critical workers were-merely negative. The 
day is past for any competent historian or informed philosopher 
to employ himself in "sapping a solemn creed with solemn sneer," 

• Papers submitted at certain Free Church Synodical gatherings in 
Scotland, in which new de{larturea in theology, so far as we can make out, in 
lines not unlike those criticised by von Hartmann, were proposed, are an 
instance of this. There may be much to commend these proposals, but they 
come upon a people wholly uni;repared, and do not themselves depend on any 
definite principle. 

[Vol. CXXVL No. CCLII.]-Kr.wSi:nm,Vol.LXX. No.11. FF 
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as Byron says of Gibhoo. This, of course, gives us no a.qgnrance 
of the truth of von Hartmann':1 views, but it gives us sight of a 
better day for religious eontroversy. 

Von Hartmann in each of the two essays addresses readers of 
a different clas.~, easily distinguished by his countrymen, but 
not perhaps so easily kept apart by us, although the same cliwes 
may be found in our country, their existence, in truth, being 
the motive of this notice of voo Hartmann. With us, however, 
they are as yet without names, because Eitill without any 
distinctly formulated opinions. In bis "Selbstzersetzung" von 
Hartmann says: " I observe expressly that it is by no means 
my intention in this place to carry on n. polemic against the 
fundamental dogmas of Christianity. I turn here only to such 
readers as have the criticism of these behind them, in order to 
consult with them whether liberal Protestantism, as it maintains, 
is in a position to replace what is lost."· In the preface to the 
" Krisis," written six years later than the previous work, he 
sums up the intention of the earlier essay still more exactly and 
fully:-

The result of this investigation went to show that liberal Protestant
ism could no longer in any sense claim the right of standing witl1in 
Christianity, but that in addition, with its shallow optimism and trivial 
Deism, it is as little able as the materialism of Strauss to offer to the 
religious desires a useful fundamental conception in the place of the 
one left-that, in a word, it is as irreligious as it is un-Christian. At 
the same time, in conclusion, I gave some slight indications as to bo,v 
the circle of conception must, according to my own idea, be qualified, 
which should be able, in the place of the Christian, and, indeed, even 
better than it, to give satisfaction to the necessary feeling of a deepened 
and purified religious consciousness. • 

The" Krisis," on the other hand, follows a similar course of 
thought, with reference to what von Hartmann calls "specula
tive Protestantism." As representatives of the latter party he 
i;elects names known and respected wherever speculative religious 
thought is cultivated-Biedermann, Otto Pfleiderer, R. A. 
Lipsius. The treatment which these writers receive at the hands 
of von Hartmann reveals the honour in which their work and 
ability are held by him. • He distinguishes them, and it may 
not be out of place in us to note the distinction as the mark of 
a small body of thinkers in our own country, "as finding the 
centre of their endeavours in the desire (away from and beyond 
the flat rationalism of vulgar Protestantism) for a deepening of 
the life in concatenated thought and religious sentiment, without 
at the same time falling into orthodox restoration or into the 
watery instability of a theological accommodation." The pro
blem in the " Krisis," then, is to test the nature of these 
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endeavours of the speculative Protestants in a manner similar to 
that pursued with the party called liberal Protestants. 

'fhe critic is concerned, on the one hand, with the position of 
these parties relative to Christianity, and, on the other, with their 
significance for the religious consciousness. That is to say, he 
seeks to find how far each can be taken as historically repre
sentative of Christianity, and in what relation they stand to the 
religion of the future. 

There is, one can see at a glance, historical method and spirit 
in von Hartmann's criticisms, and also a serious effort to find a 
true philosophical basis for religion. And, indeed, of both, it 
may be said in passing, he has given detailed and ample evi
dence in an historical work, lately published, on " The Religious 
Consciousness," and in a still later, more constructive philoso
phical treatise, on " The Religion of the Spirit." 

Von Hartman, is somewhat singular in his own country in this 
controversy, and he is singular enough in ours to excuse us 
bringing him within the observation of those who take an interest 
in religious, theological, or purely speculative thought. 

He emphasizes the fact that the common opponent of Chris
tianity is one who desires to know nothing of religion in general, 
and who views another who regards the question of religion to 
be of the highest human importance as an enthusiast or mystic. 
He is quite willing to be regarded as a religious mystic, and he 
cannot, as we may afterwards see, very well escape being so 
regarded-but in the true sense of the word. For there is an 
unmistakable strain of what is best in the best days of German 
mysticism, both in his religious aud speculative works. "I fight 
tbe orthodox," he remal'ks, in fixing his own standpoint, "because 
they are Christian-that is, for ns of the present, they are unpro
fitable." One might suppose that he had the writer of the letter 
to Titus in bis mind, who identifies Christianity with what is fair 
and useful to mankind ; but this is not the case. His combat 
with the orthodox arises from the central thought of his system. 
"I fight," he continues, "the radical opponents of Christianity, 
like :::ltrauss, because they are irreligious ; the mediating liberal 
Protestants, because they are not only irreligious, but would, in 
addition, still like to be Christian." This will appear to many 
religious parties in our country a position hardly tenable, for our 
classification of religious disputants is of orthodox and liberal, 
either of the mediatory or more deeply speculative kind, and 
broadly enemies of Christianity, and therefore of religion. On 
the ground of religion to declare war against all the hither to 
recognized parties in religious strife is, for us at least, a soruQ
what novel attitude. What compels one to notice it as a phase 
of modem life is the fact that this attitude is maintained by a 
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man of extraordinary speculative capacity, of most uncommon 
range of historical, philosophical, and scientific knowledge, of the 
deepest spiritual temperament, and moved by the noblest ideals 

, ever presented to the mind of man. He is in some respects an 
enthui,iast also, hut of an unusual kind-viz., of the philosophic 
caste-who is strongly stirred by the irreligion of so-called reli
gious and irreligious parties. If we cannot accept his conclusions, 
his criticisms, coming from the impulse they do, ought not to be 
without good effect. The majority of earnest men, of whatever 
school, or of no school, will probably respond to a general declara
tion of his positive contention, "that for any length of time secu
larized irreligiosity will not do, and that if the whole of modern 
culture is not to fall a prey to Ultramontanism (or perhaps worse), 
something new must come-not an impossible abstract religiosity. 
but a new concrete religion on a metaphysical basis, in accordance 
with reason, and at the same time profound." He would put 
the religion of which he here speaks on a deeper rational mets
physical basis, because he sees, with the evangelical party in 
theology, and with serious-minded philanthropic men everywhere, 
that the shallow irreligious secularization of the false Christianity 
of liberal Protestantism stands always much farther off from 
deep Christian religiosity than a philosophy of a pessimistic and 
pantheistic kind, which he holds to be concerned with genuine 
religiosity and ethics in its effort to ground both on meta
physics. 

We nre introduced by von Hartmann, in his first essay, to a 
criticism of existing phases of religion which is unusual both as 
regards it3 rigour and spirit. It is fundamental and thorough
going, hut it is not destructive. It may, perhaps, be taken as 
one of the earliest contributions of its kind-a criticism from the 
side of religion, looked upon historically as an expression of the 
human spirit, and it deserves for this, as well as for other reasons, 
special attention. That such a writer should be feared and 
misrepresented by those who are ill-informed is to be expected; 
and be has to complain of this in his second essay. '' The title 
of the first essay was sufficient," be says, "for most theologians 
to lead them to ascribe to me a diabolical pleasure in the over
throw and destruction of the Holiest, and to damn me a.s if J bad 
first discerned the self-dissolution of Christianity, and wished to 
be first in seeking to set it in operation." We ought to try to 
avoid this mistake, at least, by keeping clearly before us the aim 
of the writer as a philosophical critic and historian of a certain 
phase of the life of man. 

The underlying thought, both in the critical and the positive 
parts of von Hartmann's two essays, is that the present religion 
must harmonize with the modern spirit on its ethical and 
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intellE'ctual side. Here is the reason why the religious question 
is worked out by him with so much eagerne~.s : " To win such a 
religion as may be in union with the modern Zeitgeist and the aims 
of modern culture, and may thereby be useful in the fulfilment 
of its problem-the ideal education of the people." This is not 
peculiar to von Hartmann. It is recognized by all cultivated 
religious men and by some of those whom Le has to oppose in 
his essays. But it is uot always so well expressed as it is by 
vou Hartmann, and it seems to us that the idea is uot thoroughly 
and consistently and intelligently worked out by others. 
Pfleiderer, in his popular essays, "Zur religiosen Verstandigung," 
lays stress on thi11 very point. He wi11hes to indicate, setting 
himself equally against the extremes of the right and left, "the 
possibility of the uniot1 of Christian truth with the right method 
of thinking, which is accustomed to be shortly described as the 
modern view of the world.'' It is, in fact, the effort which has 
been made from time to time through the whole history of 
religion aud religious conceptions; the only peculiarity for us is 
that we stand in the thick of the modern attempts. What 
separates von Hartmann, however, from wany who face the 
very Harne problem, is the manner in which he approaches it. 
'Jh1:1 liberal Prote&tant party and the speculative party within 
Christianity attach themselves to the traditional religion, he 
says, and they do so frum a feeling that historical continuity bas 
pressed itself upon the modern consciousness as a good whose 
worth is not to be replaced, for whose preservation the greatest 
concessions permissiule are not to appear too great. This be 
considt>rs the centre of their position. This, any one may see, 
is in i;trong coutrast to what we have described as guiding him 
iu his criticisms and constructive positions. Critically he desires 
to show that liberal Protestantism has virtually abandoned while 
seeking to maintain its historical connection with Christianity ; 
that speculative Protestantism ha.<i done the same thing, but 
retained more of the religious spirit in the passage between the 
old and the new. They both seek, von Hartmann would allow, 
to propitiate the "Zeitgeist," but it is at the cost of their central 
position described ahove; and, in reality, their attempted 
historical continuity is the measure, not only of their failure at a 
reconciliation of Christian thought with modern ideas, but the 
measure also of their departure from Christianity. In the 
positive part of hi8 works he tries to base religion, so far as it is 
concerned with metaphyi;ical conceptions, ou those peculiar to 
the spirit of our time, rejecting the historic ideas connected with 
Christian thought. He would soy, probably, with a modern poet 
and fdlow-couutryman of his owu, 
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Die Kirche krnnkt; wer scham ihr Heil 7 
Da kamen die Herren Doktoren in Eil . 

He also is found among the doctors, but bis treatment be, no 
doubt, regards as radical, philosophical, with an eye on the future 
rather than on the past. His aim is high, and inspired, we must 
acknowledge, by an evident love for his kind and an intimate 
acquaintance with the deeper cravings of the soul of man. 

"From whatever side we may view the fundamental ideas 
of Christianity and those of modern culture there stands forth 
everywhere tlte irreconcilable contradiction of both." From such 
a position we can hardly look for much regard to considera
tions of historical continuity. We have accordingly this alterna-

/ 

tive: the battle must necessarily end either in a victorious 
reaction of Christianity, or in a perfect overthrow of Christianity 
by the non-Christian modern culture--either in the binding of 
all national freee<lom by the violent storming of Ultramontanism, 
or in the fall of Christianity, if not in name then in fact. Von 
Hartmann, in this picture of the result c,f what is called the 
Cultur-Kampf, has, one can see, dropped into the mistake 
cleverly described by Goethe in " Hanswurst's Hochzeit '': 

Es ist ein grosses, wicbtiges Werk 
Der ganzen Welt ein Augenmerk, 
Dass Haoswurst seine Hochzeit hiilt 
Uod sich eine Hanswurstin zugesellt. 

One is naturally disposed to consider the whole universe to be 
involved in some issues nearly concerning us or our country. 
"The final and deepest meaning of this battle is the decision of 
the question ,vhether for the consciousness of the present race 
of men,' Jenseits' or 'Diesseits,' the heavenly or the worldly, the 
eternal or earthly, is to have the preference--whetber the religious 
or worldly, the Christian or culture-interest weighs most." This 
battle is therefore to him the last desperate encounter of the 
Christian idea befo.-e its departure from the stage of history, and 
against which modern culture must, as a matter of life and death, 
defend to the utmost of its powers its great acquisitions. There 
is here, we cannot but think, considerable exaggeration, whicll 
could only escape the pen of a writer of von Hartmann's repu
tation in the atmosphere of Prussia. He appears to have over
emphasized the position of the friends of culture, and to have 

, overdrawn the contention of the Christian party. He bas here 
evidently taken the extremes of both sides as representative of 
the main bodies. But bow, it will be asked, does the writer 
establish his chief position 1 It is not enough for his contention 
to convict liberal Protestants and speculative Protestants of up
holding the remnants of a culture irreconcilabie with the modern 
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spirit; he must show that the opposition is likewise to be found 
in the primitive source of their religion. Accordingly he asks 
what, on nearer reckoning, is our capital sum as Christians, 
religiously speaking, since it is better, like the bankrupt-and 
some of us are bankrupt in religious matters-to make strict 
account of this? "The essence of Christianity," he replies, 
"exhausted in primitive Christianity and in the Middle Ages, is the 
absolute opposition of' Diesseits' and 'Jenseits '-the tran11pos
ing of the centre of interest in 'Jenseits,' and the prescription of 
• Diesseits' as a snare of the devil." To the obvious objection that 
Christians have get beyond this, von Hartmann replies that their 
getting beyond it is a falsifying of Christianity, as the history of 
this very idea shows. "The manifest attempts at a restitution of 
esoteric primitive Christianity through Huss, Savonarola, &c., 
were wrecked on the increasing estrangement of the time to this 
Christian idea, until finally the Reformation demolished, through 
abolition of the religious orders, the empty building in which 
€soteric Christianity had dwelt longest and upheld only the 
exoteric world-Christianity which she continued energetically 
more and more to secularize.'' 

Then in morals we encounter the same opposition. 'fhe 
absolute moral principle of Christianity is that of obedience to the 
Divine will expressed in the sacred writings. Christianity itself 
proceeds from a eudremonistic pessimism, but it even deforms 
the pessimistic standpoint (which von Hartmann represents in 
modern times) by what he calls egoistic vitalization through 
a transcendent optimism, which supports itself on the belief in 
individual immortality and eternal blessedness, and in this way 
really introduces a refined egoism into its ethics, and is thus 
fundamentally at variance with modern ethics, which n'sts on the 
abnegation of self. If we take even the general scope of the \ 
moral teaching of Jesus we find that it was simply what he had 1 

received from the Talmudic culture of the time. His p,)sitive 
-contribution was in making this esoteric tradition the property of 
the poorest and most necessitous. Now, this gospel was the pro
phetic declaration that the national Jewisli kingdom of Jehovah 
was at band-i.e., an earthly theocracy on a new created earth
that is again the destruction of the present world and the last 
judgment. Some of the other features of Cbrist'11 teaching 
which have been criticize<l by Strauss and others with very great 
historical crudeness, ore treated by von Hartmann as mere 
corollaries of this main position. For example, in view of the 
nearneliS of the new kingdom, it is natural for Jesus to regard 
domestic life for the short time that remains as not worth the 
while. For the same reason one occupies one's self as a matter of 
-course exclusively with penitence an<l repentance, in order that 
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in the judgment one may escape being ea.ten by fire, or being 
excluded from the kingdom of the new earth. This is for Jesus 

\ t.he specific content of His doctrine. At another point iil the 
essay on "Selbstzersetzung" von Hartmann sums up still more 
fully the consequences or this central doctrine of Christ. The 
conclusions, von Hartmann says, which Jesus draws from his view 
of tha immediate overthrow of the world are contempt of the 
State, of the administration of justice, of the family, of labour, 
of property-in short, of all worldly goods and the meaus of 
securing a continued maintenance of the order of the world. 
Some would refer to the teaching of John's gospel a.CJ giving us 
another picture of the moral instruction of the Christ ; but von 
Hartmann replies that it is unhistorical to transport the later 
ethics of John, in which love is made the centre, into the doctriue 
of Jesus. The morality of Jesus, like that of bis Jewish con
temporaries, in its innermost nature rests on an egoistic motive, 
that is to say, in manifestly preferring the smaller evil and the 
greater advantage ; and this motive is strengthened by the near 
approach of the reward and punishment in the world about to be 
overthrown. The love of God and one's neighbour is nothing 
else nor higher than the practical rule of reciprocity dictated by 
worldly wisdom. The object of this rapid analysis of the 
ChrLtianity of Christ, as it is sometimes called· at present, is to 
show that if we would have primitive Christianity it must be 
something different from that which we profess; and this would 
also be no advantage, because it is likewise irreconcilable with the 
modern spirit. Again, to reject the gospel of Christ-the near 
adYent of the kingdom, as taught by Jesus-would be, in von 
Hartmann's opinion, to reach back to the standpoint of Judaism 
at the time of Jtsus. But, since we do not care to go behind 
Christ to Judaism, there is really nothing remaining-the stand
point is a pure nothing-the Christianity of Christ becomes a 
white leaf, from which everything historical is obliterated. And 
then, the critic observes, there is plenty of room for so-called 
Christians, liberal and speculative and others, to sail modern 
ideas of culture un<ler the Christian flag. This last expression, 
although a picture, may be taken as a fair summary of what be 
sets himself to make out against modern Christians. 

How this sailing of modern ideas under the Christian flag is 
carried out we must allow von Hartmann himself to state, and 
we shall keep very strictly in our exposition to the exact words 
of the author. 

Reference has been made to the fundamental contradiction 
between the absolute moral principle in Christianity and that of 
modern times. How does positive Protestantism deal with this 'I 
As is known, he sayi,, logical Protestantism places man imme-
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diately in face of God and His revelation, and fin.lily erects hi:i 
autonomous moral consciousness as a men.sure of revt:lation. But 
that is, as any one may see, to substitute the moral autonomy of 
the conscience, which is a modern idea, for the heternnomy of 
the Divine will and revelation-a clear forsaking of Christian 
ground. 

But Christian ground is left on every important point by the 
liberal Protestant. For example, it is well known to the histo
rical literary student that there are contra.dictions iu the New 
Testament writings, because we have in them a mirror of the 
development of Christian doctrine during the first hirn<lred or 
one hundred and fifty years of the Christian era. There are 
contradictions also between these records nod later developments. 
But these are overlooked. Protestantism opposed the teaching 
of Catholicism, which held that the re;,olution!I of council!, mer~ly 
defined doctrine held from the beginning in the Church. In 
opposing Catholicism it reached out to early Christianity and 
carriecl IJack its own beliefs and read them into the early Church , 
by distorting the early doctrine. Fundamental contradictions, 
however, were felt, and artificial sophisms were nt:!eded to make 
apparent reconciliations. The deception succeeded easily, because 
the fundamental principles were only formally held, but in truth 
deprived of their proper contents,and so one imagined one's self to 
be Christian. Luther himself ha11 no claim, strictly speaking, to 1 

be Christian. He has built on Paul's conception, thinking it to 
be original Christianity, while it has nothing to do with the 
teaching of Jesus, holding, as it does, to a deliverance through ; 
Christ's death, by which satisfaction was made to the righteous- 1 

ness of tht:! law before God. 
Von Hartm11,nn goes further, and charges modern Christians 

of the liberal :Protestant school with maktng Jesus say what be 
never meant to say. They hold an historical conception of him 
which is mere prt:!tenct:! of hi,;torical. They make him not a 
Jew of Palestine under Tiberius, but 11,n anticipation of a member 
of the Prott:!stant Verein of our most enlightened time3. It 
would be well if the followers of the Cbristiaoit_y of Christ only 
believed in him ru; he believed in himself. And this was not 
as a pre-existent Divine personality-not as a Mediator in J ohn'11 
sense, nor a Saviour in Paul's-not as free from sin, nor an 
ethical type-not as proclaimer of a new religious doctrine, nor 
founder of a new religion. He would have been astonished r , 
had he been told that he would found a new religion which I ' 
should proi-ecute its mother, Judaism. 'l'he historical or Chris
tian conception of Jesus therefore, if held sincerely. would see 
in Jei.ui; the rnn of a carpenter. But this would not be coo
si1:-tent wilh the idea of Jesus as a Saviour. He could not 
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save me, says von Hartmann, any more than Bismarck or Lasker 
could. 

Yon Hartmann does not withhold wonder at the diligence 
and tale:it of the liberal theologians as shown in their critical 
works-a talent, however, which is spent in the task of empty
ing current dogmas of all essential content, and imposing on 
them a sense no longer fitting to the phrase. This ability has, 
however, another side; and he says that to-day we are at the 
point where the informed reader is only moved to disgust, on 
reading the most unctuous apologetic writings, at the professional 
narrowness which is rash enough to impose on the half-educated 
or uneducated through the mask of scientific treatment, but 
where we can see the ass's ears peeping out of the lion's 
.hide. 

He sees in the preaching of the liberal Protestants a popular 
illustration of the practice just noticed. Taking a text from the 
BiLle as the basis of their addresses would be innocent enough, 
did it not hold to the now empty form of considering preaching 
as the exposition of the revealed Word of God. The preaching 
from a Bible motto transgresses, in his opinion, in arbitrariness 
the efforts of the earlier centuries in allegorical exposition. 
Through such thimblerigging liberal Protestantism seeks to 
mirror forth the appearance of on historical continuity with posi
tive Christianity, while it has absolutely destroyed this connection 
by giving up belief in revelation and the authority of Scripture. 
In the controversy between reason and revelation carried on by 
the party of reason since the fall of the Middle Ages, von Hart
mann finds the attempts at mediation made by Protestants 
tending in the same direction a.'> its mediation with doctrines. 
It is half-hearted. It has a kind of faith in the possibility of a 
• reconciliation between knowledge and belief, or in whatever terms 
the contrast is made. But with their changed belief, a.lready 
noticed, in Scripture this must vanish; and, in fact, the liberal 
Protestantism of the day has come hard on this. It saves itself 
by an inconsequencc. What is its belief in a revelation 1 ThaL 
every genius which ia creative and original is nothing but the 
result of its historical development; and among these geniuses 
Jesus and His followers must take a very modest place, according 
to von Hartmann, in view of what he is seeking to establish
viz., the rejection of their chief standpoint by later times and the 
ne1v modern spirit. If religious founders, as he adds, have only 
taken advantage of current ideas and not sucked them out of 
their fingers, an historical interpretation of the Christianity of 
Christ can have little to say to the men of to-day. 

Von Hartmann considers this form of Protestantism to be 
.irreligious, and this accounts for the somewhat rigorous treatment 
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it receives at bis bands. He does not mean to say that the men 
are irreligious, but that their position is, in priociple, irreligious, 
and will, if continued, have a bad effect on religion. Its 
irreligion is specially evident in making common cause with 
modern culture: taking this culture, which is irreligiouH, as a 
measure of religion, it has itself become irreligious. Some 
readers may think that, in this statement, von Hartmann 
is making a serious thrust at his own position, which is a criticism 
of the spirit of Christianity by the time-spirit. But the time
spirit must be distinguished from modern culture; and substan
tially von Hartmann bas dooe this, although it would not be a 
difficult thing to get a cheap victory over him on mere verbal 
grounds. We shall see immediately, in his main position with 
reference to the irreligion of the liberal Protestants, how impos
sible it is to classify him with the vot:uies cf modern culture. 
Religion, according to von Hurtmaon, spriogs from the stumbling 
of the human spirit over evil and sin, and the desire to explain 
the existence of both. He who knows not this great dissatisfac
tion and desire for reconciliation does not know religion. This 
is a decided note in the religion of Jesus. It was partly from 
this view of the world that his peculiar teaching about the State, 
family, property, as we have seen, took their rise. This, as is 
known, is opposed to modern culture ; and this side of Christ's 
teaching is accordiogly put aside by modern Christians, and 
a.c;cribed to the colouring of the accounts in the synoptical 
gospels by the writers of these historiee.. We have thus, according 
to von Hartmann, a double mistake. Jesus is made inconsequent 
that His teaching might fit in with modern thought, and the 
most distinctive feature of His doctrine is omitted. This is the 
result of the comfortable worldliness of a satisfied Protestant 
rationalism-what he called before its secularization of Christi
anity-which nourishes itself on irreligious modern culture. 
His picture of the libe:ral theologians, and of all modern Christians 
for that matter, turning their hacks on this fundament:11 doctrine 
in religion and Christianity should be given in full. Liberals, 
he says, through the Renaissance, accepted thu heathen joy in 
the world. They entertain this feeling ,vith an optimistic satis
faction opposed to the religious view of the world. It is the 
special talent, as we have seen, of the liberal Protestant to move 
amid compromises; and he has no difficulty in neutralizing evil 
and sin who can live as jolly and comfortable a11 a Protestan.t 
pastor. This heathenish and renaissant irreligious belief has 
infected both the camps in Christianity. The orthodox and 
liberals are alike as eggs in thinking that the world in its sin 
and evil is not so ba<l. The Reformers looked with other eye~ 
on the world-thought of it as given over to the de,·il-and, 
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theoretically, modern Lutherans, and the orthodox: generally, 
speak of a world groauing 111Hlt-r the curse of God, Lut practica11y, 
in their manse, aud with their glebP. given them to nourish wife 
nnd cow, they find things passing comfortable; in fact, with the 
liberals and theists of all sorts, they consider this as the best of 
nll worlds. This may be very shrP.wd and practical, he thinks
natural an<l idyllic-only it is not Christian nor even religious. 
It is only carrying this modern opinion into detail when 
Protestants attempt a compromise betwe~n the Christian Middlt, 
Ages and heathen Renaissance in regard to the ciaims of this 
world and the next, which results in what von Hartmaan ca11s a 
middle-thing, and wl1ich, as we have already seen, has rendered 
worldly and unchristian the true form of the Christian idea 
from New Testament days to Thomas Aquinas. \Ve find our
selves so sunk in worldly interests that we need Protestant 
spectacles to know what it is to be Christian and religious. For 
illustration he points to the modern conscience setting interest 
in the country above religious interest--State law above church 
law-and lie affects to wonder why a Christian can venture to 
place, .even by way of comparison, the interests of the short 
~pace of his earthly pilgrimage alongside those of the eternal 
i;alvation of his soul. But this is another proof to him of the 
reversal of the contrast in the Christian conscience between here 
and hereafter. 

Wo have the same uncertainty and a similar opposition to 
Christian ideas if we follow the liberal Christians into their 
metapbysics. Ask the liberal Protestant what is his metaphysic 
of religion and he is thrown into wild perplexity. The fact is, each 
one has his own metaphysic; but they are all alike involved iu 
real difficulty when they come to this part of the subject. They 
would reject the popular metaphysics, but their historical 
continuity still involves an anthropomorphic conception of God 
and a theistic belief which practically drags in all that they wished 
to reject-viz., the l1eteronomy of mural11, as has been seen ; the 
necessity of a theodice; the promises of a future optimism ; in 
fact, a shutting of the eyes to the philosophical development. 
since Kant. lt will be ai,ked hy some of our readers, What has 
metaphysics to do with religion 1 As a country we are supposed 
to have \·ery little sympathy with metaphysics, and, as a religious 
people, to draw the line clearly between metaphysics and religion. 
'!'his is not intelligible to a speculative religious thinker like 
von Hartmann. He acknowledges the existence (.lf this feeling. 
"Deism, materialism and rationalism hav~ a dryness and dis
inclination to all tliat is dePp and not to Le put in tbc form of a 
conception. All prohlt'ms are for them flat and open as their 
o,;·n undtr:;tunding:;." ~ngland and France, he cousidt."rs, repre-
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sent this type of mind. The world is looked upon as a machine 
made by God, and wound up. For von Hartmann, however, a 
religion is not a mechanical appendage to any view of the ,vorld, 
so that a man may takP. it from this view and add it to another 
opposed to it merely of his good will. It is to him an organic 
growth of the whole spirit. It springs out of the view of the 
world lying at the base of the man's intellectual world, and 
grows with it. Tear it from its base, he says, and it i:i no longer 
an organism, but an amputated limb of a destroyed organism, 
like a tree sawn acroS3 from the earth. Hence it is that the 
modern view of the world, a.<J a metaphysical conception, is, of 
itself, enough to make the Christian position untenable. This 
is a mere necessary result of their relative positions in history. 
The ancienb1 had not, in our sense, either a science of history or 
of nature. This consideration, of itself, would be decisive for hiru 
on the present question, and would also be conclusive in regard 
to the proposal of rebuilding or reforming the traditional 
religion. For example, Melancthon might protest with honesty 
as well as vehemence against the Copernican system; but it ii! 
only laughable to find orthodox Lutherans of to-day in the con
tradictions, not to be put aside by sophistry, between the Bible 
and science about the movement of the sun, set themselves on 
the side of the Bible. And this feeling is excited because modern 
culture, where it is accessible, makes it impossible for believing 
Christians to be so in the commonly understood sense of the 
word. We have been told lately by many that religion may be 
taught apart from metaphysics. Von Hartmann looks upon the 
metaphysical idea as at the foundation of religion. He who 
carries such metaphysical representations in himself, that his 
feeling is positively affected by them, possesses religion. He is 
not deterred by those who try to make merry over the notion 
of the vulgar having a metaphysical conception. Metaphysics, 
he says, belongs to science, but there is a popular metaphysics 
wbich is a necessity of man : this popular metaphysics is religion. 
Religion, of course, is more than the metaphysical view of the 
world by the people. This view of the world is a means to excite 
religious feeling, and there are consequences of a practical kind 
from popular metaphysic-viz., religion~, ethical Religious ethics 
is also au unconscious custom, and a science as well as a religion. 
This religion, then, embraces philosophy, includes idealism in a 
raw forru, holds before men's eyes something higher thau eating 
and drinking and generating, keeps alive the belief that this 
temporal visible world is only phenomenal of the eternal, unseen, 
ideal; and this, in fact, is the common problem of religion. 
Metaphysics may be dissociated from religion, it is true, but 
when it loses its religious character it becomes a mere theoretic 
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science. On the other hand, if metaphysics is neglected or be· 
comes barren, the effect is evident in ethics and religious coitus
in baldnes!I, ceremony, and sentimental phrasing. It is from this 
side of it that we have the element of mystery in religion which 
l"OD Hartmann considers to be present in all religions. It is wit.h 
mystery in religion as in nrt, he says. Art begins where its 
extemal appearance is symbol of a mystery which opens to the 
longing soul an infinite world where each draws forth his own 
treasure. This recognition of mystery and metaphysic explains 
von Hartmann's attitude to the rationalisLs, so called. Strauss 
erred, he says, in not recognizing this element, and then, as a 
consequenc,~, in making what was ordinary and common take 
the place of the destroyed ideals. Liberal Protestants have done 
the same thing in the mistaken belief that the people object to 
mystery. 

So far as the liberal Protestants have to do with art also, von 
Hartmann considers his position to be established-that they are 
non-Christian. And ho has in this connection some observations 
that may interest a section in certain districts of our country. 
Agitators against organs and statues have the pure Christian 
idea on their Eide, because the admission of art in religious 
culture is only a decoy for the great mass of those whose re
ligious feeling is not strong enough to do without some assistance 
of an exoteric exciting effect on the disposition. On the other 
hand, living art has cea.sed to be Christian, either in sculpture 
or music. When it appears to be Christian it is merely an 
academic study in the manner of dead Christian styles. So far 
R!I it is really living it is worldly. Another proof of the un
Christian character of our times, which he commends to the 
theologians who maintain the contrary. 

He pursues the liberal Protestant to a point which has been 
considered secure ground-his teaching of a high and pure 
morality. But von Hartmann asks what is the authority of the 
teaching 1 It cannot be, with the liberal Protestant's known 
opinions, the Bible, and it is not the Chw·ch. But we have not 
given up Moses and the Roman Church to be dictated to by a 
liberal preacher on morals. He has surrendered the only other 
basis, metaphysics, as we have seen. But ethics is not moral 
philosophy when it is a mere explanation of the psychological 
play of impulses. It must be nouri'i!hed by metaphysics. Driven, 
therefore, from all heteronomic authority, and voluntarily 
abandoning what is autonomic, he falls back, arbitrarily, upon 
love as the authentic moral principle. He analyses all re
ligion to ethics, and sweetens all ethics to love, on which voo 
Hartmann observes that religion is not a whale, as the inquisi
tors believed, but it is also no jelly-fish. A whale can at Jeast 
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be terrible, but a jelly-fish has a structure and a movement that 
do not at least inspire dignity. This observation is not made 
against the principle of love and its high significance-that 
would be foreign to von Hartmann's philosophy-it is made 
against current views in certain Christian quarters, which, 
without principle and philosophy, take a part for the whole. 
This is merely another proof of his general charge against the 
liberal Pr~test'lnts-that its pretended theology is no science 
or philosophy. It is a resolute holding to phrases and filling 
them with new meanings. His picture of this kind of theologian, 
is of a man who has cut off the legs of the stool he is seated on, 
and who holds on to all that lies about him. And he asks, will 
the people look to find truth in religion in any position resem
bling that? The theology here represented, is in the main 
destructive, and nil attempts at mediation with whatever talent 
they are made, only show that the process of destruction is 
hurrying to its enu. The danger which von Hartmann dreads, 
and which is probably not imaginary, is lest rc:jectiou of the un
tenable doctrines of the liberal Protestants should lead to the 
rejection of religion-to the throwing out of the child with the 
bath, as he puts it. J,'or example, his fear is that with the rejection 
of the belief in God given it by Christianity-the theistic idea in 
its varied anthropomorphic form,-modem opinion should go on to 
reject as absurd the belief in God altogether. The inculcation of 
Christ's teaching on this subject, lofty as that is, he does not even 
think would finally save this belief. He alludes to the words 
" be perfect like God." This too must fall with a transcendent 
theism, because with the belief in an immanent God, there can 
be no word of ethical relation to his phenomena. These matters 
are dwelt on, he rlistinctly states, for the sake of all who do not 
wish to indulge in self-deception, but who will rather acknow
ledge, when it is brought under their notice, the worm-eaten 
religious building, the sight of which should be the sharpest spur 
to the investigation of other religious conceptions. 

And it is probably this sight, acting in the way here described, 
that led the author to submit to analysis the opinions of the 
speculative theologians in the second treatise, called the "Crisis 
of Christianity." For these theologian~, von Hartmann has, as 
we have said, a vast deal more respect than he has for those he 
calls vulgar liberal Protestants. They both deal, it is true, in 
fictions and in incoosequences, but speculative theology does not 
run into irreligion like liberal Protesbntism. It is more like 
the birth-place of the future religion. Rationalism, he says, hM 
no creative power; while it dissolves the form of religious ideas, 
which have been given under what is t~chnically called repre
sentation-this is, as he explains elsewhere, the passage of the 
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ideo. between sensible pha.ntasy and spiritual conception-the 
content itself vanishes with the form, the kernel of deeper 
religions living truth which is concealed under the symbolical 
shell of the representation. And it is here that supernaturalism 
is right as against rationalism, because in such an emptying of 
belief all deeper religious life must cease. While rationalism 
shows the inadequacy of the dogmatic form of the past, the 
problem of speculative religious philosophy is to aid the acknow
ledgment of the positive religious content in this formally in
sufficient state, an<l to the understanding of the historical grounds 
which called forth this insufficiant shape. The two dangers to 
be avoided are the extreme of rationalism, and the maintenance 
of inadequate forms, in spite of their acknowledged unfitness for 
the present, under pretence that they include a kernel of truth. 
Certainly, he holds, all historical forms of religious represen
tation contain this kernel, and they are good so long as their 
inadequacy is not seen. And this we may take to be his main 
charge against the speculative theologians: that they, in the 
altered circumstances here noticed, support past forms of thought 
on the plea just stated, and also on that of historical continuity. 

Von Hartmann's criticism of this school of Christian religious 
thought is directed, a.'I in the former case, at the manner in 
which certain leading doctrines of Christi11nity are expounded by 
it. These are simpl_y taken as crucial points in determining his 
thesis. The doctrine of salvation is one of these. The church 
theology, von Hartmann says, has as its centre the immediate 
identity of the principle effecting the salvation of every man 
with the person Jesus Christ. But the history of Chri'ltology is 
the critical process of dissolution of this identity. The Christian 
theory of salvation, according to von Hartmann, is that salvation 
is through Christ"s suffering and doing, and depends on belief in 
the wonderful historical facts connected with these. But since 
Lessing, he remarks, men have rebelled against making eternal 
religious truths dependent on accidental historical facts, su~ject 
to critical and historical doubts. How does the matter stand 
with those like the speculative theologians, who act as philoso
phical mediators between these two leading conceptions of 
salvation 1 He thinks it unquestionable that the tendency bas 
been fort.he centrn oft.be theory of salvation, to use his own ex
pression, to incline from historical and objective facts to a sub
jective process in which there iit a choice, on the one band, of 
moral purification in the old legal sense ; and into this pre
Christian, or after and under Christian stage, vulgar liberalism 
has sunk. On the other baud, the principle of deliverance may 
be sought in a power immanent in the spirit of man, but not to 
be identified wiLh a third person, or to be made dependent on 
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historical facts. Speculative theologians of the higher rank, von 
Hartmann says, have accepted the immanent principle of salva
tion ; but what he objects to is, that they seek to preserve the 
Christian tone by an indirect connection of the principlfl with 
the author of Christianity, not by itii immediate identification 
with Him. In reality, however, he says, they hold the conceptiou 
of immanency. But with the acceptance of this i<lea, von 
Hartmann says, the modern religious consciousness has broken 
with the Christian consciousness. The speculative theologian of 
the mediating school, touched by the spirit of the times since 
Lessing, borrowing from him the destinction of eternal and 
historical truth, from Schleiermacher, the idealized human 
Christ, from Kant, the distinction between thfl ideal and 
historical Christ, from Fichte and Hegel, the doctrine of the 
immanency of the absolute in man, immediately obliterates these 
distinctions, and claims for Christ alone what was maintained by 
these thinkers for all men. The result is that we inherit from 
the speculative theologians a weakeuing of the church doctrines, 
and receive in exchange for the palpable contra!lictions of 
orthodolly, contradictions veiled and obscured, and endless 
phrases with double meanings. Their desire to preserve his
torical continuity prevents them from doing justice to the 
philosophical principle that has determined their criticism. 
They have only succeeded, in fact, in cutting in two the nerve 
of the Christian theory of salvation through the person of Christ, 
and in reducing the sufferings and acts of Jesus to incidents in 
bis personal life. 

But although this result is somewhat halting, von Hartmann 
sees in it something more than merely negative; it is a prepara
tion for the religious estimation of the immanent principle of 
salvation. And, he asks, how can we perhaps have more? A 
view so revolutionary does not make its way suddenly, and hence, 
in the meantime, the confused attempts at reconciling the Church 
Christology with the pure negative results of historical decompo
sition. But what else, he inquires, have we set ourselves to show ? 
Since the Christian central dogma consists in the belief in salva
tion through Jesus Christ, the decomposition of this doctrine is 
the decomposition of the inmost nature of Christianity, and 
nothiug remains for us but the formation of a religion on a new 
basis. There is, however-and this is repeatedly confessed by von 
Hartmann-a power of persistency in history, anJ the conse
quences of proceeding to such a formation appear to an age like 
ours, which lays so much stress on historical continuity, too 
rapid and too radical. We have, therefore, the historical con
nection insisted on, although in principle a change has been 
made, and names and doctrines filled with new contents. He 
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does not think, however, that the old bottles can permanently or 
long hold thti new wine. 

We need hardly follow von Hartmann into detailed criticism 
of the views held on the doctrine of sakation by the speculative 
theologians. We must, however, indicate this. He takes as repre
sentatives the writers already mentioned, men well known and 
held in tbo highest P-~teem. One point in support of the object of 
his critical inquiry, which von Hartmuon wishes to mark in Bieder
mann's" Dogmatik," is, that while Biedermann acknowledges the 
principle of salvation to be iu a divine humanity-that is, in the 
self-activity of tha absolute spirit in the human I, and regards 
the personality of Christ as the first self-realization of that prin~ 
ciple, the source of its activity in time, and therefore for all 
time a world-historical type-in other words, as the historical 
revelation of the principle of salvation-while doing this he 
makes a leap from what plainly divides him from historical 
Chl'istianity, and calls the revelation of the impersonal principlti 
of salvation by th~ name of Saviour. This is, to von Hartmann, 
a well-marked instance of the contrast of the modern with the 
ancient Christian consciousness-an example of the historical 
continuation of doctrine charged with new ideas. Von Hartmann, 
in reflecting on this attitude in a man like Biedermann, is led 
to give a psychological explanation of it. It lies in Bieder
mann's training. Starting from the Christian circle of vision, 
educated and grown up in a religious r8\"erence and love for the 
persou of Chriiit which passes all human measure, it is not diffi
cult to understand the association in the mind of Biedermann. 
But looked at philosophically, how can be, von Hartmann asks, 
r<?concile the immanent impersonal principle of salvation with 
the transcendent personal Saviour of Christianity 1 He must 
acknowledge, and does acknowledge, that the religious self
consciousness of Jesus was at best one historically primitive, 
that it contained religious truth only in it.a historically con
ditioned expression, that Uhrist himself bad not attained to the 
consciousness of the immanent impersonal principle of sal\"ation, 
but was convinced of the consciousness of a personal fellowship 
of love with God. But, further, this couception of Jesus as 
typical can only be upheld by tlte double contradiction that the 
primitive embryonic form in which a principle first enters into 
history is to be tlte perfect type for all time, and also that Jesus 
bad no idea of the dogma of his god•mR.nhood, but yet carried 
this in his consciousness us the living spring oi bis spiritual 
life. 

R. A. Lipsius, who bas himself criticized these and otlier 
attempts of members of the mediating school in philosophical 
theology, has, according to von Hartmann, fallen into the very 
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same mistake in principle. Oo this very doctrine, for example, 
Lipsius maintains that Jesus is to be considered the historical 
Saviour, because he is, if indirectly, the historical condition of 
the individual attaining salvation, in so far as he has founded 
the religious commuoity through whose historical mediation the 
individual gains a personal realization of the eternal salva
tion. To which the reply is made that was made to Biedermann: 
that the personal Christ cannot be considered the Saviour, because 
the immediate cause of our salvation is not Jesus, but our present 
teachers or institutions. If the principle is immanent, and 
awakened only by an historical personage and historical conditions, 
the person may be called my awakener but not my deliverer. 
And besides, he asks, what has the awakener to do with the 
principle of salvation 1 It is an interesting historical inquiry 
whether the awakening be due to Jesus or not; but the principle 
would not be lost if his name were lost, any more than the 
geometrical troths connected with the name of Euclid would be 
forgotten if the man became unknown. But more than thu.t, 
the immanent principle of salvation is not awakened by the 
Christian Church. 'l'be Christian Church, by its adherence to 
the transcendent principle of salvation through Jesus, is a hin
drancf! to the growth of the principle which Lipsius would have 
us believe was awakened by Jesus, or, if it be not, then it has 
left, as we have seen, the peculiar standpoint of Christianity. 
If, in short, Lipsius's view be accepted, the position is a non
Christian one; and if the Church is correct, then the explanation 
of Lipsius is a mere fiction. It is a fiction also in Lipsius to 
suppose that Jesus was the founder of a new religion, and of 
the institution through which we receive salvation. But th('se 
attempts to keep the kernel of the Christian doctrine of salva
tion, after stripping it of its historical coverings, are, to von 
Hartmann, so many illustrations of self-d~ception natural to men 
trained under Christian influences. For example, Lip3ius's 
identification of the historical and ideal Christ through the 
operation of the Holy Ghost that was to come by Jesus, whereby, 
in accordance with the doctrine of Lipsius, the ever-living Christ 
should show himself spiritually present in the community as 
one who could not be a prey to death, is, to von Hartmann, 
simply a conundrum, until he remembers that these assertions 
are made by a Christian theologian, of great ability and learning 
no doubt, but who, being what he is, indulges in illusions of 
historical reality and symbolical identity. It is quite true that 
the Christian community may accept this identification, being 
under the influence or abstract Church thought and doct.rine, or, 
at lea.cit, under the influence of the feelings which ha\"e been 
created by this d:>ctrine. Culture and modern thought, von 
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Hartmann remarks, by dissolving the doctrines, will make the 
feelings vanish; and the best preparation for this is a theo
l0gian of the stamp of Lipsius. Otto Pfleiderer, some of 
whose opinions will be noticed immediately, is also to be reckoned 
a preparatory force. He gives an explanation of the doctrine of 
salvation from another side, but which, in von Hartmann's 
estimation, is a mere Christian illusion. In the whole history of 
Christianity, the external conception of the work of salvation, 
PflP-iderer teaches, is predominant because the conception, which 
is under the formof representation already explained, has to depict 
the inward and spiritual principles of sin aud salvation in con
crete sensible phenomenal form-that is, to personify them in 
Adam and Christ. But he conside~ that the representative 
consciousness itself corrects this unfitness for religious practice, 
and, besides, the outward fact affirms an inner event. For 
instance, Christ has made reconciliation through his death, hut 
we are to realize the reconciliation in ourselves through the 
spiritual death of the old man. But on this or any other theory 
started by the speculative theologians we are, von Hartmann 
maintains, at a very considerahlt? distance from the traditional 
opinion on this subject. This departure of speculative Protes
tantism, he says, from the Church theory of salvation, especially 
ns resting on t.he Pauline and Anselmic theory, can only be 
looked upon by the speculative Protestant as poetry of the 
Christian consciousness equally against reason and opposed to 
history. And yet, he continues, while speculative Protestantism 
perceives the identification of the principle of salvation with the 
founder of a religion of salvation to be an uncritical act and a 
hindrance to our surmounting the difficulties already mentioned, 
it sticks half-way in this very identification. Thie is both unhis
torical and unphilosophical, because it weights an ideal principle 
with historical ballast and destroys the purity of the principle, 
while its critical destruction endangers the principle itself. The 
historical Jesus cannot be in the ordinary sense a Saviour to the 
speculative Protestant. An ideal poesy attaches itself to this 
name, which then serve!! a.~ a symbolical personification of the 
pure principle of salvation, exactly ns one would allow a similar 
significance to the symbolical worship of Catholic saints. Logi
cally, then, on this theory, Jesus should be satisfied with being 
the one who taught this doctrine to the people on the 
Mediterranean shores, and brought it, in himself, to typical 
realization. 

The ideal position of Jesus, with its symbolical dependence on 
history, is indeed praii.:ed by JltleidtJrer, on practical groands, "as 
the most useful and effective nwans for the continued commuoi
cn.tion and instruction of the prinriple of salvation within the 
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community." So that von Hartmann feels driven to the con
clusion that this part of the Christology of the speculative Pro
testants contracts, tirst, into a pedagogic recommeudation ~o hold 
fast to the image of Christ; as symbol and ideal poesy of a 
principle, and, secondly, into the request to treat with historical 
piety the founder of Christianity as the religion of immanent 
salvation. When, therefore, the speculative Protestant finds in 
Christ his reconciliation with God and His blesseduess, he is 
conscious at the same time that the expression Chri11t, taken as 
~ conception, indicates an impersona.l universal principle, and 
that the typical representation through a personal Christ idealized 
is only to be understood symbolically, without nur being able to 
claim an historical or metaphysical truth for the symbolical 
fiction. This is to the simple believer, von Hartmann thinks, 
a useleEs play with poetry, and the attempt is looked upon by 
such a believer as a denial of personal deliverance by a crucified 
::;aviour, and the position as outside the Christian religion. 

Critically the speculative Protestant is distinguished from 
others who have mediated between the historical Christ and the 
immanent principle of salvation in the fact that he recognizes 
them to be irreconcilable. When, therefore, he holds this 
irreconcilable conceptiou as ideal Christ, he does it against his 
historical sense, wr1ich tells him that the historical Jesus was 
thiR ideal Christ, and against his speculative conscience, which 
tells him that this immanent principle of salvation is impersonal 
and purely spiritual, and can only be personified in self-contra
diction. And with reference to the compromise effected at the 
lteformation on the cultus of Mary and the saints, it is remarked 
Ly von Hartmann that in identifying the pure rpiritual principle 
with an historical personage, Jesus, and shifting the authority 
from the priest to the Scriptures, only a half conclusion was 
come to, which is inconsequent in denying deliverance through 
acts acceptably done within the Church, but maintaining this 
through what was done at the beginning of its history. 

But it may be that speculativ~ Protestants are right when they 
say that they are restoring the Christianity of Christ by freeing it 
from the misconceptions to which it has been subjected by dogmatic 
Christianity-that at least they are bringing to its full development 
what lay in it as a seed. But if they are nearer modern thought 
than other Christians, they are therein farther from genuine 
Christi&n thought. Christ, as we have seen, never reflectei on 
transcen<lency and immanency. In contradiction to the petrified 
conception of c1 eation and the transcendent God of his own 
people, it did not occur to him to preach an immanent God and an 
immanent salvation. He never understood the idea of a child 
of God otherwise than in thtl sense of a patriarchal family 
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relation, and he nowhere places this conception even in the centre 
of his preaching. His teaching rather deals with the joyful hope 
of the near appronch of the Kingdom of God on the earth and 
the means of sharing in it.'I blessings. John reached the 
highest stage in the New Testament teaching in morals, but this 
we have seen in the former treatise is a later devt=lopment of 
Christianity. But even John's teaching cannot be our position. 
There is in John's thought a rude dualism. Devil's children 
and God's children are determined from eteruity, and this is iu 
direct opposition to the all-embracing humanity of modern 
culture. And, besides, John's central position on the doctrine 
under review is that of Christ's mediatorship, that no one can 
come to the Father but through Christ, 

But to return to the origin of Christianity. Jesus was no 
teacher of immanent salvation. He taught salvation, although 
not the first to do so; still he never taoght it in the sense of the 
speculative Protestants, and the imagined historical continuity 
has no historical basis. 'l'he historical continuity, von Hart
mann asserts, is that of a series of mist-forms, each of which 
dissolves the preceding; two may shimmer through each other 
for awhile before the one is destroyed by the other. To von 
Hartmann indeed there is more opposition between an immanent 
religion and Christianity than between the Christian religion of 
salvation and the religion of law in Judaism, because the two 
last have a common root in theism, whilst the first rests on pan
theism, which is opposed in metaphysical principle to Chris
tianity. But as the Christian religion of salvation exerted itself 
to express its new spiritual content in the dogmatic formulre of 
Judaism, which were contrary to it, so speculative Protestantism 
seeks to express what is essentially .new in its content (which is 
drawn not from Christian thought but from speculative German 
philosophy) in the formulre of Christian dogma which is opposed 
to it. We make no apology for dwelling at some length on von 
Ifartmann's criticism of this doctrine. It brings out very clearly 
his own position, and his leading objection to the various forms 
of Christian thought. For example, in further expounding this 
difference between modern thought and Christian thought in his 
remarks on Pfleiderer, he observes that the principle of immanency 
is one of tbose which has not been strange to the Church 
doctrine, but which the Church cannot seriously grapple with so 
long as it holds to the grounds of theistic tradition. As theism, 
with reference to the moral a,.<;pect of religion is nece~rily a 
legal religion, so soteriologically considered it can only be an 
external magical religion. It is quite true, he acknowledges, 
that the speculative Protestant by no means undt>rstands by 
salvation a magical process, but an inner psychical proce~s. He 
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rejects the representative deliverance through Christ's death on 
the cross as well as the idea of hereditary sin through Adam. 
Such a deliverance-through sacrifice is opposed to a genuine 
autonomic religious consciousness, which is the modern and 
belongs to an earlier egoistic or heteronomic consciousness. And 
it is from its labouring to establish historical continuity wil,h this 
earlier stage of religion that von Hartmann says speculative 
Protestantism as a Christian sect belongs to a dead past, and is 
the last outrunner of the self-dissolution of Christianity. On the 
other hand, as a free speculative philosophy of religion, it is the 
embryo of a new pantheist.ic religion of the future, which freely 
assigns the highest value to the result.A of speculative philosophy 
for the full satisfaction of the religious consciousness. And 
herein, as he remarks in his preface to the " Krisis,'' is it dis
tinguished from vulgar liberal Protestantism. It goes beyond the 
flat rationalism of this form of Protestantism and its irreligion, in 
allowing for a deepening of religious thought, and is accordingly 
of the utmost consequence to the religious consciousness. It brings 
to a liead the historical crisis in Christianity. It leads us directly 
to the turning-point of a new religious principle opposed to the 
Christian. AR he termed it before, it is the last stage in the 
dissolution of the old and the birth-place of the new. 

There is a doctrine kr.iown in our own philosophical and 
religious schools, and nlso espoused by some speculative Pro
testants-the symbolical knowledge of God, or the symbolical 
expression of our knowledge of the divine. Lipsius, as von 
Hartmann puts it, says we can have no adequate scientific know
ledge of the snpersensible object of belief, but that we may have 
a symbolical, pictorial knowledge, and that this may become 
more and more spiritualized, and that pictures or symbols more 
appropriate may take the place of those less so. This process of 
spiritualization, Lipsius allows, i11 one of abstraction or emptying 
the content of the idea, but in order to avoid the finality of such 
a process he assigns an arbitrary limit to it. This is determined 
by saying that we must be !mti11fied with an approximate removal 
of contradictions contained in the ideas which are matter of 
belief. This is a very comfortable manner of dealing with a 
difficulty, which is more effectually and on the whole more 
rationally dealt with, von Hartmann thinks, by those who never 
allow the spiritualizing process to begin. But even granting, 
says the critic, that the ideas so treated may become more free 
from errors, they do not become any truer, if they contained no 
positive truth to start with. If in a positive respect the idea 
remains inconsequent, incommensurable, and inadequate, it is no 
use to deliver it from errors, or to make it adequate in a merely 
negative respect. 1'his spiritualization of the transcendent is 
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therefore a mere tlirashing of straw, so long as we are denied the 
capacity of seizing what is essential in our conception of the 
transcendent reality. Lipsius therefore is wrecked on the 
antinomy between dogmatic knowledge and spiritual incapacit.v 
of knowing, as well as on that between theoretic scepticism and 
religious dogmatism, and from which he can only ~ve bimseJt: 
in von Hartmann'11 opinion, by tr:rnscendent realism-that is, 011 

the acceptance of the doctrine that the forms of thought have a 
transcendent validity, which alone c.an give us the possibility of 
a positive knowledge of the transcendent sphere. As it is, the 
dogmatism of Lipsius rests on the mystery in re!igion to which, 
on the one hand, is ascribed the capacity of assimilating all con
tradictions without digestion, and out of which, on the other hand, 
every dogmatic statement is forced as a fact of experience of the 
religious conciousness. But any one, it is replied, who cannot 
blindfold receive as a true religious subject what as a thinking 
subject he has seen to be an illusion, has M way left him but to 
break with scepticism and dogmatism in religion, and enter with 
earnestness on the scientific investigation of the question, whether 
his religious belief be true or illusory. With Biedermann this is 
the problem of dogmatics. Lipsius gives up the scientific 
character of dogmatics, and those problems which, according to 
him, are insoluble, he leaves to a philosophy of religion. But if, 
on the philosophical principle just mentioned-viz., the transcen
dent validity of the forms of thought, this turns out to be suc
cessful, and not only the 1mbjective necessity of the religious con
sciousness, but the ohjective truth of the suppositions of it are 
proved, every remnant of dogmatism is stripped from dogmatics, 
and the distinction between it and religious philosophy is 
abolished. And we all know what that mean@ so far as religillus 
symbolical conceptionR are concerned. 

One need not and cannot deny the ability in all these theories. 
'l'ha careful analyi;is, for instance, l,y Lipsius of the subjective 
proces8 of salvation leaves hardly anything to be desired ; but it 
:.hows at the same time ho;,, superfluous ir. is, after granting the 
general principle of autonomic life, to introduce into this special 
doctrine the heterosoteric instead of the autosoteric principle, to 
refer, that is, the principle of deliverance developed through the 
human spirit to any historical facts. But when we leave our. 
these irrational additions, the works of Biedermann, Lipsius, and 
Pfleiderer are the most valuable preparation for the unfolding 
of tlie i<lea of an eternal order of salvation independent of &il 
objective historical facts, and so far for the upbuilding of an 
autosoteric religion, which may claim to be a universal human 
religion, because it is based solely on the facts of religious con
sciousness, and so satisfies the deepest necessities of the religious 
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soul. But this is no Christian idea. This is, however, the 
" Krisis" we have indicated, the ideal end of Christianity aud 
its positive overthrow-that is, the ideal beginning of a new and 
higher stage of development of the religious consciousness. 

'fhe modern idea of immacency is brought to bear upon the 
conception of revelation held by the speculative Protestauts, and 
their opiuion in regard to this doctrine is placed alongside the 
Christian idea, in order to see again how far they sustain the 
historical continuity so much spoken about already. On the 
theistic La.sis of belief von Hartmann remarks, quite generally, 
revelation can only lie a making known by God, mediated either 
sensilily or magically, to a man who stands over against him. It 
can never be a direct perception of t,he Divine Presence in our 
own spirit. This is only conceivable where God is essentially 
immanent in the human spirit. So that what in thei~m is 
possible only through an act of demonaic possession, is, according 
to pantheism, accomplished under normal conditions, only that 
the act usually remains unconscious. 

Von Hartmann sees a special connection between the Protestant 
principle of rev1:1lation and that of salvation criticised above. 
And proLalily no one will deny the connection. It is of im
portance, lie says, for the work of salvation in its eflect on men, 
how it bas Leen awakened in the religious consciousness . 
..l::focause only when this consciousness has won in a direct manner 
the certainty of its being in union with God, can this knowledge 
of ontness unfold the necessary force in the soul to become 
etfecti\'e as a principle of revelation. All externally mediated 
revelation can accordingly have nothing more than mediate 
worth in exciting the inner revelation and in awakening it. It 
cau never replace the latter. Hence the necessary distinction 
between immediate and mediate revelation, not to be confounded 
with the unjustifiable distinction between general and special, 
common antl uncommon revelation. If the revelation proper i~ 
inner or immediate, instances of it can only be distinguished by 
degree. And, indeed, Pfleiderer brings this out ; but von Hart
mann says h~re again he bas mixed with it elements derived 
from the Church doctrine-that is, from the principles of hetero
uomy and theism, because significance is attached to the second 
distinction mentioned above in favour of the founder of a religion, 
or specially favoured bearer of revelation, where a high degree of 
divine action is evident, while the human falls into the back
ground. Hut von Hartmann replies, on Ptleiderer'sown principles, 
this cannot be maintained. 'l'he act of revelation is not a product 
of two factors, the diviue and the human, with varied degree of 
strength. Wherever it is founJ, it is out-and-out divine, and at 
the same time out-and-out human, so that any distinction there 
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is lies only in the degree of its unfolding to the consciousness. 
And here we come to a point on which Pfleiderer and his critic 
take common ground-viz., in discussing the distinction between 
supernatural and natural revelation, represented by sui;er
naturalists and rationalists. The latter are right, both allow, to 
deny a revelation which transcends the natural capacity of man's 
perception ; and the former are right in despising a revelation 
which proceeds merely from a natur~l human knowledge in the 
narrower sense of the word. In truth, the religious action is 
purely natural, if we consider the immanency of the absolute 
natural to man. It is supernatural in its being and aim, in so far 
a.<J it rests upon a transcendent monistic ground of the individual 
spirit, and is transcendently referred to this its transcendent 
basis. Von Hartmann, however, parts with Pfleiderer on a 
further development of the doctrine, because Pfleiderer may be 
understood in o. double sense-speculative and supernatural. 
'f bere takes place, Pfleiderer holds, in every religious act, in every 
elevation of self-consciousness and world-consciousne!I:! to the 
Goe-consciousness, a real revelation of God to man, a St:lf-opening 
of the creative ground of the Ich and the world in which He 
gives Himself to be perceived and felt. The subjective relation 
in belief and love of God is only po!:lsible as an objective work 
of God producing Himself actively in man, lifting him above his 
naturalness. But \·on Hartmann replies, revelation and belief 
are not two acts of different subjects, but one and the same act 
of a single su~ject, differently named according as man looks at 
his producing activity, or his receptive relation to his own pro
duct. Revelation, therefore, is not a self-revelation of God to man, 
but God becoming revealed in man through the autonomy of man's 
spirit. But, notwithstanding Pfleiderer's reluctance to go the whole 
way with von Hartmann, and the whole length of hie own 
principle, it is clear to von Hartmann that the conception of 
revelatiou maintained by Pfleiderer mukes the role of a religious 
founder appear in quite another light thau the purely super
natural conception does. The historical work of the founder 
appears now as a spiritual process regulated hy law, and the com
pass of the work is made dependent on the strength of the im
mauen t principle in him, on his energy of character, aud the 
whole combination of historic and cultured relations of his 
time. Thus it is only fair to conclude that the religious revelation 
of a religious founder aud that of one of the members of tLe 
community cannot be called absolute an<l relative, and still less 
can such a distinction be maintained between different religious 
founders, as, for example, Buddha and Je,-us. 

It is only by way of further illustration of the position of von 
Hartmann to the representatives of speculative Protestantism 
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that we give Lipsius' view of inspiration and von Hartmann's 
observations thereon. Lipsius, he says, rejects unconditionally 
every supernatural conception, of revelation, miracle, inspiration 
anJ grace, and acknowledges that in the human spirit nothmg 
has place which ha.1 not been developed in it on the basis of 
natural and historical data, and with psychological uniformity. 
On the other hand, he sees that an historical and psychological 
explanation of religion,as a merely human spiritual phenomenon, 
means the dissolution of religion into a series of illusions, and 
that an interpenetration of a divine spiritual activity mnst be 
avowed, but that this must be asserted in its indivisible unity. 
Popular representation tears these factors asunder, and makes 
of them two different and independent processes, and in this 
way arrives at the unnatural conception of revelation, which is 
seen by criticism to be a psychological impossibility. But von 
Hartmann sees in Lipsius' suggestion the very same popular idea. 
It is the introduction of the personality of God for dogmatic 
purposes; and this is only a popular survival of the idea of God 
to be immediately noticed. So long, continues von Hartmann, 
as man considers God to be another than himself, or a being 
not identical with himself-that is, to introduce a useful phrase, 
so long as hEI is in the stage of a heterousian religious conscious
ness, he desires as a substitute for the absent homousie or identity 
of being with God, a union as near, confident and intimate as 
possible, throu~h a personal relation of love. He sees that he 
can only gain this from a personal God, capable of love and full 
of '' Gemilth." This is right and proper with a religious con
sciom,ness standing in a relation of I and Thou with God, but it 
is quite otherwise if the conceptual ideas have ceased to exist, 
on the ground of which this representation was possible. For, he 
maintains, every relation, however inward, of God to man, 
remains formally demonaic po~session so long as you have the 
connection Thou and I-that is, a peraonality standing over 
against me. The same must be said, as has indeed been already 
hinted, of the dispositions of spirit ascribed to God on the ground 
of this idea of personality. God, it is true, i1:1 the original source 
of all dispositions of spirit, even as He is of all personality, but 
love belongs to Him as little as hate. The so-called experiences 
of God's dispositions, lik~ the experiences of Hie personality, 
rest, io fact, on a confusion not observed, of experience and 
arbitrary conclusion. What, in this case, has to be disputed is 
not the religious experience nor conclusion from it, but the 
correctness of what was just now termed the conceptual supposi
tions, which are taken for assured premises and are in truth 
erroneous, and at best propredeutic, but are dragged unnoticed 
into the conclusion. The belief, for instance, in miracle is one 
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in keepin~ with the ideas of those in the stage of heterousie in 
religion. 'fhe definition of it by LipsiuP, in tryin~ to escape from 
this position, does violence to the popular use of language. He 
says it is only the realization of diviue ends, within and by means 
in keeping with law. The kernel of the conception, miracle, 
van Hartmann replies, is not given in this definition, it is 
abolished and annihilated. And the conception of inspiration 
put forward by Lipsius is open to a similar criticism. The form 
of inspiration, as von Hartmann observes, so far as it is essential 
for the religious consciousness, has nothing to do with the sub
jective representation of it by the person inspired, as to the art 
and manner of divine inspiration and its relation to natural 
psychological mediation, but is only determined by the inward 
elevation of the 11pirit above its finite natural determination in 
the world, and the immediate certainty of divine activity in this 
elevation. But when Lipsius, acknowledging this principle, seeks 
to find a distinction for inspiration iu the novelty and originality 
of disclosed religious spiritual contents, he seeks a mere dis
tinction of degree, because, asks von Hartmann, how can we tell· 
what is quite original and what is not 1 In fact, on the stand
point of the immanency of God in man, there is no religious 
interest or distinctive inspiration. 'fo adduce the testimony 
of the Holy Spirit on behalf of the truth of a revelation of 
a magical-supernatural kind, as is done by some speculative 
Prot~stants, is for those in the heterousian stage of the religious 
consciousness-the present popular belief-synonymous with the 
abolition of inspiration and revelation in the proper and simple 
sense. The idea of Lipsius is very excellent in its way, von 
Hartmann thinks, hut it is evidently not the continuity of an 
historical Christian idea.. 

In criticising spt•culative Protestantism, von Hartmann finds 
no lack of metaphysical thought and no unwillingness to treat. 
this element of religion. His remarks on what may be termed 
the metaphysics of tlte subject, proceed on a review of Pfleiderer's 
work on religion. He states, for the purpose he bas immediately 
in view, the position of the Church in order to get a standard of 
comparison between Christian thought proper, and the teaching 
of Pfleiderer and of modern thinkers generally. The represen
tatives of theism, he remarks, consider, not unjustly, the 
acknowledgment of the personality of God to be the most 
decided note in their doctrine, and they meet every apostate, 
who allows the personality to drop in the interest of the absolute, 
with the reproach of pantheism, whether he will or not. And 
von Hartmann does not disguise his opinion, when he ach-ise.s 
speculative Protestants that if they cannot avoid the reproach of 
pantheism by the Christian world, they should make friends with 
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the designation pantheism, which in every respect better denotes 
their opinion. Pfleiderer especially stands on the ground of 
genuine pantheism, and it is because he does so, that his specu
lative Protestantism is an advance on the theism of Christian 
theology. Von Hartmann means at the same time that it is a 
break in a prominent doctrine with historical Christianity. In 
speaking on this subject there are some excellent observations 
made, clear distinctions drawn between deism, theism, and 
pantheism, and between the last I\S abstract monism, and pan• 
theism proper as concrete monism.• Most readers will appreciate 
his distinction between deism and theism. By deism, one under• 
stands such a theism a.'! allows indeed the personality of God, but 
ends by placing a stool before His door. We cannot notice in 
detail von Hartmaun's criticism of Pfleiderer's distinction between 
deism and theism, which, in von Hartmann's opinion, seems 
maintained to save Pfleiderer's position ns a theist. There can be 
no question that von Hartmann is right in maintaining against 
Pfleiderer that the traditional terminology associates theism with 
a view of the world whinh supposes a personal God, as world
creator and governor, active in th-3 world. He concludes that 
an opinion such as Pfleiderer'e, which acknowledges neither the 
personality uor the government in the traditional sense, can only 
he called theistic by mistake. But Pfleiderer assumes this title, 
according to von Hartmann, and he does so by including under 
<leism, deism proper and what has been commonly understood a'! 
theism. Von Hartmann, of course, holds that it is not only 
deism but theism, which, through the idea of the personality of 
God, and through the conception of His opposition to the created 
world, robs the Deity of absoluteness, makes it impossible for 
man to be one with God in knowledge, and reduces religion to 
the early stage which he has called heteronomus. In this way 
we are brought back to the very point which the speculative 
theologians were anxious to avoid, and which modern thought 
repudiates-viz., to a religion of law with or without external 

• Monism, Von Hartmann explai11s in philo~ophical language, signifies the 
doctrine of the unity of .the all-the doctrine that there is only one substance 
or heiog which lies at the basis of all bein;. This metaphysical conception of 
mooism, however, is not to be coufoundcd with Haeckel's use of the word, 
which has rdereoce only to the manner of uniformity prevailing in the world 
(whether this be causal and teleolo;(cal, or the first alone). Abstract monism 
is that which makes the many, as mere phenomenal illusion, Ji3appear io the 
abstract unity. Concrete monism-von Hartmann's theory-is that which 
preserves the reality and indepeudcuce of the existing concrete universe over 
11gainst the uoity of hcing. l'aothrism, he says again, is concrete monism, 
which unites the trnth in theism, 11aturalism, and abstract monism, without 
&haring their one-sidedness, and satislics the decpc,t ethical and religious 
needs. 
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magical salvation, instead of an internal principle of salvation 
in man. But this is only another illustration of the perplexities 
in which speculative theologians become involved in their effl)rts 
to keep up the continuityof Christianity. Pfleiderer wishes still 
to hold by theism, while denuding it of its essential Christian 
elements. His position, when stripped of its phr&9e0logy, is 
essentially pantheism and not theism, and therefore at the very 
root of the matter, von Hartmann says, modern theology of 
the beRt type affords proof of the exactness of the titles of his two 
books. The real position of Pfleiderer is given in the following 
paragraph in which are summed up the various well-known 
proofs of the existence of God. Under the cosmological proof, 
Pfteiderer understands the conclusion drawn from the regularity 
-0f the course of Nature to a single cause of the world; under 
the teleological, the conclusion from the progress of the world 
under mechanical laws to a rational design pursued by this 
world-cause ; under the moral proof, the conclusion from the 
autonomy, given in experience, of the moral consciousness, to 
the immanent revelation of the absolute in man; under the onto
logical, the conclusion from the psychical and material sides of 
the phenomenal world to the identity of thinking and being in 
the absolute cause. Here we see that God is, and what He is, 
says Pfleiderer. He is the sole ground of all, therefore absolute, 
and the ground of the psychical life of the world, and the teleo
logical activity of mechanical laws, and consequently spiritual. 
And the union of these two, absoluteness and spirituality, giveJi 
us the determination of God according to Beiug. 

But it is not correct, von Hartmann remarks, in Pfleiderer to 
say that pantheism is the emphasis of absoluteness at the expense 
of spirituality, while deism is the emphasis of spirituality at the 
expeni:e of absolutenes.'!, and that theism is the proper mean. 
This abuse of philosophical language has already been alluded 
to, and it will be seen that, on a comparison of Pfleiderer's ideas 
with Christian thought, he must be ranked as a pantheist, and 
not, as he himself claims, as a theist. One cannot overlook 
several well-known marks of pantheistic teaching in Pfleiderer's 
opinions: the immanent revelation of the absolute will; God as 
the single cause of all; the identification of thinking and being; 
the definition of God as abRolute and spiritual. It is not at all 
necessary to the subject in hand to follow von Hartmann into 
the details of the distinction between false and true pantheism. 
It need only be said that, with him, true pantheism is the mean 
between theism and naturalism-that is, between the theism 
commonly believed and the belief that Nature is the sole ground 
of the world-process. This is the pantheism which is associated 
with concrete monism, explained above, and which unites in one 
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conception the reality of the world and God, while the pantheism 
of abstract monism reduces the finite world to an unreal phe
nomenon. But to return to Pfleiderer. His position with 
reference to Christian thought may be made still more evident. 
The reason why he desires to keep clear of the idea of the 
personality of God is because this idea cannot be co-ordinated 
with the idea of the absolute. The belief in a personal God, 
Pfleiderer remarks, originating in the dominance of the Semitic 
element in the Aryan religion, naturally strengthens the popular 
view. of an external arbitrary government of the world by God, 
in opposition to its government acco1·ding to laws. But, von 
Hartmann would add, its influence does not stop there. It has 
the very same effect on all Christian religious ideas-on those 
that have already come under our notice-so that this cnn
ception must stand or fall with these. Pfleiderer himself, indeed, 
acknowledges that the giving up of the personal conception of 
God would not injure the inwrests of piety, but that piety would 
gain much by it. And herein, says von Hartmann, be shows 
not only a considerable advance in the metaphysics of religion, 
but also an advance beyond the continuity of Christian thon.s::-ht. 
Pfleiderer's reason, however, is worth giving. "The religious 
consciousness," he says, " in the highe!!t and deepest sense, bas 
chiefly to do with man's union with God, with reconciling the 
separation and estrangement from God, and belief in a personal 
God, with the necessary mutual e~clusion of per:iOns, is preciliely 
the great hindrance to the highest act of practical piety, whilst 
the mutual permeation of the divine immanency with man is a 
thought easily realized as soon a<J the idea of personality is set 
aside." Von Hartmann does not point out wherein this differs 
from popular theism and the Christian idea of a mediator 
betwet!n God and man, and we may leave it as he leaves it. But 

'ali along the line of the idea of the absolute, von Hartmann sees 
evidence that Pfleiderer, like others of his way of thinking, is not 
quite clear with himself. J<'or example, Pfleiderer, in speaking 
of the love of God, says that its highest fulfilment is in the 
relation of immanency. But von Hartmann suggests that he 
hesitates to go the whole length that pantheism would lead him, 
or that the true metaphysical idea of God demands, because of a 
natural fear of finding himself out~ide the theistic theology. 
What is the conclusion from the idea of God already given 1 
The love of God must be essentially-that is, of course, apart 
from conditions-what constitutes the active form of love in man, 
and this is an unconscious relation to an identity of being. 'l'o 
get at the conception of love as it iR in God we must take away 
its specific conditional characwr of feeling, or pleasure, ac, we sea 
it in man. But when this is taken away it is no longer love, so 
that to retain the conception of love in speaking of the nature of 
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God is merely to retain a remuant <>f the idea of persona.lity-is, 
in fact, dragging in an anthropomorphic conception ; is accord
ingly a subjective mode of conceiving the di vino; and is, in the 
last resort, of the very same order of conception as the personality 
of God. 

Exactly the same criticism is applied to Pfleiderer's idea of the 
consciousness of God, in which von Hartmann sees the in
consistencies of a man n<>t quite decided about his road. To 
Pfleiderer's statement of the distinction in God between His self, 
explicated and implicated, and of a self-reflecting of the world
consciousness, von Hartmann observes that the absolute can have 
no other consciousness than an intuitive world-conscio'.lsness 
which, on account of the absence of subject and object, c~nn?t 
be c-illed consciousness, but is rather unconscious intuition. But 
that may pass. 

Pfleiderer, however, takes his stand on the doctrine of the 
Trinity, and declares that, instead of taking opinions such as the 
personality of God to be the test of a true Christian c<>nception 
of God, this ought to ha sought in the accuracy with ,vhich the 
conception relfocts the idea of the Trinity. And here again von 
Hartmann finds him vague-a vagueness whieh is the result of 
his departing from the orthodox opinion on this subject. Hi, 
explanation, von Hartmann says, has no resemblance to the 
threefold personality which is the fundamental thought of every 
'frinity. In the Being of the infinite spirit lies the following
t.hreefold movement, says Pfleiderer: " It is the iufinite ground of 
the finite spirit, the infinite force in the same, and the infinite 
object of its destiny; or otherwise, it is that which produces its 
opposite, that which permeates it, and the principle raising this 
to union with itself-oneness, in short, before, in, and over the 
object to which it is opposed." But, von Hartmann answers, this 
ormu of the 'l'rinity applies to the creator a.nd preserver in the 
ln<lian Trimurti as well as to the persons in the Christian 
Trinity. Other objections are suggested, such as that the three 
movements of this process form neither distinct suqjects nor 
divided qualities of the same subject. The real Trinity, 
according to von Hartmann, is nothing more than the bursting 
of Semitic theism through the pantheistic Aryan consciousness, 
or a reappearance of pantbdsm in the heart of theism, and which 
l0ses all significance in the overthrow of the latter by the former. 
Von Hartmann finds no difficulty, therefore, in exposing the 
absence of historical continuity in Ptleiderer's theory of the 
Trinity. God being absolute, if the Holy Ghost be the divine 
spirit itself, so far as it is thought to be immanent, then they fall 
into one conception; and Jesus, iu so far as be is reduced to a 
man and founder of a. Church which is to represent the type of 
rdigiouH immanency, can no longer have a place in the Trinity. 
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Von Hartmann finds scope in speculative Protestantism for 
the discussion of another question in the metaphysic of religion 
-that of immortality. But we must be brief. Pfleiderer, 
according to von Hartmann, justly rejects all so-called proofs of 
personal immortality as empty postulates of sentiment, and 
resting on misunderstandings. He lays stress on the fact th:lt 
the religious consciousness has, for a necessary supposition, not so 
much the continuance of life beyond as that of the present eternal 
lifa as a life in God. Biedermann goes further, aud maintains, 
rightly, von Hartmann thinks, that, for the speculative standpoint 
of concr~te monism, this question is decided in the negative, and 
that the opening of this sphere beyond brinis with it the danger of 
its becoming the "1'ummelplatz" of personal wishes and opinions. 
And besides, by referring the spirit to a future beyond the present 
life, we injure tha religious inwardness of the eternal life and its 
hold on the living present. In fact, the decision on this question 
will depend ou the inclination of a thinker towards theism or 
pantheism; and here again the position of speculative Pro
testantism is instructive in its relation to Christian thought. 
1~antheism, which, through its principle of immanency, &bows 
the eternal life to be inward and present, satisfies therewith 
perfectly the just longing after this eternal life, so that the 
religious coosciousnes.'! has no motive to seek this in "J enseits." 
It sets aside, therefore, the wish for personal perfection beyond, 
through the certainty that the eternal Being, even after the death 
of the individual, revivifies his God-filled life in every living 
thing and in the providential deveiopment of the whole. 'l'heism, 
on the contrary, which satisfies only imperfectly the desire of the 
religious consciousness for the eternal life by the 1mrrogate of a. 
relation of Jove to God, compels the phantasy thereby to project. 
that which is missed here into a fttlfilment beyond, so that this 
belier becomes indispensable to theism. In the ca;e of pantheism 
it is superfluous, and indeed disturbing. And the hesitancy oi 
l'fleiderer on this subject is again the necessary hesitation of one 
in the position he holds-standing mi<l-way between ancient and 
modem thought. Immortality, in fact, in von Hartmann's 
opinion, rP-sts upon the optimism in Christianity, which he holds 
to be philosophically false. 'l'he religious instinct has no interest 
in immortality further than as it is optimistic, a.nd teaches in one 
form the last aim of religion to be the furtherance of human weal 
through communion with God. 

No part, indeed, of the doctrine of the Church escapes over
throw in principle by these modem representatives of Christianity. 
The doctrines already mentioned are mentioned simply as illus
trative of this fact. Every single dogma is subverted formally 
into its opposite, in order to bring its religious truth to the 

[Vol. CXXVJ. No. CCLll.}-Nn S.i:lU.u, Vol. LXX. No. II. H H 
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position of the principle of divine immn.n1:1ncy. Where any 
doctrine or part of a doctrine appears to be undisturbed by this 
revolutionary principle, it is due to an inconsequence in thought, 
which must be rectified sooner or later. 'l'hus, for the distinction 
in Being between God and man and man's estrangement from 
God, you have a community of being; for the mediation through 
a third you have the self-deliverance of pantheistic thoaght. 
And who can see historical continuity in these alterations 1 asks 
von Hartmann. And hll predicts that the future will not see in 
speculative Protestantism a. speculative rest.itution and regenera
tion of Christianity. Its significance will be found to have been 
in the fact that it distinguished the religious dogmas which have 
been dissolved by the critical understanding from the fundamental 
religious ideas in them, nod saved these through a new grounding 
of them ou an altered basis of thought, for the religious con
sciousness. It will then be owned that the religious efforts, 
striving in vain for 2000 years on a Christian theistic basis of 
thought, after self-realization without contradictions, were led by 
speculative theology, not merely to a realization without contra
diction, but at the same time to a higher stage of religious 
consciousness. 

We need not follow him over ground touched on in connection 
with liberal Protestantism-viz., on the claim to continuity by 
speculative Protestants because they teach the moral principles 
taught by Jesus. Besides emphasizing what he had already said 
-that Jesus merely taught in the streets the esoteric tradition 
of the schools, dragging out of the watery and spongy Talmudic 
learning genuine pearls, and giving them an imaginative clothing 
for the popular mind, ho maintains on principle that there is 
here no sufficient reason for claiming continuity, becausa general 
moral principles occur in most religious and moral systems. 

He meets objections made to a thinker publishing views like 
these, and with this we shall conclude, leaving untouched, in the 
meantime, the criticism of his philosophical and historical 
principles, and also his own exposition of the religion of the 
future sketched in the '' Selbstzersetzung." First of all, von 
Hartmann say$, in answer to these objections, the thinker most 
not reckon on the crisis that may be produced by him, but 
consider that his warning cry may awaken some who are 
slumbering. He goes further. "I am no agitator who throws a 
torch among the masses, and excites to revolutionary deeds. I 
am a theoretic investigator, who, far from the noise of party, 
observes iu his retreat the time-phenomena, and, as such, has the 
scientific right and moral duty to state the results of his observa
tions, confidently leaving to Providence how it maf unite such 
thoughts called into life by itself with the courae o life in the 
world guided by it." 
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( 4S3 ) 

III.-Fooo REFORM. 

NOWHERE would it be possible to find a more instructive 
example of the power of habit and conventional usage 

than in the question of diet. 'l'he very existence of persons 
who abstain from flesh-food is to most Englishmen a cause of 
amusement and surprise; a vegetarian is a social anomaly, 
worth looking at, and perhaps worth laughing at, whenever and 
wherever he may be encountered; the antbropophagi of old 
could hardly be regarded with more curiosity than the modern 
akreophagists. Yet, on the other hand, if we could divest our
selves for a moment of this influence of habit, we might possibly 
become aware that there is something no less startling, no less 
surprising, in certain prevalent dietetic customs which pass 
muster among roost of us unquestioned and unchallenged; just 
as some well-known household word, long familiar to the ear, 
may seem strange and unusual when critically viewed and 
examined from a new standpoint. Is it not at least as remark
able, prejudice aside, that civilized beings should require 
flesh-meat as that they should abjure it? Is it not a singular 
fact that men of culture and refinement should prefer animal 
food to a fleshless diet? I offer this prefatory remark as a 
suggestion only-as a tentative, not dogmatic reflection; though 
I confess that to one who has had personal experience of a 
Pythagorean fare the orthodox diet-system does undoubtedly 
seem a matter for surprise and wonder, and might be provocative 
of laughter ralso, were not the subject somewhat too serious for 
merriment. 

To attempt to discover the precise origin of this habit of 
flesh-eating has always proved a hopeless and unprofitable task. 
We may imagine with the poets that it was some greedy and 
mischievous innovator who first scorned the simple and 
abundaut food of the Golden Age, and set the fatal example 
by staining his hand with blood; or we may prefer Plutarch's 
explanation, that it was through " utter resourcelessness and 
destitution" that the primeval races were compelled to adopt 
the guilty diet; or, on the other hand, we may content our
selves with the common and more comfortable theory, that man, 
being by nature omnivorous, has from the first followed a 
natural instinct in living on animal food. But whatever the 
origin may have been, there is no question about the habit 
itself; nor can there be any doubt that among Western nations 
it is becoming more and more general and widespread. Flesh
meat is regarded as the food par excellence of the human race ; 
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and though few individuals would care to indulge in a 
retrospect similar to that of Sydney Smith, who calculated 
that he had himself consumed over forty waggon-loads of flesh 
in the course of hi11 lire, yet this is practically the sort of diet 
to which all classes aspire. A strong belief in the utility oi 
flesh-food has characterized from time immemorial the larger 
portion of the civilized race. 

Yet it should be remarked that in all ages there have been 
protests, however unavailing, against this carnivorous habit. 
Almost at the same time that Buddha was preaching in the 
East his "religion of mercy," Pythagoras was enjoining on his 
disciples in the West the duty of abstention from flesh. Among 
Latin and Greek philosophers, three especially-Seneca. 
Plutarch, and Porphyry-may be regarded as forerunners of 
the modern humanitarian movement; Plutarch's "Essay on 
Flesh-eating" being as vigorous a denunciation of the cruelties 
of the slaughter-house as has ever been published. During 
the Middle Ages it is to be regretted that it was an ascetic 
rather than humanitarian spirit that was dominant in the 
Christian Church; yet the abstinence from flesh which was so 
largely practised by primitive Christians, was at least a proof 
of the possibility of a more enlightened diet-system. In the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, splendid testimony was 
borne to the cause of humanity by no less distinguished writers 
than Montaigne and Gassendi, the former of whom dwells 
rather on the moral, the latter on the scientific arguments. 
Coming to still later times, we find that men such as Franklin, 
Howard,and Wesley, have given practical proof of the sufficiency 
of a fleshless diet; while a host of " sentimental " writers, from 
Pope to Rousseau, have enlarged, with more or less sincerity, 
on the barbarities of civilized life. I mention these examples, 
a few out of many illustrious names, to show that in no period 
of the world's history has humanity been without its champions, 
unpopular and unsuccessful though their doctrines may have 
been.* But it has been reserved for modern times to demon
strate the philosophic and scientific truth that underlies all 
attempts to promote the cause of food reform. Dr. Cheync's 
"Essay on Regimen," in which he expressly urges the 
superiority of a vegetable diet, was published in 1740, and he 
found two worthy successors in Dr. Lambe and Sylvester 
Graham, who during the first half of the present century 
established the doctrine of scientific vegetarianism on a 
firm basis, in England and America respectively. To Sylvester 

• Yith the catena of authorities cited in Mr. Howard Williama' "Ethica 
or Diet." 
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Graham, above all other~, should perhaps be given the place of 
honour in the annals of vegetarian literature; for his " Lectures 
on the Science of Human Life" form the text-book from which 
the advocates of the reformed diet derive their most powerful 
arguments. It is astonishing to remark how little is known of 
Graham in this country. On the Continent his name has been 
immortalized, if only by the" Graham bread," which is there so 
widely used and appreciated; he has also a growing reputation 
in America. But most Englishmen still remain in ignorance 
not only of the advantages of the bread, but of the far greater 
merits of the" Science of Human Life." 

Sylvester Graham laid great stress on the fact that the pre
servation of health must depend mainly, not on medicine, but 
on dietetic habits. Recent vegetarian writers, following in this 
line, have been able to show the immense importance of what is 
known as" the food question," and to prove that the movement 
in favour of food reform is due, not merely to a sentimental 
humanitarianism, still less to any ascetic tendency, but to the 
recognition of a real scientific and economic truth. The 
"Science of Human Life" was published in 1839; eight years 
later, the English "Vegetarian Society" was founded, thus 
substituting for the isolated protests of individuals the definite 
and organized labours of a permanent body. The constitution 
of the Vegetarian Society, like that of ancient Sparta, is of a 
triple character; the society consisting of three grades
members, associates, subscribers. Of these, the members agree 
to adopt the vegetarian system of diet in all its Spartan 
severity; the associates merely bind themselves to promote the 
vegetarian cau~e when opportunity may offer; while the sub
scribers perform the humble but useful task of supplying the 
11ociety with the sinews of war. Unassuming and insignificant 
enough in its origin, the Vegetarian Society has nevertheless 
done a large amount of useful work in the last forty years, and 
has met with much encouragement and success. It now 
numbers some thousands of members, has branches in most of 
our large towns, and annually circulates a very large amount 
of vegetarian literature; thus influencing many persons who 
half a century ago would never have heard thllt it was even 
possible to live without flesh-food. From the personal experience 
of its members it is able to bring forward incontrovertible 
evidence as to the practicability of the reformed diet; while, in 
the face of the fact that at the present time there are many 
English families living in the best of health without the use of 
flesh-meat, it seems impossible for medical men to maintain the 
theory-for it is nothing else-that the English climate is not 
suited to vegetarianism. Indeed, Sir Henry Thompson haa 
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expressly admitted that a vegetable diet is perfectly practicable 
in this country, and bis objections to the vegetarian systcr4 are 
based rather on a dislike of the name of the societv and the 
method of its propaganda, than on any hostility to 0 the main 
principles of food reformers. In this article I use the name 
"vegetarian" in the sense in which it was originally adopted 
by the Vegetarian Society itself, and in which it has now 
become popular-viz., as implying abstention from fish, flesh, 
and fowl, but not necessarily from eggs and dairy produce. 
Whether those food reformers who use eggs and milk have 
any right to assume the title of " vegetarians,,. is a secondary 
point, which, I submit, is entirely irrelevant to the main issue, 
of which alone I now speak. 

Before entering on a statement of the various arguments ad
duced by the advocates of food reform it may be well to say a 
few words about the diet itself. The vegetarian system aims at 
striking the golden mean between asceticism on the one hand 
and self-indulgence on the other. The common belief that in 
abstaining from flesh-food one is compelled to undergo a serious 
loss of " creature comforts " is perhaps natural enough, but 
nevertheless is wholly erroneous; sacrifice of dietetic habit 
there must certainly be, but there need be no sacrifice of 
dietetic taste. A man will not starve, even in the temperate 
zone and the traditional land of roa.ilt beef, if he can get a 
breakfast of oatmeal porridge or wheatmeal bread and fruit, 
to be followed by a dinner of properly cooked vegetables, very 
different, it must be understood, from those insipid messes 
which in ordinary households are generally the accompaniment 
of meat. The idea that unless one eats flesh-food there can be 
"no variety" of dishes, is equally baseless. It would take long 
to enumerate the many delicious yet inexpensive forms of food 
of which the vegetarian can avail himself: the lentil, incom
parable in soups or fritters; the haricot-bean, containing 
considerably more nutriment, weight for weight, than beef; 
the various kinds of mushroom, rich in nitrogen, most 
of which are contemptuously set aside by the uninitiated as 
" poisonous" ; and all the host of garden vegetables, from the 
rarely-grown salsify, the "vegetable oyster," a dish fit for an 
epicure, to the commoner kinds, which can be combined in 
endless variety in piea and salads; to say nothing of the fruits 
and cereals, which alone might suffice to constitute an almost 
ideal diet. " Roots, fruits, and farinacea" should be the vege
tarian's motto; and if to this list be think fit to add the dishes 
that may be derived from the use of eggs and the products of 
the dairy, he will be very hard indeed to please if hf' fouls any 
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cause to be discontented with his table. There would be more 
danger, I think, of vegetarians becoming too much enamoured 
of the pleasures of the palate, but for the fact that the leaders 
of the movement have never failed to emphasize the immense 
importance of simplicity and moderation, again and again re
peating the wise warning against the fatal yet too common 
habit of self-indulgence in matters of diet-a truth which has 
been taught by all the most eminent medical men from 
Abernethy to Sir Henry Thompson. Thus it comes to pass 
that vegetarians as a class realize more keenly than flesh-eaters 
the importance of a wisely arranged diet. The habit of "think
ing about one's food " is sometimes deprecated, or even ridiculed, 
by hard-working men, who imagine there is a sort of merit in 
not caring what one eats. The truth is precisely the opposite 
of this, and the food reformer knows it. 

But here an opponent may urge that, even if we grant the 
practicability of a vegetarian diet, it does not follow that it is de
sirable. What reasons can vegetarians bring forward to 11how why 
we should not avail ourselves of what is known as a" mixed diet," 
in which a moderate use of flesh-meat may be accompanied by a 
full recognition of the value of fruits, cereals, and vegetables? 
Let me hasten to meet this objection by describing the chief 
advantages which are realized by the total disuse of fl.esh
food. 

1. In no other way is it possible to be truly and consistently 
humane. There are, of course, some persons who are wholly in
different to this aspect of the question, and who candidly avow 
their entire contempt for all "sentiment" and "humanity." 
But these are comparatively few in number; for the great 
majority of the people are certainly anxious, in name at any 
rate, to lend no sanction to anything that savours of inhumanity; 
and the present ag-e has for this reason witnessed many noble 
attempts to lessen the sum of animal suffering, and to prevent 
the practice of deliberate cruelty. Among these attempts may 
be mentioned the excellent work of the Societies for the Preven• 
tion of Cruelty to Animals and for the Suppression of Vivisection; 
and there are many others which will readily occur to the mind. 
A vegetarian could hardly be suspected of any lack of sympathy 
with those who are engaged in such truly praiseworthy work; 
yet he may be pardoned for suggesting that there is something 
ludicrously illogical and inconsistent in the position of those well
meaning " humanitarians" who spare no means to abolish one 
particular form of cruelty, while by their own system of diet 
they are sanctioning and deliberately perpetrating the unspeak
able horrors of the slaughter-house. This feature of London 
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society was one which did not escape the criticism of Goldsmith's 
" Chinese Philosopher: "* 

The better sort [he wrote] here pretend to the utmost compassion 
for animals of every kind; to hear them speak, a stranger would be 
apt to imagine they could hardly hurt the gnat that stung them; they 
seem so tender and so full of pity, that one would take them for the 
harmless friends of the whole creation-the protectors of the meanest 
insect or reptile that was privileged with existence. And yet (would 
you believe it?) I have seen the very men who thus boasted of their 
tenderness at the same time devouring the flesh of six different animals 
tossed up in a fricassee. Strange contrariety of conduct I They pity, 
and they eat the objects of their compassion I 

I fear that this " contrariety of conduct" is unhappily only 
too prevalent among many professed " lovers of animals ; " so 
much so, that the latter expression is rendered in some casessome
what equivocal and humoroui,, reminding one of George Eliot's 
happy description of Tom Tulliver, "a young gentleman fond of 
animals-fond, that is, of throwing stones at them." And let it 
not be imagined that the slaughter of animals to supply the 
demands of our markets is carried on, as some good people 
fondly endeavour to believe, with a minimum of suffering to the 
victims of human gluttony. Any such comfortably optimistic 
theory must Le dispelled, at once and for ever, by a perusal of 
the report of the Society for the Reform of Slaughter-houses, 
instituted a few years ago hy Dr. B. W. Richardson and other 
reformers. It is no part of my purpose to dwell on these horrors; 
their existence unfortunately admits of no possibility of doubt ;t 
and it has been well said that "the cruelties of butchers equal 
the cruelties of vivisection, with this difference, that those of the 
butchers are constant, almost daily, and these of the vivisector 
are in comparison seldom and few." Nor is it in the smallest 
degree probable that the present method of slaughtering will 
ever be excha11ged for one that iM realJy painless and 
humane. The abolition of private slaughter-houses would 
certainly be a change for the better; but Dr. Richardson's 
scheme for the painless slaughter of animals under anresthetics 
must necessarily be too costly and complicated for general 
adoption; and, to tell the truth, by the time men have become 
humane enough to welcome any s~1ch ingenious substitutes for 
the more brutal but expeditious process of knife and pole-axe, it 
is more than likely that they will be prepared to go one step 

• "Citizen or the World," eh. xv. + For a remarkable body or evidence on this subject, see Dr. Kingsford'• 
"Perfect Way in Diet," pp. 5l>-71. 
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further, and dispense with any slaughter at all. " Humane 
slaughtering" is, in fact, a contradiction in terms; no 
slaughtering of animals for food can possibly be humane, 
because it is wholly unnecessary. 

2. It is equally impossible to reconcile the present system of 
diet with the most unmistakable promptings of good taste. 
Even if we have no pity for the animals, we should at any rate 
have some regard for our own feelings. A butcher's shop, with 
its disgusting array of dangling carcases, unpleasant alike in sight 
and smell, unless when habit bas made us insensible to all such 
considerations, is surely at least as degrading to our boasted 
civilization as the ugliness of modern architecture which artists 
so often and so justly deplore. The details of the butcher's 
business are fortunately hidden from our eyes; but they are 
1uch as a refined mind naturally and inevitably shrinks from 
contemplating. It is only by deliberately shutting our eyes to 
the whole process, and by allowing the odious task to devolve 
upon other people, that we can tolerate the 11ystem at all. 

Having been my own butcher and scullion and cook [ says Henry 
Thoreau*], I can speak from an unusually complete experience. The 
practical objection to nnimal food in my case was its uncleanness. A 
little bread or a few potatoes would have done as well, with less 
trouble and filth ..... I believe that every man who has ever been 
earnest to preserve his higher or poetic facnlties in the best condition 
has been particularly inclined to abstain from animal food, and from 
much food of any kind. 

Nor is it only in the preparation of the food that the laws of 
good taste are thus rudely violated ; for surely the same remarks 
will apply to tbe arrangement of the dinner-table itself. The 
grossness of flesh-meat may be partially concealed by the skill 
of cookery ; but even thus, it is only by the force of habit and 
thougbtlessneSB that we can entirely p1·eserve onr iesthetic 
equanimity. To keep "a good table," in the ordinary sense of 
the term, is one thing; but to keep a table in good taste is quite 
another. However sumptuous the surroundings and lavish the 
expenditure, a satisfactory result can only be obtained when the 
food itself is pure and simpltl, and suggests no reminiscences of 
a loathsome and degrading origin. 

3. The hygienic argument is the next to which I would draw 
attention. It has been shown over and O\'er again by chemical 
analysis that animal food contains no nutriment that cannot 
also be obtained from the vegetable kingdom. Wheat-meal, 

• "Walden," p. 230. 
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oatmeal, peas, beans, lentils, and haricots, are more nutritious, 
pound for pound, than beef or mutton ; and they possess the 
additional advantage of being nutritious without being stimu
lating. The effect of flesh-food is similar to that of alcohol, 
supplying a temporary stimulant rather th1m a permanent and 
equable strength; and for this reason vegetarians justly claim 
an advantage for the reformed diet. The experience of those 
who have made trial of vegetarianism shows that the moderate 
use of fruits, cereals, and vegetables, with the addition, if 
desired, of such animal products as milk, cheese, and eggs, 
tends to produce a sound and healthy habit of body, together 
with increased clearness and calmness of mind. A · striking 
instance of the beneficial effect of a vegetable diet is seen in 
the fact that vegetarians are almost invariably total abstainers 
from wine and all alcoholic drinks, the craving for which dies 
a natural death together ·with the disuse of flesh-meat and 
the adoption of a nourishing but non-stimulating diet; the 
simpleBt and most efficacious cure for the drink-crave is to be 
found in food reform. Much, too, might be said on the subject 
of diseased meat, a danger from which the food reformer is 
wholly free, though no amount of sanitary regulations can ever 
place the flesh-eater in security. Trichinosis, rinderpest, pleuro
pneumonia, measles, anthrax, scrofula, and diseases carbuncular 
and tubercular--these are a few of the maladies which " flesh 
is heir to," and which the flesh-eater runs the risk of im
bibing together with his beef, mutton, or pork. Dr. Alfred 
Carpenter, in his address before the Sanitary Congress at 
Croyd()n in 1879, corroborated the statement of an inspector of 
the Metropolitan Meat Market, that "eighty-six per cent. of 
the meat which was sent to the London market was the subject 
of tubercular disease, and that to exclude diseased meat would 
be to leave the Metropolis without an adequate meat supply." 
Under these circumstances can it be wondered that there are 
some who prefer to diRpense with flesh-meat, and to confine 
themselves to the wholesome simplicity of vegetable fare? 

4. Lastly, I must say a few words about the undisputed 
economic advantage of a fleshless diet; an argument which, 
cceteris paribus, is amply sufficient to turn the scale in favour 
of the vegetarian cause. There may be some persons who are 
little moved by the plea of humanity and good taste, -and who 
remain absolutely indifferent to hygienic considerations; they 
have a liking for animal food, and they are determined to 
gratify it. But he would be no true Englishman who should 
refuse to be influenced by an appeal to his economic interests; 
and a comparison of the cost of animal and vegetable food will 
be universally admitted to furnish an instructive commentary 
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on this question. We have it on unimpeachable authority• 
that" one pennyworth of split peas is equal in nourishment 
to nine pennyworth of beef; or, in other words, the nourish
ment obtained for ninepence from beef can readily be had for 
one penny from peas." At the lowest calculation it appears 
that the most nourishing vegetable diet can be obtained by any 
one who is so minded at about one-fourth or one-fifth the cost 
of flesh; the housekeeper who is weekly troubled by the up
ward tendency of the butcher's bills, has therefore the remedy 
in her own hands, if she will be wise enough to avail herself of 
it. Nor is it only individuals who may profit by the recogni
tion of this economic fact. It is difficult to arrive at an exact 
calculation of the advantage of tillage over pasturage in pro
viding the national food supply, but all authorities agree in 
stating that a given acreage devoted to cereals and vegetables 
will suppo1 t, at the very lowest estimate, four times as many 
men as the :-ame acreage employed in rearing cattle. 

With the light of these natural facts filling the national mind 
[SD.ys Dr. B. W. Richardson],t the tendencies of all advanced 
scholars in thrift should unquestionably be to find out plans for 
feeding all the community, as far as is possible, direct from the lap of 
earth ; to endeavour to discover bow the fruits of the earth may be 
immediately utilized as food ; and to impress science into our service, 
so that she in he1· laboratories may prepare the choicei.t viands, minua 
the necessity of making a lower animal the living laboratory for the 
sake of what is just a little higher than cannibal propensities. 

When one realizes the economic superiority of vegetarian 
diet, and remembers how the question of our national food supply 
is becoming more and more urgent and difficult every year, it 
certainly seems nothing less than marvellous that the 
suggestions of food reformers should be so often ridiculed and 
slighted as the mere "fads" and crotchets of sentimentalists 
and humanitarians. " Fads " they would certainly be if it 
were impos!lible to live as healthily without flesh-food as with 
it ; but the contention that meat alone contains the requisite 
strength-giving properties is now everywhere being given up; ao 
that the continued and increasing use of this most costly yet 
unnecessary article of diet amounts really to nothing less than 
an act of national wastefulness and extravagance. 

I have now mentioned, unavoidably in briefest outline, what 
seem to me to be the four main arguments in favour of the 
principles of food reform. There will of course be a difference 
of opinion as regards their relative importance; for this is a 

* House of Commons Report on Diet in Prisons, 1879. 
t Eaaay on "Food Thrift," in M<Xkrn TA0119Ae, July 1880. 
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many-sided queation, which can be viewed from many diverse 
stan<lpointa, and the same argument will not carry the same 
weight to all. But I feel sure that, whether the aobject be 
regarded from the moral or utilitarian point of view, the final 
conclusion must be that which I have indicated; in this 
question, at any rate, morality and utility will not be found to 
be at variance. ·we inflict grievous cruelties on the lower 
animals by breeding and slaughtering them for food, and in 
the long run it aeems that we have gained nothing thereby ; on 
the contrary, we find ourselvea out of taste, out of health, and 
out of pocket for our trouble. Surely, under these circuru
stauces, vegetarians, without being guilty of any dogmatic or 
sectarian i,pirit, are justified in insisting on the necessity of 
individual inquiry, and the recognition of the fact that this 
food question is one of primary importance, and no mere 
passing craze or fanciful hallucination. It ia a question which 
cries aloud for acientific investigation and the fullest possible 
publicity. If it is really necessary or advisable that any or all 
classes of Englishmen should eat flesh-meat, it is incumbent on 
medical men to put the matter beyond all doubt by an exposure 
of the vegetarian fallacy; a course which, by the way, would 
imohc a direct contradiction of the express statements of 
certaiu eminent members of the medical profcesion, and an 
explanation of the remarkably healthy condition of those 
individuals and families who have for years renounced 
animal food. On the other hand, if, as Sir Henry Thompson 
has told Ul', " it is a vulgar error to regard meat in any 
form as necessary to life," our men of science ought, in the 
interests of truth, to lose no time in making this important 
fact known as widely as possible to all members of the 
community. 

It is desirable that the real point at issue should be stated 
thus clearly and unmistakably, because the discussion of this 
main question is apt to degenerate into interesting but inessen
tial particulars; as, for instance, what would become of the 
Esquimaux if they were deprived of their blubber; and whether 
any name can be discovered to discriminate those food reformers 
who 11dmit the use of eggs and milk from those who are in the 
literal sense "vegetarians." '!'hose who, from prejudice or 
ignorance, are hostile to the whole vegetarian movement, are 
fond of suggesting all sorts of initial difficulties and incidental 
dilemmas, which, like Dr. Johnson's serviceable argument of 
"There's an end on't," may have the effect of nipping their 
opponents' eloquence in the bud, and rendering any close dis
cussion superfluous. Some of these objections so invariably 
crop up whenever the subject of vegetarianism is opened, that 
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it may be well to show why they are irrelevant or fallacious. I 
select five or six of the commonest of these anti-vegetarian 
arguments--old friends, well known to everybody who has ever 
attempted to advocate the cause of food reform. 

First, the objection drawn from physiology. There is a wide
spread idea current among ordinary people, and even counte
nanced at times by those who are in a position to ascertain the 
truth, that the necessity of a flesh diet is demonstrated by the 
" canine " teeth and anatomical structure of men. It seems to 
be forgotten by those who advance this objection that "if such 
arguments are valid, they apply with even greater force to the 
anthropoid afe.ci, whose canine teeth are much longer and 
more powerfu than those of man ; and the scientists must make 
haste therefore to announce a rectification of their present 
division of the animal kingdom, in order to class with t-he 
Carnivora, and their proximate species, all those animals which 
now make up the order of Primates."• In other words, if all 
possessors of undeveloped canine teeth are to be thus hastily 
condemned to a diet of animal flesh, the list of the Camivora will 
be augmented not only by the intrusion of man, but by the whole 
class of frugivorous apes. In the anarchy that would ensue in 
this era of anatomical and physiological confusion, who knows 
but that the flesh-eater's millennium may be realized, and that 
even the ox may see fit to eat flesh like the lion? But it seems 
improbable that physiologists are as yet prepared to take up this 
new "scientific frontier." On the contrary, the most eminent 
authorities-Linneus, Cuvier, Gassendi, Ray, Lawrence, Owen, 
BelJ, and many others-are unanimous in affirming that man is 
by nature and origin neither carnivorous nor herbivorous, but, 
like the ape, frw.,iv<YroU8. As far, then, as an argument can be 
drawn from the teaching of physiology, it is distinctly in favour 
of the vegetarian cause. 

Secondly, vegetarian doctrines are often condemned without 
being seriously considered, because it is said they are contrary 
to that great "law of Nature" whereby one animal is impelled 
to prey upon another. "Nature is one with rapine," a great 
modern poet has written ; and the philosophical flesh-eater 
accordingly delights to point out that the vegetarian, by refusing 
the animals that were obviously " sent " him as food, is im
piously thwarting and despising the benign provisions of Nature 
-much in the same way, I presume, as it i11 sometimes argued 
against the advocates of cremation that they are attempting to 
defeat the scriptural prophecies that men shall rise " with their 
bodies." It seems to be wholly overlooked by the good people 

• Dr. Kingaford'a "Perfect Way in Diet." 
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who employ this remarkable method of reasoning, that Nature 
is not altogether one with rapine; some animals are nndoubtedly 
predatory in their instincts, but it is equally obvious that 
others are not. To commence by assuming that man is to be 
clas1sed among the predatory species is simply to beg the whole 
question which is at issue, and by this style of arguing it would 
be just as easy to justify Ute promiscuous intercourse of the 
sexes, or any other bestial habit which may be illUBtra\ed by 
arbitrary reference to this or that portion of the animal 
kingdom. 

Under the same head may he classed the strange idea, often 
gravely advanced in the discussion of this diet question, that 
because we are sometimes compelled, by accident or in self
defence,or whatever the circumstances may be, to take the livea of 
animals, we are therefore justified in systematically breeding and 
slaughtering them wholesale for food. Yet there is a great differ
ence between "taking life," and " taking life 'l.l.'IIIMCe88ariJy: " 
it is the latter only which vegetarians condemn; and the criticism 
is therefore both childish and irrelevant. Indeed, the mere fact 
that to take the lives of animals is at times unavoidable, ought 
to make us the more anxious to avoid any additional and un
nceessary slaughter, for, as Leigh Hunt well observes, 

That there is pain and evil is no rule 
That I should make it greater, like a fool. 

But apart from this foolish fallacy there is often found an 
unfortunate inclination, even among persons of an enlightened 
and humane disposition, to regard flesh-eating as one of the 
"cruel fatalities" of life, a habit deserving of condemnation in 
theory, yet in practice unavoidable. This sentiment is well 
expressed by Michelet : 

The further we advance in knowledge, the more we apprehend the 
true meaning ofrealities; the more do we understand simple but very 
serious matters which the hurry of life makes us forget. Life ! 
Death! The daily murder which feeding upon other animals implies
thoae hard an<l bitter problems sternly placed themselves before my 
mind. Miserable contradiction I Let us hope that there may be 
another globe in which the base, the cruel fatalities of this may be 
spared to us I • 

That there may be another globe free from these fatalities is 
what we all hope for; but in the meantime it should not be for
gotten that we have undoubtedly the po,ver of enormously les
sening the amount of suffering in this our present existence. 

* Quoted iu " Ethics of Diet," p. 25'. 
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Thirdly, vegetarians are often met by instances of persons 
who have tried the system of food reform, and returned after a 
while to the orthodox fold. Chief amongst these" backsliders" 
must be classed the Poet Laureate himself, who, in his latest 
volume, has given us a highly poetical account of an unsuccess
ful dietetic experiment. It should be observed, however, that 
the mere fact that some people have tried vegetarianism and 
failed, cannot in itself be held to stand for much, unless it be 
known that their attempt was made in a judicious manner, and 
with a real desire to persevere. If all such cases of failure 
could be carefully examined, it would probably be found that 
nine-tenths of the experiments were made under circumstances 
which precluded all possibility of success. Sometimes a man 
will commence the practice of vegetarianism for no better reason 
than that be likes " to try everything"; another will suddenly 
renounce a heavy flesh diet without preparing any more suitable 
substitute than insipid vegetables; a third thinks that he must 
make up for the loss of flesh-meat by eating enormous quanti
ties of such highly concentrated food as lentils and haricot 
beans. Can it be wondered that attempts made in this hap
hazard manner should often end in disappointment? A hun
dred such instances are outweighed by one single case where 
the reformed diet has been deliberately and finally adopted ; in 
collecting evidence of this sort one affirmative must be held to 
outbalance many negatives. How different would be the pre
sent state of the temperance question from what it now is, if 
the experience of those who asserted that they had vainly tried 
to abstain from alcohol had been accepted as a satisfactory 
proof of the impossibility of total abstinence I But there is 
no means· of escaping the significance of a single affirmative 
witness. 

Fourthly, we often hear of certain objections to the disuse of 
flesh-food, based on the supposed difficulties that would arise 
from the want of fur, leather, soap, candles, bone, and the 
various other animal products that are at present so useful to 
us. To &l!k a vegetarian how he proposes to dispense with these 
commodities furnishes the flesh-eater with a lively and amusing 
repartee, which is often very effective at the time before a 
sympathetic audience. But a few moments' reflection must 
show that these difficulties are only temporary and incidental, 
and not such as could cause any permanent hindrance to the 
establishment of a vegetarian regime. The disuse of animal 
food must necessarily be a gradual process, and would not be 
~uddenly and unexpectedly brought about; so that there would 
be 110 danger whatever of the civilized world waking up some 
morning to find itself without boots, or being compelled some 
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night to go to bed in the dark for want of bedroom candles. 
The law of demand and supply would still continue in opera
tion, and we must surely take a very despondent view of the 
power of human invention if we det1pair of finding substitutes 
for the animal products which would slowly disappear from our 
markets. Even as it is, vegetable leather, vegetable soap, and 
various other substitutes are already in the market, although, 
owing to the small number of vegetarians in this country, the 
demand has hitherto been very slight: with an increased de
mand there would at once be an equally increased supply, and 
the transformation would be effected without the slightest 
inconvenience either to individuals or the community. Dr. 
Richardson has stated his opinion that a substitute even for 
milk could be readily supplied from the vegetable kingdom, if a 
demand should arise for it; and I think it would be difficult to 
mention any animal substance which would prove a serious loss. 
V cgetarians are sometimes twitted with inconsistency for being 
willing, in the meantime, to make shift with these animal pro
ducts, instead of at once discarding them altogether. But the 
answer is obvious and convincing. Vegetarians use leather, 
bone, &c., at the present time-not because they have any pre
ference or desire for these articles, but because under the 
present dietetic system substitutes are as yet either expensive 
or unattainable. While carcases abound on all sides, animal 
material is necessarily used, to the exclusion of vegetable sub
stances, though the latter is otherwise equally serviceable. In 
a word, the" inconsistency " of vegetarians in this matter is due, 
not to any poverty of the vegetable kingdom, but to the unplea
sant dietetic habits of other people. 

This brings me to the last of these by-the-way arguments 
with which the opponents of food reform, forgetful of the 
proverb solvetur am.bulando, attempt to prove that the path of 
progress is hopelessly and inextricably blocked. It is the last of 
these arguments, but it is, in my opinion, by far the most 
characteristic and amusing of them all. Pedagogues have, we 
know, their "diversions"; why should not food reformers alao 
haYe theirs? Few people can imagine how refreshing, how 
piquant is the change, when the weary advocate of vtgetarian
ism, overdone with the dry and serious discussion of comparative 
anatomy, natural economy, the chemistry of foods, cruelty of 
the slaughter-house, and other weighty matters, lights upon some 
welcome and heaven-sent opponent, who, in all seriousness and 
good faith, asserts, believes, and is prepared to make good by 
reasouing, that the habit of flesh-eating is advantageous fo 
the interests of the animals themselves I That there are peopl 
who hold this opinion may seem incredil,le, but it is nevertbe 
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less a fact; nay, more, the argument has found its way into at 
least one popular and valuable encyclopredia. It runs as fol
lows:-" The system of rearing cattle for the butcher-since 
the cattle would otherwise not be reared at all-really adds very 
largely to the sum of happy animal existence." • Truly a com
fortable and consolatory thought I It is charming to discover 
that flesh-eating, like mercy, is " twice blessed," ministering at 
once to the pleasures of the human palate, and to the happiness 
of the flocks and herds destined for speedy consumption. But 
it is an awkward fact that the same reasoning is equally capable 
of justifying the vivisector in breeding rabbits for the labora
tory ; for in the same way it could be demonstrated that by one 
short hour of suffering they purchase a happy lifetime of 
innocent enjoyment. There must, we fear, be something wrong 
about an argument which leads us to such strange conclusions 
as these. The fallacy lies in the queer assumption that the 
transition from non-existence to existence is necessarily an 
advantage, for which thanks are due to those who bring it about. 
This is sheer and downright nonsense. It would be just as 
sensible to say that in not arranging for the birth of still more 
and more cattle, we are doing an wnkindness to the animals 
that might have been! For such seems to be the corollary of 
the assertion that a man brings more happiness into the world 
in proportion as he eats more flesh-meat and enlarges the supply 
of beef and mutton. Moreover, if we must go at all into this 
question of "the sum of human existence,'' would it not be 
better to add to the sum of human existence instead of that of 
cattle, and by devoting more land to tillage and less to pasture 
increase the population threefold or fourfold? 

But our opponents are not content in claiming merit for
bringing their victims into the world; they go still further, and' 
congratulate themselves on their own humanity in providing the 
helpless animals with a satisfactory and expeditious method of· 
departure. " What would become of the animals?" they ask, 
"if they were not killed for food?" This naive question, which, 
strange as it may seem, is often seriously propounded, recalls 
to the mind Swift's "Modest Propo11al for Utilizing the 
Children of Poor People in Ireland " : '' I propose to provide for 
them," he said, " in such a manner as, instead of being a charge 
upon their parents or the parish, or wanting food and raiment 
for the rest of their lives, they shall, on the contrary, contribute 
to the feeding, and partly to the clothing, of many thousands.•► 
The "provision'' for the children was that they should be 
fattened for the table at the age of one year, at which age they 

• Chambers·s "Eocyclopiedia," art." Vegetarianism." 
[Vol.CXXVI. No.CCLII.J-NEWSERlEs, Vol. LXX. No. II. 1 I 
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would form "a most delicious, nourishing, aud wholesome food, 
whether stewed, roasted, baked, or boiled.'' It is said that when 
Swift published this humorous " Proposal," a foreign author 
actually took it as serious, and quoted it as an instance of the 
extremity under which Ireland then laboured! We smile 
at such inability to distinguish jest from earnest; yet the mental 
condition of those well-meaning people who can think of no 
other way of disposing of animals than by eating them, seems 
to me to be at least equally remarkable. 

If I have spoken strongly in dealing with some of these 
fallacious arguments, these red herrings trailed across the track 
of food reformers, I nevertheless am fully awake to the real 
difficulties that, under the present system, must be encountered, 
more or less, by those who change their diet. It is not always 
easy to make such a change, especially for the old; it should 
ecrtainly not be done hurriedly, m· without due consideration 
and the provision of proper substitutes for animal food.• The 
-social difficulties, too, are not entirely to be overlooked ; for the 
disuse of flesh food is undoubtedly au inconvenience at times 
to those whose business or inclination makes them frequent 
travellers or diners-out; while the adoption of vegetarianism by 
some members of a household where the rest are flesh-eaters, is 
often a fruitful cause of disagreement. But it may fairly be said 
that these and such like difficulties are merely caused by the fact 
that the food question is at present in a stage of trausition ; 
temporary inconvenience there certainly may be, but impos
sibility there is none. Where there is a will there is a way ; and 
the sincerity of the food reformer's inclinations will be the 
measure of his success. 

It is often said by those who are interested, but not con
vinced, by vegetarian arguments, that though they cannot go 
the extreme length of food reform, they quite admit that most 
people eat too much meat, and that therefore the Vegetarian 
Society is doing a useful work. There is something a trifle 
provoking in the tacit assumption that a middle course is 
necessarily the wise one; yet, as Professor Newman has pointed 
out, there is no doubt that the one paramount object of vege
tarians is to diminish as much as possible the use of flesh-food, 
and that this object may be furthered quite as much by inducing 
a great many people to eat less meat as by inducing a very few 
to eat none at all. In the discussion of this, as of all other social 
questions, there is need of tolel'ance and consideration. Against 
the use of flesh-food-necessitating as it does the infliction of 
endless cruelties on the lower animals, and the violation of 

. • Vide "How to Begin,'' a pamphlet published by the Vegetarian Society. 
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man's innate sense of justice and gentleness-all vegetarians 
must record their uncompromising protest. That done, there is 
room for much variety of opinion in regard to other matters of 
less vital interest. The moderate use of eggs, milk, butter, 
cheese, and, some think, even of fish, is not necessarily cen
surable, and often furnishes a modus vivendi to would-be 
vegetarians, who cannot see their way all at once to the adoption 
of a perfectly consistent diet. Of one thing I feel sure, that 
the indispensable condition of a right solution of this question 
of diet, is a determination on the part of each individual to in
quire into the ,vhole matter for himself, and in the choice of 
food not to trust blindly to the influence of any adviser, medical 
or other. If any of my readers are at all moved by the 
arguments I have adduced, I will beg them, in conclusion, so 
far to suspend judgment on this subject as to study the writings 
of some of the chief exponents of food reform• before making 
up their minds that all vegetarians are " crotchet-mongers" and 
"sentimentalists." " Strike-but hear me," is the summary of 
the vegetarian's petition. 

H. s. SALT. 

!IIINU 

IV.-FIFTEEN YEARS OF NATIONAL EDUCATION IN 
ENGLAND. 

THE story of National Education in England-it can scarcely 
claim to have a history yet-presents some curious features 

of interest to tho~e who desire to weigh the comparative merits 
of State interference, and individual, or voluntary, action. The 
strained relations which have long been maintained between 
Church and Dissent, the jealous care with which a large number 
of Dissenters watched anything approaching to an increase in 
the power and prestige of the Church, have had much to do 
with the retention of a voluntary system of education, and with 
a neglect of the interests of the young. With many Dissenters 
it became a fixed principle, that for the Stato to impart the most 
rudimentary education was little short of setting up another 
establishment, quite as objectionable and far morn dangerous 

• Yidc especially "The Perfrct Way in Diet," by Anna Kiu~sford, M.D. 
(Kcgan Paul, Trench & Co.); "Essays on Diet," by l'rofcssor F. W. Newman 
(Kegan Paul, Trench & Co.); "The fahics of Diet," by Howard W 1llia111:l, 
M.A. (~'. Pi!man & Co) ; "Fruit, and Fariuacca,'' by Joun SUJith; Sjlveste.
Graham's" Science of Human Life" (The Vegetarian Society, Princes, Street, 
Manchester). 
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than the Established Church. Hence, it was not until the yea.r 
1832 that this country, boasting of its foremost position among 
the nations of the world, in nowise lacking in mutters of 
intellectual renown, and possessed of two great centres of learn
ing of world-wide fame, recognised in any way that the State 
had some duty to its children. Even then the recognition did 
not amount to more than this, that a grant of £20,000 was 
made by the House of Commons, in Committee of Supplyy 
towards the aid of elementary education in England. Even tbeo 
the State took no responsibility for the kind of education 
imparted; half the grant was handed over to the National 
Society, a Church agency, and the other half to the British and 
Foreign School Society, which was mainly supported by Dissen
ters. No doubt there had been "parish," or, as they were some
times called, ''charity" schools, which had been founded in 
times past by pious donors, or out of parochial funds; there had, 
too, been grammar schools, originally intended for the children 
of the poor, but gradually acquired and retained by and for the 
middle-classes exclusively. 

Although it was not until the year 1832 that the State first 
recognised its duty in respect of primary education, various 
attempts had been made to get it to do so. In 1807 a member 
of the House of Commons, Mr. Whitbread, brought in a Bill for 
the establishment of parochial schools through the ag~ncy of 
local vestries, who were to be empowered to draw on the rate'l 
for the purpose. Hfl induced the House of Commons to pa.c;s 
the measure, but the House of Lords would not have it. At. 
that time England was in the midst of its struggle with Napoleon, 
and could give but little attention to such a question as that of 
the education of her children. It was not, therefore, until after 
the battle of Waterloo-that is, in the year 1816-that another 
attempt was made to deal with it. In that year a Select Com
mittee for inquiring into the education of the poor in the 
metropolis was appointed at the instance of Brougham, who 
followed it up in 1818 with the appointment of another Com
mittee on Endowments. His manner of conducting these 
committees was not happy, and he succeeded in begetting a wide 
mistrust of any scheme of national education. When, in 1820, 
he introduced a measure based upon the result of his inquiries. 
he found it necessary, in order to buy off the hostility thus 
created, to introduce clauses into his measure which frightened 
the Dissenters, whose opposition led to its defeat. More than 
this, it roused their suspicion to such an extent that they were 
prepared to see in nearly every scheme propounded for national 
education a plot for aggrandizing the Church ; while, on the 
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other band, the clergy would have nothing to do with any plan 
which would in the slightest degree lessen their ascendency. 

The Ri0,000 granted by the Committee of Supply in 183t 
went to the erection of school-houses, but there was no guarantee 
lieyond that of the two societies, already uamed, that the money 
in each case wa.~ really wanted, nor were any means adopted to 
secure the erection of suitable accommodation. There was no 
Act of Parliament passed regulating the disposal of the grant, 
nor was there any special Government department constituted 
for its administration. It is evident that this grant was a most 
inadequate recognition of the duties of the State, but it was the 
thin end of the wedge-the beginning of a system which has 
grown to large proportions, aud under which there is no,v 
administered annually nearly £3,000,000 of the public money. 

No increase was made in the amount of the grant until the 
year 1839, when it was raised to .t'30,000. Further than this, a 
department was created, specially devoted to the work of edu
cation. Still the Legislature was not called upon to interfere, for 
it was by an Order in Council that a Special Committee of the 
Privy Council was established, nod in connection with it a special 
staff of officers and school inspectors engaged. Not that the 
Government of the day (Lord Melbourne's) did not attempt to 
deal with the subject, but in doing so they were nearly wrecked. 
They tried to establish a Normal Training College for teachers, 
but the scheme met with so much opposition that from that day 
to the present there has been no Government training school 
The opposition in this instance came principally from the Church 
party. In 1842, Sir Robert Peel's Government introduced 
<:ertaiu educatioual clauses into the Factory Regulation Bill, 
having for their object the provision of education for children 
partially employed in factories. 'l'hese roused the antagonism of 
Dissenters, and in deference to them the clauses bad lo be with
drawn. Several further legislative proposals emanated, as well 
from private members as from successive Governments, but met 
with no success. Meanwhile the grant had been gradually in
<:reasing, and it was folt that there should be some Minister 
specially responsible to the House of Commons for its disburse
ment. Heuce, in 1856 an Act was passed establishing the office 
of Vice-President of the Committee of Privy Council on Educa
tion, and this was the first legislative enactment on the subject 
.appearing in our Statute-Hook. 

In 1858 a Royal Commission, presided over by the Duke of 
Newcastle, was appointed to inquire into and report on the state 
of public education io Eugland. This Commission disclosed a 
sad state of affairs. The education was most defoctive; the 
teachers were often untrained ; children who did attend school 
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did so irregularly, and frequently left t.o go to work at the earliest 
possible age. Had the Commission nothing else t.o consider 
than how to remedy this condition of affairs its work would have 
been, comparatively speaking, easy. It had, however, to recon
cile opposing interests, or rather it bad to avoid bringing these 
into active antagonism. It would extend this article to an in
ordinate length were we to attempt to describe these in detail; 
suffice it to say that the Commission reported against the aboli
tion of i;chool foes, and against compulsory attendance, but it 
affirmed the principle of the Government paying by results, and 
reported in favour of local contribution being made to the 
schools, and, as a corollary, of local representation in their 
management. 

Hitherto the Committee of Council on Education had, as 
occasion required, issued Minutes affecting some one or more 
parts of the school system. These had increased in bulk as time 
went on, but there bad been no attempt to codify them. Much 
inconvenience having thus arisen, in the year 1860 the various 
Minutes were arranged in the form of a Code. Some of these 
Minutes, bavitig regard to the report of the Newcastle Commis
sion, were no longer likely to be of service. At that time the 
office of Vice-President was held by Mr. Robert Lowe, and he 
set about remodelling the Code, so as to bring it somewhat into 
harmony with the principles laid down by the Commissioners. 
This Revised Code, as it got to be called, effected a very serious 
alteration in the mode of applying the Government grant. 
Certain conditions were attached to it without which no school 
could claim to be entitled. Not only must the school be held 
in premises approved by the Government inspector, and under a 
teacher holding a Government certificate of efficiency, but the 
children must have made a certain number of attendances, and 
must have passed an individual examination in reading, writing, 
and arithmetic, according to the results of which examination a 
grant was made. The Revised Code met with a bitter opposi
tion, especially on the part of the supporters of voluntary 
schools, who felt that it imposed upon them \'ery serious obstacles 
in their work. With some modifications, however, the Code 
was finally adopted, and for nearly ten years the work of public 
elementary education was continued under it. Not that any of 
the various schools of educationalists were satiRfied with it, or 
that no serious objections were found in practice t.o some of its 
provisions. 

These led not only to further attempts being made in 
Parliament to secure a better system, but to the formation of 
two important societies, the one known as the National 
Education League, having its headquarters at Birmingham; and 
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the other the Education Union. The former, in connection 
with which the Right Honourable Joseph Chamuerlain made 
his political clcout, sought to establish a compulsory s,rstem of 
school provision to be administered by local authorities, free and 
unsectarian education, and compulsory attendance of children. 
The Union was formed to secure the interests of voluntary 
schools, and to oppose that portion of the League's programme 
which sought to establish free schools nod to make the instruc
tion unsectariau. The battle between these opposing societies 
was being fiercely waged when Mr. Gladstone's Government, 
in 1870, introduced the Bill, which subsequently, with certain 
modifications, became law, and ,vhich was the first real 
legislative dealing with the question. The need for some such 
measure was apparent. The voluntary system had done great 
things in the way of providing education, but it had failed just 
where it was most wanted. In 1870, while there were about 
1,300,000 children being educated in voluntary but State-aided 
schools, there were at leMt two millions getting no education 
at all, and another million being taught at private adventure 
schools, where the education was of the most defective character. 

The brief sketch of the state of affairs in relation to public 
education we have given will help the reader to appreciate, 
in some degree, what it is the main object of this article to show, 
the very great change which the Act of 1870 has effected.• 
What then were the main provisions of the Act, and how did it 
avoid the rocks and quicksands upon which previous attempts 
had been wrecked 1 It would be impossible within the limits 
properly assignable to this article to give a complete analysis 
of this important statute, nor will such a task be attempted. 
The salient points of the Act can, however, be given, and this wt, 
proceed to do. 

The two most important subjects with which any measure 
of the kind had to deal were the supply of school accom
modation, and the regular attendance of children at the schools 
when opened. To attain these objects the Act, t after de6ning an 
"elementary school" as one where elementary education is the 
principal part of the education there given, and at which the 
ordinary payment for instruction does net exceed ninepence 
a week, divided the country into school districts, upon each 
of which was cast the duty of providing school accommodation 

• A fuller account of the stale of affairs prior to 1870 is given by Mr. 
Henry Craik in his book, "'fbe State in its Relation to Educatiou," which 
forms one of "The English Cit.izen" series published in London l,y Messrs. 
Macmillan & Co. The writer of this article acknowledges his indcbtedneHs to 
this volume for much that has gone before . 
. t 33 & 34 Viet. c. 75. 
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for the children of the district, the amount of accommodation so 
re.quired beiug determined by the Education Department. It 
will be seen here that the existing or voluutary system was not 
to be disturbed, unless indtled it were found that aoy school 
under that system was inefficient. If there were a sufficient 
supply of these schools in any district there would be no need 
for further action, but if there were not then a new machinery 
was called into existence-that is, the School Hoard-to be 
elected on the cumulative vote priuciple by the ratepayers of the 
district. These Boards bad intrusted to them numerous powers, 
among which was that of framing bye-laws for the compulsory 
attendance at school of children between the ages of five and 
thirteen, and for the remission or payment of the fees of 
children, where their parent, were unable by reason of poverty 
to pay them. These Boards had, too, -the power of levying rates 
on the inhabitants of the district to meet the deficiency in the 
expenditure, after the fees pa.id by the children aod the Govern
ment grant had been taken into account. They had power 
also (with the consent of the Departments) to establish free 
schools, where the general and exceptional poverty of the whole 
district required it; and they were empowered to establish, or 
contribute to, Industrial Schools, where children under certain 
circumstances were to be clothed, fed, and educated. The 
compulsory purchase of sites of land for school purposeP, and 
the transfer of existing schools to Boards were also provided for. 

It bas already been pointed out that there was no intention to 
disturb the voluntary system, and the time, before which in 
many cases School Boards could be formed, enabled the supporters 
to extend the system. The "year of grace " gave them an 
ample opportunity for erecting new schools, and thus preventing, 
what they so much dreaded, the formation of a School Board. 
This occurred principally in the smaller towns and in the rural 
districts, where the influence of the clergy was considerable. 
While it may fairly be conceded that great praii;e is due to the 
manner in which the supporters of voluntary schools had ta.ken 
upon themselves the task of primary education, it was a mistake 
in policy, when the nation had made up its mind to take the 
matter in hand, to give fresh vitality to a system, which was 
denorninational instead of national. Not only has it tended 
to embitter controversy, hut it has placed obstacles in the way 
of a future permanent settlement. 

The rock upon which all previous legislative attempts had 
foundered, was the" religious difficnlty." On the one side there 
were those believing that no education was complete that had 
not a religious basis, and further that their conceptions of 
religion a.lone embodied the truth. These were anxious to 
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enforce their views, and to secure the use of such means as would 
enable them to do so. On the other hand were those who 
maintained that the State had no concern with religion, and 
that for any religious teaching to take place in schools where the 
children of Protestant., and Catholics, Christians and Jews, would 
mix, must lead to a violation of the rights of conscience of some 
one or other of these. Their solution of the difficulty was that 
in State-aided schools nothing but secular instruction should be 
given, leaving it. to the voluntary zeal of the sects to impa1t 
religious instruction, through the instrumentality of Sunday
schools or other similar agencies. The issue was clear and 
distinct. How was it to be settled 1 As a matter of fact it has 
not been settled, but an attempt was made to do so by the Act. 
By this it was provided (sec. 7) that every public elementary 
school should be conducted in accordance with the following 
regulations (a copy of which was to be conspicuously put up in 
every school) :- . 

(I) It aball not be required, as a condition of any child being 
admitted into or continuing in the school, that he shall attend or 
abstain from attending any Sunday-school, or any place of religioua 
worship, or thnt he shall attend any religious observance or any 
instruction in religioua subjects in the school or elsewhere, from which 
observance or instruction he may be withdrawn by his parent, or that 
he shall, if withdrawn by his parent, attend the school on any dny 
exclusively set apart for religious observance by the religious body 
to which his parent belongs. 

(2) The time or times during which any religious observance is 
practised or instruction in religious subjects is given at any met-ting 
of the school, shall be either at the beginning or at the end, or at the 
beginning and the end of such meeting, and shall be inserted in a time
table to be approved by the Education Department, and to be kept 
permanently and conspicuously affixed in every school-room ; and any 
scholar may be withdrawn by his parent from such observance or 
instruction without forfeiting any of the other benefits of the school. 

(3) The school 11ha\l be open at all times to the inspection of any of 
Her Majesty's inspectors, so, however, that it shall be no part of the 
duties of such inspector to inquire into any instruction in religioua 
subjects given at such school, or to examine any scholar therein in 
religious knowledge or in any religious subject or book. 

This '' conscience c)ause " became app)icable to all schools, 
whether denominational or Board, if they desired to obtain the 
Parliamentary grant, and certainly, so far as it went, it was a 
fair and useful one. J t still left the denominationalists power to 
teach their own peculiar views, but it prescribed a time for their 
doing so, and while it provided that it was no part of an inspec-
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tor's duty to examine in religious subjects, it did not forbid it 
where it was desired. 

With regard to the Board Schools, another course was taken. 
As these were to be provided and mainly supported by the 
ratepayers, who were also to elect the Boards, it would be 
obviously unfair if a majority of any Board were to force 
their views upon religious matters on the minority. At the 
Ra.me time it was evident that the bulk of the people in the 
country desired to have some kind of religious teaching. In 
order t-0 meet the difficulty, the Act provided (sec. H) t':iat 
"no religious catechism or religious formulary which is distinctive 
of any particular denomination shall be taught in the [Board] 
school." It is this provision which causes the extreme denomi
nationalists to describ.e schools under the management of Boards 
as "godless schools," and the religious teachings there given as 
"lifeless, boiled-down, mechanical and unreal,"* in Rpite of tha 
fact that there is hardly a Board that has not provided for some 
religious exercises taking place at the beginning or close of their 
schools. Even the Board at Birmingham, the headquarters of this 
supposed godlessness, adopted regulations for affording facilities 
for the giving of religious instruction by voluntary agency in the 
schools belonging to the Board to children attending them, under 
which the " Birmingham Religious Education Society" carried 
ou its operations. 

There is one other clause in the Act, the famous twenty-fifth 
clause, which must be referred to, because it led to a. bitter con
troversy, and caused the Nonconformists to become disaffected to 
Mr. Oladstone's Government, thereby contributing to its defeat 
in 1874. By this clause School Boards were empowered to 
pay the school fees payable at any public elementary school by 
any child resident in their district, whose parent was, in their 
opinion, unable from poverty to pay the same, the parent being 
at liberty to select the school. 'l'his was felt to be a violation of 
the principle of religious equality, because it would in many 
cases amount to an endowment of schools, the majority of whicb 
belonged to the most richly endowed sect in the country, and 
over which the ratepayers wonld have no control. In a memorial 
addressed by about 700 ratepayers to the Liverpool School 
Board (the first Board to get its bye-laws approved by the 
Department), in opposition to the adoption of a bye-law framed 
in accordance with this clause, it is said that '' it will be regarded 
by a large number of ratepayers as a gross injustice, inasmuch 
as, in effect, it taxes Protestants for the support of Roman 
Catholicism, and Roman Catholics for the support of Protestant-

• Lord Salisbury at Newport (Mon.), on 7th of October, 1885. 
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ism, and every ratepayer for tho support of some religious 
opinions of which he utter]y and conscientiously disapproves.''. 
The fact is that the Boards found themselves in this difficulty : 
either they must utterly ignore the existing school accommodation 
and build schools of their own,a course which neither the ratepayers 
nor the Department would approve, or they must abandon all 
hope of adopting means to compel the children to go to school. 
The denominational schools could not be forced to take children 
free, and the Boards had no schools the doors of which were 
open to all comers. The consequence was that owing to the 
prolonged discussions which took place on the framing of the 
bye-laws, considerab]e delay occurred in getting the Act into 
operation. Besides which the first elections of School lloards · 
turned upon this question, and that which should have beeu 
settled by Parliament. was made the bone of contention in a. 
series of petty contests all over the country. _ 

In course of time, however, the Board got to work, and many 
of those who a.t first were influenced by the hostile feelings that 
have been indicated, became so impressed with the magnit.ude 
of the task before them, that the points that had been so hotly 
debated sank into insignificance. A report was recently (18S6) 
presented to Parliament by the Committee of Council on Educa
tion which shows how great has been the change effected since 
the year i870, and conveys, to some extent, an idea of the magni
tude of the operations. In the year 1870 there were 8281 day 
schools, which were of course all voluntary. In 1874 the 
number had risen to 12,167, of which only 826 were Board 
Schools. In 1876 there were 1596 of the latter, and 12,677 
voJuntary, in all 14,273 ; and in 1885 this total had reached 
18,895, of which the Board Schools numbered 4295. It will 
be seen that while the Voluntary Schools bad almost doubled, 
the Board Schools had proportionately made the most marked 
increase. Remarkable, however, as was this improvement, the 
mere erection of schools tells but little in estimating the educational 
advance. It is in the number of children who are brought under 
the influence of the teaching imparted in these schools, that we 
look for the best evidence of the change which has been effected. 
Perhaps the following Table will best illustrate this:-
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Years ending August 31. 

1870. 
I 

1874. 1876. I 1885. 

Eatimated population 22,090,163 23,648,609 24,2«,010 I 27,499,041 

No. of schools {volunt.) 8,281 11,341 12,677 14,6(,0 .. ,. (board) . - 826 1,596 4,295 

Total 8,281 12,167 14,273 18,895 

Accommodation tolunt.) 1,878,584 2,626,318 2,870,168 3,398, ()1)0 
., ,, ( ard) . - 245,508 556,150 1,600,iltl 

Total 1,878,584 2,811,826 1 3,426,318 4,998,718 

A ,er. attend. (,·olunt.) 1,152,3tl9 1,540,4661 1,656,502 2,183,8,0 

" .. (board) . - 13tl,2!13 328,071 1,187,15'i 

Total . 1,152,389 1,678,7591 1,984,573 3,371,325 

It used to be said by the supportera of the voluntary system 
that the establishment of Board Schools would have the effect of 
dosing, or at any rate Reriously affecting, their schools. \Ybatevcr 
may be the result in the future, at present this has not been the 
case. The above Table affords ample proof to the contrary. No 
doubt several schools conducted on the voluntary system have 
been either wholly discontinued or absorbed into the Board 
system. The same report iuforms us that since the year l8il, 
over 1100 schools have betin transferred to School Boards. 
But in the majority of instances the schools that have been 
discontinued were "starved " schools, and in hardly any case were 
they of any considerable size, so that the fact remains that up to 
the present time the Vohmtary Schools have been benefited, and 
not harmed, hy the new system. It will be noticed on comparing 
the periods 1870-76 and 1876-85, that the above Table indicates 
a very considerable growth in the average attendance. This 
is mainly due to the passing of two Acts of Parliament-the 
one in 1876, known as Lord Sandon ·R Act; and the other in 
1880, known as Mundella's Act-which not ouly greatly tlnlarged 
the obligation1.1 and the powers of School Boards, but estab
lished a new machinery for exercising the powers of compulsion. 
It has already heen pointed out that in those towns and districts 
where the school supply was &ufficient, there was no need for a 
Board, but that inasmuch as the powers of compulsion given by 
the Act of J 870 were only entrusted to Boardt:, there did no~ 
4:'xist in these places any means of enforcing school attendance. 
Besides this, where Boards had adopted bJe-laws for compulsory 
attendance, they had met with very consjderable difficultiC$, 
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which the existing legislation had not enabled them to overcome. 
These difficulties were most com,picuous in the large towns. They 
tnay be gathered from the following extract from a report issued 
by the Liverpool School Board as to its work during the years 
1873-6. At page 10 we read:-

In the first place, they [the Board] have met with a considerable 
number of parents of drunken and dissolute habits, to whom fine and 
imprisonment appear to have no terror, and whose children, therefore, 
they have been quite unable to bring to school. It is impossible to 
regard the state of these children otherwise than with the deepest 
compassion; for so destitute is their conclition, that in very many 
instances their only means of satisfying the craving of hunger are 
what they can pick up in the streets, or obtain by begging. Such 
children, apart from their dirt and nakedness ( which would be 
offensive to those with whom they would be mixt\d) could not possibly 
attend the ordinary day schools for want of food. 

In the second place, they have found a very large number of children 
who were confirmed truants, and whose attendance at school no 
punishment of the parents-in many cases widows, and others whose 
daily occupation prevents their exercising due supervision over their 
children-would effectually secure. 

In some c:1ses. also, where children have been sent to work in • 
violation of the bye-laws, the earnings of the child more than compen
sate the pnrent for any loss he might sustain by the occasional fine 
inflicted fur his child's non-attendance at school. 

In 1876 the Vice-President of the Council WM Lord Sandon, 
who was also one of the representatives of Liverpool in the 
House of Commons. The difficulties which Leset the path of 
his constituents he found to exist io many other large towns, and 
in order that they might be surmounted, he introduced the 
measure, which subsequently passed into law, already referred to. 

'l'his Act* starts with a declaration that it 11ball be the duty of 
the parent of every child to cause it to receive efficient elemen
tary instruction in reading, writing, and arithmetic; and if such 
parent fail to perform such duty he 11hall be liable to such orders 
and penalties as are provided by the Act. This is an important 
declaration, because, although in the Act of 1870 the parent's 
duty was implied, it wns not specifically declared, and in proceed
ings taken under various bye-laws, there had been conflicting 
decisions as to who was liable for the penalties thereby imposed. 
It is now clear that every parent, no matter what his station in 
life may be, is bound to provide his child with efficient elemen
tary education. 'fhe Act then prohihits the employment or any 
child under the age of ten yE:ars, or who, having attained that 

• 39 & 40 Viet. cap. 79. 
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age, has not attained the standard of proficiency mentioned io 
the Act. An exception is made in favour of certain children 
which it is unnecessary to refer to. The prohibition is to be en
forced by the payment by the employer of a fine not exceeding 
forty shillings. An important part of the Act was the creation 
of School Attendance Committees, to act in those towns and 
districts where no School Board had been formed. These com
mittees were to be appointed annually, in a borough, by the 
town council ; in a parish, by the guardians of the union com
prising such parish. 'l'he duty of these committees was to enforce 
the provisions of the Act with respect to the employment of 
childreu, and if it were a borough committee it was empowered, 
but 11ot obliged, to make bye-laws for the attendance of children 
at school ; if it were a pari~h committee, it could only make 
such bye-laws on a requisition made by the parish. This was a 
distinct gain to the voluntary schools, though in order to allay 
the discontent of the Nonconformists the much-abused twenty
fifth clause of the Act of 1870 was repealed, and in its place it 
was provided that the parent of any child unable by reason of 
poverty to pay the ordinary fee for such child at a public ele
mentary school, might apply to the guardians of the poor in the 
parish in which he resided, whose duty it should be to pay the 
fee, not exceeding threepence a week, the choice of the school 
being lert to the parent. In principle there seems to be little 
difference between the payment of such fees by the School 
Board and their payment by the guardians ; in either case the 
money may go to the maintenance of denominationru schools, 
and work the injustice which was urged by the memorialists to 
the Liverpool School Board already referred to. It was felt, 
however, that here was an attempt at a compromise, and a way 
out of an illogical position, into which many on both sides had 
got. Besides this, the power thus given to the guardians was 
identical with that already given them by an Act passed about 
twenty years before,• and acquiesced in by all parties, and it was 
impossible now to stir up much opposition to a clause with such 
a precedent. Thus the famous controversy ended, though it 
would be a mistake to imagine that the feelings that were at the 
back of it have entirely subsideJ. 

To meet the case of parents habitually and without reason
able excuse neglecting to provide instruction for their children, 
and of children found habitually wandering, or not under proper 
control, or in the company of rogues, vagabonds, disorderly 
persons, or reputed criminals, power is given by the Act to the 
local authority-the School Board, or School Attendance Com-

• 18 & 19 Vic. cap. 34. 
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mittee-after due warning to the parents, to bring them before a 
court of summary jurisdiction, which may, in the absence of the 
reasonable excuses defined by the Act, make an order for the 
attendance of the child at some certified efficient school, to be 
selected by the parent, or by the court if he refuse, at such times 
as shall be mentioned in the order. On the failure of the parent 
to comply with this "attendance order," he may be fined five 
shillings, but if be satisfies the court that he hns used all reason
able efforts to enforce compliance with the order, the court may 
send the child to a certified day industrial school. These schools 
are established by the Act, and differ from the other industrial 
schools already in existence, in that they do not provide lodging, 
but only industrial training, elementary education, and one or 
more meals a day. 

These were the most important provisions of the Act of 1876. 
Of the Act of 1880 • it may be said that it cast upon School 
Boards and School Attendance Committees the duty of framing 
bye-laws for the compulsory attendance of children at school, 
and on the failure of these local authorities to do so, the Educa
tion Department was authorized to supply the deficiency. From 
the official report already referred to it appears that up to April 1, 
1886, there are in England and Wales 2203 School Boards 
exercising jurisdiction over a population of more than 16 millions, 
and 773 School Attendance Committees, having the limited 
jurisdiction already <lesoribed over just 10 millions; in other 
words, nearly the whole population is subject, in one form or 
other, to the operations of legislation designed to enforce the 
attendance of children at school. It must not be imagined 
that all this has been done voluntarily by the people who are 
thus subject to the Boards. '!'here has been a large amount of 
prejudice created against them, and the very fact that nearly 
half the Boards were elected under compulsory orders issued by 
the Education Department, shows that the system has not been 
welcomed with enthusiasm in all parts of the country. No 
system which involves an additional burden to the taxpayers or 
ratepayers is likely to be effusively welcomed. Besides which, 
sad as it is to say it, there can be but little doubt that many 
employers of labour, especially in the agricultural districts; 
preferred to have their depeudents continue in a state of 
ignorance. 

That such a system should have been costly is little to be 
wondered at, when the magnitude of the work is remembered. 
'fhe neglect C1f year3 had to be made up. On the first day of 
opening a new school in Birmingham, built to accommodate 1000 

• 43 & 44 Viet. cap. 23. 
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children, as many as 1145 were admitted, over eighty -per cent. 
of whom could not read the easiest words, and this experience 
was not confined to Birmingham. Just before the passing of the 
Act of 1870 the total cost of the education in State-aided schools 
was £1,600,000, of which about one-third was defrayed by fees, 
one-third by Government grant, and the balance by voluntary 
subscriptions. The last published official return sho,vs that for 
the year ending August 31, 1885, the amount raised was as 
follows:-

Voluntary subscriptions 
Rates 
School fees 
Government grant 

£756,828 
1,140,946 
1,791,084 
2,867,653 

Total . £6,556,501 
Besides this the School Boards are authorized to borrow, on 

the security of the rates, for the purpose of building. Up lo 
Michaelmas 1885 the amount so borrowed by the various Boards 
in England and Wales had reached .£> 17,604,401, rather more 
than a third of that sum having been required for London alone. 

This mention of the metropolis remindR us that the Act of 1870 
contained some provisions specially applicable to it. Instead of 
having to wait for the information necessary before a Board 
could be formed in other cities and districts, the Act created a 
School Board for the metropolis, leaving it to the Department to 
fix the number of members for each division, which together 
constitute what is known ae "London." • The time for the 
election of members was also fixed, and power was given to the 
members to elect a chairman, either from themselves or not, and 
such chairman might receive a salary. As a matter of fact no 
salary ever bas been paid, although the amount of work a chair- . 
man bas to do is enormous. The late chairman, Mr. E. N. Buxton, 
recently stated in evidence before a committee of the House of 
Commons that he had contested five elections for a seat on the 
Board, and each election had cost him £700. Since the forma
tion of the Board there have been but four chairmen-the first, 
Lord Lawrence, at one time Viceroy in India; the next, Sir 
Charles Reed, l\fr. Buxton, and the Rev. J. R. Diggle. The 
first Board numbered several distinguished persons-Prof. Huxley, 
Lord Saudon, Mr. W. H. Smith, M.P., Mr. Samuel Morley, M.P .• 
Mrs. Garrett.Anderson amongst them. But the work proved 
too much for men like these who bad other public duties to 

* The London School Bo3rd consists or .firty-five memben. Other Boarda 
must not consist of more than fifteen nor less than five members. Electiou 
are held tri1:nnially. 
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perform, and the result has been that the high position of the 
Board has scarcely been maintained. This must not be taken to 
imply that the Board has seriously deteriorated, but that the 
members have been more distinguished for the ability which they 
have displayed in their special work, than for anything they may 
have done outside the Board. This, however, has been a digres
sion, and we must return to the subject in its larger aspects. 

It has already been shown that both in the matter of school 
supply and of school attendance there has been a large growth. 
The question will naturally arise, Has there been a corresponding 
improvement in respect of the education itself? This of course 
can only be tested by examination, but before the results of this 
are given a short description of the kind of education that is 
arrived at in public elementary schools will not be out of place. 
It may be safely assert.ed that very few school managers desire 
to go beyond what the Department requires of them in the way of 
instruction for the children ; most of them would no doubt prefer 
to diminish rather than increase theirresponsibilities. The Depart
ment has divided the subjects of instruction into two clasaes-(a) 
obligatory subjects, and (b) optional subjects. The first, which 
are generally called "the elementary subjects," are the three 
R's, and, for girls, needlework. The optional subjects are sub
divided into two groups : the first, called "class subjects," are 
taken by classes throughout the school ; and the other, called 
"specific subjects," are taken by individual children in the upper 
classes of the school. The "class subjects" are singing (either 
by note or by ear), English, geography, elementary science, 
and history; the " specific subjects" are algebra, Euclid, and 
mensuration, mechanics, chemistry, physics, animal physiology, 
botany, principles of agriculture, Latin, French, and domestic 
economy. With regard to the elementary subjects, children 
who are expected to pass an examination in the first standard 
must be able " to read a short paragraph from a book not con
fined to words of one syllable," to "copy in manuscript character 
a line of print, and write from dictation not more than ten easy 
words, commencing with capital letters," nnd, besides giving 
specimens of "notation and numeration up to 1000,'' must be 
able to do sums in "simple addition and subtraction of numbers 
of not more than three figures," and to know the " multiplica
tion-table to six times twelve;" while in the fourth standard 
(the passing an examination in which enables a child to be em
ployed) the children must be able " to read a few lines from a 
reading-book, or history of England," to write " eight lines of 
poetry or prose, slowly read once and then dictated," and to 
work sums in the "compound rules (money), and reduction of 
common weights and measures." The seventh or highest standard 

[Vol. CXXVI. No. CCLII.]-N.Ew SllIBS, Vol. LXX. No. II. K K 
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requires those who are examined in it cc to read a passage from 
Shakespeare or Milton, or from some other standard author, or 
from a history of England," to write "a theme or letter," the 
composition, spelling and handwriting being considered, and to 
be able in arithmetic to do "compound prodortion, averages and 
percentages." As regards the class an specific subjects a 
similar variation takes place. 

It now remains to be considered how the Government grant 
is arrived at. With every school there are certain general con
ditions, such as the status of the teacher, the number of times the 
school has been open, and the fitness, both from a sanitary nnd 
an educational point of view, of the school premises.• The 
annual grant is made up of several grants--i.e., the" fixed grant," 
the '' merit grant," the "grant for needlework," the "grant for 
singing," the "grant on examination in the elementary sub
jects," the "grant on examination in class subjects," the "grant 
on the examination of individual scholars in specific subjects," 
and some three or four "special" grants. The "fixed g)'·ant" 
is payable in respect of average attendance, and amounts in the 
auie of oider scholars-that is, scholars not attending an infant 
school or class-to 4s. 6d. per head ; and in the case of infants to 
9s. per head, if the scholars are taught as a separate department 
under a certificated teacher of their own, or as a class under a 
teacher not less than eighteen years old, approved by the 
inspector ; or to 7 s. per head if the scholars are taught as a class 
under a teacher less than eighteen years old. The cc -merit 
grant," in the case of infants, of 2s., 4s., or 6s. per head is paid 
if the inspector reports the school or class to be " fair," " good," 
or "excellent," having regard not only to the special circum
stances of the case, but to the provision made for (1) suitable 
instruction in the elementary subjects; (2) simple les,ons on 
objects, and on the phenomena of Nature and of common life; and 
(3) appropriate and varied occupations. The same grant in the 
case of older scholars, of ls., ~s., or 8s. per bead, is paid if the 
inspector reports of the school that it is "fair," or "good," or 
''excellent" in respect of {l) organization and discipline; (2) 
the intelligence employed in instruction ; and (3) the general 
quality of the work, especially in the elementary subjects. The 
" needlewo1·k grant " and t.be "singing grant" are the same, 
both in infant schools and those for older scholars. The former 
is ls. per head if taught satisfactorily according to the conditions 
laid do,vn in the Code, and the latter amounts to ls. if the 
scholars are satisfactorily taught to sing by note, either by the 

• Eighty cubic reet or internal apace, ,ind eight Equare reet or internal un 
for each unit of average attendance, is required by tbe lJepartment. 
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8tandard or any other recognised notation, and to 6d. if thay 
are satisfactorily taught to sing by ear. 

So far as the infants are concerned, what has been said exhausts 
the conditions of the grant. Not so for the older scholars, who 
have to earn the other grants previously mentioned. That" on 
examination in the elementa1·y subjects" is determined by the 
percentage of passes in the examination at the rate of Id. for 
every unit of percentage; and here it may be mentioned that 
while all scholars whose names are on the registers of any parti
cular school must be present at the inspection, only those whose 
names have at the end of the school year been there for the last 
twenty-two weeks need be presented for examination. 1The 
"grant on examination in class subjects " amounts to ls. 
or 2s. for each subject, if the inspector's report on the examina
tion is " fair" or "good." With respect to these subjects, 
although they are called " optional," they are so only to the 
extent that managers can elect which of them, not exceeding 
two, one of which must be English, they will prepnre their 
children in, with a view to examination. If one only is chosen, 
that must be English, and it is permissible for girls to take 
needlework as their second-class subject, but then the school 
loses the "needlework grant" of ls. already mentioned. The 
"grant on examination of individual scholars in specific 
subjects'' is not calculated on the average attendance, and 
amounts to 4-s. for each scholar passing in any su~ect, not 
exceeding two. There is a limitation to the total annual grant, 
which musi not exceed a sum equal to 17 s. 6d. for each unit of 
average attendance, or the total income of the school from all 
sources whatever other than the grant, and from a special grant 
made for the purposo of paying the school fees for the year of 
Echolars holding honour certificates obtained before Jan. 1, 1882. 

The explanation that has been given of the requirements of 
the Code will help us to answer the question as to whether or 
not there has been any improvement in the education itself, 
or rather to understand the report of the Department on this 
point. It may be conceded that generally speaking there has 
been improvement ; the very fact that the requirements of 
the Code and the conditions of the grant have increased in 
severity may be taken as evidence of that, while at the same 
time it precludes a minute comparison between 1870 and 1886. 
The official report already quoted, after observing that a child 
of ten should be able to pass an examination in the fourth 
standard, and remarking that in 1885 out of 1,267,488 children 
over ten years of age, who ought to have been presented for 
examination in Standards IV.-VII., as many as 39·00 per cent. 
were presented in standards suited for children of seven, eight, 

K. )[ 2 
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nnd nine years of age, goes on to say : '' We ought, however, to 
point out that there has been a gradual improvement in this 
respect, which is due partly to the more regular attendance and 
increased proficiency of the children between five and ten years 
of age, 1md partly to the greater attention paid by teacher.J 
to the progress of individual scholars.n In 1863-4, when the 
Revised Code was introduced, 41 per cent. of the number 
of scholars in average attendance were individually examined, 
and 86 per cent. of those over ten were examined in too 
low standards. In 1872, 49·51 per cent. of such scholars were 
examined, and 63·71 per cent. of the scholars over ten were 
examined in Standards !.-III. In 1885, the first of these per
centages had risen to 70·59 and the other bad fallen to 39·00, 
and this is the evidence of tho improvement referred to in the 
report. The proportion of passes in each subject for last year 
was:-

Reading 91 ·50 (Voluntary Schools) ... 92·55(Board Schools) 
Writing 82·71 ,, ,, 85·98 ,, ,, 
Arithmetic 78·21 ,, ,, 82·68 ,, ,, 

This would indicate a superiority of teaching in the Board 
Schools over those under the voluntary system. Nor is this 
altogether to be wondered at. The voluntary schools are 
somewhat handicapped in their competition with their rivals on 
the quest.ion of expenditure. Not only have the latter the 
means of securing the best and the most modern school 
appliances, but they are able to obtain the services of the 
best masters and mistresses. In 1885 the average salary of 
381 masters in voluntary schools was £152 Os. 9d., and that 
of 329 masters in Board schools £275 6s. 8d.; while 638 
schoolmistresses in Board schools enjoyed an average income of 
£.192 6s. 3d. as compared with £88 l ls. 9d., that of 822 teachers 
in voluntary schools. As markiug the improvement in th6 
position of the teacher it may be added that in 1870 the average 
salary of a certificated master was £95 12s. Od. and that of a 
schoolmistress was £57 16s. 5d., while now these are respectively 
.£120 198. 2d. and £73 15s. 9d. 

Thtl improvement recorded above is gratifying, but it is not 
all that could be desired. There are still a great many empty 
seats, and a large number of children have not reached the 
standard which, having regard to their age, they ought to have 
reached. Another serious matter is the withdrawal of so many 
children from school so soon as they are legally entitled to do 
so. Nor is it satisfactory to know, as we are told by the official 
report, that " many local authorities fail, or are hindered by the 
indifference of magistrates, in performing the duty of eecuring 
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the early and regular attendance of the children in the districts 
under their jurisdiction." 

In estimating the genenu condition of the education we have 
to throw out of consideration the " fixed grant," and the" needle
work " and "singing" grants, not because these two latter are 
not important 11ubjects, but because they are somewhat of a 
special nature, and do not affect the general question, while the 
first depends solely on attendance. With regard to the "merit 
grant," in 1885, out of 11,827 infant schools and classes, it was 
refused in 553 cases only, while rather more than half of the 
others have been classed as "good." It is stated in the official 
report " that as a general rule the larger the iufant school the 
higher is its merit,'' and the remark is repeated with respect to 
the same grant made in connection with older scholars. The 
examination of these in the elementary subjects showed that on 
th" whole there was reason to be satisfied, though there were 
some schools where a good deal of headway ha.'! to be made up. 
Class subjects are most popular and best worked up in the larger 
schools; some of the smaller schools, principally voluntary, did 
not attempt them, and in one-sixth of those that did only one 
suhject was taken. It is satisfactory to know that the inspectors' 
re·ports showed a large majority of "good ·• over" fair." "Ele
mentary science" docs not appear at present to have secured 
much favour at the hands of teachers or scholars. The specific 
subjects, as might be expected, are taken by comparatively few 
scholars; the fact already adverted to of children being taken 
from school as 1:1oon as they are legally exempt sufficiently ex
plains this. Nevertheless the grant made for these and for 
cookery, a most important item in the curriculum for girls, 
reached £14,622 l ls. 8d. 

It has been stated that school managers are not as a rule 
desirous of going beyond the requirements of the Code, but in 
fairness to several of the School Hoards it should be mentioned 
that they have not Mt that their duty began and ended with a 
strict adherence to what is within the four corners of that docu
ment. At Birmingham the Board reported in 1880 the appoint
ment of a Science Demonstrator to give lessons on mechanics 
and elementary physics ia nll the boys' schools, and on those 
parts of the sciences of physiology and chemistry which bear 
upon domestic economy in ten of the girls' 1:1chools, the lessons 
being illustrated by actual experiments. "A laboratory has 
been provided for the demonstrator, at which the experiments 
are prepared, and the apparatus for illustrating the lecture ia 
conducted l,y a hand-cart to the i:everal schools taught on a 
given day." The chairman of the Board, in an address deli
vered in January 1885, referred to an interesting experiment 
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being carried on in one school expressly adapted to seventh 
standard scholars, and he quotes from a description given by the 
head-master of the work done in the workshop and in the 
chemical laboratory. We have only room for the former : he 
says:-

ln the workshop, the lad, go through a specially r~pared course, a~ 
the end of which they should have mastered the difficulties of manipu
lation, and have become well acquainted with the uses and principles 
of the tools, and the properties of the materials employed. ThE'y 
nre taught to grind and sharpen their tools, how to set their work, 
methods of construction by halving, glueing, mortice and tenon, dove
tailing, &c., and the syllabus further provides for instruction in turn
ing, as applied to pattern and model making. Each Ind works from a 
drawing with dimeneions marked, and from a drawing to scale. No 

., lad is allowed to work a higher exercise until he has pasted in the 
previo11s one; and when completed he is required to make a drawing 
in plan and elevation of what he has done. In addition to the prac
tice in the workshop, each class recP.ives from one of the science 
masters a short lecture on the scientific principlt:s of the toole, the 
relation of power to work, the adaptation in each individual tool c;t 

the means to the end, und such-like important topics. It can be 
readily understood that '' both the shop and laboratory are very 
popular with the boys." 

At Sheffield there is a central school with a technical work
shop, fitted up and furnished with the aid of generous contribu
tiocs from various manufacturers. A member of the Leeds 
Board-Mrs. Buck ton-gave some lecture11 to scholars and pupil
teachers on physiology an<l the laws of health. Although 
these were given after school-hours, and the attendance was 
voluntary, they were well attended, and so much interest was 
manifested in them that Mrs. Buckton was induced to publish 
the lectures under the title of " Health in the House." A~ 
Liverpool, in 1874, some gentlemen interested in the spread of 
scientific knowledge fitted up at their own expense, in one of the 
Board schools, a laboratory for instruction in chemistry, and 
presented the Board with a valuable library Clf scientific work!'. 
Many of the schools have evening classes in connection with the 
Science and Art Department at South Kensington, and in most. 
of the large towns scholarships have been provided by private 
ftenerosity for the instruction at good secondary schools of chil
dren who have distinguished themselves at elementary schools. 
Nor is the physical training of the children altogether lost sight. 
of; in many of the larger schools there are playgrounds, with a 
good supply of gymnastic apparatus, and in some places swim
ming is taught to the boys. 

Sufficient has been said to show what great strides have been 
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made in England in the way of education during the last fifteen 
years. There is still much to be done, from whatever point the 
subject is looked at. But when it is borne in mind that until 
1870 there was no such thing as national education, and that 
even now it is a sort of hybrid system that prevails, in which 
there must necessarily be much friction, the wonder is not that 
there is much to do, but that so much has been accomplished. 
From time to time charges of extravagance and waste are made 
by men who regard an additional penny in the pound added to 
the rates as a far more serious thing than the education of the 
young, and the consequent diminution of misery and crime. At 
other times there come charges of over-press>Jre, which on inves
tigation tum out to be grossly exaggerated. Then there come 
complaints about the failure attending one experiment, and about 
the expense to be incurred over another. All these things are 
the natural outcome of such a system, but they cannot perma
nently stop it. It bas now obtained a tolerably firm root in the 
national life of the country, and although some further changes 
may be effected, especially in the direction of free schools and 
in the assimilation of bye-laws, they will not retard but rather 
foster the growth of an educational system of proved utility. 

RICHARD B.A.RTBill, 

....... 
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CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE. 

THEOLOGY. 

THE third and fourth books of the Satapatha Brahmana 1 deal wi\h 
the most sacred of V edic sacrificial rites, the Soma sacrifice. The 

translator has furnished an excellent little introduction, which might 
well have been longer, for the Soma sacrifice represents one of the 
most interesting and instructive phases of Eastern religion. '' There 
can be no reasonable doubt," as Mr. Eggeling remarks, "that the myth 
goes back to Inda-European times, and that its object is to account for 
the mysterious effect of spirituous liquor, or 'fire-water,' so to speak." 
The Soma ritual is really identical with the Howa ceremony of the 
Parsees ( the Haoma of the A vesta ), and was therefore developed before 
the separation of the lndo-Iranians. But the interest of Soma, from a 
religious point of view, lies in the twofold nature which, starting fr?m 
this point, he soon acquired; the fiery liquid becomes associated ,n\h 
luminous fire, and the earthly Soma (the plant) is regarded as !he 
Avatar of the Divine Soma (the source of light and life}, which 
became associated in the Brahmanas with the moon as the food or cup 
of the gods. (In the earlier Vedic poets it is, however, the sun which 
is associated with the Divine Soma.) The exact identity of the plant 
from which the liquor was prepared is still rather doubtful; several 
varieties of Sarcostemma or Asclepiads seem to have been, and still are, 
made use of for this purpose. • 

The extensive final instalment of the first complete translati~n of 
thnt great collection of Chinese treatises on the rules of propriety, 
the Lt Ki,1 is of considerable interest. The Lt Ki was not complet:ed 
as a whole till the second century, and it ranks with the ShO., the Shih, 
the Yi, and the Khun KhiO., as the "Five Kings," the books of 
greatest authority in China. The Li Ki is, in the words of P. Callery, 
a previous translator of some portions of the books here quot~ 
" the most exact and complete monograph whioh the Chinese nation 
has been able to give of itself to the rest of the human race;" or, in the 
words of Mr. L<'gge, " more may be learned about the religion of the 
ancient Chinese from this classic than from all the others together." 

The Li Yun and the Yo Ki are unquestionably the most vaJnable 
books in this collection ; from them, indeed, may be formed a complete 

1 "Sacred Books of the East." Edited by F. Mu Millier. Vol. XX'Vl, 
"The Satapatha Brahmana." Translated by Julius Eggeling. Pan II. Book• 
III. and IV. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1885. 

2 ":-acred Books of the East." Vole. XXVII. and XXVIII. "The s.cre1, 
Books of China· The Texts of Confuoi&nism, Parts III. and IV. of the Lt Kl. 
1886. 
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conception of Confucianism and its underlying id~theidea of propriety 
and the idea of harmony. In the Li Yun the doctrine of propriety is fully 
expounded ; it is true that there is a Taoistic element in this book, 
which has, perhaps, not been sufficiently emphasized by the translator; 
but mysticism is so radically distinct from the spirit of Confucianism 
that its admixture can be easily detected. From the Confucian point 
of view, propriety and decorum between individuals is the outward 
sign of righteousness. '' Rules of ceremony are the embodied 
expression of what is right." Or, as it is again expressed more fully, 
" propriety and righteousness are the great elements in man; it is by 
means of them that his speech is the expression of truth, and his 
intercourse with others the promotion of harmony; they are the union 
of the cuticle and the cutia, the binding together of the muscles and 
the bone. They are the great method by which we nourish the living, 
bury the dead, and serve the spirits of the departed. They supply 
the channels by which we can apprehend the ways of heaven, and act 
as the feelings of men require. It was on this account that the aage■ 
knew that the rules of ceremony could not be dispensed with, while the 
ruin of States, the destruction of families, and the perishing of individuals 
are always preceded by the abandonment of the rules of propriety." 
It is in the light of these fundamental utterances that we must look at 
the multitudinous ceremonies so carefully detailed, the exquisite 
p<>li teness of the race, and those reticences which to the Western 
barbarian seem so absul'd, and were probably in effect oft.en harmful; 
the concubine should not be employed to wash the lower garment of a 
son ; a wife might not presume to hang up anything on her husband's 
pegs, nor to put anything in his boxes, nor to share his bathing-house; 
the degrading separation of the sexes began at the early age of seven, 
after which a girl ceased to occupy the same mat as her brothers, and 
at the age of ten ehe could no longer leave the women's apartments. 
The other root-idea in Confucianism is the conception of harmony 
which was symbolized in music. In the Yo Ki-the "Record of 
Music "-the ethical side of music is fully set forth with great subtlety; 
and much skill is displayed in explaining the relationship of music and 
harmony to ceremonies and propriety. " The knowledge of music leads 
to the subtle springs thnt underlie the rules of ceremony. He who 
has apprehended both ceremonies and music may be pronounced to 
have attained virtue." And again, in words that exactly express the 
Confucian thought, "similarity and union are the aim of music; 
difference and distinction that of ceremony. From union comes mutual 
affection ; from difference, mutual respect. Where music prevails, we 
find a weak coalescence; where ceremonies prevail, a tendency to 
eeparation. It is the business of the two to blend people's feelings, and· 
give eloquence to their outward manifestation." The exposition of 
this curiously static conception of religion assumes at last a tone of 
lofty rhetorical eloquence: "When we think of ceremonies and 
music, how they reach to the height of heaven and embrace the earth ; 
how there are in them the phenomena of retrogression and expansion, 
and a communication with the spirit-like operations of Nature, we 
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must pronounce their height the highest, their reach the farthest, their 
depth the most profound, lllld their breadth the greatesL M usicappeared 
in the grand beginning, and ceremonies had their place in the grand 
completion. Their manifestation, being ceaseless, gives heaven; and 
again, being motionless, gives enrth. Through the movement and 
repose of their interaction come all thinga between heaven and earth.. 
Hence the sages simply spoke of ceremonies and music." 

" The Pulpit Commentary " is a vast :and much-belauded under
taking. Mr. Spurgeon, Prof. St11nley Leathes, and a host of luminaries 
of the Christian Church, with shouts of '' grand," "nothing like it in 
the language," &c., danced around this slowly moving team of un
known homilists, worthily headed by Canon Spence and Mr. Exell, as 
though the very ark of the Lord had come amongst us. When, how
ever, the 1·eader reverently opens a volume like this,1 unless he is per
chance fumilinr with such works, he will be appalled at the quality of 
the homiletical fare provided. The "importllnce of mastery of the 
tongue," the '' importance of little things," " the guilt of slander," &c.
one would hnve supposed th:at even the feeblest sheep in the ecclesi
astical fold could have made for l1imself theae homiletical deductions 
from the first chapter of St. James's Epistle. But this large volume 
is chiefly made up of such chenp commonplace, varied with the most 
familiar quotations from Shakespeare, such as" The quality of mercy," 
&c., "'l'he cloud-capped towers," &c. (we miss" To be or not to be"). 
together with some verse of a different order, such as " Stand up, Bt&Dd 
up for Jesus," &c. ;-and the youthful preacher is frequently advised 
to sell all that he has, if need be, in order to purchase these precious 
volumes I The Epistle of James has often given expositors hard work. 
It is so simple, this epistle which (in it& unexposited form) found ao 
much favour with a revolutionary thinker like Shelley, that ever since 
the mythical fatale dorw of Constantine many generations of exposi
tors have been employed in removing the excrescences from its rude 
and unpolished denunciatious-quite terrible in their socialistic ferocity 
-of wealth and rich men. The author of the homily on these paa
sages has no " application " to make to the present beyond obeerving 
that the condition of the :English ploughman is not quite what it 
might be. Evidently the ploughman is the 110litary weak point in 
our aoci11l and economical condition. The expository portions which 
occupy, however, little more than a quarter of the volume, can of 
course scarcely fail to be several degrees higher in value than the 
homiletical; but there is little of value in the Rev. E. C. S. Gibaon'a 
exposition of James, which is not better done in Dean Plumptre's 
small, pleasant, and cbe11p little edition of the Epistle in the Cambridge 
Bible for Schools. It need scarcely be said that recent criticism ia 
entirely ignored. The publishers have taken care that the general 
"get-up" of the volumea shall be almost on a level with the contents. 

Mr. Lloyd has evidently spent some time over his Commentary on 

• "The Pulpit Commentary : Hebrew, and Jamee." By tbe Rev. J. Bumby 
1111d Rev. E. C. 8. Gibson. Homiliee by varioue Aathon. Loudon : Kepn Paul. 
Trench & Co. 1886. 
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Joshua, 4 and it may be of some service to benighted fellow-preachers. 
It is, however, of an archaic character, and for Mr. Lloyd recent 
criticism on the Pentateuch and Joshua is non-Pxistent. He considers 
that Joshua is the work of a single hand, possibly that of Joshua him
self, because such was the opinion of the early <.:hristi11ns; he does 
not, however, think it probable that Joshua wrote the account of his 
own death-that may have been written by an elder who survived, 
who may, indeed, have written the whole. Mr. Lloyd is quite sure 
that the book was written before the time of David. He will not. 
explain away Joshua's famous astronomical exploit 11s mere poetry. 
We need not, however, take it quite literally, he tells us; "all" that 
is implied ill " that the revolution of the earth on its axis was for n. 
time interrupted I " Mr. Lloyd strives to contirm the faith of tha 
waverer by referring to Chinese history ; during the reign of the 
seventh Emperor Yao, anno mundi 2554 (nearly contemporary with 
the date of " the miracle" of Joshua), the sun refused to set for no 
less than ten days. He also refers to the prayer of Agamemnon, that 
the sun might not go down till he had sacked 'l'roy, without seeing 
how much light it throws on this pauage-actually regarding it as, 
like the Chin~ miracle, "an allusion to the same event!" Never
theless, l\Ir. Lloyd describes himself as a "Fellow of the Royal 
Historical Society." The " ethical remarks" int.erapersed throughout 
the volume are few and excessively trivial. 

"New Aspects of Life and Religion "0 is described as "a re-exami
nation of the veiled theories which the biblical parables unfold, and 
their careful comparison with the hypotheses of modem science." Dr. 
Pratt appears to be an ardent admirer of kabbalistic doctrines; it is 
announced that he is preparing a work on the "Kabbala, Primitiva, 
Adumbrata, Occultnta ac Reguetata." He proclaims large doctrines, 
which he call,s kabbalistic, with great confidence (students of the 
Kabbala are always very dogmatic); such as " Creation is a function 1 , 
of the Life of God," and " The heavenly bodies nre the circulating , , 
organs of the living entity termed space ; " God being "an Imper- 1 • 

sonal Being whose hidden life finds its functional expression in the 
circulation of cells-the heavenly bodies;" and he talks familiarly 
about the non-vascular circulation of the pns11ive life of God. Dr. 
Pratt appears to be under the strange delusion that the word "kabba
listic," so frequently prefixed to his propositions, will give them a 
generally recognized stamp of authority: to what extent they deserve 
the title we must leave the Hermetic Society to decide; perhaps Mr. 
Mathers will kindly investigate the matter: It must be said that Dr. 
Pratt never indulges in the grosser absurdities of kabbalistic exegesis; 
a large part of the volume is occupied with " Problems in Bible 
Reading," which are frequently very ingenious, and sometimes, as in 

• "The Book of Joebua : a Critical and Expoaitory Commentary of the Hebrew 
Text." By the Rev. John Lloyd, M.A., 1''.R. Hiat. Soc. London: Hodder & 
Stoughton. 1886. 

• "New .Aapeeta of Lire and Religion." By Henry Pratt, M.D. London and 
Edinbnrib: Williama&; Norgate. 1880. 
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dealing with the relation of the Maas to the Paachal Feast, trace out 
various point.a of biblical interpretation with conaiderable skill. We 
learn from a pathetic dediC1:1.tion that Dr. Pratt is an innlid : it would 
not be fair to describe this book as altogether a study in morbid 
pathology. 

Mr. Dodd has written a clear and forcible pamphlet on Church 
Reform, from the High Church at.andpoint.• He is, of courae, 
opposed to Church affairs being placed in the bands of the rate
payers, which seems, however, to be the only reasonable course if the 
Church is to be radically reformed instead of diaestablished ; but he 
advoc:ates many democratic reforma-the utilization of bishops, their 
palaces and excessive incomes ; the government of the Church by her 
synods, a real instead of a nominal share being given to the laity; 
the abolition of private patronage, episcopal patronage, and Crown 
patronage, the Church laity electing, with certain ch€cks, according 
to the custom of the primitive Church, and a moderate compensation 
being given for loss of patronage. 

We have also rt!ceived a translation of a volume of sermons by a 
little-known French Benedictine preacher of the seventeenth century, 
with a preface by the Rev. Arthur Tooth ;7 "The Olive J..ea,;"8 a 
plea9,1ntly written series of discourses, apparently for children and 
young people, containing much out-of-the-way information in natural 
history, &c., mingled with rather undogmatic Christian morality, in a 
style of coneiderable charm, characteristic of this writer; a volume of 
the "Contemporary Pulpit;" 9 a combat between the champions of 
Christianity and Secularism,1° as long and tedious as some of thO!!e in 
the "l\Iorte d'Arthur ;" last, and least, three reprints of papers by Mr. 
Kentish Bache. 11 

PHILOSOPHY. 

TWO years after the appearance in English of Hartmann's 
"Philosophy of the Unconscious," the translation of the chief 

work of the earlier and grt:ater pessimist is completed. The volumes 

8 "Church Ueform." A Lecture by J. Theodore Dodd, M.A., Barrister al 
Law. London: Swan Sonnenschein & Co. 1886. 

7 "The Eucharistic Life of Jeaoa Christ." By Jacques Biroat. Tranalated by 
Ed11·Ard Varnish. London: Swan Sonnenschein & Co. 1886. 

8 "The Olive Leaf." By Hugh Macmillan, D.D., LL.D., F.R.S.E. London: 
Macmillan & Co. 1886. 

9 "Contemporary Pulpit." Vol. V. London: Swan Sonnenachein & Co. 
10 "Christianity or Secularism : \Vhich is 1'rue t" A Debate between the 

Rev. Dr. McCann and l'dr. Foote. London: Progreaive Publishing Company. 
11 "A Letter to Rev. S. Davidson in answer to bis EBBayagainat tbeJobanniDe 

Author,hip of the Fourth Gospel." 1'bird Edition.-" The Duke of Somenet'e 
Scepticiam." Second Edition.-" The Cursing Paalm." Third Edition. By 
Keotiab Bache. London: Parker & Co. 1886. 
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0£ Schopenhauer which now appear 1 contain his "Criticism of the 
Kantian Philosophy" (vol. ii. pp. 1-159), and the "Supplements" 
to the four books of" Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung," to which the 
translators have added an abstract of the essay " On the Fourfold Root 
of the Principle of Sufficient Reason" (vol. iii. pp. 477-86). It is no 
longer necessary to say anything for the mere purpose of drawing atten
tion to Schopenhauer's merits. His philosophic rank has long since found 
recognition; and he is admitted also to be one of the small number of 
philosophers who have written in a literary style of the highest degree 
of excellence. It need only be said that the translators have succeeded 
in giving an adequnte rendering-one that conveys accurately the 
meaning and at the same timo preserves the interestingness (if this 
word may be permitted) of the style. For those who have not yet 
read anything of Schopenhauer we quote a passage which, as has been 
well said by a later pessimist, ought to be taken as a motto by all 
philosophers. It occurs in the Supplements to the First Book, at the 
end of chapter xvii. (" On Man's Need of Metaphysics.") 

Lastly, as regards the obliqaiion8 o( metaphysics, it hRS only one; for it is 
one which endures no other beside it-the obligation to be true. IC one would 
impose other obli~atious upon it besides this, such as to be spiritualistic, 
optimistic, monothe1Stic, or even only to be moral, one cannot know before
hand whether this would not interfere with the fulfilment of that first obligation, 
without which all its other achievements must clearly be worthless. A given 
philosophy has accordin~ly no other standard of its value than that of truth. 
For the rest, philosophy 1s essentially world-wi.,ilom ; its problem is the world. 
It has to do with this alone, and leaves the gods in peace-expects, however, 
iu return, to be left in peace by them. 

What most of those who talk about Schopenhauer associate with his 
name is his pessimism; but philosophical readers do not need to be 
told that only n small part of the interest of his philosophy is in his 
del!cription of the misery caused by the ceaseless striving of the 
"will to live." It has been contended, and there is some ground 
for the contention, that pessimism is only an accident of Schopenhauer's 
system. He himself taught that there are two ways of escape from 
the misery of existence: the first, temporary, by means of art, by 
purely "objective" (that is, disinterested) contemplation of the work 
of genius; the second, permanent, by asceticism. If we are to put 
most faith in those precepts of philosophers, as well as of other men, 
which they themselves follow, we shall be more inclined to take the 
first way of escape than the second ; for Schopenhauer was both 
a man of genius and a critic of works of art, who, when he spoke 
of artistic impressions, was speaking of what he knew, and he wns not 
at all an ascetic. And although he expresses so much (theoretical) 

1 "The ,vorld u Will and Idea." By Arthur Schopenbauer. Translated from 
the German by R. B. Haldane, M.A. and J. Kemp, M.A. Vol. 11.-Containing 
the Criticism of the Kanlian Philosophy and the Supplements to the Fint and 
part of the Second Book of Vol I. Vol. 111.-Contaming Supplements to part 
of the Second Book and to tho Third and Fourth Book,. London: Triibner & Co. 
1886. 
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admiration for the Christian ideal of "resignation," and prefers it 
ethically to the Stoic "acquiescence," yet in other passagea be 
denounces vigorously the fanatical "ages of faith" (which, however, 
were also the ascetic ages), when the gods would not leave philosopher• 
in peace. 

The study of the classical authors rhe says] is Tery properly called the study 
or Humanity, for through it the stu<fent becomes a -• again, for be enters 
into the world which was still free from all the absurdities of the Middle Ages 
and of romanticism, which afterwards penetrated so deeply into mankind in 
Europe that even now every one rome8 into the ..-orld covered with it, and has 
fir:1t to strip it off simply lo become a man .•s~io.. T~iuk not that your modern 
wisJom cau ever supply the place of that 1mt1ation into manhood; ye are not 
like the Greeks and Romans, born freemen, unfettered sons of Nature. Ye are 
first the sons and heirs of the barbarous Middle Agea and of their madness, &c. 
(vol. ii. pp. al2-3). 

Now the Greeks and Romans, it is acknowledged by Schopenhauer u 
well as by Hartmann, in spite of expressions such as the well
known lines from the "CEdipus Coloneus" (quoted by Schopenhauer, 
" World as Will and Iden," vol. iii. p. 400), were not pesaimista. 
There nre some followers of Scbopenhauer, for example, Dr. Asher 
(see WESTMINSTER REVIEW, April, 1885), who think they have found an 
escape from his pessimism in the doctrine of "the will to live" itself, 
which seems to them to be the natural foundation of an optimiam S11ch 
as that of the Jews (Schopenhauer'a typical optimists), with their 
belief that life in itself is the greatest of goods. Others find such an 
escape more particularly in the doctrine of " the life of the specie&." 
The chapters on '' The Life of the Species," on "Heredity," and on 
"The Metaphysics of the Love of the Sexes," in the third volume will 
be found, apart from all questions as to pessimism, especially interesting. 
The last of them may be recommended, just at the present moment, to 
any one who is anxious to come across a phEosophic reply to Sir George 
Cllmpbetrs scheme of "homo-culture," or sexual selection by anthro
pologists, put forth at the recent meeting of the British Association. 

'l'he distinctive character snd aim of Professor Sidgwick's '' Hist.ory 
of Ethics "~ will be best understood from the opening passage of the 
preface:-

The nucleus or this little book is formed b1 an article on " Ethics," which 
I wrote some years ago for the "Encyclopred1a Britannira.'' I foun<1 that, ia 
the opinion of persons whose judgment had weight with me, this article 
appeared likely to 1J1eet the needs of English students desirous of obtaining 1 
general knowledge of the history of et.hical thought. I have, therefore, by tbe 
permission of Messrs. Black, the publishers of the" Encycloplldia Britannica," 
reprinted it in this separate form. In so doing, I have con11iderabl1 altered 
and enlarged it; but, alter some hesitat.ion, I determined to adhere to t.bo 
main outlines of the original article, according to which the chapter (i,.) 
dealing with the modern period is mainly confined to English ethica, and oaly 
deals with foreign ethical sy,tems in a subordinate way, as sources oC inJluence 

2 "Outlines of the History of Eth ice for Engl iah Readen." B7 Henry SidJ• 
wick, Knightbridge Professur of Moral Philosophy in the Univenity of Cambri<fie, 
and Author of "The Methods of Ethics." London : Macmillan & Co. 1886. 
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on English thought. I adopted this reaolution, partly because it seemed to 
me that the merit of my article-if it bad anf-lay in a certain compact unity 
of monment which would inevitably be Jost 1C I tried to include a treatment 
of French and German moralists on a scale corresponding to my treatment of 
English moralists ; while at the same time a considerable portion of what I 
thus omitted appeared to me to have a distinclly subordinate interest for 
English readers as compared with what I included. I ought further to ex
plain that, for ~omewhat similar reasons, I have taken pains to keep ethics as 
separate as I conveniently could from theology and metaphysics, and al~o 
from politics; Ibis separation, however, is naturally less complete in some 
parts of the subject than in others-e.g., in dealing with the medireval period 
the relations of ethics to theology are necessarily more prominent than in the 
modern period. Finall1, I may perhaps say that I have aimed throughout at 
the greatest possible impartiality and "objectivity" of treatment; and in 
order better to attain this result I have not attempted to deal with contem
porary modes of ethical thought-with which I have been engaged con
troversially-except in a very brief and summary way. 

The name of the author of " The :Methods of Ethics " will be enough 
to secure many readers for the present volumo; and it is, of course, 
very instructive. What seems to be wanting is some more definite 
indication of the author's own point of view. As is evident from the 
passage quoted, Mr. Sidgwick regards this defect as a merit, and has 
indeed aimed at keeping concealed the conclusions (if any) to which 
he has come. It does not follow, however, because a writer has come 
to definite conclusions that he is less impartial; and when he has not, 
or is bent on suppressing them, the result ia a certain want of illu
minating power in what he writes, full of information as it may be in 
detail. The last sections of chapter iv. of Mr. Sidgwick's book give 
the impression that he is more or less dissatisfied with all the most 
recent directions of ethical thought, Knglish and foreign. It is im
possible to say in what direction he looks for light, or where be is 
di~posed to fix himself. The result is-this is not a tautology, 
although it may seem like one-that the book ends with an impression 
of diasatisfaction. 

Dr. McCosh's "Cognitive Powers"• (published by Messrs. Mac
millan & Co., but printed in America) is written, of court1e, from 
the point of view of the'' common sense school." There are, perhaps, 
too mnny didactic passages giving advice to "train the imagina
tion " by '' laying up a store of noble images, ever presenting 
themselves to enliven and instruct the mind," &e.; but, on the whole, 
the book is not a bad introduction to psychology. The author does 
not neglect physiology and recent psychological research generally, 
and if he is philosophically a realist he also keeps up the tradition of 
introspective psychology, which sometimes appears ns if about to be 
lost in physiological psychology and psychical measurements. Besides, 
Mr. Seth, in his recent Balfour Lectures, has taught us to see more 

1 "Psychology: The Cognitive Powen." By James McCoah, D. D., LL. D., 
Vtt.D., Pre,ident of Princeton College; Author of "Intuition, of the Mind," 
"Lawa of DiacuniveTbougbt," "Emotion,," "Philoeophio Seriee," &c. London: 
Macmillan & Co. 1886. 
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in the realiem of the Scottish School than we should or onnelves have 
been prepared to eee. 

We cannot recommend "An Aid to the Study of Moral 
Philosophy," by "Auxilium,"' to the perusal of any one. Least of all 
can we recommend it to those for whom it is "specially designed." A 
look at it may perhaps be of interest to students of literary pathology 
who wish to see what aort of mess "students preparing for 
examination " can occasionally make of the lectures of profeaors 
(in this c:1se Professor Caird) whose misfortune it is to have tv 
lecture to them. 

POLITICS, SOCIOLOGY, VOYAGES, AND TRAVELS. 

M NOVICOW is a young and hitherto unknown author, from 
• whom we may expect good ,vork in the future, judgin' from 

the work now before us. "La Politique Internationale" is a 
remarkably able and interesting contribution to the science of politics. 
It is an elaborate scientific defence of the principle of nationality, and, 
strange to say, the author is a Russian resident in his own country, 
and not yet, we understand, deported to Siberia. Probably he OWl!S 

his safety to his prudence in avoiding questions of domestic policy, 
and to the passionless scientific basis in which be founds his C('DSure 

of Russia's internat.ional policy. Moreover, his censure includes 
almost every European Government. He finds that modem inter
national statesmanship is not in harmony with the fundamental 
principles of sociology, and can never be satisfactory until this 
harmony is established. Especially is the grand principle of nationality 
ignored. Its violation baa been the cause of all re.:ent European wars, 
excepting the Crimean. It is the secret of the present state of unrest 
in Europe, and of the huge armies which weigh down prosperityio times 
of peace. The principle of nationality has escaped recognition because the 
true nature of the social organism has not been scientifically established. 
"La politique internation11le reste vouee jusqu'a nos jonrs A l'empirisme 
et A la routine." Hence difficulties and disasters innumerable. "Pour 
sortir de ces difficultes, ii faut etudier les lois de la biologie et de la 
sociologie, et, en premier lieu, ii fa.ut se faire une idee exacte de Ja 
nature de l'organisme social. Alors seulment on comprendra ce que c'est 
qu'une nationalite." We are unable to find any definition or concise 
positive description of the peculiar sense in which the author uses the 
term "nationality," and are obliged to gather his meaning, as best we 

' "An Aid to the Study of Moral Pbiloeor,hy." Specially deeiped for S&aden&I 
preparing for Enmination. By "Auxilium. ' Fil'llt, Second, and Third Seriee, ia 
one vol. Preliminary Edition. Glasgow: W. S. Sime. 1886. 

1 "La Politique lnternationale." Par J. Novicow. Pr~, d'ane Introduc
tion de M. Euglme Veron, et Accompagn, d'une Carte Ethnograpbiqae de l'Europe. 
Paris: .A.ncienne Lil,rairie G11rnier Bailliere et Cie. 1886. 
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can, fro:n comparisons, metaphors, and negatives. It is not the 
aame as race or people, nor does subjection to a common government 
~onstitute it, nor even community of language and institutions-though 
the fulfilrnent of this condition goes near to making a nationality. The 
chief test recognized by M. Novicow appears to be the rather vague 
<>ne of harmony of sentiment and ideas. It ill from this point of view 
that M. Veron in the "Introduction " contemplates it when he tells 
us that "comrue la nationalite se compose de !'ensemble des individus 
qui possedent la meme culture gcnerale de sentiments et de pensees, 
elle n'a d'autres limitea que celles du cercle de !'attraction intellectuelle 
qu'elle exerca spontanement autour d'elle." A eomewhat different 
view is presented by the author when summing up his ciiapter 
'' Conclusions sur la Nationalite." There we are told that "la tribu 
et l'etat aont des phases preparatoires, la nationalit~ c'est l'orgauisme 
social arrive it la conscience et a la majorite complete." This want 
<>f definiteness in the central idea of the whole thing is a 
serious fault in a scientfic treatise. We have another objection, and 
one th11t goes deeper 11till. M. N0vicow, like many other disciples of 
Herbert Spencer, pushes to unwarranted extremes the analogy pointed 
ont by their master between a society and an organism. Certainly 
the analogy is striking in many points, and the endeavo•1r to follow it 
out and discover fresh points of resemblance may undoubtedly lead 
to the recognition of social phenomena hitherto unnoticed. But after 
all, social phenomena 11nd the phenomena which the biologist studies 
belong to totally different orders; and nothing can be more hazardous, 
nothing more illogical, than to assume thut the conclusions drawn from 
one set of phenomena have any cogency when applied to a set of 
a different order. As hypotheses to be tested independently, they 
have a legitimate value. But M. NovicJw assumes far more than he 
has any warrant for. Put shortly, hi:J argument is as fol!ows :-An 
organism may he defined, "un ensemble de cellules vivantes, groupees 
d'une certaine fa~on particulicre, remplissant des fonctions dcterminees, 
mais travaillant toutes au profit du corps entier.'' Substituting 
"families groupees" for "cellules vivantes," we have a definition of 
a society. Ergo a society is 1111 organism, and therefore is subject to 
the laws of biology and must pass through the various phases of 
evolution which biologists have noted in the organisms with which 
they are familiar. To understand the social organism statesmen must, 
therefore, master the principles of biology and apply them fearlessly 
to social phenomena. 'fhe result will be a true science of international 
policy, and a practical guide for statesmen I This sounds rather like 
quackery. "La politiqne internationale" is dt'fined as "!'art de con
<luire la Jutte pour !'existence entre les organismes sociaux; " and the 
fundamental principle of this art is" que les societes doivent )utter les 
unes contre Ies autres par le procede le p:irfait." But what is this 
process? Here again it is difficult to get a clear notion of the author's 
meaning, but at all events it results from this "que chaque groupe 
sociale est libre de disposer de scs destin~ea politiques et de s'adjoindre 
a l'agglomeration vers laquelle le portent ses affinitcs et ses sympathies," 

[Vol. CXXVI. No. CCLII.]-Nrn S1:an:s, Vol. LXX. No. II. L L 
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Very pretty and very right. But what is a "groupe social?" And 
what if its destinies are bound up with those of other groups ? The 
practical outcome of t.he scientific principles laid down by ~L Novicow 
is that Europe ought to consist of eighteen independent States, con-e
ponding to the eighteen distinct nationalities recognized by lL l\ovicow, 
anrl that these should form a kind of federation. Existing societies 
"ne possedent pas jusqu'it present de system nerveux complet ; ce sonc 
des organismes en voie de formation. Leur constitution definitive ne 
sera possible que lorsque les nutionalites qui lee composent auronc 
completement realise leur unite politique, et lorsqu'un organe central, 
qui imposera sa volonte partout, se eera forme." Aa for the rest of 
the world the adult nationalities must administer it. "La formation 
du groupe de civilization Europeen et la tutelle des parties incon
scientes de l'humanite, telle est done la perspective qui s'ouvre devant 
les hommes d' etnt modernes." In conclusion, we must say that though 
his arguments are not convincing, and often appear to overlook hatr 
the focts of the case, M. Novicow is always interesting, and his book 
is well worth reading. His style is more lucid than his argument.i. 
He brings his theories into relation with recent European history. 
There is little, if anything, quite new in his theories ; but familiar 
ideas are worked up afresh, and there is an elevated moral tone 
throughout this work which would perhaps be more correctly named 
"International Morality." There is an ethnographic chart at the end, 
from which we should conclude that Irh,h is the actual language of 
the people throughout one-half of Ireland-a conclusion which at 
present is far from representing the facts. 

From M. Gillaume de Greef, a well-known Belgian writer on 
economic and social subjects, we have a very exhaustive "Introduction" 
to Sociology.2 It is terribly learned, terribly scientific, and-we were 
going to say-terribly dry. On reflection we, perhaps, are noc 
entitled to say that. We confess to having failed to master this 
trf'.atise, or even to get up a!! much interest in it as would be necessary 
for a true appreciation of its merits and demerits. But the fault may 
have been our own, or the hot weather and the superior attractiveness 
of M. Novicow's work may have had something to do with it. Ac 
least the author is v~ry much in earnest, and goes into hi! subject very 
thoroughly. It is a book for students, not dabblers. 

We have a great number of pamphlets and essays on the Irish Question 
-some supporting Mr. Gladstone's plan for dealing with it; some con
demning that plan absolutely; and others again suggesting modifica~ons 
or brand-new schemes of their own for carrying out the principle of 
Home Rule. Mr. David l\Iabelan's8 "Home Rule and Imperial 
Unity" is the sanest and ablest of the whole series at present before 
us. It is a very calmly reasoned argument in favour of Mr. Gladstone's 
Bill, or some similar plan. He goes carefully through a number of 

2 11 Introduction i. la Sociologie." Premi~re pan.ie. Par Gillaume de Gree!. 
Bruxelles: Guatave Mayolez. 188G. • 

3 11 Home Rule and Imperial Unity. An Argument for the Gladetone-Morley 
Scheme." By David Mabelan. London: William Iabiater, Limited. 1s.,6. 
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the objections thnt have been m:de to the Bill both in Parliament and 
outside. He examines especially the legal and constitutional objections, 
and briefly ans1vers them in a manner that will probably be very accept
able and convincing to all who wish to be convinced. But it must never 
be forgotten in arguing this Irish Question that the opponents of Home 
Rule base their objections to it on the distrust of the persons who are to 

• be entrusted with the working of the machinery far more than on the 
faultiness of the machinery itself. Theoretically, and as a papt!r con
stitution, Mr. Gladstone's scheme, though capable of improvement, is 
admitted to be fairly sound. But its opponents assert that the men 
who will have the working of it can, if they choose, use it as a we1pon, 
the potency of which no one denies, to win further concessions from 
England, and still more us an engine of oppression and injustice 
towards a large class of their fellow-countrymen. The powers 
entrusted to these men are great and real and dirtlct. The checks on 
the abuse of these powers are, they say, feeble, unreal, and difficult to 
set in motion. This is not the place to argue the Irish Question. We 
have only to note that Mr. Mabelan, while very ably reproducing the 
arguments for and meeting the arguments against Mr. Gladstone's 
scheme on its legal and constitutional aspects, makes no attempt to 
overcome the doubts and fears of those who, looking to the character 
of the agitation and the actual social and economic conditions of the 
different classes of the inhabitants of Ireland, believe that the con
cession of Home Rule, theoretically an obvious act of simple justice 
on the part of England towards Ireland, would practically result 
in anarchy and injustice towards a large and important section of 
the community. In fact, Mr. Mabelan writes for those who either do 
not know, or consider unimportant, the Irish aspects of the question. 
Nationalists and Loyalists in Ireland are alike indifferent to the con
stitutional merits or demerits of Home Rule which our author deals 
with. They look through and beyond these to the effects it will have 
on their peace and prosperity : and if they trouble their heads at all 
with these abstract legal questions, it is only to seek for arguments 
with which they may influence English opinion for or agaim1t. 

From the other side of the question, dealing with the actual social 
condition of one of the poorest of the counties of Ireland, and inci
dentally with the causes which have led to its present deplorable state, 
and the probable consequences of Home Rule, we ha,·e a very 
interesting and evidently genuine, though we cannot say absolutely 
unprejudiced, picture in " Letters from Donegal in 1886."' They are 
anonymous; but Colonel Maurice, who edits them and writes an 
introduction, pledges himself to their genuineness, and to the fact that 
they were written by a lady resident in Donegal in confidential corre
spondence with an English relative, and were never intended for 
publication. To protect the author. from the dangers and annoyances 
to which she would certainly be exposed at home if the fact of her 

' "Lett..rs from Donegal in 18~6." By a Lady " Felon." Edited by Colonel 
Maurice, Profesaor of Military Hiatory, Royal St.at£ College. Lo::idon: ?ilacauilb.u 
&Co. 1886. 
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authorship was kno,vn there, Colonel 1\1::iurice suppresses her name, 
but gi ,·e11 his own as a proof that the letter::1 are not fictions. Colonel 
l\Iaurice says very tn1ly that what gives these letters their speci11l value 
is the fact that "no letter was written for any eye but that of the 
c0nfidcntial friend to whom they are addressed, and that therefore the 
writer paints herself, her own anxieties, her fears, hopes and doings, 
as well as all that is going on around her, in a way that under no other 
circumstances would h:we been p0ssible." \Ve recommend these letters 
to English people who really desire to know what the eociru condition 
of Ireland really is in the country parts. We have no intention of 
pledging ourselves to the truth of any one statement contained in them. 
The render will form his own opinion on that point. But we think no 
one will deny the writer's sincerity, or regret having spent an hour or 
two in her lively society. The picture she draws is one of str3n£ely 
mingled humour and pathos, as indeed every true picture of the Irish 
peas:int must be. 

"The H!'peal of the Union Compiracy ''•is a tremendous indictment 
of Mr. Parntll and his associates, by one who professes to h11ve bef.n 
once a Fcnian, and to have taken the Fenian oath. " I can give," 
says the anonymous author, " from my own personal experience, from 
inside the conspiracy, 1mfRcient facts to prove the following proposi
,tions:-1. The' Parnell movement,' as itis pompously called,is a foreign 
. conspiracy, invented by felons and traitors, fed by foreign funds, and 
. carried on by a systematic combination of agitation, terrorism, and 
murder. 2. That the Irish Parliamentary Party baa been, from the year 
1879, through certain of its accredited members, in constant touch and 
complete sympathy with the Queen's enemies; that tbey have been on 
terms of actual friendship, and in constant communicati0n, with Irish 
revolutionists; and that their organ in Europe, United lrela11d, hu 
been edited and managed, from time to time, by dynamiters and 
a!<Sassins." We congratulate ourselves that we are not cnlled on to 

-decide the question of the truth or falsehood of these hideous charges. 
'The evidence adduced would leave us little choice, if we believed it. 
But only in a court of law, where cross-examination ia possible, could 
anything like an assurance of its truth be arrived at. It is much 
to be desired that tl1e anonymous writer who makes such damning 
charges against public men, i;hould be forced to substantiate them 
before the proper legal tribunal. Meantime, we decline to accept his 
statementti. If true, they undoubtedly prove that the so-called 
"constitutional" party, distinguished from the assassin section, deli
berately accepted the aid of the latter on well-understood terms. It is 
right to add that the writer offers m> evidence of :Mr. Pamell's 
,personal complicity with the doings of" the men of action." 

Two new plans" for the better government of the United Kingdom," 
are offered us by I\Ir. Archibald E. Dobbs 8 and Mr. h-an Pavlovitch 

• "The Repea.l of the U nioo Conspiracy ; or, Mr. Parnell, M. P., and the 
I.R.B." Lon.Jon: William Ridgway. 1886. 

8 " Home Rule: a Plan for the Better Refiufation and Government of the 
UniteJ King,lom of Grea.t Britain a.nd Ireland. ' By Archibald E. Dobbs, M.A. 
London: E,lward Stanford. 1686. 
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respectively! There is much sound sense in the former, and a good 
deal of irrelevant ing€Duity in the latter. 

l\lr. Jay's letter to Mr. C. C. Shayne• is a dignified protest against 
interference by Americans in British national politics. Against the 
great authority of Mr. Gladstone he sets that of one who is nearer and 
dearer to the great heart of the Republic of the West-Mr. John 
Bright. 

l\Ir. Clarke's " Speculations" 9 on the economic aspects of some very 
important political questions, are remarkably fresh and bold. They aro 
supported with great fairness as well as ability, by arguments clearly and 
lucidly expressed. They arc very short, and therefore not worked out in 
all details; but this is hardly necessary in "speculations" thrown out as 
suggestions, while their shortne~s has the advantage of enabling a busy 
rea<ler to grasp the main outlines of each suggestion in a few minutes. 
There are no technical terms, and only the 111ost elementary principles 
of political science are a.~sumed; so that they are quite within the 
mental grasp of all who have the smallest right to an opinion on the 
questions treated. Oi the nine articles in this little volume, three are 
especially remarkable for their boldness and force-namely, those on 
"Univeral Free Trade," "The Ransom of the Land," and "Free 
Trade in Railways." Mr. Clarke advocates the complete abolition of 
duties on imports of all kinds, which he sees would involve the 
abolition of excise duties on beer, &c., and the raising of £-l0,000,000 
of revenue by direct taxation. 'l'he chif'f advantages claimed are the 
saving in cost of collection, the stimulus to commerce and manufactures, 
and the relief of the poor, who in indirect taxation always pay more in 
proportion than the rich. The objections anticipated by the author 
are the known dislike of tho poor and ignorant to submit to direct 
taxation, and the probability that they would use their political power 
to shift all t11xation to the shoulders of the rich. Besides there is the 
danger of checking accumulaticn of capital. As to the latter danger, he 
argues that an incomc-tlLX of sixteen pence in the pound, which would be 
ample for the purpose, would not perceptibly diminish the desire of 
accumulation, especiall.v as it would be in lieu of a larger contribution 
now paid indirectly. As to the danger arising from the ignorance or 
prejudices of the poor, the answer is not so satisfactory. In fact, 
:Mr. Clarke admits the reality of the danger, but is content to trust to 
progress in political educntion to remove it gradually. On Mr. Clarke's 
own admissions, we should conclude that his suggestion'> are premature. 
He does not even notice the difficulty of assessing nnd collecting the 
bx on small fluctuating incomes. Incomes abo,·e £1 and uncler £:l 
a wtek are to pay only 8d. weekly. But l1ow is payment of these 
small sums to be enforced ? and, more important, how are incomes 

7 "The Detter Government for the Unite<l Kingdom, as auggeateJ by hao 
Pavlotitch, LL.B., &c." Loo<lon: Arliss An<lre"·•· 1886. 

1 "American I 11ten-e::ilion in llritish Politics: a Letter to Mr. C. C. s:,ayne.'' 
D1Jobo Jay, late :'>linister lo Vienr,a. ::--~w Yori,. 18f6. 

9 "!-pt,cul,uions from l'vlitical Ecu'.lomy." lly C. ll. Clarke, F.R.S. L•m1lo1J: 
Macmillao & Co. 1886. 
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made up from all sorts of odd jobs and small separate sources to be 
ascertained, especially when their owners move frequently from place 
to place, or are often out of work? These, and a multitude of other 
difficulties, at once present themselves. Probably, Mr. Clarke has thought 
out methods of meeting them, but we are left in the dark as to that. 
Coming to the question of the land, "all that ie good in the phrase, 
the nationalizntion of the land," can, he thinks, be attained by means uf 
a suggestion which, he admits, is "at first sight rather startling," yet 
is no rash invention of hie own-" it worked admirably in Attica-as 
see Demosthenes or Boeckh." Thie ie, that there should be a Natic,n:il 
RntH-Ilook in which every separate house, farm, and plot of land is 
entert>d at whatever value its owner pleases. The rates are paid by 
the owner on this valuation, and the State has the right to buy it from 
him at this valuation. Any one may go to the magistrate and offer a 
higher price, depositing the amount, whereupon the magistrate informs 
the owner that a price of so much has been offered, and the owner 
must forthwith elect between having his property valued at this 
advanced price (paying a fine at the same time), or selling it at that 
price. The advantages claimed for this scheme are that it would 
bring tlie land into the hands of the men who could make the most of 
it. " There would spring up, as in Attica, a large class of professional 
sycophanuz. By their incessant operations, properties, small and great, 
,vould be continually passing from the slothful and the old-fashioned 
to the f'nterprising and modern-educated ..... We should see an 
extrnorclinary activity in the employment of capital in England ... 
The acqui~ition of land for public improvements or private enter
prises would be effected at a minimum of cost, and the price to 
be paid for the land could be ascertained by a glance at the 
National Rate-Book. The rate-book und the map would sho• 
the comparative cost of alternative sites or routes. Here, 
again, obvious objrctions present themselves, and we are l~ft 
to deal with them without any assistance from the author. For 
instance, it is certain that most men would far sooner pay rates on a 
valuation above the t1·uo market nlue than quit their home or place 
of business. " The sycophant," aware of this, will blackmail the 
owner by threatening to buy him out. There would certainly be 
started a limited liability company of sycophants, who, if they 
pos.qcssed a large capital und were bold and unscrupulous in their 
dealings, could levy a considerable tax: on all owners. It would pay 
the company well to occasionally buy out a defiant owner even at 
a price far above the economic value of his property. The dread of a 
similar fate would compel other owners to "ransom" their property 
by a handsome tribute-not to the nation, but to the sycophants. 
Again, it would put a very oppressive privilege into the hands of 
the rich man with ready money. For he could afford to gratify a 
whim at the !'xpense of his poorer neighbour who could not afford the 
advanced rates the rich man could compel him to pay. In the result 
the poor man (who need only be comparatively poor) would have to 
part with his property, receiving, no doubt, more than its money 
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value, but losing, perhaps, what no money could compensate him for. 
True, the State would renp the benefit of increased rates; but this 
insignificant advant.'.lge would be a poor compensation for the sense of 
insecurity and the encouragement of tyranny that would result. 
Mr. Clarke is on much firmer ground when he argues in favour of 
free trade in railways-i.e., that all persons and companies shall be 
free to make a railway wherever they please if they can get the 
land. Under the rate-book system there would be no difficulty 
in getting land at a fair price for any railway. There is much 
else that is worth reading in this little buok. We have only 
<lirect€d attention to the most striking of the suggestions made ; 
and althgugh we cannot accept them as proposals to be at once 
carried out, we are very ready to welcome them as suggestions to be 
examined and carefully applied whenever opportunities present tbem-
11elves for experimenting. The National Rate-Book scheme is the 
largest and most important of his suggestions, and it had this in its 
favour-that it can be applied as gradually and partially as may be 
desired. It can be applied, if Parliament will, t.o any single specified 
plot or house in the kingdom; or it may equally be applied to nny 
numbel' of specified properties. The scheme has many attractions, 
and it is not inconceivable that its details might be so worked out as 
to obviate the difficulties that at first occur to one. 

,v e regret we have no space for an adequate review of Herr 
Soctbecr's prize essay on the relation of Socialism to Malthus' popu
lation theory. 10 It gives an account of that theory, and of the fore
runnerii and successors of l\falthus. The English, French, and German 
8ocialist.6 are treated in three separate chapters, and Mr. Henry George 
has a chapter all to himself. 

The appearance so soon of a second edition of Hunter's "Indian 
Empire" 11 is a most gratifying event. The first edition, on which the 
present is an improvement in every way, stood alone and unapproached 
as a complete, though necessarily condensed, account of India and its 
people. It is, of course, founded on the author's magnificent work, 
'' Tue Imperial Gazetteer of India," which is itself a condensation and 
arrangt•meut of the great statistical survey carried out under his 
direction. "The present book distils into one volume the essence of 
the whole," and does it in a manner which commands our unstinted 
ndmiration. It is only as we read this work that we become gradually 
aware of the magnitude of the '' endeavour to present an account, 
which shall be at once original and complete, of a continent inhabited 
by many more races and nations than Europe, in every stage of human 
development, from the pulyan<lric tribes and hunting hamlets of the 
hili jungles, to the most complex commercial communities in the 

Jij "Die Stellung der Sozialisten zur Mnlthus'achen Be\'iilkerungslehre." Eine 
,.011 der philosophilichen Fakuhiit der Georg-Augu•tus-Universitiit zu Guttingen 
G~kronte Preisscbrift. Von Heinrich Soetbeer, 1Jr.Pbi\. Berlin: Puttk&mmer & 
lliihlbrecht. 1886. 

11 "The Indian Empire: its People, History, and Products." By ,v. W. 
Hunter, C.S.I., &:c. Second edition. London: Triibner & Co. 18S6. 
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world." And as we gradually realize the difficulty of the task, we 
perceive also with what truly admirable skill it is performed. "'\\'bat
ever excuse may have existed in ~hcaulay's time for the ignorance c-f 
Englishmen concerning India and its history which he complained of, 
there can be none since "The Indian 1':mpire" was published. The 
completeness of the information condensed into these 700 pages probably 
surpasses anything Macaulay ever dreamed of; and, in our opinion, 

' surpassps in picturesque interest, as much as in fulness and accuracy, 
all that Macaulay himself ever wrote on Indian topics. Here for the 
first time we can obtain from a single volume a clear comprehensive con
ception of the peop1e of India, their ethnic elements, their history, thei:-
religions, literature, arts, their social relations, institutions, manner of 
life, tmd a thousand other details which a faithful picture presents at 
a glance. We are enabled to understand, in a broad general way, how 
successive waves of population flowed into the country, leaving their 
marks more or less distinct to this day in the places they touched_ 
We see how the great successive spiritual movements arose, flourished, 
battled with each other, dil!llppeared, or triumphed and developed new 
forms. We can carry our view back to a time when as yet caste was 
unknown, and can watch the gradual evolution of that remarkable 
institution, and study its effects upon the people who grew up under 
it. These are but a few instances of the many aspects of India which 
Dr. Hunter enables us to obtain a view of with a comprehensiveness 
and vividnees never before po.ssible without prolonged and special 
study. The present edition carries the history and statistics of India 
down to last year, and contains a good deal of additional matter
about 200 pages in all-acattered over the whole work, and referring 
to almost every question dealt with in the first edition. In chap. x., 
for instance, on "Christianity in India," we find a new and fairly 
full sketch of the earliest traces of that religion so far as can be 
gathered from legends, and inscriptions and casual reference!'. 
Chap. xiii., a most valuable one, on " The Indian Vernaculars and 
their Literature," is entirely new. In it Dr. Hunter refers to the ma55 
of recent evidence which in his opinion "settles the relationship of 
tho present Aryan Vernaculars to the language~ of ancient India," 
and proves that they "do not descend directly from Sanskrit." In 
fact, it indicates "the existence of nn Aryan speech older than 
Sanskrit; older, perhaps, than the Vedic hymns; from which the 
Sanskrit, the Prukrits or ancient spoken dialects of India, nnd the 
modern Vernaculars were alike derived. But the most fascinating 
chapters, in this as well as in the first edition, are those in which the 
ethnical elements of the present population are analyzed and traced 
back to their earliest source3. There is probably still a widespread 
belief among8t even well-informed people that the population of India, 
omitting the comparatively small l\fahommedan element, is a homo
geneous people' of Aryan stock-our own cousins, in fact. :Kothing 
could be more untrue. The Aryans found India in posfession of a~ 
least three distinct and widely differing non-Aryan stocks; and the 
pur!3 descendants of these so-called aborigines are to this day, after 
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3000 years of Aryan domination, as numerous as the pure Aryans, 
while the great mass of the people are mixed Aryan and non-Aryan, 
whose languages, customs, and religions clearly show their composite 
origin. \Ve observe, by the way, that Dr. Hunter takes no notice of 
the grave doubts recent investigations have thrown on the long-accepted 
theory which makes Central Asia the common home of the Indian and 
European branches of the Aryan family. We must therefore assume that 
he is not yet prepared to give up the old theory. Dr. Hunter's attempt 
to piece together an account of the Scythic inroads from the un
finished re11earches of the archreological survey and from local 
investigations is extremely ingenious, nud will give rise to a good 
deal of interesting discussion. One of the best chapters is that on 
Hinduism, in which for the first time its growth as the great reli
gious and social nexus of the Indian people is written. It is indeed 
impossible to understand India of to-day without bearing in mind 
the twofold basis of Hinduism--caste and religion. "Hinduism is 
u social organization and a religious confederacy. As a social organiza
tion, it rests upon caste with its roots deep down in the ethnical ele
ments of the Indian people. Ae a religious confederacy, it represents the 
coalition of the old Vedic faith of the Ilnihmans with Buddhism on the 
one hand, and with the ruder rites of the pre-Aryan and Indo-Scythic 
race on the other." One more quotation in this connection we will 
venture to make for its intrinsic .importance. "When it is well 
understood," says Dr. Hunter," that the darkn features of Hinduism, 
as a whole, rest not upon the Vedic Scriptures, but are the result of a 
human compromise with non-Aryan barbarism, the task of the Indian 
reformer will be half a::complished." At the end of the book some 
valuable statistics relating to population will be found. There is also a 
very full index, which, together with the table of contents and the 
marginal analysis, makes the task of finding just what we want 
surprisingly easy. The map prepared for the "Imperial Gazetteer" 
is reproduced in this volume, and coloured so as to distinguish between 
Independent, Dependent, and British territories. 

"India's ~ceds" 12 is a 11ensible little book, intended, we should 1my, 

chiefly for natives. In a small space it gives a good deal of informa
tion about India's economic anc.l social condition, past and present. 
The writer's views of the present and future of India are decidedly 
optimist in some respects, but he points out with discrimination the 
ends to which the future efforts of reformers should be directed. He 
r1uotes largely from recognized authorities-Hunter, Birdwood, Lyall, 
\Yilliams, &c. He strennously denies that India is growing poorer 
under English rule; nn<l as to political reforms, he repents, for the 
benefit of young India, Cavour's famous advice to young Italy
" Have patience I" But in the work of educating and enlightening 
the people, especially the women of India, he would take as his 
maxim, " full steam ahead I " He is, we fear, over-sanguine about 
the possibilities of religious reform. The ahoriginal beliefs and rites 

" India'• Needs: Material, l'olitical, Social, Moral, and Ueligioua." l\lAdru 
Trad Depot. 1886. 
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that have survived Buddhism and forced themselves into the bosom 
of Brahmanism, cannot be expected to give way speedily to Christianity. 
Perhaps the chief danger to our rule in India is t!:e temptation to 
force the pace in religioua and eocial reform. 

Very different in tone and character from the hat two worb is 
Mr. Edwin Arnold's "India Uevisited.'' 13 Tho poetic and romantic 
side of that great " ocean of humanity " naturally appeals most to the 
author of "The Light of Asia." A rapid tour by rail is not as 
favourable to poetic sentiment as the traditional method of travelling 
by horse er bullock bandy. NeTertheless, Mr. Arnold ia so thoroughly 
suturated with the ancient literature and poetry of India, that he 
cannot hdp himself if he would. 8pite of steam and electricity and 
the Competition Wallah, India is still to Mr. Arnold the country of 
Buddha and the Mogul. His book is thus a delightful change after 
reading half a dozen of the ordinary tourists or philanthropists' pro
ductions. We are spared the wearisome statistics and commonplace 
descriptions of which one gets so sick. One exception we most make 
to this remark. Even l\lr. Arnold has !!(>en fit to inflict upon bis readers 
some fifty pages of commonplace narrative, describing the voyage 
out. His narrative has been told so often, and the incidents recorded 
are so much alike in every voyage to India, that readers of books of 
travel must feel thoroughly nauseated at any mention of it. Yet llr. 
Arnold, who can tell us so much thl\t the general reader knon 
nothing of, and can summon up for us the spirit of the past as few 
indeed can do, condescends to pad hie book with trivialities that 
interest us only when we find them in the home letters of our boys 
and girls fresh from school on their first sea voyage. But Mr. Arnold 
is no worse than many others whom we might expect to be above 
this kind of thing; and the fact that he had to cater for the readers of 
the Dail!J 1'elegmph must not in fairness be forgotten. Still we 
would sugge5t that this portion might be omitted from the next 
edition. l\Jr. Arnold's close sympathy with some of the religious and 
literary forces in India, gives special value to hie observations on 
native opinion about English rule. It is therefore very reassuring to 
find him stating so confidently that 
political mischief-mongel't! who talk at home, or in India, of the discontent 
and ill-will of her inhabitants towards the British, are either igooraDt or 
malignant. I have recently passed through hundreds or her towns and rities, 
and over thousands of miles of her di~tricts-often wanderin~ alone in crowded 
bazaars or solitary j1:nglcs-and have neYer encountered a smgle evil loot or 
received one rude or 11nfricnd7 answer. In conversation with intelligent 
people of all castes and classes, have found the blessings of our strong and 
upright sway perfectly well understood, aud repaid-not, indeed with alfection, 
since that is a~king too much of Hindu natives-but with respect, admiration, 
and general acquiescence. 
The volume is prettily got-up. Paper and print are excellent, and 
there are a number of well-chosen illustrations reproduced from 

13 "India Revioited." By Edwin Arnold, M.A., C.S.I., Author of" The Light 
of ~•i~," &c. Reprinted, with additions-Descripti,e and Poetical-from lbe 
Daily Tekgraph. London: Trubner & Co. 1866. 
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photographs by the Meissenbach process. The reproductions are not, 
however, very pleasing. 

Mr. Cecil Bendall'sjourney in Nepal and Northern India'' appears to 
have yielded rich literary and archmological results. Although his 
stay in Nepal was, for some reason which is not very clearly explained, 
extremely short, he was able to make valuable notes as to the contents 
of some splendid collections of 1\18S., and to copy or photograph 
several inscriptions. Nepal is singularly rich in these, and com• 
paratively little attention baa been paid to them, owing no doubt 
to the jealousy and hostility of the rulers ; but this attitude is happily 
passing away, and there is good reason to hope that Mr. Bendall 
or some one else may soon tuke up the investigation so well begun. 
Other parts of Northern India were more thoroughly and leisurely 
examined by Mr. Bendall. This gentleman was sent out by the 
University of Cambridge, and the report before us is published in 
accordance with the conditions on which he undertook the journey. 
There are fourteen Collotype illustrations of temples, inscriptions, &c., 
chiefly from negatives taken by the author. The whole work is severely 
scientific, and does not pretend to possess any general interest. 

Mr. Edward Tregear 15 endeavours to establish the rather startling 
theory that the l\laoris of New Zealand are pul"e Aryans whose 
ancestors came from India some four thouSRnd years ago. He founds 
this theory chiefly on the similarity of Sanskrit and Maori root-words 
-which is undoubtedly striking, but may be otherwise accounted for, 
But he finds an additional argument for his theory in the well-known 
horror of the Maori for lizards and reptiles of all sorts, although 
these are not deadly and there is no physical evi ionce that there ever 
were poisonous reptiles in New Zealand. His ingenious conclusion is 
that they brought this horror with them from India. The same theory 
as to their origin would account, he thinks, for certain legends 
concerning monsters the type of which could never have been supplied 
by the island, but which he identifies with the dragon Vritria and 
other Hindoo monsters. 

In the WEsTUINSTER REVIEW for October, 1884, we noticed at some 
length Mrs. Pringle's ''Towards the Mountains of the Moon." 1• A new 
edition of that work is now before us with a slightly altered title and 
a new preface by the lady's husband. In other respects it appears to 
be identicnl with the first edition. If any of our readtirs care to see 
what we have said about it they will tiod what they want in the 
nuo1ber above-mentioned. It is enough to say here that the book 
gives an account of a journey to the settlement of the Blan:yre 

-:Mission in East Africa in the year 18M. Its object is to attract 
attention to mission work. As we said in our former notice, 

u "A Journey of Literary and Archmological Research in Nepal and Northern 
India, during the Winter of 1884-5." By Cecil Bcuuall, M.A. Cambridge: at 
the Univeraity Press. 1886. 

16 "The Aryan Maori." By Edward Tregear. Wellington: George Didsbury. 
1885. 

H "A Journey in East Africa, toward, the )fountains of the Moon." By M.A. 
Pringle. A new edition. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons. 18813. · 
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l\Irs. Pringle's book "is emphatically one for the general reader, an<l 
though it has little of scientific value, it has the merit of giving at 
first band a cultivated lady's experiences and impressions of a journ.-y 
through lands and under conditions which few ladies have found 
themselves in and still fewer have written about." 

'' A Year in Brazil " 17 has nothing particular to recommend ir; 
beyond the notes on insects in Appendix II. The author went out to 
Brazil to survey for a railway. Of this work he has given us very 
little information. Whatever he was able to accomplish as a natu
ralist and observer Will!, of course, subordinate to his surveying ; and 
the results are contained in the notes which occupy about ll•O 
pages at the end of his volume. Naturulists will probably find some
thing of value in them. Appendix I. consists of notes on particular 
districts, religion, slavery, weights and measures, coinage and finance, 
largely made up of extracts from the worka of previous writers. 
Thrust into the midst of these descriptive fragments, we come upon 
some feeble anti-Darwinian speculations. The rest of the book con
sists of a journal '' which is almost entirely formed of letters written 
home,'' and is of no particular interest. 

l\lr. Farini gives us a very lively and humorous account of his 
adventures in the Kalahari so-called Desert,•e in search of diamonlll 
and cattle ranches, accompanied by his friend "Lulu " of acrobatic 
fame. They found no diamonds, nor, we believe, did they secure any 
cattle ranches. But they had good sport and many exciting adven
tures in a region which has never been fully explored. l\lr. Farini 
understands the art of embellishing a narrative with anecdotes, which 
we feel assured lose nothing in his handling of them. As an amusing 
book of adventures this volume is an undoubted success, and likely to 
win unbounded popularity for its author amongst the boys of the 
period. It has also some geographical and scientific value. 

We are glad to welcome a third edition of this little work, as an 
evidence of its well-deserved popularity. The traveller to Greece 
cannot do better than take this book11 with him. It will rnhance his 
enjoyment, and enable him to exercise an intelligent appreciation of 
many things he might otherwise wiss, or only partially understand. 
Mr. Tuckerman'e position as Minister of the United States to Greece 
gaTe him opportunities for thorough and painstaking observation of 
men, morals, and manners, of which he has availed himself in an 
admirable way .. One is impressed with his fairness in dealing with 
vexed and debateable questions. He evidently, and as far as his owo 

17 "A Year in Brazil, with Notes on the Abolition of Slavery, lbe Finances ol 

the Empire, Religion, Meteorology, Natural History," &c. By Hastings Cbarle1 
Dent, C.E., F.L.S., F.R.G.S. London: Kegan P1ml, Trench & Co. 1S86. 

18 •• Through the Kalahari Desert : a Narrative of a Journey with Gun, 
Camera, and Note-book, to Lake N'Gami and Back." By G. A. Farini. 1''orly• 
six illustrations (moetly from photographs), diagrams, and maps. London: 
Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Riviogton. 1886. 

11 "The Greeks of To-day." By Charles K. Tuckermm. The TranUen 
Series. Sketche■ of People and Placea. New York and London: C. P. Putoam'a 
Sons. 
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experience goes, with reason, entertains a high opinion of the 
character of the modern Greeks. In a chapter hearled "The 
Massacre nenr Marathon," he givtls us a clear and most interesting 
account of a tragedy which, nt the time (1870), sent a thrill of horror 
and indignution·throughout Et1rope. We are able, now that time has 
softened these feelings, to read an impartial nnd unbiassed account of 
the whole affair. \Ve commend to our readers the chapter on the 
Island of Corfu. l\Ir. Tuckerman's descriptions of this lovely spot are 
so vivid and graphic as to impel one to make the island the object of 
one's next journey abroad. Some natural indignation against the sneers 
of self-complacent Britishers inspires occasionally the author's pen; 
but we will hope that the specimens of insular insolence met with by 
Mr. Tuckerman were exceptional. The section devoted to .Mission 
Work 11.nd American Missionaries at Athens is most instructi,·e. We 
hope Missionary Societies in America will lay the author's words and 
personal investigation of this question to heart. 

In "The Dawn of the Nineteenth Century," 20 l\Ir. John Ashton 
endeavours to present us with a picture of the social condition of 
J,;ngland as it might have appeared on the surface to an observer 
nt the beginning of the present century, su far as such a picture i::an 
Le constructed from the newspapers, pamphlet!', squibs, cartoon~, &c., 
of the period. This is our own, not the author·s description of 
bis aim. He does not limit it as we have done. He describes his 
aim ai being "to give a faithful record of the dawn of the nineteenth 
century in England, taken absolutely from or!ginal and authentic 
sources." That his sources are original and authentic we do not 
dispute-though it would have been more satisfactory if these had 
been wore generally mentioned, especially in the case of his illustra
tions. But to call this collection of superficial sketches "a faithful 
record of the dawn," &c., is claiming for it rather more than we can 
allow. ,ve have, however, no wish to depreciate Mr. Ashton's work. 
It contains much that is curious and instructive, if nothing that 
is very new or profound; and as we said, it is drawn from original 
contemporary sources, which is a great merit in a work that purports 
to present the true features of any epoch. 

"Labour Differences and their Settlement" 21 is a very able essay 
in support of the principle of arbitration as opposed to strikes and the 
hostile action of trades unions in labour questions. It belongs to a 
valuable series of publications issued at New York . 

.Mr. GPorge .Merrill is a graduate of T.C.D. and a member of the 
New York Bar, and has been practising as an American lawyer in 
Paris for many years. His work 22 is a handy book of r~ference for 
questions of private international law. 

'° "The D.,wn of the Nineteenth Century in England: a Social Sketch of the 
Times.•• Dy John Ashton, Author of" Social Life in the Reign of Queen Anne," &c. 
With lH illustrations, Jrawn by the author fro10 contemporary engravings. 
Popular edition. London : T. Fisher Unwin. 1886. 

21 " Labour Differences and their Settlemeut: a Plea for Arbitration and 
Conciliation." By Joseph D. Weeks. N@w York: Society for Political Elucl\• 
tion. 1886. 

:n "Studies in Compl\rative Jurisprudence and the Conftict of Lawe.'' By 
Ge<>rge Merrill, A.B. Boston: Little, Brown & Co. 18S!3. 
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The lt'1lian Government continues to pour forth a rich stream of 
wonderfully minute and complete statistics relating to population and 
the hygienic, economic and social condition of the people. Amongst 
works recently received we may mention "Bilanci Provinciali per 
Gli Anni 1883 e 1884" (Roma: Tip. Romana, 1886); "Circoecrizione 
Ecclesiastiche in relazione Con Le Circoscrizione Amministrative 
secundo ii censimento del 31 Dicembre 1881" (Roma: Tip. Dell' 
Opinione 1885); " Statistica delle Opere Pie e delle Spese di Bene
ficenza Sostenute dai Comuni e dalle Provincie. VoL i. Piemonte" 
(Homa: Tip. Nell' Ospizio di S. Michele di Carlo Verdesi e C. 1886); 
"Annali di Statistica. Statistica Industriale. Fa11cicolo II. N otizie 
sulle condizione della Provincia de Venezia" (Roma: Tip. Eredi 
Botta, 1886). 

We have also received from Rome, the " Bulletin de L'lnstitut 
International de Statistique. Tome I. lere et 2eme Livraisons. 
Annee 1886 '' (Rome: lmprimerie Heritiere Botta, 1886), which con
tains several interesting papers. Amongst them are a hiet.orical sketch 
of the foundation of the Institute ; a Report of the Proceedings of the 
Jubilee Meeting of the Statistical Society of London in June, 1885; 
a very interesting paper, by Professor Beloch, on the population of 
Ancient Rome; some curious statistics as to the division of property 
in France compared with Great Britain, and several other admirable 
papers. 

The indefatigable director of the Statistical Bureau of Buda-Pesth 
is determined not be outdone by Italians or any one else. He sends 
us" Die Bauthiitigkeit Budapeets in den Jahren 1875-1884. Von 
Joseph Korusi" (Berlin: Puttkammer and l\Iiihlbrecht, 1886); 
" Bulletin Annuel des Finances dee Grandes Villes. Redige par Joeeph 
Korosi." (Budapest: Chas. Grill, 1885); and" Armuth und Todesur
sachen. Zugleich ein Beitrag zur Methodologie der Statistik, von Joseph 
Korosi" (Wien: Seidel & Sohn, 1886). 

SCIENCE. 

PROFESSOR HARTMANN opens his account of the Anthropoid 
Apes 1 with a history of the growth of our acquaintance with 

them, which is supplemented by nn Appendix giving the titles and 
dates of the works quoted. An admirable account follows of the 
external forms of anthropoid apes, in which differences of age and sex 
are set forth with a clearness and fulness of description which, in the 
higher animals-gorilla, chimpanzee, and ourang-outang-can only be 
termed excellent. The following chapter compares the external and 

1 "AnthropoU Apes." By Robert Hart.maon, Professor ill the Univen:ily of 
Berlin. With Sixty-three Illu1trations. (" International Scientific Seriea," Vol. 
LUI.) Loudon: Kegan Paul, Trench & Co. 1885. 
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anatomical structure of anthropoid &pell with man. This large subject 
is examined fully as to the skeleton, external form, the muscles of 
the head and body, and the brain. The fourth chapter follows up 
the same subject in another way by briefly discussing the varieties ef 
shape which these higher apes present among themselves. The 
succeeding chapters treat of their geographical distribution and 
habits in a state of nature, and of their habits in captivity. A brief 
statement on the place of these animals in the zoological system, 
is a meane of setting forth their classification in relation to man. 
Finally, the eighth chapter gives a eumruary of the results arrived at, 
and somewhat further discusses the relations of the higher apes to 
man. It is a work which ie ditficult to 1mmmarize, being a full state
ment of fact, excellently set forth, to illustrate the question discussed; 
it is written without bias, and only with the desire to make as much 
of the best knowledge accessible as could be put into one small volume. 

Oscar Schmidt's volume on the Mammalia• is a popular account of 
the several natural orders, in which the geological history of a few 
well-known types is discussed in its bearing on the evolution of exist• 
ing genera. There is a general Introduction dealing with the position 
of mammals in the animal kingdom, the phenomena of parallel and 
converging structures in different animals, the distinctive ch:iracteristics 
of mammals, the growth of palmontology since the days of Cuvier, 
and the succession of the mammalia in tertiary strata. Touching in 
the lightest way on these great subject.~, the author passes to a com
parison of the living mammalia with their ancestors. There is no 
evidence as to the origin of the monotreme mammrils of Australasia. 
The marsupials of the lower and middle secondary rocks are briefly 
noticed, but the history of their connection with the living kangaroo 
rats and other surviving forms is hardly brought out so clearly H 

might have been; while, from the brevity with which the fossil 
Australian marsupials are discussed, the author's treatment, even 
where original, does but scant justice to the problems which the 
materials suggest. The book, ho,vever, is essentially popular, and nll 
the orders of mammals are briefly treated of, though more space is 
given to the hoofed types than to other forms. Here the history of 
the pig, the hippopotamus, camels, deer, antelopes, oxen, tapirs and 
their allies, and horses is told, so that the more striking features of 
change in the skeletons of the several types are exemplified. The 
remaining order of mammals are discussed in a similar spil'it. The 
author has drawn his information from tha works of the best modern 
writers; and if any word of criticism were offered it would be that 
he seeks evidence of descent exclusively among fossil types instead of 
utilizing the equally suggestive surviving types, on the structures of 
which the truths of evolution as certainly rest. The outline woodcuts 
help to illustrate the facts brought forward. 

2 "The Mammalia, in their Relation to Primeval Times." By Oscar Schmidt, 
Profe88or in the Universitl of Strasburg. With Fifty-one Woodcuts. (" lot.er• 
national ScieDtific Serie•, ' Vol. LIV.) London: Kegan Paul, Trench & Co, 
1885. 
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No English geologist has a wider knowledge, more matured e.xperienCt'~ 
or has contributed in a lnrger degree to build up the science of geolc-gy 
than Mr. Prestwich. As most of his work was done in the days before 
evolution had dominated current teaching, and when theuniformitari:m 
theories of Sir Charles Lyell were rei:iarded as heresies by many, it is no, 
"·ithout interest to find thi:.t be has been able to discard all these newer 
views and seeks to rally the 11eience in Oxford and England to new 
life with the aid of non-uniformitarian formulre. This at least is the 
mi.•011 rfNre of his geology • as unfolded in the preliminary remarks, 
hut, perhaps because this first vohnne deals with matters chemical and 
physic:d, it is not very evident that the action of chemical or physical 
laws in elaborating geological structures has been strikingly differen, 
from the results which those laws still yield to the experimentalist. 
But since the main contention of this school is that the forces of 
Nature were more potent, or were manifested with greater energy, in 
the geological periods of time, the purpose of the author's t.eaching is 
to reverse all existing thought, which leads us to believe that in no 
period of time were the changes on the earth's surface so frequent or 
so varied n.s now. The first Yolume consists of twenty-four chapters. 
The second, termed "The Constituents of the Earth," enumerates the 
rock-forming minerals; the composition and classification of rocks 
follow~, with short definitions of the several water-formed rocks, sc.1-iiru:, 
~nd igneous rocks. '!'hen a chapter is given to the results of the 
decomposition of the crystalline rocks, with a view of illustrating the 
origin of clays, sands, limestones, and the scenery to which such rocks 
give rise. The fifth chapter, dealing with life, shows cln.ssifications of 
plants and animals, with in<lications of families or genera which are met 
with in a fossil state, but in many respects the classifications used are n°' 
modern. Two chapters follow on the formation of sedimentary strata indi
cating the denuding action of water on land, and on shorei1. The eighth 
chapter, termed "Littoral and Deep-sea DepoRits," gives some results 
of the investigations concerning lifo in the deep sea. " Meteorologic.l 
Agencies"is the title of a chapt~r whichdiscus'les the work of air and rain 
on the weathering of rocks. " Underground Waters and Springs" is an 
excellent but brief account of the power of the strata in storing water. 
The next chapter is occupied with ice, and discusses glaciers, glacier lakes, 
and the excavating and tr1msporting action of ice. Two chapters trace 
the history of volcanoes, earthquake phenomena, and changes of level 
of land. Coral islands are discussed in reference to the last-mentioned 
subject. Thus far the student has been taken onward, very much in 
the method of Lyell, by means of an exposition of the actions now 
going on by chemical and physical agencies. With the fifteenth chapter, 
termed " Disturbed and Faulted Strata," we come rapidly on the con• 
sideration of stratification, faults, crumpled rocks, and pass on to a con
si<lerntion of cleavage and joints in the chapter which follows. We are 

3 "Geology : Chemical, Physical, and Stratigraphical." By Joseph Prelltwich, 
M.A., F. R.S., F.G.S., Correspondent of the Inatitute of ]."ranee, Profeeaor of 
Geology in the Univen,ity of Oxford. Two vole. Vol. 1.-Chemical aod Phyaical. 
Oxford : at the Clarendon Presa. 1886. 
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then introduced to mountain ranges, with an enumeration of mountain 
chains formed during several periods of geological time, with brief 
references to the Alps, Himalayas, and Andes. The two chapters on 
metalliferous deposits are among the most full an-l interesting 
discussions in the volume. The last four chapters are given up to 
igneous rocks. This is perhaps the weakest part of the book. 
Everything that excellence of paper, printing, and woodcut work can 
do for the volume is done, and it further has the advantage of several 
large maps and sections. Twenty yeau ago it would have exercised 
a great influence, but now it is less a book for students studying to 
gain a mastery of the science, than for the general educated reader 
who desires to follow in a systematic way the development which the 
science has put on since the days in which De la Beebe and Lyell 
wrote. 

A scientific class-book designed to awaken curiosity and interest 
in young lMrners in geology has long been required, and such 
students may be esteemed happy that Dr. Archibald Geikie pre
sents them with an outline of the gennal history of the earth 
unburdened with detail.• The author's aim is rather to unfold the 
philosophy of the science than to record its facts, but yet to tell 
enough to convince the reader that geological changes are still iD 
progress, and in many ways may be observed day by day. 'l'ha 
volume is dh·ided into four parts of very unequal length. The 
first part discusses the changes now going on upon the earth, and 
the ways in which the succession of similar phenomena in past ti111e 
is recorded in the strata. It is termed " Materials for the History of 
the Earth," and discusses the work of the atmosphere, running water,. 
springs, ice, and the memorials of lakes, marine action, the existence 
of plants and animals, and the effects of earthquakes and volcanoes. 
So that the first 150 pages have much the character of an expositiod 
of those parts of physical geography with which the geologist is con
cerned. ThP second part is termed '' The Rocks, and how they tell 
the History of the Earth." It consists of seventy-five pages devoted to 
a systematic account of the rock-forming minerals and their crystalline 
forms, followed by a brief discussion of the chief kinds of rocks, 
distinguished by differences of mineral character. Part III., "The 
Structure of the Crust of the Earth," devotes about seventy 
p11ges to the phenomena of stratification, the ways in which igneous 
rocks and mineral veins occur, and explains the phenomena of 
fossilization. Finally, the fourth part, of about 180 pages, is the 
geological record of the earth's history, and treats of the periods 
of geological time in successive chapters. This history is much more 
concerned with fowls than with the strata, and gives an interesting 
and well-illustrated nccount of the characteristic fossils of the successive 
formations, down to the recent period, in which the polished stone im
plements of human workmanship are found. A useful classification of 

' "Class-book of Geology.'' By Archil,ald Geiki<', LL.D., }'.R.::,., Director• 
General of the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom, &c. llluetrat.ed with 
Woodcuta. London: Macmillan & Co. 188tl. 
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the vegetable and animal kingdoms is given as an Appendix; and the 
volume concludes with a full Index. The book is issued in the same 
series as-Professor Huxley's" Physiography," to which it is an excellen& 
companion volume. It is written in an easy, clear, and interesting 
style, and is better adapted for general reading than for a class-book. 
being in manner and matter the best popular account of geology which 
has come under our notice. 

Professor John Milne has been engaged for several years in 
investigating earthquake phenomena in Japan, and has probably given 
more attention to the subject thanany living Englishman. lnthiscountry 
but little has been done for the study of earthquakes since the classical 
researches of Mr. Mallet, and we welcome Professor Milne's popular 
treatise,• in which the subject is discussed from the point of view of 
the newest methods of observation. After a Preface explaining the plan 
of the work, follows an Introduction which discusses the growth of 
seismology. 'l'he next chapter treats of instruments for measuring 
or recording earthquake movements, which begin with the Chinese 
seismometer, invented A.D. 136, and end with the complicated forms of 
apparatus invented by the professors of the Japanese engineering 
college. Then succeeds an examination of the theory of earthquake 
motion-a subject which rests chiefly on the investigations of Mr. 
Mallet,. The fourth chapter supplements the theory with experiment~. 
so that the artificial disturbances produced by gunpowder and other 
ngents serve as a means of elucidating the vertical motion and other 
vibrations which earthquakes exhibit. 'l'he fifth chapter describes 
the wny in which earthquakes furnish evidence concerning the motion 
which they manifest, leading to the r.onclusion that the velocities of 
ditforent earthquakes vary from hundreds to thousands of feet per 
second, moving fastest when the shock is most intense, and raster in 
districts near to its origin than in thorn which are more remote. 
Some chapters which follow discuss the effects of earthquakes on 
buildings, especially with regard to the direction of the cracks and th~ 
movements which buildings make. The destruction always depends 
on the nature of the underlying rocks. Towns built on gravel, sand, 
and clay usually disappear, while those on compact rocks are but 
little nltered, but this difference is by no means universal, and 
Profossor Milne finds the low fiat land sometimes more shaken than 
the high land, while at other times the conditions are reversed. 
Among the recommendations made fo1· avoiding earthquakes are to 
prefer a wide opPn plain to a hill, and to avoid loose materials which 
rest on harder strata. Then the effects of earthquakes on land are 
considered, especially in the formation of fissures, disturbances in 
springs, and alteration in the coast-line. This leads to an examination 
of distnrbances in the ocean. The next chapters discuu the modes 
of determining the position in which an earthquake originates, andof 
calculating the depth. Everything tends to show that an earthquake 
originates in a fissure of the rocks which is rarely vertical. Some 

• "Earthqul\kea and other Earth Movements." By John Milne. Wit.h Tbirt7· 
eight l•'igurea. London: K~gan Paul, Trench & Co, 1886, 
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Eartl11piakes have been estimated to originate fifty miles below the 
surface. The distribution of these disturbances in time and space, 
their relations to temperature and pressure of the air, their connec
tion with volcanic disturbances, all receive interesting treatment. A 
chapter is given to the cause of earthquakes, in which some appear to 
be due to faulting of the rocks, others to the pouring out of lava, 
explosions within the earth, chemical removal of rock matter, the 
attraction exercised by the heavenly bodies, and variations in atmo
spheric pressure and temperature. A chapter is given to earthquake 
predictions, and the cases are numerous in which men, by observing 
natural phenomena, have forewarned people of coming earthquakes. 
The concluding chopwrs treat of earth tremors, earth pulsations, and 
earth oscillations. An Appendix gives a useful list of the mora 
important writings on earthquakes. This work is illustrated with a 
map showing Reismic and volc:mic areas, and with many woodcuts. It 
is one of the most carefully prepared and valuable of the series to 
which it belongs. 

"The .Elements of Thermal Chemistry "' is an excellent and systemati~ 
study of the heat produced in chemical operations. The author while 
following his own method, has made free use of thP. materials gathered 
by Kaumann, Thomsen, and Berthelot. The book consists of five 
chapters and a series of Appendices which form a second part. The 
first chapter is essentially introductory, dealing with the elementary 
chemical and physical considerations involved. The second chapter 
is explanatory, describing the standards of heat, the various instru
ments in use for measuring heat, and the mode of stating the heat 
produced by chemical action, and conclu<les with a section on tl1e heat of 
combustion. The author then applies the methods describ,!d to the study 
of chemical phenomena, such as allotropy and isomerism, the neutral
ization of acids by bases, the classification of elements and compounds. 
The fourth chapter is a study of processes, partly chemical, partly 
physical, such as the relation of melting an<l boiling points to chemical 
composition; and the connection between rate of evaporation and 
molecular weight; dissociation, solution, hydratie>n, are also examined 
in their relation to heat. 'l'he fifth chapter is the chemical interpre
tation of thermal data, and is divided into a discussion of the law of 
maximum work and of affinity. 'l'lie Appendices cousist of tables
tlw first is data relating to heats of formation, and heats of combustion; 
the second, data concerning allotropic and isomeric changes; the third, 
heats of neutralization of aci<ls and hasps; the fourth, data relating to 
the phenomena of dissociation; and the fifth, heats produced by se>lu
tion and hydration. 'l'he treatment is necessarily technical, but the 
"·ork is clearly written, well conetructed, and contains au excellent 
introduction to a very important branch of chemical physics. 

The Rev. Dr. Landsborough's popular history of Britibh zoophytes 
helped in its day towar<ls a general conception of the lower types of 

• "Tlie Elements of Thermal Chemistry." By l'\L M. Pattison Muir, M.A., 
}'.R.S.E., assisted by David .Muir Wilson. London: Macmillan & Co. 1885. 
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marine life, and Mr. Pennington 1 endeavours to give an account of the 
hydroida, actinozoa, nnd polyzoa found in .liritish waters, moulded 
upon that pattern. The book opens with an Introduction giving some 
historical account of the classical writings on these groups. AD 
article follows on the general classification of the groups, and the dis
tribution of the principal types in depth. A description of the 
structure of hydroid zoophytes, with a sketch of their classification. 
forms an introduction to the systematic description of the British 
genera and species of that order. The corals and polyzoa are treated 
on the same plan. Owing to the brevity of the accounts of the 
species, the work has a technical charncter; but will be found useful 
by all dwellers on our coasts. There is a Bibliography, a Glossary, an 
Index of Popular Names, and a full Index of Species. The volume 
concludes with thirty-four plates, drawn by the author, which give 
useful representations of the organisms represented. 

It is difficult to understand why three such subjects as seaweeds, 
shells, and fossils should have been linked together, or why the 
authors should huve aspired to tell in thirty pages, exclusive of the 
space occupied by illustrations, enough to make it worth while writing 
on these subjects.• The chafter on 11eaweeds gives a short account of 
the characters of the several groups and families of alg~, and, if the 
information is not very intelligible to the beginner, there is at the end 
a list of excellent works on the subject. The article on shells is 
similarly an abstract ofa classification in which families are enumerated, 
followed by a table which is designed to give some idea of the distri
bution of the more important genera. The handbook of fossils is 
rather an enumeration of the strata, mentioning the names of a few 
fossils in each. As originally issued, these papers might well escape 
criticism as acceptable to field clubs and societies, including beginners ; 
but we see no reason why they should be offered in a collected form 
to the general public . 

.An interesting guide for the young collector, so for as plan ia con
cerned, to the insect life of ponds ' treats of them at the surface, in the 
middle depths, the bottom, above the surface, on margins, and on water 
plants. 'l'he author conspicuously avoids the use of popular names; 
but, although not written in the most attractive style, the volume is 
intelligible to those who may use it practically. Necessarily, very few 
species are described, while many are enumerated ; but the schoolboy 
who begins practical work by collecting the types which are here dis
cussed will gain a useful interest in pond-life. But to he satisfactory 
the volume need11 many n1ore illustrations, and a simpler stutement of 
fact& 

' "British Zoophytes: an Introduction to the Hydroid~, Actinosoa, and 
Polyzoa found in Great Britain, In.lanJ, and the Channel J.lanJi." By Arthur 
8. Pennington, J.".L.S., F.R.M.S. London: L. Reeve & Co. 1885. 

8 "SeaweeJa, Shell■, and FosailL" By Peter Gray and ll. D. \V oodward. 
l.ondon : 8,.-im Sonnenschein et Co. 

• "Pond-life: ln•ects." Dy Edward A. Buller, B.A., B.Sc. London: 8"1111 
Sonnenacbein et Co. 1886, 
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" A Hnndbook of Mosses " 10 is rather an account of them than a 
guide to study, but, seeing that the reader ia recommended to 
purchase various good books and provide himself with a micl'oscope, 
we may regard this handbook as a sort of prospectus of study for 
beginners. It commences with an account of the development of 
mosses, illustrated by some useful figures. Moes habitats follows, 
and, by mentioning the mosses found on various trees and in other 
6ituati,ms, helps the student towards an· identification of the plants 
which may be collected. There is a section on classification, which 
certainly needed much more illustration. The geographical distribu
tion, cultivation, uses, and preparation of specimens for the herbarium 
all receive some consideration. It is a well-intentioned little volume, 
which may be useful on account of its small price. 

Three numbers of the " Young Collector " aeries of penny hand
books are printed on good paper and bound into a volume on British 
fungi, lichens, and mosses.11 They are interesting examples of the com
paratively technical knowleclge which those who have no experience in 
teaching provicle for the use of beginners. Each article extends to 
thirty-two pages, and is illustrated with a number of useful woodcuts. 
It is full of information, and where teaching is available, the book may 
be useful. 

'' Familiar Garden Flowers" 12 is the fourth series of pictures by 
Mr. Hulme with descriptions by Shirley Hibberd. There are forty 
beautifully coloured page plates of flowers, with three or four pages of 
letterpress to each, and a preliminary synopsis; It is essentially a 
table book, and is remarkable for the excellence of the coloured 
illustrations. 

Any one whose eye is at all trained to the appreciation of beauty in 
6Cenery is weil awure that trees nre seen at their best in winter or early 
spring, hefore their structure is hidden by foliage. Act.ing on this 
principle, Mr. Heath devotes a volume to trees in winter.' 3 It is 
illustrated by many excellent woodcuts exhibiting the forms of trees, 
but the treatment is less t-tatisfactory thnn that of Gil pin's "Forest 
Scenery." 'l'he volume is divided into two parts. The first, termed 
"Sylvan ·winter," comprises fourteen chapters of unequal length, among 
which the tree forms and the influence of climatic conditions are fully 
described. The second part, termed "Winter Wood Lore," consists of 
ten chapters, which have no necessary connection with the first part. 
The subjects discussed are spray, use of wood, plant sleep, dorm'lnt 

10 "H~ndbook of lllosses; with an Account of their Structure, Classification, 
Geographical Distribution, and Habitats." By J,.mea E. llai;nal, A.L.S. London: 
Swan 1:-onnenschein &. Co. 1886. 

ll "The Young Uollector: British Fungi, Lid,ens, &c." By E. Ill. Holme•, 
F.L.S., F.R.l\l.S., nnJ Peter Gray, A.D.S. London: S\\nn Sunnenschein & Co. 
1886. 

i. "Familiar Guden Flowers." Figured by F. Edward Hulme and described 
by Shirley Hibberd. 1''ourth Series. Wiih Coloured Plates. London: Casdell 
k Co. 

13 "Syh-an Winter." By Francis George Heath. With Seventy Illustrl\tions 
by Frederick Golden 8hort, engraveJ by James D. Cooper. London : Kegan 
Paul, Trench & Co. 1886. 
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seeds, ages of trees, fossil forests, tree food, buds, bark and pith, sylvan 
giants, aud sylvan nomenclature. The book is interesting, but it is 
not the best of the author's many works. 

Forty years ago botany wl\8 synonymous with the natural history 
of plants. The structure and functions of plants were studied in 
relation to their habits and distribution. Then succeeded a. period in 
which details of classification occupied the main part of a student's time, 
so that, though plants were distinguished from each other, their natural 
history was almost neglected; and since that period a new school has 
arisen in which botany has come to mean little more than physiology 
in relation to plant-life. This condition is correlative with the change 
which has coiue over the sister science of zoology, which has lost the 
broad grasp of Nature which it once haJ, in enthusiasm for embryos 
and microscopic work. It is a part of the sub-division of labour, 
necessary with widening knowledge; but prt'judicial when the student 
is thus Jed to forget the vegetable or the animal kingdom in its 
ordinary aspects. But the recent botanical literature does not help so 
much as ruight be desired tow~rds this end. When the present 
generation has mustered the physiology of plants, perhaps the next may 
again learn something of their classitication, and the euc1:efding age 
return to the study of plant-life as it existed in the days of the great 
botanists. The lectures," twenty-three in number, which Dr. Vines has 
given in Christ's College and as Header in Botany in the University of 
Cambridge treat of the structure and properties of the plant-cell, of 
absorption, the proceSEes of vital chemical change named metabolism, 
growth, irritability, and reproduction, but about half the book is taken 
up with metabolism and irritability. Each lecture is followed by 
a bibliography. The lectures are clearly written, well informed, and, 
with a few alterations in technical passages, would be suitable for 
general reading, and a valuable introduction to th~ elements of botany. 

The dainty little '' Tourist's Guide to the Flora of the Alps," 15 printed 
on thin paper and bound for the pocket, is ,vorth the attention of 
travellers in Switzerland. The author states that it includes all those 
species which live in the Alpine and sub-Alpine regions, while to these 
he has added the flowers found at lower elevations which are remark
able for their beauty or abundance. The editor has added a few 
additional species. 'l'he descriptions are necessarily brief, but sufficient. 
for the identification of thl} species by those who are familiar with the 
terms used in descriptive botany. An Appendix gives all the flowering 
plants and ferns which are not described in the work, and there is an 
Index to Genera and Orders, and to English popular names. 

Sir John Lubbock's new volume in Macmillan's "Nature" series, 1• 

though consisting of materials already published, merits attention as 

H "Leet urea on the Physiology of Plants." By Sydney Ho-rd Vines, M.A,. 
D.Sc., F.K:-;. Cambridge: at the University Pre88. 1886. 

15 "The Tourist's Guide to the Flora of the Alps.'' By Profeuor K. W. 
v. Dalla-Torre. Tran•lated and Edited by Alfred W. Dennett, M.A., B.Sc., }'.L.S., 
&c. Lond~n : Swan Sonnenschein & Co. 1886. 

18 "Flowers, Frnit•, and Leaves." By Sir John Lubbock, Bari., M.P., F.R.S. 
D.C.L., LL.D. With numerous Illustrations. London: .Macmillan & Co. 1888. 
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a succes.,£ul attempt to popularize, in the best sense of the term, some 
of the most striking aspects of plant-life. In dealing with tlowers, 
the methods of fertilization in a number of types are discussed with 
a view to exhibiting the relations of flower structure to reproduction, 
and especially to the influence of insects in carrying the pollen. 
The lecture on fruits and seeds is designed to explain the arrange
ments by which seeds ure distributed, the types being selected to 
exhibit the great variety of conditions for the diffusion of thei;e organs. 
The lecture on leaves dcscribei their mode of arrangement among 
familiar trees and plants, and their characteristic structures. The 
lectures are such as any Professor of Botany might have given to 
young students, but, in the en<leavour to find reasons for the mo<lifica.
tions of structnrt! described, we are struck by the parallelism between 
the language of modern evolution and the old expression of design. 
The science is the same, but its language changes. 

Grant Allen's Life of Charles Darwin 17 is not calculated to convey 
an idea of the man whose work it deals with. IL is too ambitious 
a volume, and too much the work of a special pleader. In the 
opening paragraph it is said that Darwin found biology a chaotic 
maze an<l left it an orderly 11ystem. His influence has always seemed 
to us to have given new energy to the study of embryology and the 
conditions of existence at the expense of comparative anatomy, which 
hac! been previously the great illuminntor of natural history. Whether 
the world will not come back after a time to its old ways of inter
pretation of life is at present a matter of little moment, but that 
Dnrwin was the Newton of biology, as the author maintains, is 
a proposition not likely to be demonstrated. The successive chapters 
give an account, first, of the evolutionary thought which was 
already current in the world during Darwin'a lifetime. His im
mediate ancestry and early life are rapidly passed over. Then follows 
the voyage of the Beagle, and what is termed the period of incubat.ion, 
in which the work which flowed from the Beagle voyage and led up to 
the book on the " Origin of Species" is discussed. Then the story 
is told of Wallace's discovery, and how it led to the publication 
of the " Origin of Species," of which an account is given. The 
development of cognate ideas and the publication of "The Descent of 
Man" follow, and, finally, the work of his later years and the 
acceptance which his viC'ws met with are detailed, with an estimate of 
Darwin's relation to evolution and of the other discoveries which have 
helped evolution on. We should have preferred to write of Darwin 
in the cairn way in which he wrote of Nature, and, though this volume 
will be acceptnhle to many who are influenced by his life's work, he has 
yet to be looked at in a larger way. 

This diary 18 differs from other diaries in being addressed to the wants 
17 "Cbarlee Darwin." By Grant Allen. "English Worthies.'' EJited by 

An,lrew Lang. London: Longmuns, Green & Co. 1885. 
18 "The Natcmliat'a Diary : a Day-book of Meteorology, Pbenology, and Rural 

Biology." Arranged and E<lited by Charles Roberta, F.R.C.S., &c. With a Chart 
showing the Blo•eoming of Sprir,g Flowers in Europe, and an Intro<luction on 
Natural Periodic Phenomena, &.o. London : Swan Sonnen1chein & Co. 
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of people with scientific tastes and knowledge. It is printed so that 
suggestions for notes occupy one side of each page and recvrd mean 
maximum nnd minimum temperatures, barometric pressure, rainfall, 
direction of wind, plants blossoming, trees leafing, seeds germinating, 
insects and larve appearing, notes on fish, reptiles, the migration of 
song-bin.ls, nesting of various birds, notes on the breeding of mammals, 
and on shooting, fishing, &c. An Index is given of plants, trees, 
insects, and other animals referrr.d to, but without the page being in all 
cases mentioned. Being designed for dates of the month, and not for 
days, it is a diary which would probably la~t for more than one year. 
The idea is likely to lead to a desirable record of phenomena which 
change with climatic conditions. 

"Strength and Happiness" 11 comists of two series of papers re
printed from Knowledge. 'l'he first essay is termed" Strength : How to 
Get Strong on<l Keep Strong, without Wasting Working Time, with 
Chapters on Rowing and Swimming, Fat, Age, and the Wai11t." This 
is an account of various means by which exercise mny be obtained 
calculated to strengthen the body, and suit the needs of all clll8S8s of 
people, with useful discussions of the specinl subjects named. The 
second essay is on "Happiness: a Study of the System of Morals 
in which Duty Depends on Happiness and Fulness of Life in Self 
and Others." 

The attention given of late years to th(;l connection bet,veen 
microscopic organisms and disease has now advanced so far that 
valuable handbooks to the study are being produced for the use of 
students. One of these,z contributed by Dr. Klein to Macmillan's 
"Manuals for Student.II," is already in the third edition, and presents 
an excellent account of the methods of research and the history of 
microscopic organisms in relation to various diseases in men and 
animals. It cannot yet be altogether regarded as established that 
these organisms are in every case the causes of disease, since they 
sometimes appt'ar in the blood, and sometimes only in the diseased 
tissue; and it is only when the presumed cause of disease, after having 
been cultivated for several generations outside the body, produces the 
symptoms of the disease when re-introduced into a healthy body t.hat 
we are justified in aflirming the relation of cause and effect, and then 
only provided the organisms are found to have developed in the 

• bodies of the animals infected. 'fhe author describes the conditions 
necessary for microscopic examination, and the preparation of the 
media, ves.9eJs, and instruments with which cultivation is carried on, 
as well as the methods of inoculation. Having thus cleared tho 
ground, he begins with a history of bacteria, which are subdivided 
according to the classification of Cohn into (1) spherobacteria, or 
micrococci; (2) bacteria, or microbacteria; (3) hncilli, or desmobacteria; 

19 "St,-engtli and Happiness." By Richard A. Proctor. London: Longman•. 
Green & Co. 1885. 

"° "l\licro-orgnnismR and Uisea~e : an Introduction into the Study of Spedfic 
Micro-organierns.'' Dy E. Klein, M.D., F.R.S. 'l'l,ird Edition. With One Hund~ 
and Twenty-one Engraving11. London: Macmillau & Co. 1836. 
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( 4) spirilla; ( 5) spirochretre ; but only such types are noticed a., are 
related to disea.,e. Each of these groups includes many varieties. 
Thus, there are micrococci characteristic of ulcerations; others, charac
teristic of chemical changes, or the development of colour. In all 
cases of diarrhc:ea, typhoid fever, and such-like ailments, the secretions 
of the intestines swarm with micrococci; but these organisms occur 
normally in saliva, nasal mucus, and in thP. fluids of the month and 
throat. The various forms of this organism are described which 
characterize a large number of diseases, 11uch as erysipelas, diphtheria, 
J>Deumonia, &c. The microbucteria nre examined in the same way, 
and figures given which illustrate their forms and mode of occurrence, 
but, so far as known at present, they play a less important part in 
disease than micrococci, giving rise to fo"l cholera and 110me other 
animal ailments. The bacillus, or desmobactcrium, shows many 
varieties. The effects produced by this organism in Asiatic cholera, 
typhoid fever, meat poisoning, malaria, glanders, swine plague, leprosy, 
tubercular disease, &c., are fully discussed, and illustrated with many 
figures. Spirillum receives notice, and is found to characterize 
relapsing levers. The organisms allied to yeast, one of which 
produces the thrush of infants; the mould fungi, among which is 
saprolegnia, which produces the salmon disease, and other organisms 
are described. Concluding chapters on the relation of septic to 
pathogenic organisms, reproduce the author's report to the Local 
Government Board, from which the conclusion results that each 
organism can only produce its o"n definite disease under the charac
teristic conditions; and when death is produced, it is attributable to 
chemical alreration in the blood and tissues produced by the increase 
of the organisms up to a definite number. Finally, the subjects of 
vaccination and antiseptics are briefly considered. 'fhe book is one 
to be in the hands of every student, and deserves attention from all 
concerned in the health of men and animals. 

The Bacteriology of Dr. Crookshank 21 is the result of study 
in the principal pathological laboratories of Germany and Hungary. 
It is a sumptuous volume, well printed, and illustrated with thirty 
plates, many of which are carefully coloured, while the text 
includes more than forty woodcuts. The book is divided into 
two parts of nearly equal size. The first hundred pages treat of the 
methods of research, the microscopical examination and cultivation of 
bacteria, preparation and staining of sections, preparation of the 
nutrient media for the cultivation of organisms, and experiments on 
the living animal. But, although the divisions of the subject are not 
unlike those of Dr. Klein's hook, this gives many more details of the 
methods of work, so that the student would more easily follow the 
instructions. The second or systematic part commences with the 
rejection of Coho's classification in favour of that of Zopf, and then 
follows a short account of the several species and genera in their 

21 "An lntro,luction to Practicul Bacteriology, ba.se,I upon the Methods of 
Koch.'' Ry Edgar M. Crookehanlr, M.B. (Lond.), F.R. M.8. Illustrated with 
Coloured Plates and Wood Engravinb"'· London : H.K. Lewis. 1SS6. 
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relation to disease. Methods of staining aud microscopic examination 
are given in relation to each species. The book is characterized by 
clearness and brevity and very beautiful illustrations, the plates 
bt-ing frequently printed in two or three colours, from typical 
preparations. 

BELLES LETTRES. 

A SECOXD collective edition of Mr. Coventry Patmore's poetical 
works 1 deserves something more than a passing notice. Indeed, 

in the brief Preface to the first volume, the author appears to demand 
from the public a reconsideration and estimate of his work as a poet. 
" l have written," he says," little, but it is all my best; I have never 
spoken when I had nothing to say, nor spared time nor labour to 
make my words true. I have respected posterity; and, should there 
be a posterity which cares for letters, I dare to hope that it will 
respect me." In other words, "fit audience let me find though few." 
\Yith the exception of "The Angel in the House," Mr. Patmore's 
poems are but little known even to the literary world, and, in spite of 
certain rare and valuable qualities displayed in the religious lyrics 
and secular ballads, we suspect that it will be by "The Angel in the 
House" that he will be remembered and judged by any lovers of 
letters who may linger on in the midst of a faithless and material 
generation. "The Angel in the House " is a novelette in verse, and 
treats in realistic fashion of the successful courtship of "the daughter 
of a Dean" by a youth of many virtues and sufficient fortune. The 
tale of the courtship is supposed to be written after an interval of ten 
years of happy wedlock, and detailed for the satisfaction of the 
narrator's wife. The moral of the piece is the perfection of the 
married state. The choice of the mise-e11-scene and the realistic 
diction may be attributed to the influence of Lord Tennyson's earlier 
muse, but in the fine use of words, in the delicacy and persistency of 
the undertones, in the deliberate choice of what might have been 
accounted a prosaic theme, Mr. Patmore gave evidence of original 
gtmius. How far he succeeded in avoiding the commonplace, and 
whether or no he held Cupid fast in the bonds of wedlock, mui;t ever 
remain a matter of opinion. In our judgment, married love is not a 
suitable theme for minute poetical treatment, and that not because it 
is dull, but because it is sacred, while the ill-omened effort to be at 
once sensuous and chaste is apt to result in a more or less nauseating 
failure. "The Angel in the House" has found, and will always find, 
enthusiastic admirers, but we question if the majority of the poems 
which are to be found in the second volume will find many readers. 
The thought is often difficult and far-fetched; the language highly 

1 "Poem■." By Coventry Patmore. Second Collective Edition. Two Yoll. 
London: George Bell & Son,. 1886. 
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artificial and peculiar. In the lyrical addresses to the Virgin, and 
the other theological poems, Mr. Patmore, who is, we belie,·e, a 
Roman Catholic, makes use of a technical and scholastic phraseology 
which can only commend itself to experts. At the same time, nowhere 
is his laborious mastery over wor<ls more triumphantly displayed, and 
nowhere, to our thinking, is he more original. lo this volume are 
inclu<led eome graceful and promising verses of the author's son, 
Mr. Henry Patmore, and an admirable essay on "English Metrical 
Law." The following verses from " The Angel in the House" are well 
known, but they deserve the wi<lest recognition for their grace and 
beauty:-

TnE LOV.!B.. 

He meets, by heavenly chance express, 
The destined maid ; some hidden hand 

Unveils to him that loveliness 
Which others cannot understand. 

His merits in ht:r presence grow, 
To match the promise in her eyes, 

Aud round her happy footsteps blow 
The authentic airs of Paradise. 

"The Saunterer,"' by Charles Goodrich ,Vhiting, consists of a 
series of short pieces in prose and verse which originally appeared 
in the Spri11gfield Republican. The species is thoughtful common
place, the variety American. The essays, or <letached paragraphs, 
are for the most part descriptive of outdoor life, and bear such titles 
as" Maple Sap,"" The Song of June,"" Mountain Wind," &c. Some 
of them are humorous, and all contain an excellent moral. The 
verses betoken care and thought,and are above the average. We quote 
as a specimen the following lines:-

Blue hills beneath the haze 
That broods o'er distant ways, 
Whether ye may not hold 
Secrets more dear than gold,
'l'his is the ever new 
Puzzle within your blue. 

Is't not a softer sun 
Whose smiles you hills have won P 
Is't not a sweeter air 
That folds the fields so fair P 
ls't not a finer rest 
That I so fain would test P 
The far thing beckons most, 
The near becomes the lost. 
Not what we have is worth, 
But that which bas no birth 
Or breath within the ken 
or transitory men. 

1 "The Saunterer." By Charles Goodrich Whiting. Boston: Ticknor & Co.; 
London : Triibner & Co. 1886. 
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" Poems by Henry Abbey"• betoken the happy influence of I,ong• 
fellow on American verse. They cousist of narrative pieces, such as 
"Karagwe," which turns on the horrors of the slave trade; of all~go
rical lyrics, such as "The City of Success" nod" The City of Despair;" 
and of .Eastern fables and apologues. The style, if somewhat extra• 
vagant, is lively and energetic, and the writer displays that keen and 
llppreciative spirit which goes to ennoble American literature. Of 
the minor pieces we prefor '' Ontiora " and "In Hanging Gardens," 
but we have only space to quote the following characteristic lines:-

STOUK. 

The p11le day died in the tain to-uigLt, 
And its hurrying ghost, the wind, ~oes by; 

The mountains loom in their silent might, 
And darkly frown at the sea and sky. 

The petrel wings close to his surging home, 
And stabs with a shriek the shuddering night; 

The mad wave beckons with hands of foam 
Dipped in the blood of the sea-tower•~ light. 

So, in ·my hrart, is a storm to-night, 
Storm and tumult 1hat will not rease; 

And my soul, in bitterness, longs for the light, 
For the waking hird and the dawn of peace. 

" Sweet Briar"• coneists for the most part of love poems, very 
simple and very commonplace, but not unpleasing and not unmusical. 
A little more thought nnd S'.lme sacred discontent, with mere facile 
prettiness, might impel the writer to better things. The comic 
pieces are very poor fooling indeed, and the pen-and-ink illustrations, 
though clever in their way, superfluous and irritating. 

Against the "trick of singularity," if it be found to pay, nothing can be 
urged, and we suppose that" Two Tramps" 6 had a method in their mad
ness when they printed their verses on pages of various hues. But the 
verses themselves deserved a better fate. That they owe much of their in
spiration to Bret Harte and l\Ir. George Sims is obvious enough, but for 
all that there is a genuine ring about many of these spirited stanzas 
which will commend them to the unprejudiced render. Of literary 
finish there is neither promise nor fulfilment, but in their love of 
uaturc, in their breadth of thought, and in their unaffected sympathy 
with poverty and suffering the writers have risen above the level of 
popular sentiment. 

" V eroes of Country and Town," e by Rowe Lingston, are the work 

3 "The Poerue of Henry ALbey." New Eolarged Edition. Kiogatoo, New 
York: Htnry ALL,iy. 1886. 

• " Sweet Llriar : Songs :rnd Sketches from 'Quiz.' " With Illuatrationa by 
Twyne. Edinburgh aod Glasgow : Joho Meozies & Co.; Londoo : HouleLon a: 
Sons. 1886. 

6 "Low Down: Wayside 1'hought8 in Ballad aod other Vene." By Two 
Tramp•. London: George Redway. 1886. 

8 "Ve,..es of Couotry and Town." By Rowe Lingaton. I.ondon: Griffith, 
Farrao, Okedeo & Welsh. New York: E. P. Duttoo & Co. 1886. 
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of a poetical mind. They express in temperate and melodious lan
guage a wholesome love of country sights and sounds. The author is 
not without a touch of hnmour, and we find him at his best in a 
"Beast of Chase," a spirited description of n ride to hounds from the 
point of view of the fox; in "A Wrangle," an argument in rhyme 
between a robin and a cuckoo; and in the linea " To my Cat." But 
"door" should not rhyme to "more " in an epigram of four lines, 
and nowhere at all should "borne" rhyme to "dawn." 

"Edward the Confessor," 7 by Bassanio, is not so much a historical 
drama as it is a chapter of history done into blank ver8e. Shakespeare, 
it is 1mid, turned to good account entire pages of Plut.arch's " Lives" 
by a few unimportant (and yet all-important) alterations. Bassanio 
follows in the master's steps, and essays a like transmutation with the 
genial pages of" The Student's Hume." The lines run smoothly, nod 
the " unities" are duly observed. 

" The Crown of Life," 8 by Claudia Frances Hernaman, is an attempt 
to compose a second " Christian Year." As religious exercises, these 
Yerses are not unpleasiog, but they display a measureless inferiority to 
those of Keble. It is not for us to speak, but we should have imagined 
that the authoress would herself have felt the impropriety, not to say 
shrunk from the nudacity, of competing with a master at once so 
revered and so cultivated. 

We welcome with pleasure some graceful and thoughtful stanzas, 
entitled "The Sybil among the Tombs,"' from the pen of .Mr. John 
A. Heraud, the gifted author of "The Judgment of the Flood," 
" The Descent into Hell,'' &c. An Introduction by the poet's 
daughter tells us that Mr. Heraud is now· in his eighty-seventh year, 
and explains the circumstances under which the poem was written. 
Like l\Ir. Samuel Carter Hall, Mr. Heraud is one of the few remaining 
links with the mighty dead known only to us by their immortal works. 

On the reception of four volumes of poetry, 10 one of which is pub
lished in Auckland, N.Z., a second in Honolulu, a third in Rio de 
Janeiro, a fourth in Greensburg, Pa., we were tempted to exclaim in 
the ·poet's own words, '' Presumptuous I Preposterous! Thou canst my 
friend no more I " But with study came reflection, and, if we have not 
been greatly impressed with Mr. Frank Cowan's powers as a poet, we 
confess that we have received a great deal of novel and delightful 

7 "EJwud the Confeuor: a Drama." By Bassanio. London: Wyman & 
Sons. 1886. 

a "The Cro'lrll of Life: Verses for Holy Seasons." By Claudia Frances 
Hemaman. London: Griffith, Farran, Okeden & Welsh. 1886. 

9 "The Sybil amonl{ the Tombe."' By John A. Heraud, Author of "The 
J udgment of the 1''lood, • &c. London: Published by Daniel S. Stacey, 62, Upper 
Street, Islington, N. 

10 "The Terraces of Rotomabare: a Poem." By Frank Cowan. Auckland, 
N.Z.: H. Brett, Painter, Shortland and Fort Strcetl. 1885. "Australia: & 

Charcoal Sketch." By Frank Cowan. Greensburg, Pa. : Printed at "The 
Presa" Printing Houae. 1886. "The City of the Royal Palm, and other Poems." 
Dy F. Cowan. Rio de Janeiro: Printed by A. J. Lamourent & Co., 79, Rua 
Sete de Septembro. 1884. "A Visit in Yerse to Hatemaumau." By Frank 
Cowan. Honolulu: P. C. Advertiaer Steam Print. 1885. 
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information from him ru, a geographer. His descriptions of volcanic 
scenery are graphic (may we say photographic?), and he lack.a neither 
metaphor nor simile. But his style suffers from an overflow of words, 
and at times he oscillates with startling and perilous rapidity between 
the sublime and the ridiculous. The description of the pink and whit.e 
terraces of Rotomahana will be read with a melancholy interest, and 
will henceforth be invaluable as a picture in words of beauties which 
may never be seen again. "Austmlia: a Charcoal Sketch," is a prose 
poem in the style of W nlt Whitman. In spite of the extravagance 
and absurdity inseparable from literature of this kind, a new and, it 
must be confessed, unpleasant impression of the weird desolation of 
the Australian bush is left on the mind of the long-suffering reader. 
Once again in the words of the author, " A Charcoal Sketch" may be a 
"noontide nightmare," but it is far from being, or being fit for, a 
•' gallery of art." 

" The Jubilee Ode" 11 by the Rev. W. H. A. Emra is above rather 
than below the average of such productions. A good deal is said 
about the glories of England during the past fifty years, and some
thing is said about Queen Victoria. If we had the requisite skill to 
write a jubilee ode, we should decline to wander from the record of 
the prai11es due to that honoured and gracious Lady for all that she bas 
done and left undone for her people. Our own worth, our commerce, 
our politics, and our bayonets may be celebrated at any time. 

To write within the compass of a single volume a History of Greek 
literature n which shall contain all things needful for the mental 
sustenance of the student at the universities ancl for the candidate 
for the Indian Civil Service examination, and at the same time t.o 
compose an original work of general interest, is to attempt two 
incompatible tasks. If Mr. Jevons has not succeeded in solving an 
impossible problem, he has put together an admirable text-book 
of Greek literature which may be used alike by the student who 
means business in the way of examinations and by the intelligent 
reader who seeks to cultivate himselt: \Ve read with especial interest 
the admirabl~ chapters of Greek lyric poetry. 

"The Life and Works of Shakespeare,'' 13 by Mr. F. G. Fleay, is the 
most interesting and important contribution to Shakespearian literature 
which we hnve seen for years past. It is a monument of prolonged 
and laborious research ; but that is not its distinguishing characteristic. 
There has been no lack of minute and painstaking investigation in the 
preparation of mnny similar works which it would be invidious to 
particularize ; but the results have, for the most part1 been sadly out 
of proportion to the labour bestowed. The two snares, into one or 
other of which almost all who have hitherto attempted to reconstruct 

11 "The Jubilee OJe. 1886." By Rev. W. H. A. Emra. London : Beviog
tou &. Co. 1886. 

1i " A History of Greek Literature, from the Earliest Period to the Death of 
Demosthenes." By Frank Byron Jevons, M.A. London: Charles Griffin & Co. 

13 "A Chronicle History of the Life and Work of William Shakeapeare, P!Ayer, 
PO!'t, and Playmaker." By Frederick Gard Fl~ay. London: John C. Nimmo. 
1886. 
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the life of Shakespeare h:ive fnllen, are, (1) the misdirection of their 
inquiries to topics which Carlyle might have stigmatized as " the 
infinitely little," and (2) the elaboration of finespun theories, as baseless 
as floating gossamer threads. Both these besetting sins of Shakespearian 
resP.arch, Mr. Fleay has entirely avoided. He dislikes as much as we 
do " the modern inquisitiveness that peeps over the garden wall to see 
in what array the great man smokes his pipe, and chronicles the shape 
and colour of bis head-covering." So he has wisely directed his 
inquiries to the public career of Shakespeare, a subject of grave 
importance to all who are interested in the history of English 
literature, and one which has hitherto been very imperfectly explored. 
The questions raised, and for the mo~t part satisfactorily answered, by 
Mr. Fleay are: "what companies of actors Shakespeare belonged 
to, at what theatres they acted, in what plays besides his own 
he was a performer, what authors this brought him into personal 
contact with, what influence he exerted on or received from them, 
what relations, friendly or unfriendly, they had with rival companies, 
and finally, in what order his own works were produced, and what, if 
any, share ether hands had in their production." On all these points 
the reader will find no fanciful theories, no reasoning fro_m hypothesis 
to hypothesis. Mr. Fleay comes to us pieces en main, and proceP.ds 
from one ascertained fact to another, or to its logical consequencP.s. 
But the value and interest of the work may best be judged from the 
following resume of its contents which we extract from the author's 
Introduction. "What the reader will find here is :-(1) a continuous 
narrative in which the statements are mostly taken for granted in 
accordance with my own views of the evidnnce accessiole to us; (2) 
annals or chronological arrangement of the same facts, with discussion 
of their mutual inter-relations; (3) discussion of the evidence on which 
the chronological succession of Shakespeare'R plays is based; (4) similar 
discussions for plays in which he was not main author; (5) a few 
remarks on German versions of his plays acted on the Continent; and 
(6) tables of quarto editions of his plays, &c., with a list of all plays 
entered on the St.ationers' Register from the first opening of theatres 
to their closing in 1640-42." 

~fr. George .Moore's diatribe 14 against the tyranny of the circulating 
libraries is legiti~ate and well-founded. It is, on the face of it, as 
absurd as it is unbecoming that a tradesman should set up as n supreme < .ll. • ,-..f: .I 
censor morum of English literatur·e; and Mr. Moore's pamphlet supplies °'" •· ·"'; · 
abundant proof that the selection made is capricious and unreasonable. 
At the same time, we cannot agree with him in utterly condemning 
the circulating library system. It seems to us that it affords the 
most convenient means of reading the current fiction of the day, 
the greater part of which is essentially ephemeral. The best proof 
that even half-crown novels would provide no efficient substitute for the 
Joan system, is that in Paris, where nearly all novels are, and long have 
been, published at 3fr. 50c., Cabiliets de Lecture are now multiplying 

11 "Literature at Nurse; or, Circulating Morala." By George Moore. 
Loudon : Vizetelly & Co. 1885. 
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rapidly. If in England only such fiction ns is fit reading for girls is 
encouraged, and all tLut is outside that narrow groove branded as 
" immoral,'' the fault is not so much in the circulating libraries as in 
their customers; it is one of the unhappy conse<1uences of the bfqueu
lerie of which foreigners with too much justice accuse us. Still, if 
l\lr. Moore read as many Bnglish novels as it falls to our lot to review, 
he would hardly say that there was any lack of novels of analysis, nor 
of such as deal with social and religious questions. That not many novels 
produced during the last ten years will live, we readily grant him; 
but it is not, in our opinion, because they are not sufficiently realistic 
nor because they fail to occupy themselves with the questions of the day, 
but simply because so very fow among them bear the stamp of genius 
or even of marked ability. 

The " Literary Relations of England and Germany in the Sixteenth 
Century," 1~ by Professor Herford, is, as the author himself acknow
ledges in hie Preface, " a book addressed necessarily to two classes 
of literary specialists." It deals with the obscurer and comparatively 
unknown portions of the English literature of the sixteenth century, 
and the German literature of the same pel'iod from which they 
derived, in a greater or less degree, their inspiration. But the exact 
purport and aim of Professor Herford's laborious and erudite work 
may be best stated in his own words. "The present volume" (we 
quote from the opening paragraphs of the Introduction) "is an 
attempt to lessen the obscnrity of that track of international litera
ture iu which B11rclay's 'Ship of Fools,' Marlowe's' Faustus,' and 
Decker's 'Gula' Horn-booke' are luminous but isolated parts. To 
these isolated points I have endeavoured to supply in some degree 
both the intervening detail and the continuous background; in other 
words, to give a connected and intelligible account of the phases of 
German literary influence upon England in the sixteenth century." 
The plan thus announced has been ably and carefully executed ; but 
the result can only be fairly gauged or even fully appreciated by the 
very small minority who are really conversant with the eubject~ne 
which, after all, is hardly calculated to inspire widespread or vivid 
interest. 

Never till its introduction to the English public, through the medium 
of a translation, did we hear "Salammbo" 18 tr81\ted as "the master
piece of Flaubert." It is a story even more hideous and revolting 
than "Madame Bovary ''-Flaubert's true masterpiece-,,ithout the 
redeeming merit of intense reality. In "Salammbl'l" the epoch is ao 
remote, and the manners and turn of thought depicted are so 3part 
from our experience, that we lose all sense of reality. It is a night
mare-horrors heaped on horrors without even the excuse of realism. 
The translation by Mr. Sheldon is by no nieans a good one. Hia 

16 "Stlidies in the Literary Relations of England and Germany in the Sixteenth 
Century." By Charles H. Herford, M.A., Trio. Coll. Camb. Cambridge: at the 
University Presa. 1886. • 

18 "Salammb6 of Guatne Flaubert." Engliahed by M. French Sheldon. 
London : Saxon & Co. 
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knowledge of Fl'ench and English seems to be alike imperfect. He 
~hooses to call translating, "Englishing." The expression is unfor
tunate, not only because the verb "to English " does not exist, but 
b~cause the language into which he has rendered " Salammb6 "is any
thing but English. 

Another English translation of" SalammM," 11 by J. S. Chartres
from Messrs. VizP.telly's series of English versions of celebrated French 
romances-is a better pie0e of work than Mr. Sheldon's. The trans
lator has thoroughly understood the original, and has succeeded in 
putting it into good English. The type, paper, and material execu
tion of the volume, inside and out, leave nothing to be desired. 

We cannot speak so highly of Messrs. Vizetelly's Englit1h version of 
4' L'<Euvre," 1a the latest addition to M. Emile Zola's " Rougon Mac
quart" series. 'fhe book is well put out of hand, but the translation 
is hardly up to the mark. It would perhaps be unreasonable to look 
for great literary excellence in an anonymous tran,J!ation, but one 
does not expect to find "Eh bien ! Non," construed into " Well, 
No: " "Elle se redressait," " She wus drawing herself erect." Such 
eonstruing would not pass muster in a school exercise. The name, 
too, of the English version does not seem to us well-chosen. 
"L'<Euvre," no doubt, is a title that does not admit of literal transla
tion, but "His Masterpiece?" is in no sense its English equivalent, 
nor is it even a good substitute. The subject of the book is not any 
Qne "work "-much less anything that can be called a " master
piece "-but artistic and literary work in general, with its hopes, its 
j<>ys, its struggles, its heart-brP.aks, sometimes culminating, as in the 
ease of Claude Lantier, in despair. It is as powerful as anything 
Zola has ever written ; not so sensationnl, inasmuch as the action is 
for the most part mental and moral rather than physical, but none 
the less, poignantly sad. To us it seems the saddc:!t book that Zola 
has P.ver penned, and at the same time the most poetical (with, 
perhaps, the one exception of" La Faute de !'Abbe Mouret"). It is 
sad because of the cruel life-history which it narrates-that of an 
artist, conscious of genius, endowed with indomitable industry, yet 
unable to bring any of his great conceptions to perfection. But it is 
sad, too, because it. reveals a mood of doubt and discouragement in 
the author hims~lf. For the first time, he seems to doubt of the 
verdict of posterity; of the progress of human thought and opinion 
in the direction he would have it take. Sometimes one may even 
fancy that be doubts of the value of his own methods. Yet nowhere 
has M. Zola's genius shone out more triumphantly than in certain 
parts of'' L'<Euvre." All the love story of Claude and Christine, from 
their first ncquaintance up to the fourth year of their married life, is 
an exquisite, delicate, idyll, such as few contemporary writers could 

17 "Salammbo : a Realistic Romance of Ancient Carthage." By Gustave 
F!Auben. Translated from tha French blitio11 defi11itive by J. S. Cbartre1. 
London : Vizett-lly & Co. 18S6. 

18 "Bia Masterpiece (L'<Euvre); or, De Lautier'e Struggle f•>r Fame: a 
Realiatio Novel.'' By Emile Zola. London : Vizett-lly & Co. 18S6. • 

[Vol. CXXVI. No. CCLII.J-N.ur Sn1u, Vol. LXX. No.II. N N 
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equal. It is a ne,v proof of the faet, often before obaerved, that 
genius is greater than systems. Then, too, the character of "Pierro 
Sandoz" is, to our mind, the noblest and most sympathetic creation 
in all l\l. Zola's 1·epertoire. Such a book cannot be fittingly summed 
up under a title which alludes only to Claude Lantier's last haples~ 
::ttempt at producing a work of art-undertaken when the insane 
neurosis which had marred his life was already turning into positive 
insanity. 

Another translation, but this time from the German, ia "Jetta," J:> 

by George Taylor, translated by Mr. Sutton F. Cockran, the translator 
of" Klytia." We have no doubt that l\lr. George Taylor (a curiously 
Bnglish name, by-the-by, for a German author) gives a faithful 
picture of the decadent Roman civilization under Yalentinian, a.<1 alsv 
of the fierce nnd rugged manners of the Alemanns of the same period. 
No doubt, patriotic prejudice goes for something in the vast superiority 
which he attributes to the Germans over both Latina and Gauls. But 
this can hardly be accounted a defect. Every creation of any worth 
must bear the impress of its creator's individuality-his prejudices as 
well as his beliels and convictions-and of all prejudices patriotic 
partiality is the most respectable. Besides, we believe the picture of 
the Homans nnd Germans struggling, each according to his own tra
ditional policy, for the debateahle land between the Rhine and the 
Neckar, to be in the main true, and neither the wild virtues of the 
barbarians, nor the degraded civilization of the Latins, greatly over
charged. The individual characterization, too, is powerful, dis
criminating, and well sustained. Still the book is anything but 
pleasant reading. The story has all the fatefulness of a Greek 
tragedy. Every one in whom the reader is interested perishes 
miserably. The best nnd most estimable personages in the tale fall 
by each other's hand. At the end of the sec)nd volume everybody 
is dead, and all by violent deaths. The whole story is, as it were, a 
gigantic battu.e. 'l'he translation is not nearly so good as that of 
"Klytia." The English throughout is clumsy, and not seldom fails 
to convey the translator's meaning. 

"Norah Moriarty""° is a tale setting forth events saddening and 
humiliating to t~nglish readers, and still more grievous to right 
thinking and really patriotic Irishmen. It is the story of the Land 
League, its disastrous beginning with the change of l\linistry in 1880, 
its rapid spread, and subsequent development into a tyranny the most 
galling and demoralizing that the world has seen since the " conquete 
Jacobine," so powerfully depicted by Taine. .Mr. Amos Heade relates 
it all without fear or favour. He shows us the miserable effects of the 
skilfully organized terrorism,--dawning prosperity blighted, capital 
driven from the country, and, worst of all, the \Vell-disposed if 

19 "Jetta ; or, Heidelberg under the Romanij: a Historical Novel." By George 
Ta.vlor. 'franslated from the German by Sutton Corkran. Two vols. Locdoo: 
Triibner & Co. 1886. 

20 "Norah Moriarty; <>r, Revelations of Modem Iriah Life." By Am011 R,ade. 
Two vole. Edinburgh and Loodou : William Blackwood & Sons. 1886. 
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ignorant majority terrified into complicity with the outrages and 
crimes perpetrated by the minority of ruffians, which for six long 
years has ruled supreme in Ireland. He inveighs with a bitterness 
which is not surprising, against the weakness and vacillation of the 
.English Government, whose system (so far as they can be said to 
have had a 11ystem) was to meet outrage by concession, reward their 
enemies and sacrifice their friends, and refuse persistently to see the 
horrors which were being en:icted under their eyes, always answering 
the agonized appeals of loyal sufferers with the stereotyped formula 
that " Ireland was not as yet within a measurable distance of 
rebellion." It is in all ways a sad and shameful episode which Mr. 
Reade has l'hosen for his theme, but he handles it well, and, we are 
inclined to think, fairly and without exaggeration. The romance 
which is interwoven with the narrative of public events is both 
interesting and touching. 

"Monkraven," :11 by "Aramis" (why Aramis T), contains a spirited 
and lite-like picture of cadet life at W oolwich Academy-et voild tout. 
After Woolwich is left behind there is very little to praise. The 
comic episodes are the best, though they are rather too broadly farcical, 
and owe more to the effervescence of youthful mirth than to the pre
sence of any real wit or humour. The serious portions of the book 
are marred by exaggerated, and often misplaced, sentimentality. The 
style is below par, and betrays a "'prentice hand." The redeeming 
feature is that the story is not without interest, notwithstanding that 
the greater part of the characters are quite unlike anything in real 
life. 

It is impossible to discuss seriously such a book ns Mr. Laurence 
Oliphant's "l\Iasollam."::.: The only passage in it with which we can 
heartily llympathize is that wherein the reader is supposed to say : 
""re are tired of this perfectly impossible group of people," &c. But 
it is not because the principal characters are impossible that we object 
to them. '!'here may be such people, partly the victims of diseased 
nerves, and partly conscious humbug9, But, whether possible or im
possible, they are profoundly tiresome. Their lofty aspirations are 
mere foolishness, and the people themselves, with their mysterious 
oracular utterances and solemn uirs of superhuman wisdom and good
ness, are iutoleraLle bores. It is no <loubt a striking proof that Mr. 
Oliphant is himself nctuated by that "altruism " of which he is so 
unmeasured an advocate, that he should have written a three-volume 
novel from which, as he tells us, he " looks for small profit and still 
smaller praise ; " but, on the princi pie that w bat is worth doing at all 
is worth doing well, he might have taken rather more pains than he 
apparently has taken, with the literary composition of hie altruistic 
tribute tc, the higher interests of humnnity. In common charity tG 
those of his readers whose literary and critical faculties are in any 

" 1 "MonkraTen : the Story of his lktray,J." By Aramia. Three vole. 
London: Wyman & Sona. 1886. 

se "Masollam, a Problem of the Period: a No,·el." Three vole. By Laurence 
Oliphant. Ediuburgb and London : William Blackwood & Sous. 1886. 
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degree "sensitized," as he would call it, he might have avoided employ
ing vel'bs in the singular preceded by a whole string of nominatives p 
he might have spared us such uncouth terms as "knowledges "-a 
plural of his own invention. But, above all, he might have spared us. 
the gruesome and incoherent travesty of Hamlet's oft-quoted lines: 

The time is out or joint! 0 cursed spite! 
That ever I w:is born to set it right ! 

which Mr. Olipl1ant adapts to his own use as follows:
Thr. 1corld is out or joint; 0 blessed loce ! 
'!'hat I rcas eoer born to set it right. 

If we turn from the purely literary aspect of the work to its moral 
purport, it is no more admirable from the latter than from the former 
point of view. It is surely disheartening and lamentable, when sober 
scientific methods seemed be gaining ground in every department of 
thought, to find a writer, who has proved himself capable of better 
things, proposing as the one solution of'' the social problem" a scheme 
of crude, unalloyed altruism, to be wrought out by pretended converse
with hypothetical invisible beings, by mysterious inward manifesta
tions of the divine presence, the cure of sickness by the laying on of 
hands-in short, by the recrudescence of all the exploded signs and 
wonders of ancient magical lore. From whatever side we regard it~ 
" Masollam " is a sad falling off from Mr. Oliphant's previous prodnc
tions. 

There is so much that is tender and idyllic in Mr. Arthur Hardy's 
'' Wind ofDestiny,"n that it is the more to be regretted that the author 
should mar his work by sickly sentimentality and maundering analysis 
of motives. This leads him to slight the narration which is the proper 
business of the book. Incidents, instead of being narrated, are ~ 
vaguely and obscurely hinted at, that the story, in itself graceful and 
attractive, loses half its zest. 

It is gratifying to obsen·e in "The Heir of the Ages,"2' the mo~t 
recent production of the veteran novelist, Mr. James Payn, a more 
than wonted freshness and vigour. It is an agreeable and even striking 
story. If the charming relations between author and publisher which 
it describes are the outcome of :Mr. Payn's long experience, he i~ 
to be congratulated. Perhaps, however, the picture is meant te be 
ideal, and the title of the imaginary magazine-the :Millennium-is 
intended to shadow forth a "New Jerusalem" state of things not 
hitherto realized in this work-a-day world. 

"The Ot\vnys' Child," st by Miss Hope Stanford, is a quiet story 
that may possibly pass unobserved among more showy and pretentious. 
publications ; but it poSEesses much real merit. To begin with, the 
story itself iR sufficient to fill the book-one closely printed volun1e-

u "The Wind of Destiny." liy Art.bur Sherbome Hardy. Two vola. London: 
Macmillan & Co. 1886. 

24 "The Heir of the Agee." By Jamee Payn. Three vob. London: Smitl•► 
EIJer & Co. 1886. 

~5 "The Otwaya' Child." By Hope Stanford. One vol. London: Sw
Sonneoachein & Co, 1886, 
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and to amuse and interest the reader without seeking adventitious 
nid from di3proportionately lengthy descriptions either of scenery or 
states of feeling. And yet the story is not all sensational. Some of 
the incidents are, indeed, exceptional, but not impossible. The 
characters are ordinary men and women, and the best proof that they 
are skilfully delineated is that one thinks of them as men and women 
rather than as charncters in a novel. 

"The Basilisk " 28 is a multum in parvo of sensation. Within the 
narrow limits of less than 300 not very closely printed pages are to be 
found murders, folse coining, abductions, hairbreadth escapes, breath
less flights and pursuits, mysterious revolving panels masking secret 
passages-in short, all the paraphernalia of sensational romance. The 
btory is told in a style sometimes slightly eccentric, but direct, forcible, 
and effective. For those who like thrilling adventures (we confesa we do} 
Messrs. Stephens and St. Leger's "Basilisk " will be highly entertaining 
reading. 

"That Little Girl," 17 by Curtis Yorke, can scarcely be said to touch 
a high standard of excellence. It is of the calibre of scores of stories 
to be met with in Ladies' Journals and such-like literature. At the 
same time it is by no means devoid of interest. Probably most readers 
will follow the nrying fortunes of the several characters with no little 
sympathy. 

We are not fond of stories based upon so-called " psychical" 
phenomena; yet, when treated with good taste and literary ability, 
they may at least be endurable. But when, as in the C/1.88 of Mr. Will 
Ilowarde's "Spell-bound," 21 the incidents are revolting-more suitable 
to a "penny dreadful" than to a novel-the style clumsy and un
grammatical, the plot feeble in conception, and badly worked out, 
the result is not such as to repay either criticism or perusal. 

" The Young Marquise," :11 by Manus, is a horrible drama, only 
made endurable by the skill of its construction. A young wife, driven 
to bay by the most revolting cruelty and violence, broods day by day 
on murderous projects, till at length, being a somnambulist, she 
murders her husband in her sleep. Her flight and escape are well and 
thrillingly told, and many of the characters are powerfully presented. 
But, like so many tales of the present day, the subject is fitter for the 
pathologist than the novelist. 

" Old Iniquity "•• is a pretty little story, not unb,racefully told . 
.Miss Phrebe Allen has a consi<ltrable tincture of literature, which she 
displays in well-chosen mottoes for her chapters and in numerous 

28 "The Basilisk: a Story of To-d11y." By Henry Pottinger Stephens and. 
Warbam St. Leger. One vol. Londo11 : Swan Sonnenscbein & Co. 1886. 

17 "That Little Girl: a Novel." By Curtis Yorke. One voL London: 
Bevington & Co. 1886. 

2• "Spell-bound." By Will Howarde, London: Swan Bonnenacbein & Co. 
1886. 

29 "The Young Marquise." By Mann,. One vol. London: Swan Sonnen-
1chein & Co. 1886. 

:o "Old Iniquity : a Novel.'' By Pla,be Allen. One voL London : Swan 
Sonnenschein & Co. 1886. 
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quotations, German, French, and Latin. Her French ia more correct 
thnn that of the average English novelist. We only noticed one 
glaring mistake, namely, "Faire bonnejigure a. mauvaia jeu," in plaoe 
of " :Faire bonne mine a mauvais jeu." The difference may seem 
slight, but it is all-important. 

We have something new, if not very noteworthy, in "The Master 
of Tanagra,"31 by Ernst von Wildeubruch, the Poet Laureate of 
Germany.. It is a sculptor's story of ancient Greece, and. brings before 
the reader, in familiar guise, such world-famed figur• as Praxit&let>, 
Apelles, Phryne, &c. The story is not very interesting. It seems 
to be written to show forth in action the superiority of the draped 
figure over the nude in sculpture-a contention wholly untenable from 
an resthetical standpoint, whatever may be said for it on the score of 
morals. 

"A Fallen Idol"= has much in common. :with "Vice Versa," which 
at once made the fame of its author. It is characterized by the same 
fantastic extravagance of plot, worked out with the same close, 

. humorous realism of detail. The whole story is a clever satire on 
the pretended mysteries of Esoteric Buddhism-a satire well maeked 
and subtle, but as keen .as it is well deserved and well timed. 

Mr. Sinnett's "Unit.ed" :ia well deserves to come under Mr. Anstey's 
satiric lash. But, after all, the tissue of absurdities which be gravely 
serves up to his readers will do as much to diacredit the sickly 
mysticism in which he delights aa would the keenest satire. For they 
can but offend and disgust the reader. To say nothing of the grim 
and horrible results of the mesmeric influences described in" United,"' 
their manifestations are simply ludicrous. "Zephyr," the little green 
man, a sort of "familiar" who appears now and again, but never 
seems to be of any use whatever, is infinitely absurd, and the 
Guardian Angel, who is shared by two ladies, and always spoken ofas 
SHE, is very little better. 

Like mcst novels which have first appeared in a serial form in 
the pages of Blackwood, " The Crack of Doom "u is far above the 
average of contemporary fiction. There is something very real about 
it. The scenes, the characters, and the conversations have a curious 
air of reality. The dialogue, of which there is a great deal, is 
particularly bright, spirited, and natural. The plot, too, is ingenious 
·and unhackneyed. The story is not perhaps profoundly interesting 
or exciting, but it is entertaining throughout, and leads up to a 
sufficiently dramatic dbioutment, which is skilfully and naturally 
brought about. 

81 "The Master of Tanagra : a Sculptor's Story of Ancient Greece." By Ermt 
von Wil<lenbruch. Translated by Marie, Baroneas von Lauer. Loudon: H. Grevd 
& Co. 1886. 

:t1 "A Fallen Idol." By F. Anstey, Author of "Vice Vena." One vol. 
London : Smith, Elder & Co. 1886. 

33 "United : a Novel.'' Two vols. By A. P. SinneLt, Author of "Beoteric 
Buddhism," &c. London: George Redway. 1886. 

30 "The Crack of Doom: a Novel." By William Minto. Three vola. EJi11· 
burgh and London : William Blackwood & Sons. 188ti. 
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"The Stillwater Trage<iy," 13 by Mr. •r. B. Aldrich, author of 
" The Queen of Sheba," "Pruden~e Palfrey," &c., is a highly 
interesting detective story ; sometimes vaguely recalling " La Corde 
au Cou" and other tales of the unravelling of obscure crimes-:1. 
speciality in which 1\1. Gaboriau stood unrivalled. Bnt the resem
blance is but superficial. In Gabori:rn's stories it is almo,t always 
the clever detective who, in spite of the wrongheadednes8 and parti 
pris of the ju_qe d'inR/ruction and the parquet, brings the real criminal 
to justice, and exonerates the unjustly accused hero, who, hy-the-way, 
has almost invariably brought suspicion on himself by some previom1 
act of folly or immorality. ,vhereas, in "1'he Still water Tragedy," 
the clever detective is too clever by half, reminding one more of Mark 
Twain's detectives than of "M. Le Coq," or old "Tir:rnclair," and it 
is the sensible and blameless hero who himself unwinds the meshes in 
which the too zealous detective had nil but enfolded him. There is 
one close resemblance to" La Corde au Cou "-namely, that in both, 
when all the world begins to doubt the hero's innocence of the crime 
imputed to him, his fiancie alone stands by him, unsh1ken in her 
love and loyalty. 

In his Preface the author of " Little Asker" 3' seems anxious to 
impress upon his readers that the book is not a science book, but 1\ 

story book. In our opinion, the story, if it can so be called, is the 
least agreeable part of it. The book is, to all intents and purposes, 
an elementary science primer, and, as such, is both interesting and 
instructive. But the form in which the instruction is conveyed is often 
t:resomely pompous and didactic, nnd the questions of" Little Asker" 
are like those in a catechism-framed to elicit predetermined answers. 
The little book is interspersed with pretty bits of anecdote, and the 
verses, which are chiefly the heads of what each chapter contains, are 
of high quality, notably" The Beginner and ,vorker," from which 
\Ve quote the following lines:-

'free sap will circulate 
While we are sleeping ; 
Hearts beat and stars move 
All in safe keeping ..... 
Who can be everywhere 
Minute by minute, 
Minding the U nivcrse ?
Who could begin it?-

,v e learn from the Preface of M. George E. Habich's "V ade
mecum pour la Peinture italienne des ancie~s Maitrcs "•; that '' this 
little book is offered to the public, without any other pretention than 
that of indicating to persons desirous of studying Italian painting in 
the galleries of Paris, London, Berlin, l\fonich, Vienna, and I<'rankfort, 

~ "The Still water TrageJy." By Thomas Bailey Aldrich. Edinburgh: David 
Douglas. 1886. 

M "Little Asker; or, Leaming to Think: a Story for Boye and Girle." By 
J. J. Wright. London: Swan Sonnenecheio & Co. 1886. 

37 "Vade-mecum pour la Peinture italienne des aociene Maltrea." Par Oeorga 
E. Babich. LooJon: Trulmer & Co. 1886. 
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authentic pictures which may serve as a basis for their researches." 
But neither from the Preface, nor the Introduction, nor yet from the 
body of the work, can we gather upon what principle M. Babich has 
made his selt>ctio.i. It cannot be that he has chosen for mention only 
authentic pictures, since a considerable percentage of those contained 
in his catalogue a.re, in his opinion, wrongly attributed to the pa.inters 
whose name they bear. Still, be this how it may, his little book 
eannot but be a valuable aid to art students; for it directs their 
attention to some of the most important works of the great Italian 
school in each of the principal galleries of Europe, and, by a simple 
reference to the number affixed to each picture in the first part of the 
little handbook, it is easy to find, in the second part, the date at which 
the painter lived, and a short sketch of his artistic career. 
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